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ABSTRACT

In Part 1 I lay down some fundamental assumptions on which my 
theory of nomic subsumptive explanation is based. These include the 
thesis that the world is law-governed in the sense that every event 
comprising "what is the case" can be viewed as an orderly exemplifi
cation of some empirically true generalization, I portray scientific 
explanation of singular events as a relation between statements of 
natural laws and the events to be explained. This relation is fur
ther explicated as fundamentally semantic (dealing with linguistic 
expressions and their denotata), but one whose analysis also involves 
metaphysical or ontological claims essential to the correct analysis 
of the relation °__  is an explanation of __ 0. I have therefore in
cluded in Part 1 an informal presentation of an (ideal) object 
language for expressing nomic subsumptive explanationss its syntax, 
its semantic interpretation, and its ontological underpinnings,

Part 2 focuses upon a philosophical construal of events as 
instantiations of properties or relations, by individuals, at times,
I attempt to characterize.the notions of each of these kinds of event 
constituents, although' my analysis of the notion of an event property 
or relation is somewhat programmatic, and my analysis of the temporal 
aspects of events is not intended as a thoroughgoing or definitive 
one. However, each kind of event constituent is given sufficient

viii.



ix

explication for utilization within my overall theory of the nature of 
nomic subsumption.

In Part 3 i proffer a theory of lawlikeness, based on semantic 
restrictions indicated by the ontological picture of event constit
uents given in Part 2, as well as restrictions on the notion of 
confirmability-by-instance. Ky view is largely anti-Humean in that I 
subscribe to the view that laws of nature involve modal claims going 
beyond mere constant conjunctions. I attempt to provide a character
ization of nomic necessity. Part 3 also includes a classification and 
description of various sorts of laws of nature, distinctions among 
which are largely explicated in terms of the semantic interpretation 
given their paradigmatic formulation in ray object-language.

In Part 4 I characterize nomic subsumptive explanation as hav
ing inferential form, although the conditions of adequacy for nomic 
subsumptive explanation differ radically in several respects from 
those by which standard logical inferences are assessed. After giv
ing general criteria for adequate nomic subsumptive explanation, I 
characterize several different kinds of scientific explanation, giv
ing special attention to the features that distinguish explanations 
containing statistical laws from those containing only universal 
laws. I also develop in detail an analysis of nomic subsumptive ex
planation of human action.

Part 5 is devoted to exploring the works of other philoso
phers of science who take up some of the issues to which my own 
theory is addressed. I assess their views mainly from the



perspective of my own0 showing how the theoretical apparatus I 
develop in Parts 1 - 4  can be used to clarify and correct some of 
their shortcomings; Much of my evaluation of these alternative views 
centers on a campaign for more careful use of the language in which 
scientific explanations are couched; the requirement of "optimal 
perspicuity" which I develop for paradigmatic formulation of sci
entific explanations here bears its fruit»



PART ONE

SCIENTIFIC EXPLANATION BY NOMIC SUBSUMPTION

The aim of this work is to characterize the ontological 
underpinnings of scientific explanation by providing a theory of its 
logical structure. He begin by stating some of our fundamental as
sumptions and explaining our methodology. We will also give an 
informal presentation of the syntax and the semantic interpretation 
of the formalized language to be used in developing our theory of 
nomic subsumptive explanation.

1



CHAPTER 1

PRELIMINARIES

Our most basic assumption should meet with little opposition. 
Put simply, it is the view that the world is pervasively law-governed. 
We subscribe to the thesis that all events viewed as objects of scien
tific inquiry are subsumable under laws of nature which belong to 
specific scientific theories, We call this the Homological Thesis.

A very good way to analyze nomic subsumption is by means of a 
formal semantic treatment of lawlike sentences, expressions denoting 
the events to be subsumed, and how they are related. Apart from con
ducting a semantic analysis, however, in the course of our 
investigations we shall draw out several ontological and epistemolog- 
ical features of the Homological Thesis as well

1. I distinguish two senses in which a theory of scientific 
explanation can provide an ontological analysis. First, it may give 
a treatment described as metaphysical, wherein a criterion for ontic 
commitment in general is argued, adopted, and applied to the denotata 
of its semantically interpreted formalism. This is perhaps the more 
standard use of the term 'ontological analysis'. But on the other 
hand we may be said to be giving an ontological analysis in a theory 
of explanation by merely providing the semantic interpretation of its 
paradigmatic formalism; for in so doing we differentiate the ontic 
categories to which the various denotata of its terms belong. Such 
projects stand apart from the further issues answered by ontological 
investigations of the first sort, about 'what really exists'. We view 
the theory presented here as providing an ontological analysis only of 
the second sort. What further moves might be made, for example, to re
duce properties to individuals or individuals to properties, events 
{as property instantiations) to either of the former, or spatiotemporal

2



3
Motivated by the desire to organize our experience by means of 

conceptual systematization we postulate that in the world there occur 
instances of properties and relations which exhibit regular intercon
nections with others. The nature and extent of this regularity is 
expressed in laws of nature. The instantiations of every property and 
relation subject to scientific investigation occur in space and time, 
and thus we may view space-time as providing a matrix that can be 
sorted into individual loci which house them. The spatiotemporality 
of particular events provides the ontological grounds enabling us to 
use empirical procedures for confirming laws of nature as well as for 
attempting to unify the sciences through theoretical reductions.

The Homological Thesis does not logically entail, but does fit 
nicely with, a realist conception of the properties and relations ex
pressed in scientific theories. For if there are, as we propose, 
spatiotemporal loci housing their instances, and if as we propose, 
these loci can be systematically cross-indexed by various theoretical 
descriptions of events, then the reality of the properties and rela
tions whose instantiations capture the boundaries of these loci is a 
hypothesis offering one of the best conceivable explanations of why 
such systematic and pragmatically significant theoretical cross
indexing of spatiotemporal segments of the world is possible. In a

loci to other things, is an area for investigation that our theory 
leaves largely untouched. These further metaphysical questions de
serve philosophical attentions but I think that the adequacy of a 
theory of explanation itself does not turn on its answering them.



similar vein we conceive of the individuals which instantiate these 
properties and relations as equally real, although again the Nomolog- 
ical Thesis is consistent with treating Individuals as constructions 
out of the class of properties and relations they exemplify. Whether 
we choose a purely realistic or a purely nominalistic metaphysics, 
however, or one in which both properties and individuals are accorded 
equally real status, the Nomological Thesis does commit us to an 
ontology in which events — spatiotemporal instantiations of properties 
and relations by individuals — comprise the immediate domain for our 
conceptual systematization of the universe in terms of scientific 
explanation.

If, as the Nomological Thesis indicates, the world is thorough
ly law-governed, then in the most basic sense of understanding, to 
understand why particular events occur it is necessary to know under 
which laws they fall. Me thus construe nomic subsumption as the 
foundation of scientific understanding. In turn it follows that sci
entific explanations of particular events must be comprised of 
statements that express the subsumptive relations into which the 
events they explain enter.

Nomic subsumption, we contend, is the core of explanatory 
understanding, but not in the broad sense of explanation and under
standing conceived as a psychological phenomenon whose function is to 
satiate the intellectual unrest of specific persons who emerge com
plete with various backgrounds of knowledge and idiosyncratic 
interests. Explanation in this sense, and the sort of understanding 
it imparts, can be assessed only in terms of historical successes and



failures; what suffices to quelch Jones' curiosity may only lead 
Smith to inquire the more. Explanation in this psychological sense is 
essentially context-bound. It is an aspect of explanation worthy, of 
philosophical pursuit. But we shall not pursue it here.

Nor do we attempt in this work to characterize explanations in 
the nominal sense according to which whatever practicing scientists 
might produce when asked to give an explanation„ is an explanation.
We hope to produce a theory that is "materially adequate' in that it 
is consistent for the most part with characterizations of explana
tions that scientists might give. But our aims fall beyond mere 
sociological description; we are interested in using the more ted
ious but more precise tools of philosophy to depict logical0 
semantical„ and ontological features of explanations that go unnoticed 
by working scientists. The patterns for nomic subsumptive explanation 
we propose serve as model structures through which actual explanations 
in science receive optimum philosophical attention. Translated into 
our schemata their logical structure, their semantic content, and 
their ontic commitments are made explicit. To what extent scientists 
may take interest in such rigorous treatment of their endeavors is an 
open question. Yet the issues we shall take up here are unquestion
ably significant for anyone interested in gaining a philosophical 
perspective on the nature of scientific explanation.

Our nomic subsumptive (°NS' hereafter) models of explanation 
are not context dependent in either of the ways cited for explana
tion in the psychological and nominal senses. But there is an element 
of context-boundedness accruing to the NS explanations of our theory,



for laws of nature are found within specific scientific theories 
which give them their significance, NS explanations are thus out
croppings of the theories to which their subsuming laws attach.

Theories give laws their significance. Later we will con
strue intensional features of predicates denoting nomic properties 
and relations as holistically grounded within their housing theories. 
Their extensional components will in turn be determined by these 
intensional features. Finally, the truth conditions of lawlike as 
well as singular event denoting sentences are based on extensional 
components. As is consonant with such programs, truth is analyzed as 
correspondence.

A thesis that has met with widespread opposition in recent 
years is that explanation is inferential in form. We shall not give 
isolated demonstrations of the Inferential Thesis, but will attempt 
to justify it by explicating its systematic merits. The issue of 
whether explanation is best characterized as logical inference is a 
crucial one, and our entire project can be considered as an attempt 
to defend an inferentialist position given the assumptions we have 
already reviewed. Here we can give a broad preliminary sketch, how
ever, of the systematic justification to follow.

Suppose we begin with a statement denoting the occurrence of
2a singular event e to be explained. The explanans is a set of 

statements containing at least one subsuming law which, as we shall

2. The explanans of an inferential explanation corresponds 
to the premisses of a logical inference; the explanandum corresponds 
to its conclusion.



argue, must be conditional in form. The nomic properties and rela
tions expressed in the law- designate specific event types. The 
explanans also contains statements denoting antecedent events rele
vant to e. These are subsumed by the law in virtue of being events of 
the types designated in its antecedent, E itself is subsumed by the 
law in virtue of being an event of the type designated in its conse
quent. The logical structure that emerges in subsumptions of this 
simple sort thus resembles a combination of the quantificational in
ference Universal Instantiation and the truthfunctional inference 
hodus Ponens, with the explanandum sentence as conclusion.

But merely having such structure is far from sufficient for 
adequate nomic subsumption. The probabilistic counterpart of sub
sumption by universal laws differs in significant ways from the above, 
Also, the individual statements forming a nomic subsumptive structure 
must meet many additional restrictions. Yet the striking similarity 
of statements expressing nomic subsumption with patterns of logical 
inference warrants further examination of the inferential view,'

We take as fundamental the view that explanations are sets of 
statements. A philosophical theory of explanation therefore cannot 
escape the utilization of formal semantical tools if it is to express 
its analysis of nomic subsumption consicely yet with a high degree of 
precision. We shall construct a formal language scheme based on first 
order quantification but also containing several new symbols that will 
facilitate concise expression of those features that distinguish KS 
explanation from ordinary logical inference. The sentences comprising



NS explanations will be analyzed in two semantic dimensionss inten- 
sicnal and extensions! „ Significance« under which we include the 
notions of sense and concept, is studied at the first; ontology„ un
der which we include the notion of denotation, is studied at the 
second.

We can impose some structure on our investigations by first 
noting various ways in which a nomic subsumptive explanation can fail. 
For example, deficiencies accruing to the subsuming law or laws cited 
fall into several broad groups.

(1) Obviously, we have a defective explanation if the sub
suming law is not sufficiently well confirmed. Actual confirmation of 
laws is a question of material adequacy and thus falls within the do
main of science, not philosophy. But a philosophical theory of 
explanation can, and must, propose logical conditions on the confirm- 
ability of laws, on the basis of what can count as empirical evidence. 
We must look at those features which indicate the potentiality of a 
nomic statement to be empirically confirmed or infirmed, These will 
be features of a semantic nature. The section of our theory devoted 
to imposing semantical restrictions on lawlike sentences is, in fact, 
largely devoted to explicating the notion of empirical confirmability- 
by-instance.

(2) Whether we can ever be certain of the truth of a nomic 
statement is an open question; the demand for truth is certainly more 
stringent than the demand for confirmation. Again, the question of 
the actual truth of any law of nature is one that falls to the sci
entists. Yet surely if the nomic statement used in a subsumption



states a falsehood, the explanation is unacceptable, A philosophical 
theory of explanation can at least provide a semantical mechanism for 
determining under what conditions a lawlike sentence is true. To 
establish its truth conditions, a semantical account must provide a 
precise extensional interpretation,

(3) Beyond being well confirmed or even true, a subsuming law 
must contain all and only the information that is nominally relevant
to the event to be explained, Later we shall discuss in detail what 
constitutes nomic relevance, If the law is deficient in not fulfill
ing this condition, the explanation may fail in at least two more 
specific ways, described under (4) and (5),

(4) Violations of total evidence requirements result in 
inadequate nomic subsumptions. To explain why Jones has a cold by 
merely citing his exposure to a draft without mentioning anything 
about viruses is surely to give an incomplete picture. More will be 
said about total evidence later. We will see how NS explanations 
fulfilling all of our semantical restrictions can evidence the ful
fillment of this condition. The structure of our models as Inferences 
will play an important role,

(5) A nomic subsumption is deficient as an explanation if it 
denotes antecedents superfluous to the explanation of its explanandum 
event. This reflects an error that just reverses the mistake dis
cussed under (4)g violations of total evidence indicate that not 
enough explanatory information is provided. But neither should the 
explanation contain too much information. Salmon's rule of the



10

"Homogeneity of Reference Classes"„ for example„ censors failings of 
this sort very concisely, while the failure of Hempel0s theory to 
provide such a restriction constitutes a serious objection to it.
Here again the semantical analysis of our models of NS inferences 
will provide a mechanism for singling out deficiencies of this sort.

(6) Whether ceteris paribus conditions surrounding the sub
suming law should be considered part of the explanation itself or 
treated as auxiliary contextual information is a question we shall 
take up later. But in any case, an explanation fails unless it is 
correlated with all and only those ceteris paribus conditions rele
vant to the relationship asserted to obtain between the explanandum 
event and the law which subsumes it. Thus ceteris paribus clauses 
are open to total evidence and superfluity restrictions as in (4) and
(5)s a ceteris paribus clause must contain neither too much informa
tion nor too little.

(?) We have already mentioned the contextual dependence of 
adequate explanations on some specific scientific theory which houses 
its subsuming laws. If the housing theory is inadequately estab
lished, then so is the explanation. Relative adequacy of scientific
theories can be measured in several different dimensions, We shall1
not attempt a full treatment of theoretical acceptability here. We 
shall, however, give some programmatic comments about it, since fail
ure of an explanation due to insufficient theoretical support surely 
vitiates its claim to explain. For instance, theoretical adequacy 
involves having a high degree of systematicity among its laws; they 
must at least be semantically interconnected. Thus the subsuming



11
laws of some explanations can be confirmed partially "from above" —  

i.e., by deduction from other laws more fundamental within the housing 
theory. Also, a scientific theory is more potent the more readily it 
is incorporable into a hierarchy of theories interconnected by 
theoretical reduction relations. The potentiality to reduce or be 
reduced by other scientific theories anchors it more firmly within our 
total body of knowledge. We shall have much to say about theoretical 
reductions of both the unifying and the eliminative sorts, and the 
hypothesis of the unity of all science.

(8) Finally, the formulation of a NS explanation is radically 
deficient if it fails to characterize precisely the events that con
stitute the relate of the explanation. We shall point out several 
examples of theories of explanation which do not adequately identify 
the nature of the objects their explanandum sentences purport to 
denote. Our own theory is in large part devoted to giving a precise 
analysis of event identity and individuation.

The above is only a partial list, but each item singles out 
an important sort of shortcoming to be avoided by the models of any 
adequate theory of explanation. The theory we are about to propose 
fairs quite well according to these standards of assessment in rela
tion to the proposals of several influential philosophers of science 
to whose works we shall turn in later chapters.



CHAPTER 2

THE FORMAL APPARATUS OF NS EXPLANATION

In this chapter we establish a formal language in which our 
explanatory patterns will be articulated. He will develop a system of 
syntax with a semantic interpretation that exhibits the ontological 
underpinnings of explanation by nomic subsumption. To begin, we con
sider what conditions must be met by a formalism adequate to serve 
this function.

SECTION Is CONDITIONS OF ADEQUACY
Our language must contain the usual logical apparatus$ ex

pressions for truthfunctional operations, quantification, and identity 
at minimum. He need not discuss these in detail. Rather, we focus on 
those elements peculiar to the language of explanation.

Given the assumptions discussed in Chapter 1, we propose 
first that an adequate formalism must provide a perspicuous means of 
describing and denoting events, the objects of explanation by sub
sumption. Second, it must be capable of clearly articulating laws 
used in nomic subsumptions. Given that events are construed as prop
erty and relation instantiations, and given that NS explanations 
portray events as entering nomic interrelationships in virtue of 
the laws under which they are subsumed, it follows that the 
formalism must contain expressions for denoting at least five kinds of

12



13
entities. These are (l) events, (2) event properties and relations,
(3) individuals that have event properties and bear event relations to 
one another, (4) times, and (5) nomic relations.

The expressions used to denote these entities must further
more denote them in an optimally perspicuous way: not only should it
be possible to give them a referential interpretation. In addition, 
denotative expressions should show ontic commitments to the entities 
they denote through explicit syntactic structure. The denotative 
expressions of the formalism must be paradigmatic referring terms 
rather than mere arbitrary labels which could serve a denotative 
function. For example, if events are construed as property instan
tiations, an adequate formalism must contain enough structure to 
distinguish the property instanced from the individual which has that 
property. A formalism whose only denotative expressions for events 
are individual terms such as "e1, “e0', etc., would, not meet this 
demand of optimum perspicuity. These terms contain too little syn
tactic structure to formally distinguish the constitutive elements of 
events as property instantiations. Me shall soon discover that the 
most perspicuous expressions for denoting events as property instan
tiations are sentential in form.

An adequate formalism must not only contain expressions for 
denoting events5 it must also contain optimally perspicuous expres
sions purporting to assert that an event occurs. For example, if 
events are construed as property instantiations, a formalism whose 
only denotative expressions for events are "e", ’e01, etc. must rely
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on amalgamated locutions like “e occurred" to distinguish mere 
reference to the event from the assertion that it actually happened. 
Contrast this with sentential expressions wherein the property in
stantiated is denoted by a predicate„ the individual having that 
property by an individual term, and the time of the instantiation by 
another individual term. Instead of "e occurred" we might have the 
sentence "Fat*„ where "F" designates the constitutive property whose 
instantiation is the event designated, where "a" denotes the individ
ual that has F, and where *V  denotes the time at which a has F.
With this interpretation not only can the sentence "Fat" be made to 
denote the event as a property instantiation in time, but it also as
serts that the event occurred (a has F at_t).^ Of course, sometimes 
we will encounter the need to refer to an event in abstraction from 
its actual occurrence, as in the case of perspicuously representing 
mental states which involve prepositional attitudes. Our formal syn
tax will include a means of so referring to an event in abstraction 
from its occurrence. Note however that the formalism whose only syn
tactic means of designating events is in terms of *e°, °e"*, etc., is 
still not to be preferred over that using sentential expressions like 
"Fat*, since the former sort of syntactic scheme must still include 
some way to distinguish reference to actual events from reference to 
events in abstraction from their occurrence.

3. Strictly speaking, sentences cannot be denotative expres
sions since they are not considered to be referring terms. We will 
later set up a correlation of sentences such as "Fat" above with gen
uine referring singular terms whose internal syntactic structure 
nonetheless contains the terms °F°, "a", and "t*,
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In cases where the event comprises an instantiation of a re

lation by several individuals,, perspicuity demands that terms for 
each element be included. For instance0 if the event to be denoted is 
Jones” hiring of Smith as foreman at time t, instead of using ”Hj” „ 
where H (j?) =df (T) hires Smith as foreman0 we must use a more finely 
structured expression like "HjsfV where j = Jones„ s'* Smith, f =
(the position of) foreman, H (7) hires (T) as (3) at
time (3) , and where ”t” denotes the time of the hiring. The syntac
tic structure of 0HjsfV indicates that the event is the instantiation 
of a three-placed relation at a specific time t, while the arrange
ment ”Hj” obscures this fact. In general whenever there is an 
ontological distinction to be made in the structure of the event de
scribed for the purposes of its explanation by subsumption, the 
formalism must have a matching syntactic structure by which it is ex
hibited. This restriction, of course, does not apply wholesale to all 
formal representations of event-denoting language; in some contexts 
”e occurred” or j” might do just as well as ”Hjsft”. In most cases 
where the event to be denoted is viewed as an object of NS explana
tion, however, the finegrained distinctions will prove to be relevant 
to the subsumption and therefore necessary.

So far our conditions on an adequate formalism parallel at 
the linguistic level those conditions discussed by McCain and Segal 
(1969, pp. 33-34) with respect to the. scientific acceptability of 
facts or data. He approach their conditions from a position of ”sem
antic ascent”; (A) Statements used to assert that an event occurs
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must be intersubjectively testible. That is, they must provide condi
tions of verification and falsification open to scrutiny by the 
entire scientific community. (B) Such descriptions must be reliable; 
they must be condoned by others as accurate descriptions of what was 
observed to happen. (C) The condition of precision dictates that 
the more specifically an event can be described, the more acceptable 
is that description, since precision cuts down the margin of freedom 
in subjective interpretation of the description and hence miscommuni- 
cation concerning the object described. For example, °x is warm’ is 
not as precise as °x has a temperature of 7? degrees Farenheit’.

Our formalism must contain sufficient structure to differen
tiate the event denoted from others similar to it in ways that are 
irrelevant to its explanation. But descriptions must not be so 
specific that they separate the event in question from others like it 
in ways that are relevant to its nomic subsumption. In our previous 
example, ’Hj’ is at once too general and too specific. It is too 
specific in that it specifies that what is to be explained is the 
instancing of the complex property, hiring-Smith-as-foreman. No 
subsuming generalisation could contain explicit reference to this 
property and still be counted as a law. On the other hand the 
description is too general in that it contains insufficient structure 
to indicate that the instantiation denoted is a three-placed relation 
at a time, rather than a simple property.

Uhat we seek to learn from a nomic subsumptive explanation is 
why some particular event occurred in virtue of its being one of
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such-and-such a type. It is the proper classification of events 
according to type that qualifies them as objects of nomic subsumption. 
What is desired is a description of the event as being comprised by 
some type or property about which nomic generalisations are avail
able. The choice of a maximally precise predicative expression 
guarantees that the event is described in such a way as to be NS- 
explicable.

Our formal designators for events and their constituents are 
paradigmatic expressions in that they contain intensional specifica
tions of what they denote. Our denotative expressions must do more 
than merely refers they must have descriptive semantic content which 
precludes ambiguity of reference. The intensional interpretations 
that will be given to our denoting terms are literal interpretations 
of the expression-types. Paradigmatic language for NS explanation 
must be freed as much as possible from ambiguity hinging on utterance 
contexts. Paradigmatic terms are descriptive content-containing 
expressions which uniquely pick out their referents in virtue of 
their literal descriptive content. Whether we should view them as 
"rigid" or as "logically proper" names or on the other hand as def
inite descriptions of their designate is a question we will take up 
later,

A complete semantic account for an adequate formalism must 
therefore include interpretation at the level of descriptive content 
or sense in addition to its interpretation at the level of extension 
or reference. He construe information carried at the level of
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descriptive content or sense as an intensional feature of our semantic 
interpretation. Sentential expressions in our formalism will also be 
correlated with statements or propositions at the level of sense.

The need for intensional interpretation also comes to the fore 
when we consider that sentences expressing laws have a modal force. 
Their analysis, we shall see, involves reference to (physically) pos
sible states of affairs. These cannot be made intelligible within a 
purely referential semantics since they can never be ostensively 
presented.

We will distinguish two aspects of intensional interpretation, ' 
that of senses, and that of reference-determining functions. The lat
ter will be identified as concepts; the former as linguistic 
universals similar to the "semantic markers1 of Katz (1972).

The conditions discussed above are not exhaustive but they can 
guide our construction of a formalism for our theory of explanation. 
Beyond what was mentionned above we will need apparatus to express the 
notion of an event’s having a property or entering into a relation, as 
distinct from its being constituted (in part) by a property or rela
tion which is instantiated. For this we will need second-order 
predications. They will express the having of properties by events 
which are themselves property instantiations and will thus take first- 
order predications as arguments. The need for this as well as other 
features peculiar to an adequate formalization of NS explanation will 
be discussed as they arise..



SECTION Zt THE SYSTEM OF SYMTAX
The following is a list of the syntactic constructions used 

in our formalism, with informal characterizations of how they are to 
be understood.

(1) Lower-case letters 'a", "b*, ...’a” , "b"1, etc. are 
used to denote the constitutive individuals of events — that is, the 
individuals instantiating event properties and relations.

(2) Lower-case letters "w", "x", ’y*, ,,."w*1, "x01, etc, as
usual provide variables for quantification, replacing the constants of
(l) above in the context of quantified generalizations.

(3) The upper-case letters "F", 'G", . 'G* *, etc,
will be used as individual constants denoting constitutive properties
and relations of events, or as schematic letters for the same. Which 
of these two functions they serve shall be made clear in context.

(4) The Greek letters '0', "jtf1, '0l', ,0 111, etc. will be 
used as variables of quantification for constituent properties and 
relations, replacing the constants of (3) in generalizations quantify
ing over event properties and relations.

(5) The lower-case letter °t°, 't", etc. will be reserved to 
denote constituent times of events — that is, the times at which event 
properties or relations are instantiated.

(6) The upper-case letter "T”, "T*1, etc. will be used as a 
temporal variable for quantification in generalisations quantifying 
over constituent event-times.
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(?) Right and left slashes '/ /' shall be used to surround

first-order predications asserting that an individual or set of indi
viduals instantiates an event property or relation at a time. The 
result obtained will be used to paradigmatical1y denote the event con
stituted by that instantiation. For example, given the event of a 
instantiating F at t, we obtain from the sentence 'Fat* the singular 
referring term '/F,a,t/' which paradigmatically designates that event 
by parad igmatically designating each of its elemental constituents.

(8) For every paradigmatic event designator as in (?) there 
corresponds a first-order predication such as ‘Fat* above, These 
sentential correlates of the event describors of (?) will be used ex
tensively in our NS patterns. Although as sentences they do not 
denote, we shall at times refer to them as ‘event designating sen
tences’ or simply ‘event sentences’, in virtue of being one-one 
correlated with the genuine referring terms of (?). Both event sen
tences as well as paradigmatic event designators shall be interpreted 
to include the information that the instantiation denoted occurs, 
since, for example,'/F,a,t/‘ expresses a’s having F at t, and, ‘Fat’ 
asserts that a has F at t.

(9) The standard truthfunctional connectives *.’„ ‘v‘, 
etc, shall form compounds of event sentences. We also use the univer
sal quantifier '( )' and. the existential quantifier ’(E)', along with 
the definite description operator ' (7 )‘ and the uniqueness-asserting 
existential operator ’(El )’.
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(10) The symbol 'ni' will be used as a sentential connective 

expressing nomic connection between the events denoted by the senten
ces it connects. The symbol ‘ni1 will be read. 'nominally implies*,
We will also use the symbol *[n]* as a modal operator„ to be read ‘it 
is nominally necessary that* or 'it is physically necessary that *„ We 
use the symbol ‘[c]' as a causal modal operator, to be read 'it is 
causally necessary that'. The symbol 'ca* will be used as a senten
tial connective expressing causal nomic implication. It is to be read 
'causally implies'. Semantic accounts of these symbols will be given 
in detail in our subsequent discussions of causal connection and 
nomic necessity.

(11) The symbol '-1 will be used to express identity between 
individuals, times, event properties and relations, and events.

(12) Events are ontologically structured individuals in our 
theory. They are constituted by individuals, times, and event prop
erties and relations. Sometimes ease of expression .can be facilitated 
by using a syntactically simple referring term for events which does 
not semantically distinguish their internal ontological structure.
When this need arises we shall use lower-case letters 'e*, 'e'', etc. 
as individual terms designating events.

(13) Properties and relations said to be had by events, or 
relations events bear to one another, will be indicated by the use of 
the predicates 'F*', 'G*', 'F'*', ' F ' , etc . These will form pred
ications taking event designators as their arguments, resulting in 
sentences like *F*e' or 'F*/G,b,t/'.
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Sometimes it will "be necessary to construe events as constit

uent individuals of other events, in which case this constituent 
individual will instantiate an event relation where the other 
constituent individuals of the event are ontologically simple.
For example we might have an event whose ontological structure is 
paradigmatically expressed by the term '/G,a,e,t/' or, where 'e' is 
itself supplanted by the more perspicuous '/F,b,t'/6, we would have 
the expression ‘/G,a,/F,b,t'/»V*» In such cases the relation term 
‘G* is considered as representing a genuine event relation, not 
a mere relation into which a and e enter that is not open to nomic 
subsumption. Thus we are careful in such cases to use the constituent 
relation term *G* instead of an expression like 'G*' belonging to the 
classification of predicates falling under the discussion of the 
previous paragraph. Tlje distinction between our uses of predicates 
like *G' and ‘G*‘ will become clearer in subsequent discussions in 
which the need for choosing between them arises.

(14) The symbols '$*', , etc. will be used as variables
of quantification over properties had by and relations borne between 
events. They will replace the predicative symbols of (13) in quanti
fied generalisations.

(15) When needed the upper-case letter eE*, 'E“ , etc, will 
be used as a variable for quantification over events. They may re
place the event terms 'e“, *e11, etc. as well as paradigmatic 
designators like '/F,a,t/* in quantified generalizations.
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(l6) The symbols ,(‘ and ')' will be used as an abstraction 

operator when they surround, expressions of the form '/F,a,t/'.

SECTION 38 THE SEMANTIC INTERPRETATION
(l) An extensional or referential interpretation I assigns to 

the individual terms ea1s 'b't etc, constitutive individuals of 
events, that is, those which instantiate event properties and rela
tions. Constitutive individuals are characterized within the specific 
scientific theory in whose domain they are countenanced, For example, 
atomic physics would use these terms to denote atoms and subatomic 
particles. Biology might use them to denote organisms, organs, and 
components of organs. A theory of action might use them to denote 
agents, as well as physical objects related to actions.

We divide the intensions! interpretation i of individual con
stants into two parts* (a) to each term *&', 'b', etc., i assigns 
a sense. This we characterize as an aspect of the descriptive con
tent of a term which functions to ground its synonymity with other 
such expressions. We will not take on the difficult task of analys
ing the nature of senses. Instead we simply note here that an 
expression has as its sense whatever it has in virtue of which it en
ters into synonymity relations, (b) i also assigns to each individual 
term an individual concept. By an individual concept we mean an 
abstract entity, the non-propositional object of an idea or thought 
with which persons using that expression correctly as a paradigmatic 
referring term associate it. Although mental-entities like objects
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of thought or ideas have as yet evaded satisfactory philosophical 
analysis, I hope it will suffice here to indicate that they are needed.

In order to provide a significant medium of communication, 
referring terms must be correlated with something mental which iden
tifies their referents to the communicants. Suppose that an 
individual term * a* has a certain object a as its denotatum. Given 
the intention of a speaker to use 'a* paradigmatically, i.e.„ as an 
optimal descriptive designator of a, the term must carry an inten- 
sional feature besides its sense, which functions as what we here 
call its concept. This is because only if ‘a" serves to evoke in the 
minds of the communicants some single shared object of thought can we 
have optimally successful communication of thought. When all who use 
the expression 'a' in its paradigmatic denotative capacity conceive of 
the object a in the same way, their thoughts concerning a may be 
shared. It is the individual concept of the object a that communi
cants use to identify a. Sense alone is insufficient because 
different speakers may have differing conceptions of what one and the 
same sense is, while still sharing one and the same concept. This 
might arise, for example, because of mistaken association on the part 
of one or both speakers or because of inadequate linguistic knowledge 
of the senses of those expressions involved. Yet it is through the 
understanding of its sense that we associate with the expression 'a* 
a concept of the object a, the sharing of which makes communication 
of thoughts involving a possible.
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Although our notion of the concept assigned "by i to paradig

matic referring terms was not borrowed, from any specific theory of 
language e it is similar to notions espoused in several other discus
sions of a semantic nature. For example, C. I. Lewis (1950« Chapter 
IV) distinguishes two kinds of meaning which parallel our distinction 
between sense and concept. He distinguishes 'linguistic meaning' 
from * sense meaning'„ where the linguistic meaning of a term is "con
stituted by the pattern of definitive and analytic relationships of 
the word in question to other words and other expressions". The lin
guistic meaning of an expression @ is that property of @ which "is 
common to all expressions which could be substituted for the one in 
question without altering the significance of any other context in 
which this expression in question should be constituent" (ibid., p. 
132). This is meaning in the sense in which what a word means is 
other words. It corresponds with what we have been calling its 
sense.

On the other hand, Lewis's 'sense meaning' of a term @ is the 
"criterion in terms of sense by which the application of expressions 
is determined" (ibid,, p. 131), and it is "intension as a criterion 
in mind, by reference to which one is able to apply or refuse to apply 
the expression in question in the case of presented, or imagined, 
things or situations" (Ibid., p. 133)• Lewis also identifies his no
tion of sense meaning with Kantian schemata (ibid., p. 134)„ He 
speaks of it as partially identified, in terms of rules or prescribed 
routines and imagined results of such rules or routines, which will
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determine the applicability of the expression. Without sense meaning 
for most terms, he says there would be no apprehension of empirical 
truth or falsity (Ibid., p. 135)$

Whoever approaches an empirical situation with the in
tent to apply or refuse to apply an expression.,. must —  
if he knows what he means — be somehow prepared to accept 
or reject what he finds as falling under or confirming what 
he thus intends. Otherwise applicability could, never be de
termined. at all, and there would be no such thing as 
apprehensible fact or empirical truth or falsity.

Lewis's notion of sense meaning corresponds in many ways with our 
concepts. which serve a function in our theory similar to that per
formed by Lewis's sense meanings in his.

Concepts in our theory also bear a surprising resemblance to
K ant's tran scen d en ta l schem ata, fo r  th ey  serve to  id e n t i f y  to  the

language u ser  th e  r e fe r e n t  o f  th e  ex p ress io n  used . As reported  by

W. H. Walsh (1972, p. 313),
... to possess the schema corresponding to the concept tri
angle is to be able to envisage the variety of things to 
which the term 'triangle® applies... there must be some con
nection between the abstract idea and the experienced world, 
to which that idea is expected to apply? it must be possible 
to specify the empirical circumstances in which pure concepts 
of the understanding can find application. Kant thinks that 
for the categories this requirement is met by the fact that 
we can find for each of them a 'transcendental schema'...
W ithout such a  schema the c a te g o r ie s  would be devoid  o f  sen se  
and s ig n i f i c a n c e . . .

There are also similarities between our concepts and a notion 
discussed by David Kaplan (1977) as part of the intensional analysis of 
denotative expressions over and above their senses. He programmatic
ally characterises a function from a sense to a referent that serves to 
express the mode of designation of that expression. Kaplan's function



is to parallel Frege's notion of 'coloration' and as such differs from 
our concepts. Yet it is plausible to construe our concepts as func
tions from pairs of speakers and senses, to denotata: concepts are
abstract mental entities which speakers entertain, share, and use to 
identify the denoted object in virtue of their understanding^ of the 
literal sense of the expression. Our senses correspond roughly to 
Kaplan's notion of character: the character of an expression is a
function from its context of utterance to a content. In turn, our 
concepts parallel Kaplan's contents: the content (in a context of ut
terance) of an expression is a function from circumstances, i.e., 
relevant empirical states of affairs surrounding the speaker in ques
tion and depicted within, for example, a possible world semantics,
— to the extension of that expression or its denotatum (Ibid., pp. 19- 
2?).

Finally, our concepts resemble what J. Podor construes as 
items in the 'internal code * in that both function to represent for us 
the referents of terms (Fodor 1975)• A thorough study of these con
structs as well as those briefly mentioned above falls beyond the 
range of this work; if further comparisons and contrasts would bene
fit the clarification of our own notion of concept, we postpone that 
project for some future time.

Our two-phased intensional interpretation in terms of sense 
and concept applies in our system only to paradigmatic referring 
terms, i.e., terms carrying descriptive content which when taken lit
erally convey relevant identificatory information about their



denotata. Non-paradigmatic terms need not receive this two-phased 
intensional interpretation "because their descriptive content„ if they 
have any at all, does not perform an essential identificatory role in 
denotation. Non-paradigmatic designators for individuals such as ord
inary proper names or indexical definite descriptions function to 
denote, but not to denote in an optimally informative way when inter
preted literally. They can denote successfully regardless of what (if 
any) individual concept a speaker associates with them, and thus re
gardless of whether he has communicated his thought to his audience. 
Contrast (l) 'Napoleon* and. (2) 'the object which first appeared in 
my visual field this morning with the eternalized definite description 
(3) 'the French Poodle who lives at 2028 Second St., Peru, Illinois' 
in the sentence ' is sick at t*. In the actual world all of 
these expressions happen to denote the same object and can be used in 
asserting the same fact. But literally interpreted (3) succeeds 
while (l) and (2) do not, in evoking a concept which uniquely identi
fies to anyone the object asserted, to be sick at t regardless of his 
factual knowledge about what it was that first came to my view today, 
or who Napoleon is. Because they can be given a two-phased inten
sional interpretation in terms of sense and concept, paradigmatic 
terms are freed from the hazards of relying on context of utterance to 
a great extent. The demand for paradigmaticity thus facilitates our 
attaining optimum scientific communication.

But paradigmatic terms are term in an ideal language; the kind 
of optimality of communication arising in ideal language is most often
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u n d esirab le  from a  p r a c t ic a l  p o in t  o f  view,, fo r  i t  r e q u ir e s  forms o f  

ex p ress io n  to o  te d io u s  or cumbersome fo r  most p r a c t ic a l  purposes 

w herein p o te n t ia l  a m b ig u itie s  may be r e so lv e d  by th e  co n tex t o f  u t t e r 

ance. There w i l l  be many c a se s  in  which in d iv id u a l term s in  our 

form alism  fo r  ex p ress in g  MS ex p la n a tio n s  may be g iv e n  in te r p r e ta t io n s  

which do not meet th e  requirem ents fo r  s t r i c t  p a r a d ig m t ic ity  w ithout  

s e r io u s ly  im pairing the MS ex p la n a tio n s  in  which th ey  occur. Most o f  

th e  examples g iv en  in  t h i s  work are f i c t i t i o u s „ th u s th e  c o n s t itu e n t  

in d iv id u a ls  o f  th e  ev en ts  denoted in  th e se  exam ples w i l l  not be capa

b le  o f  paradigm atic d en o ta tio n  in  th e  sen se  d escr ib ed  above. In stea d  

we s h a l l  use ordinary proper names l i k e  ’Jones" and 'Smith"» e t c .  fo r  

such f i c t i v e  c a s e s ,  w h ile  keep ing in  mind th a t were Jon es or Smith 

a c tu a l in d iv id u a ls ,  paradigm atic d e s c r ip t io n s  o f  them cou ld  be formu

la t e d  a s  in  th e  case  o f  Napoleon above. In  even f i c t i t i o u s  c a s e s ,  

however, we p r o h ib it  th e  use o f  r i t u a l i s t i c  term s; we w i l l  e x p lic a te  

th e n o tio n  o f  a  r i t u a l i s t i c  term in  a l a t e r  ch ap ter.

A dm itted ly , our c h a r a c te r isa t io n  o f  p a ra d lg m a tic ity  fo r  s in g 

u la r  term s, which are form alized  a s  in d iv id u a l c o n sta n ts  In our th eo ry , 

i s  b e s e t  by some ra th er  irksome problem s; i t  i s  d i f f i c u l t  to  g iv e  

c o n d it io n s  o f  p a ra d lg m a tic ity  (w hich r e q u ir e s  freedom from r e f e r e n t ia l  

am biguity due to  co n tex t dependence) fo r  e x p ress io n s  used a s  names o f  

in d iv id u a ls .  He have su ggested  th a t  e te r n a lis e d  d e f in i t e  d e s c r ip t io n s  

provide paradigm atic names. But why, i t  might be ask ed , should we 

cla im  th a t  ( 3 ) evokes a  concept which u n iquely  i d e n t i f i e s  to  anyone th e  

o b je c t  a s se r te d  to  be s ic k  a t  t  w h ile  ( l )  and (2 )  do not? In the ease
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of (2) this question is answered unprohlematically: for (2) contains
an indexical element. Indexicals are, by definition, incapable of 
identifying a unique referent when interpreted literally and free from 
linguistic contexts. But why do we assess (l) as non-paradigmatic as 
well? Aside from the unresolved problem of giving an analysis of the 
senses (if any) of proper names, should they not be construed as par
adigmatic even in a stronger sense than the description (3)? For in 
formalised languages individual constants like our ‘a6, "b*, etc. just 
are logically proper names of their denotata. If proper names like 
‘Napoleon6 do have senses and concepts in natural languages, then the 
test of their paradigmaticity (as defined above) can decide the matter 
at least when their senses and concepts are determinable unproblema- 
tically. But I do not presume to have on hand a well-argued theory 
about whether or not proper names receive senses or concepts much less 
what they are if they do receive them. Perhaps the best way to solve 
the problem of paradigmaticity for those terms which we translate as 
individual constants in our formalism is to relativi ae the notion of 
paradigmaticity for singular terms to linguistic contexts or to the 
contexts of the homic subsumptive explanations in which they occur. 
This would constitute a deviation from our strict ideal, but perhaps 
it cannot be helped, Thus we might take as a general rule that if the 
expression translated as an individual constant ‘a6, ‘b*, etc, has a 
sense (and is assigned a concept), then the sense of that expression 
must be explanatorily neutral with respect to its role in the 
explanation, besides meeting the conditions we will set down in later



discussions concerning what forms of language are permissible in NS 
explanations. This would allow for the inclusion of proper names in 
NS explanations without having to he committed at the same time to a 
theory about their senses or whether they have senses at all. We can 
then make another good use of such a principle, for as an aid to de
termining the paradigmaticity of a definite description to be 
translated into our formalism as an individual constant 'a', ‘b'» etc. 
we may say that such a description @ is paradigmatic for a specific NS 
context C only if its literal semantic content is also neutral for C. 
The rule that only explanatorily neutral semantic content can be 
allowed, for paradigmatic singular terras in NS contexts has some inde
pendent justification as well, for as we shall see, the force of NS 
explanations is grounded mainly by semantic interrelationships among 
the predicative terras they contain. As a test of paradigmaticity of 
a definite description @ for an NS context C, therefore, we might 
adopt the following procedure $ first reparse or "predicatize’ the 
literal semantic content of the description Then, if the predi
cate (s) resulting is (are) nomically relevant to any other predicates 
occurring in C, @ does not qualify as paradigmatic in C,

We will return to this issue to discuss it more thoroughly in 
connection with some examples in a later chapter. We note however 
that if proper names are to be permitted as paradigmatic in NS con
texts, an interesting proposal about their analysis has been given by 
T. Burge (1973) which may fit nicely within our own theory. Accord
ing to Burge, proper names are predicates that are true or false of



the objects they purport to denote. A proper name occurring in a sen
tence used by a person at a time designates an object if and only if 
the person refers to that object at that time with that proper name, 
and the proper name is true of that object. The proper name further
more designates the object only if it is given that name in an 
appropriate way (ibid., pp. 434-435)« Although Burge8s analysis re
quires the notion of reference to objects within utterance contexts, 
the analysis that results is an analysis of the literal senses or use 
of proper names. If such literal senses could then be extracted from 
specific utterance contexts, what emerges would be a notion of 
proper name coming quite close to what we have in mind, in speaking of 
paradigmatic proper names.

(2) We continue now with the semantic analysis of the other 
expressions in our formalism. The individual variables *w', 'x*, etc. 
are not assigned unique denotata. We will say that an extensions! 
interpretation I assigns to each a range of objects. Since they do 
not function as singular referring terms, individual variables are 
given no intensions! interpretation.

(3) The constants ,Ft, eG‘, etc, designative of properties and 
relations constituent of events receive an extensional interpretation 
at two levels: at the first level, I assigns to each such term a
property or relation the spatiotemporal instantiations of which con
stitute events. At the second level, I assigns each such term a 
class extension. These terms are also given a two-phased intensional 
interpretation, At the first level, i assigns to each a sense, which



grounds synonymity relations. At the second level i assigns a concept 
which, parallel to individual concepts, is intersubjectively shared by 
those who correctly use these expressions as paradigmatic designators.

Of course, when the expressions ‘F*, 'G', etc. appear as 
predicates in event sentences, they do not function as terms denoting 
properties but only as terms denoting classes$ However, we may appeal 
to the one-one correlation between event sentences and their singular 
term counterparts (e.g., */F,a,t/') to associate with each predicate 
(e.g., 'F‘ in 6Fat') a property or relation as designsturn at the 
first level of extension.

(4) The property variables t0 l, ‘jrf*, etc. receive no inten- 
sional interpretation. An extensional interpretation I assigns to 
them their ranges of event properties and relations.

(5) Since times are treated here as discrete entities they 
are denoted by special individual constants ‘V , et‘6, etc. An exten
sional interpretation I assigns to them specific segments of the 
temporal sequence. These may be of varying lengths or durations since 
the events of which they are constituents are property instantiations 
that endure for various finite lengths of time. Although terms desig- 
native of times could receive an intensional analysis (they have 
senses, and with them are associated 'concepts of times'), they do not 
function here as paradigmatic designators. We shall not need an in
tensional interpretation for them. They must denote, but their 
descriptive content will not play an essential identificatory role in 
denotation.



(6) The temporal variables "T* „ 'T"„ etc. are assigned by I 
the range of times as their extension. No intensional interpretation 
is given.

(?) Paradigmatic event designators like '/F,a,t/' are our 
must fundamental terms for denoting events as preperty and. relation 
instantiations. They take events as their referents (extensions), An 
extensional interpretation I for these terms has two levels correspond
ing to the two levels of extension assigned by I to their property 
terms. At the first level I assigns to a term such as '/F,a,t/' an 
event, a property or relation instantiation. At the second level of 
extension % assigns a static condition of class memberships the state 
of a's being a member of the class-extension of ’F* (at t), These 
terms also receive a two-phased intensional interpretation. At the 
first level, i assigns to each a sense; this is just the sense of the 
event sentence with which the term is paired. We can tentatively con
strue such senses to be propositions or statements, but again they are 
whatever serves to ground the synonomy of the correlated event sen
tence with other sentences. At the second level of intensional 
interpretation i assigns to each paradigmatic event designator an 
event concept, analogous to individual and property concepts. They 
have the function of identifying the event denoted to those using the 
expression within optimum successful communication.

Paradigmatic event designative expressions characterise their 
referents by means of descriptive semantic content. They eliminate the 
need to speak of an event 6 under-a-description-D'„ As paradigmatic
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d e s ig n a to r s  th ey  ensure th a t  the e v e n ts 0 p r o p e r t ie s , and in d iv id u a ls  

denoted have a lrea d y  been g iv en  s p e c i f i c  in form ative  d e s c r ip t io n s 0 He 

p e r a it  on ly  paradigm atic e x p ress io n s  w ith in  our NS p a tte r n s  o f  exp lan 

a tion ?  the advantages owing to  t h i s  r e s t r i c t io n  w i l l  become c le a r  a s  

our th eory  u n fo ld s . One consequence o f  t h i s  r e s t r i c t io n  i s  th a t  many 

weak c r i t e r ia  o f  adequacy on ex p la n a tio n  must be r e je c te d .  For exam

p le ,  one proposal d isc u sse d  by George Sher (1973 , P» 23) s t a t e s  th a t  

“An even t e has been c a u s a lly  ex p la in ed  i f f  some tru e  d e sc r ip t io n  o f  e  

has been deduced from a  w e ll confirm ed s e t  o f  ca u sa l law s and a  tru e  

d e s c r ip t io n  o f  some o f  th e  c o n d it io n s  which ob ta in ed  p r io r  to  e ’s  oc

cu rrence”. P rop osa ls  such a s  t h i s ,  which do not b ind an even t to  

c e r ta in  paradigm atic d e s c r ip t io n s  fo r  purposes o f  i t s  ex p la n a tio n , f a l l  

v ic t im  to  numerous counterexam ples stemming from th e  p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  

c o n stru c tin g  l o g i c a l l y  sound y e t  o b v io u sly  aberrant form s o f  in fe r e n c e  

c le a r ly  u n b e f it t in g  to  nomic subsum ptive ex p la n a tio n .

be c a l l  our ex p r e ss io n s  o f  th e  form ' / F , a , t / '  paradigm atic  

ev en t d e s ig n a to r s , a  term which does not s ig n i f y  a  d if f e r e n t ia t io n  be

tween d e s ig n a t iv e  names and d e s ig n a t iv e  d e s c r ip t io n s , be use th e  

ambiguous term 'd e s ig n a to r 0 fo r  th e  fo llo w in g  reason? i t  i s  p o s s ib le  

to  d is t in g u is h  two d if f e r e n t  ways in  which e x p r e ss io n s  o f  the above 

form may be used . They sa y  be used a s  names s i a p l i c i t e r  —genuine or  

r ig id  names — or th ey  may be used a s  d e s c r ip t io n s  which n o n eth e less  

may fu n c tio n  a s  names, A p a r t ic u la r  a c tu a l ev en t can be named a s  w e ll  

a s  d escr ib ed  in  a  number o f  ways, p a ra d ig m a tica lly  a s  w e ll a s  non- 

p a ra d ig m ,tiea U y . Two or more d i s t i n c t  ev en ts  may s a t i s f y  the same
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description even if it is paradigmatic. Any event whose constituents 
are the property F, the individual a, and the time t, satisfies 
'/F.a.t/1 taken as a description. And it is logically possible, al
though I contend it is not physically possible, if the description is 
paradigmatic, that there be two or more such events. But if '/F,a,t/' 
is used as a paradigmatic name of a particular event, then only one 
event — even relative to other logically possible worlds — will have 
this expression as its paradigmatic name. Now the theory of events 
presented in this work may be taken in two ways corresponding to the 
above distinctions (a) It may be conceived as having particular 
events as its subject natter, in which case expressions of the form 
'/P,a,t/' are to be taken as genuine or rigid names of their desig
nate. (b) But it may also be conceived as having ’singular' events 
as its subject matter, in which case expressions of the above form 
are to be taken as paradigmatic descriptions.

Now alternative (a) presents a prima facia problem which does 
not seem to attach to the second alternative. We do insist that the 
(literally interpreted) semantic content of the expressions whose 
form is represented by '/F,a,t/', for example, plays an essential role 
in determining the identity of their designate. But rigid names are 
expressions whose literal semantic content appears not to matter in 
performing their designative function. Thus we propose that our 
theory be interpreted, in accordance with (b) instead of (a). We still 
then retain the means to name particular events with expressions of 
the form '/P,a,t/' however, for although we stress the importance of



their semantic content in determining which possible events they might 
have as designate„ and although it is logically possible that several 
distinct events may so qualify, we may choose in certain specific con
texts to use an expression of the above form as a name of a particular 
event, when we assume there is some way of identifying the event it is 
used to name by ostension. For the most part the distinction between 
these two uses of our paradigmatic event designators will play no es
sential role, and we will often ignore it in discussions to follow.
For example, nothing concerning the metaphysical question of whether 
particular events are to be given extensions! 1st ('unifier') or inten- 
si onalist (‘finegrained') conditions of identity turns on this 
distinction; and nothing concerning the paradigmatic structure of NS 
explanations turns on whether we conceive of their subject matter as 
particular or as singular events,

David Lewis (1973s P» 562) discusses the distinction we have 
just outlined in an illuminating footnote. For the most part his com
ments about propositions of the form 'O(e)' apply fully to our 
paradigmatic designators of the form '/F,a,t/' as well as to their sen
tential correlates of the form ’Fat5, It is helpful to rephrase his 
comments to apply directly to the theory presented here; If we refer 
to a particular event by means of a paradigmatic designator 5/P,a,t/5 
used as a name of [the essential constituents of] that particular 
event, we must take care not to confuse its sentential correlate 'Fat5 
— a sentence expressing a proposition which entails that that particu
lar event occurs, — with the different proposition that some event or



other which satisfies '/F,a,t/' used as a mere description [of pos
sibly several distinct particular events] occurs.

Since we shall discuss NS explanations as explanations of 
events that occur in the actual world only, and since relative to that 
one world it seems correct to say that for a given event property F» 
a given individual ae and. a given time t» only one particular event 
will satisfy the paradigmatic description '/F,a,t/', our decision to 
treat such expressions indifferently as names or as mere descriptions 
will have no serious drawbacks.

(8) Paradigmatic event sentences are unique among the locu
tions of our formalism in that they receive a three-part extensional 
interpretation as well as a two-part intensional interpretation. They 
have as their immediate extension the event they denote as property or 
relation instantiation, which is assigned by I at the first level of 
extension. At the second level I assigns to an event sentence a state 
of class membership, as for its singular term correlative. But at the 
third level of extension, I assigns to each event sentence a truth 
value, via the usual procedure given in a Tarsky-type theory of truth.

Like their singular term counterparts event sentences receive 
a two-part intensional interpretation, identical with that given for 
the former. Event sentences receive a proposition or statement as 
their sense, and an event-concept,

(9) Truthfunctional connectives receive the standard exten
sional interpretation as given in truth tables; we shall not take up 
the question of their intensional analysis. Quantifiers are also



given the usual extensions! explication as within a semantic analysis 
along the lines of Tarsky.

(10) We will give a thorough analysis of the connectives "ni" 
and 'ca", and the operators '[n]' and ’[c]* in later chapters. Here 
we note only that nomlc connection is conceived as a relation whose 
objective existence lies on a par with that of other relations borne 
between events. Extensionally then, "ni" gets assigned all those or
dered pairs of events that are in fact nominally connected. The sense 
and concept of nomic connection is discussed later.

(11) f=‘ takes the usual interpretation.
(12) Non-paradigmatic singular terms 'e', *e'', etc. designa- 

tive of events have those events as referents. Whatever senses attach 
to these expressions or whatever concepts may be correlated with them 
is unimportant in our system since these are not relevant descriptive 
content-containing expressions within NS explanations.

(13) The terms ’F*’, 'G*', etc. designative of properties had 
by and relations borne between events (other than nomic connection) 
have the properties and relations they designate (in terms of ordered 
tuples of events) as their extension. They have senses and property or 
relation concepts as intension. But like the terms "e1, •"e*", etc., 
these terms are not used as paradigmatic designators and. thus their in
tensions! interpretation need not be treated here.

(14) and (15) The variables '$*' t "0*', etc. and 'E', 'E‘‘„ 
etc. have their ranges as extensions, and receive no intensional inter
pretation. Note that since we have variables for predicates or



property terms, such terms are open to quantification. Our formalism 
will allow a departure from ordinary quantification theory in contain
ing, when needed, sentences like '(0*)(0*e)', to he read 'for all event 
properties 0#, the event e has that property 0**. On stricter stand
ards, of course, this kind of quantification over expressions in 
predicative position is anomalous. However, although a full explica
tion of such quantification will not be given here, it is possible to 
translate it into a more standard method of treatment where a second- 
order language is utilized.

(l6) Symbols of the form '(/F,a,t/)* will indicate that the 
event /F,a»t/ is being referred to in abstraction from its actual oc
currence, It is to be read, 1event /F,a,t/ in abstraction *.

So far our account provides a medium through which to dis
tinguish essential from accidental properties of individuals and 
events. All paradigmatic designators express essential properties of 
their designsta, while non-paradigmatic referring terms, if they con
tain descriptive content at all, may be correlatable with accidental 
properties of the objects they denote. In our later discussion of 
criteria for admissibility of property terms in NS explanations we will 
clarify this distinction. Intuitively, terras that express accidental 
properties will contain implicitly relational predicates, ritualistic 
terms, demonstratives or token reflexives, or they will be referen- 
tially ambiguous in some other way such that their denotata are not 
fixed by means of the literal intensions of the terms themselves, as in 
the case of some ordinary proper names.



We also note that predicative terms etc. denoting
properties had by events, denote accidental properties of those events. 
For they will always designate properties other than those constitutive 
of the events of which they are predicated. Clearly it is wrong to 
construe, e.g., the event /F,a,t/ as also having the property F. One 
would not be correct in asserting that the event constituted by the 
instantiation of the property sickness by the poodle of 2028 Second 
Street (etc.) itself has the property of being sick; it is an event 
of sickness but it is not a sick eventI This event might, however, 
have the property G* of being the first instance of sickness befalling 
my dog Napoleon. The property sickness, if it is a constituent of the 
event /F,a,t/, is not a property /F,a,t/ has. Sickness is essential 
to the identity of this event; it is an essential part of it. On the 
other hand if F* is a property that the event /F,a,t/ has, then F* 
could not be essential to /F,a,t/j for this would entail that /F,a,t/ 
has conditions of identification (as a property instantiation) prior 
to or independently of the instantiation of the property F by which it 
is constituted.



PART TWO

THE DOMAIN OF NS EXPLANATION —
AN ONTOLOGY OF EVENTS

We take as a general rule that if an entity belongs to a cate
gory of things within the range or extension of a variable in our 
formalism, it exists. Thus we take into our ontology the individuals 
constituent of events, the properties and relations constituent of 
events, events themselves, the constituent times of events, properties 
had. by events and relations borne between them, and finally the rela
tion of nomic connection which may be classified as a relation of the 
last sort.

From an ideological point of view, our informal metalanguage 
contains reference to several semantical entities including senses, 
statements or propositions, and concepts. We shall not present de
fenses of our ideological commitments, however, since that would take 
us beyond the bounds of our theory of explanation itself, which is our 
sole concern in this study. In the following chapters we shall focus
only on those entities mentioned in the previous paragraph, ontological

»commitment to which is central. We begin with a formal statement of a 
principle for individuating events as the domain of NS explanation.

42



CHAPTER 1

THE ONTOLOGICAL STRUCTURE 
AND INDIVIDUATION OF EVENTS

We construe events as instantiations of properties and rela
tions in space and time. They are individuable in terms of their 
constituent elements. For specific events /F,a,t/ and /G»b»t'/ we 
have
(I) /F;a,t/ - /G,b„t‘/ iff F - G, a - b„ and t = t'.
To quantify and. generalize to include relational events, we have
(I') (^)(y)(xi)(y1)(T)(T1)((/0,xI...xn,T/ * /^y1...yn,T'/) iff

((0 = X) • = y1 ‘...ixn = yn) . (T = T'))).
Since the event designators of (l) are paradigmatic, they identify the 
essential constituents of the particular events they designate. Of 
course our principles (l) and. (I') do not provide explicit recipes for 
finding event identity until a criterion of individuation is provided 
for properties and relations, for individuals, and for times. We will 
take up these problems in Chapters 3» and. 5 to follow.

There is a second principle for expressing event identity 
which does not refer to their internal structure g instead it appeals 
to the properties events have, and. the relations into which they 
enter. For specific events /F,a,t/ and /G,b,t'/ we have
(II) /F,a,t/ = /G,b,ty iff (X*)((X*/F,a,t/) iff (X*/G,b,t'/)). 
That is to say, these events are identical just in case they have all
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and only the same properties. We can construct a quantified general
ization of (ll) covering relational events as well „ as follows;
(II') (jZi)()!f)(xi)(yi)(T)(T‘)[(/ĵ ,x1...xn,T/ = /^...y^T'/) iff

((̂ )(j25V̂ x1...xn0T/ iff 
The property variable of (ll) and (II*) ranges over nonessential
properties of events that have them. For example„ let e s /F,a,t/ and 
let e* * /G,b,t*/. Let H* be the property of being the first event 
that came to my notice on the morning of 2? September, 1976. Then it 
is true that for some event e, e has H* (i.e., it is true that H*e).
But it is not essential to e that e have that property. For e could 
very well have occurred and yet lack this property, perhaps never com
ing to my attention at all. However, if e is identical with e", then 
it must also be true that H*e', as long as it is true that H*e.

Let us assess our analysis of event individuation according to 
the conditions imposed on a principle of event individuation proposed 
by Alfred J. Stenner (1974). Although Stenner envisions event identity 
relative to an exclusively extensional interpretation for event- 
designating expressions, events in our own theory fulfill most of his 
conditions of adequacy. There are convincing reasons for rejecting 
those of his conditions that our theory does not fulfill. In the fol
lowing, parenthesized expressions represent translations into our own 
formalism for the sake of perspicuity. Otherwise, our statement of his 
conditions represent informal translations of his own formulas.

Condition 1 $ If a description (’/F,a,t/*) describes the event 
ê » and ('/G,b,t'/') describes ê , and. ('/F,a,t/') is correlated^ with



the event sentence (6Fat')„ and ('/G,h,t'/°) with ("Gbt8')„ then the 
theory must yield, that (/F„a,t/ - /G»b»te/) iff ('Fat') is sentence- 
correlated^ with ('Gbt'*).

Now it can readily be seen that our theory fulfills Condition 
It where Stenner's event descriptions are interpreted as our paradig
matic event designators and. his event sentences as our paradigmatic 
sentential event designators, correlation^ turns out to be the one- 
one correlation between descriptions and sentences that we have 
already postulated, and correlation^ between event sentences turns out
to be the relation *__ expresses the same sense (proposition) as *.
Stenner notes that the correlation^ between these event sentences 
should not be mere material equivalence because this would be too 
weak. We agree. If we allowed non-paradigmatic event describing sen
tences to replace ’Fat* and 'Gbt*', then correlation^ could be 
tantamount to only the material equivalence of these sentences. But 
our restriction to paradigmatic expressions serves us well in pre
cluding just such problems from arising. Stenner contends that 
•correlation^ could not be the relation of logical equivalence either, 
for this, he says, would be too strongs since substitution of coref- 
erantial terms within event sentences must preserve truth value, some 
substitutions would result in non-logically equivalent sentences which 
would nonetheless describe the same event. This presents a prima facia 
problem for us, for surely if two event sentences express the same 
sense, they must also be logically equivalent. However, Stenner does 
not restrict theories of event identity to those couched in



paradigmatic language only. In fact he seems to place no semantic
restrictions on the form of event language at all. Since our event
sentences must contain only paradigmatic expressions, coreferential 
substitutions can be substitutions of only paradigmatic referring 
terms. The permissible substitutions will never result in non- 
logic&lly equivalent sentences, for what is substituted cannot fail to 
have the same sense as its substituens. Two paradigmatic coreferential 
terms will always have the same sense because their descriptive con
tent must be co-intensional — i.e., they must be assigned the same
sense and concept. So what at first appeared, problematic for our
theory can now be dismissed. If correlation^ is the relation '__  ex
presses the same sense a s  *, then correlation contains only pairs
of logically equivalent sentences. But logical equivalence when re
stricted. to event sentences in our theory is not too strong in 
Condition 1, for no coreferential substitutions of paradigm expres
sions will result in non-logically equivalent event sentences.

Condition Zt The sentential relation (correlation^) must be 
reflexive, symmetrical, and transitive. If not, says Stenner, there 
would be no assurance, given this correlation, that the events desig
nated by these sentences are identical. Our proposal meets this 
condition, for the sentential relation we posit as correlation^ is an 
equivalence relation.

Condition 3$ The theory must regiment in all relevant ways the 
logical structure of the event sentences in question. Now our theory 
provides just such a regimentation, for our event sentences contain
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syntactic elements which denote all of the essential constituents of 
their designata.

Condition 4: If definite description ( t/') is correla
ted with the sentence (1 Fat *), then (there exists an event ê  such 
that ('/F,a,t/') describes ê  iff ('Fat*) is true), Stenner claims 
that Condition 4 precludes committing the theory to the existence of 
negative events. It is doubtful that this condition does rule out 
negative events if that notion is coherent at all. But our proposal 
fulfills Condition 4 anyway. A paradigmatic designator like 
!/F»aet/e has as its designatum an event that occurs just when the 
corresponding event sentence 'Fat' is true, for if and only if a has 
F at t does /F,a,t/ occur.

Condition 5$ Substitution of coreferential singular terms 
within definite descriptions of events preserves reference to the 
event designated by the original description before substitution. Now 
our principles (l) through (II') also yield this result. And, as long 
as the coreferential terms are paradigmatic, such substitutions are 
permissible in NS explanations. Stenner's position is not formulated 
in the context of giving a theory of NS explanation, therefore per
haps his failure to restrict event description to paradigmatic terms 
has no harmful consequences. However, if meant as a theory of event 
identity for homic subsumptive explanations, this restriction is 
needed. If we begin with a paradigmatic description '/F,a,t/' of an 
event e and substitute a hon-paradigmatic property term, say H, which 
is coextensional with F in having the same class of individuals as
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given at the second level of extensions! interpretation» then the re
sulting description '/H,a,t/' does not paradigraatically denote e.
Thus the term 'He may not designate the property mentionned in the 
appropriate law(s) for e‘s nomic suhsumptive explanation. In fact if 
not paradigmatic, ‘H' may not denote any lawlike property at all.

But the same holds for substitutions of singular terms. Sup
pose ‘a" in '/Fja.t/' is a paradigmatic term denoting some object 
Consider the definite description 'the x such that x - @ and Columbia 
University is in New York' as a singular referring term to be substi
tuted in for 'a'. The result would preserve reference to the event 
/F,a,t/ at the second level of extension, but it would not preserve 
paradigmatic reference to this event, since paradigmatic coreference 
involves coreference at both the first and the second levels of ex
tension. Clearly the event sentence 'F(the x such that x - @ and 
Columbia University is in New York)t* is inadmissible in any NS ex
planation of the event it (non-paradigmatically) describes since it 
contains irrelevant information which is in no sense about any of the 
constituents of the event /F,a»t/ in question. Thus although Con
dition 5 is true of our theory, we add that only paradigmatic 
intersubstitutions are permissible within NS explanation contexts.

¥e skip some of Stenner’s discussion and move to his seventh 
condition.

Condition ?t Event (/F,a,t/) has the property 0# iff there 
exists an event (/G,b,t'/) such that (/F,a,t/ - /G,b,t'/) and 
(/G,b,t*/) has the property 0*. Our theory fulfills this condition.
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Stenner notes that it fails where "0* * is an intensional context.
However, since event designators must be paradigmatic in our theory, 
codesignative expressions will also have the same sense and concept. 
Thus Condition ? holds even in intensional contexts when only paradig
matic event terms are used.

Condition 81 If a sentence S is a sentential description of 
event ê « and = ê , then S is a description of ê . Our theory 
meets this requirement readily,

Stenner also proposes the following 1 theorem schema * (among 
others we will not discuss)s

Condition QJ?s If two descriptional event sentences differ 
only in that from the first we can infer the second (but not neces
sarily conversely), then they both describe the same event. Now the 
event sentences of our formalism are all atomic due to the character
isation of events as property or relation instantiations $ each event 
has as its constituent only one property or relation, thus in each 
paradigmatic event sentence there will occur only one predicative 
term as in, for example, the sentences 6Pat* or 'Habct'. If we can 
infer one from the other, it follows that we can also infer the latter 
from the former as well, because the inference will have to be strong
er than merely truthfunctional — no truthfunctional connectives will 
appear in any paradigmatic event sentences. Thus no inferences like 
that from '(Pat , Gbt")‘ to 'Gbt6' could arise where the entailment is 
in one direction only. Such unidirectional inferences could arise on 
Stenner*s view since he stipulates no conditions ruling out
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truthfunctionally complex event sentences. But then his Condition 
QI7 is not desirable because clearly the event /F,a,t/ may not be 
identical with /G„b,t'/ and so the complex of events denoted by the 
sentence 'Fat . G b V 1 could not be identical with the event /G,b,t'/ 
alone.

Events as individuated by our principles (l) through (II*) 
compare and contrast in many additional ways with events as individ
uated in Stenner1s theory. We will not pursue the comparison further 
however, since our previous discussion covers those features of 
Stenner's view we find most interesting, and has already provided an 
explication of our own principles sufficient to ground our more de
tailed analysis of the constituents of events within the domain of NS 
explanation to follow.

One principle which Stenner does not consider but which should 
be included in this discussion, is that given two event sentences 
such as 1Fabt1 and 'Ghat' which differ only in that F is the active- 
passive transform of G, these two sentences paradigmatically denote the 
same event. Jaegwon Kim, whose theory of event identity is much like 
our own, also accepts such a prihciple (Kim 1973s p. 224), but he also 
accepts a stronger principle from which the above follows. According 
to Kim, any two relational event sentences one of which expresses the 
converse relation of the other, are codesignative. For example, "x is 
a parent of y* and "y is an offspring of x' specify event types 
bearing this converse-relation to one another. But we do not accept 
the event sentences "a is a parent of V  and ”b is an offspring of a'
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(for some individuals a and. b) as codesignative since the predicates 
‘(Tjis a parent of(2)' and ‘(T)is an offspring of(2)' express dif
ferent senses and concepts even though they express a relation and 
its converse. In this Hay the above pair of event sentences differs 
from, for example, the mere active-passive transforms "a stabbed b" 
and 'b was stabbed by a'. We might describe this difference by say
ing that whereas Kim accepts all converse-relation pairs at both the 
first and the second level of extension, we accept as codesignative 
only those pairs which appear as converse-related at both the first 
as well as the second level of extension. Unlike Kim, we do not 
accept as codesignative those pairs expressing a relation and its 
converse at only the second level of extension but not the first.



CHAPTER 2

EVENT LOCI

The notion we are about to characterize is central, for it is 
largely in terms of the distinction between events and event loci that 
we can show the plausibility of unifying science through theoretical 
reduction. We can also explain some seeming paradoxes in ordinary 
event describing language. Event loci also ground our leanings toward 
realism with respect to the ontological status of events as property 
and relation instantiations since they allow viewing events as objec
tively existing entities in space and time instead of constructs of 
the human mind alone.

We define event loci as just those segments of space and time 
in which property and relation instantiations exactly occur. (We will 
say that an event, for example /F,a,t/, exactly occurs at locus L if 
and only if L‘s boundaries include all and only the spacetime occupied 
by the instantiation of F by a at t.) Event loci contain all of the 
data we observe and interpret as well as that we overlook. They are 
'containers' for property and relation instantiations in physical 
reality.

Many difficult questions arise, However, in explicating this 
rough definition. For instance, should event loci be individuated in 
terms of the events they 'contain0, or are they instead ontologically 
prior, to be identified independently of the events that have them?

52
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There are difficulties with either approach. Are event loci continu
ous segments of spacetime» or is it plausible that some event loci are 
'scattered'? Are some events correlable with more than one locus? If 
the space occupied by an individual a forms a proper subpart of the 
space occupied by b in /F»a»t/ and /G,b*t'/, do these events have the 
same locus? And how can we construe the spatiotemporal nexus in gen
eral, apart from delineating segments of it as characterized by events 
that occur therein?

We attack these problems by first setting down a principle for 
individuating event loci in terms of the events that have them. Then 
we will focus on the notion of what it is for an event e to have a lo
cus L. Consider the merits of (ill) for individuating event loci:
(III) Locus L = locus L* iff (^)(^)(xi)(yi)(T)(T')([(i)] .

t(ii)3 . C(iii)3),
where (i) - (ill) are the following conditions:
(i) L is the locus of the event /0,x^...x^,T/
(ii) L' is the locus of the event /jf.ŷ .. .y^,T'/, and
(iii) the set of things consisting of x^...x^ and T occupy ex

actly the same segment of spacetime as the set of things
consisting of y-,...y and T'„ j. n

Now, (III) seems intuitively correct, but it is both uninformative and 
circular. It presupposes we already have a way of individuating the 
spatial and temporal components of events independently of knowing 
their loci. We can make (III) informative and remove the viciousness 
of the circularity only if we can independently characterize what it



is for an event e to have a locus L — that is, what it is for condi
tions (i) and (ii) to obtain.

Now for an event /F„a,t/ to have L as its locus is for it to be 
correlated with some specific portions of space and of time that com
prise L. The spatial component of L, we propose, is just the space 
occupied by a. Its temporal component is just that segment of time t 
of /F,a,t/. L thus measures off the space and the time occupied by 
a's instantiation of F. We must posit also that the spatial and tem
poral constituents of L are identifiable within an independent four 
dimensional coordinate system for identifying discrete segments of 
spacetime within a local neighborhood. We will not lay out such a 
system here, since doing so would greatly complicate our discussion; 
Carnap, Russell, and Goodman have tackled this problem with greater 
success than we could hope to achieve. Although the spacetimes com
prising event loci must be identifiable apart from the properties and 
relations that are instanced in them (except for at least one event 
which ‘anchors8 the coordinate system to the system of physical ob
jects) , specific segments of spacetime we wish to identify as loci for 
particular events are not individuable apart from those events. Rela
tional events whose constituent individuals (e.g., a and b of 
/R,a»b,t/) are spatially scattered do not have several loci as numer
ous as the space locations of these constituents; but a single locus 
of an event /R»a,b,t/ may include a multiplicity of spaces (e.g., those 
occupied by a and by b), Thus the loci of relational events need not 
comprise continuous segments of space.
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Both relational events as well as simple property instantia

tions may have loci comprised of discontinuous time segments as well. 
For example, a war may be construed as a relational event between two 
participating nations a and b in /W,a,b,t/„ where it might be most 
accurate to view t as including several distinct noncontinuous dura
tions: some wars may be initiated, then discontinued, and. again
resumed at a later time.

No two events whose constituents bear the relation of proper 
subpart can have the same locus. If a occupies a space which forms a 
proper subpart of that occupied by b in /F,a,t/ and /G,b,t/, the locus 
of the first differs from that of the second. The same holds of 
/F,a,t/ and /G,a,t'/ where t is a proper subpart of the duration t*.

We will say that if a moves through space during the time t
of /F,a,t/, the locus of /F,a,t/ is 'space-variable‘. This contradis
tinguishes the other option we reject, of assigning to /F,a,t/ several 
different "space-static' loci.

Each event has only one locus, although several distinct 
events may have one and the same locus as when, for example, the 
events are theoretically Interreducible„ The notion that distinct 
events can share the same event locus also throws some light on the 
well-worn controversy over event identity between 'unifiers' such as 
Anscombe and Davidson, and 'multipliers' such as Kim, Goldman, and 
R. M„ Martin: In the now standard example offered by Davidson (19&3»
p. 686) in which a man alerts a prowler by turning on a light by 
flicking a switch, the unifiers claim that only one action or event



took place, while the multipliers discern different events corres
ponding to each description of ’what goes on’ in the situation. We 
contend that Davidson and his camp are merely identifying events with 
the segments of spacetime we here construe as event loci. It is the 
locus of my flicking the switch that is identical with the locus of 
my turning on the light — or, more precisely, the locus of the former 
event is a proper subpart of the locus of the latter since for an 
event of turning on a light to occur, we need at least both the switch 
and. the light, although we do not need the light to merely flick its 
switch. And it is these two loci which overlap the locus of the event 
of my alerting the prowler — the locus of that event includes the 
space occupied by the prowler and the space occupied by myself. The 
space occupied by myself forms part of the loci of all three of the 
events described.

But to nomic subsumptively explain the various events compris
ing ’what goes on’ within a single locus or within a set of overlapping 
loci, it is necessary to differentiate the various property and rela
tion instantiations therein. The proper objects of NS explanation 
cannot be the loci themselves, for we have no laws of nature involving 
spacetime that is totally uncharacterized in terms of events occurring 
within it. Multiplier theories of event identity, such as that we es
pouse here, thus fare much better in theories of scientific 
explanation than do unifier theories.



CHAPTER 3

THE CONSTITUENT PROPERTIES AND RELATIONS OF EVENTS

Before turning to event properties and relations a few prelim
inary remarks are in order. First, we will not discuss the issue of 
Platonism versus Nominalism here. We characterize "both properties and 
individuals without claiming ontological priority for either. Our 
view is consistent with further analyses in which individuals reduce 
to bundles of properties as well as those reducing properties to indi
viduals.

Second, we focus on empirical as opposed to logical or 'mathe
matical properties. Third, the properties and. relations for which we 
seek criteria of individuation are only those which might play a role 
in nomic subsumptive explanations. In the course of cur discussion it 
will become clear that it is necessary to narrow our talk about prop
erties and relations to those designated by paradigmatic terms only. 
Fourthly, we keep in mind that actual properties and relations con
stituent of events that get NS explanations are tied to specific 
scientific theories and can be identified only within them. We have 
little to say, for example, about which properties and relations a 
theory of physics, biology, or psychology is committed to nor how they 
are individuated. We focus rather on the question how to identify sci
entific or nomic properties and relations in general.



Our investigations begin from a standpoint of semantic ascent$ 
we ask» when do two property designators denote the same property? 
Consider the following list of pairs of expressions:
(A) 1. having a heart

2. having kidneys
(b) 1, having a heart

2. having a colored heart
(c) 1. being the third U.S. president

2. being the designer of the University of Virginia
(D) 1. having a temperature m

2. having a mean kinetic energy n
(E) 1. having a temperature

2. having a mean kinetic energy
(F) 1. being an opaque object with height h

2. being an opaque object which causes a shadow of length 
h when a light ray crossing its top makes an angle of 
45 degrees with a line to the base

(G) 1. being red
2. being red and self-identical

(H) 1. being red
2, being red and. such that Oahu is in Hawaii

(I) 1. being red
2. being red: and such that either snow is white or it is 

not the case that snow is white



(j) 1. being blue
2, being the color of the sky over Tucson at noon,

September 15, 1975*
We take all of (.A) through (j) as property designating expres

sions in the loose sense in which any expression which mentions a kind 
of state or condition which can be instantiated by an individual is a 
property term. Thus every predicative expression corresponds with a 
property designating term in this loose sense (or a relation term if 
the predicate is more than one-placed) when it is turned into a state- 
or condition-describing gerundive. Of course, not all of (A) through 
(j) are paradigmatic nor are they all admissible as nomic property 
terms in NS explanations. For now we set aside these considerations 
and focus on just the question which, if any, of the pairs (a) through 
(J) are codesignative.̂  The list is ordered, roughly so that the more 
finely properties are individuated, the later on in the list will the 
first pair of expressions affirmed as codesignative appear.

Suppose we try as a necessary condition on property identity 
the following principle?
Proposal It If = jtf, then for all x and for all T, every NS explana

tion of the event /0,x,T/ is a NS explanation of the event 
M x ,T/„

4. Several of the terms on the list, and much of the ensuing 
discussion, is based, on material found in Achinstein (1974), but 
strongly dissimilar conclusions are drawn. The discussion to follow 
will be based in large part on comparing our own conclusions with those 
of Achinstein.
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Proposal 1 is discussed but rejected by Achinstein (l97^o P° 259) on 
the grounds that if it states a necessary condition on property iden
tity, the expressions (D)l and 2 could not denote the same property. 
Achinstein wants all theoretically interreduced properties to be 
viewed as identical. But if Proposal 1 holds, then since a NS explan
ation of why x has temperature m does not provide a NS explanation of 
why x has mean kinetic energy n, having temperature m is a different 
property than having mean kinetic energy n.

Achinstein errs in dismissing Proposal 1 for the above reason, 
because he errs in thinking theoretically interreduced properties must 
count as identical. His own example of temperature and mean kinetic 
energy illustrates why: Temperature is the sort of property we may
ascribe to gross physical objects (liquids, gases, solids) but not to 
microphysical entities (molecules, atoms, electrons, etc.)» Clearly 
it makes no sense to assert that a molecule of gas has a certain 
temperature. Thus, temperature and mean kinetic energy cannot be 
identical properties, for they are not instantiable by entities of the 
same domains. As we will see in a later chapter, theoretically inter- 
reduced. properties are best construed not as identical but as bearing 
a weaker kind of equivalence relation to one another.

If sameness of NS explanation offers a necessary condition on 
property identity, then properties will be rather finely individuated. 
For example, the pairs of (F) and of (G) could not be codesignative if 
all they had in common were their class extensions, for in that case 
substitution of •J'f' for "ft1 in a NS explanation of /0,x,T/ would
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sometimes not even preserve the truth of the statement "before substi
tution, much less the adequacy of the resulting explanation. Thus 
accepting Proposal 1 entails rejecting not only (D) and. (E) of our list
but also (a), (b), and. (C), given that all things that have hearts
have colored hearts and kidneys, and. that one and the same man 
(Thomas Jefferson) was third U.S. president and designed the University 
of Virginia. Nor would the expressions of (G), (H), or (l) on the 
list be codesignative, since x's being red and self-identical, x‘s 
being red and such that Oahu is in Hawaii, and x's being red and such
that snow is white or is not white are not events that could serve as
nomic subsumptively explicable objects of inquiry.

For much the same reason, Proposal 1 entails that the expres
sions of (J) do not designate the same property: 'x's being the color 
of the Tucson sky at noon, September 15, 19751 is an event descrip
tion. But it does not describe an event in a way that makes it avail
able for NS explanations, since its constituent property term does not 
occur in any serious laws of any scientific theory. In fact, the only 
pair of expressions that might be allowed as codesignative by Proposal 
1 are the terms (F)l and (F)2. Since (F)2 operationally defines (F)l, 
these terms could, be intersubstituted within laws of nature (thus in 
NS explanations) preserving both, truth as well as lawlikeness and the 
adequacy of the original explanation before substitution.^

5. Notice that (F)l and (F)2 express an operational definition 
whose definiens is couched in terms having roughly the same degree of 
theoreticity a§ its definiendum. Only this feature can account for the
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It seems an inescapable commitment of Proposal 1 that it con

strues property identity in terms of the intensions (senses and 
concepts) of the expressions by which they are denoted. Two property 
terms will be codesignative only if they have the same senses, for 
substitution of nonsynonomous yet coextensional class-designating 
property terms in a NS explanation will not always render it adequate. 
We have not yet discussed the details of adequacy for NS explanations. 
But to illustrate our point let us suppose the following to be admis
sible as a nomic subsumption:

1. All metals heated to n° at T give off red light at 
T! (momentarily later than T).

2. (This piece of metal) a is heated to n° at T.
3. (This piece of metal) a gives off red light at T‘.

Now take any property term whose class extension is the same as the 
class extension of the term ‘gives off red light' but which is non
synonomous with it. Examples of such terms might be 'gives off light

in tersubsti tutibility of these terms within laws while preserving 
lawlikeness. For if within a given law L containing an ascription of 
height to an object, we were to substitute some other expression not 
contained within an equally observational or experimental vocabulary, 
the continuity of the terms found within the law would be lost, and 
thus its lawlikeness would be lost as well.

Note also that strictly speaking, operational definitions 
are definitions whose function is merely to give criteria of applica
tion for the terms they define. Thus it does not follow that such 
terms must be considered synonomous in the sense of having the same 
intensional meanings. However, I think that in the case of some 
operational definitions this is the case; (F)l and (f)2 seem to so 
qualify.



the color of the bottom stripe on the American Flag’s ’gives off 
light similar to the color of Jonathan Apples'„ and ’gives off light 
the color of oxygenated blood'. Substitution of any of these for 
the first in the above NS explanation results in a disaster. We 
surely have no laws of any serious scientific theory such as 'All 
metals heated to n° give off light the color of the bottom stripe on 
the American Flag'» etc, $ a law of nature must contain only terms 
that occur in the vocabulary of their housing theories. If Proposal 1 
is corrects then not only must substitution of coreferential property 
terras preserve truth — it must also preserve lawlikeness when the sub
stitution is made in a law of nature. Only then will the adequacy of 
the original NS explanation be preserved. It looks like the only 
feature of property expressions strong enough to guarantee that 
Proposal 1 is fulfilled is that they be synonomous over and above be
ing co-class extensional. Even logical equivalence would be too weak 
when the logically equivalent expressions are nonsynonomous, since 
then substitution within a law of nature would not guarantee preserva
tion of lawlikeness. For example, 'All metals when heated to n° give 
off red light' could presumably qualify as a law, but 'All metals when 
heated, to n° give off red light and are such that snow is or is not 
white* could not, even though these two statements are logically equi
valent.

So far we have no compelling reason to reject Proposal 1 as 
giving a necessary condition of property identity. However, if it 
seems too stringent to demand that property terms be synonomous in



order to be codesignative6 we might try something else:
Proposal 2s If 0 * Jt, then (x)(T)0(j&T iff J&T).
(dearly a nonmodal version of Proposal 2 would be too weak, for al
though identical properties must share class extensions, they cannot 
share them by accident’, as in cases like 'being a U.S. president whose 
initials are 'T. J,1‘ and ’being a U.S. president who designed, the 
University of Virginia*.) In discussing Proposal 2, Achinstein sees 
as a priroa facia reason for rejecting it the fact that it entails deny
ing coreference for the expressions-(j)! and (j)2 (ibid., p. 263). He
wants to keep these as coreferential, it seems, because the obvious 
contingent truth of some sentences such as
(J‘) The color of the Tucson sky at noon, September 15, 1975

is blue
seems to imply that expressions like (j)l and (j)2 designate the same 
property.

Suppose the 'is' of (j') expresses numerical identity rather
than mere predication. Proposal 2 entails that (j') is false, since
the color of the Tucson sky at noon, September 15, 1975j is not blue in 
all possible worlds even though it is in the actual world. Proposal 2 
entails a more finely grained construal of property identity than we 
perhaps want.

But does it? Upon closer scrutiny, we can qualify Proposal 2 
in such a way that we can retain the intuition that blue and the color 
of the Tucson sky are one and the same color, and thus keep (j*) as 
true. Consider Proposal 2’:
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Proposal 2': If the terms ,0' and are paradlgmtic„ then 0 - $

only if (x)(T)D(jZlxT iff jbcT).
This restricts the application of tests of coreference to only para
digmatic terms. A paradigmatic property designator, like all 
paradigmatic expressions in our theory, designates its referent unique
ly and informatively, in virtue of its literal descriptive semantic 
content. Its ability to denote what it denotes does not depend on 
linguistic contexts of utterance nor on any contingent empirical fact 
(other than linguistic fact). For this reason paradigmatic terms are 
admissible in laws of nature while non-paradigmatic terms are not.

Clearly, (j)2 is not paradigmatic. Its literal sense is in
sufficient to determine what color is denoted. One must also know an 
empirical fact about how the Tucson sky looks at noon, September 15, 
1975• In contrast any competent speaker of English can identify the 
color denoted by (j)l regardless of his empirical knowledge. Proposal 
2’ does not entail denying the contingent truth of (J') 1 it says 
nothing about it at all since one of its terms is not paradigmatic.

Restricting tests of coreference to paradigmatic terms may 
seem too prohibitive inasmuch as there will be many property terms 
whose coreferentiality will not be testible. But this is not as un
orthodox as it nay seem. Proposal 1, for example, construes property 
terms in such a way that not only is the codesignation of non- 
paradigmatic terms undecided — it entails that non-paradigmatic 
identity claims are false. Proposal 3' which we will discuss shortly 
has a similar result. The hazards of letting in non-paradigmatic
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language with its ambiguity, vagueness, context dependency, and. im
precise semantic interpretation, only proliferates confusion in 
analyses of scientific explanation. Perhaps we will someday have an 
unrestricted semantic analysis of coreferentiality for property terms, 
but for now we must make progress where we can.

Proposal 2' rejects as non-codesignative both the pairs of (a) 
and of (B) of the list since first, not in all logically possible 
worlds do hearts reflect colored light, and second, not in all log
ically possible worlds do things having hearts have kidneys. The 
pair of expressions of (C) fails, since it is not necessarily true 
that the man who is third U.S. president designs the University of 
Virginia. The pairs (D) and (E) are both rejected since it is log
ically possible that there is a world in which gross physical objects 
have a temperature and yet are not composed of molecules having mean 
molecular kinetic energy. The coreferentiality of (G), (H), and (l) 
as well as (J) is unresolved since their second terms are non- 
paradigmatic. The only expressions allowed as codesignative are (F)l 
and (F)2. Thus Proposal 2*, like Proposal 1, points to synonomy as 
what underlies codesignation for paradigmatic property terms.

Another suggestion of Achinstrin6 s identifies properties in 
terms of causal relevance $
Proposal 3i If 0 = then (x)(E)(T)[/0,x»T/ is causally relevant to 

E just in case /0,x,T/ is causally relevant to E]. 
According to Achinstrin1s definition of causal relevance (ibid., p.
2?2), any two events are causally interrelevant if they do not occur. 
We prefer to avoid speaking of events that do not occur in this waŷ
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"but Achinstein's point is well taken. Proposal 3 should be made to 
take account of causal relevance between properties that may or may 
not be in fact instantiated. It should identify only those properties 
0 and such that if x were to have 0, then the event of its instan
tiation of 0 at T would bear just those causal relevance relations to 
any E that x's having 0  would, bear to E„ were x to instantiate 0 . To 
account for counterfactual cases we modalise the above to Proposal 3 *$ 
Proposal 3*: If 0  = 0 ,  then (x)(E)(T)Q [ / 0 ,x ,T /  is causally relevant

to E iff / 0 , x ,T /  is causally relevant to E],
We put aside Achinstein's analysis of causal relevance since we find 
it unsatisfactory in several respects. We postpone our own analysis 
of this notion for a later chapter. But for now we can rely on some 
rough intuitions about causal relevance in assessing Proposal 3'• 
First, since the having of kidneys may be causally relevant to, e.g., 
producing uric acids, but clearly having a heart is not, Proposal 3‘ 
entails that the expressions (A)l and (A)2 of the list are not co
de signative. Likewise for the expressions (B)l and (B)2, since 
having a heart that reflects colored light might be causally relevant 
to producing certain visual effects in an observer while having a 
heart simpliciter may not. The expressions of (c) are denied coref- 
erentiality for obvious reasons. The pairs (D) and (e) are rejected 
since it is not logically necessary that our physical laws be what 
they are, hence it is not necessary that the same causal relevance
relations hold between E and having a temperature, as for E and. having 
a mean molecular kinetic energy. According to our analysis of causal
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relevance (which will he given in a later chapter)„ only nomic prop
erties — i.e.» those designated by terms found among the vocabulary of 
a scientific theory — bear causal relevance relations. Thus the pairs
(G), (H), (I), and (j) are rejected since the second terms of each are 
inadmissible in statements of laws of nature.

Again (F) emerges as the only pair of codesignators. This re
sult begins to be expected t once more a prima facia plausible 
condition on property identity indicates that the key lies in co- 
sensedness of their paradigmatic designators.

That properties are individuated in this way is not a logical 
consequence of Proposals 1 through 3'* but it is very strongly sug
gested. Proposals 1 and 3'> If fulfilled, entail that if two 
properties F and G are identified, then their paradigmatic designators 
'F' and ’G1, when intersubstituted within sentences expressing laws of 
nature, not only will preserve truth but also lawlikeness. The law 
resulting from substitution will not necessarily be, but will probably 
turn out to be, identical with that before substitution in order that 
the causal relevance relations be preserved. If the same law is re
tained as a result of substitution, then it does follow that 'F' and 
‘G1 will have the same sense. Furthermore, although we characterized 
senses as whatever grounds synonomy and not as sameness of class ex
tension in all logically possible worlds, if synonomy of property 
terms were analysed as such, then Proposal 2' would entail that the
identity of F and G m s  criterially indicated by the synonomy of *F‘ 
and ,G\



Our analysis of causal relevance and our standards of ade
quacy on NS explanations to be given later will have the result that 
if F and G fulfill Proposal 3e» they will also fulfill Proposal 1 as 
well. Thus Proposal 1 is superfluous for identifying nomic proper
ties that enter into causal relevance relations. For those properties 
0 and p that do not, Proposal 1 is needed to test their identity.

Suppose F and G fulfill each of Proposals 1 through 36 - Are 
these necessary conditions jointly sufficient for the identification 
of F with G? Achinstein concludes that his versions of Proposals 2‘ 
and 3* alone offer a jointly sufficient criterion for property identi
fication. This does not hold for our analysis of NS explanation and 
of causal relevance, since even though fulfillment of Proposal 3* en
tails fulfillment of Proposal 1, the converse does not obtain.

It does seem that for all paradigmatic property terms 'F* and 
‘G* that could occur in lawlike sentences, F = G iff they fulfill 
Proposals 1, 2e, and 3"» It also seems that the synonomy of 'F' and. 
'G* suffices for the identity of F and. G» and that Proposals 1 through 
3‘ indicate that synonomy is necessary as well. Achinstein takes 
issue with the view that co-sensed terms criterially indicate property 
identities (ibid., p. 265). He offers a counterexample:

The expression 'the color the sky had at T” may be 
used in two sentences in such a way that it does not des
ignate the same property in each, even though its sense 
(meaning) is the same in each. In the sentence 'this ob
ject has the color the sky had at T' it may designate the 
color the sky in fact had at T, viz., blue. In the sen
tence 'if the color the sky had at T had been red then it 
would not be the case that this object, which is blue, has
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the color the sky had. at T*, it does not designate that
property, even though its meaning is the same in "both sen
tences. (On the reference theory it is not "being used, to
refer to any particular property; on the denotation view 
it denotes the property red.)

But the term ’the color the sky had at T' is non-paradigmatic. It is
no surprise that it has the same sense in both sentences and. is assoc
iated with the same concept (the concept of color-of-the-sky at T) and 
yet has different extensions. The term ’color the sky had at T' does 
not get its denotation solely from its literal sense, for its index- 
icality indicates that a context of utterance is needed to determine 
its reference. This does not vitiate our claim that paradigmatic co
sensed terms denote'the same property. If 'the color the sky had. at 
T' were paradigmatic, its sense and concept would determine only one 
referent in all contexts and therefore it would denote the same prop
erty, since sense is all that is needed to fix the reference of 
paradigmatic terms. To see this, ,suppose we try a case similar to 
Achinstein's yet using only paradigmatic terms: In the sentence,
'This object has the color produced by wavelengths of 4500 - 5000
a.u.', blue is the property denoted. In the sentence, 'If the color 
produced by wavelengths of 4500 - 5000 a.u. had. been red, then it 
would not be the case that this object, which is blue, has the color 
produced by wavelengths of 4500 - 5000 a.u.', the paradigmatic terms 
have the same denotation. Any blue object by definition produces 
colored light with wavelengths of 4500 - 5000 a.u.; this would hold 
even if, absurdly enough, the color blue were identified with red, 
green, or any other color. The senselessness of the counterfactual



above parallels that of the sentence, 'If bachelors were married, then 
it would not be the case that this man who is unmarried would be a 
bachelor1, where ’bachelor' keeps its literal sense. But the fact 
that we can construct such counterfactuals does not show that the 
terms ‘bachelor* and 'adult unmarried male' are not coreferential, 

Proposals 1 through 3* can be generalized to include nomic 
relations as well as simple properties, as follows$
Proposal Is If 0 - 0, then for all x̂ , T, 0, and 0, every NS explan

ation of !0,yiy>. .xn„T/ is a NS explanation of

Proposal 2’t If 0 “ 0, then if '0' and '0‘ are paradigmatic terms, we 
have that (x^)(T)(0)(0)[](0x^.«.x^T iff 0x^.,.x^T). 

Proposal 3's If 0 = 0, then (x^)(E)(T)(0)(0)[][/0,x^...x^,T/ is
causally relevant to E iff /0,x^,.,x^,T/ is causally 
relevant to E].

We cannot claim finality for the foregoing analysis, for not only 
have we not argued for the proposed conditions in detail, but we have 
not even said what it is for a term to be a paradigmatic nomic prop
erty designator apart from making some rough and general remarks. We 
hope to illustrate the systematic merits of Proposals 1 through 3* as 
necessary conditions on property identity. Since they indicate that 
paradigmatic codesignation of properties is in terms of synonomy, we 
will try this tack as well. We direct some closing remarks about 
nomic properties toward, the notion of paradigmaticity for property 
expressions, and co-sensedness as a criterion of coreference.
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With respect to Proposal 1„ wherever the condition that

(i) (x)(T)(0)(0)(E)[(0xT) is nomic subsumptively relevant to 
E if and only if ($xT) is nomic subsumptively relevant to 
E]

obtains, the relation
(i‘) (jZbcT) is nomic subsumptively relevant to E
must be construed in such a way as to make explanation preservation 
within substitution contexts of for '$* dependent not only on the 
class extension of these predicates being identical — the descriptive 
content of 'ft' and. '0' must also be identical. Only then will these 
terms fulfill Proposal 1.

In the ease of Proposal 3', in order to make clear the condi
tions under which
(ii) (x)(T)(E)(0)(^)D[/0,x,T/ is causally relevant to E iff 

/0,x,T/ is causally relevant to E]
obtains8 the relation
(ii*) □[/0,xtT/ is causally relevant to E]
must be explicated in such a way as to make causal relevance preser
vation within substitutions of '0* for l0‘ depend not only on their 
having the same class extension but also the same descriptive con
tents.

And in the case of Proposal 2', in order to explicate the 
conditions under which
(iii) (x)(T)(0)(0)Q[(0xT) iff (0xT)]
obtains, the relation (iii') of being necessarily alike in truth
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value must "be construed in such a way as to make truth preservation 
within substitutions of ’0' for dependent not only on their actual 
class extensional identity, but their possible class extensions must 
be one and the same as well. One way to ensure that two terms will 
have the same possible class extensions (if paradigmatic) is to ensure 
that they share the same sense.

But why must we demand co-sensedness in all three cases? I 
think the reason lies in the intuition that, within NS explanation 
contexts substitution must preserve nomicity and even perhaps the 
identity of the original law or event designation. The only way to 
ensure this is, I think, to require co-sensedness for the substituted 
terms. It may even be plausible to conceive of the following as giv
ing a necessary and sufficient condition of property identity:
Proposal 4: The property @ is identical to the property iff for

all paradigmatic terms denoting and for all para
digmatic terms denoting @*, substitutions of '0' for 
'jf* in a law L̂ » and substitutions of for *0* in a 
law » result in sentences expressing the same laws as 
the originals (where and represent any lawlike
sentences containing occurrences of and respec
tively) .

Then we might add that any paradigmatic terms ’jZS' and 'jtf' fulfill the 
condition expressed in Proposal 4 if and only if they are synonomous.

But synonomy is a very restrictive condition. There are 
surely some contexts where the terms (j)l and (j)2, for example, are
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acceptable as codesignative property terms. If it is true that the 
color of the Tucson sky is blue, then there is a sense in which 'the 
color of the Tucson sky* and 'blue* are coreferential despite being 
rejected if tested according to Proposals 1 through y  . Must we then 
abandon our analysis? No$ it is intended to provide rules for using 
property designators only within the context of NS explanation, a 
context wherein the non-paradigmatic term (j)2„ for example, is not 
admissible. Properties must be individuated more finely in NS con
texts than they might be elsewhere. This will be demonstrated by 
citing some of the disastrous consequences of relaxing the criterion 
for property individuation when we discuss standards of adequacy on 
nomic subsumptions.

Although our criterion of property identity applies directly 
to paradigmatic terms only, this does not entail that it cannot be 
applied indirectly to non-paradigmatic terms$ Given two non- 
paradigmatic terms *0' and '0‘ denoting the properties @ and @* 
respectively, we may test for codesignation by first constructing 
paradigmatic designators for @ and (this will require appeal to 
information surrounding the specific context of utterance in which the 
non-paradigmatic expressions occur)„ and then second, applying our 
criterion to these paradigmatic terms. The results of doing so should 
indicate whether @ and. are codesignative within any specific con
text of utterance. No criterion of property identity, however, will 
work on non-paradigmatic property terms not relativised to contexts 
of utterance, for taken literally and divorced from contexts of



utterance, they will have no unique designate,. That a criterion of 
property identity like that we have presented must be restricted to 
apply (directly) to an even narrower range of cases should not con
stitute a cause for dissatisfaction with the criterion. Bather, it 
merely serves to remind us that accuracy for such a criterion can 
be attained only by restricting its range of application to the 
domain over which it is to be used.



CHAPTER 4

CONSTITUENT INDIVIDUALS
- t,

' Specific kinds of individuals constitutive of events that are 
nomic subsumptively explicable are members of the domain of some sci
entific theory or other. They are individuated by principles laid 
down within it. We are not interested in these specifics but rather 
focus on general characteristics of all individuals which can instan
tiate nomic properties and relations.

Nelson Goodman (1966) provides a thoroughgoing treatment of 
individuals, but his is a nominalistic system, and his focus is not 
restricted to individuals constitutive of events as we construe them. 
Although our programs differ greatly, we will compare our views with 
his, delineating our own principles of individuation as the compar
ison progresses. It is suggested by Goodman that his program is 
sufficiently general to characterize such individuals as we are anal
yzing , but several of the theorems of his Calculus of Individuals are 
incompatible with the concept of event-constituent we here entertain. 
We agree, however, with Goodman1s remarks about the nature and func
tion of principles of individuation (ibid., pp. 46-4?) to a great 
extents

The technical use of the term ’individual1 must .,.be 
freed of certain restrictive associations arising from pop
ular usage ...an individual may be divisible into any
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number of parts5 for individuality does not depend upon 
indivisibility. Nor does it depend on homogeneity, con
tinuity, compactness, or regularity. Indeed, nothing has 
intrinsic or absolute status as an individual... One must, 
of course, indicate by descriptions and examples just what 
are the individuals to be countenanced by a proposed, dis
course or system — just what the universe of that discourse 
is considered, to be. But since discourses or systems may 
differ a good deal in what individuals they recognize, we 
can best leave this until we come to consider special sys
tems. We do not need to know just what individuals are 
admitted before we set up certain general apparatus to 
deal with them, any more than we need to know just what 
business transactions are done before we set up a system 
of double entry bookkeeping for them.

Goodman first gives as a primitive the relational predicate
‘overlaps' (abbreviated ‘o'). According to Goodman, intuitively, two
individuals overlap if they have some common content. We concur in
using ‘o' as a primitive in the sense of not giving it a formal def- '
inition. Yet we appeal to more specific intuitions, characterizing
the notion of overlapping for individuals constituent of events as
follows$
(l) x o y iff x and y occupy overlapping spaces — i.e., have 

space in common.
This condition entails and is entailed by the condition that the 
spatial components of the loci of every pair of events in which x and 
y are respective constituents, also overlap in having common spatial 
content. Our predicate ‘o', like Goodman's, is reflexive and sym
metric but not transitive. But we depart with Goodman in denying his 
claim that all and only those things that overlap something are in
dividuals; for events themselves can overlap other events, and so 
also can aggregates of individuals and of events. We will say that
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/^pX^.ooX^oT/ o /^py^o.o^pT0/ iff either @ob@ of the constituent in
dividuals ooX^ overlap ©oae of y^...ynp or T and T° have spne 
segment of time in ooamon.

Hor need w® concur with Goodman's proposition 2<,41 (ibido„ p. 
48) which states that x o y iff there exists an individual s wholly 
contained within the overlap of the individuals x and y. For, al
though there will exist a discrete segaent of space conprised of that 
overlapping regionp it does not follow that that segaent of space is 
just the space occupied by a constituent individual of some event«

Hor is Goodman's definition of discreteness of individuals 
plausible in connection with our theory (Ibid., p. 48) s According to 
Goodmanp x is discrete from y iff they do not overlap. He agree that 
not overlapping is sufficient for the discreteness of constituent in
dividuals x and y, but it is not necessary. For several events 
having different constituent individuals say occur at exactly the sane 
locus„ in which their constituent individuals will overlap and yet re
main distinct. For exampleD act property instantiations by agents may 
have identical loci as certain biologies! property instantiations by 
physical organisms (human bodies) as when John instantiates the prop
erty of operating a pump at the sane tine that his body instantiates 
the property of perspiring. Yet w® do not identify John, the agent„ 
with John's physical organism.

He shall adopt Goodman's definition of the relation ”x is a 
part of y's
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(2) 2$ is part @f y just ia ease tabatewr isdivMuol® ®ver=

lop x sis® overlap y»
A M  (3) tshen the ©©averse does not obtain, % shall be ©ailed a proper 
part of jo He note, however, that unlike Goodcaa's account, which 
allows the possibility that y is nothing over and above the aggregate 
of all its proper parts, our notion of "being a part of" indicates 
merely that the space occupied by % is fully contained within the 
space occupied by y„ If, for ezoqple, s and s together fora on ag
gregate whose space is exactly coincident with that of y, it still dees 
not follow that the aggregate (x * s) is identical with the individual 
y„ Although x and s may be proper parts of y, this dees not signify 
that y would not exist if (x * s) did not exist. Consider the ag
gregate of atoms comprising some solid object. He would not say this 
object (a book, say) does not exist if the aggregate of atoms did not 
exist. This is because we have a scientific theory in which gross 
physical objects are clearly individuable indepeMently of atomic 
physics,

Goodman’s Calculus of Individuals is based on a thoroughgoing 
nominalism. Our theory in contrast leans toward realism in counten
ancing not only classes and individuals but properties as well,
Goodman remarks (ibid,, p, k$) that systems which are ELstonistic can 
propose criteria of individuation along Mthe usual Leihnisian lines"',
He do have this resource available, for we can plausibly propose that
(4) For all individuals x and y constituent of events, x 58 y iff
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that is„ z a y just in oo,m they are the constituent individuals of 
all and only the same events. This principle, however, is none too 
helpful unless ue can analyse the notion
(5) x is a constituent individual of the event ,,x̂ ,T/,
Principles (i) - (4) above, as mill as those that follow, are geared 
toward explicating this notion. They indicate features of individuals 
which qualify them as things that can instantiate event properties and 
relations.

He must reject Goodman’s proposal B2,044 (ibid,, p, k$) which 
states that x = y if and only if they overlap exactly the same indi
viduals, For overlapping all and only the same individuals is not at 
all a sign of instantiating all and only the same event properties and 
relations. The case of Jones and his body above illustrates this 
point.

Goodman proposes the following definition of *s is the pro
duct of x and y’s
D2.0-4-52 xy “ (‘?a)[(w)(w is a part of s iff w is a part of x, and w

is a part of y)].
That is, the product of any two individuals is a unique individual 
which exactly contains all and only what is common to the two (ibid., 
p. 50)- But we cannot assume there exists any such individual s that 
could be the individual constitutive of an event, even given that y 
and x overlap. Although there say exist such an individual, its 
existence can be determined only by establishing that some event 
property is instantiated by it. Only then nay we call m the product
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of x and y„ Z will then contain just laimt is common between x and y
in the sense of having as its space the space held in common between
x and y. Our theory is incompatible with Goodman's interpretation of 
this containment as eonstituence5 that is, it could never be the case 
that the individual s, if the product of x and y, consists in all that 
is common between x and y, for individuals do not consist in nothing 
more than the spaces they occupy. For example, it would be ex
tremely odd to say that it was a space that instantiated the property 
of operating a pump, or having a temperature k, or perspiring, 
although we might say that these properties are instantiated in that 
space, by some individual which occupies it.

Nor are we committed to the existence of 'negates of individ
uals', Goodman proposes the definition
B2,046 The negate of individual x (-x) is the individual s such

that s contains exactly all that is discrete from that 
individual x (ibid,, p. 50).

He cannot apply this definition to our constituent individuals, for 
given an individual x, it certainly does not follow that there exists 
some other individual a which comprises all the remainder of the uni
verse or which takes up all of the remaining space outside the space 
of x, which instantiates any event property or relation. Indeed, any 
scientific theory committed to the existence of an individual meeting 
this condition would be extremely suspect,' Its ontic domain would 
have quit® disparate members. For example, if x were some gross 
physical object, then s would be an individual occupying all of the
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or relations could be instanced by such an individual.

Nor can we be committed to the existence of individuals con
sisting in (or, occupying the space of) the difference between (the 
spaces of) any two individuals one of which is a proper part of the 
other. For again, there will be no assurance that any lawlike predi
cates are true of anything fitting this description, as expressed in 
Goodman's Proposition 2.44 (Ibid., p. jiO).

In a similar vein we deny commitment to an individual z, 
given two individuals x and y, which constitutes the sum of x and y. 
According to Goodman, "if the Arctic Sea and a speck of dust in the 
Sahara axe individuals, then their sum is an individual" (ibid., p.
50). Quite obviously, this does not hold for individuals constituent 
of events.

Our review of Goodman1s Calculus of Individuals results in 
our rejecting much of it as being inapplicable to individuals that 
could instantiate event properties and relations. The reason is not 
obscure, for an event constituent must be something that can instan
tiate event properties denoted in well confirmed laws of nature' 
postulated by a genuine scientific theory. Goodman's theorems and def
initions characterize for the most part entities incapable of 
instantiating such properties and relations. Closer to the notion of 
an individual that emerges from Goodman"s analysis is the notion of the 
space occupied by an individual. Many of the relations he depicts 
which do apply to the individuals of our theory are relations they
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construe them here do not enter happily into part-rehole relationships 
at all, save in the indirect sense that their loci enter into such 
relationships. Thus for example ks would disagree with Davis also 
(Davis 1979i PP- 33 - 35)» according to whose analysis the event of 
Sam's praising Sue is part of the event of Sam’s making Sue happy.
Our analysis is also at odds with a fundamental principle proposed by 
Judith Thomson (1977) of 'event fusion', along with her principles for 
event-inclusion. It is only in the sense that their loci are the same 
that we may say that the event of Sam's praising Sue at t is 'part of 
the event of his making Sue happy at t (as well as vice-versa). And 
if Sam did both by saying 'very good' to Sue at t, then similarly the 
latter is 'part of” each of the former only in that its locus (i.e., 
the space occupied by Sam and the time t) is included in the loci of 
the former.

Let us now return to a question raised formerlys Under what 
conditions does an individual x form the constituent individual of an 
event /$,x,T/? He can make our analysis clear by narrowing it to 
criteria of individuation for only those entities paradigmatically 
denoted. He characterise the notion of a paradigm individual desig
nator as follows8 The expression 'a' is a paradigmatic designator of 
the constituent individual a of the event /$,a,T/ just in ease 
(i) 'a' is an individual term purportedly designative of an

object falling in the domain of ©ntic commitment of a 
specific scientific theory5



'a' is such that at least one of the lawlike predicates 
of that theory is truly predicable of its purported de
notatum. Among these is the predicate '0'$ 
the referent of 'a' is a spatial entity in that it ex
ists at a spatial locus (This is because the predicates 
of natural laws are empirical in that instantiations of 
the properties or relations they express must occur in 
space and time. Notice that it is possible to e.g. dis
tinguish agents from their physical bodies and yet to 
construe agents as spatial entities in that they exist at 
spatial loci)$
the expression "a* functions as determining the segment 
of space that comprises the spatial component of the lo
cus of the event /0,a,T/;
'a' contains only that literal descriptive content which 
suffices to determine» independently of linguistic con
text, the identity of its purported referent, or else ’a' 
is a proper name meeting the conditions set down in Part 
One, Chapter 2, Section 3 (Thus the term must not contain 
as part of its literal descriptive content any token re
flexives, demonstratives, implicitly relational 
expressions embedded in definite descriptions, or embed
ded logically complex expressions including truth
functions, quantification, and identity)$
"a1 must be associated with an intersubjectively



entertainable individual concept.
In order to fulfill its identificatory function, there must be a 
history of use of the expression 'a* during which has arisen a clear 
set of rules for referring to the object a with it. Standards for 
clarity are tacitly set up by those who work with the scientific 
theory in which the expression is found.. These reference rules pro
vide, in a sense, a definition of the term usually having two 
componentsi one consists in ostensive or perception-oriented lang
uage indicating criteria of applicability. The other contains 
expressions denoting nonperceptual or theoretical characteristics of 
the entity denoted by 'a'. Suppose this object is some particular 
biological organism, for example a Curlew Sandpiper. Rules of ref
erence in perceptual terms might then associate the term with a 
certain shape, color, movement pattern, and size. Defining character
istics in nonperceptual terms might include more technical features 
— those not given in an ordinary field manual for bird-watchers, deal
ing with peculiarities of its digestive tract, chemical composition of 
its blood, etc. In cases where the science in question functions to 
develop or establish such theoretical characterizations, this facet of 
the term's definition may not be solidified into the language. And, 
even ostensive definitions will perhaps then be vague or open to re
vision, in the case of newly introduced terms.

Keeping in mind this sketch of what parad igmaticity for in
dividual terms amounts to, we consider
(6) 'a' denotes a as constituent of the event /j#,a,T/ iff
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'a' is paradigmatic, and. /j#,a»T/ occurs.

And, x is a constitutive individual of the event /jZi,x,T/ just when x 
is denoted by such a constant.

In his article, 1 Substance and Attributes', D. J. 0* Connor
(1972) notes the

...futility of trying to find a general formula that will 
clarify the notion of a concrete individual thing. We can, 
of course, ask the psychologists what perceptual charac
teristics of things lead us to class them as individuals.
That a set of jointly occurring properties stands out in 
our perceptual field, that it moves as one, that it per
sists through time — all these and other characteristics 
will lead us to regard a thing as a thing. But there is 
no decisive test which will enable us to decide, if we are 
doubtful, whether a certain x is really a concrete individ
ual or not. In borderline cases this must be a matter for 
decision, not diagnosis.

We fully agree with the spirit of these claims. The restrictions we
have provided above permit much leeway for legislation on specific
principles by which individuals may be identified and distinguished
from one another. The sort of characterisations appropriate to some
specific domain of a scientific theory can only be settled, within that
theory. Its fundamental laws will also play a role, for these make
assertions about the nomic relationships into which individuals of a
specific sort may enter. Through such generalisations it (ideally)
becomes possible to characterize the behaviour of individuals in a way
that defines them or that distinguishes them as natural kinds and thus
captures the essential properties according to which each member in
that class can be individuated.

Our program leaves undecided whether or in what sense individ
uals constitutive of events are concrete, cores of essential
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properties, capable of independent existence, centers of change, sub
strata for properties, or the logical subjects of predicates.
However, it is plausible to require that individuals be spatiotemp- 
oral and to allow that they can be internally complex. We will only 
touch on some of these issues.

First, we distinguish segments of spacetime from constitutive 
individuals that occupy them, for the latter are identified, in terms 
of the properties they instantiate while the former are not; seg
ments of space or time might however, have properties that events 
have. The further question whether constitutive individuals should be 
characterized as ‘bare* particulars or not is not determined here, but 
we can weigh each side.

Evidence for treating individuals as characterized rather 
than as bare particulars lies in that we want to analyze constituents 
of empirically ascertainable occurrences. Their constituents are then 
more * concrete1 than mere abstract constructed ‘logical subjects' of 
predication. Since the events comprising the domain of natural sci
ence must be identifiable in experience, their constituents must 
exist independently of language and logic.

On the other hand there is evidence that individuals can be 
analyzed as bare particulars. As Quine has shown, we can reparse any 
atomic predication (including our event sentences) by regimenting it 
into a quantified sentence containing no individual constants but only 
variables of quantification for individuals. Since reparsement is 
always available, what used to denote individuals gives way to
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expressions denoting clusters of properties. From the viewpoint of 
formal semantics, the predlcatizing of individual constants indicates 
that concrete individuality is done away with except inasmuch as the 
individuals in the range of quantified variables are seen as tare par
ticulars: the individual variables that replace constants contain no
descriptive content. All that is swept over to predicates, property 
expressions. Individuals turn out to be sheer logical subjects which 
no longer have existence independent of their properties.

Does the above override the former evidence cited against 
the bare particulars view? No; even if reparsement is always pos
sible it does not entail that we must view constituent individuals as 
bare logical subjects of predication nor as mere constructions aris
ing from the quirks of our language. We distinguish between the 
project of analyzing certain referential expressions out of the lang
uage, and that of analyzing the referents of reparsed terms out of the 
world. Even after reparsement, Quine's own criterion of ontic com
mitment will have us countenance non-abstract individuals.
Furthermore,- given that at the level at which scientific inquiry is 
conducted paradigmatic language remains unreparsed and individual con
stants play an essential role, it is implausible to regard, the 
constituents of events as sheer abstractions. We can give no demon
strative arguments for accepting characterised particulars over bare 
particulars. But neither should the evidence for universal reparse
ment be regarded as the stronger. The latter is at most a fact about 
our language. It does not necessarily imply the further thesis



that the things of the world which comprise the domain of natural 
science are really only bundles of properties.



CHAPTER 5

TEMPORAL ASPECTS OF EVERTS 
AMD THEIR CONSTITUENT TIMES

One kind of analysis of event temporality, modelled after the 
work of G. H. von Bright on actions (von Bright 1966) construes events 
as changes from one state of affairs to another. If "p1 and 0q° 
stand for sentential descriptions of states of affairs, this notion of 
change might be represented, "p at moment t and then q at moment t°, 
later than t*. E. J. Lemmon (1966, p. 97) improves on this position 
by suggesting that the range of temporal variables be widened to 
cover durations as well as moments.

Our own approach differs from the above in allowing for 
static events as well as those constituted by changes. Since times 
or durations of occurrence are essential constituents of events in 
our theory, our event descriptions of the form /0,%,T/ as well as the 
expressions "e”, ’e", etc. stand not for property and relation in
stantiations or states of affairs in abstraction from their actual 
occurrence as do “p" and °q° above. Rather, our terms denote proper
ties and relations actually instantiated at specific times. In our 
formalism the expression °e at t” is informed, for "e" abbreviates an 
expression of the form /^,x,T/, making the reference to the time t in 
the former repititious. If an event is constituted by a change under
gone by its constituent iadividusl(s), then this is expressed in the
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descriptive content of the predicative terms ‘j#1„ , etc. But
sometimes instead of focusing on xfs changing, we want to focus on 
the events that form the initial and end states of the change. For 
example, suppose x changes from being red at t to being white at t'»
We may describe this as constituted by two events, /R,x„t/ and 
/W,x,t*/. But we might alternatively describe the change as one 
event, /H,x,t"/, where w(l^i=df (T) is white, R(l) =df (T) is red,

-df (T) changes from red to white, and setting t just before t1, 
with t*‘ = (t ^ t‘). The choice between descriptions depends on what 
event(s) are to be singled out for nomic subsumption. There is a 
subtle difference between the complex of events /R,x,t/ and 
/W,x,t‘/f and the single event /H,x,t'°/, for the property of chang
ing from red to white is different from either of the properties of 
being white or of being red. To explain why a piece of metal glows 
red we would appeal to its chemical composition and the (constant) 
temperature to which it is heated; similarly for why it glows white. 
But to explain why the metal changes from red to white we must appeal 
to an increasing of its temperature over some duration. Of course, we 
have the events /R,x,t/ and. W,x,t'/ if and only if we have the event 
/H,x,t6 °/, for whatever properties x exemplifies during the times t 
and t‘, it also exemplifies during the time t’1 since t" just is the 
duration (t + t*). From the material equivalence of the event sen
tence 'Hxt*'' with "Rxt . ¥xt66, and. from the identity of the loci of 
the former event with that of both of the latter together, however, we 
cannot assume that their nomic subsumptions will also be identical.



A third kind of analysis of event temporality, seemingly pop
ular among those interested in semantic characterizations of event 
language in ordinary contexts, is defended, by Donald Davidson (1966). 
He proposes to indicate the temporality of an event with a preposi
tional phrase. So far this does not differ from our own theory, 
wherein the ‘t* of both '/0,x,t/' and 'j&ct1 is read, ‘at t‘ , But 
Davidson transforms the temporal prepositions into predicates taking 
time designators as their arguments. For example, in the event sen
tence , ‘Jones buttered the toast at midnight1, the temporal indicator 
‘at midnight‘ appears as the component ‘At .. .

Events occurring through longer durations are similarly treated, as 
in

Davidson does not intend to use such translations of event sentences 
in nomic subsumptive explanations as far as I know. But we can see 
immediately that his constructions will fail in NS contexts, apart 
from the question whether they accurately depict the semantic struc
ture of non-paradigm event language. Clearly, terms like ‘during’,

6. We suppose the above to be essentially Davidsonian in 
structure although details of his semantic treatment of event senten
ces have varied in subsequent revisions of the article cited above.

(Ee)(Butteringe . O f ^ ^
e,midnight 
^e,Jones ” A*e,midnight^ *)

During
(Ee)(Butteringe . Ofe,toast 
_ . 6 ^e, Jones



'at', 'lay', etc, could never be regarded as predicates naming nomic 
properties or relations constitutive of events. For the purposes of 
NS explanation these terms could function at most as connecting the 
constituent properties, relations, and. individuals of an event with 
its constituent time. 'At' and 'during' do not denote essential con
stituents of any event, although 'midnight' and 'late show* might.

Thus far we have been treating the constituent times of 
events as continuous single durations. This oversimplifies matters, 
since some events occur over intermittent stretches of time. A battle 
may begin* then stop, and then resume later. Having Thanksgiving 
Dinner, taking an examination, turning on a light, operating a pump, 
or for that matter merely raising one1s arm could, also be temporally 
scattered events. Temporal scattering of events in physical sciences 
is also commoni a tree's growth can cease and resume over seasonal 
variations; heating and cooling, expanding and contracting, and all 
mechanical properties of objects in motion can be displayed, intermit
tently. Thus our formalism must be able to express temporal 
scatteredness, Two alternatives come to mind, (l) We might want to 
let a single constant 't* cover the constituent time of the event 
whether or not it is temporally scattered. Its intermittance will 
then be indicated extrasyntac tically, by the assignment of the var
ious durations to the one expression ’t’. Or (2) we might associate 
multiple temporal terms with a single event description, thus ex
changing the syntactic simplicity of the first treatment for



simplicity in the referential assignments we give to our temporal 
terms.

Both alternatives serve different purposes. Which one we 
choose depends on whether or not the temporal scatteredness of the 
event in question is relevant to its nomic subsumption. For example, 
to explain why a battle occurred between France and Spain in the per
iod. from May 1 through May 8, 1733> we might denote this event as 
/B,f,s,t/, where B (?) =df (T) battles (?) , f = France, s - 
Spain, and t - May 1 - 8 ,  1733> Although the actual fighting might 
have been broken off between 2$00 a.m. and 11:00 p.m. on May 6, an ex
planation of the tattle's occurrence in terms of antecedent political 
events would render the fact of its temporal intermittance nominally 
irrelevant. However, if we wanted an explanation of the tattle not in 
terms of sociological generalizations regarding the behaviour of na
tionalistic societies but rather as a feat of well-planned military 
logistics on the part of the commander of the French army, then the 
temporary cease-fire would presumably be of some importance and we 
would choose to represent the battle as /B,s,f,(t* - t'')/, where t* - 
May 1 through 2:00 a.m. of May 6, and where t*‘ - 11:00 p.m. of May 6 
through May 8.

Analogously, it sometimes increases perspicuity to represent 
events that cover continuous durations in terms of several time desig-

...t^ each stand for 
successive minutes, hours, or varying durations. This is because many 
event properties and relations can be decomposed into ordered series

nations, as in /p,x„t^..,ty, where t̂ , tg



of simpler properties and relations. For example„ motor accidents 
of one sort are comprised by the series of properties of skidding, 
hitting an embankment, overturning, and catching fire. Each of these 
is further analyzable into properties of classical mechanics. If a 
car undergoes a wreck W at t, where t covers a duration of 55 seconds, 
then the internal temporal relations between the skidding, the hit
ting of the embankment, etc. might be represented, in seconds as in 
the expressions ' t^... t ^ 1» 1 ', etc. which denote durations
that form proper parts of the duration t of 55 seconds. Whether we 
represent the wreck as /W,c,t/ or as /W,c,t^...t̂ ./ again depends on 
the kind of nomic subsumption of this event that we seek.

To discuss fully how times enter as event constituents we 
would have to provide analyses of (l) units of time-length, (2) mo
ments as the limiting case of temporal durations, (3) temporal 
betweenness, (4) simultaneity, and (5) precedence and succession (di
rection) . Although we discuss none of these in detail, we give a few 
general remarks.

The units of temporal duration chosen for use in event 
descriptions vary. Relative to each scientific domain of events, 
however, it is necessary to set up some fundamental unit of time 
length. We will espouse several of the proposals given by Hans 
Reichenbach (1958) about the systematization of temporal relations. 
According to Reichenbach we must first assume that time is uniform. 
Then we must posit an observational basis for measuring fundamental



units of time. These are periodic natural processes such as the 
earth's rotation relative to the fixed stars, natural clocks, or light 
clocks (ibid., p. 114). A coordinative definition of temporal units 
in terms of observed durations into which these processes are arbitrar
ily divisible is then constructed. The definition is idealized, 
however, since no periodic phenomena exhibit perfect uniformity in 
nature. The size chosen for the fundamental units of time is arbitrary 
but it is plausible to suppose that any such unit is divisible into 
smaller and smaller parts. The limiting cases of such divisions we 
call 'moments'. Our terms 'f, 't " , etc, range over durations of any 
length, from moments to vast stretches of time,

A definition of temporal betweenness is similarly grounded in 
an observational or phenomenological concept of betweenness, identi
fiable within our experience (Reichenbach 1971; pp. 32 ff.). 
Simultaneity and temporal direction are constructed out of a system of 
causal relations established through observing transfers of light 
energy from one locus to another, A detailed exposition of 
Reichenbach's treatment of these notions lies beyond the scope of our 
present discussion.

An interesting question is whether time exists apart from 
events which occur in time. In Reichenbach's theory the establishing 
of temporal order and direction as well as systems for denoting spe
cific durations, depend upon first observing causal relations. Causal 
relations between events are thus more fundamental than the temporal 
relationships constructed by means of them. But we establish causal
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relationships by first repeatedly observing energy or information 
transfers between events. To do this we must have already individuated 
those events independently of identifying at what times they occurred. 
Temporal direction ascribed to these 6 foundational’ events is grounded 
on observation of certain irreversible processes "such as the time of 
psychological experience, which is derived from the irreversible pro
cesses of the human organism" (ibid,» p. 35)« Psychological 
experience must therefore be regarded as a series of events delineable 
prior to establishing their temporal direction.

Bertrand. Russell (1948) attempts a construction of temporal 
features of events on the basis of phenomenological observations as 
well. For example (ibid.» p. 331), he says that we establish a temp
oral order by reference to our immediate experience of temporal 
succession and by memory: what is remembered is, by definition, in
the past.

But Reichenbach and Russell both speak of events as being 
spatiotemporal. Since events must be cited in establishing the causal 
information needed, to generate defined temporal relations, are not such 
programs circular? Perhaps not, for we can say at least this much:
The universe must be pervaded by temporality in order that events 
should occur at all. Temporality itself cannot be a mere product of 
definition as are systematizations of temporal order and direction. 
Although the temporal features we ascribe to events are drawn from the 
systems we construct, the temporality of events is not. Constructed 
systematizations enable us to assert that an event occurred over such
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and such a duration or at such and such a date, or at a time between 
such and such other times or events. We observe certain events, and. 
ascribe to them pretheoretic features of order and direction. But what 
we thus observe are temporal entities, whose temporality is not affect
ed by whatever means we choose to ascribe to them features like order, 
direction, duration, or dating. The same may be said with respect to 
our conceptualization of spatial relations. Although there is no ab
solute space, and although the spatial features we ascribe to things 
arise within conceptual constructed systems designed for that purpose, 
the fact that things are spatial holds independently and provides ob
jective grounds for our spatial attributions.

Finally, we consider the notion of tense as it applies to 
paradigmatic event sentences and descriptions. Since these already 
contain expressions denoting the constituent times of occurrence, it 
would be superfluous to say of an event /jZi,x,T/ that it occurred, in the 
past, if *T' names a past time. Similarly for events predicted to oc
cur in the future, We can say of /0,x,T/ that it had some property 

in the past, or that at some later time it no longer had. that prop
erty. But we do not say of /jd,x»T/ that it occurred in the past if its 
temporal constituent T is a past time. Since events have times of oc
currence as essential constituents, we conceive of them in a manner 
similar to that of J. J. G. Smart (1963, p. 133)9 who characterizes 
events as four dimensional states which are themselves atemporal.
Smart claims (Ibid.„ p. 134) we cannot translate non-paradigmatic sen
tences like "This event is present and will be in the past" into his



formalism, since events are already tensed, in virtue of having temp
oral constituents. We agree fully, and we also agree with Smart that 
the notion of an event changing is a confusion (if the change is ex
pressed in its constituent property or relation). For, should, there 
occur an instantiation of some property which encompasses changes or 
successive stages, the paradigmatic description of the event would suf
fice to denote the fact of the change that occurred.



PART THREE

LAtiLIKENESS

The concept of explanation is inextricably linked to that of 
lawlikeness. When we ask for a scientific explanation of an event E, 
we are unwilling to accept accounts that only appeal to other partic
ular events having gone before, or even those that show E to have been 
expected, if the demonstration of expectability hinges on irrelevant or 
accidental generalizations or generalizations which for some other 
reason are not acceptable as genuine laws of nature. An adequate ex
planation must establish that E is no longer mysterious, anomalous, or 
exceptional in the sense that it accounts for E as one of many events 
similar to it in relevant respects in that they are subsumable under 
the same law or laws of nature. An analysis of lawlikeness is there
fore indispensible to our theory of scientific explanation.

The main reason we seek to discover and formulate laws of 
nature is to make explanations of particular events possible. If a 
statement lacks the capacity to subsume particular events in NS explan
ations, it cannot be counted a natural law. Thus, subsumability is our 
first general requirement for lawlike statements.

The laws of any adequate NS explanation must be true or at 
least well confirmed. Thus a second condition on lawlikeness is that 
the statement be capable of a high degree of confirmation (or falsifi
cation). Which statements are actually confirmed or falsified is a

100
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question for science and not philosophy. But we pose confirmability- 
in-principle as our second general constraint on lawlikeness.

In the literature on lawlikeness many have claimed that law
like statements must he capable of supporting counterf actuals. If it 
is a law that copper melts at 1083oCe then it must be true that if x 
were made of copper, it would melt at 1083°C. But if a statement does 
support counterfactuals in this manner, it is not only lawlike but 
lawful as well — i.e., it is actually a law. The demand for lawlike
ness entails only that it be possible to ascertain that the statement 
could, due to certain features of its semantic content, support such 
c ounterf ac tual claims.

In the following pages we will investigate those features of 
generalizations that make them confirmable, able to support counter- 
factual s, and. capable of ‘covering1 events in nomic subsumptions. But 
first we must say something about the ontological status of the things 
to which we apply the terms 'law' and 'lawlike'. We regard laws as
statements or propositions, expressible by means of any of a class of

/

synonomous paradigmatic sentences. We will also at times refer to laws 
as sentences, although we do so only inasmuch as they express nomic 
propositions. Analogously, we will at times refer to the constituents 
of laws as properties and relations, or alternatively as n-placed pred
icates, quantified variables, etc. We must therefore focus on 
syntactic or formal restrictions on lawlikeness as well as on extra
syntactic constraints. For the most part, the syntactic restrictions 
we set down will have their origin in semantical considerations. That
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is, the permissible logical form of lawlike sentences, as expressed 
in their syntactic structure within our formalism, will be largely- 
determined by considerations having to do with the semantic role 
each kind of unit plays — the kinds of senses and denotata that may

7be assigned by an interpretation of the formalized expressions.

. ?. Contrary to what Hempel 19̂ 5 claims (Brody 1970, p.
389)0 it is impossible to explicate lawlikeness sol ely in terms of 
formal or syntactic criteria. Goodman°s research ha s shown this 
conclusively, in his exposition of important extrasyntactic problems 
concerning confirmabillty. He demonstrates how it is possible to con
struct nonlawlike accidental generalizations that can meet any set of 
purely syntactic restrictions (Goodman 19730 p<> 20).



CHAPTER 1

FORMAL CONDITIONS OF ADEQUACY

Since laws axe fundamentally regarded, as propositions or 
statements rather than the sentences which express them, syntactic re
strictions on lawlike sentences are motivated from a semantic 
perspective. It is also difficult to separate syntactic and semantic 
issues from ontological concerns. Material in our chapters on syntac
tic and extrasyntactic restrictions will therefore overlap. Finally, 
although our theory about adequacy for sentences expressing statistical 
laws encompasses problems analogous to those discussed in what is to 
follow, we will discuss statistical laws of nature in a separate 
chapter.

It is common practice to attempt to vitiate proposals offer
ing necessary or sufficient conditions on lawlike sentences by giving 
counterexamples to them. Often the counterexamples given are in
tuitively much less plausible than the proposals they are meant to 
refute. To prevent such intuitively suspect 'refutations' it often 
requires only that we append, a few rather obvious qualifications to the 
original proposals. One such constraint which effectively blocks a 
host of possible counterexamples to a theory of lawlikeness is 

Formal Constraint 1: A sentence S is lawlike only if S does not ex
press a logical truth (or contradiction).
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This restriction is motivated by the fact that confirmation of natural 
laws must be an empirical enterprise. Of course, if a sentence is 
analytic, it may also express a logical truthj there are many border
line cases of sentences which are used as laws but which could also 
qualify as true by definition. We subscribe to the view that it is 
impossible to draw a clearcut distinction between all sentences in 
terms of analyticity and syntheticity. The unclear cases will be dis
cussed later. But although the analytic-synthetic distinction is 
‘fuzzy*, there still exist plenty of clear cases of analytic truths 
that are also logical truths. These, and all logical truths, never ex
press laws of nature.

Another condition that blocks many unintuitive counterex
amples to otherwise reasonable theories of lawlikeness is 
Formal Constraint 2; If S is lawlike, then its status as a law is con

firmed by only those instances that are sentences 
which do not differ syntactically from S except 
in substitution of quantified variables for in
dividual terms and perhaps by intersubstitution 
of co-sensed predicate terms.

The motivation for this constraint lies in the intuition that the par
ticular events we accept as confirming a law must be optimally relevant 
to the nomic relationship it purports to assert. The observation that 
my iron skillet melted when heated to 7083°G in a kiln and that my dog 
barked at that time, is not an optimally relevant confirmation of the
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generalization that all metals melt when heated to 7083°G, although it 
would, be optimally relevant to the confirmation of the generalization 
that all metals melt when heated to 7083° in the presence of barking 
dogs. Nor is the observation that my skillet melted, when heated to 
7083° and snow is white, or that my skillet melted...and all bachelors 
are unmarried, optimally relevant to confirming the former generaliza
tion as a law of nature. Optimal relevance of particular events cited 
in the confirmation of laws must be reflected, in syntactic similarity 
of the sentences denoting these events to the sentence expressing the 
law, so that the instances cite cases of the law — no more, no less.
We call instance-sentences meeting Constraint 2 "syntactically 
confirmation-similar" to the laws they instantiate. We might then re
formulate Constraint 2 as follows:

If S is lawlike, then it is confirmed by only those 
instances which are syntactically confirmation-similar 
to it.

Of course, the observation that my skillet melts at 7083° while my dog 
barks does evidence the truth of the generalization that all metals 
melt at 7083°5 but it does not confirm the status of this generaliza
tion as a law of nature. Despite the legitimacy from a logical point 
of view of countenancing less than optimally relevant confirmation re
lations, instances of laws that are not syntactically confirmation- 
similar to them cannot be accepted, for logically correct but 
empirically irrelevant evidential relationships like these make essen
tial use of the canons of formal logic in such a way that nonempirical
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and. therefore nonscientific elements are permitted to confirm natural 
laws. It is at best philosophically amusing, and at worst intellec
tually dishonest, to suppose that the empirical confirmation of laws 
could, rest on results emerging from aprioristic or purely logical 
manipulations of language.

Take as another sort of example any quantified generaliza
tion whose scope has the form of a disjunction. It will contain more 
syntactic structure than instances of any one of its disjuncts, and 
the confirmation relation between that instance and the sentence to be 
confirmed will always fall short of optimum relevance. We cannot con
firm the generalization that all metals conduct electricity or melt at 
7083°C» which states that a disjunctive state of affairs holds of nom- 
ic necessity, by merely observing that my skillet melts at 7083°.
Only those instances which themselves have the form of disjunctions 
should be allowed to confirm this statement as a law in an optimally 
relevant manner. (We later add a restriction on lawlikeness, however, 
that excludes the possibility of any disjunctive hypothesis from being 
confirmed by even their syntactically similar instances, on the 
grounds that disjunctive hypotheses violate the requirement of log
ical perspicuity.)

Another motivation for Constraint 2 is that it ensures that 
the genuine confirming instances of a hypothesis lend plausibility to 
its unobserved instances. According to Goodman, for example (1973, 
p. 69), an instance S confirms a hypothesis H only if it imparts to H 
some credibility that is conveyed to other as yet unexamined
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Instances of H. Syntactically dissimilar instances of H often fail 
to lend credibility to its unexamined, instances, as in the case where 
we let my melting skillet confirm the hypothesis that all metals melt 
at 7083° and conduct electricity. That my skillet melts does not 
lead, me to expect that it, or any other metal object, conducts elec
tricity. Of course logically complex hypotheses such as the above 
must be viewed with suspicion even if they do have syntactically 
confirmation-similar instances. None, however, can be confirmed as 
laws by instances not mirroring their logical complexity.

Constraint 2 supplies a very strong regulation of what sen
tences are confirmable as genuine laws of nature. It might be 
objected that it is too stringent since it entails denying several 
commonly accepted principles. Among these are those Hempel calls the 
Special Consequence Condition, the Converse Consequence Condition, 
and. the Equivalence Condition (Hempel 1965, p. 31 f.) *«
Special Consequence: If S confirms H and H entails T, then S also

confirms T,
Converse Consequence? If S confirms H and T entails H, then S also

confirms T.
Equivalence: If S confirms H and. T is logically equivalent to

H, then S also confirms T.
Suppose S is a syntactically confirmation-similar instance of H, 
where H is a universal hypothesis of the form ' (x)(FxT ni GxT)'. S 
will then be a sentence of the form '(FaT . GaT)" for the individual
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constituent a. (We use 'F% 'G*„ etc. as schematic letters for the 
time being.) Now, the sentence '(x)(FxT ni GxT)‘ entails the sentence 
‘(FbT . GbT)' (for some individual b), but '(FaT . ,GaT)' is not an in
stance of 1(FbT . GbT)* and thus is not a confirming instance of that 
sentence. Thus if genuine confirming instances are restricted to 
syntactically confirmation-similar instances, the Special Consequence 
Principle fails.

Likewise for the Converse Consequence Conditions keeping the. 
example above, ‘(FaT . GaT)‘ confirms '(x)(FxT ni GxT)1. The latter 
is entailed by the sentence 1(x)((FxT ni GxT) . Dx)1 for any predicate 
D. Yet 'Fat , GaT' is not a syntactically confirmation-similar 
instance of this sentence.

Lastly, although '(FaT . GaT)' confirms *(x)(FxT ni GxT)', 
and the latter is logically equivalent to '(x)((FxT ni GxT) . (Dx v 
-Dx))', the sentence '(FaT . GaT)' is not a syntactically 
confirmation-similar instance of this generalisation, Thus the 
Equivalence Condition must also be rejected.

It has been shown (ibid., p.32) that we cannot espouse all 
three of these conditions together since it can be demonstrated that 
if we do, we are committed to saying that any sentence confirms any 
other. But one might object that there are good reasons for retain
ing at least one or two of these principles. For example, Brody

8. A semantic interpretation of 'ni' is given later, accord
ing to which 'FaT . GaT' is indeed, syntactically confirmation-similar
to the above hypothesis despite the difference between the symbols 'ni' and
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(1970, p. 410) claims that only if we accept a principle like the 
Converse Consequence Condition will we "be able to provide for confir
mation of theoretical generalizations containing nonobservational 
terms by their instances: theoretical laws are linked with observa
tions only by their observational consequences. Where a theoretical 
law entails an experimental generalization which has confirming in
stances, we ought, says Brody, to accept these instances as confirming 
the theoretical law as well.

But we can retain Constraint 2, reject the Converse Conse
quence Condition, and. still countenance this kind of confirmation.
For whenever it is possible to confirm a theoretical generalization 
by confirming experimental laws it entails, the entailment must be a 
result of applying coordinative definitions of the theoretical terras 
of the first generalization in terms of observational predicates of 
the second. For example,
(1) If a sample of radioactive polonium 10 'kg. in volume 

has a half-life of 138 days, then it will emit 3 X 10"*"̂  
particles in two years

entails the experimental generalization
(2) If a sample, of radioactive polonium 10"'kg, in volume is 

subjected to phototube scintillation counting over a per
iod of two years, the total number of scintillation

8flashes counted in that period will be 3 X 10 
if we define the radioactive emission of a single particle in terms of
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one scintillation flash. If we represent (l) as

(x)((PxT , HxT) ni (ExT*))
(where P (T) =df (T) is a sample of radioactive polonium 10 *kg. in
volume, H (T) =df (T) has a half-life of 138 days, E (T) -df (3^

17emits 3 X 10 particles, and. T" - the duration beginning at T and 
ending two years later) and if we represent (2) as 

(x)((PxT . SxT') ni ExT"))
(where S (T^ =df (T̂  is subjected to phototube scintillation count
ing, and F (T̂  -df fP) emits 3 X 10® scintillation flashes), then
(l) entails (2) with only the aid of the suitable definition of rad
ioactive disintegrations in terms of coordinated, observed 
scintillation flashes. We can collect syntactically confirmation- 
similar instances of (2) by direct observation. We cannot do the 
same for (l). But given such an instance of (2) as
(3) ((Pat . Sat1) Fat'), .
a single application of the appropriate definitions yields the result 
that (3), along with those definitions, entails (4)j
(4) ((Pat . Hat) . Eat').
The sentence (4) is syntactically confirmation-similar to (l), and it 
confirms (l) although not as a directly observable instance. Rather 
it is an instance ascertained from direct observation plus the appli
cation of a definition. The kind of confirmation supposed to be 
captured by the Converse Consequence Principle is therefore retained 
in the above procedure, and yet this will be possible in just those 
cases where we can produce syntactically confirmation-similar
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instances of the theoretical law to be confirmed. For, given the 
appropriate definitions, we know that the complex of events denoted by
(3) occur if and only if those denoted by (4) occur.

As reviewed in an article of Baruch Brody's (Brody 19?0, 
pp. 414-15), Skyrms, Brody, and Carnap each object to the Special 
Consequence Condition on the basis of counterexamples. Skyrms argues 
that although 'p or nbt-p' is a consequence of the sentence 'p*, p 
does not confirm the former because it does not render the tautolo- 
gous disjunction any more probable than it was on its prior 
probability; tautologies always have unit probability. Brody claims 
that the Consequence Principle violates a basic tenet of qualitative 
confirmation theory, which says that no empirical data statement con
firms a tautology. Any empirically true sentence (as well as any false 
one) entails all tautologies; but the Consequence Principle permits 
such sentences to empirically confirm them. Carnap's argument begins 
by supposing a sentence S confirms a hypothesis K. By truth functional 
logic we know that 'H or K' is a consequence of both H and of K. So 
by the Consequence Condition S also confirms 'H or K'. But this is 
not always the case, as shown by example (Ibid., p. 415).

What each of these counterexamples shows is that the Special 
Consequence Condition fails because it permits non-syntactically 
confirmation-similar instances to confirm hypotheses. Perhaps then. 
Constraint 2 could help support the plausible intuition behind the 
Special Consequence Condition by weeding out all such counterexamples 
to it. For, none of these could arise if we added to the Special
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Consequence Condition the stipulation that it applies to only those 
instances S which are syntactically confirmation-similar to the 
hypotheses H and T otherwise fulfilling that principle. In addition 
we add that T, which is entailed "by H, must fulfill each of our other 
formal conditions on lawlikeness. Thus we arrive at the following: 
Modified. Special Consequence Condition: If S is a syntactically

'confirmation-similar instance of H» and H entails T, and 
if T is formally lawlike in all other respects, then S 
confirms T.

Of course in light of the modification suggested, the Special Conse
quence Condition loses a great deal of its generality since 
entailments meeting the modified version of this principle will be far 
fewer in number: many types of evidence-to-hypothesis relations
allowed, as genuine confirmation relations by the original principle 
will no longer be permitted.. However, one important class of con
firmation relations that will be retained despite the above rather 
restrictive modification, is the class of sentences such that
S is syntactically confirmation-similar to H, H is lawlike, arid T is 
a more highly theoretical or fundamental law than H, E.g., certain 
intuitively acceptable confirmations of highly theoretical laws will 
still be seen as genuinely confirmable in terms of relatively more 
experimental laws (in Part Three, Chapter 9» Section 1 we discuss the 
distinction between theoretical and experimental laws)

9« Note that Constraint 2 alone does not save this principle 
from counterexamples of the "grue-1ike" variety. For example, from
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There axe two more principles discussed by Hempel [1943]

(Brody 1970„ p„ 399) which must be rejected in light of Constraint 2 
unless they are modified to become compatible with it. First we have 
the Entailment Condition; If S entails H, then S confirms Ho Obvi
ously not all sentences entailing a hypothesis H will be syntactically 
confirmation-similar to those hypotheses„ (Of coursep the Entailment 
Condition will truly characterize cases of confirmation "from above"D 
where H is a lawlike statement and S is a yet more general law or 
conjunction of laws. But we are concerned for now only with these 
principles as they apply to confirmation-by-instance,)

Second, the
Conjunctive Condition: If 0 confirms each of (Ĥ  , ,,,,* , Ĥ )« then

0 also confirms the hypothesis (Ĥ  , Hg , . Hn)
is rejected on the grounds that 0 will not be syntactically 
confirmation-similar to (Ĥ  , Hg , 0,,,, , H^),^

(h) All emeralds are grue
it follows that
(H") All emeralds examined after T will be found to be blue.
The Consequence Principle„ even when restricted under Constraint 2, 
allows us to confirm H° with every observation of a green emerald be
fore T. So far, the objection is sound. However, grue-like 
predicates are unacceptable in genuinely lawlike statements on the in
dependent grounds of violating logical simplicity and perspicuity 
requirements (which will be discussed later), and thus in this and 
similar examples the entailed hypothesis is not formally lawlike,

10, Salmon points out other reasons for rejecting this con
dition in 0 Confirmation0 (Salmon, 1973)°
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Thus we see that no theory of lawlikeness or confirmabilIty 

can be vitiated by counterexamples appealing to confirmation in
stances that are not syntactically confirmation-similar to the 
sentences they purport to confirm. Constraint 2 provides an intui
tively sound restriction on lawlikeness, and can at the same time 
redeem the better intuitions underlying commonly proposed principles 
concerning confirmability such as those we have discussed above.

We effectively prevent yet another wide class of potential 
counterexamples to a theory of lawlikeness by positing the condition 
that all lawlike sentences are unrestricted̂  in that their meaning 
alone is insufficient to indicate that their expansions are finite.
We use the term "expansion" in the usual way for quantified senten
ces j we will say that the expansion of a nonquantified sentence, 
however, is that sentence itself. A finite expansion is an expansion 
comprised of a finite number of sentences. For example, the expansion 
of the sentence "All maple trees have winged seeds' is in fact finite 
for the domain of maple trees in the actual world, since there are 
only a finite number of maple trees. But its finiteness is not deter
mined by the meaning of this sentence alone, for it requires empir
ical information to discover that in fact there are only n maple trees. 
In contrast, we know in virtue of their meanings alone that the expan
sions of 'The two maple trees at Middleton Gardens have winged seeds' 
and 'All maple trees in Jones' patio have winged seeds' are finite 
(provided we define 'patio* as 'relatively small outdoor recreational
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enclosure attached, to a residence' or in some other my according to 
which the sise of patios is by definition severely limited.) The 
same applies to all singular or nonquantified sentences.

In addition, lawlike sentences must be unrestrictedg in the 
scope of their quantifiers. Universal laws are universal quantifica
tions, thus their quantifiers range over all items in the universe of 
discourse. But the same must apply to statistical or probabilistic 
laws. They also contain universal quantifiers for they state nomic 
relationships between not just some but all items in the universe of 
discourse. For example, in the sentence

The probability that a thing x which is 0 will also be 
J# is .7,

the range of its individual variable must include all individuals.
This shows clearly in the more perspicuous reformulation

For all x, if x is 0 then the probability of its being 
0 is .?.

The first kind of unrestrictedness is guaranteed for any lawlike sen
tence whose antecedent predicate extensions are all possibly infinite. 
The second kind of unrestrictedness is guaranteed for all universally 
quantified sentences, whether they are universal or statistical gen
eralisations. We thus posit
Formal Constraint 3: IfVS is lawlike, then it is unrestricted̂  and.

unrestricted̂ .
The motivation for this principle lies in the intuition that laws of 
nature treat of all possible states of affairs satisfying their
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antecedent properties or relations impartially. (We explicate the 
notion of nomic antecedent in the following section,)

Our next formal constraint is apt to gain little immediate 
acceptance„ but our reasons for including it will become increas
ingly convincing as our theory unfolds;
Formal Constraint 4: If S is lawlike, then S is restatable as one or

two nomic conditionals (depending on whether the 
nomic relation it asserts is symmetric) without 
loss or addition of semantic content.

We express the form of a nomic conditional with either of the symbols
1 ni 1 or ‘[n] __*. If nomic conditionals were semantically
equivalent to mere truthfunctional conditionals, then Constraint 4 
would fail to exclude many forms of hypotheses which we contend are 
nonlawlike. For, hypotheses of the forms ’p v q1, e-(p . -q)6, etc. 
are semantically equivalent to the truthfunctional conditional 
'P q‘c but the former, as we will see, are both inacceptahle forms
for genuinely laid ike statements. However, our symbols ' ni ' and
*[n]____  * express a connection much stronger than truthfunctional
conditionality (the semantic interpretation is given later).

We will call the sentence or sentences occurring to the left
of 'ni' or in the first blank in '[n]__ => ___' the "nomic antecedent"
or "nomic antecedents" of the conditional, and those occurring to the 
right of 'ni' or in the second blank of '[n] T> ' the "nomic con
sequent's)". In some contexts we shall refer to the predicates of 
these sentences alone as nomic antecedents or consequents or,
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alternatively, where the context is unambiguous we will refer to the 
properties and relations expressed by these predicates as nomic ante
cedents and consequents.

Equational laws, such as 'F = ma', are restatable as a pair 
of nomic conditionals. In our formalism the above is expressible as 
the pair of sentences
(5) (a) (x)(Fx - i ni Hx - i)

(b) (x)(Hx = i ni Fx = i) 
where F (T) =df the measure of the force exerted on (T) is i, and 
H (T) =df the measure of the mass of (T) multiplied by the measure 
of its acceleration due to the force measured by i, is i.

Motivating Constraint 4 is our previous requirement that 
laws of nature must be capable of covering particular events in NS ex
planations. Nomic subsumption requires covering laws that are nomic 
conditional in form; this will be demonstrated in a later chapter.

Behind, proposals like the Equivalence Condition is the intui
tion that the way in which a hypothesis is formulated should have no 
effect on its lawlikeness or its confirmability. But on reflection 
we can see its incorrectness, for sometimes one of a pair of logically 
equivalent sentences is lawlike while the other is not, due to the in
clusion of predications irrelevant to the nomic connection asserted, 
or to intuitively nonempirical semantic content.

We must distinguish between logical equivalence (i.e., same
ness of truth value in all possible worlds) and semantic equivalence 

(i.e., sameness of sense or meaning). For example, the sentences



°(x)(̂ x)' and °(x)(y)(y=y . 0x) ° are logically equivalent, yet they 
are not semantically equivalent because the latter includes the asser
tion that all things are self-identical while the former does not. We 
could therefore accept the following
Modified Equivalence Conditiont If S confirms H (and is a syntacti

cally confirmation-similar instance of H) and T is 
semantically equivalent to H, then S also confirms T (and 
is syntactically confirmation-similar to T when restated 
in a semantically equivalent form).

If not so modified, the Equivalence Condition would entail that two or 
more different propositions could be guaranteed a priori to receive 
equal confirmation by the same empirical evidence.

In light of the conditions we have laid down, we could also 
accept a modified version of Hempel’s Satisfaction Criterion of confir
mation (Hempel 1945, p. 403) although we must reject his original 
proposals
Hempel8s Satisfaction Criterion: (l) An observation report B directly

confirms a hypothesis H if B entails the development 
[i.e., expansion] of H for the class of those objects 
which are mentioned in B. (II) An observation report B 
confirms a hypothesis H if H is entailed by a class of 
sentences each of which is directly confirmed by B.

Hempel11 s notion of direct confirmation instance is similar to our no
tion of syntactically confirmation-similar instance except in that he 
permits B to merely entail the development of H. The sentence
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*(0at . ^at . 0(?y)(y=a. p)^' would directly confirm the hypothesis
e(x)(0xT ni ^xT)’ under Hempel's clause (l), for any true sentence p. 
But we do not accept this as a syntactically confirmation-similar in
stance of this hypothesis since it contains the empirically irrelevant 

clause '0(,yHr>a . p)f.
Similarly, the sentence o(x)(z)((0xT ni jtfxT) . (z-z)) 0 entails 

the hypothesis "(x)(̂ cT ni |5xT) 6, and both of these are directly con
firmed according to clause (l) by the sentence "(jZiat , ]&a.T . c=c) 1. 
This sentence is not a legitimate confirming instance of the hypothe
sis 8(x)(0xT ni jdxT)1 by our standards however, because again it 
contains the irrelevant clause ,c=c*. Thus we cannot accept Hempel’s 
clause (ll) above.

But we can propose the following modification of the Satis
faction Criteriont
Modified Satisfaction Criterion; (l) B directly confirms H as a syn

tactically confirmation-similar instance if B is the 
development of H for the class of those objects mentioned 
in B, and (ll) B confirms H (and is syntactically 
confirmation-similar to H when restated in a semantically 
equivalent form) if H is semantically equivalent to a 
hypothesis T which B directly confirms.

Thus modified, the Satisfaction Criterion blocks counterexamples con
taining empirically irrelevant evidence such as those cited above.

Before we set up constraints on the logical simplicity of 
lawlike statements, we must distinguish between directly observable
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instances and syntactically confirmation-similar instances. Not all 
syntactically confirmation- similar instances of a hypothesis trill be 
directly observable and not all directly observable instances will be 
syntactically confirmation-similar to hypotheses of which they are 
instances. We call an Instance of H directly observable if the events 
it denotes can be found to occur or not to occur on the basis of sense 
perception alone. Now the sentence
(6) (Fat , Gat)
is a syntactically confirmation-similar instance of 
(?) . (x)(FxT ni GxT)
where F (T) =df (̂ l) is a hydrogen atom, and G (j?) -df (T) has exactly 
one proton in its nucleus. But (6) is not a directly observable in
stance of (?) since atoms and subatomic particles can be perceived 
with the senses only indirectly by the application of coordinative 
definitions. The hypothesis
(8) (x)(HxT ni JxT) 
has
(9) (Hat . Jat . Hat) '
as a directly observable instance» where H (T) -df (T) is made of 
Mlsa wood, J (T) =df (T) floats in water, and K (T) “df (T) occupies 
twelve cubic inches in volume. But (9) is not syntactically 
confirmation-similar to (8).

Although there are plenty of clear cases of directly observ
able entities and properties as ..well as those that cannot be directly 
observed, the distinction is not always clear-cut. Often the
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pronouncement that an event is directly observetie or not depends on 
the context. E.g.» in most contexts we would not say that the motions 
of stars are directly observable although we can observe that tiny 
spots of light in the sky move four degrees of arc each night in a 
uniform direction. I might even say that the spots I see in the sky 
through my bedroom window while sitting in a certain chair move about 
three inches every hour. But strictly speaking, stars do not move 
four degrees of arc nor do they inch their way through the universe 
all in the same direction; they travel, rather, at speeds orders of 
magnitude greater than those at which we observe the specks to move, 
and they do so in different directions. In certain explanatory con
texts, however, we may say that it is the stars rather than the specks 
of light that move so slowly, or that the specks move incredibly fast, 
and we might even have justification for claiming that we have ob
served these things to take place.^

The constraints on logical simplicity we are about to propose 
will incorporate conditions concerning both direct observability as 
well as syntactic confirmation-similarity,

11. In Foster and Martin (1966, pp. 142-3) there is an inter
esting discussion by R. Carnap in his "Truth and Confirmation", of the 
notion of direct testability. This notion reflects to a great extent 
the notion we have tried to capture as direct observability.



CHAPTER 2

LOGICAL SIMPLICITY (l)

To motivate constraints on logical simplicity, consider the 
logically equivalent sentences
(1) (HxT ni JxT) 
and

<2) (x)(H(,y)(y=* • p)t ni JxT)
for some true sentence p, some individual a, and some nomic properties 
H and J. Now (2) can "be ruled out as nonlawlike on the intuitive 
grounds that it has a simpler logical equivalent (l) which, although 
not semantically equivalent to (2), states the nomic relationship that
(2) expresses without adding information irrelevant to that relation
ship as does (2). We propose that of two logically equivalent 
sentences which purport to assert a nomic relationship, only that sen
tence which is logically simpler (in containing no irrelevant semantic 
content) is appropriate for use in NS explanations, and indeed for any 
other uses having to do with serious scientific inquiry. Thus, in a 
strict sense only the logically simplest (and. thus most perspicuous) 
formulation expressing a purported nomic relationship is a genuinely 
lawlike sentence. Intuitively, there is no justification for, and 
there are very obvious reasons against, stating a hypothesis in a log
ically cumbersome or indirect way when a simpler and. more perspicuous

122
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formulation is av&ilaMe. Thus m  Bust rule out those sorts of logi
cal eosplezity which render statements of noaie relationships 
eunbersoae, indirect0 or less than optimally perspicuous.

There are two main kinds of logical complexity which have such 
an effect. These are (l) complexity due to structure contained within 
predicative expressions or within singular referring ternsp and (2) 
complexity due to structural features other than those found within 
descriptive content-containing terms, such as logical connectives and 
quantifiers.

He take up the latter kind of complexity first? hut before we 
discuss complexities due to the inclusion of truthfunetional sentential 
connectives, it will help greatly to give a preliminary characterisa
tion of noaic conditionality. For given Constraint 4 it follows that 
if a sentence S is truthfunctionslly complex in any tay that excludes 
a semantically equivalent restatement as a noaic conditional, the 
truthfunetional complexity responsible must he ruled out. Now 
Constraint 4 concerns only the external form of lawlike sentences? it 
does not extend to, for example, truthfunetional structure embedded 
within noaic antecedents or consequents. At most, therefore, Con
straint 4 can he used to block externally truthfunetionally complex 
sentences not semantically equivalent to noaic conditionals. Such 
sentences, however, comprise a great number of the so-called laws ap
pealed to in constructing stock counterexamples to intuitively sound 
conditions on Xawlikeness and eonfirmahility. It is worth our while 
to have a look.
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Put In tabular form, we propose the following semantic analysis

of nomic conditionality. We see that 'ni* and ■ n _____ • are
stronger than any truthfunctional connectives including •.' and ' 
their closest relatives. Nomic relevance will be discussed in detail 
later on; for now we must work with an intuitive notion of nomic rele
vance which will function in the manner expressed in Table 1.

(Where p and q are not 
nomically interrelevant)

(Where p and q are 
nomically interrelevant)

We see that truthfunctionally complex hypotheses whose major 
connective is '^  ' or 1.1 will never have nomic conditional equiv
alents, for their semantics differ as Table 1 shows. The same holds 
for biconditionals, disjunctions, and negations, which we do not dis
cuss here. The closest truthfunctional relative of 'ni* is but
their difference lies in that truthfunctional conjunctions are true

Table 1: Nomic Implication

p q p 3  q p . q p ni q

t t t t f
t f f f f
f t t f f
f f t f f

t t t t t
t f f f f
f t t f f
f f t f f
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regardless of the nomic interrelevance (or lack of it) of their con- 
juncts, as long as each conjunct is true. Me do not accept mere 
regularity as sufficient for genuine nomic connection. The above 
semantics for 'ni* with Constraint 4 entails preclusion of all exter
nally truthfunctional compounds from being able to express genuinely 
lawlike hypotheses. But if the reader is uncomfortable with our above 
representation of the semantics of nomic implication, we can also give 
independent reasons for excluding truthfunctional complexity.

First, consider any hypothesis having the form of a disjunc
tion, ‘p v q1. If either p or q are singular sentences, 'p v q* is 
ruled out by Constraint 3 of unrestrictedness. So suppose that p and 
q are both universally quantified statements, as in
(1) (x)(j0xT ni %fxT) v (y)(jZ$'yT ni jf'yT).
Now, any sentence used to express a scientific hypothesis must be 
confirmed on the basis of some empirical evidence. Evidence leading 
to the formulation of a sentence like (l) as a potentially lawlike 
hypothesis must therefore take one of these forms; (a) we discover 
that for a sufficient number of individuals a, b, c, etc. it is true 
that (jZiaT.̂ aT), (0bT,J/fbT), (̂ cT.̂ cT), etc.; or (b) we discover that 
for individuals a, b, c, etc. it is true that (0'aT. '̂aT), (0'bT . 
Jff'bT), (jZi'cT . Ĵ 'cT), etc.; or (c) we discover evidence of both forms
(a) and (b). Now if (l) is proposed because of evidence of the form
(a), then since that evidence lends no support whatever to the second 
disjunct of (l), that second disjunct has no business forming a part 
of the hypothesis, (l) must then be rejected in favor of the



logically more direct and. perspicuous hypothesis
(2) (x)(jZbtT ni $xT).
Similarly, if (l) is proposed because of evidence of the form (b), 
then since that evidence lends no support whatever to the first dis
junct of (l), that first disjunct has no business forming a part of 
the hypothesis, (l) must then be rejected in favor of the logically 
more direct and perspicuous hypothesis

Finally, if (l) is proposed because of evidence of the form (c), then 
for obvious reasons

is the hypothesis to be drawn from that evidence rather than (l)s if 
all of the cats we observe have both hearts and lungs, then if any 
hypothesis is to be drawn from this, it is that all cats have both 
hearts and lungs, not that all cats either have a heart or they have 
lungs. True, the hypothesis that they have either the one or the other 
is safer on logical grounds ■— but it is not safer in light of our em
pirical evidence, for it does not reflect exactly the evidence we 
have. We know a priori that any sentence of the form 'p v q' is more 
likely to be true than one of the form 'p . q*. But the safety bought 
by choosing the former over the latter comes only at the expense of 
ignoring a crucial quantity of our evidence for forming a hypothesis 
in the first place. If all of the cats we observe have both hearts and 
lungs, then it is a mistake and a violation of our intuitive sense of 
intellectual honesty to generalize this evidence in the form of (l)

(3) (y)(0'yT ni 0'yT).

(4) (x)(0xT ni 0xT) . (y)(0'yT ni 0*yT)
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Instead of (4). The search for laws of nature is a search for 
generalized descriptions of the way things are as a matter of empiri
cal fact. That the description fits the empirical data as exactly, as 
tightly as possible—  this should, surely be one of the most fundamen
tal and unquestioned maxims of scientific investigation.

We conclude that no external disjunctions may rightfully be 
acknowledged as expressing lawLike hypotheses. Now it might be object
ed that although disjunctions cannot be allowed on the grounds of 
evidence of the forms (a), (b)„ or (c), there is a fourth kind of em
pirical data which would give rise to the legitimate proposal of a 
disjunctive scientific hypothesis. This is (d) our discovering that 
for individuals a, b, c, etc. (suppose they are all cats and that 
0 =df (j?) is a cat, and 0* = 0) all are found to either have hearts
(0) alone, or lungs (0‘) alone, but where we can never even in prin
ciple discover which of these they actually have. (Certain properties 
of quantum mechanics ascribable to subatomic particles such as the 
position and. angular momentum of electrons come to mind here). But 
what could, such data consist in? Direct observation will confirm a 
disjunction only by providing observational evidence that one partic
ular disjunct or both of them is true. There is no way we can 
directly observe that either p or q but not both is the case without 
observing which. And in all cases where the disjunction is indirectly 
observed with the aid. of logical inference or the application of 
coordinative definitions, the observations we do make would again 
support either of the disjuncts separately or both together — and not
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as a disjunction. This objection is therefore groundless and our con
clusion stands firm.

Neither can disjunctive clauses be permitted to appear embedded 
within larger sentential clauses in anomic hypothesis, as in
(5) (x)((̂ xT vjfxT) ni (jZi’xT)) 
or
(6) (xXCjZS'xT) ni (jZixT v jrfxT))
even when these have an external form semantically equivalent to a 
nomic conditional. (We do not consider singular sentences containing 
embedded disjunctions because these are ruled out by Constraint 3)♦ 
Empirical evidence leading to the proposal of (5) as well as (6) as 
scientific hypotheses will take one of three forms analogous to evi
dence of the forms (a) - (c) above, with respect to (l). And for 
exactly the same reasons, (5) must give way to either
(?) (x)(0xT ni jZS‘xT),
(8) (x)(jJxT ni 0'xT) , 
or
(9) (x)((0xT . JffecT) ni tfxT) ,
and (6) must give way to either
(10) (x)(0'xT ni j&cT),
(11) (xXjZi'xT ni #xT), 
or
(12) (x)(jZi'xT ni (0xT . jrfxT)).
None of (?) - (12) contain disjunctive clauses. (Exactly similar
arguments apply to exclude doubly or triply embedded disjunctions,
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and so on.) Hempel discusses the unintuitive consequences of acknow
ledging statements of the form (5) as genuinely empirically 
confirmable hypotheses (Hempel 1968, p. 2?4). For example, we would 
have to allow that a green blade of grass constitutes confirming data 
for the hypothesis that all things that are either blades of grass or 
(conventional) cloth coverings of billiard tables are green. It would 
equally permit a green billiard table cover as confirming the same 
hypothesis. But of course the observation of a green blade of grass 
is not nominally relevant to any lawlike hypotheses about billiard 
table covers, nor conversely. Hence the hypothesis stated is not le
gitimately confirmed by either of these observations. Relative to 
each, the hypothesis incorporates irrelevant semantic content.

Me turn now to truthfunctional conditionality. Constraint 4 
will rule out externally truthfunctional conditionals as nonlawlike 
since they cannot be restated as semantically equivalent nomic condi
tionals. Constraint 3 will rule them out if they are not universally 
or statistically quantified. Let us consider sentences of the form 
(13) (x)(jZbcu => Xxij
however, since such sentences are often submitted, as paradigmatic of 
laws of nature.

There are several reasons for rejecting such sentences. If 
accepted as lawlike they would indicate an adherence to a Humean reg
ularity view of nomic connection. But unless additional restrictions 
were imposed on its confirmability, lawlikeness and nomic connection 
would turn out to be even weaker than the weakest form of Humean



regularity„ for lawlike connection would require no regularity at alls 
for a sufficient number of individuals a, b, c, etc., evidence of the
forms
(14) (0aT . 0aT), (0VT . 0bT), ...

(15) (-(0aT) . jtfaT)), (-(0bT) . 0bT))s
(16) (-(0aT) . -(ffaT)), (-(̂ SbT) . -(̂ bT))

(17) -(0aT) , -(j2$bT) , ...
(18) (0aT), (0VT), ...
would all have to be admitted as confirming (13). If (14) - (18) are 
permitted, then the paradoxes of confirmation, which mirror the para
doxes of material implication, would arise. But we have additional 
reasons for rejecting (13). Intuitively, to merely observe the events 
/̂ ,a,T/, /$,b,T/, etc. does nothing more toward confirming (13) as a 
natural law than it does toward confirming
(19) (x)(0’xT => jtfxT)
for all other predicates 0s other than 0. Similarly, the mere obser
vation that there is no occurrence of events of the kind /0,a,T/,
/0,b„T/„ etc, does no more to confirm (13) than it does to confirm
(20) (x)(0xT 3 0’xT)
for all predicates 0* other than 0. In light of these intuitively 
unacceptable cases of confirmation, no evidence of the forms (15) - 
(18) could lead to the formulation of (13) over any of the classes of 
sentences represented by (19) and (20). Since the choice of any con
ditionals of the form (13) over any conditionals represented by (19) 
and (20) will always be arbitrary on the basis of evidence of the
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forms (15) - (18)5 we conclude that no such hypotheses express legit
imately confirmahle and hence genuinely lawlike statements.

Of course we still have to consider what happens when our evi
dence for formulating (13) as a law takes the form of (l4). But it 
too must be rejected, since merely truthfunctional conjunctions, both 
singular as well as quantified, are true if their conjuncts or the 
conjuncts of their expansions are true, whether or not the events de
noted in them are related in any scientifically significant way, For 
example, the sentence (13) would have to be pronounced a well-confirmed 
law of nature if 0 (l) -df (T) is arthritic, 0 (T) =df (T) votes 
Democratic, and every arthritic person ever observed (or to be ob
served) votes Democratic in every election in which he participates. 
Even if we did not in fact have such observations, (13) thus inter
preted would have to be acknowledged as lawlike in that it is possible 
that we might observe such to be the case. However, there is some
thing intuitively too lenient in permitting such a statement to 
express a potential natural law; at most (13) so interpreted expresses 
an accidental generalisation. For there are no scientific theories, 
nor any reason to suppose there ever will be, that systematically 
relate facets of people's medical history with their political lean
ings as such. Also, since there is little reason to suppose that 
biological and sociopolitical scientific theories could ever be in
corporated into an all-embracing bio/sociopolitical scientific theory, 
there is no reason to suppose that the property of voting Democratic 
and the property of having arthritis are in themselves nominally
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12interrelated. We do not take this as conclusive evidence against a 

Humean view of regularity as expressing nomic connection. But the 
fact that such generalizations as (13) interpreted as above must, on 
such views, be considered as stating laws of nature, seems to indicate 
that mere constant conjunction cannot be the sole foundation of nomic 
connection. We conclude that sentences of the form (13)» since they 
contain no connective stronger than mere truthfunctional conjunction, 
cannot be admitted as expressive of genuinely lawlike hypotheses.
Since each of the above arguments pertain to truthfunctional condi
tionals embedded within antecedent or consequent clauses of otherwise 
externally nomic conditionals, we also rule that embedded truthfunc- 
tionality has no place within statements of lawlike generalizations.

Next we consider what happens when the truthfunctional oper
ation of negation appears within purportedly nomic hypotheses.
Allowing to occur in statements of laws of nature or in event- 
sentences might indicate several things. Given the formalism we have 
adopted, and simplifying our examples to sentences with only one in
dividual variable and only one temporal variable, we might let

12. Suppose every Democratic candidate favors a national 
health care program, while every Republican candidate opposes it.
On this basis alone, perhaps every arthritic voter decides to vote 
Democratic. But this now true generalization does not turn into a 
law of nature merely on the basis of the above supposition. It may 
well be a "law of human nature” that all persons in need of medical 
treatment (ergo all arthritics) will vote in such a way as to maxi
mize their chances of receiving the needed treatment. But it surely 
is no law of nature (rather only an accident) that Democratic prin
ciples, and thus Democratic voting, came to be related to the class 
of arthritic voters in this way. At any rate even if the present ex
ample is less than convincing, any accidental generalization will 
illustrate my point.



(a) -/jtfxT/
represent that an instantiation of $5 by x at T does not occur;
(B) /-jZbcT/
represent that at T, x instantiates a ‘negative property’ -0;
(C) -(x)(0xT ni pxT)
represent that the lawlike statement 1(x)(0xT ni 0xT)' is false or 
disconfirmed;
(D) (x)(-(0xT) ni pxT)
represent that whenever we lack an event of the sort which would be 
constituted by x's instantiating 0 at T, an event of the type /0}xaT/ 
occurs,as a matter of nomic necessity;
(E) (x)(0xT ni -(̂ xT))
represent that whenever an event of the type /0,x,l/ occurs, there 
will be no instantiation of $ by x at T, as a matter of nomic neces
sity. We take up each of these in turn.

Earlier we said that paradigmatic terms of the form ’/0,x,T/‘ 
express the fact that the event denoted occurs. Sometimes, however, 
it is necessary to talk about nomic relationships that obtain in the 
absence of certain kinds of events. We shall let '-/̂ ,x,T/‘ mean ‘no 
event of the sort which would be constituted by an instantiation of 0 
by x at T occurs‘. (We skirt locutions such as ’the event /0,x,T/ 
does not occur1, since this would be anomalous given that '/fysXtT/' is 
used to denote an event which does occur.)

One might be tempted to press further, however, claiming that 
‘-/0,x,T/‘ also signifies that (a) a 'negative event' occurs, or that



(b) every other event than the event /^»x»T/ occurs. But I see little 
use for the concept of a negative event„ and it is much more straight
forward to use the locution (b) itself instead of ,~/0ixoT/t if we 
should ever have reason to say something about the complex of all 
events other than We have already denounced the notion of
negative individuals; analogously we rule out negative events, if such 
are construed so that the negate of the event /j$,x,T/ is a single 
event comprised of all events discrete from /0,x,T/. I contend that 
there is no such event, nor have we any reason to suppose there is, 
since there can be no genuine scientific theory which has such an en
tity in its domain (as a single event). This purported entity is in 
principle subsumabie under no general laws of nature. Thus even if we 
were justified in claiming it exists, it would be completely beyond 
our understanding as a single event. This is not to say that each 
event of which it is purportedly comprised shares its incomprehensibil
ity; the aggregate of which this purported single entity is composed 
is a respectable conjunction of events, whether nominally interrele- 
vant or not. The aggregate as such, therefore, deserves ontological 
recognition. But aggregates of events (or event complexes) are not 
fusable into single events, just as an apartment complex is not itself
a single apartment, and (to use Thomson's example) an aggregate of

13shoes cannot be fused into a single shoe. There seems to me to be

13. J. J» Thomson (1977) grounds her entire theory of event 
identity upon the principle that any aggregate of events "fuse0 into 
a single event which has those events as its "parts". Thomson claims 
that her theory has many interesting things to say about event
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very few scientifically interesting things we could possibly say about 
most such aggregates of events as above, since almost all of them will 
be comprised of events that are not nominally interrelevant. But we 
have even less to say of interest about any purported single event 
which is the fusion of such aggregates: they are large in some sense;
they cover extensive durations and spaces; of the 'negate event' 
-/0»x,T/ we might have occasion to say that it cannot in principle oc
cur 'fully' until the end of the world, since only then will every 
event other than /0, x, T1/ have occurred. But such ascriptions are 
hardly of serious scientific interest, and they certainly do not fos
ter any greater understanding of such aggregates — especially when 
conceived as fused into a single event — as events. Rather, princi
ples such as negation, fusion, and others discussed by Thomson in 
connection with events should be relegated to the domain of mathema
tics, set theory, or other abstract disciplines. For only in 
nonempirical domains do they seem to have any utility.

It may be objected that our own position does not make room 
for NS explanations of why some event e did not happen. For example, 
it seems we should include as genuine, NS accounts of why, for 
instance, Jones got sick but not Smith after both ate the very same 
things for dinner. But this is a muddled way of speaking, common in 
ordinary parlance as it might be. For what is asked in such cases

fusions. But these seem nothing more than principles she can use to 
facilitate development of her own principles of event individuation„ 
They are not, I think, interesting in any other sense.
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is not "Hhy is it the case (or what is the explanation for the fact) 
that an event of the type Getting sick at T occurred with Jones as 
constituent individual, while no event of that type occurred involving 
Smith?' It is not asked why the particular event /S,s,T/ did not oc
cur (where S (T) =df (T) is sick, and s = Smith)5 nor is it asked why 
the "negate event1 -/S,s,T/ occurred. For there are no such particu
lar events, and indeed no singular event (in any possible world) could 
fill the descriptions, "the particular event /S,s,T/ which did not oc
cur" or "-/S,s,T/®. It is more instructive to view the initial and 
imprecisely phrased question as a request for an explanation of why 
another event e" (i.e., of the type remaining well instantiated by 
Smith at T) incompatible with the occurrence of an event of the type 
getting sick (by Smith at T) occurred. Any NS explanation of the for
mer event will be an explanation which should satisfy as an answer to 
the original question posed above. Furthermore, from such an NS ex
planation we may gp on if we choose, to derive the sentence "-SsT", 
which expresses negation without also being committed to negative 
events or negative event properties.

Turning now to (B), it seems unwarranted for similar reasons 
to postulate the existence of events denoted by expressions of the 
form ®/-$,x,T/" if they are to represent instantiations of "negative 
properties'. For one thing, no individual found within any domain of 
an empirical scientific theory could conceivably, at any T however 
long in duration, instantiate every property discrete from pro
vided that 0 itself Is a genuine nomic property.
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With respect to (C) on the other hand, since we must allow for 

stating that a lawlike sentence is disconfirmed or false, locutions of 
the form ‘-(x)(j&cT ni jfxT)' are well-formed. They will never appear 
within NS explanations, however, since the latter must contain only 
true or well-confirmed lawlike sentences.

Finally, concerning (D) and (E)s As long as we allow locu
tions of the form (a) interpreted as above, we must also acknowledge 
statements of. the forms (D) and (E) as sometimes nominally true, i.e., 
true in virtue of laws of nature. Again, however, it seems we will 
have little occasion to use such sentences within NS explanations. If 
such an occasion should arise, sentences of the forms (D) and (E) must 
be used with great care, particularly in the generalised case in which 
more than one distinct individual or temporal variable occurs. Con
sider sentences of the forms 
(D*) (x)(y)(T)(T*)(-(0xT) ni tfyT')
and.
(E*) (x)(y)(T)(T')(0xT ni -OfyT')).
Unless the properties 0 and p are shown, prior to consideration of 
(D1) or (Es) as sentences up for confirmation as laws, to be nominally 
interrelevant (perhaps in part by occurring together in other pre
viously well confirmed laws), intuitively nonlawlike sentences of 
these forms would perhaps be assessed as lawlike. Alternatively, the 
feasibility of sentences of the forms (D*) and (E1) could be increased 
if their antecedents included clauses relating x and. y in some rele
vant ways other than by the major relationship expressed by these
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sentences themselves. For example, in our discussion of causal laws 
we will show how generalizations expressing regularities are 
strengthened by including certain sorts of spatiotemporal relation 
statements in their antecedents.

We turn now to the most interesting and useful truthfunctional 
connective, as it might appear in scientific hypotheses and in
singular event sentences that provide evidence for them. We consider 
each of the following, for some times t and t", and for a sufficient 
number of individuals a, b, c, etc. (External conjunctions cannot be 
lawlike in virtue of Constraint 4 so we omit discussion of sentences 
of the form ,(x)(0xT ni jtfxT) . (y)(0'yT ni 0'yT)'.)
(1) (x)(T)(Te)((0xT . jfxT) ni jtf'xT')
(2) (x)(T)(T')(0'xT' ni (0xT . jfccT))
(3) (jZSat . fax . jZi'at'), (^bt . jtfbt . 0 ' b t ' ) ,  . . .

I contend that truthfunctional compounds of the form (3) are the only 
kind of singular truthfunctional event sentences that may enter as em
pirical evidence for proposing scientific hypotheses. Note that these 
are not permitted to contain occurrences of 1-1„ Unlike sentences of 
the forms '0at v jtfat' and ‘jZiat 3 jtfat' which cannot be used to para- 
digmatically report directly ascertained or observed syntactically 
confirmation-similar instances of any genuinely lawlike hypothesis,
complexes of events denoted by sentences of the form (3) can and must
be used to denote such evidence. Our motivation for saying so can be 
put very simply$ we can observe several events taking place, be they 
events found within the same or different loci; we must observe
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severnl events taking pise® if tj® @z® to obtain evidenee that general 
nomic connections between eoaplexes of events exist. And if tra con 
observe that to (or Eore) events /$$x bTl/ and /^0x0T/ occur,, there is 
no better coy to represent this fozoaUy than in terms of the standard 
truthfunctional ”,0 as in "ffeT „ ^xT“, Given a sufficient number of 
observations of complexes of events as denoted in (3)» c© cay formulate 
as latdike hypotheses up for confirmation, sentences of both forms (l) 
and (2)0 For although nomic implication involves more than mere regu
larity, statements of nomic connection ray present themselves as 
potential laws on the basis of such repeated observations „ He take 
sentences of the form (3) as syntactically confirmation-,similar in
stances of hypotheses of the forms (l) and (2), This result should not 
seem surprising, since as our semantics for °ni° indicates, aomicolly 
interrelevant conjunctions of events is the essence of nomic connec
tion, and since embedded truthfunctional eonjinactivity signifies mere 
multiplicity. I can think of no good reason to prohibit the occur
rence of ° within the antecedents and consequents of nomic 
conditionals, and l .oee no reason to prohibit singular sentences of 
the fora (3) from pmradlg&mtlcolly denoting complexes or aggregates of 
events, particularly in cases such as (3) there the events forming the 
complexes are, on the basis of repeated observations for different 
individuals a, b, e, etc., evidenced to be nominally interrelevant.

Finally, truthfunctional blcomdltio%mllty makes its most in
teresting appearance in purportedly sonic hypotheses in these tayss
(1) P S  to
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where p sad % are both noale eonditionalsD
(2) (x)(T)(|faTSjfaT)»
and

(3) (y)(a)(T)(T')((|fcTS-jfeT) nl (^0yT°=
How it follows from principles w® have already proposed that no @eeur= 
rence of ' =  % and thus no oocurrenee of 0 —  0 as in (l) - (3)0 ore 
permissible in law!ike statements nor in singular statements constitu
ting evidence for them: p EE q is definable as (p ̂  q) o (q s> p)» but we
have already ruled out all embedded occurrences of " 3  • „ and all oc
currences of % ° when this appears as the rajor connective. Our 
arguments against " ' and against ’." as major connectives apply
here. However, it is worthwhile to introduce a new symbol, "n= °, 
to indicate what we shall call nomlc intratheoretic equivalence or 
simply intra theoretic equivalence. The symbol "n —  * may replace 
'==' in forms (l) - (3) above to generate blcondltionals having full 
nomic force. Any laws of nature expressed in terms of equations re
lating event types by mathematical rules describing quantitative 
measures or values may thus be formulated as nomic intra theoretic 
equivalence statements. He propose that where each of A and B are 
nomic conditionals or sets of nomic conditionals,

=df the events /pj,x,T/ and /^,y,T/ are intra theoretically equivalent; 
and that finally.

(V) A n =  B
-df A and B are intra theoretically equivalent;
(2") (x)(y)(T)($xT n—  $yT)
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(3°) (y)(x)(a)Ctr)(T)(T,)((jfaT nH jfyr) ni (0°v®° n H ^ cST0))
=df if the events /^0s„T/ and are intzatheozetieally equiva
lent, then, tgr nonic necessity0 the events /0%UoT°/ and /$\n0T°/ are 
also intzatheEoetieally equivalent»

Ue Bust take cane not to confuse statements of intra.theoretic 
equivalence with statements of intertheoretic equivalence or what I 
will call theoretic reduction or theoretic correlation statements.
Terms occurring in the former are all housed in a single theory, bat 
the latter contain terms of one theory in their antecedents and of an
other in their consequents, Thus our symbol "n—  0 is not to be 
confused with the symbol ”E° which will be introduced later. State
ments of intertheoretie equivalence are not strictly speaking lawlike„ 
for they are laws of no single scientific theory. How intertheoretie 
correlation statements figure in MS explanations will be made clear in 
a later discussion.

This ends our treatment of truthfunctional connectives in law
like sentences. It should be noted that, although we prohibit the 
occurrence of truthfunctional connectives in laulike statements in the 
ways depicted above, we do not say that nonlawlike truthfunctional com
pounds containing genuinely lawlike statements have no place in 
scientific inquiry. Sentences of the forms (l) - (3) above as well as 
the sentences (l) of p. 125» (4) of p. 126, (5) and (6) of p. 128, and
(13) of p. 129, must not be taken to be semantically ill-formed but 
rather only as nonlawlike. Such sentences receive truth values 
according to the usual semantics of truthfunctions g they are genuine
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statements, but they are not statements that are peroitted in noaic 
subsumptions„

Ue next consider quantifiers, tfe immediately rule out all 
sentences of the form
(1) (BO (A*)
by Constraint 3° Sentences of the form
(2) (%)(&%),
on the other hand, express nomic conditionals if (and only if) A is of 
the form ni C^0 where B and C are both paradigmatic event sentences
or conjunctions of them as in
(3) (x)(Bx ni Cx).
On the other hand although (3) entails
(4) -(Ex)(Bx . -Cx),
(4) is not permitted as a genuinely l&ulike statement because there is 
no entailment in the opposite direction. Notice also that despite the 
entallment from (3) to (4) our theory of confirmablllty is nonetheless 
immune to traditional $®radoxes of confirmation such as those in which, 
due to (3)°s entailing (4) and (4)°s being logically justified by a 
sufficient number of sentences of the form 
(4°) -(Bat . -Gat),
observation of non-B's are taken to confirm (3). He have already 
blocked this move by Constraint 2s (4°) is not syntactically 
confirmation-similar to (3). It seems, at any rate, that there will 
be little demand for quantified sentences of the form (4) in MS ex
planations due to the availability of sentences of the fora (3)°
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Multiply qmmtlfled. ®eatsae©s eontBining e@Bp©n©nts B smd C 
uhere B asd G as® toth gazsyfiiĝ stie ©vent sentences ©r e@njuncti©ns ©f 
the@0 sre als© aeeepta'̂ .©. Any ©eeuzrenees ©f embedded, single ©r owl- 
tipi© f.imntifî s.tion within B and G in sentences ©f the £@za (3) as® 
likewise pezoitted, M mlly,, sentences of the fezsa

(5) (^)(®y)(\y)
where is ©f the foza B ni C and where B and C are pamdigaatie 
event sentences ©f conjunctions of th©B0 are acceptable as lawlike in 
foza.

Haskell 5h,in (1963) attempts to impose restrictions @n quanti
fication in latdike sentences found within causal explanations. 
According to Pain, sentences of the fora
(6) (z)(Ey)(F*y)

are permissible as lawlike, when for example they are translated to 
state generalisations like
(7) For every flash of lightening there exists a clap of

thunder.
Mow (6) clearly does not meet our specifications for it is not seman
tically equivalent to any noaie conditional. Pain errs in proposing
(6) as stating a causal law, however, even if it is to be translated 
as (?). She intent of (?) „ if to express a causal law, is ouch more 
perspicuously represented by a sentence of the fora
(3) (x)(Sy)(T)(T°)((LxT , ExyT . ®°T) ni (HyT°))o
where L sdf (T) is a flash of lightening, B (2̂  =df is re
lated to in that ...(where we state the general spatioteaporal
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relationship "betmen eausally connected ̂ irs of lightening flashes and 
thunderclaps) 0 B" (T) 2 sdf (T) is teaporally prior to (z^ (by such- 
and-such amount of time), and H =df is a thunderclap. (He will
take up relations like B° above, in a later chapter.)

Skin0 s representation does not incite expression of the rele
vant relationships that must be asserted to obtain between particular 
lightening flashes and thunderclaps that gives rise to the truth of (?) 
and which make the intended generalisation a causal law. (6) is not 
specific enough to explain any event of the type /H,x ,T/ since merely 
citing the occurrence of some lightening flash or other without speci
fying that it has a nomic connection with the particular thunderclap 
to be explained, does nothing to explain the occurrence of that par
ticular thunder-event as opposed to any other, Fain's 'law' (6) is 
not explanatorily effective; it would do no better in explaining a 
particular thunder-event /H,a,t/ than would a similarly formed sen
tence translated as
(9) For every electrical storm there is a dap of thunder
or even
(10) For every clap of thunder there is a clap of thunder.
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LOGICAL SIMPLICITY (ll)

In this chapter tsk® up restrictions on logical complexity 
due to structure contained uithin predicative expressions and definite 
descriptions.

The prohibition of truthfimctiozml connectives just given also 
apply to their occurrence oithin predicates and definite descriptions. 
For exaŝ Leg 

(1)
is a semantically odd but nonetheless perfectly meaningful predicate 
if F (T) =df ®) is black or (T) is a sulfide. The predicate F then 
names a (non-nomic) property attributable to all black things as xssll 
as all chemical compounds containing sulfur. He shall call predicates 
like (l) and like (2) - (5) below ritualistic predicates, because in 
order to apply then one nusst perform a logical ritual that consists in 
first applying some other predicate to the individual in question, and 
then making use of a logical rule of inference in some way. The now 
familiar predicate "grue" is a ritualistic predicate, for example.

He contend that all ritualistic predicates (which will con
tain some truthfunctional connective or other when stated in an ̂  
optimally psrppicuous way) are incapable of expressing genuine nomic 
properties or relations. Besides (l) we have predicates like
(2) G ®  ,

145
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where G (2̂ ) =df If (l̂ j is hlaek then (T) is a sulfide $
(3) H @  „
where H =df is hlack if and only if is a sulfide;

(4) J (%) D
where J (T) =df (T^ is not a sulfide« and
(5) K ®  0
where K (l^ =df is black and is a sulfide, putting two or nore
genuinely no&ic properties together in a truthfunetionally eoBgouad 
open sentence forms a semantically meaningful predicate — and one that 
may or may not denote an ontologicslly respectable property. But the 
resulting predicate and the property, if any, denoted by it, are surely 
not nomic. On the grounds of logical perspicuity alone, predicates 
such as (l) - (5) must be dismissed in favor of the open sentences 
which form their definitions; (l) is superceded by the more perspic
uous
(1°) B (l) v S ®  , ^
(2) by
(2”) B ®  S  S ®  ,
(3) by
( 3°) 3(7^ H  S ®  „
(4) by
(4») . ~S ®  ,
and (5) by
(5°) B ®  . § @  ,
where B (7) =df (l̂  Is black, and S Ŝf (T) is a sulfide. Mot so
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siazpz'i&lag is the zesult that ©ven the logî slly boz® pszopieueus 
zesdeziags (1°) - (3°) of (l) - (3) tuzn ©ut to "bs iaadaissihl® in 
genuine IsraLike statements due to restrictions a® propssed in the pre
ceding chapter. The us© @f sentences of the forms (4°) and (5°) i® 
aeeeptahle althou^i her© too they my appear only in a tay such that 
the sentence in which they occur is semantically equivalent t@ a sonic 
conditional.

He aust dismiss the originals (l) - (5) because they obscure 
the ontological structure of the properties0 if any0 they denote.
Grue* for example, might really be a property. But if it is, it is an 
ontologieally structured property, compounded out of two natural kind 
properties, green and blue, by the logical ritual of disjunction. It 
is no wonder that predicates like ° is grue0 do not become easily 
entrenched in our language nor that they do not appear within the laws 
of any serious scientific theory. Fbr, in order to apply such ritual
istic predicates we must use complex, indirect, and less than wholly 
empirical procedures. The causal Information and scientific under
standing of the world that we can gpiin by observing grue things can 
be obtained aore directly and in a more thoroughly empirical manner, 
by observing green things and blue things and noting under what con
ditions things change from green to blue (at a specified time).

Let us return to our predicate F above, and ask what happens 
when it is permitted to figure in lawlike statements, in reporting 
confirming evidence, and in nomie oubsumptive explanations. Consider 
proposing as a eonfirmable hypothesis
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(A) . (x)(T)(0xT ni RxT)
for any nomic predicate jZL Now consider its two instances
(B) ^aT „ I-'aT 
and
(C) 0bT „ FbT
for individuals a and b, but where a is F due to its being black, 
whereas b is F due to its being partially composed of sulfur. Surely 
the fact that a is black need have nothing to do with the fact that b 
is a sulfide; yet both (b) and (c) appear as syntactically 
confirmation-similcir instances of the same hypothesis, namely (a), As 
such it follows that the events /F,a,T/ and /F,b,T/ must be nomically 
related. All syntactically confirmation-similar instances of a hypo
thesis must, intuitively, render all other of its syntactically 
confirmation-similar instances incrementally more credible. But no 
matter how many events of the type /^,x,T/ we find to be correlated 
with x’s also being black, this in no way by itself indicates that all 
other y’s which are $ will be made of sulfur. Observing a number of 
0-things and finding them to be black tells us only to expect other as 
yet unexamined 0-things to be black — not made of sulfur.

I do not know how to build a definitive case against the use 
of ritualistic predicates in lawlike statements and nomic subsump
tions, which would satisfy those who insist that any semantically 
meaningful term having any degree or quantity of empirical content 
however small, is permissible in lawlike statements, As all students 
of logic learn, there is always a wide range of choice among
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Beaningful ©Kpresslon® that "say the saae thing". The ©©smntically 
sinpl©r0 nose direct and perspicuous my of saying things generally 
turns out to be dull in comparison with the sore complex0 indirect, 
and logically sophisticated. But using the expression "grue" to de
scribe an emerald which is green at t, especially in connection with 
investigations of the nomic relationships found to obtain among green 
(or blue, or changeably green and blue) things, seems to me analogous 
to the ease of the man who, liking green decor in his office, decides 
to paint the mils and furniture blue with the intention of never re
porting to work without yellow-lensed glasses. In fact, the "grue1 - 
user is even worse. For, since the language of science must be 
utilised by others in the scientific community, he not only imposes 
the unnecessary ritual of doing something like wearing yellow lenses 
upon himself — he also imposes it on his colleagues as when the man in 
our story demands that his office mates, by wearing yellow lenses like 
himself, be made to observe his blue paint to.be green.

%  appeals and ay arguments against predicates like (l) - (5) 
above also apply to the use of definite descriptions containing hidden 
truthfunetional structure. He also call such definite descriptions 
"ritualistic", Examples are 
(I00) (9x)(Fx),
(2"") (3g)(Gx)g
(3") (?x)(Hx),
(4-"") (?x)(jx).
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and
(5og) (?x)(Ks),
where F„ G„ H0 Jo and K are defined as "before. Several exasples of 
ritualistic definite descriptions tove been used "bgr well-known philos
ophers, Ftom Davidson (196?,, p. 695) ye have 
(6) (gz)(x = x , Hero fiddled)§
from Quine (1966, p. l6l) there is
(?) (?r)(x * a • P) [for some true sentence p].
He have further grounds for rejecting the likes of (6) and (?), for if 
permitted then an argument can be constructed whose conclusion renders 
the very notion of confirmation by instance absurd. Consider, for ex
ample, the following adaptation of an argument used by Jaegran Kim 
(1970, p. 20?), which supposedly proves that all true event describing 
sentences describe the same events
1, Consider this set of statementss

(A)t Fa
(B)s Gb

(C)s (x - a , Gb)

G(?x)(x 3 b , Fa); 
and suppose that (a) and (B) are true event describing sentences, and
that F and G are genuine noaic predicates,
2, Notice that a is identical with (?x)(x - a . Gb), and similarly b 
is identical with ($x)(x - b , $&),
3, Thus, by the assu^tion that coreferential sutetitutioa of consti
tutive individual terms in event deseribors preserves reference, (A)
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sad (C) dsseribs the ®sae event» and (B) and (D) describe the sane 
event.
4. By the principle that if two sentences describing events are log
ically equivalent then they are codesignative» and because (A) is 
logically equivalent to (D) and (C) is logically equivalent to (B) 
when (A) and (B) are true — which they are by supposition — all of (A) 
through (D) describe one and the same event.

Mow if we prohibit the ritialistic descriptions s a .
Gb) 1 and s b . Pb.) % then this argment would not succeed.
(Kim, like ae, rejects these definite descriptions (Ibid.„ p. 209)°) 
So, if the conclusion of the argument above is less plausible than the 
principle which would prohibit ritualistic definite descriptions, we 
have a sound reductio on their utilisation within paradigmatic event- 
describing language.^ That the conclusion (step 4 above) of this 
argument is less justified than the hypothesis that ritualistic

14. Mote the anoealousness of stating that any logical equiv
alence relationship holds in certain empirical circumstances but not 
in others. This rather odd way of arguing seems, however, to have 
gained acceptance in the philosophical literature, so we do not con
test it here.

15. He can also block the argument by rejecting the principle 
that all logically equivalent event describing sentences are codesig
native for, as we have argued, to be codesignative a pair of event 
sentences oust mot only be logically equivalent but semantically equiv
alent as well. (A) and (G) are not semantically equivalent, nor are
(B) and (D), since (C) and (D) contain descriptive semantic content 
over and above that contained in (A) and (B). Thus not even eorefer- 
ential substitutions will render (A:) and (G), or (B) and (0) „ 
paradigm,tlcally codesignative event sentences. Thus the nove from 
step 3 to step 4 in the above argument is prevented.
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&©@eziptions use illegitimate for use within gam&igp&tie event sen
tences ean he shorn easily. The following argument from ©Wiously 
true premisses shows not only that the conclusion (step 4 above) is 
implausible „ "but that it is false8
1. There exists a multiplicity of events in the actual world.
2. Each paradigmatic event sentence is correlated, with a paradigmatic J 
event description of the form /^oX^j.. .x^T/ (as discussed earlier)
and each paradigmatic event description denotes a unique actual event.
3. But if there are two or more actual events0 then there are two or 
more paradigmatic event descriptions, each of which designates a sin
gle distinct event.
4= Therefore not all paradigmatic sentential event descriptions de
scribe the same event.

Perhaps the above argument will not appear convincing to one 
who can see no other reasons for rejecting ritualistic descriptions 
than blocking the argument presented on the two previous pages? but if 
argument is to be given at all0 the simple one posed above seems to me 
to be as obviously correct as any argument can be.

I believe we have now covered the vast majority of kinds of 
syntactic complexity that could appear in sentences that purportedly 
express laws of nature. U® have eliminated very rmny of these as in
adequate for expressing genuinely eonfirsahLe hypotheses — i.e.„ 
hypotheses having empirically observable syntactically confirmation- 
similar instances. That several of the structures we have cited can 
and should be expelled from the language of serious scientific



inquiry and explanation Bay come as a surprise in light of their 
ubiquity in philosophical discussions about confirmation, I believe0 
however,, that the surprise is a pleasant one and that after all, our 
results were to be expected, for they represent our saner and more 
basic intuitions about what constitutes genuine lawlikeness, while the 
sole interest in using logically sophisticated but needlessly complex 
and indirect expressions in purportedly lawlike sentences seems to lie 
only in that they are needed to generate philosophical pussies and 
paradoxes which, though of interest perhaps to selfindulgent logicians 
comprise no more than philosophy-of-science fiction.



CHAPTER 4

MORE CONDITIONS OF ADEQUACY

A lawlike statement is one that is empirically confirmaULe by 
instances. Constraint 5 is closely related to Constraint 2$
Constraint 5; If S is lawlike, then it is possible in principle to ob

tain for S at least one syntactically confirmation- 
similar instance (or a sufficient number of them)

A sentence can meet Constraint 5 even though it has been falsified".
For the confirmability of S does not require that S not be 'violated' 
or 'overridden' (Cf. Goodman 1973, PP* 101-106), although its actual 
confirmation might. Consider the example cited by Hempel (1965, p.
340) of a hypothesis derived from Newton's laws of gravitation and of 
motion, which deals with the free fall of physical bodies near the 
surface of a spherical mass having the same density as the Earth but

16, We leave open the question of what constitutes a suffic
ient number of confirmation instances. If a generalization entails 
that there can be only one, or only some finite limited number of syn
tactically confirmation-similar instances for it, however, it cannot ■ 
be lawlike. Constraint 3 covers failings of this sort; our logical 
simplicity requirements do also. But I am not sure that these cover 
all such failings and, at any rate, Constraint 5 seems important 
enough to deserve separate mention.

Note that although we keep to the original numbering of Con
straints as begun in Chapter 2 of this Part, we omit the word 'formal’ 
from the titles of the Constraints discussed in this chapter, since 
they impose restrictions of a material rather than of a formal nature.

154
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"but ttlth ttdce it© sidles« ten si^®s@ thosa sszists a© sueh tedy, 
fh@ss is then no aetwl syntaetieally ©©nflzsati©n= siBilar iastaaee ©f 
sueh a hypothesis. Yet it does have potentially eonfizaiag instancesg 
siaee (l) there are no grounds for supposing that it is physiemlly im
possible for there to exist such a "body0 and (2) there are nail- 
established, lam of physics tAlch entail that a spherical body of the 
sort specified, if it existed, would attract physical bodies near its 
surface in the manner indicated in the hypothesis. On the other hand, 
however, mere deduction from other lam alone cannot redeem the status 
of S as lawlike if it does not satisfy Constraint 5» Suppose, contrary 
to fact, that Menton's laws entailed the above hypothesis but also that 
they entail that it is physically impossible for there to exist a 
spherical body such as the one described. Newton' s lam would in this 
ease entail that the;, hypothesis in question is vacuously true 'by 
default'. He would then refuse to acknowledge the hypothesis as law
like, for in no physically possible world would it have application.
To accept it as lawlike mould be analogous to deriving from some sub
set of biological lam the generalisation that all unicorns have 
three-chambered hearts, or multiple stomachs. If other biological 
lam entailed that unicorns are physically impossible, we would not 
accept this statement as lawlike, for there could then be no instances 
in principle which could confirm (or falsify) it.

lawlike sentences must be capable of imparting scientific 
understanding of those of its instances not cited in our attempts to 
confirm it. Since the temological Thesis asserts that noaic
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subsuaption is the core of scientific understanding„ it follows that 
Constraint 68 If S is lawlike„ then S aust be capable of acting as a 

covering law in no&ic subsuaptions of events not yet 
observed in the process of its empirical verification.

Our seventh restriction concerns features that predicates aust 
have in order to be noale. He state it simply as 
Constraint.7s If S is lawlike0 then all of its predicates must be 

nomlc„
and go on to elaborate what it is for a predicate to be a noalc ones 
Constraint 7a s The properties or relations denoted in the antecedents 

of noalc conditionals must be instantiahle in principle. 
No confiraahle hypothesis deals with logically impossible antecedents, 
for if it did it would be vacuously true "by default" and thus would 
say nothing about any physically possible world.
Constraint 7b* The predicates of S must be systematically related by

inclusion in other lawlike (though not necessarily well- 
confirmed) hypotheses distinct from S.

This ensures that S alone does not form the only evidence we have that 
the properties it relates are nooieally interrslevant. If the predi
cates of S are terns of a well-founded scientific theory, 8 quite 
probably satisfies Constraint 7b, since the properties of any reputable 
scientific theory, even if the theory is still in its developmental 
stages, are strongly interconnected by several laws, not just one. 
Constraint 7b is motivated by the intuition that unless the properties 
0, 0, etc. of a lawlike sentence S have significance within the
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housing theory independently of their occurrence in S, they would re
ceive their interpretation or definition solely by their occurrence 
in S„ with the result that S would take on the character of an im
plicit or contextual definition rather than an empirical hypothesis. 

Shis brings us to
Constraint ?et If S is l&ulike,, then every predicate in S denotes a 

directly or indirectly observable property.
This condition follows from the assumption that noalc properties are 
empirical in the sense that they are not purely logical or mathematical 
(although of course„ an empirical property term may contain mathemat
ical terms, as e.g., 0___ has a temperature of 105° F. °). He use the
term "indirectly observable" very loosely, however, such that even 
highly theoretical properties and relations are indirectly observable8 
a property or relation 0 is indirectly observable so long as all sen
tences 0 can be empirically ascertained to be true upon

*1*.° °xn
application of the coordinative definitions) of 0 plus direct obser
vation of those features in terms of which 0 is coordinatively defined.

Constraint ?d is a corollary of Constraint 3*
Constraint 7d8 If S is lawlike, then all of S's predicates are pos

sibly infinite in scope.
That is, it is possible for each property denoted by a nomic predi
cate to have an infinite number of instancesi no nomic predicates can 
have demonstrably finite class-extensions in virtue of their meanings 
alone.

Our nest restriction is closely related to Constraint ?d and 
is borrowed from Hemps! (X%5, p. 3%) 8
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Constraint 7es If S is laulik© then the specification of the meaning 
of none of its predicates requires reference to any 
particular object or location.

This condition does much toward ensuring that logically complex predi
cates such as '0 is red and such that Hero fiddled at t" are 
prohibited. Besides Constraint 7e„ of course, nomic predicates must 
satisfy all of the requirements concerning the logical simplicity of 
descriptive terms in l&ralike sentences discussed in the previous 
chapters
Constraint 7fs If 3 is laulike then all of its predicates are logi

cally simple (in the rays cited in the previous 
chapter).

I think that Constraints 7a - f capture at least one plausible view of 
what constitutes a genuinely nomic predicate, and that with them our 
explication of Constraint 7 is now complete.

Finally, we propose that 
Constraint 8s If 3 is lat&ike, then 8 is housed in a scientific

theory which is either (a) well-confirmed or (b) capa
ble of being well-confirmed upon further development. 

He postpone discussion of Constraint 8 for a later chapter in which 
various kinds of laws are treated separately. Constraint 8 is intui
tively plausible in that it represents our belief that no law of 
nature stands in solitary isolation alone and apart from some network 
of laws that interconnect and reinforce some specific my of systema
tizing a wide range of our experiences.
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Prom Constraints 1 - 8  there emerges a rather more restrictive 

portrayal of the nature of laws of nature than in most other accounts 
proposed by philosophers of science. Constraints 2 and 5 alone suffice 
to preclude many forms of sentences used in discussions of confirma
tion and explanation from attaining lawlike status. Together they 
guarantee that when we propose a hypothesis as a law of nature on the 
basis of empirical evidence, that evidence will fit the hypothesis ex
actly t no property instantiations used as evidence will be irrelevant 
to that hypothesis, and all property instantiations that are relevant 
to it will be acknowledged as confirming the hypothesis or as subsump- 
tively explainable in terms of it.

Coupled with our restrictions on logical simplicity and our 
methodological rule of considering only statements couched in paradig
matic language as legitimate subjects for our systematization of 
scientific explanation, Constraints 1 - 8  delimit severely those con
structions that could figure as adequate NS explanationss (l) A 
statement proposed on the basis of syntactically confirmation- 
dissimilar instances is not sufficiently well-confirmed to serve as 
the covering law of a genuine NS explanation. The motivation behind 
this contention is the intuition that confirmation of a hypothesis as 
a law is, at its basis, a matter of empirically verifying that what 
that generalization states — no more, no less — is true or evidenced to 
be true. (2) Our requirement of logical simplicity stems from the 
intuition that empirical ascertainment of conditions under which need
lessly complex hypotheses are true includes nothing empirical over and



above the ascertainment of conditions which evidence more straight
forward and simple hypotheses. Many hypotheses are evidenced by the 
fact that all of the mammalian males we observe are found, to have XY 
chromosomes: but to choose 'All males have XY chromosomes . p' (for
any true sentence p), or 'All males ... v p', '... -9 p1, '...== p', 
etc. as laws of nature confirmed by the observation of mammalian males 
is surely to violate every basic intuition we have about what it is to 
confirm a statement as a law on the basis of empirical evidence for it. 
To quelch such statements from arising as laws prevents also their use 
in constructing NS explanations with the latter as covering laws. A 
great number of unintuitive cases of purported nomic subsumptive ex
planations are therefore blocked. (3) Finally, our methodological 
principle of delimiting our analyses of the elements of nomic subsump
tion to those expressed in paradigmatic terms is also grounded on 
basic intuitions about what sorts of sentences report empirical data 
and. communicate empirical knowledge in an optimally perspicuous way.
To allow anything less than the most direct and simple ways of report
ing our data and the hypotheses it most directly and simply supports, 
is to invite paradoxes that stem from abusing the tools of logic. To 
build NS explanations out of intuitively inadequate 'laws' due to 
their being couched in nonparadigmatic terms, is to pile yet another 
abuse of logic upon the first.

We do not wish to assert that our eight Constraints are com
plete in the sense of providing a jointly sufficient condition on 
lawlikeness; there are doubtless other important restrictions that 
should be imposed on laws of nature which are not entailed by any of
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those on our list. However,, I think that Constraints 1 - 8  supply a 
plausible foundation for constructing an analysis in terns of suffic
iency D and that our discussion has uncovered several very important 
points about lawlikeness that have hitherto been largely overlooked.



CHAPTER 5

NOffiC NECESSITY AND NOMIC RELEVANCE

The semantic table for ’p ni q.' given in Part 3„ Chapter 2» 
supplies but a shallow analysis since sentences of these fores are not 
truthfunctional. The most significant feature of the truth conditions 
for any statement asserting nomic implication or necessity is that its 
component statements must be nominally interrelevant „ He shall char
acterise this central notion after giving some general remarks of 
interest.

First, we say that a statement °[n] A 3 B" is true if and only
if 'A 3 B* is true in all possible worlds in which obtain the same set
of laws of nature as obtain in the actual world (we call these "HL-
worlds1)„ He say that a statement of the form "A ni B" is true just in
case if A is true, then B must be true in virtue of the set ML of

17actual laws of nature.

17. In this work we do not distinguish between the expres
sions 'A ni B" and *[M]A B°g that is, we do not distinguish de re 
from de dicto nomic necessity. He do not mean to imply, however,"That 
thereTs no distinction to be drawn, for obviously there is a signifi
cant difference between saying of a statement, sentence, or proposition 
that it is (nomically) necessarily true, and saying of an event or of 
an individual that it (nomically) necessarily has or instantiates a 
property or relation (at a time). Strictly speaking, our interpreta
tion of sentences of the form ml j$yT“ “ entails that, given an
instantiation of 0 by x at T, y necessarily instantiates $ at T“,
Such a de re modal ascription of y is not entailed on our interpreta
tion of °[n](0xT d Ĵ yT“) “. Thus depending on which of these two 
interpretations is given to a covering law in an MS inference, its ex- 
planandua sentence will'have different modal forces a covering law 
interpreted in the de re sense will generate an MS inference whose

162
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From the taKLe referred to above we see that when A Is false„ 

any nomic conditional with A as antecedent is also false. This is be
cause noaic conditionality differs from ” ̂  ’ in that all laws of 
nature assert positive connections between types of events. Concern
ing those types of events that are not instanced (do not occur) in any 
HL-worldp our laws of nature say nothing. This does not Bean, however, 
that nomic conditionals do not support eounterfactualsg we have room 
to say that given "A ni B“, if A were true then B would be true, while 
still saying that if A is in fact false, "A ni B" is in fact false as 
well»

be have taken a nonstandard position in fixing "A ni B” and 
0[n]A ̂  B" as semantically equivalent, for this means we do not dis
tinguish between de re and de dicto noaic necessity. It follows that 
for the purposes of our theory of MS explanation,
(1) "A ̂  B" is true in all ML-worlds
and
(2) If A is true then B must be true in virtue of the set ML
mean the same thing, (l) says that in no HL-world will we ever find

conclusion asserts that the Individual y has $ necessarily (at T0 „ and 
given that 0zT). On the other hand the conclusion of a MS inference 
whose covering law is interpreted de dicto will not have this modal 
force. It is less problematic to always opt for the de dicto inter
pretation if possible, but I am not sure if this choice will alrays be 
available. I shall not argue the issue of de re vs. de dicto noaic 
modality in this work, but will instead use both formulations for cov
ering laws interchangeably. This, I hope, will engender no serious 
problems for the theory herein presented which could not be resolved 
by a fully developed theory of de re nomic sodality, or a conclusive 
refutation of the possibility of developing such a theory in a satis
factory way.
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A to be true without also finding B to be true. Ue contend it is no 
deviation from intuitively correct usage in IS contexts to represent
(2) as saying the same thing, for both (l) and (2) bind A and B as in
variable co-truths (and, the event types they denote as invariable 
co-occuzrents) in virtue of ML. (2), although explicitly Bodalised, 
makes a claim concerning what is true in the actual world, albeit in 
virtue of the set ML of laws linking all ML-worlds together.

He skirt opposition to the proposal that d® re and de dicto 
nomic necessity are semantically equivalent that is based on consider
ations about "quantifying in", by stipulating that sentences of the 
forms "(x)[n](A ^  B )' and '[n](x)(A =3 B )" are to be used inter-2C 2C 3C 3C

changeably. He deviate here from standard alethic modal semantics by 
stipulating that the symbol ®[n]", no matter where it occurs in a sen
tence, delimits the range of quantification for that sentence to only 
those possible worlds that are ML-worlds. Moaic necessity differs 
from logical necessity in yet another way, for the very notion of an 
empirically true logically necessary statement is incoherent, but nom
inally necessary statements are all empirically true. The latter 
signify only that given the nature of the physical universe, which is 
as it is as a matter of empirical fact, their components are invari
ably co-occurrent (or, their component sentences both true). There is 
nothing a priori or nonempiricsl in the truth-status of nominally nec
essary truths. But they state necessary connections nonetheless8 
they state what could not have been otherwise given our natural laws, 
and thus they are strong enough to support eounterf actuals. But they
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sake no clgilms concerning what is logically possible in non-iJL-tsorld©, 
and thus they are trsak enough to he empirically informative.

Ue propose ttso more deviations from alethie modal logic in 
giving a logic of nooic necessitye (a) Ue stipulate that no singular 
statements containing the symbols ” [n] ° or “ni" are tuell-foraed. Thus 
statements like '[a](Fat Gbt“)0 on our view are meaningless. Al
though single events may certainly he said to be nominally connected 
or interrelev&ntp we do not say that any single event nominally im
plies any other. In the same vein, (b) sentences of the forms 
'[n]Fat% °[n](x)(0%T)% etc.» containing no element of conditionality„ 
are also ill-formed, (a) is in keeping with our principle that state
ments of natural law must meet Constraint 3 (they must he unrestricted̂  
and unrestricted̂ ). It is also intuitively plausible in that from no 
set of natural laws alone (including HL) does it follow that any one 
particular event occurs in all worlds in which that set of laws pre
vails. (b) is in keeping with our principle that (under Constraint 4) 
natural laws must be semantically equivalent to nomic conditionals.

According to the table in Part 3d Chapter 20 nomic statements 
are true only if their components are noaieally interrelevant. The 
fundamental1ty of the notion of nomic relevance in our theory pre
cludes analysing it completely in terras of other sore basic notions.
Ue shall„ however0 give a set of necessary conditions that indicate 
whether o for any event sentences fktT and J$yT°, the properties $ and $ 
are nomlcally interrelevant (we shall say that the events /^0xpT/ and 
/̂ oy»T'/ or the event sentences J&T and Ĵ yT0 are nomlcally
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1 nterrelevant just In esse the properties 0 and p are noaically inter- 
relevant) .

0 and p are noaieally interrelevant only if (a), (b)„ and one 
of (e) or (d) holds
(a) 0 and 0 are paradigmatieally denoted by theoretical or ®b-

sezyational vocabulary terms in a well - confirmed .. 
scientific theory» or in one which although presently in 
developmental stages, is capable of being well-confirmed 
or disconfizmed upon future developmentg

(b) 0 and 0 are nomic properties (cf. Constraint ?g a prop
erty is nomic if a predicate which paradigmatically 
denotes it is nomic)§

(c) There is at least one nomic conditional containing both
terms *0' and ’p’ such that all relevant evidence indi
cates that it will not be falsified;

(d) 0 and 0 are statistically ihterrelevant, where statisti
cal relevance is defined as in the SB theory of 
explanation propounded by H. Salmon (l9?l)« Timt is, 
given a prior reference class F, the probability that 
some x which has F will have 0 and 0,, is unequal to the 
probability that an x having F will have 0 multiplied by 
the probability that an x having F will have 0,

Properties fulfilling (a), (b), and (e) might be said to be "weakly 
interrelevant1 tdiile those fulfilling (a), (b), and (d) ni ît be 
considered 0strongly Interrelevant“. As usual, we limit our proposals
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to only those property terms and event sentences that are paradigmatic, 
The above does not supply jointly sufficient conditions for noole rele
vance, but it suffices to rule out many of the cases that intuitively 
ought to be ruled out. Similarly, it fails to prohibit definitlonally 
linked property terms from being noaieally interrelevant. This is a 
desirable result, since many laws of nature can to some extent and in 
some contexts be taken as partially analytic, Ue shall discuss statis
tical relevance and Salmon' s SB theory of explanation at length in a 
later chapter. The explication of nosie relevance we have given is 
perhaps oversimplified and Incomplete, But conditions (a) - (d) will 
aid our intuitive judgments about nomie relevance from straying too 
far and, since nomic relevance is so basic a concept in our theory, we 
should expect little else from a more technical analysis.

The proposal that nomic conditionals must contain noaieally 
interrelevant predicates further explicates how our position goes 
beyond the view that nomic connection is tantamount to universal regu
larity alone$ not any mere constant conjunction will do, for net all 
constantly conjoined property instantiations will be nominally inter
relevant.

Our aimlysis of nomic connection thus far conforms to the kind 
envisioned by Arthur Pap (1962, pp. 303-30̂ ) ? Pap attempts to dis
tinguish nomic from truthfunetional conditionality by giving a series 
of axioms obeyed by nomic but not truthfunetional implication. If we 

were to axiomatise the behaviour of our connective “mi0, it would 
differ to a great extent with Pap's noale implication; but we agree
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with Pap in den&nding that an adequate analysis of noale connection 
contain not only a "aeaning-analysis1 and an axioms.tiged set of rules 
for using the noaie connective, but must also contain an analysis of 
the rules of inductive generalisation indicating when a nomic condi
tional is justified by confirmatory empirical evidence. He have 
already given an analysis of eonfireability which serves to round out 
the semantic table and its companion analysis of nomic interrelevance„ 
in explication of our connective °ni °.

It might be instructive to compare the results of our analysis 
of nomic statements with some of the proposals of Beichenbaeh (1976), 
who also approaches the analysis of lawlikeness largely from the point 
of view of giving formal and semantic restrictions on what can count 
as genuinely nomic. H. C, Salmon gives a brief sketch of 
Beichenbaeh11 s concept of "original nosological statement" in his 
.Foreward to Laws, Modalities, and Ceunterf actuals (Salmon 1976c, pp. 
xix ff.). Salmon summarises the four conditions by which Beichenbaeh 
defines "original nomolOgical statement" as followsg

(l) Original nosological statements must be "all-statements" 
(ibid., p. xix). That is, formally, the statement must contain a uni
versal quantifier whose scope (perhaps after being put into prenex 
form) extends through the entire remainder of the sentence. This is a 
purely formal condition of adequacy which shows up in our theory as 
that part of Constraint 3 which requires that nomic conditionals be 
unrestricted^.
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Uext (rbid.p p. xix) „ an original nosological statment Bust bs 
0universal18 that is, it oust contain no proper names, definite de
scriptions, designators of particular spacetime locations, and so 
fortho Salmon construes this as a purely formal condition on the 
grounds that sometimes it is possible to reformulate a sentence con
taining individual terms (e.g., proper names or definite descriptions) 
into a logically equivalent sentence containing no such terms, as, for 
example, when we reparse and predicative all such terms. I think this 
is a aisconstrual, however, and that this condition is at least par
tially of a semantic nature; for as Salmon himself notes (Ibid,, p. 
xx), the “intent" of Reichenbach in specifying this requirement on 
lawlikeness was to ensure that fundamental laws do not make essential 
reference to any individual entity. Since such insurance cannot be 
secured in syntactic terms alone, the restriction is indeed semantic; 
it parallels that part of Constraint 3 in our theory which states that 
nomic conditionals must be unrestricted̂  — their meanings alone must be 
insufficient to determine that their expansions are finite.

(3) According to Reichenbach, original nosological statements 
must be "fully exhaustive", Briefly, this means that their (prenex 
form) expansions contain no disjuncts which, when deleted, result in a 
true sentence. This condition is posited to ensure that no part of 
the nomic statement contains vacuous semantic content — for example, 
event sentences in their antecedents which express physically impos

sible event types, or event sentences in their consequents which 
express tautologies. Since Reichenbach allows that a genuine law cay
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have a merely truthfunctionaJ. conditional as its major connective, de
letion of this requirement would result in the inclusion of statements 
expressing -generalisations about unicorns, for example, as having gen
uine lawlike status.

Our own semantics for °ni“ entails that statements containing 
vacuous antecedents or consequents are similarly disqualified from the 
status of genuine lat&ikeness, but we have not obtained this result by 
means of a condition like Beichenbach’s, for our semantics for "ni" in
cludes the condition that both the antecedent and the consequent event 
types, if instantiated at all, are instantiated together (see our Table 
on nomic implication). Furthermore, since observing that neither an 
event of the type (or events of the types) expressed in a nomic con
ditional "s antecedent nor an event of the type (or events of the 
types) expressed in its consequent occur, does not constitute a syn
tactically confirmation-similar instance of the nomic conditional, no 
sentence of the form

(-|fk . -$&),

for example, could be included as part of the expansion of a nomic 
conditional of the form

(x)($x ni jfe).
Similarly, singular sentences of the form 

(rfi* ° A-)
are disqualified. Thus our semantics for 'ni0 alone suffices to rule 
out the vacuous eases Beiehehbach envisions in proposing his third con
dition on original nosological statements.



The final condition on original nomological statements 
Reichenbach proposes is that they "be "demonstrable as true1 § this no
tion includes that of inductive verification or 1 well-confirmedness1 
however, so the choice of the term 'demonstrable* is perhaps not en
tirely a happy one. Reichenbach*s condition of demonstrability is 
grounded on the intuition that nomic generalizations must be confirmed 
by only strictly 'proper' methods, that the law expresses a statement 
of scientific interest rather than merely (perhaps) true information, 
and that it relates events in terms such that those events can be 
used in genuine explanations — that they have explanatory import, as 
Salmon describes this condition (ibid., pp. xxiv - xxv).

I think that Reichenbach's fourth condition was meant in large 
part to cover such things as theoretical support, nomic interrelevance 
of nomic predicative terms, confirmability by (only) syntactically 
confirmation-similar instances, and the like. Also, it seems that 
Reichenbach had at least some notion of paradigmaticity in mind, for 
the language in which genuine laws are expressed, optimally; for 
Reichenbach also intended to let this fourth condition serve to rule 
out generalizations containing, for example, gruelike predicates, on 
.the grounds that they are not confirmable by strictly proper methods 
of induction. All of these considerations have been reflected at some 
point within the restrictions on lawiifceness we have set down, icx 
example, our censorship of ritualistic terms from genuinely lawlike 
statements is also based on the intuition that such terms are ; 

ascribable to objects — as far as their literal semantic content is



concerned -- on the tesis of less than fully legitimate or hot 
strictly "proper1 inductive procedures.



CHAPTER 6

COUNTERFACTUALS

One of the three general desiderata for lawlike sentences 
with which we introduced Part 3 uas that they be capable of supporting 
counterf actual conditionals. We shall hot attempt here to give a 
"logic of counterf actual s' in any detail, but will rather seek to 
discover whether the conditions we have already imposed on lawlike 
sentences will entail their counterfactual supportability on intuitive 
grounds.

We are concerned only with counterfactuals correlated with 
nomic conditionals in having the same antecedents and consequents (we 
call these "nomic counterfactuals1). It follows that all nomic coun
terfactual s will
(1) contain only nomic predicates which are furthermore nom

inally interrelevant;
(2) meet our restrictions on logical simplicity;
(3) contain the same quantifiestional structure as the nomic

conditionals with which thfey are correlated;
and
(4) fulfill the condition that it is not physically impos

sible that some individual be such that the antecedent
18predicate is true of it.

173
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It Is well to point out some contrasts between the role of 

nomic counterf actuals in our theory and the role of counterf actual 
support in Goodman's Fact Fiction and Forecast (Goodman 1973)°
Goodman's counterfactuals by definition have false antecedents (ibid.„ 
p. 5)° Our condition (4)„ in contrast, entails that the antecedent of 
a nomic counterf actual might be in fact true, since the actual world 
is an ML-world. Thus we also reject Goodman's claim (ibid,, p. 5) 
that to each counterf actual

If A had been, B would have been 
there corresponds a factual contrapositive of the form 

Since not-B, not-A 
which is logically equivalent to the first. That some nomic counter- 
factual s have true antecedents represents an interpretation of the 
subjunctive conditional form
(l) If /jiS,a,t/ were to occur, then /$,b,t°/ would occur
(for some a, b, t, and t') as being true in some HL-worlds even when
for that NL-world /0,a,t/ and /$0b,t'/ actually occur. Although this 
interpretation departs from one common usage of the subjunctive mood, 
according to which (l) implies that /$,a,t/ and even perhaps /$,b,t'/ 
do not occur, counterfactuals in the context of philosophy of science

18. He define 'it is physically possible that p° as sdf "p is
true in some ML-world'. That condition (4) must hold of all nomic
counterfactuals follows from the requirement that the antecedent predi
cates of all nomic conditionals are nomic property designators and 
thus are empirically instantiabLe,



are used prirarily to indicate mole connection tetraen event types 
(/0D%oT/ and /ĵ oJo'F0/ for (l) above) and thus Aether the event de
noted in the antecedent of (l) occursp for exanple0 is irrelevant to 
the role of (I) as an indicator that
(ii) M(x)(y)(T)(r)(^r ai #yT')
states a law of nature. 'For esaapl®0 we take it as noaically true
that in the presence of certain atmospheric conditions H (such as low 
temperature at high altitudes and high temperatures at low altitudes) 
in an area x at T0 the occurrence of a thunderstorm S in that area at 
T"0 will follow upon an Incoming low pressure area L at T” 0 where 
T < T' < T“ “ (for specified time intervals). Mow suppose it is true 
that the conditions H obtained in the Illinois River Valley (v) on the 
morning (t) of 14 AugustB 1978, and that that afternoon (V) a low 
pressure front moved into the Valley, causing a thunderstorm to de
velop that evening (t°”). The fact that
(III) [n ](x )(T )(T 1)(T 00)((HxT) . (LxT) n i (SxT10))

s ta te s  a na tu ra l law su ff ic e s  to  guarantee th a t

(IV) (Hvt . LvV) c“̂  (Svt00)19
is true, even thoû i the events /H0v0t/, /IpVpt"/, and /S0vgt° °/ did 
actually occur. Perhaps in light of the above it is more appropriate 
to re-name the sentences we have been calling 0sonic counterfactuals0B

19 o He use the symbol 0 eH> ° in formalizing sentences
reporting nomie counterf actuals. e=> BD is to be read, “if A were
to occurp then B would occur0.
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®ing2.y ’’asoie. fsmfejmetiv© eondltisnals1 since this latt@g tsso e@n- 

fornus to the eomon usage of 0 subjunctive e@MitioBal0 in including 
conditionals with both true and false antecedentsp ohereas “counter- 
factual0 usually signifies that the antecedent is false„ counter-to- 
faeto Since discussions of the role of subjunctive conditionals in 
connection with laws of nature usually focus on ezmnples having false 
antecedentso however, we shall retain our original term "noaic counter- 
factual 0; we have defined these explicitly by conditions (l) - (4) of 
p. 173, so no ambiguity for our special usage should arise.

According to Goodman, the logical contradictories of counter- 
factual s take the for® of “seaifactuals0 (Ibid., pp. 5 = 6). For 
example, the eounterf actual
(1) If the match had been scratched, it would have lighted 
has as its logical contradictory the seaifsetual
(2) Even if the match had been scratched, it still would not 

have lighted.
In general, if we represent counterfaetuals such as (l) as of the fora
(3) A e B,
then their direct denials
(4) -(A B)
are logically equivalent to senifaetuals which, although not explicitly 
formalised by Goodman, seem to have the form
(5) A e -Bs
that is, "If A would have been, then B would (still) not have been?.
The fact that (4) and (5) are logically equivalent displays one of the
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differences between eeunterf actual and truthfunetional conditionality» 
for ”-(A ̂  b) ° is not logically equivalent to "A ̂  -B1, Furtheroore, 
although "p 3 -q0 is equivalent by contraposition to °qS -p° „ contra
position of seaifactuals is not an equivalence operation. The 
contrapositive of (2) is
(6) Even if the Batch had lighted0 it still would not have

been scratched (ibid.„ p. 5)o 
but (6) is certainly not synonoBou® with (2)p for it does not assert 
that the aaae special connection between the scratching and lighting of 
the match obtains.

Goodman next demonstrates the need to incorporate relevant cet
eris paribus conditions into the relationship between laws and the 
eounterfactuals they sustain, tfe agree with Goodman that even if a law
like sentence (e.g., (III)) is true, the counterf actual (e.g.* (XV)) 
would not be true if certain relevant surrounding conditions did not 
obtain. For example0 if the Illinois Valley were hit by an atomic ex
plosion at t", no thunderstorms would occur at t0 8 even given the truth 
of (ill), (IV) carries with it the assumption that among other things 
no atomic disorders beset the neighborhood just before t " t f e  shall 
discuss ceteris paribus conditions separately in the following chapter; 
we note here that, in opposition to the suggestions of Goodman (ibid.p 
pp. 2, 8) we do not bold that ceteris paribus clauses are somehow hidden 
in the meaning of the counterf actual assertion itself, latherp they 
attach to eounterfactuals as well as the laws which sustain them as 
independent statements delineating the kinds of contextual situations
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In which the noaic connection asserted in t$ts law and affirmed in the 

counterf actual applies.
Goodman sees the main problem with counterf actual s to be that 

they cannot clearly be analysed prior to an analysis of genuine lawllke- 
ness and relevant ceteris paribus conditions. He agree with Goodman in 
claiming that 'Ac—} B' is true if and only if B is logically entailed 
by A, given the premisses that (a) "A ni B* is a law of nature and (b) 
all relevant ceteris paribus conditions obtain. But Goodman drops the 
problem of defining counterf actuality as doubly hopeless (ibid.„ p. 16) 
because first, he claims that the most plausible route to analysing the 
notion of a relevant ceteris paribus condition leads to circularity, 
and second, the problem of defining "genuinely lawlike sentence0 poses 
an even more serious difficulty. On the other hand we are in a posi
tion to try a more optimistic approach s we already have an extensive 
analysis of lawLikeness, and our discussion of counterf actuals was not 
an attempt to analyse them in terms of laws but rather to reaffirm our 
theory of nomicity by discovering whether our nosic conditionals do 
sustain counterf actuals intuitively. Mar need we abandon the project 
of explicating the notion of relevant ceteris paribus condition, for 
the partial analysis Goodxmn provides is not as inadequate as he thinks.

He will return to ceteris paribus conditions shortly. First let 
us see if intuitively we can build a ease for claiming that our noaic 
conditionals sustain noaic counterf actuals, Supposing relevant cet
eris paribus conditions do obtain, will a sentence of the fora (XV) be 
true given that (ill) is true? Remembering that (XV) is a noaic



count©rfactual„ we Imow that any evidence indicating noaie connection 
between the antecedent and consequent of (ill) also constitutes evi
dence that the events /H,v,t/, /LoVot”/,, and /SpVpt' */ are noaically 
interrelevant whether or not they actually occur. He know that if (ill) 
fulfills our conditions on lawlikene&s and has been well-confimedp 
then there have already been observed a sufficient number of syntac
tically confirmation-similar instances consisting of complexes of 
events of the types {/HpZ^T/0 /Lsx0T'l/s, /SoKgT" '/J , That all com
plexes of the types ^/H0xcT/0 /Lox oT0/J are conjoined by an event of 
the type /Spx0T“0/ is thus a hypothesis for which we have staple evi
dence. The fact that observed syntactically confirmation- similar 
instances lend incremental credibility to as yet undiscovered instances 
of the sane nomic conditional supports the inference that counterfac
tuals such as (XV) are confirmed to the extent that their nomic 
conditionals such as (ill) are confirmed. If (ill) is in fact true, 
then it seems we must conclude that so also is (IV). There is no evi
dence p given the supposed truth of (III)„ to suppose that (I?) is not 
true, and the evidence we do have concerning events of the types de
noted in (III) and (IV) favors the hypothesis that if /H,v,t/ and 
/L,v,t0/ were to occur, then /S,v,V0/ would also occur. Lastly, con
sider that if (ill) is true, then according to our standards of 
confirmation, in all possible worlds bound by the same laws of nature 
as in the actual world, all complexes of events of the types. |/H,x,T/, 
/L,x,T73 ore conjoined with an event of the type /S0x,T° ”/ wherever 
the two antecedent events do occur. So if in an Hi-world ©, the events
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/HjVpt/ @ M  /b0v0V /  occuro /Scv„t° “/ also occurs In @0 even if in our 
actual trorld the first two events do not occur. It takes but a snail 
exercise of the imagination to conceive of @ as being the actual worlds 
even though © is not our world0 if it were, then the event /S,v,t”"/ 
would have to occur "by force of natural law" since /H,v,t/ and /L,v,t°/ 
occur.

I do not believe we could hope to get'much closer to justifying 
the truth of (XVj given the truth of (ill); and so I think we may 
safely conclude that our noaic conditionals do sustain their correlative 
noaic counterfactuals or at least that the noaic counterfactual is evi
denced to be true to the same extent that the noaic conditional is 
evidenced to be true according to the standards we have already set 
down. It remains now for us to come upon some my of delineating what 
ceteris paribus conditions should count as relevant to noaic condition
als, and to discover what role is played by these conditions in the 
context of noise subsuaptive explanations.



CHAPTER ?

THE CETERIS PARIBUS CLAUSE

He set down the following terminology:
Ceteris paribus clause (abbreviated0 CP clause) =df a set of sentences 

which together have the force of asserting "all other 
things are equal” in the context in which some noaic con
nection is asserted to obtain.

CP clauses indicate that laws (or noaic counterfactuals) to which they 
attach are not expected to hold when certain nominally relevant factors 
in the environment are present. Explicitly stated CP clauses consist 
in a list of such conditions.
Paradigm CP clause =df a CP clause formulated in terms of the follow

ing schemas "it is not the case that p^0 it is not the 
case that Pg, ... it is not the case that pn,„ where - 
Pn are paradigmatic event sentences.

CP condition sdf any of the conditions denoted by the individual com
ponents "it is,not the ease that p^1 of a CP clauseg 
synonomous with "CP factorD, “CP event type”.

CP violator =df any of the events or event types designated by the 
sentences p̂ » p̂ o ...pn of a CP clause.

CP property =df the constituent property (or relation) of any CP 
violator.

181
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CP predicate sdf any pr©dlc&t@d pamdigsatically denoting a CP 

property.
The paradigm CP clause attaching to a law indicates what or

derly exceptions to expect concerning that generalisation — exceptions 
arising when an instance of the noaic antecedent occurs in the pres
ence of some CP violator. Such exceptions are orderly in that they 
are explainable in terms of other laws of nature. Thus they do not 
falsify the law but rather delimit conditions under which appeals to 
the law are appropriate. For example„ that all chimpanzees are brach- 
iators is accepted as true in virtue of structural genetic features by
which the species is defined. But this law is excepted in the case of
any chimp taken from his native forest habitat and forced to live in a 
treeless environment. The law carries with it the CP condition that a 
natural environment is provided or, paradigmatically speaking, that it 
is not the case that trees are absent. The fact that Gigi the Chimp
of the Lincoln Park Zoo does not move about by brachiating (in her ce
ment-walled cubicle) does not disprove the law. Bather, the latter is 
inappropriate to Gigi0 s individual ease due to the nomically relevant 
condition (w.r.t. her locomotion) of being faced with the choice of 
pacing the floor on all-fours or not moving about at all.

Do all laws carry CP clauses? The answer depends on how many 
CP conditions we allow to be transferred from a CP clause to the noaic 
antecedent itself. It seems that all laws having orderly exceptions —  

and this includes every empirically true generalisation at least in 
principle — can be reformulated in such a ray that any discovered
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orderly exception can be precluded. For example„
(I) (x)(Cx ni Bx)
("All chimpanzees (C) are braehiators (B)”) could be restated so that 
Gigi is no exception, as in

(II) (x)(y)((Cx « Lxy • Ty) ni Bx)
where L (l)(T) =df (T) lives in the environment (?), and T (T) =df (T) 
is forest-like, or informally, "All chimpanzees living in forestlike 
habitats are brachiators". Obviously, further qualifications to the 
antecedent of (l) can be made to cover other possible CP violators, 
such as chimpanzees who have been drugged, whose limbs have been ampu
tated, who have certain diseases, etc. But there are good reasons to 
prohibit this proliferation of qualifying conditions in the nomic an
tecedent, First, it often requires the inclusion of negative 
conditions (when put perspicuously) in the nomic antecedent. But 
confirmation by syntactically confirmation-similar instances would 
then require reference to the absence of certain events, We argued 
previously that such reference to negative event types should, be 
avoided if possible.

Second, each additional qualifying condition narrows the do
main of the law to smaller and smaller antecedent classes (e.g., 
chimps not taken from their native habitat nor drugged nor injected 
with disease-causing bacteria nor amputated nor trained to stay out 
of trees, etc.) which as such lose their scientific significance. If 
this procedure is not restricted, the resulting generalizations like 
(ll) and progressively more qualified versions of (ll) become less
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and less Interesting as concerns the scientific study of chlapansees. 
For, not only chimps hut also men, leopards, chinchillas and even oc- 
topi could presumably be made to hrachiate under certain conditions, 
and made not to hrachiate under others. Hhat is interesting about 
Glgl's locomotion is that because she is a chimp simnliciter, she has 
a dispositional tendency to hrachiate uhich has been artificially pre
vented from becoming manifest; that she does not hrachiate when there 
are no trees for her to move about in, is no more interesting about 
Gigi as a chimp, than it is interesting that a man forced to spend his
life at sea in a kayak does not walk on two feet.

It seems more reasonable to accept (l) as true and view Gigi 
as an exception in virtue of a CP violation than to reject (l) as fals
ified in favor of (II) just to prevent Gigi from feeling left out. For 
it is more reasonable to view nature as a nexus of interesting noaic 
ties between properties such that in certain situations they cannot be 
expected to apply, than to artificially construct a world of uninter
esting laws by means of the purely logical manipulation of putting all 
CP clauses into their antecedents. Not only is the latter less reason
able; it is futile as well. For we shall never have the episteaic 
advantage of knowing we have captured every possible abnormal case fall
ing under a generalisation, and thus we will never be able to arrive
at a single law so heavily qualified as to be completely exceptionless,
unless we let our laws lapse into restricted generalisations (i.e., 
which do not fulfill Constraint 3 of unrestrictedness). For the only
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way we can ensure we have covered all orderly exceptions is to limit 
ourselves to finite specified classes.

The less qualified the law in the sense discussed above, the 
greater its systeaatisability in a housing theory. The less qualified, 
the more easily mnipulahle in MS explanations. The less qualified, 
the more interesting and significant is the nomic connection it pur
ports to assert. The advantages of acknowledging that laws have 
orderly exceptions far outweighs the consequences of attempting to do 
without ceteris paribus clauses.

What is the nature of the "attachment0 of a CP clause to its 
law? The strongest position posits an analytic connection, where the 
CP clause is said to be implicit in the meaning of the law itself.
But this view invites confusion for it diminishes the very distinction 
between CP conditions and conditions denoted in the laws if CP 
clauses are implicit in the meaning of the law, or if they are en
tailed or presupposed (logically) by it, then it were better to make 
that law explicit by stating the full meaning which would then include 
those CP conditions as part of the law proper.

A second objection to this approach is given by Arthur Panto 
(1972, p. 298)0 who observes that if the nomic antecedent is suffi
ciently hedged with CP conditions to which we may add indefinitely, we
put ourselves in the position of never having to surrender any given 
law save as an act of will. That is, the more CP conditions we force
into the nomic antecedent as part of its meaning, the more nearly we
come to ruining the law's status as empirical.
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Thirdo it seems implausible that CP conditions could be so 
strongly connected to the nomic antecedent and yet function to desig
nate empirical conditions of applicability for the laws to which they 
attach. For it follows from this view that for any law L and its CP 
clause -p1 . -p2 . „ ...-pnp those CP conditions {-p^ -p2» . are
validly deducible from L alone. The CP conditions thus give no empir
ical information over and above what is already given in the law.

A weaker proposal claims that CP clauses are not logically or 
analytically connected to their laws but rather they are necessary for 
the use of their laws in NS explanations or for making predictions, or 
for clarifying the nature of their confirmation (clearly we cannot dis- 
confirm a law if its only negative instances are found in contexts 
where legitimate CP conditions are violated). But to say that CP 
clauses are necessary in this way is not yet to say much about how they 
connect to their laws. Thus although this proposal is intuitively 
plausible it leads to a dead end concerning our original question. Per
haps then it is best to simply assert that the connection between a CP 
clause and its law is a nonlogical one, and then go on to give restric
tions on what sorts of (nonlogically connected) CP conditions count as 
relevant for a given law, and what sorts of CP conditions must be 
rejected.

Hhat general restrictions might we impose on a CP condition of 
the form

(1) -00 W )
to ensure its relevance to a law of the form
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(2) (x)(y)($stT ni ̂ yT0)?
dearly we oust rule that
(i) -(j$°sT° ”) contains only nomic predicates.
That is, 0" must he (a) instantiate in principle, (b) systematically 
related to other predicates by inclusion in some lad ike (though not 
necessarily well-confirmed) sentences, (c) such that it denotes a di
rectly or indirectly observable property, (d)possibly infinite in 
scope, (e) such that it has a meaning that does not require reference 
to any particular object, location, or time, and (f) logically simple 
in the sense discussed in Part 3, Chapter 3» This requirement is suf
ficiently strong to rule out a wide variety of predicates as 
inadmissible for CP clauses. For example, empirical but fatuous con
ditions such as "it is not the case that /0,x,T/ of (2) is the last 
event to occur before the ultimate destruction of the world" are ruled 
out since they violate condition (e) above. All logically complex and 
ritualistic predicates are dismissed for the same reasons we exclude 
them from nomic conditionals. That CP predicates must be observable 
and enter into significant lawlike statements ensures against the pos
sibility of using CP clauses whose test!billty is questionnable.

Our second restriction states that
(ii) Mo CP conditions [as -($’zT'°) for (2)] logically or 

analytically entail, nor are logically or analytically 
entailed by, any of the event sentences of the nomic 
conditionals to which they attach, nor are their neg
ations so related.
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For exeaple, it is clearly xsrong to prppose

(3) -GfrT')
or any of its equivalents as CP conditions of (2) „ and similarly with
respect to

(4) -(A?)
for (2), since fulfillment of CP conditions must not logically entail 
that the laws to which they attach are or are not true. For example, 
for the law
(5) (x)(cx ni Bx)
that all chimpanzees are brachiators 0 we rule out the CP condition that 
the chimps in question be bom. True, a chimp must have been bom in 
order to be expected to brachiatej but being bora is analytically in
cluded in the notion of being a chimp,:so including this as a CP 
condition is unnecessary and uninformative as to giving conditions un
der which we ought to expect (5) to be excepted.

Third we propose that
Any combination of CP event types and nomic antecedent 
event types, as well as their absences, must be phys
ically possible, 

to (l) and (2) this means that the sentences
(At . 0'0T"),
( -(A t) . A st00),

(At .--(A*?")),

(-(A t) . - (A st1"’))
are each true in at least one M»=world, or in other words, that the

(ill)

With respect 
(6)
(?)

(8)
and
(9)
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falsity of any of (6) - (9) doss not follow from any law of nature. , 
Our restriction (iii) thus also ensures that the CP clause (l) is em
pirically informative with respect to the law (2).

A fourth condition on the relevance of CP conditions to their 
laws (stated in terms of (l) and (2)) is
(iv) The truthfunctional conditional °(%)(y)(s)((0°sT°° .

$xT) o  J$yT“)“o whose antecedent is formed by conjoin
ing the noaic antecedent with the CP violator and 
whose consequent is formed by repeating the noaic con
sequent „ is false.

Restriction (iv) insures that all specified CP conditions are mater
ially adequate to their laws. That is, their violations at least 
sometimes are found accompanied by a prima facia negative instance of 
the law.

We do not strengthen restriction (iv) to state that the truth- 
functional conditional ll(x)(y)(s)((̂ 'sT’ “ . $htT) ̂ -(^yT')) 0 is true. 
That is, we want to allow, for any specific CP condition, that its vio
lation alone does not guarantee that all instances of the law will then 
be negative, nor does its fulfillment alone guarantee that all instan
ces of the law will be positive, 5br, there might be additional CP 
conditions besides (for example) =(̂ °sT"°) for (2) whose fulfillment or 
violation affects instances of that law as well. Let's consider our 
previous case of the law (l) concerning chimpanzees, and suppose we 
take
(10) -Rc
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to denote the GP condition that the chimp has not been trained to re
frain from Tarachiating by sob© eonditioned-respons® program. Surely - 
the majority of chimps who have been trained not to brachiate will not 
brachiate, and thus the truthfunctional conditional
( 1 1 )  ( % ) ( ( F x  , Gx) S ’ -Bsc)
is false. However, suppose we have taught a chimp not to brachiate, 
but that its training occurred entirely in the absence of stressful 
conditions except for the punishment chosen for the conditioned re
sponse program. And suppose afterwards we turn the now habitually 
non-brachiating chimp into its native wilderness where it soon comes 
face to face with a predator, in a situation where the only alternative 
to certain death is to flee over the treetops. It is at least phys
ically possible that the selfpreservation instincts of the chimp will 
now predominate over its learned behaviour, giving us a case which 
shows that the truthfunctional conditional
(12) (x)((Fx . C%) D  -Bx)
is also false. Some GP conditions are alone sufficient to ensure that
a chimp won't brachiate — for example, it is physically impossible for
a chimp to brachiate without a treelike environment. But as our ex
ample shows, not all relevant GP conditions are sufficient in this ray. 

He must now introduce the notion of a GP* clause. So far we 
have not indicated the difference between paradigmatic and nonparadig- 
matic GP clauses except to indicate that paradigmatic CP clauses 
specify precisely the GP conditions under which application of the laws 
to which they attach are inappropriate, while nonpsradi^atic GP clauses 
do not consist in such lists but merely provide an 'escape' clause



having the force of asserting that "all else is equal”» The advantages 
of using paradigm GP clauses in scientific pursuits are obvious5 the 
more perspicuous our language, the better. Unfortunately however, we 
are seldom if ever in a position to know all of the specific relevant 
GP conditions which attach to a law. Thus we seldom if ever know 
whether the list of conditions we have is complete. Instead we must 
either posit that the list we give is complete without asserting this 
as certain, or allow that our GP clauses be nonparadigmatic, contain
ing in addition to the list of conditions we know to be relevant, the 
qualifying assumption that all further and as yet undiscovered relevant 
CP conditions are fulfilled. Since it is impossible to specify these 
unknown conditions, but since we also want to precisely specify those 
conditions we do know about, we may choose to formulate a GP clause as 
having two components; (a) a list of known GP conditions, and (b) a 
further 'escape" clause to the effect that all else not presently 
specifiable is equal. He shall call GP clauses containing both com
ponents CPt clauses, GP* clauses do not fulfill our requirement of 
containing only nomic predicates, bscause of the nonparadigmatic qual
ifying clause forming their second component. However, this 
requirement still pertains to each of the GP predicates of their first 
components. In fact, all of the requirements already set down apply 
only to the first components of GP* clauses§ but this is no cause for 
alarm.

He introduce the notion of GP* clauses because they allow us to 
retain the advantages of paradigmatic event denoting language and to
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express relevant CP conditions in a perspicuous way, uhile yet 
enabling us to keep to the core notion of ceteris paribus — that ’all 
else is equal’. Faced tilth the epistemic impossibility of perspicu
ously stating all that„ ideally, we should be stating, we say what we 
can in a perspicuous way and leave the rest go. It would be a happy 
situation indeed if we were in a position to do without the — i.e.,
the second component — of CP* clauses, for then many interesting gen
eral relationships could be found to obtain between the conditions 
listed and the event types denoted in the laws to which they attach as 
CP conditions. For example, if we had such complete knowledge as to 
be certain our lists were complete, many new and perhaps significant 
laws of nature could be derived from information about how specific 
CP violator-events relate to the events denoted in the laws to which 

they attach.
Happy too would be our position if we could give a complete 

general account of what it is for a CP condition to be relevant to a 
law. Our restrictions (i) - (iv) give only a sketch of a complete an
alysis. Since we are saddled with CP* clauses, and since our 
restrictions (i) - (iv) fail to provide a jointly sufficient condition 
on Mien a CP condition is relevant to a law, the most we can say is that
(a) ceteris paribus clauses are best construed as CP* clauses, and that
(b) a CP* clause is adequate for a given law only if its first com
ponent contains all and only those CP conditions we know about which 
are relevant (in the sense of meeting requirements (i) - (iv))to that 
law.



CHAPTER 8

STATISTICAL LAWS

We shall leave many Issues surrounding the use of statsitical 
laws in NS explanations for a later chapter. At present we give their 
semantic characteristics and discuss how they express nomically nedes- 
sary statements.

Statistical laws like all laws of nature have nomic condi
tional equivalents. But their semantic structure as conditionals is 
masked by the syntactic apparatus needed to express probability as
criptions essential to stating statistical laws. While we might 
represent a simplified form of universal law as
(I) (x)((0x . Jk) ni 0’x)
wherein its conditional structure is explicitly shown by ’ni0, a par
allel statistical law appears as
(II) [n]P((0x . Jffx)o 0°x) = n
where "P” is the probability functor, 0n° measures the quantitative 
value assigned to the combination of events' £/̂ ,x/, /$,x/, /0" ,x/j 
given the combination £/j0,x/, /^,x/J , and the comma sets off the nom
ic consequent ’̂ "x0 from the nomic antecedent °(j$x „ 0x)0. (II) may 
be read, ’Necessarily, for all x the probability that x is 0" given 
that x is 0 and 0S is n°. Explicit conditionaligation is somewhat 
forced but may be brought out by the alternative reading, °x’s being 0 
and 0 nomically implies its being 0’’ with probability n°. The phrase

193 .
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11 with probability n" applies not to the nomic implication relation but 
rather to joint instantiations of 0O and 0° given the joint instan
tiation of 0 and 0.

The positioning of *0’ and is important in the phrasing of
(ll)i, for we shall designate the first term of the statistical antece
dent as denoting the prior reference class for x, while the second (or 
remaining) term(s) of the antecedent will be called the anterior refer
ence dass(es) for x. The nomic consequent predicate in statistical

20laws designates the posterior reference class for x.
A question of semantic interpretation confronts us; exactly 

what is it to which we attribute the probability n in (Xl)? If statis
tical laws are not taken to assert that the nomic connection is what is 
probabilistic» then does the probability attach to single instances of 
the consequent? That is, are we to interpret (XX) as saying, "it is 
pro table to degree n that the event /0°,a/ will occur given /$,a/ and 

(for a given individual a)"? Since we adopt a frequentist in
terpretation of probability statements this cannot be what is meant,

20. In universal conditionals like (X) we have disregarded any 
distinction among antecedent properties 0 and p. However even within a 
universal law we can distinguish as anterior reference classes those 
classes designated by antecedent predicates which form subsets of some 
other antecedent class. E.g., if (X) were to express the generalisa
tion that all Mallard ducks prefer a diet of millet (where 0 ($) =df 
(D is a duck, 0 (l) =d£ (J) is a Mallard, and 0° (J) =df (y prefers a 
diet of millet), then 0 would name the prior and 0 the anterior refer
ence classes for x relative to the consequent or posterior reference 
class 0\ Since unlike statistical laws, universal laws do not give 
rise to a "problem of reference classes", this distinction is unimpor
tant. See Beichenbach"s discussion (1949, p. 38) on the problem of 
reference classes.
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for as frsquentlsts w® aust hold that probability ascriptions pertain 
only to classes of events (or event types), not to single occurrences. 
Nor should statistical laws like (XI) be taken to assert merely that 
of the events that are J#-events are also ̂ °-events0 for this does not 

capture the element of nomic connection asserted to obtain between 
antecedent and consequent event types, More accurate would be a modal- 
ization of the above, to "it is nominally necessary that of the
^-events that are 0-events are 0“-events0, But talk of sheer percen
tages, even when coupled with nomic modality, seems inadequate to 
express probabilistic laws. An analysis of (XX) should contain the 
idea that the class consisting of conjunctions of events of the types 
0 and 0 is universally nominally related to the class of events of the 
type 0*, but where an instance of the type 0” does not always occur in 
the presence of instances of the types 0 and 0. Instead, the measure 
of uniformity with which a 0°-event accompanies 0- and 0-events is 
limited (i.e., not universal), and this measure is given by the value 
n. For this account, probability enters not at the level of instances, 

nor does it pertain to the degree of truth of the nomic conditional, 
nor to the degree of strength or genuineness of the nomic connection 
asserted, nor to the degree of strength of the statistical correlation 
expressed. Bather, it describes how often, ideally or in the long run, 
event complexes of the types £/0,x/, /0,x/, /0°»x/J occur once a com
plex of the type £/0,x/, /0,x/J occurs, in virtue of nomic necessity. 

Furthermore, the nomic necessity linking events of the types 0, 0, and 
0° is just as 0strong0 or as 0genuine" when asserted in (XI) as when it
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is asserted in (l)„ Statistical nomic connection is not weaker than 
universal simply in virtue of being statistical. Statistical nomic 
connections are not merely "partial” connections„ as would be indicated 
on the interpretation that statistical laws assert nothing over and 
above percentage-wise ratios.

The likeness of the nature of nomic connection is not the only 
aspect of similarity between statistical and universal laws. Like uni
versal laws, statistical laws must also fulfill all our previous 
semantic restrictions. In light of those conditions, statistical laws 
in our theory are made immune to such problems as Hempsl"s "ambiguity 
of statistical systematization” (Feigl and Maxwell 1962„ p, 125)$
Hempel says it is paradoxical that for any inductive statistical ex
planation of an event /0px/, it is possible to construct another 
equally well supported explanation of the failure of /0,x/ to occur, 
by constructing a logically complex (ritualistic) predicate 0*, to be 
defined as ”x is 0* (for any property gf*) or x is one of the rare 0*”s 
which are non-0", Our prohibition of ritualistic predicates excludes 
all such cases from entering into genuine NS explanations.

We indicated above that we shall adopt a frequentist view of 
probability. We agree with Carnap (Brody 1970, p, 445) and Reichenbach 
1949 (lukenbach 1972, pp,35 - 41) that this does not mean we must 
deny that the inductive or logical interpretation of probability is 
never appropriate. According to the logical interpretation, probabil
ity is a relation between statements rather than events 5 it measures 
the degree of confirmation or credibility of one statement on
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the basis of the other. A theory of statistical NS explanation is 
well suited to the use of both sorts of interpretations to account for 
the confirmability and lawlikeness of statistical laws, statements of 
probability must generalize over empirically ascertainable results of 
observations of relative frequencies. But if statistical laws are to 
be used as covering laws in nomic subsumptions, they function more like 
premisses which render the explanandum sentence credible to some degree.
We take up statistical explanations in a later chapter. But for now we
note that statistical covering laws in nomic subsumptions are best in
terpreted according to the induetivist view of probability. The degree 
of credibility statistical covering laws confer on sentences expressing 
the explanandum event will be described in terms of * weight *. We dis
cuss neither the frequentist nor the inductivist theories of. 
probability here; many excellent accounts are already available (see 
Luckenbach 1972). We take up three topics for discussion in the re
mainder of this chapter. These are first, the question of hew
statistical laws differ from nonlawlike statistical generalizations $ 
second, the question of how the notion of confirmation by instance 
applies to statistical laws; and third, the question whether any 
statistical laws are ultimately statistical in the sense of not being 
reducible to universal laws.

SECTION Is STATISTICAL LAWS 
VERSUS NONLAWLIKE STATISTICAL GENERALIZATIONS

To consider the difference between statistical generalizations 
that state nomic necessities and those that do not, consider the



following imaginary examples In our next U.S. general census„ besides 
the usual population statistics we also seek to find a statistical re
lationship between regular consumption of whole grains in the diet and 
healthy digestion. The results of the survey show, among other things,

95$ of all Americans are under the age of 65,
95$ of all Americans regularly consuming whole grains 
have healthy digestion.

Only 60% of Americans not regularly consuming whole 
grains have healthy digestion.

Now let us assume that the American population represents at the time 
of the census a fair sample of all human beings with respect to age, 
dietary habits, and digestive health (surely a counterfactual assump
tion, but this does not affect our point). Next we form the hypotheses
(I1) 95$ of all humans are under the age of 65,
(II') 95$ of all human whole grain consumers have healthy

digestion,
and
(III') Only 60% of all non-whole-grain-consuming humans have

healthy digestion.
(1°) - (ill') result from simple statistical generalizations over (l) - 
(ill), tie include (ill) and (ill0) as “control cases' to contrast with
(II) and (II').

Now it seems intuitively plausible to suppose the statistic 
provided, in (II*), but not that provided in (l°), could be confirmed

that

(I)
(II)

and
(III)
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or disconfinaed as a law of nature. Since the same method of data 
gathering (i.e.„ simple enumeration and statistical generalization) ms 
used to obtain both (I') and (II") there must be something peculiar to 
the nature of the relationship between whole grain consumption and di
gestion that does not apply to the relationship between being a human 
and being under age 659 and which renders the former, unlike the latter, 
as obtaining in virtue of nomic necessity as opposed to signifying only 
an accidental statistical relationship. That (I*) could not express 
a law of nature is easily shown by imagining that we have, for exam
ple, discovered a cure for cancer or a synthetic super-vitamin whose 
widespread application results in the fact that nore older people stay 
alive longer. Perhaps with the new medical discovery we find that now 
a statistical generalization from a new American census evidences that 
30% of the human population is over age 64. Such a medical discovery 
and subsequent turn of events is surely not incompatible with any nat
ural laws. On the other hand, present-day medical evidence indicates 
that the fibrous content of whole grains is highly correlated, in vir
tue of known facts about digestion, with healthy digestive functioning. 
Whole grains, or at least whole grain fiber, seems to be evidenced in 
more ways than by the mere statistics of the sort cited in the cen
sus, to have something to do with the health of the digestive tract.
He have no evidence, we sight say, that the mere fact of being human 
has anything nosleally relevant to do with the fact of being younger 
than 65$ for being a certain age depends solely on one's date of birth 
— and being human does nothing to help determine when that date should
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fall. But we do have additional sorts of evidence that indicates that 
consuming whole grain (or at least whole grain fiber) is systematically 
connected with digestive health. We have evidence„ then, that the high 
correlation found from our survey expressed in (XX) and (XX') represents 
no merely accidental matter of statistical fact, although in contrast 
the statistics expressed in (l) and (X°) do seem to express an acci
dental relationship.

If a statistical generalisation is to be elevated to the status 
of lawlikeness0 then just as for universal generalisations we must have 
other sorts of confirmatory evidence besides mere enumeration of in
stances. Indeed„ this other kind of evidence is even more important 
in the statistical cases than it is for the universal0 since citing 
single positive or negative instances of a statistical law does noth
ing toward its confirmation or its disconfizaation. Statistical laws, 
unlike statistical "accidents', purport to ascribe probability rela
tions between properties in virtue of a nomic interrelevance between 
those properties. Taking a statistical generalization as lawlike pre
supposes there is something about the properties Involved that helps 
to explain the probability value asserted in the law, be it high or 
low. Statistical correlation is only a part of statistical lawlike- 
ness.

SECTION 2; GQHFZBMTXON BY INSTANCE
To observe a whole grain consumer with medical problems related 

to digestion does no more to disconfizm (XX0) as a law than observing 
a single healthy whole grain consumer serves to confirm it. The
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notion of confirmation and disconfizatation 'by single (syntactically 
confirmation-similar) instances must be abandonned in the case of 
statistical laws and replaced by a different notion of what counts 
as confirmation by instance. In relation to their single instances, 
statistical laws must be viewed as "second order" generalisations, To 
confirm (IX”), for example, we look not only for whole grain consumers 
with healthy digestion, but those with unhealthy digestion as well, 
for (II") "covers" both. Unlike the case of universal laws, the con
firmation of statistical laws by positive instances includes the 
citing of cases where its consequent property is absent as well as 
present. The important thing is to have evidence that the proportion 
of each matches or approximates (to some stipulated degree) that ex
pressed in the law itself. He can obtain such evidence only by 
observing large (and projectibly infinite) sequences of events wherein 
the nomic properties are displayed and found to include or not include 
instances of the nomic consequent. Thus a single syntactically 
confirmation-similar instance
(IV) $a . J0a . 0"a
cannot contribute directly to the confirmation of a statistical law of 
the form
(V) [n]P(x)((0x . jk), 0"x) = ,95»
nor does the single negative Instance
(VI) $b . J0b . . -J0"b
contribute directly to its falsification. Rather, observations of (XV) 
and (VI) contribute directly to the compilation of what we shall call a
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a sequence-instance of (v), A sequence-instance of a law of the fora 
(V) has the form

(VII) (^s^ ° ^ ° (^2 * ^2 * ^ a2̂  0 # • • • # • (0&^
. j^n . ^an) . . -^b1) . (Ag . A 2 . -0°b2)
o o • » o o . (01)^ . A j u  ° “0  ° bjjj)

and consists of a sufficiently large number of single positive and neg
ative syntactically confirmation-similar instances of (v) to 
constitute evidence that the proportion of x ’s in the class 0 „ 0 rel
ative to the class 0" is or is not that designated in the law. (in the 
case of (V)# this proportion is ,95-) But what constitutes a suffic
iently large sequence of single instances for a genuine sequence- 
instance of a law? We can find a minimally sufficiently large
sequence size by looking at the probability value expressed in the law.
In the case of (v) this is .95; thus a sequence-instance must have at 
least twenty members in order to confirm or disconfirm (to some degree) 
that the proportion of 0"s to non-00 0 s within the class of things that 
are both 0 and 0 is (or is sufficiently close to) .95» or, 19 to 1. Of 
course, any sequence-instance of sufficient length must be constituted 
by members chosen randomly relative to the percentage-wise outcome of 
positive single instances to negative. To observe twenty random indi
viduals in the class 0 , 0 wherein only one lacked 0" would constitute 
a minimally confirming sequence-instance of (V). Sequence-instances of
(V) containing only twenty members offer but the least indication of 
the actual ratio of 08 ”s to non-01111 s in the class 0 . 0 for the long 
run. Quantitatively, a sequence-instance containing forty members



gives us more information about this ratio than does a minimal 
sequence-instance <> To increment the confirmation (disconfirmation) 
strength of any sequence-instance„ the straight rule of induction dic
tates that we must observe more positive (negative) single instances of 
the statistical generalisation. As long as no single instance is 
counted as a member of more than one sequence-instance of (V)„ we may, 
by obtaining a cumulative sequence-instance of all single instances ob
served, obtain a sequence-instance relative to which we can evidence to 
any arbitrary degree of approximation, that .95 is the limit of the 
relative frequency of 0° "s to non-j$'0s in . JfJ or that it is not.

But how large must such a sequence-instance be to comprise de
cisive evidence of the truth or falsity of (V)? To be deductively 
certain that (V) is true or false, we would have to observe every ele
ment in the class $ , We assume, as for the case of universal laws, 
that the antecedent class 0 , is possibly infinite and that even if 
it is in fact finite we cannot observe all of its members. Confirma
tion of any law of nature reaches at maximum practical, not deductive, 
certainty. In the case of universal laws, finding no negative in
stances suffices5 in the case of statistical laws (e.g., (v)), finding 
that the proportion of 0°"s to non-00 0s converges to a limit ratio of 
.95 suffices. Evidence for (V) in the fora of a sequence-instance 
formed by accumulating our observations of members of 0 . 0 is suf
ficiently strong to evidence “practical certainty” of the truth or 
falsity of (v), when some limit is calculable.
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SECTION 3 s STATISTICAL OB IMIVEBSAL?

— A QUESTION OF PRIORITY
How does the nomic regularity asserted in statistical laws dif

fer from that of universal laws? Is there any fundamental difference 
at all? Are statistical laws most accurately treated as "unfinished0 
in the sense of being always in principle reducible to other, universal 
laws? Or are universal nomic regularities to be viewed, on the other 
hand, as mere limiting cases of statistical regularities?

There is one obvious sense in which the statistical connection 
between 0’s and j#"s in
(I) [n](x)$>(0x, J&) = .75
is a less regular connection than that asserted in
(II) (x)(0x ni px)s

for if (II) is true then all 0 ’s are J$"s, but if (I) is true then some 
0 ’s are unaccompanied by 0 ’s. dearly, we seem to know more about 
singular events of the type /$,x/ vis-a-vis the property 0, and can un
derstand them as more thoroughly systematically linked with singular 
events of the type /$,x/ if (II) but not (l) is true. For if within a 
scientific theory T we set out to study the behaviour of 0 ’s and find 
that only (l) is true, we shall be confronted with two sets of further 
possible laws concerning 0 ’ss one set having to do with those having 
00 the other having to do with those lacking it. Matters would be 
greatly simplified if we had (il) instead of (l), for then the need for 
seeking two groups of associated laws concerning 0 ’s vis-a-vis the 
property 0 would reduce to the need for only one such group, which we 
would ipso facto have already on hand.



It is tempting to suppose that if $°s are nomically connected 
with 0's, then even if our evidence shows the connection to he less 
regular than universal, there must in principle be some relevant way to 
differentiate the 0's that are 0 from those that are not. Suppose we 
did always (eventually) find some differentiating factor, so that the • 
likes of (l) always gives way to the discovery of a superceding law 
stating that it is only the 0's which have another property 6 that have 
0, and that only the 0's which lack 6 lack 0. If such were the case, 
science would seem much simpler. We would know that statistical laws 
are really only like promissory notes that would provide built-in 
guidelines for the further discovery of universal generalizations that 
more accurately describe the world. Statistical nomic connection' would 
take on an ersatz character similar in many respects to that of theor
etical entities as viewed by the instrumentalists.

But the trouble is, we have plenty of evidence that at least 
some events (in the micro-domain of subatomic physics) are the result 
of purely stochastic processes, and therefore that some nomic regu
larities are irreducibly statistical in character. If all events are 
theoretically reducible to atomic and subatomic events we might even 
have to admit that Chance governs the universe — or at least that it is 
more fundamental than any fully deterministic principle.

Even more perplexing is the fact that, even if all indetermin- 
istic physical theories were someday to be superceded by deterministic 
ones, the Logos of our world could still be a stochastic principle.
Karl Popper (1965, p. 197) shows how it is always possible to explain
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the entire history of the world as the outcome of pure chance« if we 
could only live long enough to make the appropriate observations„ we 
could find evidence enough that the probability that any arbitrarily 
specified physically possible sequence of events happens will be very 
close to one. Uhat Popper seems to mean here is that, given an indef
initely long stretch of time, it is physically possible that any given 
combination of, say, elementary physical particles should occur? within 
the bounds of our physical laws, no possible combination is excluded 
and, given enough time, any of the possible combinations will eventually 
turn up. Thus for any arbitrarily long sequence of events arising 
from such combinations of elementary particles, the probability that 
that sequence will occur increases as the background time-span of which 
this sequence is a part increases. Increase that background time-span 
enough, and the probability of the sequence occurring gets arbitrarily 
large in proportion. Hence, it is certainly a physical possibility 
that our universe is stochastic through and through.

Despite this threat of indeterminism. Popper seems to think 
there is good reason (Ibid., p. 197) to "take the methodological decis
ion never to explain physical effects, i.e., reproducible regularities, 
as accumulations of accidents",

I believe it is impossible given the present state of science 
to argue convincingly for either side of the metaphysical coins we 
have evidence that the world contains at least some stochastic proces
ses. But we also have evidence that the world sight be deterministic. 
For surely we do have scientific theories which contain universal laws
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exclusively. He have a history of almost overwhelming "good luck0 in 
using certain universalistic sciences for predictive and manipulative 
purposes. The domain of scientific prediction and manipulation is ever 
widening.

From an eplstemological perspective0 however» the situation is 
different. Popper subscribes to 0methodological determinism0 „ am 
eplstemological regulative principle embodied in the above-quote. He 
does so, I think, with good reason. For Popper°s principle certainly 
fares favorably in comparison with its rejection in at least this 
sinsej to adopt it is to keep open at every stage of investigation the 
possibility of furthering or revising already existing theories in ways 
that ensure a widening of the domain of human manipulation, prediction, 
and theoretical scientific advancement. To reject methodological de
terminism, however, is to contend that in some cases (of which quantum 
physics is an example) it is useless to look for additional factors 
that explain current statistical results and simplify physical theory, 
giving us a more manageable and thus a more thoroughly understandable 
picture of the world. From an heuristic point of view, Popper's prin
ciple is more productive. In actual practice, furthermore, it is 
tacitly put to use in the vast majority of scientific domains, both 
theoretical and technological. dearly, if we simply assume from the 
outset that all things are governed by Chance, there would be little 
use in conducting science at all. The core inductive principle that 
the future will conform to the past would have to be abandonned, along 
with all the rest of inductive logic. But if there is no induction, 
there is also no science.
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tfe claimed, above that there is no convincing evidence for or 

against determinism as a metaphysical truth about the world0 We do 
think there is better reason for adopting the eplstemological principle 
of methodological determinism than there is for rejecting it0 But 
there are those who disagree on both points0

Nicholas Rescher (1970c„ p0 125) contends that results in sub
atomic physics demonstrate the truth of statistical laws which could 
never even in principle be replaced by universal ones. Since Rescher 
takes the metaphysical thesis of indeterminism as a proven truth„ he 
must also reject Popper’s recommendation to adopt methodological determ
inism as an eplstemological guideline for scientific inquiry — for no 
one would subscribe to an eplstemological principle that is inconsis
tent with any proven truth„ But Rescher sees no heuristic or practical 
disadvantage in accepting irreducibly stochastic processes in nature;

These chance phenomena are perfectly natural and indeed law- 
governed „ Although such occurrences will violate the classic 
principle of causality they need not be taken to violate the 
classic principle of sufficient reason? they can be rational
ized by being placed in the context of laws in such a way 
that their occurrence can be ’accounted for’„ An event of 
this sort nay not be causally explicable but it nevertheless 
can be rendered thoroughly understandable within the grame- 
work of scienceo (Xbid„„ p„ 130)21

But independently of the question whether in fact we live in a 
deterministic or a stochastic universe„ some of Rescher’s contentions

21. Rescher contends that the quantum physics results fal
sify the principle of universal causation because according to him 
causation must be analyzed as universal regularity.



can be thrown into doubt. First, he nowhere gives his reasons for be
lieving that the laws of quantum physics must be final indicators of the 
stochastic ontic structure of the world. Just what are the arguments 
favoring the view that the physical laws concerned are irreducibly 
statistical? There is the popular argument that quantum theory itself 
deductively entails the claim that these statistical generalisations 
cannot be superceded by universal ones, and that there can be no "hid
den variables' accounting for the surprisingly random character of 
certain events on the micro-level. Yet there will always remain the 
possibility that the entire theory of quantum physics in its present 
form will be replaced by a fully deterministic subatomic physics. A 
supposedly empirical theory which features indeterminism as a deduc
tive consequence is as falsifiable as any other empirical theory.

Secondj, if some laws of nature are irreducibly statistical, it 
is difficult to understand noaic connection as anything over and above 
accidental regularity, and sometimes as a very tenuous regularity at 
that. For if stochastic processes formed the basis of the physical 
world, our epistemic inability to find differentiating and universal
izing factors would mirror an ontological impossibility of there being 
any such factors. This makes it difficult to secure a strong rationale 
for seeking noaic explanations of particular events at all, for the 
regularities in terms of which they portray the event types denoted 
as explanatory antecedents relative to their explananda, would not ap
ply with certainty to particular events of any of the types concerned.
If nomic connection is to signify more than mere accident, then, in the
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face of irreduci'fc&y statistical lass of nature we find much perplexity 
in saying just what more to nomic connection there is; the strongest 
appeal we can make, it seems, is to point out that statistical laws, as 
opposed to statistical accidents, are hacked by other laws and system
atically linked to some housing scientific theory in whose context the 
statistical connection in question becomes less mysterious« He have 
already suggested this way of viewing statistical laws as the most 
fruitful. But the fact remains, that if even our confirmed backings 
and contextual connections provide a way of understanding that there 
could be such and such IrreduCibly statistical laws of nature, we still 
have this problem? Given a statistical law of the form
(III) [n](x)P((0x, jk), ©x) = „7p
suppose we have an individual j such that $j and $j. The law does not 
provide a very strong indication as to whether j will have the property 
0 or lack that property. And yet, we are to assume, given (ill), that 
since j has j# and there is a nomic connection between the events 
/0, j/ and /0, j/ and the event /@, j/ if the latter should occur — or 
else, in the case that this event does not occur, the fact that j has 0 
and 0 serves equally well to account for the.fact that /©,j/ fails to 
occur. He must, in effect, be able to appeal to the exact same kind of 
information (i.e., that 0x and 0x) as providing the explanatory con
ditions for either of two logically and physically incompatible states 
of affairs, depending on which occurs (i.e., the event /©,x/, and the 
state of affairs in which /©ox/ fails to occur).

For irrecudihly statistical laws of the fora (ill), it is dif
ficult enough to conceive of how we may take /0,x/ and /0,x/ as
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explanatory conditions for /©»x/, supposing the latter does occur. But 
it seems even a greater problem to account for these as causal condi
tions for the latter event„ or to view a nomic subsumption using (III) 
as a causal explanation of the occurrence of /©»x/. Surely we could not 
accept it as a causal account if causal conditions must be necessary or 
sufficient conditions for their effects, or even partially necessary or 
sufficient in some way5 for in light of (III), j&c and J$x are not suf
ficient for ©x, nor, may we suppose, are they necessary. And, if the 
former were partially necessary or sufficient for the latter in the 
sanse that combined with other conditions they comprise fully suffic
ient or necessary conditions for ©x, then our assumption that there are 
no further differentiating factors separating the cases where we have 
/©,x/ from those where we have not, is violated. Causal accounts, in 
the face of irreducibly statistical laws of nature, cannot then be con- 
ditionship accounts.

But neither could a nomic subsumption in terms of (III) give a 
causal account in non-conditionship terms, as for example under the 
view that causes are “substantial" — i.e., active agents which are 
sources of physical forces that affect a system of events in such a 
way as to determine whether or not /0,x/, as a member of that system, 
does or does not occur. Since nothing about the nomic subsumption us
ing (ill) as covering law indicates that the system of which /$,x/ and 
/$,x/ are members will contain, or not contain, /©,x/, it could not 
possibly provide a key to finding some active source of physical forces
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which do determine what events will or will not he members of the 
system in question.

We couldo like Bescher, simply abandon the principle of univer
sal causation, protraying laws such as (III) as describing stochastic 
processes which have no causes at all. Yet this, I believe, should be 
taken only as a very last resort§ for if statistical noaic connection 
is ultimately so distantly removed from concepts like causation, con- 
ditionship, determination, and other such bases of our past epistesic 
approach to scientific understanding, it seems that nomic subsumption 
and indeed the nomological world-view in general become grossly in
adequate as providing our best epistemological outlook.



CHAPTER 9 

CLASSIFICATIONS OF LANS

In this chapter ye shall briefly characterise several eajor
distinctions among kinds of laws according to their functions within
scientific theories. These are (l) theoretical and experimental laws,
(2) fundamental and semantically articulated laws, (3) coordinative
definitions and pseudo-analytic laws, (4) theoretical correspondence

22laws, and (5) specifically causal laws.

SECTION Is THEORETICAL GENERALIZATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL LAWS
A distinction that cannot be excluded from a categorization of 

broad types of laws of nature is that between those containing theor
etical terms and those that do not. We will define a theoretical term 
as one all of whose possible intensions or meanings are imparted by 
each possible interpretation of the scientific theory in which it oc
curs as a theoretical term. (A term can be theoretical relative to one 
scientific theory but experimental relative to another, as discussed 
below.)

22, Thorough discussions of kinds of laws can be found in 
Nagel's Structure of Science, Rescher's Scientific Explanation. Pap's 
Philosophy of Science, Hempel's Aspects, Scheffler's Anatomy of Inquiry, 
Russell's Human Knowledge, and Popper's Logic of Scientific Discovery 
to name only a few. In this chapter we borrow selectively from ideas 
propounded in the above, and in other treatises. In what follows, we 
omit specific references for definitions and analyses of kinds of laws 
closely similar to those given in the above works, when it seems they 
embody concepts that have become standardized in the literature.

213
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A theoretical term @ for a scientific theory T may appear as 

primitive„ in which case it has no possible intensions, or as defined 
in terms of the primitives of T» Theoretical terms are here taken to be 
denotative, as on the realist as opposed to the instrumentalist point 
of view. Some theoretical terms denote individuals, while others de
note properties and relations.

Descriptive (nonlogical) terms appearing ;in a law of nature 
which are not theoretical will be called experimental terms. The in
tension of an experimental term is anchored to some part of a natural 
language and has been established outside of the language of the sci
entific theory in which it is seen as an experimental term. Usually 
the notion of an experimental term is associated with that of a term 
used to convey, in a more or less direct manner, our perceptual ex
periences or our observations seen as being disassociated from more 
"abstract’ or theoretical significance. Although a term is usually 
taken to be more strongly experimental as it directly reports sensory 
experience, many philosophers construe perception language itself as 
being heavily theory-laden. From the viewpoint of taking sense- 
observations as themselves comprising a class of events to be 
scientifically explained and investigated, this construal of percep
tion terms as theoretical terms is quite correct. For no specific
domain of events in the physical world is immune, in principle, from 

23theoreticisation.

23. See E.E. Harris" Hypothesis and Perception (Humanities 
Press, Hew York 1970) and a review of the above by R. Palter in the 
Journal of Philosophy (Vol. M X  No. ?, April 12, 1973) 5 also see
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Experimental terms are also characteristically pictured as 

those having extratheoretic definitions in terms of operational pro
cedures such that, when the term is used in making an assertion, 
those operational procedures by which it is defined serve to verify 
or falsify the assertion by means of their outcomes. Thus the the
oretical/ experimental distinction might here be seen as hinging on the 
degree of “abstraction* needed to confirm or falsify assertions in 
which the term is predicated.

According to Achinstein (1965) yet another standard approach 
to distinguishing theoretical from experimental terms appeals to their 
dependence or independence, respectively, on contextual information for 
the determination of their meanings. But once more, since there are no 
families of event denoting terms that cannot be correctly referred to 
some theoretical systematization or other wherein they are theoreti
cally defined or even theoretically primitive, the matter of context 
dependence cannot provide a clear distinction, if a clear distinction 
is intended.

We are not alone in viewing the theoretical/experimental dis
tinction as a relative rather than an absolute one. Maxwell, 
Feyerabend, and Achinstein all give strong cases for this position, to
name only a few. Still, we say use it to effect a classification of

. )

E, GeUner’s “An Ethic of Cognition” (in R.S. Cohen et. al,, eds. % Es
says in Memory of Imre Lakatos. Bsstom-B. Seidel, 1976, and 
Achinstein“s “The Problem of Theoretical Terns* in Brody (1970),
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laws of nature ranging from the strongly theoretical to the strongly 
experimental relative to any scientific theory of which they are a' 
part. If all of the terms of a law in a theory T have extratheoretic 
meanings and are used as such, the law is confirmahle independently of 
the theory itself and. is taken as experimental relative to that theory. 
If on the other hand the very question of the confirmation of a law in 
T arises only in the context of confirming the theory as a whole, then 
many of its terms must "be highly theoretical, and we represent that 
law as a theoretical generalization.

There are differences between theoretical and experimental 
laws as concerns the positions they occupy within the logical structure 
of the theory as well. If a theory is ideally systematic, all of its 
laws, "both theoretical as well as experimental, will be derivable or 
at least inductively inferred from its most fundamental postulates.
But the experimental laws of such a theory differ from the theoretical 
in that the former, unlike the latter, will require for their deriva
tion from the fundamental postulates the mediation of coordinative 
definitions. Conversely, confirmation of theoretical generalizations 
by means of sensory observations will involve the use of coordinative 
definitions, while confirmation of experimental laws will not, since 
experimental laws assert more directly regularities holding between 
observational or perceptual events. This makes appeals to coordina
tive definitions unnecessary.

The theoretical terms of a scientific theory T, and therefore 
its theoretical laws, may be linked to experimental terms relative to



T "by the use of coordinatiye or operational definitions (when the the
oretical terms in question are not primitive). However, unlike T"s 
experimental terms, its theoretical terms attain theory-holistic mean
ings in the form of semantic constraints imposed by T°s axioms taken 
together. This aspect of the meaning of theoretical terms and the 
laws in which they occur is more basic than that coming from coord- 
inative definitional linkage with experimental terms, for such linkage 
is arrived at only after we have evidence that a nonobservable factor 
might serve best to explain some phenomenon falling within the pro
posed domain of the theory. He posit as a theoretical entity or 
property a factor 0 that would have a certain kind of function in ex
plaining this phenomenon; we see that ft must be semantically related to

/
other terms in T in certain ways if it is to make proper use of the 
laws of T within the proposed explanation. Only then can we go on —  

if we do go on at all — to seek any directly observable events as 
those of the type to be linked up by coordinative or operational def
inition with our proposed theoretical entity or property. The set of 
T's axioms delimits what can count as any possible intensional inter
pretation of 0, and therefore as any possible denotative interpretation 
of f  as well. Only after we have thus narrowed down the kind of entity 
or property f  must be are we ready to look at the available surround
ing observed data for a type of observable property with which to 
coordinate the unobservable event type f* Of course once such a co
ordinate is found, this does not dissolve the need for reference to f  

in our explanation; for such observables are at most only outward signs
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that the theoretical property or entity is present. They can never 
ontologically replace that of which they are supposed to he a sign, 
for if so, all of the explanatory relevance of the observable coordi
nates of 0 within the explanation would be lost; the experimental 
terms would lose their connection with the theory on whose resources 
we needed to call in the first place.

He fully agree with Alan Sussean (1975» PP° 278-79) when he
says,

If a theoretical entity T is posited or inferred to explain 
a syndrome of observed phenomena (ABC), then T must be sup
posed to have some set of properties (xys) which provide a 
theoretical definition of T and which, within a context of 
further assumptions, show why and how something of the nature 
of T would cause and explain the occurrence of (ABC).

Sussman uses oxygen and hydrogen atoms as the posited theoretical en
tities, whose theoretical properties (xyz) are (1) being an atom 
requiring two electrons to complete its outer ring, and (2) being 
an atom providing one such electron to complete its outer ring, re
spectively, in the example of ah explanation of how with auxiliary 
chemical assumptions we can deduce, explain, or expect and give cause 
for such facts as that if we combine hydrogen and oxygen in a two-te- 
one ratio under appropriate conditions we will have water. As a second 
example of his point he cites the postulation of dreams as theoretical 
entities characterised am series of visual impressions occurring dur
ing sleep, usually appearing to the subject to be persons, objects, 
etc., as best explaining why people upon awakening can often relate 
fragments of stories as though they were remembering what they dreamt 
(rather than merely composing them on the spot), estimate the time at
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which these impressions occurred or their duration,, etc. lii "both 
cases 5 the theoretical information we posit as characteristic of the 
inferred theoretical entity is information we construct from the sci
entific theory from which our explanation is to come; we do not first 
(and need never) discover the observable explanatory antecedents of the 
phenomenon we set out to explain which may be usefully characterised as 
an operational or coordinative definitional sign of the presence of 
the theoretical entity. In the first example, atomic theory delimits 
what could count as a hydrogen or an oxygen atom by providing axioms 
that characterize the nature and behaviour of atoms generally. In the 
second example, a fully developed theory of psychology would ideally 
contain axiomatic statements narrowing down what could count as the 
sort of mental events it posits as dreams, along with their appropriate 
neurophysiological manifestations during the course of sleep.

24. Or if not axioms, at least less formal or less precise 
generalizations which ideally could be made into axioms in an axiom- 
stization of physical theory. Perhaps the rather tedious job of 
axiomatizing currently accepted scientific theories has never (as far 
as I know) been undertaken to any great extent by the scientific com
munity because such strict formalisation does not seem to be required 
for the working use of the theory, nor for its empirical confirmation 
in practice. However, from a philosopher0s point of view, a scien
tific theory, were it to undergo such formalisation, provides a much 
more optimal expression of its original intent. It is hard to con
ceive of how the undertaking of such projects could help but be 
illuminating, if not essential, in explicating the significance of the 
theory in question, for the benefit Of scientists and non-scientists 
alike. I speak of scientific theories in this work as though they 
have been formalized or axiomatised precisely; although such talk rep
resents an idealisation, I think such axiomatisations would not be 
impossible and, clearly, to view scientific theories in this way most 
certainly places them in a clearer perspective for analyzing nomic 
subsumptive explanations for which they may be used.
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SECTION 2: ASCEBT4ZMBZLITY AMD OBSERVABILITY

It sight bs objected that if for some theoretical laws no eo- 
ordinative or operational definitions of their theoretical terms are 
given, then according to our own view theoretical laws cannot meet all 
the conditions we set down on lawllkeness. For how, it may be asked, 
could we ever verify empirically that any syntactically confirmation- 
similar instance of such a law be true? Norse yet, even if we did have 
coordinative or operational definitions for the theoretical terms of a 
law L, the only instance sentences up for empirical verification will 
be in experimental terms, making even these theoretical laws fall 
short of our own demands on confirmability„

He reply to these objections and clarify our position by dis
tinguishing between ascertainability and observability. He say that 
an event /0,x,T/ is ascertainable if and only if its correlative para
digmatic event sentence "̂ xT" can be found to be true or false (i.e., 
that it has a clearly established intenslonal and extensional inter
pretation) . He say an event /$,y,T/ is (more or less) observable if 
and only if its terms fi and y fall (more or less) within the language 
of sense perception.

An event /0,x,T/ is directly ameertaihahle if and only if it is 
either (a) ascertainable without mediation of logical operations or in
ferences, in which case the event sentence °0xT/ contains no 
ritualistic terms, or (b) ascertainable without the application of 
coordinative or operational definitions to any of its terms. An event 
/$,y,T/ is directly observable if and only if it is observable without
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mediation of logical operations or inferences. Indirectly ascertain
able events are ascertainable events which are not directly 
ascertainable, Indirectly observable events are observable events 
which are not directly observable,

(l) Some directly ascertainable events are not directly ob
servable, and (2) some indirectly ascertainable events are directly 
observable. As an example of (l), we can directly ascertain that the 
surface of Alpha Centaur! Contains ferrous material, but we cannot di
rectly observe this since its ferrous composition is (as yet) 
indicated only by laboratory tests such as spectroscopy. If we could 
actually mine the surface of Alpha Centaur!, however, this directly 
ascertainable event would become directly observable as well. Of 
course, it is always possible to turn a directly ascertainable or ob
servable property term into an indirect one by logical constructions 
but to do so violates our conditions on logical simplicity. Only if an 
event is most perspicuously denoted in Indirect terms is it permissible 
as paradigmatic, He have already shown how the great majority of such 
types of construction will violate one or another of our conditions 
on paradigmatic event denotation. On the other hand, the "event” of 
my pen's being either red or green, or if it's not being purple, is a 
directly observable "event' which is indirectly ascertainable.

An ascertainment of the theoretical event /F,a,T/ (where a = 
Alpha Centaur! and F ( l )  =df (l) contains ferrous material) is a re
port of the same "raw" experienced data as that described by a set of 
sentences £$fy^,...ynT» ©z^»»..snT", ..3 denoting the correlated



observational events of the laboratory spectroscope. But obviously, 
"FaT° does not denote the same event(s) as does this set of sentences. 
The well-trained spectroscopist conceptually interprets his "raw0 data 
with just as much facility in terms of ascertaining the event /F0a„T/ 
as in terms of ascertaining the set of events {j^y^p»■> oy^T/,
.,,zn,T0/, ...j. Because an event is "abstract" in the sense of de
parting from sense-perceivables, this does not render that event the 
less open to clear conceptualisation or understanding. Nor is ascer
tainment of such events the less empirical. As we have already 
discussed, even the most basic language of perceptual objects is open 
to theoreticization. tie perhaps tend to think of such langiage as 
dealing with more strongly empirical events than those containing more 
abstract terms; but this, I think, is a result of the purely psycho
logical and accidental fact that by and for the most part, we oi 
conceptualize our world most often in terms of more immediately sense- 
perceptual events,

Hempel seems to have roughly the same idea as that expressed 
above, although he uses the term "observable" where we choose to use 
the term "ascertainable"&

,.,what kinds of terms a so-called normal observer is able 
to apply to particular instances on the basis of unaided ob
servation depends not only on his biological and 
psychological endowments as a member of the species homo 
sapiens, but quite essentially also on his prior conditlon- 
'ing, especially on his linguistic and scientific training.
As has been pointed out by several writers, among them 
Feyerabend and Putnam, suitably trained scientific observ
ers will be able to apply, "on the basis of direct 
observation", and with high interpersonal agreement, a var- 
'_16ty of terms which the man in the street cannot thus
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apply, and which surely were not meant, under the standard 
construal, to count as observational„ (Heapel 1973o P» 372)

Our distinction of direct ascertainment from direct observa
tion also gets support from H . V o O .  Quine, Although we do not subscribe 
to his radical behaviourism with respect to the meaning of terms, some' 
of the comments he makes (Quine 1970) are pertinent here, First, he 
describes a term as more highly theoretical as it becomes more remote 
from "the data", where the data is the (as nearly as possible) uninter
preted testimony of the senses. The observational sentences of a 
language are characterized as those we learn early on to use with a 
fairly uniform patterns the social-behavioural responses we give in 
the presence of ostensive situations involving gross physical objects 
grounds this uniformity of use for observational sentences. But the 
quality of being an observation sentence admits of degrees, depending 
on the degree of accord or discord among speakers in assenting or dis
senting to the sentence in a given situation. Thus, if the community 
of speakers in question happens to be a scientific corps trained in the 
use of certain terms which would on the traditional account be assessed 
as non-observational, still, these terms might, within that community, 
qualify as relatively close to "the data” for these speakers. Thus 
such terms would merit our appelation of "directly ascertainable", al
though they may not be closely related to sense-perception terms.

Nagel (1961 p pp. 85-6) contends that theoretical laws cannot be
empirically verified by instancesg '

,,.an immediate corollary to the difference between exper
imental laws and theories ...is that while the former could 
In. principle be.pssposedcand.asserted,.independent• ...
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generalizations based on relations found to hold in ob
served. data, this can never be the case for the latter.
.,.a theory cannot be an empirical generalization from 
observational data, since in general there are no exper
imentally identifiable instances that fall into the 
ostensible scope of predication of the theory. [Nagel 
uses wtheory" and "theoretical law" interchangeably.]

He contend against Nagel that theoretical laws can be verified in
terms of experimentally identified instances.

Consider what it means to assert that, for example, one can ex
perimentally identify instances of the property blue, but not of
ultraviolet. Supposedly there is a vast ontological as well as con
ceptual gulf between these two* blue having epistemic and ontological 
priority because perceivable with the eye, while a somehow ”non- 
experimental1 inference alone can bring us to an awareness of the 
existence of the invisible parts of the color spectrum.

It is well to clarify two senses'in which our perceptual exper
ience can be said to be "mediated by inference's (l) We might mean 
that in order to perceive, discover, or arrive at the knowledge of some 
event's occurrence it is necessary to utilize our ability to reason 
from premisses to conclusion, arriving at our belief in what the con
clusion says only because we first believe the premisses. This is the 
kind of mediation that differentiates what we call direct, from indi
rect, ascertainment. We have seen how this distinction cuts across 
the observational/non-observational dichotomy, or that between what is 
highly theoretical and what is highly experimental. He make no use of 
logical inference, for example, in ascertaining that a body emits 
ultraviolet radiation or that an alpha particle has travelled in a
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certain path through a cloud chamber. These are direct descriptions 
of data even though the observer must first be familiar with the sci
entific language involved in order to use such theoretical descriptions 
of the data he perceives. On the other hand I do use logical inference 
in ascertaining that the ritualistic description 0 either my pen is blue 
or it is purple" applies to a datum I now perceive.

(2) lie might characterise the second sort of mediation as 
consisting in (a) conceptualisation (perhaps always in linguistic terms) 
and (b) a mental (some would say; inductive) "leap" beginning with our 
prelinguistic intake of sensory data and ending with our experience of 
that data as characterised in terms of property instantiations of a 
specific sort. It is both necessary and sufficient that we perform the 
"leap" of (b) in order to conceptualise what we experience of the 
world, and thus we may view (a) and (b) as equivalent. To character
ise this mediation as a mediation inference, however, is incorrect. 
For it does not involve the use of logical apparatus. There is no 
transition from premisses to conclusions nothing requiring our manip
ulation of propositions is concerned.

Now here is why, I think, Nagel"s position is wrongs it seems 
he believes we can conceptualise the world in theoretical terms only by 
first experiencing our data as described in sense-perception terms 
with which the theoretical descriptions may be correlated. His view 
presupposes, it seems, that the language of sense perception has a 
special status in which its use is not dependent on linguistic inter
pretation or conceptualisation of "raw" data at all, as though the only
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world we can immediately experience comes already labelled in this one 
way with the result that we need perform no conceptual "leaps' whatever 
when we describe, e,g0, my pen as blue, as opposed to radiating light 
at 8000 a0Uc Nagel fails to see that all linguistic descriptions of 
the world, be they in sensory terms or in more "abstract" terms, require 
the "leap" (which he probably views as a sort of inductive inference) 
we just discussedo Our sensory intake does not have to be described 
in sense-perception terms, any more than I must describe what I have 
just done as drinking some of a clear, tasteless liquid as opposed to 
HgO. If, as it happens, we generally become acquainted with more ab
stract ways of describing things by first making correlations with 
things described in sensory terms, this can show nothing more than that 
we, as humans, have found greater pragmatic utility — in certain preva
lent aspects of social living — in using the sensory descriptions to 
facilitate use of the more highly theoretical rather than vice-versa, 
Grover Maxwell 1962 (Brody 1970, p,227) makes an observation quite 
pertinent to our point:

,,oit is not logically or conceptually incoherent that the na
ture of human perceptual abilities could change dramatically 
through evolution, so that for example we would someday pos
sess more acute vision, or perceptual apparatus that is 
capable of seeing light that is now invisible. Or, we might 
discover a drug that could alter our perception in that way.
Too, a hypothesis that can no longer be dismissed is that 
there exist other life forms in the universe, which may al
ready have perceptual capacities ranging far beyond our own,
. so that even microscopic particles are experienced by them 
as a matter of immediate perception. It is certainly an un- - 
justified dogmatism that leads us to hold that human 
perception of the external world holds some absolute finality 
or accuracy, especially when such perceptions are character
ized so narrowly as to exclude all but sense-perception 
descriptions.
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A view similar in many respects to our own is that espoused 

by P. K. Feyerabend (1959, pp. 82 ff. and 1962, pp. 29 ff.). Accor
ding to him, the prelinguistic world of "raw" experience (the world as 
conceived by a minimal realist, as he puts it) is characterized in 
sense perception or observation terms in the same way as it is char
acter! zable in more highly abstract languages. That is, sense 
perception and observational descriptions, like all others, are open 
to revision, to changes in their intensions! meanings. Thinking of 
observational descriptions as forming a system of intensions! meanings 
for whole families of terms, Feyerabend depicts the possibility of 
wholesale revisions of presently accepted meaning systems in terms of 
systematic theoretical hypotheses — and not in terms of mere historical 
accidental linguistic evolution as occurs from time to time in our 
common idioms. Feyerabend also recommends (1959» p. 88) that we view 
scientists as sometimes making "'direct observations” of events whose 
constitutive properties are highly theoretical. (We would agree if 
"ascertainments” replaced "observations” here.)

Although disagreeing with Feyerabend on many e ssen tia l p o in ts , 

Hempel a lso  seems to agree that the sta tu s of observational language 

i s  not to be elevated  to the p o sitio n  of being required for the em

p ir ic a l confirmation of th eo retica l laws;

...the requirement of an observational interpretive base for scientific theories is unnecessarily artificial. The phenomena which a theory is to explain as well as those by 
reference to which it is tested are usually described in 
terms which are by no means observational in a narrow in
tuitive sense, but which have a well established use in 
science and are employed by investigators in the field with high intersubjective agreement. I shall say that such
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terms belong to the antecedently availab le vocabulary 

(Hempel 1973* p. 372).
Thus according to Hempel„ the in terp retive  tase o f th eo retica l laws 

need not co n sist of sp e c if ic a lly  observational vocabulary but any vo

cabulary that i s  "^antecedently available"; we c a ll  terms within th is  

antecedently availab le vocabulary "directly  ascertainable" terms or 

predicates. Their well estab lished  use in  sc ien ce, the f u l l  in ter -  

subjective agreement with which they are applied, and th e ir  pragmatic 

value in  the construction of in terp retive  bases fo r  theories or in  the 

establishm ent of coordinative d e fin it io n s  for  th eo retica l terms, qual

i f i e s  them equally or even more strongly than terms that are more 

observational; ( in  being c lo ser  to sense perception language) for the 

empirical v e r if ic a tio n  of the th eo retica l generalizations in  question.

We conclude that sense perception language holds no specia l 

statu s; that i t  i s  ju st as correct to say we d irec tly  ascertain  u ltra 

v io le t  l ig h t  by looking a t the spectrographic p la te  as i t  i s  to say we 

d irec tly  ascertain  blue l ig h t  when looking a t the sky on a clear and 

sunny day. I t  i s  not a d ifference in  lo g ic a l nor in  ontological s ta tu s , 

but only in  the r e la t iv e  sop h istica tion  of the conceptual schemes un

derlying our characterizations o f perceived data, that d istin gu ish es  

th eoretica l from experimental descriptions of events. Thus i t  i s  that  

th eoretica l laws can be confirmed by sy n ta ctica lly  confirmation- 

sim ilar instances in  the same way as can experimental generalizations. 

That the la t t e r  but not the former (to  more or l e s s  high degrees) may 

be d irec tly  observed, i s  a fa c t  about the physical and epistem ic
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cap acities  o f the human observer. This in  no m,y poin ts to any in 

tr in s ic  d ifferen ces in  the truth- or v e r if ic a tio n -s ta tu s  o f the two 

so rts  o f natural laws.

SECTION 3 s FUHMMENTAL VEBSUS 
SEMANTICALLY ARTICULATED LANS

fte d istin gu ish  fundamental from sem antically articu la ted  laws

as fo llo w s$

Fundamental law or postu late o f a theory T =df any law like generaliza

tio n  whose pred icative terms receive from T no 

e x p l ic i t „. coordinative„ or operational d e f in it io n s ,  

and which functions in  a form alisation o f T as one o f  

i t s  axioms.

Fundamental laws do not receive derivations from other laws o f T, nor 

are semantical in terpretation s a rticu la ted  fo r  them in  T. However, 

these features may be estab lished  fo r  them re la t iv e  to some other 

theory T" in  which they are not fundamental, and to which T may be 

th eo re tica lly  reducib le.

Semantically a rticu la ted  law o f T =df any law like statement o f T which 

i s  not fundamental.

As the name in d ica tes , sem antically a rticu la ted  laws are given f u l l  

in tensional in terp reta tio n s; th e ir  predicative terms are defined  

within T.

The question a r is e s , in  what sense should we c a l l  fundamental 

laws "laws” a t  a l l ,  given that th e ir  lack  of e x p lic it  semantical in ter 

pretation  means. that they cannot be true or f a ls e , v e r if ie d  or
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f a ls i f i e d .  Indeed, they do not have the status o f statements a t a l l ,  

or so i t  may seem.

Three r e p lie s  serve here. F ir s t , although the theory in  which 

they are fundamental contains no semantical in terpretation  fo r  these  

laws, we view th e ir  uninterpreted terms as placeholders fo r  any of  

those p ossib le  in terpretation s which would render a l l  the axioms o f the 

theory true. Thus i t  i s  p ossib le  to confirm or disconfirm these sen

tences r e la tiv e  to any o f these p ossib le  in terp retation s. During the 

process of confirming the theory or using i t  to explain phenomena 

fa l l in g  within i t s  proposed domain, each fundamental law must be in ter 

preted in  the same p oten tia l model as the r e s t . Second, the predicates 

of fundamental laws often  have extra th eoretica l connotations e they do 

not always appear as newly created expressions but sometimes as terms 

inherited  from previously constructed theories or kinds o f language 

wherein those terms had vague or imprecise meanings. The terms were 

perhaps chosen fo r  use in  T in  order that i t s  sy stem stic ity  might a id  

in  c la r ify in g  the otherwise vague concepts associated  with them outside  

of T. For example, the concept of mass was certa in ly  known in  a vague 

sense before Newton proposed h is  theory o f gravitation . But within the 

context o f that theory i t  became p ossib le  to u t i l iz e  the concept.in  

more precise ways, despite i t s  use as a prim itive term. Third, we 

might go so fa r  as to say that fundamental laws are given interpreta

t io n s , a lb e it  incomplete ones, in  that th e ir  prim itive terms may be 

given contextual d e fin itio n s  (see  Pap 1962) or th eo retica l d e fin it io n s  

(see  Katz 1972).
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I t  might a lso  be queried how fundamental law s, given th e ir  

lack of e x p lic it  meaning, can be used in  the derivation of any of the 

theory's more experimental laws or to serve as explanatory hypotheses 

for  anything in  the ontic domain o f the theory. But fundamental laws 

are often  postulated on ju st th is  b a sis , that they serve well as ex

planatory hypotheses and as providing conceptual linkages among the 

more experimental generalizations o f the theory. For example, the 

experimental generalizations that wood f lo a ts  in  water, and that iron  

sin k s, are explainable by reference to the th eoretica l generalization  

that a so lid  f lo a t s  on a liq u id  i f  i t s  sp e c if ic  gravity  i s  l e s s  than 

that of the liq u id  (see Hempel 1963, p. 180, 184-5 fo r  other examples). 

But even i f  the notion o f gravitation al force i s  viewed as prim itive, 

such laws can be used to explain when conceived in  a model.

SECTION 4-s COORDINATXVE DEFINITIONS 
AND PSEUDO-ANALYTIC LAWS

We already discussed b r ie f ly  two kinds o f sentences that func

tion  in  confirmation and explanation by providing an a ly tic  truths.

These are coordinative and operational d e fin it io n s . The fundamental 

laws o f a theory T a lso  are sometimes regarded as true by d efin itio n  

when interpreted under a model o f T. That they are i s  often  regarded 

as generating a dilemma, fo r  as laws o f nature the fundamental laws o f  

T must a lso  purport to s ta te  empirical truths. For example, Hempel 

(1958, p. 182) c i t e s  the statement assertin g  that the sp e c if ic  gravity  

of a body i s  id en tica l with the quotient of i t s  weight and i t s  volume, 

as sometimes regarded as an a ly tic  and sometimes as synth etic . That
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s c ie n t is t s  regard a fundamental law as an alytic  i s  indicated  when

ever, in  the face o f c o n f lic t  with em pirical data, they choose to 

a lte r  the d e fin it io n s  o f the terms involved in  order that the law ac

comodate the data, rather than to relinqu ish  the law as f a ls i f ie d .

Hempel characterizes coordinative d e fin itio n s  (which he c a l ls

"correspondence rules" o f a theory) as fo llo w s8

The correspondence ru les  o f a theory might he character
ized  as a f in i t e  s e t  R o f sentences such that R contains 
e ssen tia l occurrences of a t  le a s t  some th eoretica l and 
some antecedent terms, hut o f no other ex tra log ica l terms;
R i s  lo g ic a lly  compatible with [the theory's axiom s]; and.
[the theory’s axioms], as interpreted by R, has em pirical 
im plications, i . e . ,  the conjunction o f T and [the axioms] 
formally im plies a s e t  o f sentences not implied hy R 
alone, which contains e ssen tia l occurrences only o f ante
cedent terms. [Brackets mine.](Hempel 1973b P° 374)

As Hempel notes, the above characterization expresses a h o l is t ic  view; 

individual th eoretica l terms needn’t  he given any coordinative d e f in i

tio n s  with term-for-terra structure. S t i l l ,  the problem a r ise s  that 

although coordinative d e fin it io n s  seem to  be formulated in  part as 

based on convention, no such sentences are to be guaranteed correct (or  

true) by mere convention alone. Even i f  a sentence expresses a c r ite r -  . 

ion o f  ap p lication  fo r  a th eoretica l term, th is  does not indicate that 

the sentence i s  true by convention or true a p r io r i. Hempel g ives the 

example ( ib id . ,  p. 375) o f  the coordinative d e fin itio n  o f temperatures 

suppose that “the temperature o f x i s  n’ i s  c r i t e r ia l ly  defined as "x 

i s  brought in to  contact with a mercury thermometer whose reading i s  nc.

In a c tu a lity , the touching thermometer i t s e l f  a f fe c ts  x ’s temperature, 

so the above c r ite r ia !  statement i s  simply em pirically fa ls e .  I f  i t  

was o r ig in a lly  accepted ’by convention", i t  i s  now rejected  in  response
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to the la te r  em pirical fin d in gs. Concerning th is  dilemma Hilary 

Putnam 1966 (Rosenberg and Travis 1971o pp. 100 -  101) concedes th at  

instead of pressing the question "Analytic or synthetic?" for  the re

ca lc itra n t statements 5 we do best to simply . regard them as having y et  

a third s ta tu s. We agree, and s h a ll  c a l l  such laws 8q u a si-a n a ly tica l".

Putnam"s view seems reasonable, sin ce i t  r e f le c ts  most ac

curately the a ttitu d es  of s c ie n t is t s  them selves., That we cannot take 

the fundamental laws of T as fu lly  em pirical i s  shown by remembering, 

that when taken together as T"s adorns they provide a p a rtia l context

ual d e fin itio n  fo r  th e ir  th eo retica l terms in that they designate how 

these terms are in terrela ted  in  such a way as to narrow down what could 

count as a p ossib le  model fo r  the s e t  of axioms as a whole. That we 

cannot take the fundamental laws of T as fu lly  an a ly tic  is  shown by 

remembering that they are e s se n tia l in  deriving explanatory hypotheses 

fo r  em pirical data. Thus they must be regarded as having empirical 

semantic content.

Admittedly, there i s  something p h ilosoph ically  annoying about 

accepting Putnam"s assessment o f th is  problem, fo r  i t  seems that a law 

of nature must s ta te  nothing more than an em pirically true generaliza- , 

t io n . But we must be reminded that as axioms of T i t s  fundamental laws 

cannot be treated as in tegra l u n its —but only as members of the en

t ir e  s e t  of axioms —when given any of th e ir  possib le  consistent 

in terpretation s. And that in turn, T as a whole must be seen as g iv 

ing a l in g u is t ic  (sy n ta ctic ) r e s tr ic t io n  on what can count as an
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accurate conceptual scheme fo r  system atizing and in terpreting  the 

that forms i t s  subject matter. An interpreted theory functions to pro

vide one such conceptual scheme: that which is  most f r u it fu l  in

accounting for that data. But the d escrip tive semantic content o f a 

theory can generate neither a l i s t  o f fu lly  em pirical tru ths, nor a 

l i s t  of mere d e fin itio n s  of i t s  own terms. Uninterpreted, the axioms 

of T cannot be regarded as an a ly tic  nor as synthetic  because they have 

not yet been given determinate meanings a t a l l  (presumably they do not 

have the structure of lo g ic a l tru th s). Interpreted, they provide an 

em pirical hypothesis about the way things are as a matter of em pirical

fa c t; but they do so by providing a t the same time the very conceptual
2 *5re la tio n s  that ground our v is io n  of the world as seen in  terns of T.

Michael Scriben (F eig l and Maxwell 1961, pp.96 -  97) captures

our view of the matter co n c ise ly5
A ttractive though i t  i s  to in s is t  that a l l  propositions are 
e ith e r  an a ly tic  or sy n th etic , many laws are embarrassingly 
d i f f ic u l t  to c la s s ify  under one of these headings desp ite  
various attempts to suggest that th e ir  status varies but is  
always one or the o th er .,„ The le a s t  forced view o f the mat
te r , as fa r  as I  can see , i s  to think of laws as strands in  
a complex net of propositions involving the concepts men
tioned in  the laws, whose strength varies from the p la in ly  
em pirical to the purely d e f in it io n a l and which taken to 
gether with the semantic ru les fo r  the observational terms 
involved, incorporates the meaning o f those concepts.

25. See Putnam°s notion of "law -cluster concepts" ( ib id . , p. 
I l l )  as an exp lica tion  of how individual th eo retica l predicates 
function  to provide a conceptual scheme within a given theory. See 
a lso  a d iscussion  by Pap (1962) fo r  a c la r if ic a t io n  o f the notion 
of p ostu lation al d e fin it io n s  fo r  th eo retica l terms.
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We have already discussed the notions o f  coordinative and o f  

operational d e f in it io n s , and w ill do so again in  a la te r  chapter. Here 

we sh a ll only comment b r ie f ly  on th e ir  statu s as a n a ly tic  truths.

F ir s t , a coordinative or operational d e fin it io n  fo r  a th eo reti

ca l term @ does not co n stitu te  an a n a ly sis  o f the e n tity  i t  purportedly 

denotes, but rather only provides p ractica l c r ite r ia  fo r  applying the 

term @. Theoretical predicates are given semantic in terpretations in  

the context o f experimental manipulation and observation o f empirical 

data. But since th eo retica l e n t it ie s  form the e sse n tia l core of the 

conceptual system provided by the theory as a whole, what we choose as  

th e ir  coordinative or operational d e fin it io n s  i s  r e s tr ic te d  by the 

th eoretica l ro le  to be played by the term within that conceptual sys

tem atization. Since the conceptual system as a whole i s  to  be viewed 

as an em pirically accurate characterization  o f some segment o f our 

world, the coordinating and operational d e fin itio n s  with which we 

associa te  the use o f  th eo retica l terms themselves in h er it  an aspect o f  

sy n th etic ity . For these are not ju s t  term-for-term abbreviations, nor 

are they stip u la ted  a rb itr a r ily  without regard fo r  empirical fin d in gs.

Second, coordinating and operational d e fin it io n s  coordinate 

concepts with concepts and e n t it ie s  with e n t it ie s ,  as w ell as terms 

with terms. I t  i s  not obvious that we must conceive o f  them as s ta tin g  

ordinary synonymities between th e ir  terms, and i t  i s  certa in ly  not the 

case that they a sser t id e n t it ie s  between the concepts and the e n t it ie s  

they purport to denote. Thus the la b e l "definition° i s  somewhat



inaccurate. He sh a ll continue to use th is  la b e l , however, in  conformity 

with estab lished  usage.

SECTION 5s THEORETICAL CORRESPONDENCE LAHS 
AND THEORETICAL REDUCTION

. In th is  section  we give a semantic an a lysis  o f  statements a s

sertin g  th eoretica l reduction correla tion s between events belonging to 

two th eories, such that a kind o f event denoted in  terms of one theory 

(the reduced or secondary theory, T2) i s  said  to reduce to a kind o f  

event or complex of events denoted in  terms of another theory (the p r i

mary or reducing theory, T l). We are not concerned with analyzing the 

semantical underpinnings o f correlation s which purport to e f fe c t  am 

ontological elim ination o f the e n t it ie s  o f T2 in  favor o f those of Tl 

(replacement reductions). Ontological reductions o f th is  sort have 

been characterized by Dale G ottlieb  (19?6, p. 6?) as programs wherein 

the appropriate sentences o f T2 can be replaced by sentences o f Tl that 

play the same th eoretica l ro le s  by means o f the tran sla tion  of the 

prim itive predicates o f 12 in  terms o f  open sentences o f Tl, Bather, 

the th eoretica l correlation s in  which we are in terested  are those in  

which objects to which 12 i s  o n to lo g ica lly  committed are taken as un- 

e l imina h ie, He sh a ll c a ll  these "unifying reductions0, Reduction o f  

T2 to Tl then d iffe r s  from the notion o f ontological rev ision  by means 

o f H  where 12 i s  seen as an unacceptable system atization o f i t s  sub

je c t  matter, or as a conceptual system atization o f  a subject matter 

which does not r e a lly  e x is t .
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We approach th eo retica l reduction from the perspective o f g iv 

ing a semantic account o f  correlation  statem ents. We begin by proposing 

a canonical syntactic  form by which to represent the semantic structure  

o f such statem ents. Assuming that our previous characterisations o f  

event con stitu en ts and law likeness are correctD we narrow down the 

p lau sib le  syn tactica l forms by which th eo retica l correlation s are ex

pressed, to two. F ir s t , there i s

( I )  xRy

where °Re stands for  the re la tio n  o f th eo retica l reduction, and °x“ 

and °y1 are schematic fo r  property designators. For example, ( l )  might 

stand for  the sentence, 8Temperature reduces to mean k in etic  energy”.

I f  ( l )  i s  the most perspicuous semantic representation o f th eoretica l 

reduction correla tion s, then reductions are construed as holding be

tween event properties and r e la tio n s , and not between events themselves. 

In an event-reduction an a lysis  more syntactic  structure would be needed 

where ”x ” and ”y ” o f (I )  are replaced by more complex lo g ic a l forms.

Thus the other p lau sib le  form alisation o f  th eoretic reduction s ta te 

ments i s

(I I )  /0 ,x% ...x^ ,T / R /# ,y ^ ...y ^ ,T /

where ”R” i s  as before but where i t s  argument p laces are f i l l e d  by par

adigmatic event designators. Correlating each event designator with

i t s  matching paradigmatic event sentence and binding the individual and 

temporal variab les o f ( l l ) ,  we get

(1*0 (xk)(yk)(T)((0x1...xnT) R O0yr o.ynT)).26
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Let the sentence to the l e f t  o f "R" in  ( I I ' )  represent the T2 descrip

tio n . '0___' w ill  usually  stand fo r  an atomic sentence„ since i t  i s

usual fo r  s in g le  events o f T2 to  form the objects o f  reduction. Let the 

right-hand expression denote the reducing events o f T l. Then since  

most often  the reducing theory o ffe r s  a complex. o f events to corres

pond with 0 o f T2, ’ft ' w ill usually  be a compound open sentence„ not

an atomic one. Now ( I I ”) seems d e a r ly  preferable to  ( l ) # for  even i f  

i t  i s  u ltim ately  event types or properties that are to be the r e la te  o f  

th eoretica l co rre la tio n sf the nature o f the correlation  can be most 

perspicuously analyzed in  terms o f the semantical structure o f ( I I ”) .

We can always construct a derivative semantic a n a ly sis  o f property 

reduction as represented by (l)„  i f  need be, from the r e su lts  of our 

an a lysis  o f (I I )  and ( I I ' ) ,  since the actual properties to be cor

rela ted  in  ( l )  w ill appear as the constituents o f the events rela ted  

in  (II )  and ( I I ' ) .

Note that the change from event names in  ( l l )  to  event d esig 

nating sentences in  (II") lead s us to view R as a re la tio n  between 

sentences on the le v e l o f syntax. But th is  need not force us to view 

the th eo retica l reduction re la tio n  as u ltim ately a lo g ic a l re la tio n  

between sentences as opposed to a m aterial one between eventss for  

our paradigmatic event sentences designate the same events as th e ir  

counterpart event names in  ( l l ) .  In fa c t ,  the semantic organization  

o f (II") in  which "R" functions as a sen ten tia l connective provides

26. For now we take ’ft’ and ’ft’ as schematic le t t e r s .



a methodological advantage over "both ( l )  as well as (IX)„ fo r  i t  

allow s us to s ta te  the nature o f th eo retica l reductions in  terms of 

truth conditions on sentences. Yet a t  the same time we can e a s ily  

analyze the material r e la tio n  o f th eo retica l reduction "between events 

as ju st  that re la tio n  which obtains between the events denoted sen-
V

te n t ia l ly  in  (II* ) when sen ten tia l compounds o f the form ( l l" )  are 

true.

We take up a few sim p lified  examples o f p lau sib le  th eoretica l 

correlations in sta n tia tin g  (II* );  (a) In the reduction o f tempera

ture to mean molecular k in e tic  energy, t  i s  any s p e c if ic  time, a i s  

a certa in  volume o f gas, P i s  i t s  temperature, b^. . . b  ̂ are individual 

molecules comprising a , and G i s  th e ir  (con jo in tly  held) property o f  

having a certa in  mean k in etic  energy. (This o f course i s  highly over

sim p lified  § actu a lly  the G6 s stand fo r  several predicates describing  

the individual angular momenta o f each o f  the n molecules in  the 

gas a .)  Thus as an instance of (XI*) we have 

(IX 1 A) ' (Fat) R (c h ijt .' G^b^t., . . . ,  . G ^ t ) .

(B )$ In reducing animal behaviour to muscular and other bio

lo g ic a lly  characterized movements, we might have as an example 

(II'B ) (Hct) R ( J ^ t  . J2d2t  . ,  . . . ,  . Jndnt)

where c = my dog Napoleon, H (T) =df (T ) eats a Milkbone, t  i s  some 

sp ec ified  time in ter v a l, d^ ...d^  denote the various parts o f Napoleon's 

d ig estiv e  tra c t used in  eating dog b isc u its , and the J 's  are the var

ious appropriate predicates ascribable to  those b io lo g ica l organs 

during which the eating o f dog b isc u its  takes p lace.
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In cases l ik e  ( I I 6A) i t  i s  assumed that the p articu lar mole

cu les 4 ^ ...  t>n exemplify a t  the s p e c if ic  time t  only one o f a vast 

number o f ph ysica lly  p ossib le  paths„ e t c . „ as they move through the 

space of th e ir  container. Likewise i t  i s  assumed in  cases l ik e  (II'B )  

that the p articu lar dog c exem plifies a t  the sp e c if ic  time t  only one 

o f a large number o f p h ysica lly  p ossib le  movements that could count as  

eating a b isc u it . Perhaps when instances such as these are generalized  

to th eoretica l correlation  law s, and made to include a l l  gases, a l l  

dog b isc u it  consumers, e t c . ,  the form o f  the quantified  event sentences 

flanking 'R“ in  (II" ) w ill be much more complex. I  do not presume to  

have su ff ic ie n t  knowledge o f physics nor o f biology to  attempt such 

generalizations o f the two simple cases above; I  see no reason, how

ever, why (II") could not serve as the basic lo g ic a l form o f more 

complex statements o f th eo retica l correspondence.

Keeping our two examples in  mind, we asks when are sentences o f  

the form (II") true when R i s  the lo g ic a l re la tio n  obtaining between 

the sentences . .x^T" and “Ĵ fŷ .. ,  y^T” purporting to denote event

types which bear the m aterial re la tio n  o f  theoretic reduction?

We see immediately that "R" cannot s ig n ify  id en tity  between the

reduced, and the reducing events, fo r  c lea r ly  the event types j# and as

w ell as the individual con stitu en ts o f our T1 and T2 events, are un-

con troversia lly  d is t in c t . Only the constituent tim es o f these events 
27are id en tica l.

2?, That "R" cannot s ig n ify  id en tity  in  reductions of the so r t  
under d iscussion  seems to  me to need, no argument. However, in  cases o f  
replacement reductions, which purport to o n to log ica lly  elim inate the
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But there are other in ter estin g  a ltern a tiv es  fo r  characteriz

ing unifying or non-elim inative th eo retic  reduction. I t  might "be 

proposed, fo r  example, that sentences o f the form ( I I 0) are true ju s t  

in  case the T2-sentence can be deduced from the T l-sentence. Now i t  i s  

clea r  that given the nature o f v a lid  deduction, the Tl-sentence alone 

w ill not e n ta il the T2-sentence fo r  they have no d escrip tive  terms in  

common (except fo r  temporal in d ica to rs). The deductions must there

fore include additional prem isses. There are two p o s s ib i l i t ie s  as to 

the nature o f these prem isses$ (a) they may a sser t an a ly tic  connec

tio n s between the T l- and T2-terms o f ( I I 0)§ or (b) they may a ssert a 

non-analytic or m aterial re la tio n  between the Tl- and T2-event types.

Under view (a) the deduction that i s  sought i s  generated by 

su b stitu tin g  a d e fin it io n  o f the 12-terms by means o f the TL-terms.

But to view the T2 sen tence's meaning as defined in  terms of TL seems 

to me problematic. For one th ing, th is  would in d icate  that to a sser t  

that the T2 sentence o f ( I I 0) but not the TL sentence i s  true (or  

v ice-versa) would be lo g ic a lly  inconsisten t: i t  would be lo g ic a lly

T2 events, the question o f le t t in g  0R° s ig n ify  id en tity  does a r ise  as 
an in terestin g  question. But the problem with in terpreting  even elim 
in a tive  reduction as id e n tity  i s  that we must then give a princip le by 
which to determine which ontology, that o f  Tl or o f T2, i s  to be elim 
inated for  each sp e c if ic  case. Since id en tity  i s  a symmetrical 
re la tio n  i t  alone w ill  not generate such a p rin cip le . Thus fo r  exam
p le , suppose i t  p lau sib le  to "eliminate" c la ss ic a l mechanics in  favor  
o f the theory o f sp ecia l r e la t iv ity .  And suppose we wish to "eliminate" 
the notion o f Newtonian mass, replacing i t  en tire ly  with the notion o f  
E instelnian mass. Since (a) under th is  view both are one and the same 
th ing, and sin ce (b) each notion functions equally w ell within i t s  
own housing theory, why do we choose the one over the other?



impossible fo r  the T2-event to occur without there a lso  being an oc

currence of the T l-events to which the former reduces. Theoretic 

reduction re la tio n s , however, do not a sse r t  mere semantic or lo g ic a l  

re la tio n s  between T l and T2 event terms. They a sser t that an empirical 

re la tio n  obtains between the events they denote. I f  i t  i s  lo g ic a lly  

impossible to have the 12 event without the TL events, then the sort o f 

reduction here characterised can a t  best be only o f the elim inative  

so r t. For there could then be no reason to suppose that the on tological 

domains o f both theories TL and T2 ex ists  we could everywhere replace  

the one by the other without lo s s  o f any empirical information about 

the world.

Second, th is  view i s  in tu it iv e ly  im plausible. We do not mean 

"mean k in etic  energy1 by the term "temperature0 in  the sense that the 

concept o f temperature lack s s ig n ifica n ce  when divorced from the con

cept o f mean k in etic  energy. I t  must be supposed, i f  12 has the 

sta tu s o f a s c ie n t i f ic  theory in  the f i r s t  p lace, that i t  g ives the 

terra "temperature" an independent in tensional a n a ly sis  prior to  the 

introduction o f the TL notion o f mean k in etic  energy.

Third, a consequence o f th is  view i s  that TL, the reducing 

theory, contains the 12-terms since i t  prefers d e fin it io n s  of them.

The reduction would then not be one o f 12 to T l, but rather o f 12 to  

a th ird  "theory", 11+12.

L astly , to view th eoretic  reduction as an a n a ly tica l re la tio n  

im plies that to propose a reduction o f 12 to TL i s  simply to recommend 

a change in  language —the adoption o f a new se t  o f terms - - fo r



system atizing the same th ings. Reduction correlation  statements would 

not carry empirical information about how Tl-events are connected with 

T2-events in  any in terestin g  way. Instead i t  seems what would be a s

serted  in  th eoretic  reduction correla tion s would be something very very 

c lo se  to id e n tity , as in  elim inative reductions. But these are not the 

sort o f reductions we s e t  out to characterize.

I f  ”Re i s  to s ig n ify  d ed u c ib ility , the a ltern a tiv e  to the def

in it io n a l hypothesis i s  to  conceive o f the additional premisses needed 

fo r  the deductions as em pirical tru ths. What form must such premisses 

then take? At le a s t ,  i t  seems, they must a ssert m aterial equivalence 

o f the Tl and T2 sentences o f ( I I ' ) ,  as in

(I I I )  (Xk)(y k)(T )(T , )((0 x1 . . . x nT) =2 O0yr  . . y ^ ' ) ) .

But to add such premisses to the reduction i s  again not to reduce T2 to  

Tl but only to  reduce H^T2 to Tl sin ce  ( i l l )  c lea r ly  i s  not a s ta te 

ment in  the vocabulary o f  H  alone. Too, to make th is  an alysis  

informative we must give the truth conditions o f sentences o f the form 

( i l l ) .  Our previous semantics fo r  event sentences has i t  that ( i l l )  i s  

true ju st when a l l  events o f the type /^ ,x ^ / occur in  a l l  and only 

those lo c i  in  which occur an event complex o f the type /^ »y^ /, /j^ ygA  

. . . ,  /jAoYyJ° Indeed, I  contend that a ssertion s o f  universal co- 

presence o f the Tl and T2 event types does form the essence o f th eoretic  

reduction o f  the unifying sort and th at such d isco v er ie s , coming from 

repeated observations o f  such events occurring together, form the 

em pirical grounds on which reduction correlations are confirmed. But 

I  a lso  contend that d ed u cib ility  i s  not an e ssen tia l ingredient in
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reduction co rre la tio n s„ fo r  i t  i s  p ossib le  to p ostu late  universal co

presence o f the sort described above without having to  a lso  commit 

ourselves to the d ed u cib ility  o f the T2 sentence p lus ( i l l )  to the T1 

sentence o f ( I I ' )  —or fo r  that matter to the d ed u cib ility  of 12 from 

11 in  th e ir  en tir e ty . A fter a l l 0 no v a lid  deductions can obtain be

tween T1 and 12, but only between T1*T2 and 12. We have room to  

acknowledge the p o s s ib il ity  and even the usefu lness o f formulating 

deductions such as  

(XV) 1. ^ . . . x  T

2. 0 % ^ . . S  0y^«.«ynT”

3« 0y-̂  •«•
without having to construe them as embodying the essence o f the theo

r e t ic  reduction re la tio n . The in te r e s t  in  taking the deductions l ik e  

(XV) as representing th eo retica l reductions l i e s  only in  th e ir  con

ta in ing  a ssertion s o f the form ( i l l ) .

S t i l l  another a ltern a tiv e  an a lysis  of R i s  the view that R i s  

tantamount to , or a t  le a s t  c r i t e r ia l ly  linked in  part .with, law like  

connection. One version o f th is  i s  that sentences o f  the form ( l l ° )  

are true i f  and only i f

(V) (xk)(y k)(T )(T ’)((0y1 . . . y nT") ni ( ^ . . . x ^ T ) ) .

This an a lysis  must give a cr iter io n  ind icating  how we can ju s t ify  pos

it in g  any such sentences as laws o f nature, when the 0-events belong to  

one theory and the 0-event belongs to another. I f  th is  i s  to be done, 

we would need to  come up with an independently estab lish ed  theory 

T1*T2 containing the predicates o f both H  and 12 some o f which must



occur together in  some o f i t s  fundamental laws, (The new theory 

11*12 must be confirmed independently o f the confirmation o f e ith er  of  

H  or 12 taken in d iv id u ally , and must be independent o f any presump

tio n s o f th eo retica l reductions connecting the two i f  the an alysis  i s  

to  avoid c ir c u la r ity ,) I think i t  w ill  be problematic fo r  adherents 

o f such a view to come up with non-question-begging c r ite r ia  for con

firming sentences o f the form (v) as natural laws unless the cr iter io n  

be s o le ly  that o f  extensional equivalence as in  ( i l l ) .  I f  th is  course 

i s  adopted then ju st  as before i t  i s  only th is  extensional equivalence 

that need form the core o f th eoretic  correlation . Obtaining law like  

statements o f the form (V )„ even i f  th is  be p o ssib le , becomes periph

eral to confirming a th eoretic  correlation  between H  and 12 events.

I propose that instead o f analyzing theoretic  correlation  in  

th is  way, or in  terms of d ed u cib ility , that only the m aterial bicon

d itio n a ls  which seem to provide the core o f each o f these sorts  o f  

an a lysis  be centered upon as grounding theoretic  correlation .

Remembering that what we are in terested  in  characterizing i s  

noneliminative reduction, we propose that sentences o f  the form ( I I ' )  

are true ju st in  case events o f the type denoted by the 12 sentence are 

as a matter o f contingent fa c t  found to occur in  a l l  and only those 

lo c i  in  which occur events o f the type denoted by the Tl sentence. 

Notice that here, what are id e n tif ie d  are not the events that enter  

in to  the reduction r e la t io n s$ not the event types, nor any o f th e ir  

individual con stitu en ts , but only the particular spatiotemporal 

regions wherein both event types are universally  found instanced



together. Thus sentences o f  the form ( I I 0) are true i f  and only i f

sentences o f the form (I I I )  are true. In a sense our viet? i s  committed

to saying that s t r ic t ly  speaking there are no such th ings as th eoretic
28correlation  laws involved in  unifying reductions a t  a l l ;  there are 

only th eoretica l correla tion s, truths o f the form ( I I 0) and ( i l l ) .  

Reduction i s  grounded s o le ly  in  the id en tity  o f event l o c i .  Ebcten- 

sion a l equivalence o f the H  and 12 sentences o f ( I I 0) does not s ig n ify  

id en tity  o f events denoted but only id en tity  o f the truth values o f  

these sentences. To view the sen ten tia l connective "R" o f (II* ) in  

th is  way in d ica tes that the m aterial re la tio n  R o f th eoretic  corres

pondence in  (I I )  i s  simply and straightforwardly the r e la tio n  of  

universal copresence o f both event types —that they are in stan tia ted  

in  a l l  and only the same spatiotemporal regions o f the world.

Let us pursue the consequences o f th is  p o sitio n . F ir s t , the 

re la tio n  o f theoretic  reduction i s  grounded so le ly  upon the contingency 

that sp e c if ic  spatiotemporal segments o f the world forming sp e c if ic  

event lo c i  happen to  lend themselves to  correct paradigmatic descrip

tio n  by event sentences belonging to more than ju s t  one s c ie n t if ic  

theory. Epistemic warrant fo r  p o sitin g  th eoretic  correlation s comes

28. He might coin a new usage by ca llin g  statements o f the form 
(V) 0 secondary law s0. I t  i s  p ossib le  fo r  them to meet a l l  o f our sem
a n tic  conditions on law likeness save fo r  that o f system atisetion  within  
a s in g le  housing theory. Or, i f  i t  i s  possib le  to e sta b lish  hybrid 
th eories o f the so rt H*T2, then we could speak o f sentences of the 
form (v) as genuine laws —but then we could no longer speak o f reduc
tio n  o f ^-events to  0-even ts.



from th e o r e tic a l» observational, and pragmatic sources exactly  sim ilar  

to  those that ground confirmation o f  laws by instance. The only d i f 

ference i s  that instead o f working within the context o f  one s c ie n t if ic  

theory» we work with two. Our ju s t if ic a t io n  in  ascrib ing theoretic  

correspondences between events l i e s  in  ( l )  the establishm ent o f the 

adequacy o f H  and o f T2 taken sep arately0 and in  (2) observing co

presences o f the sort sp ec ified  in  the correlation . The f i r s t  

condition i s  what g ives warrant fo r  b eliev in g  that the world contains 

such property and re la tio n  in sta n tia tio n s  as those denoted by the T1 

and T2 event sentences5 the second ep istem iea lly  grounds our b e lie f  

that the th eoretic  correla tion s we p o s it  e x is t  as a matter o f em pirical 

fa c t .

Next consider what happens to the in tu it iv e ly  p lau sib le  idea  

that in  th eo retica l reductions T1D the reducing theory, can be used to  

explain the reduced theory, 12, or that the H  sentence o f ( I I ' )  can 

be used in  an explanation o f the 12 sentence o f (1 1 °). Now on our 

view, NS explanation o f the 12 sentence with the Tl sentence as a part 

o f the explanans cannot be generated. For one th ing, i t  can be only 

instances o f the 12 sentence, that i s ,  particu lar event describing sen

tences such as those in  our examples ( I I 0A) and (II°B ), that could 

serve as explananda. For another, the Tl sentence i t s e l f  can a t best 

serve as a statement o f antecedent explanatory conditions in  a NS ex

planans, since i t  i s  not a nomic conditional. So in  order to even 

begin to think o f  g ettin g  a NS explanation of T2 events from Tl events 

we must move to  particu lar instances o f the Tl and 12 sentences o f
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( I I * ) . The T1 event w ill form an antecedent condition, and. the T2 

event the explanandum event. To complete a subsumption involving these  

two events we sorely  need a law —a law of the form (V ). But a la s , we 

have already eschewed a l l  such statements as non-lawlike except perhaps 

in  a secondary sense. (Even i f  we had an appropriate law o f the form 

(V) to complete our subsumption, i t  would belong not to T2 but to 

Tl*T2l)

But there i s  nothing wrong with saying there w ill  e x is t  ex

planatory re la tio n s  from T1 to T2 in  the follow ing senses i f  the 

th eoretic  correlation  holds, then we can get an in d irec t (non-NS) ex

planation o f the T2 even t's  occurrence, in  terms o f the resources of 

H . For once we observe that the T1 events occur, and given that (I I I )  

i s  true, we know without additional observation that there a lso  occurs 

an instance o f the T2 event type designated in  ( I I 1) .  Me a lso  know 

th is :  supposing our ascertainment o f the T1 events hinge upon co

ordinating or operational d e fin it io n s  of the H  predicates in  ( I I 1) ,  

those very same coordinating or operational d e fin it io n s  serve equally  

well as ind icators o f the occurrence o f an instance o f the T2 event 

type denoted in  ( I I 1) ,  This i s  because, given that ( i l l )  i s  true, the 

T1 events that have been ascertained , as a matter o f fa c t  share the 

same locu s with another event, one o f the type designated in  the T2 

sentence o f ( I I 1) .  Given the spatiotemporal mapping from T1 events to  

T2 events p osited  by the th eoretica l correlation , we can then account 

fo r  the d ir e c t ly  observational r e su lts  o f the laws and postu lates o f  

T2, by means o f the th eoretica l apparatus o f TL. So although T1 does
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not d irec tly  explain T2, nor do any H  events form explanatory ante

cedents in  NS explanations of any T2 events» i t  JLs the case that Tl 

explains what T2 exp la in s, when th is  i s  expressed in  d irect observa

tion a l terms, Tl w ill thus system atize the same se t  of our d ir ec tly  

observational experiences as does T2, and v ice-versa . What j u s t i f i e s  

our saying that Tl reduces T2 and not that 12 reduces Tl, are certain  

features of H  such as that i t s  laws are richer in  explanatory power 

covering, perhaps, a wider ontological domain.

I t  might be taken as a detrimental consequence of our an alysis  

that theoretic reduction does appear as a symmetrical re la tio n . After 

a l l ,  universal copresence of Tl and T2 events denoted in  statements of 

the form (II ' ) .  alone surely i s  im partial in  in d icating  whether Tl or 

T2 be counted as the reducing theory. But the consequences of view

ing th eoretic  correlation  as u ltim ately symmetrical i s  surely not 

harmful since in  reductions of the sort under an a lysis  no ontological 

elim ination of event types of the reduced theory i s  intended. I t  i s  

simply a matter of pragmatic value in  non-elim inative reductions which 

of the theories we take to reduce the other. Of course, where Tl 

'micro-reduces' T2 and the resources of H  are r ich  enough to system

a t ic a lly  describe microstructured regions of space-time in  which T2 

events occupy lo c i  of structured complexes of H  events, i t  i s  usually  

b en efic ia l to view 11 as reducing T2 rather than v ice-versa . But where

microstructuring i s  not present, the reduction re la tio n  may be re-  
29versed. Only in  the case of elim inative reductions i s  the question

29. An argument for reversing the commonly cited direction of
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o f  what reduces what pertinent to the adequacy or correctness o f the 

correlation  posited .

Nexts i t  might be objected th at our view cannot accomodate gen

eral statements o f th eoretic  correspondence wherein one T2 event type 

correlates with a whole range o f T1 types, as perhaps in  a generaliza

tio n  of our example ( I I 'B ) ,  where eating a b iscu it  can happen in  a 

number o f d is t in c t  p h ysio logical ways. The H  sentence o f ( I I 0) would 

have to be d isju n ctive  to express th is ,  or so i t  seems. On the other 

hand since in  nature we have only events and event m u lt ip lic it ie s ,  no 

paradigm event sentence could denote the “disjunction  o f events1 re

quired.

We circumscribe th is  problem. In cases such as the present 

one we may represent the generalized correspondence between “eating a 

b is c u it0 and the n number o f d is t in c t  physio logical event types to  

which i t  corresponds, with n d ifferen t statements o f the form ( l l ° ) .

reductions, even in  cases where T1 p o s its  microstructures r e la t iv e  to  
12, i s  propounded by T. N ickels (1973)° Of course, in  cases where T1 
i s  used to  explain causally  the events o f  12, and where no p a ra lle l 
causal explanation o f H  events in  terms o f T2 causes i s  p lau sib le , 
reduction re la tio n s  between the th eories taken as u n its  (h o lis t ic  re 
duction) lo se s  i t s  symmetry, for  we tend to  take the theory containing  
the causal explanations as prior in  some sense, o n to lo g ica lly , to the 
T2 theory events which i t  causally  exp lains. However, I  am deeply 
suspicious o f  causal explanations o f , fo r  example, macro-events d i
r e c t ly  in  terms o f th e ir  microstructural correla tes, fo r  these cannot 
bear the spatiotemporal re la tio n s  to the former needed fo r  genuine 
causal connection. Furthermore, generalizations purporting to s ta te  
d irec t causal re la tion sh ip s between spatiotem porally antecedent micro
events and la te r  macro-events ( construing the former as causes, the 
la t t e r  as e f fe c t s )  are s im ilar ly  suspect since such generalizations  
contain terms from unlike th eories, and since in  such cases i t  seems 
always p ossib le  to describe the causes o f such macro-events in  further  
macro-terms (given the correlation  between such macro-causal antece
dents and th e ir  m icrostructural counterparts).
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Any particu lar T2 event such as / H , c , t /  o f w ill  in  fa c t  cor

respond with only one instance o f one o f the T1 event types in  the l i s t  

o f n sentences o f the form ( I I ' ) ,  This i s  because a p articu lar event 

( event complex) i s  constitu ted  by only one ( s e t  o f) property or re la 

tio n  in s ta n tia t io n (s ) .

Remaining on the same track, one might object that i f  only 

atomic event sentences and conjunctions o f them are allowed to flank  

°R' in  ( I I ' ) ,  th is  precludes the p o s s ib il ity  o f expressing h o l is t ic  

reductions where i t  i s  not sp e c if ic  event types that reduce to other 

event types or complexes o f them, but rather where the en tire  system of  

concepts o f T2 are reduced to  the en tire  system o f concepts of T l. But 

some re p lie s  are relevant here as w ell.

F ir s t , i f  what i s  intended i s  that we simply drop the language 

o f T2 en tire ly  and replace i t  with that o f Tl without working out term- 

for-term replacements, then i t  seems that such reduction amounts to

ontological elim ination and i s  not our present concern. I f  on the

other hand i t  i s  not intended that the language o f T2 be dropped but 

only that Tl and 12 in  th e ir  en tirety  can be interchangeably used to  

conceptually system atise the same broad categories o f d irec t observa

tio n s , then we contend that such a claim could be j u s t i f ie d  only by

f i r s t  estab lish in g  internal correlation s o f a l e s s  h o l is t ic  sort —i . e . ,

correlation s that would obtain between sp e c if ic  event types or sp eci

f ia b le  complexes o f them. For the only thing that could ground such 

h o lis t ic  reductions i s  our observation that the two th eories 'cover' 

the same s e t  o f d irect observations. And d irect observations involving
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broad categories o f our experiences must be made one-at-a-tim e„ Non- 

h o lis t ic  reductions o f the sort we have depicted must thus be primary 

over h o l is t ic  reduction programs.

F in a lly , i t  can be objected with very good reason that our 

characterisation  o f th eoretic  correlation  i s  in su ff ic ie n t  unless i t  can 

d istin gu ish  between merely accidental copresences and universal con

nections which somehow hold in  v irtue o f something stronger than 

accident. Now as we already indicated , theoretic  correlation s do hold 

contingently, not by lo g ic a l or semantic or even nomic n ecessity . But 

a t the same time th e ir  sta tu s must be d istinguished  from mere accidents  

in  a way that would stave o f f  counterintu itive cases where i t  ju st  so 

happens that certa in  properties seem always to be instanced a t  the same 

lo c i  as others.

I  think there i s  a condition which when added as a requirement 

on th eoretic  correlation  statements o f the form ( I I 0) w ill  exclude such 

ca ses$ we sh a ll say that no statement o f the form (II') i s  true unless  

in  addition to the truth o f i t s  correla tive  o f the form ( i l l ) ,  we a lso  

have that the remaining predicates o f T2 not occurring in  the T2 sen

tence be th e o re tic a lly  correlated  with other statements o f H  in  

further sentences o f the form (II'). These further correspondences w ill  

not o f course become estab lish ed  simultaneously. But there must be no 

evidence in d icating  that a completed reduction o f T2 events to H  

events i s  not forthcoming. While countenancing the leg itim acy o f  

p a rtia l th eoretic  reductions, we view them as deserving o f  th is  statu s  

only insofar as i t  i s  l ik e ly  that they may be 'lacked0 by a comprehen

s iv e  reduction in  the manner sketched above. I f  a sentence o f the
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form (II") i s  backed in  th is  way, i t  i s  d i f f ic u lt  to imagine the 

individual correlation  to be mere accident.

The view of th eoretic  reduction coming c lo se s t  to our own is  

that given by Kemeny and Oppenheim (Brody 1970, p. 307). There they 

c ite  several reasons fo r  abandoning the em piricist approach to reduc

tion  as espoused by E. Nagel (1961). Their main objection  to the 

requirements o f d e fin a b ility  and d er iv a b ility  proffered by Nagel 

(according to which every law of T2 must be derivable from some s e t  of 

laws of Tl with the help of predicate-for-predicate correlations true 

in  v irtue of meanings or in  virtue of laws of nature) i s  that such 

programs have never in the past been actu ally  carried out for even the 

c lea rest cases of reduction. We agree; and, any reductions that do 

meet Nagel’s conditions w ill  be very uninteresting on to log ica l elim 

inations i f  the linkages are d e f in it io n a l, or very weak reductions ( i f  

at a l l )  i f  the b iconditionals he uses as correspondence statements are 

laws.

But we are not in f u l l  agreement with Kemeny and Oppenheim"s 

p o sitiv e  th e s is . Like ours, th e ir  view Envisions th eoretic  reduction  

in terms of extensional linkages, wherein observational consequences of  

the two theories coincide. Our view a lso  r e f le c ts  th e ir s  in that we do 

not require one-one predicate to predicate co rre la tio n s, whether in  

the form of d e f in it io n s , tra n sla tio n s, or b iconditionals expressing 

laws of nature. The in tu itio n s  o f Kemeny and Oppenheim seem for the 

most part correct, y et we cannot concur with t  heir claim that reduction  

of the sort they define"^ warrants elim ination o f  the ontology of T2
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with wholesale replacement "by that of Tl. Clearly it seems that 
although they take pains to delineate a notion of reduction which uni
fies the two theories in terms of their observational consequences, and 
which is shown to apply to cases where neither theory is supposed to be 
eliminated or corrected (e.g., reduction of Newtonian mechanics to 
relativity theory and of chemistry to physics), they also claim their 
analysis to be applicable to eliminative reductions (ibid.„ p. 31?)•

We differ with them on another points they assume that the 
concept of reduction has to utilize a clearcut and nonrelativised dis
tinction between observational statements and theoretical. In their 
definition they make essential use of the notion of a universal set of 
observation statements 0 (Ibid., pp. 313~1̂ ) stating as their main 
condition on reduction of T2 to Tl that for every set of observation 
statements 0 consistent with T2 and which is "explainable” by T2, 0 is 
also "explainable” by Tl. (They give no analysis of explainability.)
It seems to me however, that the definition proposed can be retained 
without assuming that the set of statements 0 must be some absolute 
nonvariable set. Consistent with their definition is the view that the 
set 0, although uniform across theories Tl and T2, is itself a set of 
theoretic descriptions of the prelinguistic data. Instead of construing

30, I.e., sameness of observational consequences where the re
ducing theory is equally well systematized as that which gets reduced, 
and where systematicity is measured in terms of a combination of 
strength and simplicity (Ibid,, p. 3H) °



reduction as an indirect relation obtaining between T1 and T2 in vir
tue of their relation to some absolute set of observation statementsp 
Kemeny and Oppenheim could have construed the set 0 as we do; i.e.„ 
as, in some different context of inquiry, itself characterissatxle as 
containing theory laden terms. This is not to ignore the fact that 
theories are for the most part tested in terms of their observational 
consequences. Since the language of sense perception is most familiar 
to us and since its systematization of our experience is most readily 
understood, we choose conformity to predictions east in terms of sense- 
perception language as a standard measuring the accuracy of more highly 
"theoretical" systems of organizing those experiences. Indeed, Kemeny 
and Oppenheim themselves acknowledge that the set 0 will vary with 
time in virtue of corrections and revisions found to be warranted with
in the realm of perception.

The most significant disparity between our view and that of 
Kemeny and Oppenheim is that our theory is committed to materially 
true biconditionals of the form (ill) for each theoretic correlation; 
they deny that even weakly true biconditionals such as these are re
quired for theoretic reductions. Instead they propose that reduction 
is often more holistic in form, best described as whole theories having 
the same observational consequences as other entire theories, but where 
no internal correlations of a specific nature are made. We have 
already stated our opposition to emphasising such holistic reductions.

If the account of theoretical correlations we have given is 
correct, much still remains open concerning the possible semantic
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relationships that may hold between T1 and T2 — their individual terms, 
their descriptive predicates, and their laws. For example, our view 
accomodates programs where derivations are effected from the laws of Tl 
plus constructed definitions of T2 terms with Tl definiensa, to laws of 
T2. It also accomodates holistic reductions as long as at least some 
individual theoretical correlations of the form (II') can be established 
to ground them. Our view also leaves room for constructing 'explana
tions' of T2 events in H  terms, as previously sketched. In some cases 
it may even be consistent with our account to acknowledge causal ac
counts of T2 events in terms of Tl, granted some additional assumptions 
about causality. We will not explore these ways in which our analysis 
could be furthered, but merely wish to note that it can serve as a 
basis for developing different notions of specific sorts of theoretic 
reduction such as these.

Another very interesting issue to which our analysis of theor
etic reduction can lend assistance is the question whether and in what 
sense the special sciences are unifiable. We begin by expressing sev
eral versions of the hypothesis that the sciences are unifiable, 
beginning with the strongests

Each scientific theory which gives a correct system
atization of some domain in nature is theoretically 
interreducible with all other such scientific 
theories.
(The thesis of the partial unification of science):
Some scientific theories which give a correct

(U)

(UP)
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systematization of some domain in nature are theoret
ically Interreducible with some other such theories. 

(UA) (The thesis of physical ism)t Each scientific theory
which gives a correct systematization of some domain 
in nature is theoretically reducible to atomic or sub
atomic physics.

(UAP) (The thesis of partial physicalism)s Some scientific
theories which give correct systematizations of some 
domain in nature are theoretically reducible to atomic 
or subatomic physics.

Now if our analysis of theoretical reduction is correct, we 
can say that both of the weak theses UP and UAP stand a very good 
chance of being true; we can^also view the stronger theses U and UA as, 
at least, not obviously false. That UP and UAP probably are true under 
our analysis of theoretic reduction is not to say, however, that these 
same theses are as likely to be true under different analyses of the 
nature of theoretic correspondence. If reduction signified event iden
tity, or if valid deduction from TX to T2 as previously discussed were 
required, we would have to evaluate all four of the above theses as 
false in all likelihood. If theoretic correlation were tantamount to 
intertheoretic definition, I would suppose that only UAP and UP would 
stand a chance of being true. If only eliminative reductions were 
countenanced as genuine, it seems we would be left with only UAP.

There is evidence that, for example, biology is reducible to 
chemistry in that basic biological events like respiration, food



consumption, digestion0 and locomotion all occur in systematic co
presence with certain chemical events. The view-that living organisms 
are more than just the sum of their parts, or that animal behaviour is 
more than mere physical movement, however, is not jeopardized on our 
analysis since we do not identify the biological or behavioural events 
with their chemical or physical correlatives. At the same time our 
view is consistent with the belief that all living organisms developed 
through evolution from inorganic chemical compounds and that the more 
complex life forms are systematic structures comprised, materially, of 
simpler components down to the level of atoms and subatomic particles. 
Physicalism, when interpreted in terms of our analysis of theoretic re
duction, does not entail materialism nor, for that matter, the primacy 
of physics if this is to mean that physics gives us the only or best 
characterization of reality. We can subscribe to U as well as UA while * 
also adhering to, for example, the thesis that although descriptions 
in terms of physics are primary in explaining the causal and material 
origin of all other events in the physical universe„ mentalistic or 
phenomenal istic descriptions might be primary epistemologically, and 
sense perception or "physical object" terms primary in the pragmatic 
world of social communication.

let us comment briefly on the position espoused by J. Fodor 
(1974). He claims that "bridge laws", (what we call theoretic correla
tion sentences) of any theoretic reduction must signify identities. He 
construes events as property instantiations. Properties are individ
uated as natural kinds, which are in turn defined as those properties
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expressed by the theoretical predicates of a theory which enter into 
its laws. Now Fodor argues that no reduction is possible between 
psychological and physical theories since the reduction sentences„ 
signifying identities as he supposes, would wrongly construe psycho
logical natural kinds as physical natural kinds. This is impossible, 
he says, because as far as we know psychological natural kinds can be 
correlated at best with several different types of physical states, so 
that the reduction sentences would have to contain internal disjunc
tions for the Tl sentences of the bridge laws. Since disjunctions of 
event types (properties) cannot be identical to psychological natural 
kinds taken singly, no theoretical correlations like those needed 
would be true. The trouble is, Fodor also wants to uphold the thesis 
of 1 token physicalism6 (ibid., p. 100), the view that all the events 
of any science are identical to physical events. Given that events 
are property instantiations, token physicalism commits one to saying 
that the event properties of the special sciences (psychology in par
ticular) are after all identical with the properties of physics. To 
make this view consistent, later in the article he weakens the thesis 
of token physicalism, such that to one psychological event there may 
correspond several different physical events. But then must he not 
abandon the claim that theoretic correlations assert identities?

If Fodor were to adopt our notion of physicalism as put in the 
thesis UA, he could retain the intuition that despite a distinction 
between event types of the special sciences and the properties of 
physics, it is still plausible that all sciences are unifiable in
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terms of the resources of physics. Priority of physics as the re
ducing theory might be argued by noting that not every locus in which 
occurs a particular physical event will be one in which occurs an 
event of another special science, but that the converse does holds 
every special-science event shares a locus with some complex of phys
ical events.

Fodor’s dilemma represents only one of several which, when ap
proached from our own perspective is easily resolved. But we shall 
save further discussion of physicalism and the unity of science for 
a later time.

SECTION 6s CAUSAL LAWS

Our aim in this section is to give a semantic analysis of 
causal laws as they form vehicles for subsumption in NS explanations;
We distinguish material analyses of causal relations from semantic 
accounts of sentences purporting to assert causal laws by stating con- 
ditionship relations between event types. We focus mainly on the 
latter, but give as a minimal requirement of material analyses of 
causation that they be consistent with our views as presented thus 
far.

One analysis of causation not compatible with our theory is the 
sort given by Von Wright (l9?l) and by Braithwaite (i960, pp. 311 ff.) 
according to which causation is tantamount to human intervention as 
depicted in common phrases such as "making x happen", and implicit 
in action verbs such as "shutting a window", 'turning on a light", 
etc. We contend that such a view is unable to accomodate a realist’s
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account of nomlc connections among events. Perhaps accounts like 
these explain the psychological origins of our awareness of objec
tive causes and effects, but they will not do as ontological analyses 
of causality. Just as lawlike connection has objective status inde
pendent of human imputations of lawlikeness, so too do causal 
connections. If the notion of agency is given as an analysis of 
causation, it can only be agency in a sense which applies to physical 
objects other than human beings as well.

We make the following broad claims about the nature of causal
lawss (l) They assert relations between event types, just as do all

. . *
laws on our analysis; they denote material relationships holding be
tween event properties and relations. (2) They assert modal claims, 
of causal nomic necessity; they do so by giving conditionship rela
tions between event types, although mere conditionship cannot suffice 
for expression of causal nomic necessity. (3) Singular causal state
ments which assert relationships between particular causes and effects 
are paradigmatically expressed by sentences of the form 
(I) /^oX1...xn,T/ ca /^,y1...yn,T0/
where the event sentence ..x^T” corresponding to the event name
to the left of "ca* in (l) functions as a statement asserting an ante
cedent condition of some sort for the occurrence of the event 
designated by the term to the right of 'ca0 in (l). Thus, particular 
events form the relata of occurrent causal phenomena in the world, and 
they do so in virtue of being events of the types instantiating causal 
laws.
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Our position lies midway between that represented by Davidson 

(1967) and hy R. Trenholm (1975) on the issue of whether causal con
nection is to be given an 8 extensionalist0 or an 0 intensionalist' 
analysis. Extensionalists like Davidson hold that causation obtains 
between events construed as fully concrete, extensionally individuated 
objects. Thus for example, Davidson would say that if my turning on 
the light caused the prowler to be alerted, then since he identifies 
the event of my turning on the light with that of my flicking the 
switch, this latter event too causes the prowler to be alerted. On 
the other hand Trenholm asserts that causal relations obtain not be
tween events but only between descriptions of events. We find both 
extreme positions unsatisfactory; Davidson6s account, which is based 
upon a criterion of event identity wholly unsuited for use in nomic 
subsumptions, will be inadequate in giving an account of how causal 
laws relate to particular cause and effect events, Trenholm's view, 
which undercuts the objectivity of causal phenomena, relies too heavily 
on the semantics of causal descriptions at the expense of neglecting 
what such language is supposed to be used to denote. We agree with 
Davidson that the entities that figure in causal relations are objec
tive existents — vis., events. Causal phenomena occur in nature, 
independently of whether we have descriptions that denote or systema
tise these occurrences. But at the same time, we hold that whenever a 
particular causal phenomenon is asserted to obtain, certain semantical 
relations must also hold between the paradigmatic designators of the 
events in question. Causal relations between particular events are



conceptually systematized in terms of conditionship relations. Con
di tionship relations, in turn, aTe paradigmatically expressed in nomic 
conditional statements. To explain a particular event as cause, tdth 
a particular event as effect, it is necessary to establish a nomic sub
sumption of both under some causal law. Thus an analysis of causation 
involves both extensional as" well as intensions! aspects.

We subscribe to the view put forth by Russell (1948, pp. 308 - 
316) according to which causal laws state general principles "in virtue 
of which, given sufficient data about certain regions of space-time, it 
is possible to infer something about certain other regions of space
time". One of the main characteristics of causal conditionship 
relations is that they exhibit spatiotemporal continuity from cause to 
effect. Also as in Russell's view, we contend that particular causal 
phenomena involve transitions of energy from cause to effect.

Primarily, we conceive of causation as the active production by 
an event of a change. Causal laws are those which express active 
changes between events related by spatial and temporal continuity plus 
causal relevance. To say an event e causes an event e° is to say that 
e actively generates a change in some locus spatially and temporally 
continuous with e, the outcome of which change is the event e”. To 
view causation as active production of changes entails that nomic con
nections holding between simultaneous events cannot be causal 
connections. As Reichenbach (1971) and Salmon (1971) have told us, 
causal interactions cannot take place faster than the speed of light.



In order for am event to produce a change8 some time must elapse: 
changes are hot instantaneous.

Thus all functional laws asserting simultaneous quantitative 
relationships between properties must be noncausal. But derivatives 
of such laws may assert genuine causal connections. For example, the 
law *T = pV does not itself assert a causal interconnection between 
pressure, volume, and temperature. But to expand the walls of a con
tainer of gas will causally result in its having a lower pressure at a 
later time. The decrease in pressure is a genuine change in the state 
of the gas: it takes some finite albeit very short duration for its
molecules to travel to the now expanded walls of its container. Thus 
it takes some time for the decrease in pressure to evolve.

Nor can we countenance temporally reversed causation, since the 
concept of active change implies a forward temporal direction. This 
is true even though we define time's direction in terms of observations 
of causal processes — i.e., processes in which entropy is increased 
rather than vice-versa. It is also true despite the physical possibil
ity that in some regions of the universe causal processes precede from 
higher to lower entropic states: for in these regions time still goes
from past to future. It is only the serial ordering of events under
going decreases of entropy that is reversed from that observed in our 
region of the world.

Our position also entails that theoretic correspondences which 
assert simultaneous relationships are not causal laws. A collection 
of molecules' having a mean kinetic energy of measure k does not cause



the gas comprised of this collection to have the temperature it has, 
for no change is asserted to occur between the having of the mean kin
etic energy k and the having of temperature t. Derivations from such 
laws may, however, assert causal connections. E.g., if when we in
crease the kinetic energy k of our collection of molecules, the 
increase in the individual molecules' velocities contribute actively 
to the change in the gas°s temperature over some finite duration, we 
may assert (given other assumptions) that the event of the gas's hav
ing at time t a greater kinetic energy k° causes it to have, at a 
somewhat later time t', a higher temperature.

That causation involves activity and change implies that causal 
connections consist in more than mere constant conjunction, spatio- 
temporal continuity, and physical sufficient or necessary 
conditionship. Events can be related in all of these ways without 
being causally connected, for the antecedent event(s) cited may not 
contribute to the determination of any changes within the locus of 
the purported effect event. For example, start with the law that a 
metal object's being heated causes it to expand (cf. Kim 1970, p. 230). 
Then if I am standing at t in a spot exactly 50 miles due north of, and 
looking through a telescope at, a metal object which is being heated at 
t, the event of my standing where I am is spatially and temporally 
continuous with, as well as physically sufficient for, that object's 
expanding at t°. But I am not the cause nor even a causal condition of 
the object's expanding. We have no causal law connecting events of 
these types as causes and effects; the event of my standing there (or
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any other where) looking through my telescope alone contributes nothing 
actively toward producing the change in that metal object. We shall 
say more about what sorts of properties can be causally interrelevant 
and about the difference between mere physical necessary and sufficient 
conditionship and genuine causal conditionship a bit later. First, we 
take up the notion of continuity.

SPATIAL CONTINUITY
We shall say that the events /$„x,T/ and /^,y,T'/ are simultan

eously spatially continuous just in case their constituent individuals 
x and y (i) are identical or (ii) occupy spaces which are contiguous 
(i.e., overlap by sharing a spatial boundary) or are connected by a set 
of individuals Zg, ..., z ^  such that ẑ  is contiguous with x and
with Zg, zn is contiguous with y and , and each z^ is contiguous 
with its successor z^^. Thus x is continuous with y if and only if it 
is contiguous with y or connected with y by a 0 spatial chain1 of indi
viduals as just described.

Spatial continuity need not obtain between the constituent in
dividuals of the events /^,x,T/ and / ^n yeT ’/  throughout the entire 
duration from T to T" in order to meet the requirements for causal 
connection between the two. But this does not mean that we countenance 
"action at a distance" either. For example, suppose that /S,c,t"/, the 
occurrence of a bright spot of light on the surface of a cloud at t" 
(itself a duration) is caused by /P,b,t/, the emission at t (also a 
duration), earlier than V  of a stream of photons from a beacon. It may 
be that by the time the first photon in the stream hits the cloud's



surface, the last photon has already been emitted by the beacon. In 
that case not only are the durations t and V  not identical — they do 
not even overlap. The cause event /P,b,t/ has ceased to exist before 
the effect /S,c,t0/ takes place. Therefore the individuals b and c 
cannot be simultaneously spatially continuous since they do not exist 
together at any one time. He shall say that the spatial continuity 
requirement for causation is fulfilled when, although neither (i) nor 
(ii) hold, we have that (iii) x and y are spatially connected with an 
individual z or a set of individualsfz^, Zg, zni whose genetic
(temporal) history includes being continuous with x at t and with y at 
V . In that case x and y are spatially connected not simultaneously 
but genetically. This provides for the continuity which saves us from 
having to assert that causation can sometimes occur as "action at a 
distance" in cases like the above, where the beacon stops emitting 
light by the time the spot appears. In the example, the stream of 
photons constitutes a set of individuals falling under clause (iii).
The beacon’s emission is spatially continuous with the spot’s appearance 
in virtue of the stream of photons which travel from the beacon to the 
cloud. As pur final definition then, we have that /0,x»T/ and /$,y,T'/ 
are spatially continuous if and only if they are either simultaneously 
continuous or genetically continuous.

TEMPORAL CONTINUITY
He say that /^,x,T/ and /^,y,T"/ are temporally continuous if 

and only if either
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T = T” (in which case there is no causal connection),

the durations T and T0 overlap,

there is some individual z or set of individuals 
£ Zl» 2̂ , ..., which is spatially continuous with 
x and with y, whose genetic history includes some time 
T" within or overlapping T, and some time T"0 0 within 
or overlapping T".

THE PAIRING PROBLEM
Not all events which are spatially and temporally continuous 

are causally connected, even in cases where their constituent proper
ties are themselves causally interrelevant. For example, being shot 
in the lung is certainly, ceteris paribus, causally relevant to dying, 
and the event of a man's being shot in the lung is certainly spatio- 
temporally continuous with that man's death. Yet he might have 
completely recovered from the wound and died three years later by 
falling off a ladder.

If the statement 
(I) /S,j,l,t/ ca /D,j,t'/
that Jones' death at t' (/D,j,t'/) was caused by his being shot in the 
lung at t (/S,j,l,t/) is true, then we must have a causal law which 
covers these events that expresses a general correlation between 
shootings and deaths linked by specified temporal intervals. If Jones' 
death was caused by the shooting, then it cannot be that his death

(i)
or
(ii)
or
(iii)



occurs at just any arbitrary later time in his life, but rather it must 
occur at a time (or within a time range) that could have been predicted 
from knowing solely that the event /S,j,l,t/ occurred. It must be pos
sible then to state a relation tRt° between the time of the shooting 
and that of the dying, other than mere continuity, which expresses the 
causal relevance between event constituents S and D. In some cases this 
should be easy enoughs e.g., suppose Jones was poisoned with a toxic 
substance which, if effective for Jones' body type at all, results in 
the victim's death at a time no less than one hour and no more than 
twelve hours after it is consumed. Then TRT' expresses that T' is one 
to twelve hours later than T, If the clause 'TRT'' is added to the 
antecedent of the causal law connecting such poisonings with deaths, 
then given usual ceteris paribus clauses covering conditions such as 
not being given an antitoxin within that interval, etc., we have infor
mation sufficient to warrant our saying that the poisoning and not some 
other misfortune is what caused Jones' death.

But in many cases the relation TRT' will be much harder to 
specify, as in the case of the shootings for here the time interval 
may plausibly range between an immediate following of the shooting, to 
years later (e.g., the wound never quite healed through the years and 
finally the slow-spreading infection travelled far enough to kill poor 
Jones). I am not sure how to resolve this problem completely; perhaps 
we must say that in all cases the relation TRT' must be specifiable at 
least in principle. That is, if we had sufficient knowledge of the



nature of the cause and effect properties0 we could specify in detail 
a relation TBT6 as above.

A similar problem arises concerning the spatial continuity re-
32,lation between the cause event /0»x„T/ and the effect event /^py,!'/. 

Not every case of spatially continuous events whose constituent prop
erties are themselves causally inteirelevant will be cases of genuine 
causation. We may again refer to our shooting examples Jones' lung 
is certainly spatially continuous with Jones (their spaces overlap), 
yet he might have died by falling off the ladder, not from the wound 
in his lung. Some added relation IH.j must obtain between Jones and the 
lung besides mere spatial continuity, enabling us to predict the ef
fect /D,j,t'/ given the cause /S,j,l,t/. Perhaps in this case IHj is 
the relation of "being infected to such-and-such degree within" — the 
details of such a description might be at the disposal of medical ex
perts. But again it seems that in many cases the relation H will be 
much more difficult to specify.

At least we can say this much: by including the temporal re
lations TRT" and the spatial relations xHy within causal laws (in the 
nomic antecedents), we often can pair the right causes with the right 
effects. For example, if Jones" flicking the switch at t (/F,j,s,t/) 
causes the event of the light"s going on at t" (/0,l,t°/), the relation 
tRt" will be calculable from information about factors such as the 
length of the conducting wires, the voltage input, etc.5 and the rela
tion sHL between the switch and the light will be mere spatial

31. This problem is discussed at some length but never re
solved by Kim (1973 and 1971).
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continuity. And in the case of the light-emitting beacon as well, tRt" 
will connect t and t° in terms of the distance between the beacon and 
the cloud and the speed of light. And bHc — the spatial relation be
tween the cloud's surface and the beacon — will once again be mere 
spatial continuity. Thus although there are still some remaining prob
lems in pairing the right causes with the right effects, I believe (as

32does Kim) that this sort of analysis holds much promise.

CAUSAL RELEVANCE
We characterize causal relevance as a species of nomic rele

vance; thus for two events and /jf»y.̂ «..y »T'/ to be
causally interrelevant, 0 and J/i must meet all of the requirements we 
set down in Part 3» Chapter 5- But they also must meet additional re
strictions, We represent causal laws in two ways corresponding to our 
representation of nomic conditionals. First we have
(I) (xk)(yk)(T)(Te)((j&t1..„xnT) ca ( ^ . . . y ^ 6))
where 6ca‘ is a symbol standing for causal nomic implication corres
ponding to 'ni* in noncausal laws, (l) signifies that if in the actual 
world there occurs an event of the type /0,x^...x^,T/ then there occurs 
an event of the type /^y^" • •yniiT8/ in virtue of the set CL of causal 
laws of nature. Alternatively we have the formulation

32. Russell Trenholme (1975) proposes a function from the 
spatiotemporal locus of the cause to the spatiotemporal locus of the 
effect in his analysis of causal statements (ibid., p. 452) as a solu
tion to the pairing problem but he does not specify the nature of this 
function in detail.
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(II) [c](xk)(yk)(T)(TO((j^...xnT)o (^...7^*))
which can be read, 'for all the x's, y's, T, and T', the sentence 
0x^...x^T 3>^y^...ynT“ is true in all CL-world s', where a CL-world is 
any NL-world in which obtain the same causal laws as obtain in the 
actual world.

Now, since sentences of the form (l) and (ll) purporting to 
express causal laws are true only if their predicates and jtf are 
causally interrelevant, we go on to state the requirements these pred
icates must meet besides being nominally interrelevant, in order for 
them to be causally interrel evant „ First, 'jd' and "jtf' are causally 
interrelevant only if the event /0,x^...x^,T/ actively contributes to 
determining that within the region of the locus of /^y^* <■ •y^T1/ there 
occurs a change during the interval T through T* whose outcome is the 
event /^,y^...yn»T'/. If /gS.x̂ ...x^,T/ does not contribute to the 
change, it is not causally relevant to /^,y^.«oy^,!'/ although it may 
still be nomically relevant to this event. For example, the length of 
a pendulum is nomically relevant to its period although the functional 
law expressing this does not denote any active changes surrounding the 
events it subsumes. Having length 1 is a nomically necessary condition 
for having a period p, but causal connection involves more than mere 
nomic conditionships spatial and temporal continuity is also required, 
and we must also have specifications of the relations TBT' and xHy as 
previously discussed to help ensure that active determination of change 
in the effect region occurs in virtue of the cause event. The spelling 
out of these relations R and H must indicate, when conjoined with the
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event statements forming the nomic antecedent of (l) or of (IX)„ an 
explication of the nature or mechanism of the change. In the case of 
Jones’ infection, of the light emission, and of the electric conduc
tion for the switch-flicking case, the fully completed nomic 
antecedents of the causal generalizations, involved, which will now 
contain the relational clauses TRT’ and xHy, do entail that instances 
of the cause event actively determine changes of the appropriate types 
as well as which of their instances must be paired with which instances 
of the cause event type. For example, in the case of Jones' flicking 
the switch we would have the covering law
(III) (x)(y)(z)(w)(T)(r)((Px . Sy . Lw . FxyT . TRT’ . Hyw)

ca (OwT®)),
where P (T) =df (T) is a person, S (T) =df (j) is a light switch,
L (1) =df (T) is a light, F (T) 2 -df (T) flicks (?) , R =df [the 
temporal interval determined by the length of the vires, voltage in
put, etc.], H =df [whatever relation expresses the appropriate 
spatial continuity], and 0 (?) =df (?^ 'turns on’. This qualifies 
(when stated more succinctly) as a causal law since the instantiation 
of the antecedent predicates together, given the laws of electronics, 
and relevant ceteris paribus conditions, implies that some change must 
occur — a change in the state of the particular lightbulb w from being 
nonluminous to being luminous. Ideally, the same features will accrue 
to paradigmatic formulations of any causal laws together, the semantic 
units that comprise the nomic antecedent should entail causal activity
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— that some active change takes place in the specified effect region 
in the specified time.

1 think that our account of causal relevance thus far is not 
only compatible with but also explicative of Salmon and Reichenbach's 
criterion for identifying causal relevance by means of successful 
marking proceduress In Salmon0 s theory of causal explanation (l9?6a) 
we cite an event as causally relevant to another if it has the capacity 
to transmit information to the effect region. This ability is shown 
up by either setting up marking experiments or by observing natural 
transmissions of marks without human intervention. The ability to 
transmit information serves as an identifying criterion for causal 
processes because such ability demonstrates the power of the cause 
event to produce changes in the effect region. The notion of change 
for Salmon’s theory can be correlated with the successful sending of 
some'quantity of new information present as a result (in the effect 
region) of the transmission. Successful transmission of information 
also, of course, demonstrates spatiotemporal continuity, since the 
message must be spatiotemporally linked with both the cause and the 
effect in order to be successfully communicated from the one to the 
other,^

CAUSAL COEDITIONSHIP
C&usal relevance is also partially analyzed in terms of con- 

ditionship, for e is causally relevant to e” only if e is either

33° Many aspects of our analysis are also quite similar to the i 
conditions laid down by E. Nagel (1961, p. 74).



causally sufficient for, or causally necessary for e" according to
34the information present in at least one causal law. Causal con- 

ditionship is distinguished from mere logical conditionship as well as 
physical or nomic conditionship which is not causal t in the following 
ways Although the principle that 0 is a sufficient condition for $ if 
and only if $ is a necessary condition for 0 holds of both logical and 
physical conditionship, this principle fails for causal conditionship. 
This principle works by definition, in the case of logical condition
ship. That it works for physical conditionship can be seen by 
considering cases. For example, if oxygen is a physically necessary 
condition for the presence of higher life forms, then the presence of 
higher life forms is physically sufficient for the presence of oxygen 
— i.e., sufficient in virtue of laws of nature. But this principle 
fails in the case of causal conditions. Clearly, oxygen is causally 
necessary for the presence of higher life forms since it contributes 
essentially to respiration. And yet we would not say that the pres
ence of higher life forms is causally sufficient for the presence of 
oxygen, since higher life forms do not play an active role merely in 
virtue of existing, in producing the components of our atmosphere.^

3̂ . For now we abbreviate °/0, x,,..x ,T/* as °e“ and 
Vt f ty1 ' " y n >TV° as "e00 in (l) and ( l l j  above, and allow the locution 
"e is causally relevant to e” as materially equivalent to saying that 
0 and 0 of (l) and (II) are causally interrelevant.

35- That the above principle fails for causal conditionship is 
discussed by David Sanford (1976, p. 200). The example we use is also 
his. However, Sanford defines causal conditionship in terms of logical 
conditionship (logical possibility) and the set CL of our causal laws. According to him, fp is a necessary causal condition of p if and only if
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Another principle that fails for causal conditionship„ as it 

does for both logical and physical conditionship„ is that asserting the 
symmetry of the relations   is sufficient for 0 and 0__  is nec
essary for __ 6o But although causal conditionship is asymmetric in
the two respects in which the above principle and that discussed just 
before fail„ we may still conceive of causal relevance between the 
properties J# and }tf in causal laws as possibly symmetric. If 0 and jtf in 
the laws (l) and (IX) are causally relevantp this does not preclude 
the possibility that in some other causal law* the property figures 
as the nomic antecedent, with 0 as nomic consequent. In such cases we 
say that the properties 0 and 0 are causally interrelevant n and we con
ceive of them in abstraction from any causal laws in which they appear. 

Now within specific contexts of inquiry, events cited as "the 
cause1, or substantial individuals (event constituents) cited as “the

it is logically impossible that we have an instance of 0 without an 
instance of 0 given the truth of our causal laws (and the obtaining of 
relevant circumstances surrounding instantiations of 0 and 0). He do 
not accept Sanford’s analysis, however, since we use the notion of 
causal conditionship to partially analyze the nature of causal laws, 
not vice-versa as he does. For the very notion of a causal law seems 
to presuppose an independent and analytically prior notion of causal 
conditionship if conditionship figures into the analysis of causal 
connection at all, Sanford’s analysis would be circular if it were 
to be further developed.

Note that Salmon (1976a) also upholds a similar position to 
that we espouse here in asserting that causal relevance is asymmetric, 
although he calls this ’causal influence’,



cause1 of an effect event may either be causally necessary conditions, 
causally sufficient conditions, or constitutive parts of them as, e.g., 
where constituent individuals of antecedent events are cited as "the 
cause*. We call an event type 0 a causally sufficient condition for an 
event type 0 when the event sentence '0x^...x T* alone comprises the 
entire nomic antecedent of a causal generalization whose consequent 
event type is 0, except for sentences denoting the event types deter
mining membership in the prior reference class and sentences denoting 
the relations R and H as previously discussed. For example, the law 
that photographic plates exposed, to direct sunlight turn dark may be 
expressed in the formalization
(I) (x )(t)(T')((Px . TRT* . LxT) ca (DxT0))
where P (T) =df is a photographic plate, L (T) =df (T) is exposed 
to direct sunlight, R =df [the appropriate time interval between T 
and T’3, and D (?) -df (?) darkens. We then have that x's exposure to 
direct sunlight is causally sufficient for x6s darkening, ceteris 
paribus. And as for the law (ill) of p. 273, the event type F qual
ifies as a causally sufficient condition for the event type 0 when P,
S, and L are all taken as prior reference classes.

Most causal laws, however, will contain more complex antece
dents wherein besides the prior reference class predicates and the 
relational predicates *R° and *H°, there occur several additional event 
sentences. In such cases we cite single event types as necessary parts 
of causally sufficient conditions. But taken alone they are not 
sufficient causal conditions of their effects. Our necessary causal



conditions thus form an analogue to J.L. Mackie8s INUS conditions 
(Mackie 1975)» for necessary causal conditions will be insufficient 
but necessary components of an unnecessary but sufficient causal con
dition of their effects. For example, for the law covering the 
previous case of Jones' being poisoned by a substance that affects only 
certain body types and not others, we have
(II) (x)(y)(T)(r)((Px . Sy . CxyT . TRT') ca (BxT'))
where P (T) =df (T) is a person, S (l) =df (T) has body type B,
B (T) =df @  has [those properties descriptive of the susceptible 
body type for the poison in question], C (^(jT) =df (T) consumes (2 )̂ at 
time T, R (T) 2 -df (l^ precedes (z^i by one to twelve hours, and 
D Q  =df @  dies. In this case the event type C is not causally 
sufficient for D since the event type B is also needed to determine
the change in x from being alive to being dead. But G is a causally
necessary, condition for D within the circumstances /C,j,s,t/ of an in
stantiation of this particular law, since without the occurrence of 
the event /C,j,s,t/ of Jones consuming the poison at t, the other 
antecedents /?,j/, /B,j/, /t,R,t'/, and /S,s/ are not sufficient to 
cause Jones' death.

Now we "take the appropriateness of specific ascriptions of 
causality (as opposed to ascriptions of causal conditionship) as de
pendent upon the context of inquiry. Assertions that some factor is 
'a cause' of an effect are true under a number of conditions in which 
assertions that those same factors are 'the cause' are inappropriate.
It is true that /B,j/ is a cause of /D,j,t'/; it is true that the
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substance s itself (a substantial individual constituent of the event 
/S„s/) is a cause, of /D„j8t0/g and it is true that the entire complex 
of events £/?»j/„ /Bgj/» /G„j„s,t/j is a cause of this event. Any 
causally necessary condition» causally sufficient condition, or any 
constituent individual or property of events denoted in causal nomic 
antecedents, are truely causes of their effect events. The very time 
t is in this sense a true cause of the effect /D,j,t’/, since the fact 
that t is the time that it is and not some other time earlier than V  
by more than twelve hours, does contribute to the causal explanation of 
Jones' death at t1.

But not in all contexts of inquiry will these true ascriptions 
of causal connection be appropriate. It is inappropriate to cite the 
event /B,j/ as a cause or the cause of /D,j,t'/ if, for example, it is 
already assumed, that Jones has the body type B with which the poison 
reacts lethally. In other contexts it may be more appropriate to cite 
/B,j/ as the cause than to cite the event /C,j,s,t/ — as when, for ex
ample, it is already assumed that Jones must have imbibed the poison, 
but it now must be found out whether or not he 1ms the body type which 
is so strongly affected by it.

We note finally that, given the way in which singular events 
instantiate causal nomic conditionals, our view is open to the adoption 
of an alternative criterion of event identity based upon Donald 
Davidson's notion that events are identified criterially In terms of 
having all and only the same causes and effects (Davidson 196?). For 
we may interpret Davidson's principle that e = e' if and only if they
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have all and only the same causes and effects as stating more per
spicuously that if e = any singular event of the type /^,x,T/* and 
if e° = any singular event of the type /^oypT'/j then e = e° if and 
only if the paradigmatic event sentences "j&cT" and V^yT” ’ can be inter- 
substituted in all causal nomic conditionals without loss of truth 
value or lawlikeness. Of course the events which will turn out to be 
identified on this criterion (which captures the same class of iden
tities as that specified by our previous criterion of Part 20 Chapter 
1), will constitute a much narrower class than Davidson had in mind 
when he proposed that event identity is to be based on sameness of 
causes and effects.

STATISTICAL CAUSAL CONNECTIONS
We take up the question whether in our world there obtain true 

irreducibly statistical causal laws and whether their positive in
stances are genuine instances of causes producing effects. Statistical 
causation has traditionally been denied by some eminent philosophers of 
science such as Popper0 Nagel„ Pap, Rescher, Hempel„ and Prodbeck, as 
well as by contemporary contributors to the issue such as Hellor (1976) 
and Srednicki (1973)• But the traditional view has undergone a 
vigorous attack by Salmon and other advocates of his Statistical Rele
vance theory of explanation such as Greeno [1970] (Salmon 1971) and 
Jeffrey [1969] (Salmon 1971). We will survey the arguments for both 
sides, but our own conclusions are only tentative since there remain 
too many problems attaching to both views to indicate convincingly 
which side is correct.
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In favor of the traditional view, Mellor (19?6, pp. 1 - 3) 

discusses the example Salmon gives (1975) of a police transmission 
causing a herringbone pattern on his TV screen but where there is less 
than a universal ("100$") correlation between these event types$

Salmon wants us to  take these [universal correlation s] 
as merely extreme cases o f a more general s t a t i s t ic a l  re la 
tion  o f causal in flu en ce, where the correlation  between 
events o f the two kinds may be l e s s  than 100%. I fin d , how
ever, that I  can make no sense o f exp lica tin g  the cau.se- 
e f fe c t  re la tio n  in  terms o f a l e s s  than 100% correlation .
A ll Salmon's examples seem to me to appeal only when con
strued as 100% cases. I t  may indeed be, to pursue h is  
example, that 'when I fin d  a strong s t a t i s t ic a l  correlation  
(say 95%) between the operation o f the p o lice  transm itter  
and the breakup o f the p ic tu re , I conclude that the" p olice  
broadcast i s  part o f the explanation o f the te le v is io n  mal
function 6. I  may even reasonably conclude with Salmon that 
'the operation o f the p o lice  transm itter i s  the cause (or a 
part o f the cause) o f the bad TV p ic tu re '. But I  should 
then expect the occasions when the transm ission was followed  
by no pattern to be exp licab le e ith er  by the absence o f some 
other condition ( l ik e  my se t  not being switched on) or of 
some relevant feature o f the transmission i t s e l f  ( l ik e  not 
being on some particu lar wavelength). E ither way, i f  I  am 
prepared to generalise my singular causal complaint a t  a l l ,  
as Salmon does, i t  w ill be to some 100% correlation . The 
o rig in a l 95% correla tion , which made me (rapidly and no 
doubt reasonably) suspicious o f the p o lice  transm ission, re
appears as a merely accidental mixture o f ( e .g . )  trans
m issions o f th is  and that wavelength. The proportion of 
transm issions on the offending wavelength could have been 
anything, down to 5% or l e s s ,  without making those trans
m issions any le s s  the cause o f my TV pattern. The lower 
th is  accidental proportion, the slower I  sh a ll be to guess 
the p attern 's cause, th a t's  a l l .

I f  there i s  supposed to be only the 95% correla tion , how
ever, I  confess I  do not see how i t  serves to exp lica te  the 
supposed causal connection. For now we are in v ited  to  speak 
of p o lice  transm issions causing the pattern in  an undiffer
entiated  c la ss  o f cases in  which sometimes there i s  a 
transm ission and no pattern and sometimes a pattern and no 
transm ission. Yet i f  the lite r a tu r e  o f causation agrees on 
anything, i t  i s  surely that e can only cause e ' i f  both e and 
e ' a t  le a s t  occur.
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One might say that a 95% correlation shows or sug

gests at any rate that those transmissions which are 
followed by patterns cause them, and it may of course be 
true that they do. But explicating the causal connec
tion in these cases at least involves differentiating 
them from others, however,few, in which the pattern does 
not follow, or the transmission does not precede, so 
that no causal connection can obtain between them. It 
is this differentiation that any correlation less than 
100% fails to provide for, “You wiggle something over 
here and see if anything wiggles over there” may be, as 
Salmon says, an apt characterization of causal relevance;
“You wiggle something over here and sometimes* something 
wiggles over there and sometimes* it doesn't (*for per
centages see table)“ is not, whatever the percentages.

There is certainly much intuitive plausibility in Mellor’s 
comment. Also consider an argument against statistical causation 
given by Jan Srednicki (1973)• He attacks this position as intern
ally inconsistent8 we must suppose that statistical causal laws give 
causally determining (sufficient) conditions for the behaviour of 
whole populations of entities, but at the same time it is in principle 
impossible, in virtue of these laws or any other laws, to determine 
the behaviour of any of the particular members of the population taken 
singly. Yet the population is wholly composed of its individual mem
bers. And the statistical causal law must be seen as a generalisation 
over observations of the behaviour of individuals within the popula
tion. The single observations are presumably available. Since there 
is no 100% correlation exhibited for a member's having or not having 
the effect or consequent property in question, then when a member hav
ing the appropriate antecedent properties does not have the effect 
property, the effect event was not caused at all and thus was not 
caused by the instancing of the antecedent properties cited. On the
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s t a t i s t ic a l  causation view we would have to say that events sim ilar in  

a l l  possib le  relevant resp ects sometimes con stitu te  causes and some

times not. Or perhaps worse, we should have to say that causes —in  

the strong sense of conditions s u f f ic ie n t  to produce th e ir  e f fe c ts  — 

sometimes do not produce th e ir  e f fe c t s ,  even when nothing, including  

a l l  p ossib le  "hidden variab les' or c e te r is  paribus conditions, pre

vents them from doing so.

We encounter another d if f ic u lty  in  Salmon's account which not 

only shows that something i s  wrong with s t a t i s t ic a l  causation as such, 

but a lso  in d icates an inconsistency in  Salmon's own theory. To sta te  

the objection c lea r ly  we f i r s t  point out some semantical u n c la r itie s  in  

h is  account.

In speaking of causal relevance Salmon says that properties 
are what bear this relation to one another (Salmon 1971). We take this 
to also indicate that the event types identified in terms of these 
properties as their constituents would also be taken as at least in
direct relata of causal relevance. But causal relevance is tested by 
marking. In employing marking procedures, we mark a particular event 
of the same constituent type as the original purported cause, to see 
if a particular event similar to the original purported effect, in 
being of the same constituent type, emerges. The only relevant dif
ference in the two cases, if we have set up the experiment correctly, 
is that one includes the message made by marking while the other does 
not. We do not put marks on pure properties, not do we apply marks to 
pure event types, for these are not concrete occurrences. Marking can
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only be done to particular events — i.e., instantiations of these 
properties or types — for they are the only entities of the three 
which occur.

So now we see that causal relevance i s  a re la tio n  which we may 

say obtains between event types $ and $ only in  v irtu e o f the fa c t that 

causal relevance obtains between instances o f these types.

Now if 0 is causally relevant to 0, or if /0,x,T/ is causally 
relevant to /0»y,Te/, it must also be true that /0,x,T/ is causally 
relevant to /0,y,T'/ for all individuals instantiating the properties 
0 and 0. And since causal influence is spatiotemporally continuous we 
must have for each pair of instances of these types that they too are 
spatiotemporally continuous: all of the first of these pairs have the
ability to transmit marks to the second. Now in Salmon's theory causal 
relevance is necessary for causal connection: statistical causal laws
must then be such that their antecedent properties are causally rele
vant to their consequent properties. So, consider a statistical 
generalization purporting to state a causal law which does not assert 
a 100% correlation between these types. If true, then there must be 
'instances' of the law which are comprised by an occurrence of the 
nomic antecedent type, but no occurrence of the consequent type. And 
yet all such instance pairs are supposed to be spatiotemporally con
tinuous — and thus they must both at least occur. It seems we must 
then say that the consequent event does and does not occur. So if 
causal laws state relationships between their instances such that all 
instances are spatiotemporally continuous, it is difficult to conceive
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of any causal law stating a less than 100% correlation. To correct 
the above inconsistency, Salmon would have to either abandon the claim 
that causal relevance is a relation that obtains between event types 
or properties, or else abandon the claim that it is essential in 
causal laws.

What can be said in favor of the statistical view? An attempt 
to bolster the position is made by Salmon (1976a, pp.26 ff.) wherein 
he responds to Mellor's objection. Salmon's discussion is also perti
nent to the argument given by Srednicki as well as our objection 
above., for all three objections appeal to the same basic intuition 
about causes and effects. Salmon's reply is supposed to be relevant 
to these sorts of objection in that it is to justify the unintuitive 
consequence for statistical causality that cause event types are some
times not followed by effect event types of the sort for which we have 
true causal laws. Salmon produces an obviously uncontroverted case as 
counterexample to the principle that if an event of the type /C,x,T/ 
causes an event of the type /D,x,T’/, it does not follow that all 
events of the type /D,x,T'/ are preceded by events of the type /C,x,T/, 
where the properties C and D are denoted in the causal law 
(I) ((CxT . __  ) ca (DxT'))
where C (T) =df ( l )  is decapitated and D (̂ l) -df (T) dies, which we 
suppose is true, and where the antecedent of this law has been filled 
out in all relevant ways, ceteris paribus conditions taken into con- 
sideration, etc. (in the space '___' of (l)).

36. We do not quantify this forumlation, since to universally
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C learly, decapitation  may cause L avoisier°s death while Hume 

could have died o f natural causes. But th is  i s  not a counterexample 

to the p rincip le  to which the s t a t i s t i c a l  view i s  committed, namely 

that (where a = L avoisier and t  and t" are appropriately related)

/C ,a ,t /  causes /D ,a ,t ° / ,  but fo r  some more fortunate individual b we 

have that /C ,b ,T / but no occurrence o f /D ,b ,T '/, even where a l l  other

relevant circumstances as designated by __ ' o f ( l )  are f u l f i l l e d  fo r

b°s particu lar case. . Salmon’s example shows that h is  p osition  i s  not 

committed to the obviously fa ls e  p rin cip le  that an event o f  the type 

/D ,x ,T ‘/  occurs only i f  an event o f the type /C ,x ,T / occurs. But what 

he must g ive us to stave o f f  the three objections above i s  a counter

example demonstrating the im p lau sib ility  o f another p rin cip le , namely 

that i f  an event o f the type /C ,x ,T / occurs and ( l )  i s  a true causal 

law, then one o f the type /D ,x ,T */ a lso  occurs. I  doubt Salmon could 

produce the appropriate sort o f example without c ircu la r ly  appealing to  

the existence o f irreducib ly s t a t i s t ic a l  causal laws.

But the main evidence favoring the s t a t i s t ic a l  view comes from 

other quarters, and remains independent o f whether or not objections  

l ik e  those above can be overcome, For i t  looks very much as i f  the 

currently accepted physics e n ta ils  th a t, i f  our world operates causally  

a t a l l , i t  operates according to irreducibly s t a t i s t ic a l  causal

quantify i t  as in
(1°) (x)(T)(r)((CxT . ___ ) ca (BxT0))
would be to opt fo r  a p osition  that too blatantly  b e lie s  Salmon's ob
jection ; and we do not s t a t i s t ic a l ly  quantify the sentence as in  
( I* ')  [c ]P (x )(T)(T1) ( ( CxT), (DxT1)) = n
sin ce the question is ,  whether or not causal laws can ever take s t a t i s 
t ic a l  forms l ik e  ( I " )  in  the f i r s t  p lace.



p rin c ip les. I f  p a r tic le  physics i s  the basic science to which a l l  

others are reducible, then causation might be a t bottom a s ta t is t ic a l  

matter. At the le v e l o f subatomic quanta, p a r tic le s  or energy-packets 

do not seem to behave in a causally  determined way. Either we 

countenance irreducibly s ta t i s t ic a l  causal connections or we drop the 

notion of universal cau sa lity  en tir e ly  and say that a t le a s t  some 

ground-level events are uncaused. How we could avoid saying that the 

macroevents that reduce to such ground le v e l events are themselves 

therefore uncaused as w ell, may then be quite problematic (although 

not, perhaps, as problematic on our view of the nature of theoretic  

reduction as for some other v iew s).

Perhaps the most reasonable p osition  to adopt i s  that stated  

by E. Nagel (1961, p .77)1 M[Irreducibly s t a t i s t ic a l ]  laws are mani

f e s t ly  not causal, though they are not incompatible with a causal 

account of the fa c ts  they form ulate.“ Exactly what sorts  of 'causal 

accounts' of the 'fa c ts  such laws formulate* would be compatible with 

them i s  of course something a t which we can now only guess. Remain

ing o p tim istic , however, we leave open our conclusions on th is  issue  

and await the arriva l of a new and convincing theory about these 

'causal accounts' and a f in a l so lu tion  of the problem.
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PART FOUR

THE NOI'iIC SUBSUl’iPTIVE THEORY OF EXPLANATION

In Part Four we se t  down conditions of adequacy on NS explana

tio n s . But f i r s t  we sh a ll delineate our aims more s p e c if ic a lly  by 

d ifferen tia tin g  the sort of theory we are about to propose from other 

kinds of theories about s c ie n t i f ic  explanation.

288



CHAPTER 1

SOKE FUNDAMENTAL ASSUMPTIONS

There are two broad kinds of theories of explanation. These 

are ( l )  those focusing on epistem ological aspects, which construe s c i 

e n t if ic  explanation as the process of ju stify in g  our b e l i f s  about the 

events we wish to explain , and ( 2 ) , those focusing on ontological as

p ects, which construe s c ie n t i f ic  explanations as statements concerning 

what events are system atically  connected with what other events, and 

in  what manner. Pertinent to analyses of the second sort are questions 

such as (a) What i s  the lo g ic a l structure of explanation and what are 

the nature of the samentic t ie s  between explanatory language and the 

fa c ts  i t  purportedly denotes? (b) What sorts of an a lysis  of explana

tion  most accurately capture the m aterial re la tion  ° explains ”

when th is  re la tio n  i s  viewed as one that obtains o b jectiv e ly  or inde

pendent of language, between o b jective ly  occurring events; and what i s  

the nature of the connection between an event and i t s  explanatory ante

cedents? Pertinent to analyses of the f i r s t  sort are questions such as 

(c) What sorts  of statements about e must be (or should be) made in  

order for  one rational person to impart explanatory understanding of e 

to another? (d) Under what conditions should any ration a l person ac

cept an account of the s o r t    as ah explanation of e? Theories of

the f i r s t  sort we sh a ll characterize as anthropocentrlc in  that they 

deal with pragmatic aspects of explanation and the se tt in g  of normative

289
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standards concerning the r a tio n a lity  o f accepting or re jectin g  an ex

planatory account of e within sp e c if ic  contexts of explanations 

sought. Theories of the second sort we w ill lab el as ontocentric, by 

which we mean that the emphasis i s  not on explanation as an episterao- 

lo g ic a l en terp rise„ giving normative prescriptions to conceptualize e 

as systematized in  such-and-such ways, but rather on both as descrip

tiv e  accounts of how events are system atically  interconnected in  the 

actual world apart from particu lar in q u iries  launched by explanation- 

seekers.

Some philosophers of science8 e.g,Rescher (l9?0c), Goodman 
(1966), and Scheffler (1963)» contend that explanation is nomic sub- 
sumptive but that lawlikeness is a purely psychological or 
epistemological concept which has no ontological basis in objective 
facts to say that /^,x,T/ is nominally connected to /jd0ygT/ is to say 
nothing of how, as a matter of objective fact, these events stand in 
relation to one another» but only to say that we can use the sentence 
°0xT ni jjyT” in fruitful ways. There exists no such thing as nomic 
connection between events in reality, but rather only in our minds.
Such philosophers would presumably eschew a l l  attempts to analyze the 

nature of NS explanation in  ontocentric.term s.

Others might countenance the o b jec tiv ity  of nomic re la tio n s , 

and embrace realism  a t the le v e l of nomic t ie s  among properties, but 

go on to deny that there can be any one pattern, or s e t  o f  explanatory 

paradigms, which exh ib it objective features of explanatory re la tio n s  

between events. Adherents of such a view might argue that there can 

be no o b jectiv e ly  grounded explanatory paradigms because there are no
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objective explanation re la tio n s  corresponding to nomic re la tio n s  

among event types. This a ttitu d e , too, opposes any attempts to anal

yze s c ie n t i f ic  explanation ontocentricaU y.

Last, there i s  the. kind of view which acknowledges ob jective ly  

e x istin g  nomic connections as well as explanatory re la tio n s  but where

in  i t  i s  asserted that i t  i s  not the proper function of s c ie n t if ic  

explanation to describe such features of the actual world, but only to  

convey whatever sorts  of fa c ts  about e happen to be sought by sp e c if ic  

persons in  order to sa t is fy  th e ir  cu r io sity  about “why e happened".

I f  explanation i s  so le ly  a context dependent “success phenomenon", - 

then there can be no explanatory paradigm or s e t  of them which, even 

i f  they did capture the objective re la tio n s above, would be exclur 

s iv e ly  deserving of the name “explanation.

Our project i s  ontocentric. We conceive of the notion that an 

event e i s  an-explanatory antecedent of e", as a way of sta tin g  a fa c t  

about how e and e “, in  the world and independent of language and 

minds, stand in  re la tio n  to one another. Although we do not deny the 

sign ifican ce of analyzing the anthropocentric aspects of explanation, 

we contend that there are objective nomic t ie s  between eventsi there 

do e x is t  objective exp lanation-relations between them, and i t  i s  

f r u it fu l to attempt a d escrip tive characterization of th e ir  nature. 

Those who are already convinced that these claims are fa ls e  need read 

no further. Those who are not are in v ited  to examine some of our 

arguments against rad ical anti-ontocentrism , and to become more ready 

to accept the p o s s ib il ity  of an ontocentric theory of explanation in  

discovering the m erits, i f  there be any, in  the theory of NS
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explanation we are about to propose„ Before we do so, however, we 
look at some of the anthropocentric alternatives.

First we have the view that laws of nature are instrumentally 
useful in systematizing our beliefs but that they are not statements 
asserting real connections between events or event properties. Accor
ding to this view there are no nomic facts. Laws do not state truths 
about the worlds if they are associated with any ideas of nomic con
nection, this is only inasmuch as such connection is a product of the 
human imagination. To call a sentence a law of nature is merely to say 
that it is accepted by the scientific community as a pragmatically use
ful principle or rule, or that it has undergone certain tests and fared 
well. For example, the view presented in Fact Fiction and Forecast by 
N. Goodman (1973) entails that lawfulness is ultimately an anthropo
centric concept in that his criterion for accepting S as stating a law 
includes the condition that S be confirmed; but S°s confirmation is 
tantamount to its having projects tie and well-entrenched predicates. 
Which predicates are project!ble and which are well-entrenched are 
purely matters of the linguistic history of the use of the terms by 
scientists. It has nothing directly to do with the ontological nature 
of the properties that these terms purport to denote. ' 1

Goodman * s view seems to suifer some conceptual unclarities due 
to his attempt to hold to anthropocentrism in the above way and still 
retain a modestly realistic ontology. He claims that strictly speak
ing it is classes of objects rather than predicates that get 
entrenched, through the projection of predicates selecting them (ibid,, 
p. 95)° This is an odd thing to say, since we can make sense of the



idea that predicates are what g et entrenched in  a language„ but not too 

much sense of the idea that c la sse s  do; c la sses  are not l in g u is t ic  en

t i t i e s  but rather co lle c tio n s  of n on lln gu istic  o b jects . I f  c la sses  do 

not get entrenched in  a language, do they then get entrenched in  the 

world? How? Entrenchment according to Goodman admits o f degrees. But 

one conceives of a c la ss  as e ith er  e x ist in g  or not ex is t in g  with no 

middle a ltern a tiv e . So how could c la sses  admit of degrees of entrench

ment in  the world? I f  as Goodman maintains c la sses  are the entrenched 

e n t it ie s  and the predicates naming them are only d er iv a tiv e ly  

entrenched (in  language), then the fa c t  that we build up l in g u is t ic  

habits of using certa in  predicates more often and with more success 

than others determines nothing about the ontological issu e  of whether 

or not the c la sses  they capture are themselves entrenched in  the world . 

(or: entrenched in  the world to any greater degree). I f  an entrenched

c la ss  i s  one comprising a group whose members, in  v irtu e of being in
i

that c la ss , enter in to  genuine lawful re la tio n s , then whether or not 

we have developed l in g u is t ic  habits of referring to that c la ss  in  mak

ing inductive inferences —projecting i t — i s  contrary to what Goodman 

says a wholly d ifferen t and independent matter. P r o je c t ib ility  and 

entrenchment on the l in g u is t ic  le v e l  ( i . e . , for  pred icates) i s  cer

ta in ly  a comparative notion, one that only admits of degrees. That 

th is  cannot hold fo r  c la sses  being entrenched in  the world therefore 

presents a problem.

In a different discussion Bertrand Russell (1948, p. 239) 
makes the same point in noting the meaninglessness of the notion of 
"degrees of fictiveness" for classes:
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Most people would h esita te  to regard a fam ily as a f i c 

t it io u s  u n it, but what about a p o l i t ic a l  party or a crick et  
club? „„.these d istin c tio n s  are not lo g ic a l ; from the lo g i 
cal point of view, a l l  assemblages of individuals are equally  
real or equally f ic t iv e .  The importance of the d is t in c tio n  
i s  p ra c tic a l, not lo g ic a l : there are some assemblages about
which there are many useful things to be sa id , and others 
about which th is  i s  not the case ,

Perhaps the thought expressed here by Russell i s  a foreshadowing of 

what Goodman might be trying to get a t; project Able or entrenched 

c la sse s , he might want to say, are those about which (more) in te r e s t 

ing things can be said . But then i t  i s  crucial to a lso  remember; i f  

any in terestin g  things can be said about a certain  c la s s , or i f  more 

in terestin g  things can be said about one c la ss  than about another, 

th is  i s  a matter that i s  en tire ly  independent from whether or not we 

choose to, say them. Thus, i f  law fulness i s  u ltim ately a matter of en

trenchment of c la sses  as Goodman seems to be saying, then contrary to  

what he a lso  wishes to maintain, law fulness i s  not a t rock bottom a 

purely l in g u is t ic  matter nor anthropocentric in  any other way, fo r  in 

stead i t  w ill depend on what i t  i s  about the c la sse s  denoted by the 

predicates in  a purported law that make them objects of in terest;  

these w ill be features o n to lo g ica lly  accruing to the c la sses  them

se lv es independently of the l in g u is t ic  habits (whatever they may be) 

that we have acquired fo r  the use of th e ir  predicate names.

Israel S ch effler voices h is  anthropocentric viewpoint in  h is  

Anatomy, of Inquiry (1963, p. 226), where he construes laws as p o li

c ie s ;  manmade ru les fo r  judging hypothetical or counterfactual 

instances of them. But S ch effler  a lso  maintains that laws are s ta te 

ments, sentences having determinate truth values. Again we can
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discover a conceptual confusion due to  a su p erfic ia l commitment to  

anthropocentrism with underlying ontocentric in tu it io n s .

Yet a th ird  instance o f th is  sort of c o n f lic t  appears in  

"Lawfulness As Mind Dependent", by N, Rescher (1970b) in  which he de

fends the th e s is  that law fulness i s  a matter o f human imputation.

Laws d if fe r  from accidental g en era liza tio n s, he says, only by being im

puted to carry hypothetical force and nomic n ecessity :

...when an em pirical generalization  i s  designated as a law, 
th is  epistem ological sta tu s i s  imputed, to i t . . .  Lawfulness 
i s  not a matter o f what the generalization  says, but a mat
ter  o f how i t  i s  to be used. . .  i t  i s  we the users who accord 
to a generalization  i t s  lawful sta tu s thus endowing i t  with 
nomological n ecessity  and hypothetical fo rce . Lawfulness i s  
thus not a matter of the a ssertiv e  content of a generaliza
tio n , but o f i t s  epistem ic s ta tu s, as determined by the ways 
in  which i t  i s  deployed in  its .a p p lic a t io n s . ( Ib id .,  p. 185).

This does not represent Rescher's to ta l view, however, for la te r  

( ib id . ,  p. 186) he claims that our imputation of law fulness to a gen

era liza tio n  cannot be arbitrary but must be grounded in  empirical 

evidence and th eo retica l support —something, presumably, that mere 

accidental gen eralizations do not have. But think a moment about the 

statu s o f th is  empirical evidence and th eo retica l support that accrues 

to laws but not accidental generalizations: as to em pirical evidence

in the form of mere p o sitiv e  instances, we have such evidence for both 

laws as well as true accidental gen eralizations. So here i s  not the 

area wherein l i e s  the extra punch of laws that d istin gu ish es them from 

other gen eralizations. Think then o f  ijiheoretical support: we have

th eoretica l support for  laws but not fo r  non-laws. But what does th is  

th eoretica l support amount to? I f  merely the condition that the pred

ic a te s  of such sentences are capable of being put in to  some system o f
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"axioms0„ or that they can be given Systematic coordinative d e fin it io n s  

that r e su lt  in  observable consequences which are borne out by experi

ment, then neither does th is  factor  serve to d istin gu ish  accidental 

generalizations from genuine natural laws. For i t  i s  surely p ossib le  

to construct 0 th eo r ies0 a t both the syntactic  as well as the semantic
J

le v e ls ,  out of s e ts  of predicates appearing in  accidental generaliza

t io n s . I f  there i s  something included in  the sign ifican ce  of genuine 

laws over and above what i s  included in  that of accidental generaliza

tio n s , and i f  th is  d ifference i s  nonarbitrary as Eescher contends, 

then i t  i s  hard to see what i t  can be unless i t  i s  some objective  

feature of the relationsh ip  between the properties and event types de

noted in  laws that does not obtain in  the case of non-laws. And, i t  i s  

hard to see what th is  objective feature could be unless i t  i s  some form 

of connection a t le a s t  sim ilar in  some respects to that which we have 

called  nomic n ecessity  or nomic connection.

Eescher attempts three times (1970b) to demonstrate that no

mic n ecessity  i s  merely a matter of imputation. A ll three of h is
37arguments f a i l . The f i r s t  appears on page 190s

1. Suppose L i s  a law. Then by d e fin it io n  L, has hypo

th e tic a l force —i . e . ,  i t  supports counterfactuals.

2 . I f  L supports counterfactuals, then L°s being a law 

depends upon the existence of a hypothetical realm of 

countezfact.

3„ But a hypothetical realm of counterfact can e x is t  only

37. The three arguments presented are my form ulations. They 
are not taken verbatim from Eescher°s d iscussion .
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i f  there e x is ts  a mind to imagine such a realm,

4. Therefore (by a se r ie s  of contrapositions) neither

could laws e x is t  i f  there were no minds.

Now c learly  (3) i s  fa ls e .  I f  th is  premiss seems p lau sib le  a t a l l ,  i t s  

p la u s ib ility  derives only from an ambiguity between two d ifferen t in 

terpretations of premiss (2 ). According to the in terpretation  Rescher 

must use for h is  argument to work. I / s  lawfulness e n ta ils  that some 

person must e x is t  to imagine that under a l l  contrary to fa c t  s ta te s  of 

a f fa ir s , the a ssertion  expressed by L obtains. What Rescher overlooks 

i s  that L can obtain in  contrary to fa c t  s itu a tio n s whether or not any

one actu a lly  imagines them. Premiss (2) chould rather be interpreted  

as assertin g  that I / s  law fulness e n ta ils  that under a l l  possib le but 

contrary to fa c t  s ta te s  of a f fa ir s ,  the assertion  expressed by L ob

ta in s , Rescher wrongly appends to the condition that counterfactuals 

be supported, the further condition that someone be there to imagine 

that the counterfactual i s  supported. I f  counterfactuals are s ta te 

ments, then they have truth values independently of whether anyone 

imputes a truth value to them. And, we presume, Rescher does view 

counterfactuals as statements.

The argument i s  saved i f  Rescher could, prove that counter- 

factu al conditions, or possib le worlds, or p o s s ib il ity  in  general, 

depends on there being a mind to imagine them. He does try to b o lster  

th is  idea in  h is  second attempt a t  argument ( ib id . , p. 190);

1. Counterfactual sentences depict hypothetical s ta te s

of a f fa ir s . I . e . ,  counterfactual statements are true 

' when certa in  hypothetical s ta tes  of a f fa ir s  obtain.
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2. "The hypothetical cannot ju st "objectively be0 the

case, but must be hypothesized, imagined, e tc ,  

Hypothetical [ fa c ts ]  lack  . , , that ob jective founda

tion  in  the e x is te n t ia l order which alone could 

render them independent of minds," [Brackets mine]

Now i t  takes but a modicum of a lertn ess to notice that (2) i s  a t best 

obscure and a t worst confused. I t  obscures matters greatly  to focus 

on the notion of how or in  what sense hypothetical s ta te s  of a ffa ir s  

e x is t ,  or whether th eir  existence depends on that of a mind to imagine 

them. But i f  I imagine there to be a copy of Dune on my desk upstairs, 

for example, then the object of my thought i s  the proposition that 

there i s  a copy of Dune on my desk. The object of my thought ( i . e . ,  

that proposition) e x is ts  in  the actual world whether the book does or 

not. Too, even i f  there i s  no such book on my desk, the proposition  

that there i s  a copy of i t  on my desk e x is ts  regardless of my enter

ta in ing i t  as an object of thought. In saying that hypothetical s ta te s  

cannot "objectively be" the case, I  think Bescher commits him self to  

claiming that no propositions of the form "The p ossib le  s ta te  of a f

fa ir s  P ob ta in s" could be true or fa ls e  unless a t le a s t  one mind 

existed  to entertain  them. This prompts Bescher to contend that the 

truth value of such propositions i s  not an objective matter e ith er , but 

that i t  too depends on minds. Bescher must deny the p rin cip le  that

( l )  The proposition, “The p ossib le  s ta te  of a f fa ir s  P

obtains" i s  true i f  and only i f  in  some possib le  

s itu a tio n  (world, s ta te  description , e t c .)  P obtains.
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Instead he must opt for  the follow ing much stronger claims

(II )  The proposition„ "the p ossib le  s ta te  o f a f fa ir s  P

ob ta in s” i s  true i f  and only i f  there e x is ts  a mind 

entertain ing th is  proposition and in  some possib le  

s itu a tio n  (world, s ta te  description , e t c .)  P obtains. 

Now ( l l )  i s  surely much l e s s  p lau sib le  than ( l) s  although we may not 

yet have a c lear  semantic theory about p o s s ib il ity  statem ents, surely  

the condition that there e x is ts  a mind to imagine them cannot be an 

essen tia l part o f th e ir  truth conditions. But i f  the truth value of 

p o ss ib il ity  statements does not require that a mind e x is t s ,  then 

neither does the truth of counterfactual cond itionals. And thus 

Rescher's argument f a i l s  to prove, once again, that law fulness too 

depends on minds.

Rescher t e l l s  us that "The claim o f law fulness, unlike the 

claim o f fa c tu a lity , involves something ( v i z . , a reference to the 

hypothetical) that would be in fea s ib le  in  the face o f  a postulated  

absence of minds." [emphasis mine] But th is  i s  c lea r ly  fa lses  to  

claim that a proposition P i s  fa c tu a lly  true, no more than to claim  

that P expresses a law, i s  to perform an act o f a ssertio n . Both re

quire agents, and both a c t iv i t ie s  require that the agent o f the 

a c t iv ity  re fer  to a proposition. But th is  does not support Rescher’s  

th e s is  that law fulness i s  mind dependent while factu a l propositions  

are not. For the two kinds o f propositions are not d ifferen tia ted  in  

th is  way.
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But Rescher goes on to make a third appeal.(Ibid,, p„ 193)*

1. The actual world (i.e., objective reality) does not
contain unactualized possibilities.

2. Unactualized possibilities do not exist in some ethird 
realm" (such as that which Frege„ for example, postu
lated as a home for his 1Thoughts1).

3* But if unactualized possibilities do not exist in
either a third realm or in the actual world, then they
exist only insofar as they are thought of by minds.

4, Thus unactualized possibilities exist only insofar as 
they are thought of by minds.

5. Now if some proposition L expresses a law, then there 
exist unactualized possibilities.

6. Therefore i f  L expresses a law, then there e x is t  

minds.

7, Therefore (by contraposition) if there are no minds, 
then there are no laws.

This time there are two faulty premisses, (l) is ambiguous$ one in
terpretation renders it false, the other true, but Rescher°s argument
depends on our accepting the first interpretation, not the second. 
Logicians define "possibly P" as "P is true in some possible world 
(the actual world included)' or as "if P is true in world^ (the act
ual world), then "possibly P" is also true in world^1. But one might 
object that in common usage, "possibly P° conversationally implies 
that P is not true in the actual world. Or at least, it is very odd



to  u tter  'p ossib ly  P" in  a conversation wherein one could a sser t  

tru ely  that P. Now, in  the sense in  which P (in  world^) does not 

en ta il possib ly  P ( in  world^), Rescher's premiss ( l )  i s  correct. But 

th is  i s  not the in terpretation  he needs to  make h is  argument work.

The in terpretation  o f ( l ) 'h e  needs construes i t  as a ssertin g  an ideo

lo g ic a l claim which, unfortunately fo r  Rescher, i s  certa in ly  fa ls e .  

This second in terpretation  construes p o s s ib il ity  such that there i s  

no sense in  which 'p ossib ly  P” ( in  world^) can be true without there 

being a t the same time another true proposition , ”there e x is ts  a 

mind' (in  world^). Indeed I think Rescher would a lso  consent to  

saying that 'p ossib ly  P" (in  world^) can be neither true nor fa ls e  

without the a ssistan ce o f some e x ist in g  mind. But to  say that no 

propositions of the form 'p ossib ly  P' ( in  world^) could be true apart 

from the ex istence o f minds i s  to turn truth i t s e l f  ( i . e . ,  what a c t

u a lly  i s  the case) in to  a human construction.

Now, (4) will not be soundly deducible from (l) - (3). If 
(l) is interpreted in the first sense, then it construes 'possibly P' 

(in world^) in such a way that its truth is incompatible with P (in 
world^). But for consistency's sake, when we give this first inter
pretation to (l), we have to interpret (3) in the same way, in which 
case (3) sayst unactualized possibilities must exist in either a 
third realm, or be true in world^, or else ...(etc.), in order to 
avoid equivocation. In that case (l) and (3) become mutually incon
sistent. So (4) cannot be a sound conclusion drawn from (l) - (3) if 
(l) is given this first interpretation. If (l) is given the second
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interpretationo i t  i s  fa ls e .  So again (4) i s  without ju s t if ic a t io n .  

Rescher's th ird attem pt0 th erefore„ l ik e  the other two, f a l l  far  

short of h is  purposes.

Thus we see that Rescher’s case f a i l s  to support anthropo- 

centrism fo r  law likeness, as do the cases o f S ch effler  and Goodman.

Another kind of anthropocentrism accepts realism  with re

spect to nomic connection but denies objective sta tu s to the notion  

of explanation. Rescher’s anthropocentrism does not extend th is  fa r , 

fo r  he denies that s c ie n t i f ic  explanation must be characterized  

anthropocentrically (Rescher 1970c, p. 6)$

In actual practice the idea o f explaining i s . . .  basic
a l ly  a d ia le c t ic a l one,, involving a question and an' 
answ er... But in  s c ie n t if ic  explanation th is  h eu r istic  as
pect i s  attenuated to the point of nonexistence. When we 
consider the topic of s c ie n t i f ic  explanation we la rg e ly  
abstract from th is  pragmatic aspect o f the in ter locu tor-  
involving se tt in g  within which an explanatory question  
a risess  we imagine (or p ostu la te) an abstract, imperson
a l framework, rather than a concrete d ia le c tic a l s e tt in g .
And we assume a range of questions marked o f f  by abstracted  
conceptual boundaries of a d isc ip lin e  rather than the 
personalized range of in te r e sts  o f an individual inquirer.
The questions that ’a r is e ’ are now fixed  a b s tr a c t ly .. .
S c ie n tif ic  explanation i s  not a matter of, a h eu r istic  de
signed to make something understood by any particu lar  
person or group, but of the creation of a context-free  
body of machinery for  rendering things understandable,
Thus a s c ie n t i f ic  explanation does not re s t  upon the back
ground knowledge that an individual may bring to a 
d ia le c t ic a l s itu a tio n . I t  p ostu la tes an impersonal ob
je c t if ie d  realm of ’what i s  known’ . . .

And again from -Rescher ( ib id . ,  p. ?) we have that

The pragmatic context dependent aspect of explana
tio n  in  i t s  ordinary sense i s  put a sid e , or rather  
abstracted from by s c ie n t i f ic  explanation, which takes 
the character o f a lo g ic a l resources reasoning to the 
explanatory conclusion a t issu e  by rigorous p rin cip les
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o f inference from premisses that provide information pos
tu lated  as interpersonal!y known or accepted. Such 
lo g ic a l r igor o f argumentation i s  the foundation o f s c i 
e n t if ic  explanation.

Michael Friedman (1974, pp. 7-8) g ives cr it ic ism s o f r a d ic a l . 

anthropocentrism with respect to explanation, c it in g  the d i f f ic u l t ie s  

that a r ise  when we relegate  the notion o f explanatory understanding 

en tir e ly  to the subjective or "merely pragmatic'. As examples he 

c it e s  the views o f P. ¥. Bridgemann and William Bray, according to  

which the so le  function o f explanation i s  to r e la te  to the explainee 

what i s  unfamiliar to him, to what i s  more fam iliar. Clearly i f  th is  

i s  the so le  function o f explanation, then as Friedman notes, many 

in tu it iv e ly  adequate explanations in  highly technical or abstract 

d isc ip lin e s  would have to be rejected , fo r  many such explanations 

c it e  explanatory antecedents which are much le s s  fam iliar  than the 

events they are supposed to help explain.

Friedman a lso  d iscu sses another anthropocentric view which 

s ta te s  that paradigms o f explanatory reasoning themselves change with 

the in tersu b jective  consensus o f the s c ie n t if ic  or in te lle c tu a l com

munity presently  in  vogue. I t  too f a i l s ,  because i t  e n ta ils  that 

there can be no grounds fo r  choosing one sort o f explanatory paradigm 

over any other ( Ib id .,  pp. 11, 13)« This p osition  cannot make sense 

of the notion o f explanatory paradigms having any normative force a t  

a l l .

I think that Rescher and Friedman both would agree that, a l 

though pragmatic and inquirer-dependent aspects o f explanation are o f  

philosophical in te r e s t , i t  i s  incorrect to view these features as



co n stitu tin g  a l l  there i s  o f in ter e st  to say about explanations. We 

must have some s e t  o f context free  id ea ls  or paradigms fo r  s c ie n t if ic  

explanation i f  we are to avoid complete arb itrariness in  the giving  

o f  explanations in  actual p ractice. We construe our MS schemata as  

such id ea ls  or paradigms, and lik ew ise  our formalism with i t s  r ig id ly  

structured lo g ic a l and semantic underpinnings. We do not suppose that 

a l l  pragm atically adequate explanations —or even that any of them — 

conform exactly  to our schemata. The perspicuity o f lo g ic a l struc

ture, the ease o f semantic in terpretation , and the c lear  exposition  

o f the on tic  commitments of an explanation that i s  gained by render

ing i t  in  terms o f our formalism and our patterns, i s  r ig h tfu lly  

relinquished in  actual practice fo r  the sake of p ractica l e ffic ie n c y  

and fluency in  interpersonal communication. Our patterns are pro- * 

posed as objects fo r  philosophical in vestiga tion  o f the notion of  

explanation, not as gu idelines fo r  s c ie n t is t s  in  the giving o f th e ir  

own explanations. When an actual explanation i s  translated  in to  our 

formalism, i t  i s  p ossib le  to see i f  i t  can be made to conform with 

any o f the patterns we s e t  as paradigms. I f  so, i t s  lo g ic a l and 

semantic structure, and i t s  ontic commitments can be made quite  

clear . I t  can a lso  be e a s ily  compared with competing explanations of  

the same subject matter fo r  a r e la t iv e  evaluation o f i t s  adequacy.

I t  can be placed in  a framework o f  other explanations formulated 

paradigm atically, in  such a way as to exh ib it in terre la tion sh ip s



among the events i t  denotes and others perhaps not previously  

imagined to be o f explanatory in te r e st .

I f  an actual explanation cannot be made to conform with our 

language for  speaking o f events and nomic connections, or i f  i t  can

not be made to conform with any o f the NS paradigms we s e t  forth  here, 

then there may be reason to suspect that the explanation, although 

perhaps pragm atically successfu l in  some resp ects, does not give an 

optimal account o f the event i t  purports to explain.



CHAPTER 2

THE NOMIC SUBSUMPTIVE INFERENCE

As we said  much e a r lie r , we hold as a fundamental assumption 

that paradigm explanations for  singular events proceed "by nomic sub

sumption. We motivate th is  th e s is  by appeal to the system atizing  

character of laws; to correctly  subsume an explanandum event e un

der a law of nature, i s  to exh ib it the fa c t  that e 's  occurrence i s  an 

in tegral part of an en tire  system o f occurrences linked through the 

resources- o f a s c ie n t i f ic  theory of the domain of events in  which e 

i s  included. We a tta in  optimal understanding o f why e occurred only  

when we are in  a p osition  to see how e ’s occurrence i s  covered, by the 

laws o f some acceptable theory. To subsume e under a ( s e t  of) law (s) 

i s  not only to d isplay that linkage to a wide system atic character

iza tion  o f a l l  other events fa ll in g  in  the same domain as e , but 

a lso  to provide a sp e c if ic  description  o f e —-its  on tic  constituents  

—that most perspicuously exh ib its  the nature o f i t s  connection with 

the subsuming la w (s). To understand why e occurred i t  i s  necessary 

to place i t  in  an orderly network o f other events standing in  re la 

tio n  to e as explanatory antecedents; th is  holds» I  think, for  a l l  

concepts o f explanation including the anthropocentric ones d is 

cussed in  the previous chapter. This i s  done in  a most perspicuous 

manner by connecting e and those other events to the laws of nature

306
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which ’cover" them. Laws of nature confer a system atic order to our 

conception o f e that can ground our claim to understand e.

In th is  chapter we characterize nomic subsumption in  i t s  most 

basic form. Later on we w ill  propose more complex variants a l l  o f  

which, however, contain the same basic ingredients.

Nomic subsumption i s  a r e la tio n , but i t s  nature i s  philosoph

ic a l ly  obscure. For nomic subsumption involves a l in g u is t ic  object 

—a law —on the one hand, and a m aterial object —an event —on the 

other. Since these re la ta  are o f two unlike ontological groups, we 

have a problem in  analyzing the nomic subsumption re la tio n . Is. i t  

merely a semantic re la tio n  o f denotation? No, fo r  i f  a law L sub

sumes an event e , L does not simply denote e. Denotation of e i s  

involved in  nomic subsumptions, but to make th is  c lear  i t  i s  advan

tageous to unmix the d is t in c t  on to log ica l categories of law and 

event, and instead construe nomic subsumption as analyzable a t three 

d is t in c t  le v e ls .  These are the sy n ta c tic , the semantic, and the on- 

t i c ,  corresponding to the three le v e ls  o f an alysis  we have already 

discussed fo r  paradigmatic event language. At the syntactic  le v e l  

the re la ta  o f nomic subsumptions are sentences. At the semantic 

le v e l  they are propositions, and a t  the ontic le v e l  they are the en

t i t i e s  denoted in  those propositions. O ntically , nomic subsumption 

obtains between particu lar events on the one hand, and. objective  

nomic t ie s  between event properties and re la tio n s on the other.

We contend that NS explanations are best construed as in 

ferences. More s p e c if ic a lly , nomic subsumptions can be analyzed



f r u it fu lly  by conceiving o f the syn tactic  structures that represent 

them as arguments. But NS inference as we here characterize i t  d if 

fe r s  rad ica lly  from other forms o f in ferences, both deductive and. 

inductive. Indeed, nomic subsumption a t the le v e l o f syntax cannot be 

construed as a fu l ly  lo g ic a l form of inference a t a l l ,  i f  by th is  i s  

meant that an adequate inference must have premisses that show i t s  

conclusion to be true or probably true. Although most NS inferences  

w ill have th is  feature, i t  i s  not an e ssen tia l one. Some NS in fer 

ences which we sh a ll accept as adequate, give evidence that th e ir  

conclusions are more probably fa ls e  than true. T raditionally  char

acterized , lo g ic a l inference has truth w arrantability as i t s  

fundamental desideratum. But the main good-making ch a ra cter istic  o f  

adequate NS inferences i s  that they d isp lay  th e ir  explananda in  the 

most highly system atized way. We do not equate the demand fo r  sys

tems t ic i t y  with that fo r  truth w arrantability because the most 

comprehensive and w ell confirmed s c ie n t i f ic  th eories are not always 

the most determ in istic  ones. I f  an NS explanans f u l f i l l s  the aim of  

system atizing the event i t  purports to explain b etter  than any o f i t s  

r iv a ls , i t  may not f u l f i l l  the lo g ic a l goal o f proving i t s  conclusion  

true or even probably true.

Nor w ill a l l  c r ite r ia  of in fer en tia l strength tra d itio n a lly  

construed apply to NS in ferences. For we have many independent 

m aterial conditions of adequacy on good NS explanations, having to do 

with nomic relevance, covering law adequacy, and th eoretica l



"background supportsbllity» which cannot be exhibited through syntac
tic structures nor semantic features which determine inferential 
strength construed in terms of truth warrantability. Thus our pro
gram forms a third alternative to two major opposing theories of 
explanation: those which in the Hempelian tradition construe explan
ations as strictly logical inference^, and those who deny that 
explanations can be assessed as inferences at all„ such as Salmon.
We do not claim that nomic subsumptions are to be construed as in
ferences solely. Bather, we contend that due to its paradigm 
expressibility at the syntactic level as a relation of instantiation 
(which will be clarified shortly), nomic subsumption can always be 
written in the form of an inference. It is then possible to go on to 
evaluate the inference which emerges as matching up in certain ways 
with some commonly accepted conditions of adequacy on explanations 
intuitively conceived. Some of the features that make traditional 
logical inferences good also indicate in a clear and principled way, 
features which make scientific explanations good. But this is not be
cause explanations are identical with, or nothing over and above, 
logical inferences. Bather, it is because the logical connections 
between premisses and conclusions of correct inferences happen to be 
similar in many respects to the connections that obtain, on the syn
tactic and semantic levels, between statements expressing covering 
laws and explanatory antecedents on the one hand, and statements de
noting explanandum events on the other.



That truth warrantability is not the main goal of explanatory 
accounts is seen by noting that in all cases of explanation the con
clusion sentence, which denotes the explanandum event e, is known to 
be true before the explanation is sought. When we ask for an ex
planation why e occurred we already know that it occurred. To prove 
that e occurred (or that the conclusion sentence is true) therefore 
cannot be the main function of explanation. Rather what an explana
tion should do is show evidence of. how or why e occurred as part of 
an ordered system (of events within that domain to which e belongs) 
which is characterised by an acceptable scientific theory.

According to Hempel (1965, p. 33?)> explanatory understanding 
is provided by inferential explanations because they show how, given 
the appropriate laws and antecedent conditions, the explanandum was 
to be expected. We know, however, that not in all cases of correct 
nomic subsumptive accounts will the information provided in the ex- 
planans render e to be expected or even to be probable. Certain 
indeterministic laws of physics must be invoked as covering certain 
micro-events in a way that exhibits them as ordered or systematic 
(law-governed) but nonetheless stochastic occurrences. For example, 
radioactive decay is a stochastic process since the relevant ante
cedent conditions of a particular decay, having to do with 
arrangements of quanta of energy within atomic nuclei, are seen to 
obtain similarly in other instances of atomic structures exactly like 
those which undergo decay but without the same result. In such cases,
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when an explanation is sought, we cannot hope to be shown how the 
event to be explained was to be expected, for our best scientific 
theory of the subject can give us no better grounds to expect e to 
occur than it can to expect that e will not occur. In some cases, 
our best information will indicate that the explanandum was even im
probable — so that our rational or logical expectation would be that 
it would not have occurred at all.

The main point of construing NS explanations as arguments 
cannot be to assess them in terms of deductive validity or inductive 
correctness, for these standards of traditional logical inference are 
geared to ensure, truth warrantability, not systematizability, for 
their conclusions. Since we can often build valid deductive or strong 
inductive arguments for the explanandum sentence without appealing to 
any covering laws, the reason we desire laws in our explanations can
not. be to ensure validity or inductive correctness. That nomic 
subsumptions take the form of inferences is a fact about the paradig
matic syntactic representation and. the optimal semantic interpretation 
of lawlike sentences and sentences denoting particular events that 
are covered, by laws. It is not the result of an a priori decision to 
take inferential strength — and particularly inferential strength 
measured in terms of truth warrantability — as the main goal of ex
planation.

Our NS explanations supply information about their explananda 
that cannot come solely from information imparted by their semantic 
structure as inferences. They must also impart that information which
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SriBon claiB® (1967d pp. 51 ~ 53) rakes his Statistical Eelevane® 
@2spl©sations adequate s

Hhen an [SB] explanation ...has been provided, ts® know 
exactly how to regard an A with respect to the property B,
Ue know which ones to bet on, which to bet against, and at 
what odds. tJe know precisely what degree of expectation is 
rational. Ue know how to face uncertainty about an A°s 
being a B in the nost reasonable, practical, and efficient 
way. Ue know every factor that is relevant to an A having 
the property B. Ue know exactly the wsight that should 
have been attached to the prediction that this A will be 
a B. Ue know all of the regularities (universal or stat
istical) that are relevant to our original question...

Ue are now discussing, of course, only the basic structure of all 
nomic subsumptions g those using statistical covering laws will form 
a more complex variation of the basic pattern we are about to pre
sent. But our MS patterns will capture at least all of those features 
of explanation Salmon discusses above, as well as other features 
which he overlooks. Some of the latter are features that are drawn 
out by the use of inferential structures to express noaic subsuap- 
tions, which gives our theory of explanation aa advantage over 
Salmon°s anti-inf©rentialist view.

Uhy do nomic subsunptions lend themselves so well to ex
pression at the syntactic level as inferences? Our programs for 
paradigmstically expressing lawlike sentences and for denoting events 
make the answer to this question quite simples First, laws are para- 
digmatieally stated as nomic conditionals. Their nost basic form is 
that of
(I) (2s)(y)(T)(T0)((^1..oxnT) mi ($rr  ooynT0))°
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p is the nollic antecedent to the property or relation ;. Nov when ve 

construe e, the event for which an ~anation is sought, as noaically 

related to a certa.in explanatory antecedent e', what the covering law 

aust do is to express the fact that e and e • , in virtue of being 

events of the types ; and ; reapecti vely, bear this antecedent-to

consequent relation to one another. Suppose /-. b,t'/ (for soae tbe 

t' and soae individual b) is the event e to be explained. The search 

for ~ explanation starts with the search for a scientific theory 

whic,h includes a law such as (I) covering ;;,b,t'/ as being of the 

type designated by some noDLic consequent. So suppose we use (I) to 

subsume I~, b, t 'I. Then our explana. tion thus far contains the state

ments (I) and 

(II),. )fbt'. 

But the search for explanatory antecedents, if (I) covers 1;, b,t'l, 

will be a search for particular events which are of the type(s) des

ignated in the antecedent of (I). If such antecedents are discovered 

to have occurred relative to ;; , b, t 'I, then we •Y add the final in

formation to our stateaent of the subswaption, naaely (for soae 

indfvidual a and eoae tiae t) 

(III) ~t, 

to be included as part of the explanans. What eaerges is a set of 

sta. teaenta of the form 

(IV) 1. (x)(y)(T)(T')((~ ••• xnT) ni (;y1 ••• ynT')) 

2. ;at 
). ~t· 
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Sentence (IVP g) is our explanandua sentence, and (IV0 l) and (ZV, 2) 
provide the explanans. It now takes little imgination to structure
(IV) in such a m y  as to produce an argument, with the e%planandwm 
sentence (IV, 3) as conclusions
(V) 1. (x)(y)(T)(T*)((jfa1.-..sn,T) ni ( j ^ . - y j 0))

2. ĵ at

,*. 3.
— for the pattern (v) turns out to be a siople valid deductive In
ference using the truthfunctional rule Modus Ponens in combination 
with the quantificational rule Universal Instantiation, the only dif
ference being that (V) contains the non-truthfunctional connective 
0ni' instead of the usual 0 ^  °, This difference is of course to be 
expected, since laws have the modal force of asserting noaic implica
tion, not mere truthfunctional implication.

Thus when noaic subsumptions are expressed in the inferential 
form (V), the specific semantic relationships obtaining between the 
statements expressing the law and the explanatory antecedents, and 
the statement denoting the event to be explained, are made optimally 
perspicuous. Noaic subsumption at the level of syntax is a relation ■ 
of instantiation. At the level of semantic interpretation it is a 
relation between antecedent ((V, 2)) and consequent ((V, 3)) in vir
tue of a general noaic tie obtaining between them which is 
paradigaatically expressed in a proposition of the fora (V, l).

For our basic pattern (v) we have chosen a law having only 
one event designating sentence in its antecedent. If the covering
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law for a sufasunption of e aa explazismdm contains a conjunction of 
n ©vent sentences in its antecedent, then n additional prenisses des
ignating instantiations of these types oust be included, since the 
law indicates that there are n further relevant explanatory anioees- 
dents for e.

tihen in a MS explanation there occurs a pattern like (v) in 
which we express an explanatory antecedent-to-eonsequent relation 
between particular events by citing them as instances of a nooic 
conditional, we shall say that the statement designating the conse
quent event is justified by the inference rule Noalc Subsumption 
(abbreviated 6 ns1)„ The law and the sentences designating all of the 
relevant explanatory antecedents must also be cited. Thus we shall 
use the logical progression from (V, l) and (V, 2) to (V, 3) as a 
genuine rule of inference; as we shall later see, the rule ns may be 
invoked more than once in a single MS explanation.

I



CHAPTER 3

OUTLINE CLASSIFICATION OF NS PATTERNS 

We make the following distinctions among kinds of NS explan-
38atiom

(A) Explanations containing universal laws
(b) Explanations containing statistical laws
(c) Theoretical explanations containing appeals to co

ord inative or operational definitions
(D) Explanations with complex explananda
(E) Causal explanations
(F) Explanations containing appeals to theoretic reduc

tion correlations
(G) Explanation series
(H) Functional explanations
(I) Lowered weight explanations
(j) Subject-specific explanations

(1) Explanations of historical events
(2) Explanations of human action 

(K) Higher-order explanations

38. These are not meant to be mutually exclusivej a single 
NS explanation may fall under several of the categories listed. Nor 
is the above list meant as an exhaustive classification of kinds of 
explanation.

316
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He shall discuss ©ach of these in some detail in the following chap
ters „ For now» we characterise some of them very briefly,

A theoretical explanation fs^uiring coordinative or opera
tional definitions (c) can take one of two forass (l) its 
explanandum event may be of a theoretical constituent type, while the 
only ascertainable relevant explanatory antecedents are of more ex
perimental constituent types, or (2) its explanandum event may be of 
an experimental type while the most relevant explanatory antecedents 
are of more highly theoretical types, (D)s An explanation has a 
complex explanandum if its explanandum sentence is a conjunction of 
event designating sentences, (B)g A specifically causal explanation 
is one whose explanandum is subsumed by a causal law, (Mot all ex
planations containing causal laws are specifically causal 
explanations.) (G)s An explanation series is a chain of noaic sub
sumptions whose consequent events form a temporal series of events.
(H) s A functional explanation is one whose explanandum is viewed as 
explicable in terms of its role or purpose within a larger system of 
events. Functional explanans describe the antecedent mechanisms 
which determine that the explanandum does perform its function. (I) s 
A lowered weight explanation is one whose explanans renders its con
clusion sentence less likely to be true than had the explanatory 
antecedents cited not occurred. (K)s A higher-order explanation is 
an explanation of why an event has a property or enters into a re
lation J0® (as opposed to its being an explanation concerning $ or $ 

as the constituent property or relation of some event).



CHAPTER 4

GEMEHAL CONDITIONS OF ADEQUACY ON MS EXPLANATIONS

Before we discuss specific kinds of NS explanations we set 
down some requirements on all NS explanations alike.
Requirement 1 (Optimal Perspicuity)i Each NS explanation must be 

framed in only paradigmatic terms.
Thus each covering law must be stated as a noaic conditional ful
filling all of the semantic and syntactic restrictions proposed in 
previous chapters. Similarly every singular event denoting sentence 
must be of paradigmatic form.
Requirement 2 (Theoretic Backing)g The covering laws of all NS

explanations must be laws of a well confirmed scien
tific theory.

This condition is what lends informativeness to NS explanations even 
of the simplest kind, such as those comprised solely of a pattern of 
the form (V) of Chapter 2, To say that e occurred because its ex
planatory antecedents did and that a law of nature subsumes these 
events as instances is to answer the question why e occurred in a 
very straightforward way. But it is only in the understanding of the 
law itself that we obtain a systemtie picture of e as part of an 
entire domain of nonieally interconnected events. And to understand 
the systemtising significance of the law it is In turn necessary to 
understand its housing theory. To cite the presence of pneumonia
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viruses in Jones0 Moods tress 0 for ©maple (along with the other 
relevant medical conditions of his case) and to appeal to a law con
necting such antecedents with pneumonia, is to explain why Jones has 
pneumoniao But comprehensive understanding of the nature of this 
event can only cone from an understanding of how viruses affect the 
body in general, to what degrees and under what sorts of circum
stances, etc. Therefore we must refer to the other laws of 
boicheaistry to see the event of Jones0 having pneumonia as having 
happened in a principled — i.e., lawgoveraed — manner. Although a 
MS explanation of Jones0 having pneumonia does not include this back
ground information explicitly in its explanans, the secured 
relativisation of the covering law to the backing theory provides a 
ready guide to ascertaining the additional knowledge required to
understand Jones0 ease to the fullest extent. Mo single MS explana-

39tion occurs in isolation from such a theoretic background.

39, If we were permitted to view MS explanations as isolated 
and comprehensively informative accounts of their explanahda, many 
counterintuitively inadequate accounts would be allowed as adequate.
To take an example,based on one discussed by Kim (l$?3» P» 221), sup
pose we try to construct an explanation of °e is Mack0 by the 
statements °all crows are Mack0, °b is a crow0, °c has the same 
color as b0, and °if anything has the - color of a crow then it is 
black0. The latter generalisation would be needed as covering law for 
the singular statement °a has the same color as b° for an application 
of the rule ns. But it would concern a domain which combines things 
in virtue of their being crows, with all things bearing the "same 
color" relation to crows, dearly no serious branch of science deals 
with a domain consisting of a biological species plus all arbitrary 
objects having the same color as members of that speciess this con
glomerate domain mixes scientific categories. So such a generalimation 
could never count as a covering law for the above ease. It has no 
theoretic backing.
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Requirement 3 (MS Structure) 8 Each NS explanation must exhibit its 

explan&ndum event e as the consequent event of an 
application of the rule ns$ therefore it must (a) con
tain at least one noaic conditional and (b) contain 
reference to at least one event forming an explana
tory antecedent for the event e.

Requirement 4 (Instantiation for Singular Event Sentences)g A sing
ular event sentence whose constitutive type is 0 

occurs in a NS explanation if and only if there also 
occurs a noaic conditional %hose antecedent or con
sequent contains an event sentence of uhich
the singular sentence is an instance.

Requirement 3 precludes counterintuitive cases like Kim's two exam
ples (Ibid.„ p. 221)g Ue could not explain any arbitrary event /F0b/ 
by means of one single law as in the example, "copper is an electric 
conductor, b is F or b is nonconducting'copper, therefore b is F° g 
for this would have the form
(l) 1. (x)(Cx ni Ex)

2. Fb v (Cb . -Eb)
3. -(Cb . -Eb)

/. 4. Fb
ijOwherein the rule Disjunctive Syllogism is used. The singular

40. He omit reference to times in this example for convenience.
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sentences 'Fb* and ’-Eb” do not fulfill Requirement 3» (l,l)
covers only event types /C,x/ and /EoF/-

Nor could we explain that c is black (for any arbitrary black 
object) by the premisses ’all crows are black"„ "b is a crow"„ and 
*c has the color of b". Translation yields
(II) 1. (x)(Gx ni Bx)

2. Cb
3. Scb

4. Be,
where S (T)(2y =df (T) has the color of (?). Here, the sentence 
'Scb’ is not covered by (II,l), in violation of Requirement 4. This 
explanation also violates Requirement 3» since "Be" is not justified 
by ns on (II,l) and the needed but absent sentence ’Cc". The event 
/B,c/ is not portrayed as a consequent event for an application of 
the rule ns.

The two above cases are dismissed in virtue of the require
ment that all singular event sentences be covered as instantiations 
of type-designative sentences in a law. But Requirement 4 is stated 
biconditionallys if any type-designative sentence occurs in a law of 
a NS explanation, there must also occur a singular event sentence in
stantiating it. That is, no covering law for a specific subsumption 
may contain semantic information (descriptive semantic content) other 
than that which is needed for utilisation in the subsumption. He will
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see in a later discussion that Salmon's SB explanations do not carry 
an analogous restriction. Thus some of the explanations counted as 
adequate in his SB theory contain descriptive semantic content of 
a sort which violates our Requirement 3-
Beguireaent 5 (Verification of Explanatory Antecedents)s Every sing

ular event denoting sentence occurring in the 
explanans of a MS explanation must he true, or veri
fied to he true with sufficiently high warrant.

This Requirement seems intuitively obvious and needs no further com
ment. Our next general requirement, however, is of utmost importance. 
First, recall that each predicate occurring in every nomic antecedent 
of a MS explanation designates either a prior or an anterior reference 
class for individuals to which the predicates are attributed in the 
sentences designating explanatory antecedents of the event to be ex
plained (see.p. 1$4 and footnote 20) Thus we arrive at 
Requirement 6 (Optimal Relevance)t The union of all of the anterior 

reference classes in a law must constitute a cell of 
the widest homogeneous partition of the prior ref
erence class of that law with respect to membership 
in its posterior reference class, if that law is to
adequately cover instances of its consequent event

- 4 2 ( i 4 3type in IS explanations.

41. Prior and anterior reference classes may be indifferently 
called antecedent reference classes when the finer distinction is not 
required.

42. 9e use "posterior-”0 "attribute-”, and "consequent class"
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Requirement 6 forms a rather precise analogue to Salmon's "Rule of 
Reference Classes" (Salmon 1971» p. 43). His discussions there pro
vide clear explications of the notions involved in our Requirement 6, 
such as homogeneity, prior and posterior reference classes, and 
statistical relevance, which is used in defining homogeneity. We 
shall discuss these notions further in a later chapter.

The Optimal Relevance Requirement also represents the re
striction imposed on DN and IS explanations in Hempel's theory of 
explanation, that they offer "total Evidence" for their explananda 
(Hempel 1965» pp. 397 ~ 403)• Given a NS explanation of e, suppose 
an alternative could be given containing a covering law whose ante
cedent differs from the original only in containing a larger 
conjunction of event sentences covering additional explanatory ante
cedents for e. Suppose also that this additional information affects 
the probability that the consequent property is instantiated. Then 
the original explanans fails to present the total evidence for e.

Requirement 6 therefore guards against NS explanans containing 
too little relevant information for a subsumption of e, as well as 
explanans containing superfluous information about e. The latter is 
ensured because our Optimal Relevance Requirement demands the use of

interchangeably.
43. Nomic conditionals may sometimes have conjunctive conse

quents. In that case the union of consequent reference classes forms 
a single consequent class related to the prior and anterior reference 
classes in the manner specified above for nonconjunctive nomic conse
quents.
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only the Tjidest homogeneous anterior reference classes relative to 
their consequent classes within the prior reference class, feaaples 
of explanations failing to meet Requirement 6 on "both counts will he 
discussed in a later chapter.

This completes our list of general conditions of adequacy on 
HS explanations. I think that Requirements 1 - 6  are sufficiently 
strong to prevent most sorts of counterexamples posed as objections 
to various other inferential theories of explanation.

For example, in "Theoretical Explanation” (Salmon 1976),
Salmon discredits inferential views based on the theory proposed by 
Heapel, by citing several counterexamples. Among these is the case 
of an inferential account of John's not getting pregnant in terms of 
his not taking birth control pills. However, it is not the inferen
tial structure of explanation that gives rise to such counterexamples, 
but rather inadequacies in the restrictions imposed on them. He can 
easily construct an explanation not structured as an inference which 
exhibits the same symptoms of inadequacy as the above case. Unless 
relevance conditions such as our Requirements 1 and 6 are imposed on 
explanatory structures, there will arise counterintuitive cases like 
these independently of whether or not explanations are construed in- 
ferentially.

Our Requirement 2 is itself sufficiently powerful to block 
many different kinds of counterexamples to inferential views. That 
all covering laws meet our semantic and syntactic conditions of 
adequacy (as entailed by Requirement l) and that they be theoretically
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backed (Requirement 2) prevents cases like that discussed by Kim 
(1973, p. 230)$ Start tilth the law that any sacrocosaic object's 
being heated (H) at t is nominally related to that object's expand
ing (E) at t8 (x)(Hx ni Ex). Then derive from this the purported 
law that (x)(y)(Sxy ni Ex)„ where S =df the object ( 2^ is lo
cated 50 miles due south of an object that is being heated, Mext
suppose we observe that a particular tarn b bears S to an object a 
which is being heated8 Sab. He then get an explanation by simple 
nomic subsumption of the event /E„a0t/ — of a's expanding — as 
follows8
(III) 1. (x)(y)(Sxy ni Ex)

2. Sab

3. Ea.
But when we ask for the theoretical origin of our covering law we see , 
that there is no independent branch of science those function is to 
relate arbitrary objects in virtue of their accidental spatial loca
tions, to expanding objects bearing some stipulated spatial relation 
to the former. 1^ clearly fails the theoretical backing re
quirement since it was merely contrived by derivation from the law 
”(x)(Hx ni Ex)” without having any relevance to the theory of thermal 
expansion nor to any other independently well confirmed theory. There 
is implicit in the pseudo-law (ill, l) an attempt to combine the do
main of thermodynamics with certain features of the earth's topology 
in a most intuitively unsystematic and disparate union. Kim's "prob
lem of constant conjunctions" (Ibid,, p. 231) is thus easily dismissed.
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It has bsen claiaed by Salmon (1976, pp. 2 - 3 )  that properly 

speaking the most interesting domain for scientific explanation is 
classes of events and not particular or singular events. Thus it may 
be asked uhy we have set out to develop a theory of explanation for 
singular or particular events at all. He agree with one aspect of 
Salmon's claim: it is only in virtue of the classes to which a par
ticular event belongs that it can be an interesting subject for noaic 
subsumptive explanation. But our NS patterns for particular events 
do contain all of the information required to pick out the interest
ing classes to which particular explanandum events belong. These are 
their intensionally specified constituent types (properties and rela
tions). Our MS patterns are patterns for explanation of entire 
classes of events, in the sense that the move to particularization 
occurs as merely the logical/semantical process of instantiation. 
Instantiation captures the particular event and links it with inter
esting general (noaic) interrelations among all events of its type, in 
a simple yet precise and informative way.



CHAPTER 5

NS EXPLANATIONS CONTAINING UNIVERSAL LANS

The simplest fora of a NS explanation containing a universal 
covering law has already been given in Schema (?) of Chapter 2. But 
paradigmatic formulation of most explanations will contain much nore 
complex structure.

When a NS explanation containing only universal laws is form
ulated as an inference, a deductively valid pattern of argument 
emerges; universal laws are deterministic laws. The explanatory an
tecedents of e will comprise determining or sufficient conditions of 
e, and the premisses of a paradigmatically expressed NS explanation of 
e will offer rational grounds for expecting or predicting the occur
rence of e with certainty. Such explanations ensure the most 
thorough systematisetion for e of which science is capable; we need 
search no further for different laws which might systematise e more 
fully, for with a universal law meeting our relevance conditions wi6h 
respect to e, we invoke a set of explanatory factors which could not 
be incremented in any way to yield a more comprehensive account. This 
is not to say that once we have a universal nomic subsumption there is 
no possibility of its being overthrown by a rival statistical sub
sumption § for there is almys the possibility that universal laws we 
adduce for an explanation come from a theory which is open to 
vitiation by another whose laws covering the event in question are not
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universal. Universal explanations are more desiratiLe than statistical 
ones only if they fare egmmlly well as their statistical rivals on 
all other counts. In any context of inquiry wherein an explanation 
of an event e is sought, e is known to have occurred (with certainty). 
A NS inference whose premisses ensure with certainty that e occurred 
squares better with this known fact than an explazmns which cannot 
completely warrant its assertion. Only a universal nomic subsunption 
contains an Implicit recognition, through logical entailoent, of the 
fact that the event to be explained did happen. (It is also on ac
count of its stronger correspondence with the fact that the 
explanandum occurred with certainty, that we choose, if all else is 
equal, a statistical covering law which confers a higher probability 
on its consequent event than one whose probability valuation is 
lower.)

I think we can view our espousal of Methodological Determinism 
as grounding our acceptance of universal nomic subsumptions as pref
erable to statistical eases, for the proposal never to proceed as if 
events are ultimately stochastic unless committed to do so because of 
other aspects of explanatory adequacy, reflects an implicit adherence 
to the principle of Sufficient Seasons we suppose that for every 
event, its explanation will unfold in a manner leading to optimal un
derstanding only if we view the event as if there exist antecedents 
sufficient to ensure its occurrence. Ihking universal subsumptions 
as most closely approximating the ideal for.explanation is not incom
patible with the belief in indeterminism, nor even with the stronger
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claim that all laws of nature are ultimately statistical or derivable 
from statistical laws. Our acceptance of universal noaic subsuaptions 
as ideal is grounded on our espousal of Methodological and not Meta
physical Determinism.

Our position can he expressed in terms of a comment made by 
Karl Popper (1965» PP« 247-8), although his thoughts are directed 
toward the search for causal laws rather than universal laws in gen
eral:

Is the world ruled by strict [i.e.» universal] law or not?
,..the laws we find ...may all possibly be deduced from prob
ability estimates. Yet denying causality [universality] 
would be the same as attempting to persuade the theorist to 
give up his searchg ...The so-called "Causal Principle” ...is 
very different in character from a natural lawg .., the be
lief in causality [universality] is metaphysical, It is 
nothing but a typical metaphysical ■ hyposta,iMati©n of a well 
justified methodological rule — the scientist's decision 
never to abandon his search for laws. The metaphysical be
lief in causality [universality] seems thus more fertile in : 
its various manifestations than any indeterminist meta
physics of the kind advocated by Heisenberg. Indeed we can 
see that Heisenberg's comments have had a crippling effect 
on research. Connections which are not far to seek may 
easily be overlooked if it is continually repeated that the 
search for any such connection is "meaningless0. [brackets 
mine]

He are about to see that even seemingly simple explanations 
when translated into paradigmatic form can be rather complicated. To 
show how our formal apparatus works, however, we take up the follow
ing hypothetical example of a MS explanation containing only 
universal laws: Suppose we mnt to explain why a child's balloon
rises to the ceiling of his playroom. After releasing the balloon it 
ascends to the ceiling and remains there. He shall suppose that the
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ascension occurs during a specie tiae interval t. (Temporal relation
ships for this case are more complex than those expressed in our 
representation„ hut more precise formulations could be given in prin
ciple.)

Mow we might want a mechanical explanation of the balloon°s 
rising as opposed to* for example* an explanation of its rising as the 
result of an intentional act on the part of the child. If a mech
anical explanation is sought* then we know that our explanandua must 
be construed as a theoretical event constituted by properties and in
dividuals from the domain of the classical mechanical theory of gases. 
Since this theory deals with collections of ^.s molecules (not half 
loons as such) and directed accelerations (not "risings to ceilings")* 
we must phrase our request for an explanation as the question why a 
certain bounded volume of gas accelerates in an upward direction at t. 
That we refer a mechanical explanation of the balloon rising to an 
explanation of the event /A*b*u*t/ below should not be surprising nor 
difficult8 in the absence of a scientific theory dealing directly 
with the former event we make the appropriate theoretic correlation 
with an event which does directly fall within the domain of mechanics. 
Our explanandua is no longer the event of the balloonDs rising but 
rather the theoretical event constituted by the relation of accelera
tion between an Individual bounded volume of gas b* and a direction u

44. In this ease the properly designated explanandua would 
not be that of the balloon's rising but that of the child's releasing 
the balloon.
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(upward) o at a time t. Paradigmatically our explanandum event may "be 
denoted '/AptiDU, t/' where A (j^ (2^(3^ =df accelerates in the di
rection at time (3) •

We first observe that the sentence 'Abut' must form an in
stantiation of the consequent of some nomic conditional of the form
(I) (x)(y)(T)((_______ __) ni (AxyT)).
In the classical theory of mechanics for gases, directed accelera
tions are a function of the mass of the bounded volume of gas and 
forces acting upon it (by Newton's Second Law). Thus we know that in 
our explanation there must occur a law whose antecedents include ref
erence to masses and forces. Since the mass of a gas is a function of 
its volume and density, the antecedent of at least one covering law, 
we suppose, will contain reference to volumes and densities. Since 
the density of a gas is a function of its chemical composition we 
suspect that there will occur in the explanation at least one law 
relating the composition of b with its density. We observe that b is 
composed of helium and is immersed in the surrounding air. We look 
for a law relating air and helium in terms of their densities. This 
will be relevant because we know that according to classical mechan
ics the properties of the surrounding fluid in which b is immersed 
will determine the forces acting on it. Suppose we denote as °a' 
the volume of air in the room outside the balloon.

Do we have laws of the kinds roughly envisioned above? Kin
etic theory of gases tells us that a bounded volume of gas immersed 
in a fluid,whose density is less than that of the surrounding
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fluid„ will be acted upon by a buoyant force upward which is greater 
than the gravitational force exerted downward on it. Ue will now 
attempt to formulate these principles in paradigmatic noaic condi
tional form.

The law about density and buoyant forces can be put down as
followss
(Ll) (x)(y)(T)[(Vx . Vy . IxyT . Dpc) ni (Es)(Ew)(Bs .

EsxuT . Gw . EwxdT . s > w)]0 
tdiere V (T) sdf (1^ is a bounded volume of gas, I (T)(2)^3) sdf (T) 
is immersed in (2̂ ) at time (3)p D (l^2^ °df is denser than (?),
B (T) sdf (T) is a buoyant force, E (J)(^X^)^) (l) acts on
in the direction (5) at time (V)0 and. G (T) °df (P) is a gravitational
force. That is, given two volumes of gases where the first is im
mersed in the second and is less dense than it, there exists a 
gravitational force and a buoyant force acting on the immersed gas 
where the buoyant force is greater than the gravitational force. (For 
facility of expression we let the Individual constants "u* and "d" 
represent the directions upward and downward respectively.)

He formulate the law that helium is less dense than air as 
(L3) (x)(y)((Hx . Ay) ni Dyx),
where H (T) ^df (T) is helium, A (T) =df (T) is air, and D (T)^) sdf 
(P) is denser than

Now let (L2) be the law that all bodies acted upon by two 
unequal forces are acted on by a net resultant force equal to the 
difference of the values of the other two forcesg
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(L2) (2t)(s)(w)(T)[(Gw , Bs . 53 > w . Vx . EsxuT . EmcdT)

nl ((Esl>)(Bs‘",. s” G [s-w] . Nq°xuT)]0 
t̂ iere G, B, V0 and E are as before and M Ci)
net resultant force acting on (sT) in the direct ion at time (J).

Finally let Newton's law that a body accelerates in.-the di
rection of the net resultant forces acting on it be represented as 
(L4) (s ')(x)(T)((Vx . Nsz'xuT) ni (AxuT)) „
tdiere A (J) accelerates in the direction (T) at tine1 (3̂ )„

He now generate the following NS explanation of /A„b„u„t/§
(1) (x)(y)(T)[(Vx . Vy . IxyT . Ityx)

ni (Es)(Ew)(Bz „ EsxuT „ Gw .
EwxdT . z > w)3 [law l]

(2) (x)(s)(w)(T)[(Gw . Bs . s > w .
V% . EsxuT . EwxdT) ni (Es')(Bs'
. s' ^ [s-w] . Ns'xuT)}

(3) (x)(y)((Hx . Ay) ni (Dyx))
(4) (o')(x)(T)((Vx . Ns'xuT) nl 

(AxuT))
(5) Hb

(6) Aa

(7) Dab

[law 2]
[law 3]

[law 4]
[b is the volume of gas 
in the balloon]
[a is the surrounding 
volume of air]
[by ns from (3)„ (5). 
and (6)]



(8) Va

(9) Vb

(10) Ibat
(11) (Es)(Ew)[B2 . Esbut . Gw .

Ewbdt . a > w]

(12) Be . Ecbut . Gf . Efbdt „ e > f

(13) (Ez0)(Bz' . ~ [c-f] . Ns’but

(14) Be' . c° s [c-f] , Nc'but

(15) Nc’but

(16) Abut

3 >
[a is the volume of gas 
in the room]
[v is the volume of gas 
in the balloon]
[by observation]

[by ns on (l)„ (?)„ (8),
(9). and (10)]
[by existential instan
tiation of ’c’ for 's’ 
and 'f for 'w' in (ll)] 
[by ns on (2)„ (12), and 
(8)]
[by existential instan
tiation of ’c’' for ’s’’ 
in (13)]
[by simplification on
(14)]
[by ns on (4), (8), and
(15)].

He have arrived at the sentence 'Abut ', our explanandum, as the valid 
deductive conclusion of an inference in which occur several applica
tions of the rule ns and standard rules of logical inference. This 
explanation of /A,b.ffufrt/ fulfills Requirements 1 - 6s All of the 
explanatory antecedents for this subsumption are paradigmatic singular



event sentences. How these events function as explanatory antece
dents is clears each is an instance of an event type designated in 
the antecedent of a covering law. So all of the explanatory ante
cedents are "covered0. Furthermore„ only the relevant antecedents 
are covered by our laws; no nomic antecedent nor any part of one 
is left unused in the subsumption. Thus no superfluous information 
appears there. Together the explanatory antecedents form a set of 
events that comprises a sufficient or determining condition for 
/A„b,u„t/ since all of the laws we invoked are universal. The sem
antic interpretations given to the descriptive terms fulfill the 
requirement of paradigmaticity* no expression contains embedded def
inite descriptions nor truthfunctional apparatus which is not allowed 
in the statement of laws. (Ll) - (L4) also fulfill all of our pre
viously set down requirements. The explanandum is covered by the 
consequent of at least one of the laws present in the explanation.
The explanation constitutes an adequate answer to the question0 "tihy 
is it the case that Abut?" — i.e. „ °tihy did the individual b acceler
ate in an upward direction at t?9 And in view of the theoretic 
correlation between the event /A,b|,u,t/ and the child's balloon ris
ing, it also gives an adequate explanation of the latter event as



CHAPTER 6

IS EXPLANATIONS CONTAINING STATISTICAL LANS

SECTION Is PRELIMINARIES 
Requirements (l) - (6) already provide the basic ingredients 

for laying out a NS pattern for statistical explanations they share 
with deterministic accounts all of the essential features of ex
planation indicated in those requirements. However,. there are also 
important features of statistical explanation that contrast with uni
versal cases. Thus instead of identifying statistical explanation as 
a weaker variant of universal patterns, or on the other hand con
struing them as fundamentally unlike universal accounts, we adopt 
a middle ground between these two extreme views. I think that our 
theory of statistical explanation will accurately characterise how 
statistical covering laws yield explanatory understanding, while 
avoiding some of the pitfalls of other attempts to analyse statistical 
explanations.

For our discussion we use as a schema for a statistical law 
one whose temporal indices are identical (thus we omit them), where 
the nomic antecedent contains three predicates "A”, °C°, and "D", the 
nomic consequent contains one predicate 0B°, and all predicates are 
unary over the same individual x. He thus focus on
(l) [n](x)P((Ax . Gx . Bx), &c) s r
as a paradigm syntactic representation of a statistical law. (l) can

336
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then easily be generalised to cover more complex cases. In (l)„ A is 
the prior reference class for x with respect to the attribute class 
Bg and C and D denote anterior reference classes. For now we use all 
predicate terms as schematic letters.

An essential notion in analysing statistical explanations is 
that of statistical relevance. This concept has been developed ex
tensively by Salmon (1971)• According to Salmon the fact that x is 
a member of the class F is statistically relevant to the fact that 
x is a member of G if and only if P(F . G) f  P(F) X P(G). The fact
that x is a member of F is statistically irrelevant or independent of
the fact that x is a member of G if and only if P(F . G) - P(F) X
P(G) (Salmon 1975» PP- 5 - 8)- He gives a more detailed definition in
Statistical Explanation (1971t P« 42);

Suppose we are dealing with some particular object or . 
event x, and we seek to determine the probability [weight] 
that it has attribute B, Let x be assigned to a [prior] 
reference class A, of which it is a member. P(A„ B) is the 
probability of this attribute within this reference class.
A set of mutually exclusive and exhaustive subclasses of a 
class is a partition of that class ...such partitions can 
be effected by a property C which divides the class A into 
two subclasseso A . G and A . -G, A property G is said to 
be statistically relevant to B within A iff P(A.C, B) f  
P(A, b).

Statistical irrelevance or independence is easily defined by substi
tuting 0=0 for 0̂ ° in the above definition (I have added the bracketed

Hext we define the notion of prior probability. How the 
prior weight (Ibid, B p. 51) of x°s being a member of B sdf the
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probability that x0 which is & member of A, is in B prior to parti
tioning A into A . C and A . -0 (where C is statistically relevant to 
B in A). The posterior weight of s°a being a member of the class B is 
the resulting probability after partitioning — i.e.„ P(x<g (A . G) or 
(A . -C)o B). "Weight" is used for the individual case of x in all 
places where "probability" is used for the classes A, B„ and C above. 
Thus the notion of prior probability is explicated as P(A . B) before 
partitioning A into (C . -C) as above, and analogously for posterior 
probability.

The last term with which we must become familiar is homogen
eity. which is essential to formulating Salmon’s Reference Glass Rule 
(ibid,„ p. 43) and our Requirement 6 (p. 322). We cam define homogen
eity as follows 8 G is a homogeneous antecedent reference class with 
respect to attribute class B for prior reference class A if and only 
if every property F/-F which determines a partition of C determines a 
statistically Irrelevant partition of A with respect to B, That is.
C is homogeneous relative to B for A

if there is no way. even in principle, to affect a statis
tically relevant partition [of A with respect to B] without 
already knowing which elements have the attributes [C] in 
question and which do not. ...each member of a homogeneous 
Reference class [G] is a random member [relative to B for 
the prior class A] (ibid.. p. 43) (Brackets mine).

This means also that we cannot further describe the members of C so as
to evidence a difference in the probability of their being in the
class B. over what we already know in virtue of the prior weight

45P(x <£ A.C) before partitioning.
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We use a frequent!st interpretation of statistical prob

ability ascriptions in which events are said to be statistically 
related, and their constituent individuals are said to have prob
abilistic dispositional properties. We also use the concept of
inductive or logical probability, which we view as an inductive re-

46lationship between statements. When we ascribe a statistical 
probability to an individual°s having a property B given that it has 
a property A, we assert that the object itself has a dispositional 
property. For example when we say the probability of a fair die 
turning up °4” on a given roll is l/6, we assert of all fair dice 
that they have this property. Yet the probability ascriptions are ex
plicitly relational in form, for they assert ratios, for example, 
between fair dice-rollings and 4-outcomes. This ratio is the limit, 
in the long run, of the relative frequency with which we get a 4- 
outcome in a projected indinite series of rolls. Probability is then 
both a property and a relation, but this is not contradictory for it 
is a property ascribabl.e to objects (constituent individuals) and a 
relation ascfibable between event types.

45. Salmon discusses two companion notions: G is epistem-
ically homogeneous for B in A if and only if we suspect that C is not 
homogeneous but we do not know how to effect any further statistically 
relevant partitions, C is practically homogeneous for B in A if and / 
only if C is known not to be homogeneous for B but where the further 
statistically relevant partitions of C are either too tedious to carry 
out or else physically impossible to effect, (ibid., p. 44)

46. The distinction between logical and statistical probabil
ity is clearly outlined by Carnap in "Statistical and Inductive
Probability" [Carnap 1955] (Brody 1970, p,440).



How Carnap discusses statistical probability solely as a 
property (of objects) but neglects the notion of statistical proba
bility as a relation between event types. This is perhaps one of the 
reasons why he denies that logical and statistical probability state- 
nents are in ter translatable 8 logical probability is essentially 
relational for it characterizes a kind of evidence„ an inductive 
relation between hypotheses and other asserted facts (statements) and 
can thus only derivatively be ascribed as a property of singular event 
statements or of the events they denote and cannot at all be ascribed 
as a property of objects (constituent individuals). But we can view 
the locution used by Carnap for statistical probability — e.g., "the 
probability that an inhabitant of the U,S, belongs to blood group A 
is p” (ibid,, p. 440) as having two different sorts of force. On the 
one hand we assert of all U.S. inhabitants that they have a disposi
tional property of turning out to have blood type A, quantitatively 
described by the measure p. But we also assert that a probabilistic 
relation holds between the event types of being a U.S. inhabitant and 
of being a type A blood carrier.

Suppose of the inhabitants of the U.S. have blood type A. 
Then a formalized translation yields a sentence of the form (l) (p. 
336) when the conjunct 0Ebt° is deleted:
(2) [n](x)P((Ax . Cx), Bst) s r
where A -df (T^ is a person, 0 ^df (T^ lives In the U.S., and 
B (jT) (T)) has blood type A. Ue draw a 1-1 correlation between (2) 
and a logical probability statement asserting an inductive evidential
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connection "bstueen the hypotheses "x has "blood type A” and the state
ments "x is a person” and ”x lives in the U.S.”. According to Carnap 
(Ibid.» p. 441) logical or inductive probability is ascribed to a 
hypothesis (Bx for this case) relative to facts (statements reporting 
them, as ”Ax . Ox” in our example) as opposed to objects or events.
Now Carnap says (ibid,, p. 441)s

To say that the hypothesis [Bx] has the probability 
[r] with respect to evidence [Ax . Gx] means that for any
one to whom this evidence but no other relevant knowledge 
is available, it would be reasonable to believe [Bx] to 
degree [r] or, more exactly, it would be unreasonable for 
him to bet at odds higher than [rs 1 - r] ... This inductive 
probability measures the strength of support given to [Bx] 
by [Ax . Gx] or the degree of confirmation of [Bx] on the 
basis of [Ax . Gx]. (bracketed expressions represent Carnap’s 
thought but are applied to our own example)

Thus Carnap holds a subjectivist interpretation of logical probability 
while subscribing to an objectivist notion of statistical probability. 
This disparity as he notes leads to problems if we try to draw a 1-1 
correlation between statistical and inductive probability state
ments, for certain theorems such as the Principle of Indifference 
(ibid., p. 44-3) hold for the inductive or subjectivist interpretation 
of probability but not the statistical or objective interpretation. 
Consider, for example, the case where a person knows that a die is 
biased in favor of one of the faces but he does not know which. For 
him the inductive probability of any of the faces turning up on a 
given roll is l/6 because Ms,- .@vM.ehe6- Ad indifferent relative to each 
of the faces. Yet it is not the case that the relative frequency with 
which each of the faces turns up will be l/6 because we assumed that 
they will not be equal — the die is biased. Thus although the



inductive probability of a 4-outcome on any given roll is l/6 for the 
person in question, the statistical probability of a 4-outcome will 
perhaps be something other than 1/6. Can we reconcile this disparity 
between inductive and statistical probability and yet preserve a 1-1 
translation principle between the two sorts of statements? I believe 
we can, at least for the probability statements that will be relevant 
to a theory of statistical NS explanation, tie know that any statis
tical law of nature must have been arrived at by direct empirical 
confirmation of the relative frequencies involved. Thus for example 
the evidence Ax . Gx for the hypothesis Bx must itself be the result 
of empirical observations. He would not come to confirm that r% of 
U.S. inhabitants have blood type A unless we have available the em
pirical surveys in which this percentage was arrived at. Similarly 
we could not confirm that the inductive probability of a 4-outcome 
is l/6 unless we have available the relevant surveys of series of 
rolls of the specific die in which this percentage results. But if 
the die is in fact biased toward one of the faces, then these empir
ical tests will not result in a l/6 probability for 4-outcomes $ the 
result of the empirical confirmation of the statistical relation 
between rolls and 4-outcomes for the biased die must be either higher 
or lower than l/6. Ho probability statement will enter a NS explana
tion as a Isw unless it has been empirically confirmed. And no law is 
legitimately posited if its objective empirical foundation is not 
known. As MS explaiaers we are never in the position of one who knows 
a die is biased but does not know which faces are favored; this
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parallels our exclusion of disjunctive hypotheses as genuinely law
like. If a disjunctive statement is empirically confirmed, then we 
have sufficient evidence to state which of the disjuncts (or that 
both) are true. If we claim that the die is biased we must have em
pirical warrant for so claiming. And if we have this empirical 
warrant, then we are in a position to state which face is favored.

For the purposes of NS explanation then, it is possible to 
consistently hold a subjectivist definition of logical probability 
and an objectivist relative-frequency interpretation of statistical 
probability, while utilizing a 1-1 correlation between statistical 
and logical probability ascriptions* For any statistical law of the 
form (2), the limit of the relative frequency of events of the type 
/B,x/ within an arbitrarily long series of events of the types /A,x/ 
and /C,x/ will be r if and only if the logical probability that 
x e B given that x S  A and x <£ C is also r.

Statistical laws state nomic necessities, not mere factual 
truths. Thus there will be important differences between statements 
of the form
(3) (x)P((Ax . Gx), Bx) = r 
and those of the form
(4) [n](x)P((Ax , Gx), Bx) s r.
Sentences of the fora (3) may relate arbitrary classes* there are no 
special restrictions on the choice of either the prior reference 
class A nor the antecedent reference class G. Of course statistical 
relevance to B is required for G, but nomic interrelevance is not
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W?required for the selection of a prior reference class A in (3)• 

Statements of the form (3) report any statistical results and thus 
may assert non-nomic accidental generalizations. For example we 
could have as a true instance of (3) the statement that the probability 
of something's being A (a coin) and C (located in my pocket) also 
being a B (a nickel minted in San Francisco) is r. Yet the statement 
could hardly be taken to be a natural law. Nomic probability gen
eralizations, unlike sentences of the form (3)» must have nomically
interrelevant predicates and fulfill the other requirements we set

48down on lawlikeness.

Earlier we discussed how a statistical law applies to negative 
as well as positive instances taken singly, for it expresses a ratio 
between both kinds of outcomes. For example, we can use the same 
statistical generalization to cover a uranium atom which undergoes 
decay at a given time, as to cover one which does not. Neither pos
itive nor negative outcomes can be viewed as direct syntactically 
confirmation-similar instances of statistical laws. All a statistical 
law tells us about a particular uranium atom's decay, for example, is 
that it is describahle as a member of an infinite sequence of out
comes, a certain percentage of which are projected as positive (i.e.,

4?. Nor, we might add, for the sentences counted as statis
tical laws in Salmon's SB theory.

48. JoA. Goffa (1974, pp. I6O-63) suggests a similar program, 
in which nomic relevance takes precedence over mere statistical rele
vance in nomic subsumptive explanations.
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occurrences of decays)„ a certain percentage as negative (failures of 
atoms to decay). The problem of how to characterise the confirmation 
of statistical laws in terms of syntactically confirmation-similar 
sequence-instances has been resolved in an earlier chapter. But we 
face a fresh problem when it comes to statistical nomic subsumptions. 
Nomic subsumption takes on the pattern of instantiation as its cen
tral features it grounds our construal of explanation as inferential 
in form. How then can we retain the basic pattern of subsumption as 
instantiation while keeping our semantic analysis of statistical 
laws? He shall return to these questions, but first it is necessary 
to describe certain broad features of statistical NS explanations 
that will figure in our solutions.

SECTION 2t THE PATTERN OF STATISTICAL NOMIC SUBSUMPTION 
In what follows we shall argue for the adoption of Schema A 

as paradigmatic for statistical nomic subsumptionss 
Schema As 1. [n](x)P((Ax . Cx . Dx), Bx) s r

2. Aa
3° c&
4. Da

5. P(Ba) s r
for an individual a and using as our model the schematic law (l) of 
p. 336. He have already explicated the semantic features of (A,l). 
(A,2) - (A,4) need no further comment. It remains to analyse sen
tences of the form (A,5) and show how they connect with the explanans
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(Agl) - (Ac4) o bringing out the likenesses and differences with 
which they may be compared to universal MS patterns.

Now in virtue of Requirement 6„ we concur with the following 
description by Salmon of the nature of statistical explanation (put in 
our own terminology)* The ideal explanation describes the constituent 
individual x of the explanandum event as belonging to reference 
classes (in Schema A these are G and D) in such a way that that 
description imparts knowledge of conditions of statistical relevance 
that cannot be supplemented in any way that would change the prob
ability of the given outcome ("Ba’ in Schema A). (See Salmon's "De
terminism and Indeterminism in Modem Science' (Peinberg 1971» p.
329)) For example, a total set of statistically relevant conditions 
on a's having the property B of being able to conduct electricity is 
its membership in the class A of individuals that are copper. Our 
description of the individual a as a member of the set of copper 
things puts a into a homogeneous reference class — i.e., one that 
cannot be further divided so as to render any of its members more or 
less likely to have the property B of conducting electricity. Of 
course we can be assured of this for we have knowledge that all cop
per items will be conductors § no matter what other properties a aay 
have, no matter what other partitions of the reference class of copper 
things we might be able to produce, none of these conditions will in
crease or decrease the probability that a is an electrical conductor. 
In this way any universal law will preside a total set of relevance
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conditions„ to explain why any member of the prior reference class is 
a member of the attribute class.

The notion of statistical relevance replaces Hampel° s notions 
of rational expectability and truth mrrantability in Salmon's SB 
theory (Salmon 1971o p. 9)• In our own theory, although the statis
tical relevance features drawn out in Requirement 6 take precedence 
over truth warrantability, we shall not say that the former replaces 
the latters truth warrantability does count as a good-making feature 
of NS explanation all else considered.

The dictum of Requirement 6 to choose the widest possible 
homogeneous antecedent reference class(es) for a member of the prior 
reference class relative to the consequent class is based on the 
same considerations as those expressed in Salmon”s Reference Glass 
Rule (ibid., p. 43). Both ensure (l) that the cells of the partitions 
of the prior reference class and hence that segment (C U D) into 
which we put a, are not too wide; there are no further statistically 
relevant cells besides those we have already obtained for the class A. 
That is, each of the segments of the partition of A are homogeneous 
relative to B. Both also ensure (2) that the2segment (C U D) into 
which we put a is not too narrow; the ascription of C and D to a does 
not express that a has any irrelevant characteristics relative to B. 
That is, no extra subclasses of the cell (G U D) which forms part of 
our partition of A have been included in our assemblage of facts 
about a for the explanation of why it has B. Hhat we want are anter
ior reference classes for a whose unions are homogeneous while yet as
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broad as possible without lapsing into a statistically irrelevant 
reference class for a°s being a member of B. As Salmon points out, 
we must limit down the prior reference class A in all statistically 
relevant ways but in no statistically irrelevant ways (Salmon 1971, 
p. 42). Intuitively in adequate explanations we must adduce all of 
the relevant evidence as to what antecedent properties a has, but 
none of the irrelevant.

Now we confront the question raised on p. 345• Statistical 
laws are not instanced syntactically in the same way as universal 
laws; the first approximation to a representation of a single in
stance of (A,l)„ for example, might be
(1) P(Aa . Ca . Da), Ba) - r,
where instantiation is expressed by replacement with “a" for occur
rences of "x” in (A,l). But (l) is not a singular event describing 
sentence. It rather expresses a probability. How can we arrive at 
a particular event describing sentence which can be construed as an 
instance of the covering law (A,l)? The only way I can see to do this
is to strip (l) of those features which preclude its denoting the
particular events /A,a/, /0,a/, /b,a/, and /B,a/. He formulate the 
only derivative of (l) that could be appropriate, namely
(2) Aa . Ca , Ba . Ba
and resolve to call this a secondary instance of (A,l). All singular 
event sentences of the form (2) will thus be secondary instances of 
(A,l).



A statistical law must have confirming sequence-instances„
But since a syntactically confirmation-similsur sequence-instance of a 
statistical law is such only in virtue of the particular events com
prising that series, we consider it justified to say that a law of 
the form (A,l) also covers its secondary instances. If a particular 
event /B„a/ is to he covered by (A,l), then clearly the relevant 
particular explanatory antecedents for /B,a/ are the events /A,a/, 
/C,a/ and /D,a/. This much is clearly set down in the structure of 
Schema A. Yet the kind of "coverage0 that (A,l) offers /B,a/ is not, 
even in conjunction with the relevant explanatory antecedents, suf
ficient to determine that /B,a/ occurss statistical explanations do 
not deductively imply that their explananda occur. They do, however, 
deductively imply something — namely that there is a specific prob
ability with which the explanandum event could have been expected to 
occur given only the truth of the explanans. Schema A forms a de
ductively valid inference. The difference between this and universal 
MS patterns is that while the conclusion of a universal MS explanation 
is comprised by a paradigmatic sentence designating its explanandum 
event, the conclusion of a statistical MS inference is not an event 
sentence at all but a probability ascription on the explanandum event 
measuring the degree of expectancy with which we may rationally be
lieve it to have occurred.

iHe face some objections to construing statistical MS explana
tions as deductive inferencesg it might be said, for example, that 
statistical nomic subsumptions must be formalised as inductive
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inferences since they are fundamentally indeterministic as to their 
systematization of their explananda. But first, it is only a formal 
maneuver to draw a 1-1 correlation between our Schema A and an induc
tive pattern, by replacing (A,5) with 
(A„5°) Ba,
a sentence denoting the explanandum event alone. If any criteria of 
assessment for inductive argument strength proves fruitful for measur
ing the adequacy of am explanation of /B,a/ in any way that is not 
open to application on our Schema A, then we may acknowledge this by 
correlating Schema A with its inductive counterpart and assess the 
explanation of /B,a/ in terms of the latter. But I think there will 
be no such formal criteria on inductive strength which cannot be ap
plied to Schema As the only one which might serve this purpose is 
the measurement of inductive arguments as stronger in proportion to 
the degree to which they render their conclusions certain. But this 
measure of strength can be represented in a purely formal way in 
Schema A as well» tfe may take the following as a rule of comparative 
strength on two competing IS explanations having the form of Schema 
As If all else is equal between them, the explanation which renders 
/B,a/ more highly probable — i.e., whose probability measure expressed 
in the covering law for the explanandum is greater — is to be chosen 
over its competitor. An inductive explanation of /B,a/ will .override 
a competing inductive explanation of this event by rendering its 
conclusion more probabily true, if and only if the Schema A
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correlative of the former overrides the Schema A correlative of the 
latter in terms of the comparative criterion we have just set down.

SECTION 3s STATISTICAL MS CONCLUSIONS 
He have not yet given a precise semantic interpretation of 

probability assertions like (A„5) that ascribe a probability value to 
a particular or singular event. To this problem we now turn.

There are four kinds of interpretation of sentences of the 
form (A,5)d based on the notions of categorical and conditional prob
ability, and of logical and statistical probability. Interpreted 
categorically as a logical probability statement, (A,5) asserts that 
the degree to which we may rationally expect "Ba” to be true is r.
He might say it assigns a degree of likelihood to "Ba'. In abstrac
tion from (A,l) - (A,4) and all other information about a, however, 
sentences of the form (A,5) will always be false when r < 1 for we 
know that /B,a/, the explanandum event, has occurred and thus that 
“Ba0 is not merely probably true but is true. Thus (A,5) cannot be 
coherently interpreted in this way.

Hhen interpreted as ascribing a logical conditional probability 
to 0Ba°, (A,5) is seen only in the context of the premisses of which 
it is a conclusion. It asserts that the degree of likelihood of the 
sentence “Ba0 is r relative to or conditional on the evidence (A,l) - 
(A,4). (A,5) is given no semantic interpretation as a categorical
logical probability ascription, but only as a conditional one.
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If interpreted as a statistical categorical probability as

sertion (A,5) ascribes a dispositional property to as a has a certain 
tendency to exemplify B» and the strength of this tendency is quanti
tatively indicated by r. This interpretation makes sense even when 
the sentence (A„5) is taken in isolation from (A„l) - (A0k )„ Even if 
it is not just likely but certain that “Ba° is true, it may still be 
that the object a has a disposition to exemplify B of strength r 
where r < 1.

If interpreted as a conditional statistical probability state
ment, r is taken as a conditional valuation based on the information 
contained in (A,l ) - (A,4). Given the events /A,a/, /C,a/, and /D,a/ 
the chance of an occurrence of /B,a/ is r. But frequencies apply only 
to classes of events, not particular or singular events. Thus when 
we say (A,5) is elliptical for a conditional statistical probability 
statement we mean that the chance that /B,a/ occurs is r in virtue of 
having constituent type Bg and this is conditional on there having 
occurred the events /A,a/, /C,a/, and /D,a/ in virtue of their being 
of constituent types A, C, and D.

Relative to all three acceptable ways of interpreting (A,5), 
r can be viewed as a quantitative measure of the extent to which the 
explanation in which it occurs approaches a deterministic account of 
its explanandum.̂

4$. According to Pap (1962, p. 3̂ 6), the form of statistical 
explanation is "m/n cases of A are cases of Bg x is a ease of At 
therefore it is to be expected with probability s/n that x is a case 
of B." He also contends, contrary to our view, that statistical
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SECTION 4; RELATIVE DETERMINISTIC STRENGTH

He previously proposed a comparative criterion for statistical 
NS explanations. Let us return to this rule and revise it slightly 
to apply to universal subsumptions as well as those structured as in 
Schema A. He say that, of two competing explanations each of which 
has the form of Schema A and which fare equally well in terms of all 
other conditions of adequacy, the explanation asserting a higher 
value for r is preferable. And, of two competing explanations one of 
which is universal and the other statistical which fare equally well 
on all other counts of adequacy, the universal is preferable over the 
statistical. He call this the comparative criterion of relative det
erministic strength.

Note that explanations which override their rivals in terms 
of this criterion do not do so in virtue of their structure as 
stronger inferences, for all explanations having the form of Schema A 
as well as all universal NS explanations are valid deductive arguments.

If deterministic strength is used to measure explanatory 
strength, then this criterion can have important bearing on what types

explanations directly explain particular events and that they do not 
form deductive inferences. But it seems that his view is then in
consistent for in his statement of the form of statistical 
explanations, the conclusion of such inferences is "it is to be ex
pected with probability m/n that x is a case of B"g the conclusion 
sentence is thus, as in our theory, not identical to the explanandum- 
denoting expression but rather expresses a deductive entailment of 
the fact that m/n measures the extent to which we can expect x to be 
a case of B,
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of explanatory antecedents should be sought for a given explanandum 
event. Suppose, for example, we ask for an explanation of why a par
ticular die turns up '3' on a given cast. Two types of explanatory 
antecedents might be invoked, one generating a statistical explana
tion, the other a deterministic one. For example, let us compare the 
following two accountsg
Account Is All fair dice are such that on a given cast, the

probability of a 3-outcome is l/6§ this is a fair 
diei it has been cast5 therefore the probability of 
its turning.up '3' is l/6.

Formalized we have
1. [n](x)P.((Fx . Bx), Tx) = l/6
2. Fa
3. Ra

/. 4. P(Ta) = 1/6, 
where a = the particular die, F ^1^ =df (l^}is a fair die, R (l^ =df 

is rolled, and T (T) =df (^) lands with its 83°-face upward.
Taking consideration of mechanical antecedents instead of 

those involving properties applying only to dice, we can construct 
an explanation involving laws stating the relationship between the 
Initial position of the die at the outset of the cast, the directions 
and strengths of all the forces acting on it that determine its path, 
the force or impact with which it contacts the table and at what posi
tion, etc. He certainly could determine all of these relevant 
antecedents for this particular die, and we also know that the
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mechanical laws we need can he specified in principle. Let us simp
lify our formalisation of such a mechanical accounts 
Account 2t 1. (x)((G1x,. G2x . . Gnx) ni Tx)

2. G1a
3. G2a
e
o

n. Gna

. n*l. Ta
1 9where "G "0 °G ' etc. are predicates denoting all of the relevant 

mechanical properties and relations needed for the determination of 
/T,a/. (Of course in a complete formulation of Account 20 more than 
one covering law will he needed, and other individuals besides a will 
be denoted.)

How the criterion of relative deterministic strength dictates 
that Account 2 be chosen over Account Is its systematization of 
/T„a/ is more extensive than that offered by Account 1, for what is 
asked is why this particular die a turned up 03° on this particular 
cast. Account 2 appeals to antecedents which differentiate this 
particular event /T,a/ from all other casts of fair dice, and from 
all other casts of this particular die (when temporal indices are 
added), in ways that are relevant to the determination of the specific 
outcome “3° for this cast. Such features are not exhibited in 
Account 1.

It might be objected that the interests of the person who 
asks "tihy did this die turn up °3°?° might have nothing to do with
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the physical antecedents mentioned in Account 2; he say only rant to 
know the betting odds of a 3-outcome for future reference. Thus the 
purely statistical and indeterministic account would be the more 
relevant to answering his question. But if the inquirer's aims are
correctly described in this way, then he is not interested in the
particular occurrence of the event /T,a/g rather he is inquiring 
about the entire class /T0x/ and their relative frequency with re
spect to casts of fair dice in general.

Proponents of noninferential theories of explanation often 
attempt to discredit inferential views that use a criterion like that 
of relative deterministic strength on the grounds that they shall 
have to establish how high a degree of credibility for the explanan- 
dum is required — when pressed, we find that there can be no 
principled way of setting some lower bound on the value r. Now we
agree that no lower bound can nor should be set. But this does not
mean that the deterministic strength criterion must be discarded, for 
it does not assert that there is some minimum value for r below which 
an explanation using that value must be rejected. Although, for 
example, '.5 or higher' is not in itself a good indicator of explana
tory adequacy, if the degree of credibility rendered the explanandum 
is .3 on one account and ,6 for another, the latter must be chosen.
The same principle applies if the competing values for r were .003 
and .006.



SECTION 5t SALMON'S SB THEORY 
We shall now examine Salmon's Statistical Relevance theory of 

explanation, comparing it with our own theory of Statistical NS 
explanation which has already "borrowed heavily from it. Out statis
tical NS pattern synthesizes some aspects of the SR model while 
retaining many of the features attributed to inferentialist positions. 
It seems that proponents of neither viewpoint have recognized the 
great extent to which their, underlying intuitions about scientific 
explanation converge; perhaps our rather sweeping campaign for more 
careful formal representation of the language involved in explanation, 
and its semantic interpretation, will now bear fruit — for our pro
gram already contains apparatus that makes it easy to render explicit 
and compatible some of the most appealing features of both the SR 
model of explanation as well as its inferential competitors.

Let us turn to Salmon’s SR theory, . The most striking contrast 
between his view and traditional inferentialist positions is that SR 
explanations constitute merely "an assemblage of factors [statis
tically] relevant to the occurrence or nonoccurrence of the event to 
be explained, along with the relevant probability values" (Salmon 1975, 
p. 1, and cf, Salmon [1970] (Feinberg 1971, pp. 316-332). SR explana
tions are not inferences. They need not render their explananda highly 
pro table nor rationally credible. No criterion like that of relative 
deterministic strength is utilized as a way of comparing explanations. 
The concepts defined on pp, 337*339 appear in Salmon’s theory with 
the exception that he does not explicitly distinguish prior from
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anterior reference classes as we have done. On Salmon’s view an ex-

assemblage of statements having two parts; First, it will contain a

and an antecedent reference class C for a which constitutes the widest 
possible homogeneous reference class for any individual x relative to

generalizations expressing the entire remaining probability distribu
tion for individuals having A but not C relative to B, and whose 
antecedent reference classes also constitute cells of the widest pos
sible homogeneous partition of A relative to B. In Salmon’s words

We may think of an explanation as an answer to a question of 
the form, ’why does this x which is a member of A have the 
property B?’ The answer to such a question consists of a 
partition of the reference class A into a number of sub
classes, all of which are homogeneous with respect to B, 
along with the probabilities of B within each of these sub
classes... we must say which of the members of the partition 
contains our particular x ,..an explanation of the fact that 
x, a member of A, is a member of B would go as follows;

50. The semantic interpretation Salmon uses for his formalism 
is, I think, ambiguous; individual variables sometimes seem to range 
over events, sometimes over their constituent individuals. Predica
tive terms ’S’, "B", etc, seem sometimes to range over constituent

planation of /B,a/ will consist of a noninferentially structured

statistical generalization denoting a prior reference class A for a,

membership in the attribute class B, It also contains statistical

(1971, p p. 76 - 77)s

P((A.C1),B) = p1
(A,C^),...(A.C is a homo
geneous partition of A with 
respect to BPi = Pj iff 1 = 3

X  €  ( A ,  C ^ )

x e B (explanandurn) ^

event properties (or classes or types of events), sometimes over
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Ve forulize Salaon • s ba.aic pattern of SR explanation in our 

own notation (hopefully without loas of ae-.ntic content) a.a followaa 

ScheJI& SBl. a 1. (x)P((Ax . s_x), Bx) • j 

2. (x)P((Ax . c2x), Bx) • • 
J. (x)P( (Ax . c-r>, :ax) • n 

4. (x)P((Ax • ~x), Bx) = r 
.s. Aa 

6. c
3
a 

7. Ba 

[(Ax • s_x), •.• (Ax . 

~x) ia a bo110geneous 

partition of A with 

respect to B] 

[ expl.anandua sentence] 

Now Salaon's aain contention against inferential views is that in 

order to have an adequate explanation of /B,a/ it is not necessary 

that,the statistically relevant conditions adduced in the explanans 

render a's aembership in B any higher 1n proba.bUity than its prior 

weight for aeabership in A. 'lbe partition of A into the boaogeneous 

classes S, through ~ relative to B, along vi th placeaent of a 1n one 

of thea, MY render a's aeabership in B equally or even less pro l:a. ble 

than P(A,B). 

Exaaining ScheM SBl, let us aek how the inforaation contained 

in (SRl,l) - (SR1,6) relates to (SB1,7)a (SRl,l), (SB1,2), and (SRl, 

4) se• to have no iaed.iate explanatory releYance to /B,a/ since a is 

properties events bave. Indeed aoaetiaea eventa on ~n'a Yiew ap
pear 1nd1 vidua ted 1 finely • aa 1n our Olfl'l theory, but aoaetiaea ao:re as 
in Davidson's and other 'unifier' news. J'or cl&r1ty of discussion we 
w1ll, llhenever posai bl.e, interpret Sal.aon' a forul.iaa auch tba t it 
coaes closest to our own notation. 
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Ggo ©r lAere k ̂  4. la faet a 

could not bs la Q©r® than on© of th© G°©0 sine© If the partition bgr 
through Gĵ is hoDog©neous0 ©aeh eell oust bs ex elusive for nsnbsrs 

of A bgr definition« Salnon says (1971D pp. 58 - 62) that it is 
important to include sentences life© (SH0l)0 (SB102)p and (SS10̂ ) in 
explaining /B0a/ despite the fact that they do not cover this event. 
This is because they contain the inforation that there are other 
cells of the partition of A which are homogeneous aad0 sine© the 
probabilities of each of these laws must be different0 they indicate 
to what extent the chosen cell G^ approximates a necessary condition 
within A for B. Suppose„ to use an example of Salmon0s„ that th© 
probability that those with untreated latent syphilis (tJ) who have 
some further medical condition (M) get parlesls (?) is ,95c while the 
probability that a person having untreated latent syphilis who does 
not have M will have ? is .05;
Schema SR2s 1. (x)?((Ux . &)„ Px) = ,95

2. (x)P((Ux . -Mx)o Px) s .05 
and to explain why Jones (j) has parlesls we adds

3. UJ 
4 . 03

5° Pj [explanandum sentence].
The inclusion of (SR202) serves to inform us that the property M with
in U is almost a necessary condition for P since 19 tines out of 20 
one who does not have H will not have P. How Salnon thinks such in
formation is important especially in the ease of functional

not in any of the classes €L „
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explanations yh@r@inD according to hia0 w@ explain an event in terns 
of its consequences as opposed to its antecedents»̂  For exanpl@0 
suppose we reinterpret U (T| as ^df is a biological or^nlsa,
M (l^ ®df (l̂ ) has a chambered heart0 and f  as sdf has circu
lating torOod„ Thus we construe the function of a chambered heart as 
that of pimping blood in virtue of the supposed fact that almost all 
(93%) organisms having circulatory systems have chambered hearts.
He then explain why Jones has a chambered heart by citing that be 
has a circulatory system.

But notice that to represent the above attempt at explanation 
we must interchange (SE>,4) with (SB205) to get the new ©xplanandua 
event into proper position. He thus arrive at 
Schema SR3s 1. (x)?((Ux . fe)„ Px) s .93

2. (x)P((Ux . =£$x)„ Px) = .05
3. Uj
4. Pj
5. Mj [explanandum sentence] B

an explanation entirely distinct in form from the original SE2.
Salmon seems to have overlooked this crucial jump from SE2 to SB3 in 
bolstering his claim that (S^„2) and the like are relevant in non
functional explanations such as SIS, His argument shows only that 
(SH3»2.) is relevant for SB3« To explain why Jones» who has a

51. He disagrees fumetlomml KfS explanations will be dis
cussed in a later chapter.
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ehanbsrsd heart,, M s  a circulatory system (?)» it is thoroughly ir
relevant to not© that 19 out of 20 organisms (u) which don't have 
chambered hearts don't have circulatory systems. Even more clearly» 
to explain why Jones, %ho M s  medical condition (M) M s  pariesis (?), 
it is totally irrelevant to cite the fact tMt only 5$ of those uith 
untreated latent syphilis (ll) who don't Mve M, don't get pariesis 
(?). In SB2 and SB3t> statement (2) is even irrelevant on a purely 
formal basis since (l) entails (2) if M/-¥i is homogeneous for U rel
ative to ?.

On the other hand our theory contains a principle for re
jecting sentences like (2) from statistical NS explanations8 as 
inferences MS explanations which omit sentences like (2) are equally 
valid as those which include them, but are also simpler and more di
rect in tMt they contain no superfluous premisses. TMt no 
superfluous premisses are included in a MS inference is guaranteed by 
our Requirement 4 (p. 320) s every element in each covering law must 
cover some singular event sentence in the explanation. Thus in our 
theory we can immediately tell whether irrelevant statements such as
(2) of SB2 and SS?3 appear. One need know nothing about the potential 
import of not Mving medical condition M relative to Mving pariesis, 
for example, in order to tell wMt the sentence (2) when added to a 
MS explanans of the form (SB2,l), (SR2,3)o and (SB2,4) is superfluous 
to derivation of the sentence

(5°) P(Pj) * .95.
This brings us to another point of contrast between our MS
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explanations and Saloon0s SB eo&olss Ssnt@ne@s (3) „ (5)0 and (6) of 
SBlt, for ©xaapleo mntain iaforoation pertaining to the ©eenrrene© 
of /Bo'a/ — relevant information — that does not get represented in 
Saloon0s SB explanandun sentence. (?) of SB1 asserts that /B5a/ 
occurs$ hut according to the information in the explaaanso ue have 
warrant for saying only that /B0a/ could he expected to occurD given 
the truth of the explanans, only with a degree of certainty n. (?) 
is not to he seen as a deductive or even aadnduetive conclusion fron 
(SZLyl) - (SB106)8 neither does it express the probabilistic value 
that the explanans attaches to /B,a/. Thus the connection between 
explanans and explanandum in SB models is somewhat hard to character
ise. The very same explanans on Salmon °s view could be used equally 
well, with only a substitution for °a0 of any other name of an indi
vidual in A in any of the G0s, to explain other events having 
different constituent types (as determined by any of the G°s other 
than 0 )̂• That we could have such a loose connection between explan
ans and explanandum, and that the sane explanans, essentially, can 
be used to explain events of unlike and perhaps even nonicolly non- 
interrelevant types, seens to ne a serious shortcoming of the SB 
theory.

But Salmon proposes his theory as an alternative to inferen- 
tialist positions (particularly that of Hempel) on the grouMs that 
his SB model precludes several kinds of counterexamples against 
standard inferential accounts. Among those Salmon discusses (if?!, 
pp. 33 ff,) are the following.
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(l) The Psychotherapy Cases Consider a person who recovers fsoa & 

neurotic synptom after having undergone psycho
therapy 8
1. of those (?) nho have neurotic synptom H (M) 

a M  undergo psychotherapy of the sort S (S) get 
relief of their neurotic symptom (S).

20 a is a person who has had neurotic synptom N and
has undergone psychotherapy of the sort S.

3- a experiences relief from his neurotic symptom. 
Formalised in terms of Salmon's SR theory, Hampel's coyering-law 
theory (CL) and our NS models m  have
(SRI) 1. (x)P((Px . Be . Sx), Rx) = n

2. (x)P((Px » te . -Sx), Rx) = (l-n)
[S/-S is homogeneous for the class (P.H) tdth 
respect to R]

3. Pa . Ha . Sa
4. Ra [explamandum]

1. (x)P((Px . M  . Sx), Ex) s n
2. Pa . &  . Sa
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(MSI) 1. [m](%)P((P% . Mx . Sx)0 te) s n

2, Pa . &  .

3.

(II) The Birth Goatr@l Gases Consider a Bale tiio dOasn°t hseosi©
pregnant after regularly taking "birth eontrol pillss
1. All persons (?) %ho are Dale (M) and take birth 

control pills regularly (B) avoid pregnancy (A).
2. a is a male person who takes birth eontrol pills 

regularly.
3. a avoids pregnancy.

Formalised,, we get
(Sail) 1. (x)P((Px . He . Bx)„ Ax) = 1

2. (x)P((Px o Mx . -Bx)o Ax) s 1
[B/-B is homogeneous for (P.M) with respect to A]

3. Pa . Ma . Ba
4. Aa

(ail) 1. (x)((Px . Ex . Bx) S Ax)
2. Pa . Ha .

3- Aa



(mi) 4„ (zz)((Fx , &  o M) ai M)  

2 o  S f e  o Jfe. o Sa

366

9 0 JO

(III) She Case of the Hesed Salts 6®asides a sangl© of taMe colt

east upon its
1„ M l  sonples of teMe colt (§) that have had dis= 

eelviag spells east mpea then (H) dissolve ia

2o a is a eaaple of tatiLe salt that has had a dis
solving spell east apon it.

52

1= (%)P((Sx . Hr), te) ■ 1
i0 Bk) * 1

[H/=H is honogeneotts for S with respect

52. Mot® that the Hosed Salt ease is deductive,, mot induc
tive as Salnoa eonstrues it (1973.0 P» 33) sine® all salt dissolves 
in water.
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( 0,111) 1. (x)((Sx . Hx) 3»

2<> Sa o Ha,

3- Ba

(msiii) i» (x)((sx „ me) ni m)
2o Ssl o

3» Ba

(IV) Vitamin C and the Colds Consider a person oho regularly takes
large doses of Vitamin 0 (v) and recovers from a cold
after a week8
1. of all persons (?) who have colds for a week 

(tf) and who regularly take large doses of Vitamin 
C (v) recover after that week from their colds
(a).

2. a is a person who regularly consumes large doses 
of Vitamin G.

3° a has had a cold for a week.
4. a recovers (after that week) from his cold.

And the formalised versions8



(SHIV)

(CLIV)

(NSXV)

Mow Salmon points out that despite the fact that the CL explanations 
above meet each of Heapel0 s o m  gequizements on eovering-law explan
ations, and in particular that their explasans render their 
explananda hi^O-j probable, they each exhibit a narked failure of 
relevance on at least one counts (l) psychotherapeutic treatoent is 
not efficacious (we assume) in removing neurotic symptoms § (IX) birth 
control pills do nothing towards preventing poles from becoming preg
nant; (ill) nor do hexes totmrd making salt dissolve? and (XV)
Vitamin C intake does not affect recovery from week-old colds 0 Yet 
says Salmon (1971, p. 33), “’there is no „.,reason to doubt the XauLike- 
ness of the generalisations«0 o Mo On the other Wrd these examples

368
lo (x)P((gx . tfe . Vx), Ss) 53 n
2c, (x)P((5X o o -Vx), &) s a

[V/-V is homogeneous for (P.b) with respect to B] 
3, Fa o 9a o Va
k. fe [ex#anandum]

1, (x)?((?x o Us o Vx), Bx) - a
2= Sta » Ha o Va

3» Ba

1c [n](x)P((Px » Hx o Vx), Bx) s n
2, Pa o Ha o Va

3* P(Ba) = s.
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fall short of Salmon's SB requirements for they each violate his 
Rule of Reference Classes$ each effects a homogeneous irrelevant 
partition of the prior reference class with respect to the attribute 
class. In none of these examples have we specified only the broadest 
homogeneous partition available. The cells of each of these parti
tions are only vacuously homogeneous because we already had the 
widest homogeneous reference classes for the prior class relative to 
the attribute class„ before our partitionings. We have not only 
given relevant factors in our explanans, but have'included irrelevant 
information as well.

Now it is certain that if Hempel's theory does countenance 
the above examples as adequate, something is seriously wrong with it. 
But as Salmon observes, the CL explanations can be made to rule out 
these counterexamples with a minimum of difficulty; Hempel need only 
reformulate his Maximal Specificity Requirement (which says we must 
omit no relevant antecedent conditions (Salmon 1971» pp. 31» 35o 4$, 
4? - 50) so that it expresses the further restriction that no irrel
evant information be adduced in the CL explanans. Thus Hempel only 
needed to add the condition that there must occur no designations of 
further subclasses of the prior reference class in a CL explanation 
which partition it in statistically irrelevant ways.

In each of (l) - (IV) the law covering the explanandum event 
predicates of its constituent individual information which is statis
tically irrelevant to its inclusion in the attribute class relative 
to the prior reference class cited; In (l) it is having undergone



psychotherapy? in (ll)„ taking birth control pills, in (ill) being 
hexed, and in (XV) taking Vitamin C regularly. Our Requirement 6 of 
Optimal Relevance precludes NSI - NSIV as adequate explanations. In 
NSI, the class (N.S) does not constitute a cell of the widest homo
geneous partition of P relative to R since it excludes those neurotic 
persons who are not psychotherapeutically treated. In NSII, the class 
(M. B) is not a cell of the widest homogeneous partition of P with 
respect to A since it excludes males who do not take birth control 
pills. Similarly, for NSIII the class H is too narrow because it does 
not include non-hexed salt, and in NSIV the class (W.V) excludes those 
having week-old colds who don't bother with the Vitamin C. Now what 
is nice about our NS models (as well as the CL explanations in that 
they are inferential) — and where there is no parallel for Salmon's 
SR explanations — is that we have a purely formal way of recognizing 
when the Optimal Relevance Requirement is violated. Given any two 
competing NS explanations of the forms
(NSV) 1, [n](x)P((^x , 02x ., ...0nx), jtfx) = r

2» . Ĵ â ., . . .  .

3. p(#a) = r
and
(NSVl) 1. [n](x)P((^x . Ji2x), fix) = r

2.

3« P(^a) = r,
NSVI is preferable to NSV since (NSVI,l) and (NSVI,2) entail (NSVI,3)
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just as soundly as (NSVsl) and (NSV02) entail (NSVP3)» but with more 
elegance and simplicity, or as we might say, in a more perspicuous 
way. No such purely formal principle of comparison of "simplicity of 
entailment" accrues to SR explanations, since they are not inferences. 
All we could say about comparable SR explanations like NSV and NSVI 
is that the one is "shorter" than the other.

Salmon gives more criticisms of the inferentialists in his 
"Third Dogma of Empiricism" [Salmon 1968a] (Butts & Hintikka 1977)•

He asks (ibid., pp. 13-15) "Why should requirements of temp
oral asymmetry be imposed, .upon explanation (while arguments are not 
subject to the same constraints)?" He argues that there is an im
portant contrast between explanations and inferences in that an* 
inference from a record (e.g., tree rings) which exists at t to an 
event (occurring at some earlier time t") that it records (e.g., 
rainfall) is just as adequate as in inference made from an occurrence 
at t (in the past) to an occurrence at some later time (but also in 
the past). On the other hand an explanation from a record, for an 
occurrence it records is inadequate whereas an explanation from an 
occurrence at t (past) to a later occurrence (also past) is adequate. 
This asymmetry between explanation and retrodiction which is not cor
related with an asymmetry between inferences toward earlier times and 
those toward later times poses a threat to inferentialists according - 
to Salmon, but I fail to see its threatening natures (l) there is a 
parallel asymmetry between acceptable explanatory inferences (to which 
temporal restrictions apply) toward later times and explanatory
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inferences toward earlier times. The latter are inadequate "because 
they do not refer the explanandum to antecedent conditions. And (2) 
no inferentialist wants to claim that anything that makes an inference 
good or had ipso facto makes an explanation good or tad.

Salmon thinks his question is answered easily in terms of his 
SR theory but not by inferentialists. It seems to me, however, that 
regardless whether a theory of explanation is inferentialist or not, 
his question is very straightforwardly answerable; Salmon states the 
answer himself (Ibid., p. 13): "The reason is obvious. We explain
events on the basis of antecedent causes, not on the basis of sub
sequent effects (or other subsequent conditions). Salmon says,
"If explanations are arguments, then only the predictive argument can 
qualify as an explanation, and not the retrodictive one" (ibid,, p. 
13). But surely even if explanations are not arguments, only the 
predictive accounts can qualify. This is a general intuitive con
straint on explanation independent of the inferentialist question.
Just as an inferential theory is not ipso facto committed to falsely 
asserting a symmetry between retrodiction and prediction, so too an 
SR theory is not ipso facto committed to rightly claiming there to be 
an asymmetry. There is no threat arising from the fact that we do

53• Notice the incongruity of this remark with Salmon0s dis
cussion (1971, Section 9) in which he construes functional 
explanations as explanations of events in terms of their subsequent 
effects?
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accept retrodictions as adequate non-explanatory inferences„ because 
not all inferences count as explanations. Specificallyg one of the 
qualifications needed and independently motivated, is that an explana
tory inference must explain an event in terms of its antecedents, not 
in terms of its consequences.

Salmon also objects (ibid., p. 2) against inferentialists 
that irrelevancies are harmless to inferences but fatal to explana
tions. Again, this is supposed to constitute a problem for the 
inferentialists, but I do not see how it does as long as relevance 
requirements like our Requirement 6 or the revision open to Hempel's 
theory discussed above are imposed on explanatory inferences.

Similarly for Salmon's "conjunctivitis” criticism (ibid., p.
6) which is supposed to establish that there can be no answer to the 
question how high a degree of rational credibility for the explanan- 
dum on the explanans is high enough; The probability of a heads 
outcome for a particular biased coin is, say, «9» But then the prob
ability of getting two heads successively on two tosses is .9 X .9 = 
.81. Unfortunately Salmon chose an example that does not prove his 
point from the perspective of looking for an optimal explanation of 
any particular outcome or series of outcomes of a toss, since as for 
the case of the 3-outcome (p. 35*0» deterministic accounts for any 
two specific successive head outcomes are available. But suppose we 
had a case where no deterministic accounts could be found. Then 
Salmon points out, we begin down the slippery slope, multiplying 
probabilities for successively more "conjunctive" events until we
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approach a probability of 0 as closely as we please. Now this may 
well show that no one designated value for r can be set as the lower 
limit for adequate probabilistic explanations. But we need not set 
any arbitrary lower bounds even if the best systematization of an 
event (say, eight successive head outcomes) is below .5, we still 
consider the nomic subsumption adequate while reserving the freedom 
to rank it in contrast with more deterministic cases as an explana
tion in which our best systematization for that event is not very 
extensive and thus that our understanding of its occurrence in terms 
of antecedents nominally relevant to it, is not ideal.

Finally, Salmon criticizes inferentialists for being commit
ted a priori to determinism. But inferential theories are not 
committed to metaphysical determinism simply because they espouse 
a principle of methodological determinism. To rank more deterministic 
explanations with less deterministic explanations as comparatively 
better (ceteris paribus) entails only that we believe we would under
stand the world better if it were deterministic. This does not mean 
that we also claim the world is so accomodating to our psychological 
and epistemic capacities as to be deterministic through and through.
It does seem that Hempel (ibid., pp. 9 - 11) is committed to a 'hidden 
variable' theory with respect to statistical homogeneous reference 
classes and thus that he is guilty of a committment to metaphysical 
determinism a priori. • But not all inferential accounts need make the 
same mistake.

(
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Salmon characterizes the notions of increase and decrease of 

weight as measures of the difference between the prior probability 
P(A,B) of the attribute class B given the prior reference class A, and 
the probability F((A.C.B)„ B) of B given the antecedent class(es) and 
the prior class taken together. Now most often an adequate explana
tion will confer an increase of weight for an event /B,x/ given 
(A.C.D) over its weight given by A alone, thus indicating that the 
explanatory antecedents usually serve to render the explanandum more 
highly determined than would be without them. In Hempel0 s theory and 
some other inferential views all adequate explanations must confer 
an increase of weight on their explananda. But Salmon claims that 
we must allow explanations with no increase of weight, since some
times the discovery of indetermihistic covering laws lowers the weight 
of the explanandum while appealing to the most relevant evidence for 
its occurrence. This is illustrated in the radioactive decay example
constructed by Salmon (1971o P- 64) and cited by J. Cohen (1976) in
his reply to Salmon's "Theoretical Explanation'. Cohen (19?6, p. 2) 
asks us to

Consider a mixture of uranium 238 atoms, which have a 
rather long half-life (4.5 x 10° yrs) and polonium 214 
atoms, which have a rather short one (1.6 x 10“̂  seconds).
[M @  =df 0  is an atom in the mixture.] The probability 
of disintegration of an unspecified atom in the mixture
is somewhere between that for atoms of uranium 238 and
polonium 214. Now suppose that within some small specified 
time interval a decay occurs. There is a high probability 
of a polonium atom"s disintegrating within that interval, 
but a very low probability for a uranium atom. Neverthe
less, says Salmon, a given disintegration might be of a 
uranium atom [U Q  =df (1) is a uranium 238 atom], so an 
explanation of why this atom [a] in the mixture disinte
grated [D =df (D disintegrated] so soon would involve
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a transition from a prior reference class (the mixture) 
within which there was a relatively high probability of 
such a disintegration to a posterior reference class (the 
uranium atoms) within which there was a relatively low 
one. [Brackets mine]

We might construe this transition from high to low weight within our
NS theory in terms of the transition from NSVII to NSVIIIs
NSVIIj 1. [n](x)P((Mx, Ltx)) = .95

2. Ma

3. P(Da) = .95

NSVIIIt 1. [n](x)P((Mx . Ux)„ Ex) = .001
2. Ma . Da

3. P(Da) = .001
(We assign values .95 and .001 purely for the sake of illustration.) 
Compared formally, NSVII is preferable to NSVIII in approximating a 
more fully deterministic account of /D„a/. But NSVII fails to adduce 
the relevant information that a is a uranium 238 atom. We agree with 
Salmon that his Rule of Reference Classes (and our Requirement 6, each 
of which is violated by NSVII) takes precedence over the prescription 
to maximize the degree of rational credibility of the explanandum.
NSVIII provides weaker grounds for expecting I'D,a./ to occur but at
the same time it gives a more extensive systematization of /D,a/ than 
NSVII.

54. Our requirement of Optimal Relevance thus supercedes the 
requirement of Relative Deterministic Strength.
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Cohen (ibid. „ pp. 3 - 4) comments that in cases where we have 

a very low or lowered probability value, we have explained how the 
explanandum could possibly have happened but we have not explained why 
it did happen. To do this, Cohen says, we must cite a favorably 
relevant probability (for /D,a/ in our example), Me oppose Cohen's 
apparent claim that low and lowered weight cases are inadequate, but 
acknowledge the basic point of his comments it is plausible to say 
that as the probability value r approaches 0, our explanation of the 
explanandum's occurrence becomes more of the 'how possibly' type and 
less of the 'why actually' type. We shall continue to say of low and 
lowered weight cases, however, that they are explanations of their 
explanandum*s occurrence. To describe an explanation as being of the 
'how possibly' or the 'why actually' variety is only to make an 
editorial judgment on the lesser or greater extent to which the explan
ation approximates our highest ideals.

Thus far the examples of statistical explanations we have dis
cussed have all been very simply structured. The question arises how 
to express more complex subsumptions — those requiring several dis
tinct individual variables, and containing relational event 
predicates rather than unary predicates alone. Too, a statistical 
explanation might require several covering laws instead of just one; 
and temporal indexes of a more complex nature might be needed. So 
let us present the form of a statistical NS explanation requiring two 
covering laws for a relational event of the type /B,x,y,T” ”/ with 
complex antecedents and temporal variables:



NSHi 1. [n](x)(y)(T)(T')p((AxT . GyT . DyxT . TRT')„
ExyT") = .9

2. [n](x)(y)(T')(T")P((ExyT' . T'R'T")* BxyT” )
= .3

3. Aft . Cbt . Dbft
4. P(Efbt') = .9 [by ns on (3) and (l)]

5. P(Bfbt") = .9 X .3 = .2? [by ns on (2) and (4)]. 
In (NSIX, l) we may conceive of A as the prior reference class for 
members x in A at T relative to their membership in the relation 
<x,y> $Exy at T*. E is the attribute term, but now instead of desig
nating a class of individuals it designates a class of ordered pairs 
<(x,y> . Similarly in (NSIX, l), C is the prior reference class for 
members y in C at T relative to their membership in the relation
<x,y> sExy at T!. The relation term D in (NSIX, l) designates a 
cell of the broadest homogeneous partition of x's in A and of y's in 
C, relative to the x's membership in the relation E at T’ and relative 
to the y's membership in E at T’„ R and R' specify temporal rela
tionships — we will give these terms an interpretation in the 
example to follow. (NSIX, 2) is similarly interpreted, where E is 
now the prior class (relation) term and B is the attribute class (re
lation) term.

Now suppose we attempt to explain why Fred (f) quarrels with 
Bob (b) at some time t". Suppose, quite contrary to fact, we had on 
hand some well confirmed statistical 'laws of human nature'



applicable to the case of Bob and Freds we know, say, that any two 
persons one of whom is a staunch Democrat, the other a staunch Repub
lican, will, if having lunch together at a time T begin discussing 
politics at T* later than T by l/2 hour, with a probability of ,9. 
Suppose we also know that any two such persons will get into a 
quarrel within ten additional minutes, with a probability of „3« We 
now want an explanation of the event /B,f,b,t*Interpreting 
(NSIX, l), we haves A (jL)(?) =df (T) is a staunch Democrat at time 
(?); C (l)(2) =df (T) is a staunch Republican at time (2) 5 D (T)(̂ 2) 
(3) =df (T) lunches with (2)  at time (S) I R (^)(^) (l) precedes
(F) by l/2 hour; and E (l)(2)(3) "df (T) and (2) discuss politics at 
time (3) . To complete an interpretation for (NSIX, 2), we haves 
Rc (T)(2) -df (T) precedes ( £ ) by no more than ten minutes, and B (T) 
(3) (3) =df (T) and (3) quarrel at time (3), We are supposing for the 
sake of the example that their having lunch together constitutes a 
delineation for a cell of the widest homogeneous partition of staunch 
Democrats vis-a-vis staunch Republicans with respect to the relation 
"discussing politics'. Their discussing politics in turn, we will 
suppose, constitutes a delineation of a cell of the widest homogeneous 
partition (of staunch Democrats vis-a-vis staunch Republicans) with 
respect to the relation "quarrels with". On observing that Aft, Cbt, 
and Dfbt, we statistically infer that Bob and Fred have begun dis
cussing politics by V , with a pro lability of .9. Then by the rule ns 
giving us (NSIX, 5)» we reach the conclusion that they are quarreling 
within ten munutes of t", with a probability of .27.



Now NSH confers but a very low weight on its explanandum 
event /B,f ,b,t""J — merely =2?$ but we may assume (and this I think 
is not far from correct) that in most cases of explanations of human 
actions, our ’laws' adducible for NS explanations will be far from 
the deterministic ideal. Of course, NSIX might be an example of the 
form of an NS explanation of some other statistically explicable 
events like those in the subatomic domain as well. The case of Bob 
and Fred is used only as an illustration.

I think that for complex cases like NSIX, our NS theory of 
explanation shows much more promise, at any rate, than Salmon's SR 
theory when it comes to paradigmatic formal representation. Tedious 
though it may be, NSIX will certainly contain much less formal 
apparatus than that needed to express an SR explanation of the same 
event in terms of the same covering laws. Salmon never proposes what 
to do with his SR model in complex cases such as these, but I believe 
that if pressed, he would find it necessary to adopt a schema very 
similar to our NS pattern — and one which begins to diverge greatly 
from the schema we have quoted on p. 358 and even our own formaliza
tion of the same (p. 359)»

We close our chapter on statistical nomic subsumption and our 
comparison with Salmon’s SR theory by briefly sketching some features 
that differentiate various kinds of statistical explanation. For 
although all have the basic structure of Schema A (p. 3^5), there are 
distinct kinds of probabilistic relationships expressible by explana
tions conforming to this basic pattern.
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(a) We say that an explanation is strongly probabilistic^ 

if its explanans @ renders its explanandum event e more likely to 
occur than not. The value of r must therefore be greater than 
R will be greater than the sum of the probability values inferrable 
from @ for all events whose occurrence is incompatible with the oc
currence of e. Methodological determinism dictates that strongly 
probabilistic subsumptions are preferable, should all else be equal„ 
to those conferring a value r on e less than .5- And of two compet
ing strongly probabilistic explanans @ and @° for e, whichever confers 
the higher probability on e supercedes its rival, should all else be 
equal between the two.

(B) We call an explanation weakly probabilistic^ if @ 
renders e more probable than any of its competitors taken singly, 
but where @ does not assign to e a probability greater than .5. 
Strongly probabilistic explanations are preferable, all else being 
equal, to weakly probabilistic explanations, and of two competing 
weakly probabilistic explanations we should choose, all else being 
equal, whichever assigns the higher probability to e.

(C) We call an explanation incremental if the posterior 
probability assigned by @ to e is greater than e's prior probability 
for the prior reference class of the law used to cover it in @. An 
incremental explanation may be either weak or strong, or neither.

55• This term is borrowed from N. Rescher (1970, pp. 37 ~ 38).
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(D) We call an explanation decrescent if the posterior 

probability assigned to e by @ is lower than the prior probability 
for the prior reference class of the law used to cover e in 
(These are the explanations confering 'lowered weight” as discussed 
on p. 376.) We choose incremental explanations over decrescent ex
planations if all else is equal between them, and of two competing 
decrescent explanations we choose, if all else is equal, the more 
deterministic of the two.

(E) All statistical NS explanations are indeterminlstic 
since they do not determine the occurrence of their explananda with 
certainty. We have already shown how our theory can consistently 
maintain an inferentialist position and yet remain uncommitted to 
metaphysical determinism. Our theory encompasses nomic subsumptions 
wherein the probability value r is anywhere between 0 and 1. Salmon 
gives objections to inferential views based on the determinism issue, 
however, which we have not yet discussed. He argues (Salmon 1971, 
pp. 9 - ll) that any explanation which does not entail metaphysical 
determinism is better than one which does, for the reason that it is 
then compatible with a larger variety of possible worlds. Being in
different towards a larger variety of possible worlds is taken by 
Salmon as a goodmaking feature of theories of explanations the more 
impartial, the better. We oppose this principle and contend instead 
that a theory of scientific explanation should be based on what is 
the case rather than what might be the case; that a theory of explan
ation should not be based solely on logic or on epistemological



considerations, but on actual facts about the nature of events and 
laws of nature, and how the two are connected. If we live in a de
terministic world, then a theory of explanation is better if it is 
committed to determinism; and if we live in an indeterministic world, 
then a theory of explanation is better if it entails indeterminism.
It is only because the question of determinism is unanswered that an 
impartial theory is better than one which carries a committment 
either way.^

Finally, Salmon claims (ibid., pp. 9 - 11) that rather than 
take "improbable events' as inexplicable we ought to hold that all 
events are capable of (thorough) explanation, and that if it turns 
out that physics contains ultimate laws depicting some events as 
highly improbable, their subsumptive explanations are as fully ade
quate as deterministic ones. We contend on the other hand that even 
if it is ultimately true that the world is pervasively indeterministic, 
an explanation which characterizes its explanandum as highly improb
able can convey but little grounds for understanding why that event 
occurred, and that therefore such explanations, even though totally 
accurate, are less than ideal. Although we agree with Salmon that 
all events are (at least in principle) explicable by nomic

56. Our NS theory is committed to methodological determinism 
because it has as a basic tenet that our actual epistemic capacities 
to understand the world through scientific explanations of particular 
events, are expressed and mirrored most accurately in deterministic 
explanations.



subsumption» not all events are explicable in an equally thorough 
my. It seems odd to suppose, as Salmon perhaps does, that our epi- 
stemic capacities should be so great as to enable us to comprehend 
fully every event regardless of how 'loose* or 'tight* a systematiza
tion we can establish for it. Our espousal of methodological 
determinism is not the result of arbitrary whim. Explanatory under
standing, we submit, is based on conceiving of the world as though 
it were deterministic. Our comprehension of why a particular event 
did happen, depends on the extent to which we see that certain ante
cedents determined that it happen. And no statistical explanation 
— much less one construing its explanandum as highly improbable —  

is able to put us in this position °to see®.



CHAPTER 7

CAUSAL EXPLANATION

Ue define causal explanations as those in which the law cov-
57ering the explanandum event is a causal law. He have already 

characterised specifically causal laws in an earlier chapter. It re
mains for us to discuss the significance of causal NS explanations,

SECTION Is SOME COMPARISONS
The important characteristics of causal NS explanations are 

exhibited in the defining features of the causal laws they contain 
(see Part 3» Chapter 9 $ Section 6)$ The particular events instan
tiating the antecedents of a causal covering law for explanandum e 
will be causal antecedents and function as causal conditions for e. 
Causal antecedents must contribute to actively producing a change in 
the region of e of which e is the end-state or outcome, A paradig
matic description of e’s causal antecedents will thus indicate that 
a transfer or at least a transformation of energy occurs between them 
and the effect event e. All causal antecedents are spatially and 
temporally continuous with e„ and e must occur later than these ante
cedents, Other distinguishing features for causal accounts may be 
extracted from considering the nature of causal laws as we have

57° Thus not all nomic subsumptions containing causal laws 
are causal explanations, for a causal law may cover only antecedents 
for the explanandum and. not the explanandum itself.

385
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analyzed them; we will not review them here but instead compare our

rgview of causal features of explanation with some others.
Arthur Pap (1962, p. 259) construes causal laws as expres

sing universal sufficient conditions meeting two requirements; (l) 
they must support counterf actuals in which relevant background con
ditions have been altered without falsifying the regular connection 
assertedp and (2) they must conform to the principle that relevantly 
similar sufficient conditions have similar effects. For example» the 
causal claim that the sounding of the factory whistle at 3:00 p.m. in 
London causes the Manchester factory workers to dismiss at 3s10 vio
lates (l); Relevant to the effect is the condition that the 
Manchester whistle is not broken. If this condition were altered, we 
would still have the purported cause of the Manchester workers0 dis
missal and yet no occurrence of the effect. This case also violates 
(2)s If the law connecting the whistle to the dismissal were genuine

58. Henry Byerly (1979) makes a distinction between substan
tial causes and determining (causal) conditions; Only when the 
effect event is seen as part of a fully closed energy system and 
where the cause is viewed as external to that system, do we have in
put of energy from cause to effect. Otherwise, where the causal 

v conditions and the effect event is seen as within a single closed 
system, there is no transfer of energy as such but only a transforma
tion of energy from one state to another within that system. The 
characterization we give in this chapter of causal explanation, as 
well as our previous characterization of causal laws, includes gen
eralizations relevant to both types of causal process; those wherein 
energy is introduced to the effect system from without, as well as 
those in which causal conditions and effect event are internal to a 
single closed system. We designate all causal antecedents expressed 
in both sorts of generalisations ”causal conditions”, for Byerly°s 
more finegrained distinction between determining conditions and ex
ternal substantial causes portrays different modes of causal relations which fall equally naturally into nomic subsumptive patterns of explanation as we portray them here,
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then it must be that similar related factory whistles cause workmen 
in distant towns to dismiss as well. But of course they don't.

Now our theory includes Pap's two conditionss (l) must hold 
in virtue of our requirement that (a) laws must support counterfactuals 
and that (b) they must have theoretical backing. For the sorts of 
counterf actuals that must be supported by a law entail that its 
nomic consequent would occur given its antecedents even when certain 
conditions relevant to the effect event do not obtain. And, in order 
to be included within a backing scientific theory a law must be con
firms ble in a variety of relevant background circumstances. (2) must 
also hold in our theory: laws are confirmed by instances. All in
stances are pairs of events or sets of events of the same constituent 
types as those denoted in the law. The required confirming instance 
is similar to every other for that law, in being of the same constit
uent types.

We next take up Samuel Gorowitz's discussion (Gorowitz, 1965) 
in which he presents his analysis as synthesizing the good features of 
the theories of Mill, Ducasse, Collingwood, Dray, and Hart and 
Honors without being subject to the problems they encounter. His 
main objection to Mill's analysis is that Mill makes no distinction 
between causes and conditions; he allows us to select from any among 
the necessary elements of the total set of jointly sufficient con
ditions for an effect, and decide to elevate that condition as "the 
cause'. But Gorowitz says that selection from among the conditions 
must not be arbitrary: the cause of a match lighting in a railroad



cax is that it was struck, not that oxygen was present. But in a 
vacuum chamber the cause of a match lighting is the presence of an 
oxygen leak, not the striking. Gorowitz, I believe, is emphasizing 
the fact that in some cases appropriateness of certain causal judg
ments is clear. But it seems nonetheless correct to say even in the 
case of the railroad car that the presence of oxygen was a genuine 
cause of the lighting, and being struck was just as genuine a cause 
of the match lighting in the test chamber. And there can be contexts 
wherein it is even more appropriate to view the railroad car match 
as having lit because of the oxygen rather than the striking, and 
conversely for the test match.

Gorowitz next takes up the analysis proposed by Ducasse in 
which causal judgments are divorced from causal conditionship and 
laws, and pertain only to particular events. His main criticism 
takes the form of a counterexample (ibid., p. 696)i Gorowitz ac
cuses Ducasse of having to say, for example, that the cause of an 
explosion of a bomb planted in someone’s car, which is triggered by 
the car’s radio switch, is the driver’s turning on the radio. But he 
thinks it is not this but the planting of the bomb that is the real 
cause of the explosion. Now Gorowitz°s purported, counterexample does 
not really vitiate Ducasse’s claim that the cause is that single dif
ference between the usual circumstances of the driver's riding to 
work and the above circumstances leading to his demises it is con
sistent with Ducasse”s view to conceive of the time ’just before’ the 
effect as encompassing more than one ’moment”, (in the example
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Gorowitz conceives of the momentary difference as that between the 
position of the radio switch from 'off' to 'on'.) In fact, the most 
relevant delineation of antecedent circumstances would include the 
bomb’s being planted. The difference between these circumstances and 
circumstances which would precede the man's normally going to work is 
the planting of the bomb. Thus a slightly modified Ducassian position 
can accomodate saying the planting of the bomb and not the flicking 
of the radio switch is 'the cause1 of the explosion.

But it seems to me that the most appropriate causal judgment 
for this case would be that both the planting and the flicking were 
what caused the explosion, especially when the inquiry is not geared 
exclusively toward finding the legal offender nor toward discovering 
the mechanical processes that triggered the explosion. Our view ac
comodates either of these contexts of inquiry for this case, whereas 
Ducasse1s * single difference' theory and Gorowitz°s criterion in terms 
of blameworthiness would.not. Like Ducasse we say that causes are 
particular events. But like Gorowitz we maintain that conditionship 
is also involved.. Ducasse fails to see that these two features of a 
theory of causal judgment are not incompatible. Gorowitz fails to 
see that antecedents not specifically connected to any particular 
criterion such as blameworthiness, mechanism, etc., can still truely 
be said to be causes.

Gorowitz discusses Collingwood's view next (ibid,, pp. 69? - 
698). As a 1 contextualist' Gollingwood claims that in varying con
texts of inquiry the cause of, for example, a car's skidding at t
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could be any of theses defective driving, defective road surfacing, 
or defective auto design. The choice depends on what the inquirer 
assumes as a feature under his manipulatory control. Gorowitz rightly 
points out that contextual features are not the only features perti
nent' to establishing causal judgments. We might add that Collingwood 
also neglects the role of causal laws in tacking singular causal 
judgments. Again our theory accomodates both the features of con
textual ity in causal judgments (which determine their appropriateness) 
as well as context free aspects sudh as nomic subsumption (which 
determine their truth).̂

Gorowitz*s own view is close to that of Hart and Honore (ibid., 
p. 699)» who single out the 'abnormal feature * within the relevant 
circumstances as that which, to the exclusion of all other conditions 
is to be called the cause. Gorowitz rightly criticizes Hart and 
Honore1for omitting the relativistic feature of the notion of ab
normality as opposed to normality; what is normal or abnormal 
relative to a specific context of inquiry depends on the specific 
standard of comparison being used by the inquirer. Gorowitz*s own 
proposal is to revise Hart and Honore*s view to include relativiza- 
tion to a standard of comparison (ibid., pp. 700 ff.). On our own 
view, features of abnormality and standards of comparison are both to

59. Gorowitz next discusses Dray (ibid., p. 698), another 
contextualis't but one who emphasizes blameability rather than manip- 
ulability. Gorowitz rightly observes that this criterion for causal 
judgment is much too narrow.



be used in ascertaining the appropriateness of causal judgments. But 
what is missing in Gorowitz's and all contextualist views is the 
feature of objectivity which is required to justify the truth of 
causal claims. Any causal claim of the form ' , ( 0 * " .  » ... 
0nxn) ca (fy ) 8 must be grounded on nomic ties between all events of 
the type 0 and antecedents of the types jif" through 0n as designated in 
some causal law. That the same causal laws cover all particular in
stances of causal conditions and their effects (in a wide variety of 
contexts of inquiry where it is justified to be selective within 
these contexts of a cause or 'the cause1 by appealing to different 
criteria for each)» is essential to ensure that any specific context- 
relative causal claim has objective warrant — i.e.„ that it is true.
We cannot have appropriateness without truth; any contextualist theory 
whose criterion of causal judgments is not paired up with an objec
tive theory of causal conditionship based on nomic subsumption will be 
deficient. It will relegate causation to the subjective instead of 
construing it as a genuine physical relation.

For more comparisons we turn now to a discussion by Haskell 
Fain (19630 pp. 526 ff.). He points out some weaknesses in Hempel's 
covering law theory as presented in 'Studies in the Logic of Explana
tion' and "The Function of General Laws in History' (both in Hempel, 
1965)• Hempel's account, he says, cannot handle cases where the con
stituent individuals of the cause and effect events are not identical„ 
nor what we have called the pairing problem (p. 268) when the cause 
and effect events are spatiotemporally separated. His comments
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pertain to our theory as well since the features of Hampel's view 
under attack are (l) that explanations are inferential in structure„ 
and (2) that laws are required to explain particular events. Fain 
proposes several imaginary experiments involving the pressing of a 
key and a hell ringing, designed as counterexamples.

In the first experiment (Fain 1963, pp. 526 - 52?) a person 
presses the key at random intervals and. hears the hell ring at inde
pendently random intervals. The hell is actually triggered by 
another mechanism which randomizes the interval between rings. We 
are to suppose the following to be trues for every occasion on which 
the key is pressed, there exists a later occasion on which the bell 
rings. Yet it is false that this and the statement, ’the key is 
pressed at t’ comprises an adequate explanation of ’the bell rings at 
some later time1 although such an explanans supposedly fulfills 
Hempel’s requirements of inferability and regularity.

I think we have here a clear case of a common pattern of ob
jection to inferentialist theories; the opponent has singled out a 
few (out of many) essential features of an adequate inferential explan
ation, notes that they alone are not sufficient, and concludes from 
this that inferential accounts are therefore deficient. When plaus
ible restrictions are placed, on what sorts of premisses can enter into 
explanatory inferences, the objection dissolves. In Hempel's own 
theory it is required that the regularities in an explanans express 
true or highly confirmed laws of some natural science, dearly the 
statement, 'whenever the key is pressed, the bell rings at some later
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time" could hardly be taken to be a law of nature. Not only does 
this statement fail Hempel's condition of possibly infinite scope; it 
also fails to express a definite temporal interval of succession be
tween the purported cause and the purported effect.

In a second experiment (ibid.„ p. 52?) some rings are "temp
orally contiguous" with depressions of the key, but the bell is still 
rung by the randomizing mechanism. We are supposed to infer that the 
contiguous rings are caused by the key, the others not, and that 
temporal contiguity is therefore the missing ingredient in the pro
posal to take inferability plus regularity as the recipe for causal 
explanation. Then Fain objects that this won't do, for we have no 
clear notion of temporal contiguity. (He cites Russell * s well-known 
objection from "On the Notion of Cause" (Russell 191?).) We have al
ready explained how it is not contiguity but temporal continuity that 
is required for causal processes, and we have provided an analysis of 
this notion that is immune to Fain's and Russell's objection.

The third experiment Fain proposes involves connecting the 
key to the bell by a series of clocks which allow twelve-second 
intervals between depressions and rings (Fain 1963d p. 528). After 
pressing the key a number of times we would then begin to hear some 
rings temporally more contiguous to a later depression than the depres
sion which actually, twelve seconds earlier, caused the ring. This is 
supposed to demonstrate that the principle, 'the more contiguous, the 
more surely a cause' is unsound.
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I doubt Hempel would want to accept this principle anyway. 

Continuity, not contiguity is what is needed; and temporal continuity 
is at that not sufficient. We also need spatial continuity, the 
transmissibility of information as exhibited in successful marking 
procedures, as well as several other features in order to warrant 
causal judgments, Pain's conclusion that temporal contiguity (he 
should say; continuity) is not required for causal judgments there
fore is not justified. He has shown only that it is not sufficient, 
and that observations of temporal continuity are not necessary to 
arrive at a good guess about causes and effects which, although not 
arbitrary, would still be no more than a guess without them.

We note also that throughout his article Fain assumes that 
causal laws contain existentially quantified nomic consequents; that 
they take the form, e.g., 'For every depression, there exists a ring 
of the bell at some later time'. To accept such formulations as ex
pressing causal laws is to invite the pairing problem, which all 
three of Fain's experiments illustrate. But existentially quantified, 
consequents are either (l) not needed in nomic consequents, or (2) if 
needed, they can,be bound within a context where other information in 
the same nomic consequent suffices to pin down the appropriate in
stantiations to their appropriate antecedents. (We have already had 
an example of this in (Ll) and (12) of the NS explanation formalized 
on p. 333-)

The temporal interval between the purported cause and effect 
must be specified; when done, we can put 'laws' such as the above into
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paradigmatic form without existential quantification. For example, 
where K (l) =df (l) is a key, B (l) =df (l) is a bell, D(^T)(2) =df 
(l) is a depression of (2^ , H (T)(2) =df (P) is related to (P) by 
[such and such mechanical linkeage], where the temporal interval is, 
say, 5 seconds and is expressed by the relation T R T*, and where G 
(T) =df (P) rings, we have the following universally quantified con
ditional i

(x)(y)(T)(r)((Kx . By . BxyT . TRT') ni GyT').
In fact the above is the only formulation which would express an ac
ceptable law to cover any particular ring of the bell. A mere 
existential claim that some ring or other occurs at some later time 
is insufficient to solve the pairing problem.

Now Fain says (ibid., p. 531) we needn't have knowledge of 
when the effect takes place in order to make a causal judgment.
Again, as his three .experiments show, this is true of making a guess 
about causes and effects, but the temporal relation must be known for 
the judgment to be warranted. Without it, it is hard to see how one 
could even be certain of spatiotemporal continuity between the pur
ported cause and its purported effect.

SECTION 2: MORE ON CONDITIONSHIP
Not all covering laws are causal laws, so not all laws state 

causal conditionship wherein active change takes place over an inter
val of time. We also have laws of persistence or of coexistence which
assert simultaneous noncausal but nonetheless nomic conditionship 
relations. The nature of laws of persistence will be given some



treatment in a later chapter. We propose that the antecedents of all 
universal nomic conditionals, whether they cite causal connections or 
not, provide nominally sufficient conditions for their consequents 
when taken in full. Statistical analogues of these have already "been 
discussed. The notions of specifically causal sufficient and nec
essary conditions have also been analyzed.

We propose that the notion of conditionship at the level of 
event types as expressed in laws, is logically prior to the deriva
tive notion of particular events (of those types) entering into nomic 
conditionship relations. But the notion of particular events as con
ditions has undergone attack from various philosophers of science, 
among them Donald Davidson. We look now at his objections which, 
although they pertain: to specifically causal connections, can also 
apply to the notion of noncausal nomic conditions.

We contend that at the level of particular events, to say e 
is a necessary/sufficient causal condition of e* means that e was 
necessary/sufficient to produce e* as the end-state or outcome of 
some change in its region. What does Davidson's argument against this 
notion amount to? The most pertinent passage in Davidson's work is 
found in 'Causal Relations' (Davidson 196?, pp. 692-693) with respect 
to some features of Mill's and Mackie's accounts of causation and 
conditionship. I believe that Davidson does Mill an injustice here, 
and that the reasonings of both Davidson and Mackie below display a 
confusion between the notion of a particular event and an event type. 
Neither Davidson nor Mackie distinguish paradigmatic from ordinary
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language about causes, effects, and conditions. This might explain 
how the following very obscure passage could have been written at 
all. (l have numbered phrases and underlined certain expressions 
for easier reference in the discussion to follow.)

Take one of kill's examples: some man, say (l) Smith,1
dies, and the cause of his death is said to be that (2) his 
foot slipped in climbing a ladder. Mill would say we have 
hot given the whole cause, since having a foot slip in 
climbing a ladder is not always followed by death. (3) What 
we were after, however, was not the cause of death in gen
eral but the cause of Smith's deaths (4) does it make 
sense to ask under what conditions Smith's death invari
ably follows? Mill suggests that part of the cause of 
Smith's death is 'the circumstance of his weight', per
haps because if Smith had been light as a feather his slip 
might not have injured him. Mill's explanation of why we 
don't bother to mention this circumstance is that it is 
too obvious to bear mention, but it seems to me that (5) if 
it was Smith's fall that killed him, and Smith weighed 
twelve stone, then Smith's fall was the fall of a man who 
weighed twelve stone', whether or not we know it or mention 
it. (6) How could (a) Smith's actual fall, with Smith 
weighing as he did twelve stone, be any more efficacious 
in killing him than (b) Smith's actual fall?

The difficulty has nothing to do with Mill's sweep
ing view of the cause, but attends any attempt of this 
kind to treat particular causes as necessary or sufficient 
conditions. Thus Mackie asks, "What is the exact force of 
(the statement of some experts) that this short circuit 
caused this fire?' and he answers, (?) *Clearly the experts 
are not saying that the short circuit was a necessary con
dition for this house's catching fire at this time; they 
know perfectly well that (8) a short circuit somewhere else 
or the overturning of a lighted oil stove ...might, if it 
had occurred, have set the house on fire'» Suppose the ex
perts know what they are said to5 (9) how does this bear on 
the question whether the short circuit was a necessary con
dition of this particular fire? (10) For a short circuit 
elsewhere could not have caused this fire, nor could the , 
overturning of a lighted oil stove...

We say in defense of Mill, that Davidson's remark (3) is itself con
fused because it carries a presupposition that there is no reason to



©©arch £@x* eausm© ®£ dmtfes ia goaessl ia to ©zrploia Sraith0©
deathg despite the fac t that what m  mat to oxglaia ic that faith 
died, fhis presupposition is surely false8 m  are a@t iaterested in 
this ease ia finding out for ezmaple ahsut eaaeer's being a eausol 
©©adition for death. But that is only baeause to have asauned be
forehand that Saithg who did not have eaae@r0 eoi&d not have died 
because of it. The causal investigation night very plausibly have 
included inquiries into aedical findings relating cancer to death0 if 
at the time of Smith “s fall he m s  suffering from the final stages of 
leukemia. If we had to begin to search for a causal explanation from 
a position of not knowing any relevant facts about Saithg our inquiry 
about his death should indeed include, gathering information (poten
tial covering laws) about the causes of death in general.

Begarding (4) 0 in one m y  it does make sense to ask under 
what conditions Smith's death invariably follows0 and in a sense it 
does note The sense in which it does is the sense in which we ask 
what particular event or complex of events m s  causally sufficient 
for Smith's death in virtue of antecedents0 of these constituent 
typeso invariably resulting in deaths. The sense in which it does 
not is the sense in which we might be construed as asking for a gen
eral law of nature relating the particular event of Smith's death not 
yet viewed as an event of a certain constituent type to its particu
lar cause. For of course such a 'law” would be a singular statement
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(5) eontains a narked aaMguity Gtsooiag fr@n failar© to dif

ferentiate paxadiga fsoQ ordiaazy laaguag© afemt ©vents. It Is tzne 
that In ozdlnazy langtmge, °If it tms Salth0® foil that killed hinv 
and Smith wsighed twelve stone „ then Snlth°s fall m s  the fall of a 
man who weighed twelve stone". But the event of Smith's fall (/Fdg/) 
is not identical o paradigmtieally speaking, with the fall of a man 
who weighed twelve stone0 hseause the latter description contains an 
indefinite description of its Individual constituent and thus is not 
a paradigmatic event denoting locution in the first place. Thus the 
two descriptions are not paradigmstically eedesigmative and the "ms" 
cannot signify identity. At most we sight say that the event /F0g/ 
has (but is not constitutive of) the property of being a fall of a 
man who weighed twelve stone„ in which case "was0 is interpreted 
predie&tively and not as identity. He can then answer (6)s (6a) 
paradigEatieally denotes not one event but rather a soapier of two 
events. These are /F0s/ and /H„s/„ where H (̂ T) sdf (T) weighs twelve 
stone. He can now see that to include both "Fs" and °Hs° in the state
ment of the set of causal antecedents of Soith's death would be to 
cite a larger part of the entire set of causally sufficient condi
tions which resulted in Smith's death0 than merely to cite the 
component 6Fs”. The compler of events |/Fps/„ /H0s/| Is covered by a 
true nosic conditional „ given the laws of ^avity, hucan biol© ^ 0 nech- 
anies, etc. g but a law covering only /F0s/ ari no other antecedents 
would state that if anyone falls (mo natter if he be a featherweight) 
he diesp which is fortunately not true.
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In the latter part of the quotation Davidson seems to im

plicitly accept Hackle0s apparent confusion of particular events with 
their constituent types in (?). If we assume that this particular 
short circuit and this particular fire are covered by a nbalc con
ditional in which the event type "short circuit * is a necessary 
component of a set of types jointly sufficient to produce firesp then 
of this particular fire it does make sense to say that this particular 
short circuit was a causally necessary condition. The type "short 
circuit" is not a causally necessary condition for the type "this 
house's catching fire at this time', for an event of this type could 
have occurred in some other room, or even at the same location but 
where different antecedents held, in which case we would have not this 
particular fire but a different one. Thus of course, (8) is true.
But if "the experts know what they are said to know", then we do have 
a noaic subsumption under which this very fire, and none of the other 
merely possible fires in the house at that time caused by other events 
in other circumstances, is subsumable. Thus we have a ready answer to 
(9) in spite of the truth of (10).

Me conclude timt Davidson has not proven that causal condi- 
tionship between particular events is an incoherent notion, tether, 
what he has demonstrated, to his own disadvantage, are the dangers of 
trying to give a clear analysis of causal connection without attending 
to the ambiguities pervading nonparadigeatic talk about causes and 
effects, particular events, and event types.
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We end our discussion of the more controversial aspects of 

causal NS explanations for now, to return to them "briefly in a later 
discussion. The analysis of causal NS explanation we have sketched 
here, I think, incorporates most of our stronger intuitions about 
causal explanation while avoiding inconsistency. It does remain 
neutral on many further issues centering on the notion of cause and 
effect, but perhaps this is not undesirables we cannot expect the 
apparatus of a theory of explanation to answer all of the questions 
we may have about the nature of causal connection, for many remaining 
issues are more properly placed within the domain of science instead.



CHAPTER 8

FUNCTIONAL EXPLANATION

Functional explanation has posed a threat to inferentialist 
theories of explanation since Hempel first proposed his DN model„ and 
opponents of the inferential position have used this seemingly un- 
solvatle problem as more fuel for their attacks. The central 
difficulty is concisely outlined by Robert Cummins in 'Functional 
Analysis' (Cummins 1975) in which he describes Hempel1s and Nagel's 
struggles to supply accounts of functional explanation which square 
with traditional nomic subsumptive patterns of inference. We shall 
review Cummins' treatment„ which is based on Hempel”s 'Logic of 
Functional Analysis' (Hempel 196.5) and Nagel's Structure of Science 
(Nagel 1961). We will then present Cummins' own characterization of 
functional ascriptions and show how his outstanding analysis is it
self incorporahle into our- own nomic subsumptive inferential theory, 
We will also see that contrary to what Cummins might think, his own 
analysis of functional ascriptions is compatible with a teleologies! 
interpretation of Darwinian principles which indirectly cover events 
comprising occurrences of functional traits in individuals,^

60, In this Chapter we consider functional explanations 
solely of biological features of organisms, and of features of organ
isms or parts of organisms falling within the purported domain of 
evolutionary theory,

402
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The problem initiates according to Cummins, as soon as Herapel 
and Nagel espouse the following principles (Cummins 19?5a p. 741):
(A) The point of functional characterization in science 

is to explain the presence of the item (organ, mech
anism, process, or whatever) that is functionally 
characterized.

(B) For something to perform its function is for it to
have certain effects on a containing system, which 
effects contribute to the performance of some activity
of, or the maintenance of some condition in, that
containing system.

They wrongly uphold (A) and ..(B), says Cummins, in order to make more 
plausible their attempts to assimilate functional explanations with 
other kinds of explanation in science. But neither Heropel nor Nagel 
succeed, for they become entangled in the horns of a dilemmas

First, if we wish to take the function-performing item F as 
part of a Hempelian DN explanandum in which its presence or occur
rence is to be explained and where our explanans informs us of the
effect this item has on the containing system, we get something like 
this:
(l) 1. The system s functions adequately in a setting of

kind c.
2. s functions adequately in c only if a certain nec

essary condition E is satisfied.
3. If trait F were present in s then, as an effect,
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eondltion E could hs Eatlefled,

4. tsn.it P is pssseat in s»
(I) does not, oMiously, fulfill Henpel0 s deducibility sequizenent.
For the noaic premiss could assert that the explanasdua is only suf
ficient for the needed effect E0 not necessary. Uhere s s the system 
aentionned in (l0l)g a(T) adf (l) functions adequately in a setting of 
the kind c, E (T) ®df (T) is such that in (l), condition E of (lg2)
is satisfied, and F (T) =df (T) exhibits trait W of (l03)o get 
schematic fora^
(II) 1. (x)(Ax ni Ex)

2. (x)(Fx ni Ex)
3. As [by observation]
4. Es [by ns on (l) and (3)]

5o Fs [no justification]
Clearly (11,3) does not follow from (ll02) and (11,4).

To deal with this problem &gel offers an account (reported 
in (Ibid.„ p. 743)) in which validity is bought at the price of ser
iously misrepresenting the kind of information found in actual /V-. 
functional accounts in science. Bagel proposes we add to the explanans 
of (II) a law that functional quality F is not only sufficient but 
also necessary for the condition E, Thus he adds 
(2*) (x)(Ex ni Ex),

6l. Ue formulate this pattern in our KTS terms rather than 
in Hampel's for the sake of psrspieu&ty.
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thereby attaining validity for (ll). The trouble here as Cummins 
notes is that there will be many cases which will not fit Nagel's 
pattern„ for the condition E could be effected not only by a speci
fied item F but many others as well, and thus it is simply false to 
represent F as necessary for E. For example, not only hearts but 
also artificial pumps can maintain circulation. Not only my left 
kidney but also my right can elminate wasts from my blood. Not only 
a paddlewheel but also a set of oars and some strong muscles will 
propel a boat. Not only gas but also electricity will heat an oven, 
and so on.

Cummins proposes a model of functional explanation which is 
immune' to this dilemma of validity versus accuracy. He drops assump
tions (A) and (B) however, in favor of a model in which the functional 
item's occurrence is explained not in terms of its functional effects 
but rather in terms of its causes (genetic inheritance), and where 
functional ascriptions do not enter significantly into the explanans 
for the functional item which serves as explanandum, but rather in 
the compositional analysis (which is clearly not the causal explana
tion of the presence) of the functional property F. He calls this 
the "Analytic Strategy" (ibid., p. 759).

First, we are to view function ascribing statements (e.g.,
'The function of property 0 in x is to do or produce or contribute to 
condition $ in x') as forming no part of an explanation of the pres
ence of 0 in x. This is done rather by giving a causal account. For 
example, we explain the presence of contractile vacuoles in protozoans
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not by appealing to their function of ©liniimtiag excess mter but 
rather by tko '.gonQti® tonoo of the specie® „ Function-ascribing
statements such as the above explain herc the organism is able to 
exhibit a certain fora of behaviour or a disposition to behave in a 
certain m y 8 the presence of contractile vacuoles explains the proto
zoan's disposition or capacity to elininate excess mter. It is this 
latter capacity or fora of behaviour @ (e.g.» mter elimination) that 
is the explanandua. He xjill almys relativise functional properties 
0 to other capacities © within the containing system, thus getting as 
our primary locution, “x functions as a 0 in system s relative to 
an analytical (compositional) account. &; o£' s0 s capacity to © if and 
only if x is capable of pl-ing and A appropriately accounts for @°s 
capacity to © by, in part, appealing to the capacity of x to 0° (ibid., 
p. 762). The account A is a causal account of s's capacity to @§ the 
functional item x, in functioning as a 0-ex within the containing 
system, is a causal antecedent which also forms part of a compositional 
analysis of s's ability to <9. He thus have a set 0^0 °0°$n 

functional capacities or dispositions which together contribute 
causally to the explanandua capacity or disposition ®?„ The Analytical 
Strategy for a causal explanation of s's disposition to Q involves 
taking # apart into its components ...^. The connection between 
the 0's and the property # is, however, a noale ones we must have 
lawlike regularities which express that ohenever there occur mani
festations of the set of dispositions .0.0 , IMS ^usally 
determines, or else is theoretically eorrelable with, a manifestation
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of s’s capacity to The f@zn of the explanation is nonic Quhaunp-
tive and inferential. Furthermore the analysing dispositions 
0^ must he individually explicable subsuaptivelys we must have laws 
stating that whenever certain antecedent conditions obtain, the dis
position to 0^ is manifested. The functional explanation then, is a 
nomic subswaptive account of a system s’s capacity to © in terms of 
laws of nature plus the appeal to 0 ,̂ .,, ̂  as coapositionally con
stituting @ or as causally resulting in a manifestation of © when 
j$l’ .., jZ$n are themselves manifested. The entire procedure may be 
schematised in our formalism, as illustrated by taking Cumins’ ex
ample of the heartbeat, whose functional capacity to pump blood is
used in explaining the organism’s capacity to maintain a food trans-

62port system throughout its cellular structure.
We begin with laws stating that when certain biological con

ditions CL̂ . . , obtain, s’s heart (the individual heart we denote 
with ’a”) will manifest its ability to pump bloods
(l) (%)(y)(((G%y . C2y ., ...Gny) . Hxy) ni fey)
where H (^(2) =df (T) is the heart of (T) , and ? (T)(2^ ®df (T) 
pumps the blood of (2^ . Hext we have a law stating that the pumping 
of blood causally results in the transport of food throughout the 
system s’s cellular structures

62. Not @21 functional explanations explain aspects of the 
system’s capacity to survive or maintain itself. Non-biological ex
amples might include the capacity of an assembly line’s ability to 
produce its final product (see Ibid., p. 760).
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(2) (x)(y)((Hxy . P%y) ca Py)
where P (T) ^df Daintalns an gd.eq.ua,t@ food transport syst©Q. Per 
a particular system s we have the observations (3) and (4) 2
(3) Ô s o Ĝ s o p  0 0 0 Ĉ s
(4) Ifes [i.e.p a is s's heart]
which enable the inferences to
(5) Pas [by ns on (4) and (l)]
and
(6) Ps [by ns on (4), (5)0 & (2)].
Within this explanation there occur no actual function-ascribing 
statements but rather only noeic analyses of the disposition of the 
heart to function as a pump in (l). Its causal contribution to ex
plaining s's capacity to P is expressed in terms of its role in noaic 
subsumptively leading to the statement 'Fs'„ i.e.* that s manifests 
the disposition to maintain a food transport system. And the laws 
which explain how the heart came to have the function or disposition 
of pumping blood are causal laws of biology which themselves fora 
part of a nomic subsuaptive explanation of the law (l) „ not present 
in our schema above. The presence of the heart is explained causally, 
in terms of further causal antecedents having to do with the genetic 
composition of a. The function of the heart, as opposed to its 
presence, is analysed in terms of its contribution to produce the 
state P in s. Cummins claims that we do not explain the presence of 
the heart, however, in terns of its function as a means to attaining 
the state P. A functional explanation is thus seen as a causal
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explanation „ not of the functioning iteBn M t  zather of son© effect 
of the functional itea. An explanation of the functional item is a 
causal explanation of the usual sort in tozas of nonieally suhsuned 
antecedents. But the latter does not Involve any appeal to the
functional capacities of the functional it@n that is therein causally
explained.

The MS account above, which m.s drawn from Cumins0 analysis 
of function-ascribing statements, is a good schema for explaining the 
(functional) effect of a given trait or property of an individual 
organism. However as Cumins notes, accounts (like the above) which 
conform to this "Analytical Strategy" are not explanations of the 
presence of the functioning trait. In the example above, there is 
not even a hint of an explanation of the occurrence of /S,&,s/ or of 
the state of s that it has a heart. But most philosophers of science 
would claim that, as (A) and (B) indicate, the whole point of a 
functional explanation is to explain such events or such facts. Thus 
Cummins0 analysis misses the point completely for it covers explana
tions only &£ the functional effects of a functional trait, not of
the occurrence of the trait itself.

Mow it is clear that Cummins intended to propose this radical 
shift amy from the traditionally construed subject of functional 
explanation as indicated by (A) and (B) because he thinks that (A) 
and (b) together imply that teleologies! phenomena of seme sort would 
have to be invoked if we wanted to express explanations of the occur
rence of functional traits in individuals by means of valid or
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inductively strong nonic subsuaptive inferences. And such teleolog
ies! phenomena., Cumins believes, are to be eschewed because they are 
based on conceptual and episteaological confusions (Ibid., p. ?5l).

It is possible, however, to o&ke sense of teleology in nature 
while at the sane time expressing functional explanations of the oc
currence of a functional trait in an individual in terms of mechanical 
or causal antecedents within a NS framework. In order to show the 
compatibility between teleology and mechanism, however, we must draw 
a distinction which Cummins overlooks: that is the distinction be
tween (l) explaining why a particular individual b, which is a member 
of a biological species S at some time t”0, has functional trait T at 
V  0, and (2) explaining (by deriving from Darwinian principles and 
relevant antecedent conditions) how it happens that all or some large 
percentage of the members of S come to have T as a matter of noaic 
necessity, (l) is the project of explaining the occurrence of the 
event /T,b,V °/. It can be accomplished through a simple IS schema 
specifying as explanatory antecedents for /T,b,V V  the genetic in- 
' heritance of b which causes b to have T. To accomplish (l) we need 
not explicitly appeal to teleologieal phenomena. However, to ac
complish (2) we sake essential use of the Darwinian evolutionary 
principles of mutation and natural selection. The principle of nuta
tion is nonteleologicals it says simply that genetic changes will 
occur within a species over time (given certain environmental con
ditions, through purely causal mechanisms), But the principle of 
natural selection is teleologieal§ for it states that once a trait T



is mutationally introduced in an individual a of a specits S» then 
(given other relevant assumptions) if the event of a's having T 
causes some effect or effects which contribute to a's being stronger, 
healthier, or better in some way than members of its generation which 
lack T, then a has a better chance (relative to its non-T companions) 
of contributing its genes to the pool of genes within that species, 
and so on for its ever-increasing progeny until at some specifiable 
later time, some high percentage of the members of that species will 
come to inherit the gene or genes which produce the trait T. Thus, 
it is by derivation from the principle of natural selection — which 
predicts future genetic inheritance pools for species on the basis 
of their efficacy in producing properties or features of individuals 
which, because of their functional effects, contribute in some way to 
the betterment of the species — that we obtain the nomic generaliza
tion to the effect that n% of members of the species S have the genes 
which product T, that directly subsumes under its consequent all 
events of the form /T,x,t/ for any x in S and for any time t within 
the specified interval at which the generalization applies to the S's

With this distinction in mind we can now clarify and reinter
pret come of Cummins' remarks in such a way as to render them both 
more accurate and at the same time compatible with the evolutionists' 
view of functional explanations as essentially teleologies!. First, 
consider Cummins' proposed schema for criterially explicating the 
notion of a functional property of an individual (ibid,, p. 762):^

63. We use our own formalism for the sake of clarity.
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(C) The function of the trait T in individual x (given

background conditions (P’x, ...Cnx) is to cause events 
of the type /Gsx 0V /  (where events of this type caus
ally contribute in turn to x°s capacity or ability or 
disposition to exemplify some other fora of behaviour
or property W (/F„x0t” ”/)) if and only if x is capable
of exemplifying G in conditions Cp" through Gnp and
x°s opacity to exemplify F depends (causally) on x's

64capacity to exemplify G.
The principle (c) is exemplified in Cummins" example of the

hearts, which functions to pump bloods we interpret T as sdf (T) has 
a heart; G (l̂ ) =df (̂ T) is such that its blood circulates through
pumping, and F (T) sdf (T) is such that it is healthy, in proper woo
ing order, or is able to contribute to the survival of its species. 
Note that in this sense, "F" does not strictly speaking express a 
form of behaviour but rather a state of the organism having F. I 
think, however, that this does not misrepresent Cummins0 intentions 
entirely despite his persistent use of examples where the “analysed 
disposition" indicated by "F" of (c) is something more specific than 
the ability to stay healthy or to contribute to the survival of its

64, He have diverged rather much from Cummins" own expres
sion of his criterion, but without losing, I think, any of the force 
of the former.
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specieso But clearly nothing in CuoBins0 scheem prevents ©ur taking 
F in the m y  defined above for the heart e2mapl@0 and at any rate it 
is probable that, rahen pressed, OuEEdns" o m  e^soples of function 
analyses could eventmlly lead to a demmd for an analysis such that 
W did express the state of being healthy or the state of contributing 
to the survival of the species. And furthermore, if as I have sug
gested, analyses of functions in terns of (c) are almys ultimately 
pressed to analyses of functions such that P of (0) ©spresoes x0® 
ability to maintain its species or its health better than its com
petitors lacking T, then chat Cummins has given is a type of analysis 
based upon a “Selected Effects Theory” (Ibid,, pp. ?52 ff.) of the 
sort Hemps! proposes and of the sort Cuaains seen® bent on denying. 
Finally, (C) can plausibly be vieced as being derived from the ex
planation (2) nentionned above, of the statistical lac predicted from 
Baroinian principles concerning the prevalence of the trait T in 
members of the species S.

Let us now return to the theses (a ) and (B), rephrasing them 
in light of the distinction between (l) and (2)a A functional IS 
explanation of the presence of a trait T in x at t”  consists in two 
phases, (a) at the level of immediate aoaie subsumption for the 
particular event /T,x,t°0/, the explanatory antecedents cited are 
mechanical causes of the occurrence of T in x at t° ” § these mechanical 
causes are x0s having a set of inherited genes, among which is the 
gene (or genes) which produce trait T, (b) at the level of indirect 
reference to the teleologies!,aspects of explanations of why x has T
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at f'o we cite the derivation for the law covering / T ex 0V "/ in 
(a). This derivation depends essentially upon (i) evidence that 
mutation introducing T in some ancestor of x occurred at sane time in 
the past, and (ii) the teleologies! principle of natural selection. 
Thus we arrive at
(A") The point of characterising T as a functional trait

of x, is to causally/mechanistically explain the 
presence of T in x at t°6 in such a way that this 
causal account itself gets its force and its .justifi
cation from teleologies! phenomena cited in the past 
history of x's species.

(B1) T is a functional trait of x if and only if /T,x,t"’/
causes or causally contributes to /G,x,t"0 V, where 
G is some capacity or other property of x which con
tributes either to the betterment of x's health or
well-being, or to x's ability to maintain its species.

Cummins says (ibid., p. ?45) that "...to 'explain' the pres
ence of the heart in vertebrates by appeal to what the heart does is 
to 'explain' its presence by appeal to factors that are causally ir
relevant to its presence." He may now see the sense in which this 
remark is true as well as the sense in which it is false 8 what the
hearts of x's ancestors did in the past is causally relevant to the
existence of x's heart-producing genes in the present. And again 
Cummins says (ibid., p. 746), "...to explain in the presence of a 
naturally occurring structure or physical process — to explain why it
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is there» why such a thing exists in the place (system, context) it 
does — this does require specifying factors that causally determine 
the appearance of that structure or process." But once again, we can 
agree with this claim while at the same time asserting that teleolog
ies! considerations concerning the functional role played "by that 
structure figure essentially, although indirectly, in the causal/ 
mechanical explanation of the presence of that structure.

Cummins addresses himself to analyses such as that we here 
propose when he denies that natural selection provides the missing 
causal link between what a functional trait T does in x and its 
presence in x. He denies this because (ibid., p. 750) he thinks it 
assumes a misunderstanding of evolutionary theory. The misunder
standing he accuses evolutionist teleologists of, is the belief that 
the processes (or genetic inheritance) actually responsible for the 
occurrence of, for example, contractile vacuoles in protozoans, are 
sensitive to what these structures do. Again, there is a sense in 
which such a belief is true and a sense in which it is false. It is 
false to suppose that the event of a specific individual x being bom 
with the genes that produce contractile vacuoles occurs because of 
certain events to occur in x's own future --the events of its elimi
nating excess water by means of its contractile vacuoles. In no sense 
does the future of x determine x's own past. However, there is a 
sense in which the above belief is trues for the genetic inheritance 
of x which produces contractile vacuoles in x is what it is because 
of what contractile vacuoles did in x's ancestors. And again, to say
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(rbi&00 p„ 750) that Mth@ relative sueeess or failure of [ancestral] • 
organisms of a certain type can affect their [progeny °fs] inherited 
characteristics" is not Da mistake" ahen ue add the bracketed expres
sions. For although the characteristic© of the genetic plan of s 
is "utterly independent" of the effects these genes produce in x°s 
own futureo the characteristics of the genetic plan of s is not 
independent of the effects produced by like genes in %'s ancestors.
Not, that is, if the principle of natural selection carries any em
pirical weight as a law of nature.

Cummins attempts (Ibid,, pp. 752-56) to discredit "Selected 
Effects" theories appealing to health or species-propagation as 
ultimate effects the production of which determines which effects of 
a trait we choose to call its functions and which not. He first 
claims that such theories involve a vicious regress8 we must demand, 
says Cummins, an analysis of the effect "maintaining the species" or 
"promoting well-being or health" as yet another function of the 
organism, but no one has yet (or will be likely to) cone up with any 
functional explanation of why (or for what end or purpose) the members 
of a biological species should evolve in a way that increases their 
health or their species’ survival. I think that a demand for an 
explanation of this sort is Displaced, like the proponent of a Selected 
Effects theory who (ibid., p. 756) insists "that it is no part of his 
theory to claim that maintenance of the species is a function of an 
organism." Cummins rebuffs stech a response by accusing proponents of 
such a view as then ©omitted to the alternative of construing the



thesis that functional effects are just those which contribute to 
species-maintenance as uninformative» merely an expression of a def
inition or a description of actual usage of the word 'function'.
That the above thesis cannot express actual usage is clear, since we 
have no clear actual usage for the word 'function' in the context of 
explanation in the first place. At most, this thesis can be con
strued as offering a theoretical definition where 'function* is seen 
as a theoretical term, and the thesis itself an axiom of evolutionary 
theory. But this consequence is not, after, all, undesirable.

But Cummins persists: he next (ibid., p. 755) tries to con
struct counterexamples to the thesis that natural selection selects 
for just those properties having the result of maintaining health or 
propagating the species. For example, he askes us to suppose that in 
some strange environment the wings of pigeons became deleterious to 
their well-being (that flying, say, became unnecessary and thus wasted 
energy). Cummins says that in this case we would still say that the 
function of the pigeons' wings is flight. But I think instead it 
would be more accurate to say that the function of the wings of 
these pigeons used to be flight (in their ancestors who lived in a 
normal environment where flight was beneficial), but that now, for 
these pigeons, their wings no longer have any function. Again, if 
the Darwinian theory of natural selection and mutation is correct, we 
may even predict with a fair degree of accuracy that in time the 
pigeons inhabiting this strange environment will no longer have wings:
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winged pigeons in this area will be weeded out by mutations and 
natural selection favoring wingless pigeons.

I conclude that Cumins has not provided convincing reasons 
for shifting the traditionally proposed domain of functional explan
ations in biology away from that indicated by principles (a) and (B). 
He has indeed provided an insightful characterisation of the meaning 
of function-ascribing statements — but his analysis is compatible 
with a schema for the explanation of the presence of functional 
traits in organisms which incorporates causal MS patterns like those 
we have already proposed in out general MS theory while yet involving 
evolutionary principles in such a way that teleologies! phenomena 
in nature are acknowledged in accordance with Darwinian evolutionary 
theory.



CHAPTER 9

COORDINATIVE EXPLANATIONS

The examples of explanations we have discussed so far have 
been cases of explaining observational events in terms of observa
tional antecedents, or of theoretical events in terms of theoretical 
antecedents. Each explanans has contained only one sort of nomic 
generalization — theoretical or experimental. He must now consider 
subsumptions in which we explain an observational event in terms of 
theoretical antecedents or alternatively, theoretic events in terms 
of observational antecedents. These explanations must contain at 
least one coordinative or operational definition. We shall call such 
explanations 1coordinative explanations'.

We have two distinct patternss (l) those which explain a 
theoretical event in terms of observational antecedents, and (2) 
those which explain observational events in terms of theoretical 
antecedents. Coordinative subsumptions often fall naturally into 
series of explanations in which they serve as logical links between 
other explanations of a uniformly theoretical or observational type. 
Thus we can use coordinative subsumptions to link a set of observa-

Itional antecedents through theoretical events hack into observational 
explananda, or alternatively we can begin and end with theoretical 
events, using coordinative links with observational events to explain 
how the theoretical antecedents indirectly hook up with theoretical

419
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©xpl&naB&a ahen k® have no unified purely theoretical lam under 
nhich to suMume them.

U© triJJL begin uith esplazmtions of type (2), taking an example 
based on one given by Alan Sussean (1975)« He c&gbt tmnt to explain 
tAy mter forms at the bottom of a test tubs in an experiment in
volving the mixing of gases. If we take the sample of £ps,s as 
observational» along with its relatively observational qualities such 
as odor, color, skin-contact reactions, etc., we find that we have no 
experimental laws relating the observed event of the mixing of two 
gases and the event of the appearance of water. To explaintthe event 
of the mter's forming, therefore, we need to appeal to the theoreti
cal laws of chemistry. This time we dispense with our usual procedure 
of explicitly formalising the example and instead just sketch how 
the formalised subsumption would go. He begin with some pseudo- 
analytic laws8 (l) if x is an atom of hydrogen then it requires one
electron to complete its outer ring. (2) If x is an atom of oxygen 
it requires two electrons to complete its outer ring. (3) Mixtures 
of different kinds of atoms will always combine to form their most 
stable compounds. From (3) we derive, along with the appropriate 
chemical assumptions, that (4) in a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen 
atoms, two atoms of hydrogen will combine with one atom of oxygen to 
form the stable compound HgO. (5) Mow as our eoordinatlve defini
tional statement we have that anything that is comprised of HgO is 
something we observe as water. The theoretical events we adduce as 
explanatory antecedents for the occurrence of water in the test tube
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Include that there exists in the test tube a mixture of hydrogen and 
oxygen atoms. (We ascertain this through utilizing other coordina- 
tive definitions.) Our explanans is now sufficient to ensure by use 
of (5) a NS derivation of the event of the water forming in the test 
tube.

As an example of the other sort of coordinative explanation 
suppose we want to explain the existence of ionized atoms on surfaces 
of two pieces of cloth. First we need the law that whenever there 
occur electric charges between two objects there must be ionized 
atoms of their surfaces. Suppose we define static electrical attrac
tion in terms of this operation; when rubbed, two pieces of cloth 
cling together. If done in the dark, tiny sparks appear between 
them, etc. As the observable explanatory antecedents we have the 
observation of sparks between the two cloths and the clinging when 
rubbed together. We infer by this coordinative definition that there 
exist ions on the surfaces of the cloths.

As an example of an explanation series in which coordinative 
definitional statements are used and where we begin with observational 
antecedents, link these with theoretical events and finally end with 
an observational explanandum, we take the case of explaining thunder 
in terms of lightening. Lightening is coordinatively defined as the 
flow of electrical current from one cloud to another or from a cloud 
to the ground. We have a law linking the flow of current in lighten
ing to the heating of the surrounding air with subsequent creation of 
a near vacuum as the 6ot air pushes outward, followed by the pushing
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together of too surrounding msses of colder air. He uoe these prem
isses to aoaically explain the event of the tco cold air masses 
"bombarding eachother, a theoretical event. The second explanation in 
the series then links this theoretical event as explanatory antecedent 
to the observational event of our hearing thunder„ through another 
coordinative definition of thunder as the sound mves that reach us 
as a result of the bombardment. Of course this is a much simplified 
account; we would also need the appropriate covering laws dealing 
with the creation of the sound waves0 their travelling and being re
ceived by our auditory apparatus etc. But when completed we reach 
a causal account of our hearing the thunder, where we cite the light
ening as its cause and where the causal connection cannot be fully 
specified without appeal to theoretical events in terns of which we 
define the lightening and the thunder.



CHAPTER 10

EXPLANATION BY THEORETIC REDUCTION

As we said earlier, we cannot directly subsume a theoretically 
reduced event of T2 under a law of the reducing theory H, since the 
laws of n  relate events of different domains than those of T2. We 
recall that theoretical reduction sentences have the form 
(A) (xk)(yi)(T)((#x1...xnT) R (^...y^))
and express the universal copresence of the T2 event /0,x̂ ...x̂ ,T/ 
with the H  event of complex of events /jitfŷ.. .yn,T/. Reduction 
sentences are not nomic conditionals and therefore do not enter as 
covering laws in a nomic subsumption. The T2 event /$,x^.. .x^T/ is 
explained only indirectly in terms of a subsumption formulated en
tirely within H  having the complex of events /$»y^*..ynpT/ as 
explanandum. To this NS explanation we then add the reduction state
ment (A) to derive that the T2 event /0,x̂ ...x̂ ,T/ occurs. Consider 
the following example where we sketch an explanation of the observed 
shrinking movements of a mimosa plant upon being touched or scraped 
by another physical object, in terms of antecedent chemical changes, 
by means of a reduction of the gross movement or shrinking response 
to cellular expansion in certain parts of its stem. We begin with a 
subsumption within biochemistrys our H  explanandum is the complex 
of events consisting in the hydro-expansion of groups of cells 
within the stem. This event complex we shall simply express as 
{/E,a,T/ . /E,b„T/ ., „ „ „/E,n,T/J where E (l)(F) =df (T) undergoes
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hydroexpansion at (T), and the constants °a% "h", etc. denote in
dividual cells of the plant stem. U© have a causal law stating that 
whenever the cells of a aisosa contact another physical body exerting 
pressure on theB0 certain ehenical substances within the plant act to 
increase the water content of the cells touched. (This expansion is 
what we observationally perceive as the plant’s shrinking.) For 
simplicity we designate these antecedents using the term ’S’ although 
of course there will actually be a complex of antecedent properties 
involved. Where x^...x̂  range over mimosa cells then, we have
(1) (xi)(T)(T’)((Sx1T. SXgT., ... . SxnT T B T”) ni 

(Ex^T’ . EXgT’ ., ... . ExnT’))D
where R specifies the correct temporal interval between the antece
dent chemical events and the change in the water content of the cells. 
Then we have the antecedents
(2) Sat . Sbt .„ ... „ Snt
and derive by ns the sentence
(3) Eat’ . EbV ... . EnV.
Now we append to this subsumption a reduction statement correlating

-(the expansion of mimosa cells with the gross oppositely directed 
shrinking movement of the plant, which in simplified form is expressed 
as the theoretical correlation
(4) (a%)(y)((My . Hx1...xny , My) R (Eb̂  . Ex̂  ., ...Ex̂ ))
where N (T) sdf V(T) shrinks, M (T) Z3df (l) is a mimosa, and H
=df are cells of From (4) and (3) we mn then derive
(5) Me . Me , Hab.,.nc
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where c = our specific plant„ "ah...n° of the third conjunct denote 
its shrinking cells, and from which it follows truthfunctionally 
that
(6) He.
Thus we have indirectly explained the plant's gross shrinking move
ment in terms of a complex of events to which it is theoretically 
reduced.

\



CHAPTER 11

COEPLEX EXPLAMAim

Explanations of complexes of events not forming a temporal 
series do not pose any difficulties for our pattern of NS explanation. 
The previous example (l) - (3) of Chapter 10 illustrates the explana
tion of an event complex. All that differentiates the pattern from 
those we previously discussed is that the covering law for the ex- 
planandum contains a conjunctive consequent. Not always will it be 
possible to analyze a law having a conjunctive consequent into a con
junction of laws each having an atomic consequents For example, 
suppose that in the previous case the cells x̂  through xr of the mim
osa react to touch collectively if at all. The touching of a single 
cell alone would not then suffice to cause its expansion unless a 
certain number n of neighboring cells were also touched. In this 
case we would heed the pattern (l) - (3) and would not be able to 
produce as an alternative a series of n different NS explanations of 
the expansion of each cell singly.
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CHAPTER 12

EXPLANATION SERIES

In Aspects (Hempel 196$, p„ 44?)» Hempel discusses explana
tions in which the explanandum event is presented as the final stage 
in a developmental sequence, We call such, accounts 'explanation 
series', since each stage in the sequence itself forms a nominally 
subsumed explanandum event. We agree that merely giving a descrip
tion of each stage is insufficient for an explanation of the final 
stage unless they are all shown to be linked individually to their 
succeeding stages by means of covering laws. Our account also con
forms with that of Nagel» who contends that laws connecting the 
individual stages collectively form a set of laws which explain not 
only the final stage but also (by entailment) why there exists an 
overall nomic connection among all the events of the series.

In the following chapter we shall, discuss a complex sort of 
explanation series, namely explanations of intentional action. For 
the present we illustrate what is meant by an explanation series with 
the simple case of a chain of falling dominoess Given Newtonian 
mechanics we can NS-explain the fall of a single domino in terms of 
its being struck by another with a simple pattern. Beginning with the 
nomic conditional
(1) (x)(y)(T)(r)((Bx , By . Hxy „ TRT' „ SxyT) ni (FyT1))
where D (l) =df (T) is a domino, H (T)((P) =d£ [ (T) is spatially

42?



related to (̂ 2) in the appropriate way]0 1THT” “'.specifies that t is, 
say, a half-second later than t„ S =df strikes
[with some appropriately described force] at „ and F (j?) =df 
falls. We then observe for two dominoes a and b, and for two times 
t and t0, that
(2) Da . Db „ tRt' . Hab . Sabt
and conclude by ns that
(3) Fbt\
Clearly we can form a series of such NS explanations over a string of
strategically placed dominoes, where each pair of neighbors consti
tutes a striking and a falling member and are subsumahle under the 
same law (l)„ Suppose we have a string of ten dominoes (a,b,,..j) 
arranged so that b is the successor of a, c of b, and so on. Given 
the truth of (l) we can deduce that, if a strikes b at t, then j will 
fall five seconds later, at When we complete the series of nine
nomic subsumptions having the pattern (l) - (3) for each of the in
dividual dominoes" fallings, the resulting nomic links between each 
successive striking and falling are shown to entail a nomic connec
tion between the first strike /S,a,b,t/ and the final fall /F,j,"Lq/. 
The law we derive from these nine successive applications of (l) could 
be formulated as
(4) (x)(y)(z)(T)(T"")((Bx . Dy . Dz . Nxz . TKT" . SxyT)

ni FzT"0))
where K =df ̂ l) is related toĵ  ̂as first to last in a series
of ten successive dominoes each related to its successor by H, and
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repitition of otar sinplest pattern of HS inferenee t@ show the initial 
striking as a eausal antecedent of the final foiling of dooino j.

To every acceptable explanation series there corresponds a 
sia#e comprehensive male subsmption linking the first stage in 
the series to the last as that described in the paragraph above. Thus 
we could always utilise this correlate of the explanation series to 
explain its final stage in terms of the initial stage alone. Such 
shortened accounts are adequate since their covering laws are de
ductive consequences of the laws covering each stage in the series.



CHAPTER 13

EXPLANATION OF INTENTIONAL ACTION

We now apply our NS theory of explanation to intentional acts. 
The very possibility of giving explanations of action modelled after 
those in the natural sciences has been questionned extensively in re
cent literature, for repeated attempts at finding suitable lawlike 
generalizations covering human action have encountered severe diffi
culties, But our theory of explanation can supply a plausible 
treatment of causal NS accounts of intentional action.

The question whether such explanations are possible seems to 
depend largely on the answers to questions (l) - (3)s 
(l) Can 'rationale’ explanations of intentional actions

— i.e., those appealing to the reasons or intentions
of the agent as their explanatory antecedents — be

(2)
causal and nomic subsumptive?
Are there any factually true laws characterizing 
intentional actions as the determined (or statisti
cally linked) results of prior events which 
constitute the agent's 'having a reason'?

(3) Can the distinctively teleologies! features of in
tentional action be accurately captured in a causal
pattern?

430
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Ue will not attempt to argue any of our answers to (l) - (3) 

in depth but will provide sketches of arguments when necessary. I 
believe that all of (l) - (3) are to be answered in the affirmative; 
my reasons for so claiming consist simply in showing that the MS 
theory of explanation does provide a pattern for explaining inten
tional action which is plausible and consistent with an affirmative 
answer to these three questions,

SECTION 1 g ACT HgSMTTTY

Before we begin it is well to clarify our notion of what an 
action is. tie propose that actions are a kind of event and are to be 
individuated as exemplifications (performances) of event properties 
or relations (act types) by individuals (agents) at times, similar to 
the views of Goldman, Martin, and Kim, To distinguish acts from 
other events we need only give criteria for individuating agents and 
act types. However we shall not here tackle the problem of individ
uating agents but will treat it on the intuitive pretheoretie level 
only. He say simply that an agent is a person capable of performing 
actions, and leave more detailed analyses of agenthood for another 
time.

Alvin Goldman (19?0) has developed a workable method for 
capturing the class of act properties by giving a recursive definition 
using the notion of basic act type for agent S at t as the base clause, 
Roughly, a basic act type is an act type that the agent can perform
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at aill i they tend to he caused directly by his mnts and beliefs 
when he is in "standard conditions” for performing them. (S is in 
standard conditions for performing an act type at t if he has the 
physical capability of performing it at t„ and if nothing beyond his 
own control prevents him from performing that act type at t, etc.) 
tie can also characterise the notion of an agent's having a reason 
as the occurrence of a set of performances (although these will not 
be physical act types but mental act types of wan tings- th&i-p and 
believings-that-q. „ for some propositions p and q). Wanting and 
believing events are instantiations of relations between an agent and 
a proposition. They are prepositional attitudes experienced by the 
agent at a time.̂

The finegrained view of act, want, and belief individuation 
seems very well suited to the project of explaining human action

65. Goldman distinguishes standing wants from oecurrent wants 
where a standing want is a long-term disposition of the agent to ex
perience an oecurrent want to do the same thing. An oecurrent want 
is a conscious attitude of the agent toward a proposition p, his ex
perience of being in a 'wanting0 relation to p. These occur for 
relatively short durations, while an agent say have a standing want 
for the entire duration of his life. In what follows we shall have 
little use for this distinction in our MS patterns of explanation of 
intentional action, for we shall focus mainly on giving causal ante
cedents for particular actions and these will have to take the form 
of oecurrent mnts, or as wa_ will say, 'wantings', only, tihen a 
distinction between oecurrent and standing wants is needed, however, 
we shall adopt the criterion of distinguishing these as drawn out 
by Goldman (1970, pp. 86 - 91)•



compared with attespts to do so by unifier views. On Davidson0® 
view, for example, "George .whistled Dixie0 and "George whistled”z de
note one and the same event (act) if done by the same person and at 
the same time. In some situations these can also be ©©designs,tive 
with "George woke up the baby" 0 "George gave Annie a headache" and 
"George broke his mother's most cherished vase". But we cannot MS- 
explain the supposedly single event depicted by all of these 
expressions with the same explanations George might have sMstled 
Dixie because the song had been on his mind @11 week after hearing a 
recording played repeatedly. Thus whistling Dixie was perhaps not an 
intentional nor even a conscious action on his part. He may have 
whistled off key because he had a cold; loudly because he was angny. 
He might have woke up the baby and given Annie a headache intention
ally (but for different reasons) while perhaps his breaking the vase 
was unpremeditated. dearly the relevant explanatory antecedents 
appropriate to each of these eases vary. If all of the above ex
pressions denoted the same event it would be difficult to reconcile 
this with the obvious need for different explanations. Since on the 
unifier view there is only one event to be explained, an explanation 
of for example George's whistling off key should ipso facto be an 
explanation of his breaking the vase and so on. The different ex
planatory accounts should on this view te interchangeable but dearly 
they are not.

Mow Davidson and. others have tried to defend the unifier 
theory against this objection by contending that causal explanations



(as opposed to causes) of actions are sensitive to the varying non- 
synonoBous descriptions of one and the same action„ so that if for 
exaaple we describe the one act performed in the above ease as ' 
"George's singing off key"„ then we must give the story of his having 
a cold for eranple5 as the major explanatory antecedent; whereas if 
we describe that same action as "George's taking up the baby'„ we 
must explain if for example in terms of his thinking the noise would 
arouse the child, thus giving a rationale explanation of the act as 
intentional (See Davidson 196?, pp. 702-3). The different explana
tions and the different laws that cover these several events in our
sense merely indicate according to Davidson that there are different

66correct descriptions of the same event (act). He also says that 
sometimes a causal explanation of an action consists in nothing 
other than a redescription of that action in terms employing con
cepts that pertain to its intended effects (Davidson 1963c pp.691- 
692, 695-696). To give a causal explanation of the rationale sort 
for an Intentional action then. Intensions! features of event de
noting language will play an essential role.

Hot so, however, in the ease of mere causal ascriptionsg 
causes are events, and since events for Davidson are extensions!

66. Laws thus cover descriptions of events, not events them
selves unless in an indirect sense, as a consequence of Davidson's 
view. I find this consequence rather at odds with my basic intui
tions about the entities laws relate and the nature of nomie 
connection as an objective physical relation that obtains among 
events. Hotiee also on Davidson's view that the same act ©on have 
contradictory properties, such as being both intentional funder one 
description) and unintentional (under another).
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(i.e., individual)!e in a way such that intensions! features of terms 
denoting them play no crucial role), we can state the cause of an 
event without invoking the concepts (properties or intensions) of the 
causal law which covers that event in our sense. It is an error ac
cording to Davidson to think that "singular causal statements 
necessarily indicate» "by the concepts they employ, the concepts that 
will occur in the entailed law" (ibid., p. 698).

But the example Davidson gives to illustrate this point makes 
use of nonparadigmatic language.^ His example (ibid., p. 698) is 
the case where "the event reported on page 5 of Tuesday's Times 
caused the event reported on page 13 of Wednesday's Tribune". We 
have already given reason to conceive of actions and all events as 
being essentially linked to a set of synonomous paradigmatic denoting 
terms: 'redescription' of an action in terms not synonomous with the
paradigm expressions can only mean a deviation from paradigmatic 
usage. Observation of what happens on the nonparadigmatic level of 
language concerning events' causes and their explanation cannot con
tribute except negatively, by providing a way to contrast the 
unobscure with the obscure, to the building of a systematic theory of 
explanation. Of course the singular causal statement quoted above 
might be perfectly true for two events e and e*. But the statement 
itself is also singularly uninformative as to just what events e and 
e' are — paradigmaticity strives for perspicuity, and thus, if

67. Davidson does not make our ciistinction between paradigm 
and nonparadigm or common description.
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singular causal statements are to hold a place in our understanding 
of the events they purport to denote and the nature of the causal 
ties asserted to obtain between them, there is I think no bsttos my 
to do this than by employing those concepts that will occur in the 
appropriate law or laws which subsume them. Although Davidson's 
claims about the possibility of explanation by redescription and 
about explanations being sensitive to descriptive features of lang
uage while causal ascription is not, are well taken when applied to 
nonparadigsatic contexts, we cannot accept them as constituting a 
sound defense of his unifier view against the objections to it that 
we have already raised,

SECTION Zi THE FINEGRAINED VlEtf
Just as in the case of events in general, we have two prin

ciples of individuation for actions (of. Part 2, Chapter 1). Our 
principle (I') applies to actions when 0 and 0 range over act prop
erties, and when x and y range ever agents. Actions are 
instantiations of act properties (and relations) by agents at times. 
Principle (ll) may be similarly interpreted for actions. But some 
additional clarifications are in order.

First, we do not identify actions with bodily movements —  
this is a consequence of our criterion for property individuation in 
general in teas of synonoaay — although certain types of bodily move
ments say always occur in the same locus as universally eopresent 
types of actions, Whenever one winks, for example, one's eyelid



closes Boaentarily, But the winking is not identical with the 
muscular movement since the property instantiations are clearly dis
tinct s one’s eyelid can close momentarily independently of whether 
or not one winks (as the result of a nerv&us twitchp say). The 
constituent individuals of these property instantiations are also 
differento so these two event types do not even share the same loci8 
it is Jones who winks but it is his eyelid that closes. It is hard 
to see how Davidson (1968) and other unifier theorists can convinc
ingly claim that all actions are one and. the same as the bodily 
movements that accompany them.

This difference also obtains between unintentional actions.
An intentional act type, an unintentional act type, and a bodily 
movement type might be universally copresent in all of their in
stantiations — even in the strong sense of sharing the same loci.
But each must be US-explained in terms of distinct explanations.

Second, we roughly characterise intentional actions as those 
performed as planned by the agent or as dona for his reason. He 
will sharpen this notion as our pattern for US explanation on in
tentional action unfolds.

Third, we isolate a special class of actions as basic act 
types, which roughly correspond to those an agent can perform as a 
direct effect of his wantings and believing®. Basic actions are 
those not done Jg doing something else. Using Goldman"s terminology, 
we will say they are not level generated actions.
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Fourth, we call act properties !£! trpes, their particular 

instantiations by agents at times !£! tokens (also after Gold.Jian). 

This distinction facilitates the use of NS patterns in explaining 

action a we formulate laws which express regularities aaong act prop

erties and establish noaic connections between act tokens (or between 

act tokens and -.ntings and believing&) in virtue of their being 

tokens of their specified types. 

Fifth, following Goldu.n we call the relation expressed by 

the locution '[the action] ___ is done by doing___' the relation of 

level generation. Level generation related act tokens occur at ex

acUy the &aile times, and are ,performed by the same agents; and no 

action level generated by another is caused by the latter, nor do 

they'enter into causal conditionahip relations with one another. We 

shall not here analyze the 'by' relation in detail but rather treat 

it on the intuitive level only. 

La.sUy, we distinguish wants from 118lltings, and beliefs froa 

believings. We reserve the teras 'ants' and 'beJ1e1'6' to denote 

propositional contents --the propositional contents that fora objects 

of an agent's wantings and believings. Wantings and believings on 

the other hand are not propositions but events, occurrences in tiae a 

they are aental. events (or perhaps we MY call thea aental acts, but 

this sounds a bit strange) , 1nstant1a tiona of the wanting- or 

believing-relation holding between an agent and a proposition. 
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SECTION 3: CAUSAL NS EXPLANATION OF IMBNTIOML ACTION
tie also follow Goldman in adopting a ranting- and bslieving- 

causal model for intentional actions. The special sorts of rantings 
and believings which can cause actions are those occurring as part 
of what Goldman calls the agent's action •plan. An action plan con
sists of (a) a set of the agent's rantings and believings concerning 
act types he wants to perform and considers to be level generation- 
ally relatedp and (b) a ranting of some specific end for which the 
agent conceives of the act types in his plan to be the best overall 
means.

An action plan is a set of events containing (l) the agent's
wanting to make happen some state of affairs e (this itself might
be a further action)» (2) his believing that by performing some set 
of act types he believes to be level generationally interrelated, he 
has the best chance of making e happen or of causing e to occur, and
(3) the agent's wanting to perform all of the basic act types he
believes required to level generate the others in his plan.

Me say that the agent a is in standard conditions for an act 
type F if he is physically capable of performing F at t and if no ex
ternal forces beyond his control prevent him from exercising that 
ability. »

Now whenever certain ceteris paribus assumptions obtain, we 
contend that it is correct to view the rantings and believings of the 
agent that make up his action plan as causal antecedents of his 
intentional action. Among these ceteris paribus assumptions is the
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assumption that the agent is in standard conditions for performing 
each of the "basic types in his plan, and that his level generational 
"beliefs about the types in his plan are correct.

If the agent's level generational beliefs are erroneous, ® say 
still result, and it my also still happen that all of the act types 
in his plan are intentionally performed by a. For a may have hit 
upon a basic act type that does level generate an act type suffic
ient to cause e to happen or come about, but not via the same series 
of act types that a wants and intends to perform as a means to bring 
e about. The end e will then have occurred because of a's intent to 
perform these intentional actions but it will not have come about pre
cisely as planned by him. If e is itself a further action, then e 
will not "be an intentional act of a°s despite its occurrence as an 
effect of a's action plan to perform e. Intentional actions must 
come about as planned by their agents or else they are not intentional 
but only fortunate accidents, as far as the agent is concerned.

A's action plans can sometimes cause unintentional actions of 
his as well. These will be actions level generated by those he en
visions in his action plan but unbeknownst to him. All of the act 
types which a includes in his plan (plus e if e is an action) which 
do occur at the time and in the manner envisioned by a, will be in- 
tez&ional acts of his. Even if e never comes about (because of 
faulty reasoning on a's part) the other actions are still intentional.
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SECTION 4g LAU5 OF HUMAN HATUBE AMD THE MS SCHEMA 

He Bust show how esmsal accounts of intentional action tosed 
on reference to the agent's action plan fit our NS patterns. To do 
this we aust first invest!̂ .te the plausibility of conceiving of in
tentional action as covered by scientific laws. He will call these 
'laws of human nature' and try to give then at least a programs,tie 
characterisation as genuine nooic conditionals. He consider the 
following generalisation based on Goldman's (L°) (Goldcan 19700 p.
74). Temporal terms may denote durations of any length from very 
long to very short, and we let the locution 'T-T°' denote the dura
tion from the beginning of the time T to the end of the time T“%
(a) If at T an agent a believes that act types F̂ -., .F3

form a level generational series, and if a believes 
that if he performs . .Fn at T° that his perform
ance will be more likely all in all to achieve more 
of his desires than anything else he might do at 
T", and if a is in standard conditions for each 
basic act type in the set T?~, =.. F53 , then a 
performs each of the basic act types of this set 
at T'.68

68. It might be objected that it is highly quest!onnahle 
whether there could be 'laws of human nature' — true or well confirmed 
generalisations phrased in the language of mental events such as 
wan tings, belie vings and the like, psychological states, and action 
descriptions. However, if no such generalisations obtained it seems 
difficult to explain how we often claim to understand intentional 
actions as the result of an agent's mental states described in 
psychological terms. Given the iaplausibility of constructing
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As Goldman notes (ibid.„ pp. 74 ff.), his (L‘) — as well as 

our version (A) above —  has its shortcomings. For one thing we have 
the vague phrase "more likely, all in all, to achieve more of his 
desires than anything else he might do at T'". Furthermore the em
pirical and noncircular status of (a) is suspect, for we define the 
notion of a basic act type as any act type some of whose perform
ances may be caused to occur by the agent's wanting to perform it.^

single type-type reduction correlations to eliminate the ontology of 
the mental, and given the fact of our commonsense ability to some
times make predictions about the intentional actions of agents on 
the basis of inferred data concerning his wantings and believings, 
it seems that the most honest characterisation of how such actions 
are explained does indeed subscribe to the view that, even if un
known to us at present, there is a scientific theory (or at least the 
rudiments on one) lurking somewhere under the surface commonsense 
generalisations we do believe hold true of agents and actions. To 
rule out a priori that commonsense mentalistic properties and action 
types could be connected in as genuinely lawlike a fashion as the 
predicates of the more hard-core sciences seems to me to be a mis
take. For despite the recalcitrance of mentalistic predicates and 
action: descriptions in lending themselves to precisely formulated 
regularities, and despite our present lack of success in construct
ing a theoretic systematization of such predicates comparable to 
physics, chemistry, and. the like, the degree to which rational 
agents' actions do conform to rough regularities known and assumed 
by common sense represents the degree to which we must conceive of 
action as nominally explicable in terms of such a theoretic system
atization. Since the degree to which rational action is capable of 
being understood, or made intelligible by reference to antecedent 
mental states described in commonsense terms is undeniably quite 
high, I do not think the hope in someday establishing a tighter 
theoretic framework for the concepts employed in our commonsense 
reasoning about actions is unfounded. Despite our present lack of 
progress in constructing such a theory of human action, therefore,
I will assume that such a theory is possible; the rough generaliza
tions I use in explicating intentional action in this chapter should 
not be taken as expressing laws of an actually well confirmed theory 
of action but rather as what may form the rudiments of such a theory 
in the future.

In the face of the practical difficulties in constructing a 
tight theory as that envisioned above, many philosophers of action
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Thus if we wish to construe (A) as expressing a causal law of human 
nature we must defend it as containing a sufficiently high empirical 
content to count as lawlike while remaining so strongly analytic as 
well (see Ibid., pp. 109 ff.).

First, (A) does relate the wantings and believings of action 
plans with their basic act types in such a way that these concepts 
are analytically intertwined. But (a) is not wholly analytical for

have proposed, that intentional actions are not amenable to nomic 
subsumptive explanations at all; that our commonsense understanding . 
of them arises from completely different sorts of conceptual channels. 
For instance, William Bray and Charles Collingwood have proposed 
"empathy" models of explanation for action, in which they are ex
plained. not by subsumption under laws but rather by our imagining 
ourselves to be in the agent's position, and seeing that (or how 
far) his action is similar to the action we would have chosen as 
rational agents. William Gallie proposes a "genetic" model of ex
planation for actions (specifically'historical actions, but this 
makes no difference) according to which not laws but only loosely 
connected facts are amassed about antecedent circumstances relating 
to the action, which allows the action to be viewed as a part of a 
story about the agent, rather similar to a tightly woven fictional 
novel. Alternatively, some authors choose to view action as not 
capable of explanation of any sort, story-like, empathy-based., or 
whatever; instead they propose that we come to understand, actions 
only by assessing them according to a normative/critical standard of 
rationality or a standard by which we may assess the action or the 
agent as morally praise- or blameworthy. But all such theories have 
been found, wanting in ways much more serious than are the short
comings of the covering law view. The covering law model of 
explanation contains the conceptual apparatus to account for the Kind 
of understanding characterized in each of the above views, but at the 
same time completing those kinds of explanation in more detail. On 
the other hand, the above views are incapable of rounding out or 
completing explanations of the covering law sort; it seems thus that 
nomic subsumptive explanations are primary over these others, re
gardless of what benefits the latter may carry. It should also be 
noted that of all the above, only the covering law model has. the 
means of explaining action in terms of antecedent causes. This alone 
is a point.which, I think, speaks highly in favor of our model and 
against the others.
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although it expresses a partial analysis of the notion of a "basic
act type it also expresses what we believe to be an empirically true
generalisation about the nature of intentional actions Whenever
agents in standard conditions have such and such kinds of wants and
beliefs, they do such and such kinds of things. This is what we
mean when we say people act rationally, but it is also true as a
matter of empirical fact that people behave in the manner reported
by (a). Second, (a) is open to empirical confirmation or infirma-
tion, at least insofar as we have the means of establishing (l) when
an agent a entertains certain specifiable rants and beliefs, and (2)

70when he performs certain basic acts.
Also, consider that the occurrent wanting by a to perform 

basic act type G is defined partially in terms of its own efficacy 
to cause a to perform G, and that in the same vein the performance of 
a basic act type G is defined partially in terms of its sometimes 
being caused by an agent’s wanting to perform it. These will cer
tainly not be ordinaty definitions but rather like postulates or 
partial theoretical definitions. The basicness of an act type must 
be construed as a highly theoretical property. And wants to perform

69. In Theory of Action (1970, p. 72) Goldman defines the 
notion of a basic act token in terms of wanting and believing causa
tion. Consequently his (L“) suffers from similar threat of 
circularity or of analyticity.

70. Some empirical procedures evidencing (l) are given by 
Goldman (ibid., pp. Xl6 - 120). Admittedly this issue opens up a 
philosophical Pandora's Bos5 we shall not attempt to offer a defense 
here.
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basic act types must be construed as a highly theoretical construct 
as well. As Goldman points out in regards to his (L°) (ibid.0 p. 107)» 
tdien some of the consequences of (a) are drawn out we may view it as 
ctmracterising indirectly„ the minimally rational agent's propensity 
to make and act upon practical inferencess the agent a°s wanting 
to make e happen leads him as a minimally rational agent to want 
next to perform when coupled with his belief that he can best
bring about e by doing . .F51. Agent a's wanting to perform F^.. .F0 
contains his wanting to perform the basic act types in this series.
And this wanting causes him to perform those basic acts.

Now a's earlier wantings and believings cause him to have the 
later ones only if a espouses and acts upon a means-to-ends principle 
of practical inference such as the aboves if a wants a certain end 
all in all» he wants to take what he believes the best means to that 
end. He must also have espoused and acted upon a principle of maxi
mising his expected utilities. If a is not acting at time T as a 
minimally rational agent in the sense of espousing and acting on a 
principle of practical inference and of maximising his expected util
ities D then (A) will not hold of him.^

71. The principle (A) leaves open the question of just how a 
minimally rational agent will suppose himself to be maximising his 
expected utilitiesg it also allows room for miscalculations by a, or 
his possible forgetting how to evaluate and calculate his potential 
gains and losses. Suppose for instance that a has two competing 
rantso one to sake happen the state of affairs e0 another to make 
happen e'. Suppose a is quite confident he could make e happen if he 
performed act type H„ but believes he has little chance of making e ° 
happen no matter what he does, but that he supposes doing J would be 
his best bet. Suppose a desires to make e happen only a little„ while
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We cannot assume that all intentional actions performed by 

all agents at all times are minimally rational actions as specified 
in (A). As Goldman notes (ibid.0 pp. 107-8)» sometimes our systems 
of standing wants and beliefs cause us to act in a way that con
flicts with (a) as when,, for example, some conflicting set of 
fleeting or sudden occurrent wantings and believings actuate us to 
behave in a way that, had we introspected more carefully, we would 
not have chosen. Thus (A) is restricted in applying only to action 
situations wherein the agent has a clearly overriding desire among 
those desires he has, and it must be qualified with the ceteris 
paribus condition that the agent is acting at time T as a minimally 
rational agent in at least the weak sense discussed above.

We will suppose that the concepts of wanting and believing, 
and of basic act types, are theoretical concepts falling in the do
main of a scientific theory of human action, and that their correct 
analyses are consistent with what we have said about these concepts 
thus far. We will suppose, in other words, that (A) can be used at 
least as a programmatic formulation of a genuine law. We now attempt 
to utilise (A) in schematising paradigmatic MS explanations of in
tentional action.

desiring to make e° happen very strongly. Finally, suppose a believes 
he is not capable of performing both H and J. For such a case, (A) 
does not give us grounds for predicting what choice a will make; he 
is indifferent as far as (a) is concerned, about what course of action 
to take, and he acts as a minimally rational agent no matter which 
of H or J he performs.
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First we need to denote paradigmatically the event types ex
pressed in (A). "A wants that p at t' (for some proposition p and 
for some time t) will be paradigmatically formulated as °/W,a,p,t/'.
"A believes that p at t* becomes "/Bgagp,t/'. For two act types 
0 and Jif we express the event of a’s believing at t that 0 level gen
erates ̂  as '/B,a,(0 Ig 0),t/'. We express a’s wanting at t to 
perform 0 at t’ as '/W,a,(0at’),t/’. We express a’s believing at t 
that his performance of 0 at t' will maximize his expected utilities 
as '/B„a,(M(a,t’)=]#) , t/’ where the second constituent individual of 
this event is the proposition ’M(a,t’)=0’ expressing that performing 
0 at t’ is the way to maximize a’s expected utilities. We express 
that a is in standard, conditions for performing f>. at't;’' during the 
interval,t-t’ as ’/S,a,(/0,a,t’/),t-t’/’. That a is in standard 
conditions for performing the basic acts of his plan, however, is 
construed as a contextual or ceteris paribus assumption and not in
cluded in the NS explanans of /jZ5,a, V/ itself

?2, We will not argue here for our view of wantings and be- 
lievings as instantiations of a relation between agents and 
propositions.

73. We have not introduced complex syntax denoting constit
uent individuals of events as paradigmatic until now. We permit 
these new syntactic formations for the sake of"perspicuity; it is 
always an easy matter to translate the expressions denoting the 
second, constituent individuals of the event terms above into a 
stricter formalization giving these elements the standard individual 
constants ’a’, 'b', etc. I think no argument is necessary here to 
demonstrate that at least in the domain of human action propositions 
may be treated as individual constituents of events — namely, of all 
events involving prepositional attitude. And with respect to the 
last event expression ’/S,a,(/0,a,t"/),t-t*/*, I think no argument is 
necessary to demonstrate that sometimes events are constituent
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Now a formalised and nore complete version of (a) night go 

as follows„ where is the only basic act type in the series F̂  
through and where we let "e” abbreviate a paradigmatic sentential 
event description of the state of affairs a desires to Bake happen 
as his end-in-views
(A") (x)(T)(To)(0i)((C1 . C2 . C3) ni (bx(^xT')T-T'))
where abbreviates

Mx(e)T-T%
2where "C ' abbreviates

Bx(M(xor)=03\»°/1)T-T\ 
and where "G3" abbreviates

Bx((/ Ig /) . (/ Ig A  Ig f))T-T\
be next add the law
(A81) ,(01)(x)(T)(T8)((¥x(̂ 1xT8)T) . (B*$) ca (^xT8)),
a second order generalization expressing wanting- and believing-
causation of the performance of basic act types, where B* =df (T)

74is a basic act type.

individuals of other events when conceived in abstraction from their 
actual occurrence. He let the parentheses in the underlined expres
sions above function as referring to the event it denotes in 
abstraction from its actual occurrence (if it occurs or not). Surely 
an agent may be in standard conditions for performing a specific act
type at a specific times and his so being is itself an event, for it
can be NS-explainable as a causal condition for another event —
namely, the action that is denoted by 8/0,s,t8/8 if it does occur,

74. He could of course express this in a stricter formalism 
as a first order generalisation where we let individual constants 
denote act types taken as individuals. But for the sake of a per
spicuous but simpler means of (l) identifying fP-, the constituent
event-property of the object of x’s wanting at T, with the act type
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Now when our ceteris -paribus assumptions that (l) a acts as a 

minimally rational agent in the situation in which he plans to do F” 
at V „ and (2) that

Sa(/^...Pn,a,t'/)t-t,> 
wer.may.use (A”) and (A00) as covering laws in an MS explanation of 
/F^„a»t0/. The formalised version of such an account would be as 
followso where a = some particular agent, t and V  are some specific 
times, and the F°s denote some particular act types8 
NSXs 1. (xXtXt'X/XCC1 . c2 . C3) ni

(Mx(0u%T')T-T°)) [the law (A0)]
(x)(T)(T»)(/)((Hx(/xT-)T) .

i)) ca (^xT")) [the law (A”°)3
2,

3- Ma(e)t-t' [e is the end-in
view of agent a during the inter
val t-t”. He oppose a’s desire 
to oake e happen overrides all

4. B&(M(a,t')=F̂ ...F̂ )t-t* [by observation]
5. m((f Ig F2) „ (F2 Ig F3)

,.. (F11 **■ Ig Fn))t-te [by observation]

we assert to be basic in , and (2) for quantifying over ̂  , an
act type in the set x believes the performance of which maximises his 
expected utilities, and at the same time identifying with the act 
type whose performance" Is caused by the agent's wantings and bsliev- 
ings concerning $rp we diverge from a stricter and more semantically 
correct representation whose syntactic structure would be much more 
complex and quite cumbersome.
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6. U&(F&V)*-V [tqr ns on (l)(3)(4)&(5)]
7. B̂ F3- [by supposition]
8= F̂ at" [by ns on (2)„(6)„ and (?)]

Thus with the suppositions and ceteris •paribus assumptions ye have 
Dade, (HSX) explains /F̂ ,a,t'/ as the causally deteasined result of 
a"s action plan,

(NSX) construes a6s performance /F3",a,t'/ as a means to some 
end in view e. This is not surprising since intuitively all inten
tional acts are acts done as a means to some end of the agent. Of
course we have room to conceive of e in the limiting ease as being 
identical to /F^a,V/ of (NSX)s in that case a wants to bring it 
about that he does F11 at V  more than anything else during the in
terval t-Vo and the action (/Fn#aJt'/) he conceives to be the final 
event in the level generational series of (NSX) is thus an end in 
itself for a. In this case /F^!,a0t'’/ would not be a cause of e 
(i.e., /F^D&ot0/) if e occurs at all — if a°s level generational 
beliefs are correct. Bather, it would simply be a level generational 
result of the former action.

All intentional acts are acts done for a reason — for the 
agent“s reason. (NSX) exhibits a°s reason for doing F3" at t" in a 
very systematic manner,

(NSX) covers directly only the event /F3- ,a,t*/. But what 
about the other events a believes to be level generated by it? If 
a°s level generational beliefs are correct, then (USX) can MS- 
explain these other events as well, and all will be exhibited as
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intentional. All we would need to do is add

9. (F1 Ig F2) . (Î  Ig F3) ,,, (F11-1 Ig F”)
[by supposition that a0 s level generational beliefs are correct]„ and

10, (F2at’) . (F̂ at") ,„ ,,,(Fnat°)
[by the principle that all level generation related acts are uni
versally copresentj if one occurs, then so do the others, although 
not necessarily in the same locus since they may have distinct con
stituents] .

But a’s level generational beliefs may be incorrect. In that 
case (a) some of the act types F2...Fn may not be performed by a even 
though a does perform But (b) it might also be that even though
a’s level generational beliefs are incorrect for, say, F3 and the 
act /F^„a,V/ might be level generated by one of the other F°s be-

3 ij,sides F̂  unbeknownst to a» In that case, *F at" is derivable from
(NSX) bj' analogous additions like (9) and (10) above. I think it
would be correct to say that /F^,a,t’/ was then intentional despite
its not occurring for the exact reason or in the exact manner a had in
mind, for after all a did include performing at V  as part of his
plan, and he did do at t° in part because he thought that it

4would level generate his doing F at t".
Suppose one of the F°s„ say F2, level generates a further act

type N besides level generating F3, but where a is not aware or does
not believe that F2 level generates N, In that case N ims no place
in a°s action plan, and will not be denoted anywhere in (USX, l) -

2(NSX, 8), But if N is truly level generated by F then we may explain
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/N,a,t'/ as an unintentional action perforaed. by a at t' in tems of 

(NSX) by adding to it stateaents analogous to (9) and (10) above with 

respect to N. 

All of the events whose occurrences are derivable froa 

(NSX, l) - (NSX, 9) are caused by the action plan of a expressed 

therein, whether some of them be unintentional or not. And any part 

of a's action plan --that is, any of the wantings and believing& that 

comprise it --may be said to be causal condi tiona of the actions de

rivable from (NSX). Upon inspection the reader will ascertain that 

in fact, all of the req uireaents on causal noaic connection are aet 

by the events (NSX) construes, as causes and effects. Spatial con

tinuity is secured since the agent of each of the antecedent events 

and ,.the derived events will be identical. Temporal continuity is 

secured since between the tiae t of the causal antecedents and the 

tiae't• of the effects, there exists a chain of events spatially con-

tinuous with the causal antecedents on the one hand and the effects 

on the other. This chain of events is s1aply the set of events con-

sti tuting all of a's biographical history froll t up to and including 

t'. That (A'')' s nomic predicates can fulfill all other requireaents 

on causal relevance, etc., {supposing (A'') does form at least a 

programmatic version of a law of human nature in a science of action), 

can be verified by consulting our previous discussions on lawlike-

ness. 

But aight not soae other action plan af a distinct froa that 

expressed in (HSI) have caused ;r ,a, t '/ --eapecial.ly 1f t • is ~ 



later than t? After all, other events sight occur between t and V  
to vitiate (NSX) as a causal MS explanation of /F^,a,t°/: a sight
forget that action plan he once had (expressed, say, in (NSX)) or he 
sight later fora a different one in which different wantings and be- 
lievings of his end up causing his to perform at V  (or ©.na of the 
other P’s at t°). Or, something say happen between t and.t" to pre
vent him from acting as planned. Finally, a sight simply change his 
mind altogether about wanting to make e happen more than anything 
else.

Well, we certainly do not claim that (NSX)11 s singular prem
isses (3) - (?) are easy to ascertain. But this difficulty with 
confirming our observations concerning a"s mental states, etc., is 
a problem that does not accure to our theory of how best to explain 
intentional action as such. In all of the queries above, the threat 
is not that (NSX) is inadequate as a valid pattern for deterministic- 
ally explaining intentional action by noaic subsumption5 rather, the 
threat is that for particular cases like a°s at t-t", we might have 
false singular premisses. If for example a forgets his action plan, 
then premiss (3) or (4) or (5) or all of these will be false. Like
wise in the case where a decides upon a different plan between the 
times t and V , If something comes up to prevent him from executing 
his plan, then our ceteris paribus assumption that a is in standard 
conditions for the appropriate act types during the interval denoted 
in (NSX) is violated, so again (NSX) is saved. And of course, if a 
suddenly changes his mind about cherishing e as his most desired



goal, premiss (3) would be false. None of these situations demon
strate that (NSX) might be invalid, however. It is perhaps too 
optimistic to think that we could ever someday have decisive empir
ical confirmation of laws of human nature like (a) (,A1) * ' and (A11) ,
or that we can empirically ascertain the truth of premisses of the 
forms (NSX, 3) ~ (NSX, 6). If we cannot, then at least I think that 
(NSX) summarizes one of the best ways we have of conceptually sys
tematizing our ordinary nonparadigmatic (and perhaps ever 
nonscientific) language about how rational people generally behave.
If someday we do establish a genuinely scientific theory of human 
intentional action, then I think that in the meantime (NSX) exhibits 
a usable programmatic vision of future more precise and scientifically 
acceptable explanations of intentional action.

For example, (NSX) provides an intuitive and programmatic 
yet quite systematic analysis of the notion of an agent's reason for 
acting. It also provides a systematic grounds for treating the 
philosophical and scientific problem, 'Can reasons be causes?* —  
which, however, we will not develop in the present work. We construe 
reasons for acting as sets of propositions, analogous to premisses 
for logical conclusions in many respects. Both are prepositional and 
both give a kind of evidence or purported, evidence for their out
comes. One of the major differences between them is that the outcome 
of a reason for acting is the performance of an act type, while the 
outcome of logical premisses is some further proposition, a conclusion 
drawn from them. Here is another respect in which they differ; a's



reason for performing basic act type r at i" may b® "mterlally 
adequate0 in the sense that its outcome /F^apt0/ is caused by a's 
having that reason for doing at V  while at the same time this 
reason of a's might not be materially adequate in the sense of caus
ing some other outcome„ say (/F̂ pa,t'/) of (ISX) which a intended to
perform for the same reasons this happens when a°s belief that 

b,level generates F is incorrect. Conversely, another outcome of 
this same reason might be /K,a,t0/ if level generates H unbe
knownst to a, and thus where /N,a,t0/ is unintentional. In that case 
we say that a°s having the reason he had (for performing any of the 
intentional act types of (NSX)) caused /N,a,t°/ but that a did not 
have a reason for doing N at V  since he never intended to do N at 
t* in the first place.

There is no parallel of the above for logical premisses and 
conclusionss If a set of logical premisses is "materially adequate" 
its outcomes or conclusions follow deductively (or inductively with 
sufficient strength). The matter is thus pure and simple in the ease 
of logical premisses, unlike in the case of reasons. (Mote that this 
is not to say that a’s entertaining a set of premisses which unbe
knownst to him are insufficient to justify the conclusion he draws 
from them cannot be materially adequate in the sense of being effica
cious in causing a to draw the (faulty) conclusion he draws.)

Relative to (NSX) we construe a°s reason for performing at 
t" as a set of propositions correlated with three features of (MSX).



(1) The first component of a reason is that proposition ex
pressing the object of a°s overriding desire which he holds as an end 
to which his actions are the means, along with the propositions! ob
ject of a’s believing F®"„ „ „Fn to maximize his expected utilities for 
gaining that end. Relative to (NSX) this coapbeent is the proposition 
(la) e
(see p. 449) along with the proposition 
(lb) M(a„t°) =

(2) The second component of a°s reason consists of those 
propositions forming the objects of a's level generational beliefs 
concerning the means he believes best for gaining his end. For (NSX) 
these are
(2a) F1 Ig F2
(2b) F2 Ig P,
and so on to
(2n-l) - Fn_1 Ig Fn.

(3) The third component consists of the propositions forming 
the objects of a°s wantings to perform all of the basic act types in 
his action plan. Since there is only one basic act type in (NSX), 
this third component consists in the proposition
(3a) F1at0.

tihen asked to elaborate as fully as we can our reason for 
doing P  at V „ taking a's role we might reason (in nonparadigaatic 
language), “Because I wanted it to be the ease that e, and I believed 
that by doing ...F33 I maximized my chances of making e happen, and
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since I thought that ultimately (by a series of level generations) I 
could do all I conceived needed to perform the best means to my end 
by doing at t”0 I of course (since I am a minimally rational agent
in standard conditions for ) wanted to perform at t0." Mow I 
think that despite the admittedly forced phraseology of the above, 
upon inspection of the way people actually talk about their reasons 
for acting, our account of reasons as those components (l) - (3) 
above does capture our intuitive notion of a reason for acting. To 
have a reason of course is something different: having a reason is
having an action plan. And having an action plan consists in wanting 
certain wants and believing certain beliefs as expressed in (NSX). 
These are all events, not propositions. It is the fact that men 
have reasons that enables us to say that our reasons ”spring us to 
act". But reasons, the propositions themselves comprising one’s 
reason, do not cause one to act. Bather, it is the having of 
reasons that causes the actions.

Me return now to the three questions posed at the beginning 
of this chapter, (l) Me have shown that rationale explanations can 
indeed be both causal and nomic subsumptive. (2) Me have at least 
programmatically shown that there are plausible generalizations char
acterising intentional actions as results of prior events which 
constitute the agent’s ’having a reason’. And (3), the distinctively 
teleological aspects of intentional action have been captured quite 
systematically in (MSX), while remaining a causal account.



CHAPTER 14

HISTORICAL EXPLANATION

Although the domain of significant historical explanation is
much smaller than that of everyday intentional actions, all events
that attain the status of "being historically significant are the re-

75suit of intentional actions of individual agents<, For example, if 
we were to inquire why Socrates was killed as an historical question, 
the answer that , would "be most appropriate would adduce facts about 
his political teachings, what actions of his gave rise to his ac
cusation and imprisonment, and facts about the political atmosphere 
in Athens before his death. We would not consider it appropriate to 
explain Socrates' death by giving just an account of the jailkeeper's 
action plan for poisoning Socrates (nor of Socrates' own decision to 
take the cup rather than let his students rescue him) as though 
the whole story could be told in just this episode. All relevant 
antecedents surrounding Socrates” death that make it historically 
significant must be amassed and included in our explanation. Yet 
however complex those antecedent circumstances may be, they are all 
capable of being described as results of actions performed by agents 
individually. Thus although the domain of significant historical

75- We speak here of events in human history as opposed to 
natural history. Explanation of the latter clearly falls within the 
domain of the natural sciences.
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explanation is fax smaller than that of the explanation of everyday 
affairs of everyday individuals, it does not differ in kind from 
the domain of the latter. What philosophers have called "historical 
generalisations" (or "sociological", or "anthropological") are 
really nothing but statistical laws constructed as generalisations 
out of so many applications of general laws of human nature such 
as our (A") and (A*’) of the previous chapter, and which are con
structed as global covering laws summarising subsumptions forming 
entire explanation series as depicted in Chapter 12.

For example, in explaining Socrates' death as an historically 
significant event, we might invoke generalisations concerning the 
actions (types of actions) taken by sufficiently powerful govern
ments to ensure their survival in the face of potentially subversive 
groups or individuals. Political scientists can no doubt supply such 
generalizations (they will of course be statistical) with a fair de
gree of accuracy and predictive power. But such generalizations 
dealing with broad social groups are not established in a vacuum, 
independent from generalisations about the behaviour of the individ
uals that comprise them. Social groups act (collectively) only 
inasmuch as their members act. The fact that individual agents form 
members of a certain kind of social group may indeed influence their 
individual behaviour. But this is because their beliefs and wants 
may be partially determined by the fact that they are members of the 
group. We subscribe to the position of "methodological individualism” 
in contending that social groups have no "emergent characteristics"
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of their otm. Bather0 their characteristics are all derivatives 
from characteristics of individual agents.

Me shall not attempt an example of a characteristically his
torical explanation here, since t?e foresee no serious obstacles in 
applying our patterns of NS explanation of intentional action, 
explanation series, and statistical MS explanation to cases of his
torically significant events in human history.



' CHAPTER 15

HIGHER ORDER EXPLANATION

Unlike Kim • (1973k P« 226), we countenance nomic subsumptions 
whose laws relate properties and relations had b% events ("exemplified 
by them" in Kim's theory), Such explanations are helpful for relat
ing more general laws about all event types of a certain broadly 
generic class having such and such properties. We made use of such 
laws in (NSX) of Chapter 13- As another example take the generaliza
tion that all molecular events occurring within a volume of gas obey 
such and such gas laws; Here we do not want to restrict ourselves 
to specific gases since all will behave in the way indicated by these 
laws. Higher order laws like this one are explicable nomic subsump- 
tively by instantiation to all of the specific laws about each type 
of gas individually. The pattern does not differ in principle from 
our pattern of NS inference for particular events, save at the level 
of syntax, for we must now move to a stricter second order formalism.

It Is necessary to utilize higher order explanations in order 
to account for the fact that particular events, although falling under 
only one constitutive type, still fall within several broadly generic 
classes of event types which are of scientific significance. For 
example, we might want to explain the phenomena of the excitation or 
ionization of atoms in general; We do not then focus upon some sin
gle molecular event, e.g. j, of an atom a’s being a molecule of
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hydrogen and undergoing the appropriate nomicaUy related changes into 
an ion under the appropriate specified circumstances. Bather, it is 
appropriate to speak of this particular event as having the property 
of becoming an ion. We explain this higher order event by more 
general laws obeyed by all atoms alike in the presence of some spec
ified critical percentage of free-floating electrons.

Again we shall not pursue any examples in detail since doing 
so involves much tedium while displaying little significant devia
tion from bur patterns for first order HS explanations.



CHAPTER 16

EXPLANATION OF LANS BY NOMIC SUBSUMPTION

SECTION Is FROM THE MORE GENERAL TO THE LESS 
If we begin with a set of laws of nature and utilise valid 

deductive or acceptable inductive rules of inference to derive a 
further generalisation, we have a derivation of a law, but we do not 
necessarily have an account in terms of nosiic subsumption. Are such 
derivations explanations of the law derived? Obviously not. To 
arrive at the law
(L) (x)(T)(T,)((C1 . C2 . C5) . B^1 ni (^xT"))
whose antecedent is the antecedent of (A8) of Chapter 13 conjoined 
to the second component of the antecedent of (A08) of that same 
chapter, and whose consequent is just the consequent of (A88), we 
need only utilise the standard logical inference rules of Addition 
and of Hypothetical Syllogism. The result (L) is a sound deduction 
but clearly no explanation of why or how (L) came to be considered 
true. Clearly, other more complex derivations of laws could be con
structed which are equally uninformative as to their explanation. 
Similar to the case of deriving (l) above is the following.
Schema As 1. All bodies which revolve around others by gravi

tational influence in daeed orbits travel with 
variable speeds.
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2. All bodies travelling with variable speeds in 

closed orbits around a mss a have elliptical 
orbits,

3, All bodies which revolve around others by gravi
tational influence in closed orbits have 
elliptical orbits.

Now Schema A does not explain why (A, 3) is true, even though it por
trays (A,3) as derived from (A,l) and (A,2). Yet (A) does serve sone 
purpose in explaining (A,3) in that it brings to bear a third factor 
— variability of speed — to connect the motion of satellites with the 
ellipticity of their orbits. The inference (a) thus shows a noaic 
tie holding among three different properties; gravity, ellipticity 
of orbit, and variability of speed. To explain the law (A,3) what 
must be demonstrated is how these three properties come to be nonic- 
ally connected. He look for more general laws which pertain to these 
three properties. They are not hard to find; in this case Newton's 
laws of gravitation will be of value. Every body or particle in the 
universe attracts every other with a force that is directly propor
tional to the square of the distance between them. Since the force 
of gravity between any two objects varies inversely as the square of 
the distance between their centers of mass, the orbiting body accel
erates as it gets closer to the more massive body around which it 
orbits. The shape of the orbit depends on the fact that the force of 
gravity so varies, which in turn explains why the orbiting object will 
have varying speeds depending on its position relative to the central



mass. Suppose the two "bodies' masses a and a are constant. The
2speed at time t of the orbiting object m depends then upon its 

position r at t relative to the object m\ and its average distance 
a from which determines the size of the orbit. We can then find 
its speed V with the formula

V = GM(f - i ) f

and thus learn that as r varies, ¥ varies. Next we can appeal to the
2law expressing conservation of angular momentum that a mas m sweeps

out equal areas in equal times in its revolution around m\ This law 
2explains why m "s orbit must be elliptical, given the already demon

strated fact of its varying speed according to the formula above, 
extracted from Newton's law. We shall not produce the demonstration 
here (see, for example, Wyatt 1964, pp. 4? ff. and pp. 155 ff.}. A 
precise formalization would involve a level of teduim hardly necessary 
at this point.

What we have sketched, then, is an explanation of how grav
itational attraction, variability of speed, and ellipticity of orbit 
are interconnected; we have derived (A,l) and (A,2) using the more 
general laws cited. By (A,l) and (A,2) using the simple deductive 
rule Hypothetical Syllogism, we get (A,3) as a nominally true gener
alization. But the whole story — not just Schema A — is what 
constitutes the explanation of the law (A,3)« The laws we appealed to 
in our explanation are more general than (A,l) and (A,2) in that they 
can also serve to explain different phenomena. For example, they can 
also explain motions of bodies travelling in open parabolic or
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hyperbolic orbits. They can be used in explaining tjhat happens 
when an object's orbit is disturbed by other gravitational influences. 
The second law we invoked can even be used in explaining the orbits 
of particles for which gravitational forces are negligible» as within 
the confines of single atoms.

Noaic subsuaptive explanations of laws then — i.e.„ the ex
planation of laws by subsuming them as cases falling under laws of 
more general scope„ can be both informative, accurate, and paradig
matic of how we can establish the confirmation of laws 'from above" 
as opposed to their confirmation "from below" by instances.

Sometimes an adequate nomic subsumptive derivation of a law 
will require an intermediary step of finding theoretical reductive 
correlations or coordinative or operational definitions linking 
properties denoted in the explanandum law to properties denoted in 
the more general laws of the explanans. Sometimes too, an explanans 
for a law must contain laws from several different theories in order 
to provide what is needed for a derivation. For example (of.
Kitchner 1976, p. 210), to explain why human eyes are sensitive to a 
certain range S of light it is necessary to appeal to laws from evo
lutionary theory, biology, geophysics, and optics.

SECTION 2i SALMON °S THEORY AGAIN 
Although he has not to ay knowledge worked out his theory of 

how laws are explained in detail, Salmon gives some hints about his 
conception of the SB explanation of statistical laws in "Third Dogma"
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(Salmon I968&,pp„ 16 - 1?). There he depicts scientific explanation 
as falling under two levels, the first "being the explanation of par
ticular events by statistical generalizations as in the SR pattern we 
discussed earlier; the second level of explanation is that of the 
explanation of the statistical generalisations themselves. All 
second level explanations, according to Salmon, are causal explana
tions,- and all exhibit the statistical connection between properties 
of the first level law as the result of a common cause. Salmon no
where to my knowledge formalizes his pattern of second level 
explanation like he did the first (in 0StatisticalExplanation1). But 
perhaps we may conceive of second level SR explanations as preceding 
along the following lines.

First, recall Salmon’s first level pattern of explanations
1. (x)P((Ax . (fx), Bx) = j [(Ax . CT̂ x).. .(Ax .
2. (x)P((Ax . (At), Bx = m (Ac) is a homogeneous
3. (x)p((Ax . (Ac), Bx = n partition of A with

i respect to B]
4. (x)P((Ax . Gkx), Bx) = k
5» Aa
6. Aa
?. Ba [explanandum].

The idea now is that the favored law (3) itself calls out for causal 
explanations Why is it that (Aa . Aa) is statistically relevant to 
Ba? Because, says Salmon, there is some common cause (say Ba) which 
is spatiotemporally contiguously linked with both the events /A,a/
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and /B0a/» This further esu©aX connection Bust also "be expressed as 
a statistical law. Host plausible would be lam of the fora (8) and 
(9) below. Suppose n is rather high. The causal lam (8) and (9) 
denote a concon cause Dx of both /C^0x/ and /B,x/ by giving statis
tical relevances;

8. (x)P((Ax . Bx)„ c\) “ n
9. (x)P((Ax . Ik)„ Bx) s n.

Now to generalise this causal Information and to show how it is con
nected to the first level explanation, we might formulate a 
second-level laws

10. (x)P[(P(Ax.Dx),Bx s n)„(P(Ax . C3x)„Bx. = n)] = s
where again we will suppose s to be high. That is, once given D, we
know by (10) that there is a high statistical correlation between Cp 
and B which D "screens off". The schema representing our second level 
causal SR explanation would contain (10)„ (ll)„ and (12) s

11. (x)P((Ax . Ik), Bx) 53 n
12. <x)P[(P(Ax . C3x), Bx) * n)] s s.

He hesitate to view this schema as an inference to (12) from (10) and
(ll) in keeping with Salmon's avowed denial of inferential models of 
explanation. Clearly however, (10)-(12) could be represented infer- 
entially as a derivation of a statistical relevance relation between 
(Ax „ (Px) and (Bx) from the generalisation (10) which we obtained 
directly from (8) and (9). In fact, in the cost simple terms, what
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we seem to have is something with this patterns

1. C ni (A ni B)
2. C
3. (A ni B)

— i.©o 0 some common causal factor C noadcally connects the noaic 
connection between A and B„ Thus given G, we derive the noaic con
nection between A and B. G provides the reason why we have (A ni B) 
for it gives the cause of A as well as the cause of B. That (A ni B) 
holds is no longer a mystery in view of G,

Taken in this way, Salmon°s SB pattern for explaining laws is 
not completely unlike our own, for the explanandua law is derived 
from other laws. In SB second level explanations, however, the laws 
of the explanans are not of more general scope than the explanandum 
laws. Also, unlike our own theory which countenances explanations of 
laws in theoretical reductive terms and in terms of coordinative 
definitional!y linked terms from other theories, SB second level 
explanations must give causal laws. It is questionable whether we 
must view all explanations of laws as referring to causes of events 
subsumed under them, however,. Perhaps Salmon would say that the sort 
of account we attribute to him above is but one of many ways in which 
laws can be explained.

The main difference between our view and Salmon’s is, I 
think, that our pattern is noaic subsumptive whereas Salmon’s does not 
seem to be; The SB schema presented just above does not psrtzay the 
law (12) as a ease or instance of any more general laws. Our own
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example however shows the law (3) of (a) to be an instance of a nomic 
connection of a certain sort, namely of the sort depicted by Newton's 
law of gravitation combined with the law of conservation of angular 
momentum.

I think that in this respect our own view has an advantage 
over Salmon's, for Salmon's pattern of establishing statistical 
relevances by hunting for common causes is still the establishment 
of yet further statistical relevances of the same order as the first, 
be may just as well hunt for a further common cause-stating statis
tical generalization to explain the second law which we used to 
explain the first, and so on..For, until placed within a framework 
of a common cause, and until placed within some temporally pre
cedent particular causal nexus of events, any statistical 
generalization stating statistical interrelevances is to be taken as 
but another extraordinary coincidence. On our view on the other 
hand, the law to be explained must be viewed as falling within a more 
global nexus8 but this is not simply a spatioteaporally connected 
nexus of causes and effects. It is a broader conceptual nexus whose 
individual nodes are properties perhaps from several different 
theories all interrelated (in specific ways shown within our deriva
tion) nomically and yet not always causally.



PART FIVE

COMMENTS, CRITICISMS, AND COMPARISONS

He are now in  a position to evaluate our NS theory of explan

a tio n  by comparing i t s  merits against other theories of explanation. 

Since our NS theory divides in to  the three broad categories dealing  

with ( l )  event id e n tity  and ind iv iduation , (2) lawlikeness, and (3) 
the explanatory schemata, we shall d ivide our investigations of other 

works roughly in to  these categories as w ell.

. But in  order to c la r ify  the critic ism s and comparisons to  

fo llo w , we sha ll f i r s t  make a few remarks concerning the intensions! 

features of our NS theory. In  p a rtic u la r , we w ill  develop the notion  

that events, as construed in  our theory of explanation, are ’ in ten - 

sional e n t it ie s 0.
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CHAPTER 1

INTENSIONALITY

The term 0intensional0 is usually applied only to linguistic 
entities or contexts, not to entities commonly thought of as non- 
linguistic. The standard way of using the word "intensional0 is to 
predicate it of certain kinds of sentences. J. Cornman (1962) de
fines 'intensional sentence0 in terms of its being complementary to the 
term 'extensional sentence'„ An extensional sentence is defined as one 
the extension of which is a function of the extensions of its designa- 
tive or non-syncategorematic components. For example, the truth value 
of an extensional sentence S is a function of the designate of its des- 
ignative parts. From this it follows that S's truth value will be 
preserved throughout any intersubstitutions of codesignative terms 
within S, if S is extensional.

Laws of nature as well as nomic coUnterfactuals are inten
sional sentences. That laws are intensional is indicated by the fact 
that they support or entail nomic counterfactuals. That nomic counter- 
factual s are intensional is indicated by testing for truth preservation 
under codesignative intersubstitution. Suppose
(A) (x)(y)(T)(T')[(SxT . WyT . IxyT . TRT') c~=* (DxyT')]
expresses the nomic counterfactual that sugar dissolves in water,where 
S (T) =df (T) is composed of sugar, W (T) =df (T) is composed of water, 
I (T) 2 =df (T) is immersed in ̂ 2), 0R” specifies the appropriate
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temporal relation between T and T\ and D (T)(2̂ ) =df (T) dissolves in 
(̂ 2). Suppose a is some individual which does not chemically consist in 
sugar. We can still have an instance (B) of (A) where b is some sample 
of water, for times t and t° $
(B) (Sat . Wbt . labt . tRt") c—> (Dabt“).
Now the antecedent of (B) is clearly false, so if we take ' c—^__ 0
as an extensional sentential context (B) will be true (as well as (A) 
and all of its other instances). The trouble is that any sentences of 
the forms (a) or (B) will be true no matter what sentences we might 
substitute in for their consequents, provided that one of its antece
dent elements is false. Surely an extensional representation for nomic 
counterfactuals thus fails to express their intended significance.

We must now recall our semantic treatment of paradigmatic 
event designators. Consider the paradigmatic event designators "Fat” 
and °/F,a,t/' for some event property, individual, and time. We gave 
the term "F" an extensional interpretation at two levelss at the first 
level "F0 denotes a property. At the second it denotes a class. We 
call the former assignment an assignment of extension̂ , the latter an 
assignment of extension (see p. 32)« Because the property denoted by 
"F* is an essential constituent of the event /F,a,t/, the term 
0/F,a,t/0 may be codesignative with another (say, ”/G,a,t/°) at the 
level of extension̂  although not at the level of extension̂ , as, e.g., 
where F (T) =df (T) has a heart and G (l) =df (T) has a kidney. The 
event sentence “Fat0 thus turns out to be intensional according to the 
standard (Cornman°s) criterion when we apply the intersubstitution test 
with respect to terms that are codesignative at the level of extension
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( 0 codesignative^0 or 'coextensionalg') but not codesignative a t the 

le v e l of extension^ ( i . e .s not codesignative^ or coextensional^), 

However, the same sentence turns out to be extensions! on the same 

standard c r ite r io n  when we apply the in tersu b stitu tio n  te s t with terms 

th a t are codesignative^„^  We w il l  say tha t any expression fo r  which 

in te rs u b s titu tiv ity  tests succeed a t the le ve l of extension^ but a t  the 

same time f a i l  a t  the le v e l of extension^ are extensional^ but also 

intensionalg lin g u is tic  expressions. We w ill also say th a t any exten- 

sional^ expression which is  also in ten sions^  contains terms denoting 

intensional e n t it ie s . The terms which denote the intensions! e n tit ie s  

w ill  be called "intensions! terms1 $ they are ju s t those terms upon 

which coextensional^ substitu tion alone does not preserve extension^ 

fo r  the o rig in a l lin g u is tic  context in  which they were substituted.

The intensional e n tit ie s  denoted in  such expressions are ju s t those 

e n tit ie s  assigned, as the extension^ of the in tersubstitu ted terms,

Thus, the property terms occurring in  a l l  paradigmatic event 

describors are intensional terms, th e ir  extensions^ intensional e n ti

t ie s . That is ,  properties are intensional e n tit ie s . But on the above 

analysis, paradigmatic event describors in  th e ir  e n tire ty  are also in 

tensional terms and they designate^ intensional e n tit ie s  as w e ll. Both 

event types (properties) as well as singular events, then, are in ten

sional e n tit ie s , despite th e ir  spatiotem porality, th e ir  nonlogical 

status as part of the actual or em pirical world, and despite the fa c t

76, Any paradigmatic pair of codesignativê  terms will also 
be codesignativeg«
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. \that they form the domain of investigation for the empirical sci- 

77ences.
It has often been claimed that no intensional entities (or 

entities fulfilling the above criteria for being intensional entities 
as we are using the term) ought or need be countenanced by a theory of 
scientific explanation. How such claims could ever be established is 
unclear, however, for such entities can be shown to be indispensible, 
at least if some basic assumptions of our NS theory are correct. For 
example, that propositions are needed is indicated simply by noting 
that events of prepositional attitude are partially comprised of them, 
and such events are causally efficacious in bringing about events not 
having propositions as constituent elements (namely, intentional ac
tions — see Part 4, Chapter 13), That meanings are indispensible 
follows from the indispensibility of propositions since propositions 
are composed out of the meanings of their terms. It also follows from 
the fact that scientific explanations, even if formulated in a canoni
cal language, represent sets of sentences of natural languages. That 
properties are needed follows from the necessity of countenancing 
events as we individuate them; that events are needed (i,e,, events as 
we individuate them) for the possibility of an adequate NS theory of 
explanation should I hope by now be obvious. That concepts are needed 
is indicated by the fact that intersubjective communication is in large 
part inexplicable without them (see Part 1, Chapter 2, Section 3) °

77, Parallel treatment will reveal that statements or 
propositions, meanings, and concepts as construed in our theory are 
also intensional entities.
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Not a l l  o f our th eo re tic  constructs are in tensional e n titie s , 

however. The lo c i of events are purely extensions!« The constituent 

ind iv id uals  are a lso , fo r  the most p a rt, despite the fa c t th a t the in 

d ividual concepts given as th e ir  second le v e l in tensional in te rp re ta tio n  

are in tensional e n titie s . Constituent times of events are a th ird  con

s tru c t in  our NS theory which are in d iv id u a tie  extens!onally .

Given the nature of events as construed in  our theory, we fin d  

th a t on applying the in te rs u b s titu tiv ity  te s t, each of the fo llow ing  

contexts are in ten s io n s^  while remaining extensional^ $

(1)   is an NS explanatory antecedent of
(2)   is a causal antecedent of ___
(3)   is nomically relevant to ____
(4)    ni __
(5)   ca___ ,
Thus we may also say th a t the re la tio n s  of being an NS explanatory an

tecedent o f, being a causal antecedent o f, and of being nom ically 

re levan t to , as w ell as sp ec ific  nomic re la tio n s  and causal re la tio n s  

between event types as expressed in  nomic cond itionals, are a l l  0in 

tensional re la tio n s ' inasmuch as they have in  th e ir  class extensions 

pairs  of events — i . e . ,  p a irs  of in tensional re la ta .

That our theory is  so pervaded by in tensional featu res, how

ever, is  not an untoward consequence. Attempts by nom inalistic  

philosophers who seem bent on denying any but the most austere 

ontologies (w ith  respect to th e ir  methodological as w ell as ontolog

ic a l commitment) in  th e ir  accounts of the nature o f s c ie n tific  

in vestig atio n  and explanation c e rta in ly  have no t, a t le a s t thus fa r .
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been able to capture nearly all that is involved in our most fruitful 
conceptual systematization of our experience. That intensions! 
features of language are not easily individuated, and that the notion 
of an intensions! entity generated (as above) by such linguistic con
siderations has not thus far been given clear and unproblematic 
philosophical analysis independent of such linguistic criteria, is no 
reason to deny their significance. Especially not, if it is found 
that a good systematic account of the nature of science requires them.
I hope that the present work represents at least a good approximation

78programmatic though it may be, of a good systematic account.

78. J. Kim (1970) offers a simple argument, independent of 
the considerations we have discussed, to demonstrate that the context 
  explains ° is intensional 1

1. If extensional and logically equivalent inter
substitution preserves extension in a linguistic 
context, then that context is truthfunetional.

2. Explanation contexts cannot be truthfunetional, 
for the simple reason that in that case it would 
be possible to explain any arbitrary event with 
a single explanans.

3. Therefore explanation contexts cannot be exten- 
sional.

For details explicating the premisses of this argument, the reader 
may consult the article by Kim cited above.



CHAPTER 2

BEARDSLEY’S THEORY

Theories of event individuation can be divided into two sorts: 
those which construe events extensionally and those which give inten- 
sional analyses. Extensionalist principles individuate events in 
such a way that the descriptive semantic content of the paradigmatic 
event locutions for the theories in question plays no essential role 
in identifying their denotata. In an extensionalist theory two event 
denoting expressions having very unlike semantic content can be con
strued as both paradigmatic for that theory and codesignative as 
well. For example, the expressions "Jones pulled the cord" and "Jones 
turned on the light" can designate the same event (in certain cir
cumstances) , As a theory becomes more intensionalist it attributes 
a heavier role to the specific semantic contents of the paradigmatic 
event designstive expressions it uses. Thus an intensionalist prin
ciple of individuation might differentiate the designate of the above 
expressions because they are nonsynonomous, or because the act types 
"pulling a cord" and "turning on a light" are not the same proper
ties. The more heavily extensionalist a theory of events is, the 
Bore prone it will be to allow substitution of eoreferential terms 
embedded within event designators. Hhile an extensionalist theory 
might allow that "Jones cried" and "our tallest next-door neighbor
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cried.0 as designating the same event ("both paradigaaticaUy), a sore 
thoroughly intensionalist theory would not pronounce these codesig- 
native because it would tan substitution of embedded terms that were 
merely codesignative (at„ e.g., the second level of extensions! inter
pretation as in our theory). To preserve the event designated, a 
substituted codesignative term must, for intensionalist theories, 
have a semantic content which is related to that of the term for 
which we substitute in certain specified ways — perhaps by synonomy 
as in our theory, or in terms of other grammatical transformations. 
Also, an intensionalist theory might deny substitutiMlity of ex- 
tensionally codesignative predicates embedded within event describing 
sentences unless these predicates also designated the same proper
ties over and above designating the same class extensions. As we 
have just discussed in the preceding chapter, our theory is of a 
radically intensionalist kind,

Beardsley takes up the question of event individuation in 
"Action and Events: The Problem of Individuation0 (Beardsley 1975). 

Where the multipliers, following Goldman and Kim, would distinguish 
the events of, for example, Lincoln"s signing his name and Lincoln"s 
signing his name rapidly (on a given occasion), and where they would 
also distinguish Lincoln"s signing the Emancipation Proclamation from 
Lincoln's alarming the northern slaveholders (on the same occasion) 
the unifiers would insist that all of these events were in fact one 
and the same. Beardsley's middle position identifies the first pair
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of events but not the second0 laaeoueh as the latter bear the rela
tion of causal level generation to one another. Let uc explore a 
little more of Beardsley's position.

First he sees events as having constituent internal structure 
on the eme order as for Kim and Goldman and as in our ©m theory. 
Events are constituted by subjects — hereafter ye -Hill call these 
’constituent individuals’ in conformity with our previous usage —  
and also times0 places0 and event properties (and relations 
presumably). Contrasted with our theory0 and with those of Goldman 
and Kim, Beardsley claims that we cannot simply locate the place of 
an event at the locus of its individual constituents, and thus he 
postulates a fourth kind of constituent of events, namely, places.
He says that we need these because some events have their points of 
occurrence elsewhere than the location of their individual eonstitf 
uentss for example (Ibid., p. 26$, ftnt. 21) if the Phillies beat 
the Reds in Cincinnati„ thus moving the Dodgers from first to sceond 
place, even though the Dodgers are rained out that day in Los Angeles 
we would say that the event of the Dodgers' being demoted took place 
in Cincinnati, not (entirely) in Los Angeles where the Dodgers are 
located.

I am not sure what Goldman or Kim would, say in reply to this 
purported counterexample to the view that event loci are determined 
by their individual constituents (plus their temporal constituents); 
but our NS theory indicates a simple explanation of how Beardsley's 
purported counterexample to this view arises as a result of his
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inattention to strict paxadigraaticity in his use of event languages 
if ‘the Phillies beat the Beds at V  (for some time t) is a para
digmatic event sentence in our theory, we may formalise it as
(A) B&ri
or in terms of its correlative term
(B) /B»p„r,t/„
If (a) entails (given the relevant factual antecedent circumstances) 
that the Dodgers'move from first to second place at t — i.e., that
(C) Mdt
where ¥i fT) =df (T) moves from first to second place — then it hardly 
follows that ‘the event of the Dodgers” being demoted took place in 
Cincinnati, not (entirely) in Los Angeles where the Dodgers are 
located6, The event /M,d,t/ occurs just where d is located at t be
cause d is the only individual constituent of this event. Beardsley 
exhibits semantic laziness in expressing his counterexample. ‘The 
Dodgers‘ being demoted6 is not a maximally perspicuous locution for 
expressing any event, since "being demoted6 is a mere nonparadig- 
matic abbreviation for "being demoted b^°. To refer to the event of 
the Dodgers6 being demoted bjr the Phillies" beating of the Beds at t 
is to refer to a third event, namely
(D) /D,d,e,t/,
where D (l)(2) =df (T) is demoted by the event (2) , and where "e" 
in (D) abbreviates the event /B,p,r,t/.^ And the event /D,d,e,t/

79• If it seems linguistically odd to speak of baseball 
teams being demoted by events, we may opt for the locution ‘the
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has as Its locus the spaces occupied by d and e at t„ namely, the 
spaces occupied by d, p, aad r (or if the alternative of footnote 79 
is taken, the spaces occupied by d and p alone). The locus of this 
event thus happens to be part of the cities of Los Angeles (where the 
Dodgers are at t) and of Cincinnati (where the Phillies and the Beds 
are at t).

Hhen re-examined and corrected for stricter adherence to 
B&Klmlly perspicuous or paradigmatic language as In our own theory, 
therefore, Beardsley's counterexample to the claim that event loci 
are not determined by the places of their individual constituents 
dissolves.

The properties and relations constitutive of the events in 
Beardsley's theory are expressed by predicates in correlated sen
tential event describors as in our own theory. For example, 'signed 
his name” and 'signed his name rapidly" express the event properties 
of the first two examples, since they are the main verbs of the cor
related sentential event descriptions» vis., "Lincoln signed his 
name (at t)” and 'Lincoln signed his name rapidly (at t)'. Beardsley 
wants to identify the events thus describedg to motivate this he 
introduces the notion of a "modification set” of an event. This is 
a set of events described sententially by sentences differing from 
one another only in that their main verbs are adverbial modifications

Dodgers' being demoted by the Phillies at t" instead. This does not 
affect the point of our argument.



of one anotherb or contain the same main verb only with differing 
prepositional phrases added. 5br example0 "the wood's burning" and 
"the wood's burning yellow" are descriptions of events in the same 
modification set — hence they are descriptions of the same event. So 
too for our first example about Lincoln, Beardsley further intro
duces the notion of "basic property", meaning that property signified 
by the main verb stripped of any of its modifiers. Those properties 
expressed by the more complex predicates are called "dependent prop
erties '. He see now that Beardsley wants to say that event properties
(l) can be distinct (some dependent, some basic for example), (2) can 
be expressed by different predicates of the same modification set of 
sentential event designators, and (3) can still be properties con
stitutive of the same event. Also within the same modification set 
we find the active-passive transforms of Verbs, so that supposing an 
event to be described by a singular term correlated with "John flipped
the switch", that same event would be designated by that correlated

80with "the switch was flipped by John".

80, Beardsley claims his view is therefore committed to
conceiving of actions as a subclass of events since for example one
of the descriptions in the pair we just pointed out is an action 
description, the other merely an event description. He characterise 
actions as events but not for this reason; in fact Beardsley's 
reasoning is deficient here for the property expressions " flipped 

" and '  was flipped by " are mere ac tive-passive transform
ations and__thus are synonomous. Both event sentences
(1) John flipped the switch at t
and
(2) The switch was flipped by John at t
are paradigmatically represented as
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An important ingredient in Beardsley’s analysis is that he 

chooses to identify level generated actions as does Davidson, Anscombe, 
and the other radical unifiers, with the exception of acts,that are 
Causal generationally related. Here it not for his differentiation 
of causal genera tionally related events, Beardsley’s conditions would 
yield the; same event identities as in the theories of Davidson and 
his comrades. He will see that he sides with Goldman on the question 
of causal generation related events’ being distinct, but for reasons 
that directly oppose Goldman’s views.

Before we investigate this facet of Beardsley’s program let 
us take a closer look at the consequences of adopting Beardsley’s 
policy of identifying all events of the same modification sets. The 
ease Beardsley considers as a potential counterexample to his program 
is that of Godot’s being killed, his being killed by Vladimir, and 
his being killed by Estragon (both supposedly kill Gogot at exactly 
the same time). Since all three of these descriptions are correlated 
with the same modification set, the events they describe are all one 
and the same. Yet there seem to be two actions here, one that of 
Estragon, the other that of Vladimir. Beardsley is forced to describe

(3) /F,j,s,t/
and thus denote the same event. It is an action event that is 
denoted here relative to both (l) and (2).
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the case as one in which there is only a single action. One action 
has been performed by both Estragon and Vladimir together. It was 
a joint action that resulted in Godot*s death.

Now I think Beardsley has stretched our imaginations to their 
breaking pointt if this really is a case of a single joint action 
then certain further questions must be answered in a very strange 
manner. For example, suppose that both shot Godot, Vladimir using a 
rifle, Estragon a dueling pistol. Suppose that Vladimir took careful 
aim before firing while Estragon (believing himself to be a superb 
marksman) quite off-handedly dispatched a fatal bullet while scratch
ing his nose, never doubting it would reach its target. Well them 
Estragon killed Godot carelessly while Vladimir took great pains to 
do things right. But since on Beardsley's view we have only one 
joint action, was this therefore done both carefully and carelessly? 
And since the 'subject* of the action was the pair of individuals 
consisting of Vladimir and Estragon (ibid., p. 26?), are we to then 
say that that unitary subject performed its unitary action both care
fully and carelessly? If not, then we are implicitly breaking this 
case up into two actions each having its own agent — expressly against 
Beardsley's theory. This seems a clear case where stipulative leg
islation in not in order. For here our intuitions are not diverse 
enough to be incapable of assessing Beardsley's view as incorrect.
For cases such as this it seems that we should not identify actions 
within the same modification set. Or more to the point, perhaps 
Beardsley can retain his modification set criterion and yet avoid this
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unintuitive consequence by requiring that it is not only the predi
cates of the event sentences that determine the boundaries of a 
modification set but the individual terms as well 5 he could say that 
if these denote distinct individuals (even after active-passive trans
formations have been taken into account)„ then they do not determine 
the same modification set membership even if everything else about 
the sentences is the same. Of course„ the most plausible alternative 
is 1, I think0 to simply deny that all events in the same modification 
set are identical.

But Beardsley thinks there is a telling criticism against 
radical multiplier views. He first mentions this criticism in a 
context in which it is directed against Kim (ibid.» p. 265)» and then 
again against Goldman (ibid,„ pp. 2?4-75)• Beardsley’s contention is 
that the multipier view leads to an absurdity with respect to common 
sense questions about events. For example, he cites the case where 
we expect that the request "to tell us more about the fire” is 
answerable in some way or other (ibid., p. 265)• But he contends 
that on Kim’s view if we say that for example it (the fire) was 
in the attic, burned for two hours, blazed fiercely, etc., we have 
not answered the original demand, because the information we gave was 
about some other distinct events "Indeed, if we adopt the Kim 
criterion, we can never ask for further properties of an event once 
described, however briefly.” (ibid., p. 265)0

Then against the view Goldman propounds in his Theory of Human 
Action, Beardsley gives a similar example only this time the event
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in question is an action. Suppose I slap Smith on the back,, and 
suppose that in doing so I slap Smith hard. If, on Goldman's view, 
we ask whether the event first described "was hard or gentle, the 
reply, if true, would not be an answer, since it would describe ano
ther action, not the one we inquired about." (ibid., p. 2?5)«

In both of these passages Beardsley overlooks a very impor
tant distinction made by most proponents of radical multiplier views. 
That is the distinction between constituent properties and relations 
of events, as opposed to properties and relations had by them. Now, 
no one wants to say that events are such that no predications hold 
true of them. Neither Kim not Goldman would say, for example, that 
it is logically confused to say of a single event that it took a long 
time, was exciting, lasted for three minutes, that it caused some 
other event, etc. To ascribe a property or relation to an event in 
this way is to specify a property or relation the event has (or 
enters into). This is as opposed to specifying the property or rela
tion the instantiation of which constitutes that event. So even 
though the slapping event has only the relational property 'slapping' 
as constituent, it is true of that event at least in our example, 
that it has the property of being executed with force (i.e., of 
being hard). And for the case of the fire, although we may construe 
its sole constitutive property as that of burning (instantiated by 
whatever individual or individual objects actually burn at t), this 
burning event may be said to have the property of lasting say, twenty
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minutes, of being fierce, of scaring Jones, etc. Since the above 
is Beardsley's only explicit criticism of the multiplier view within 
this article, I conclude that he really has given no good reasons 
for rejecting it.

The main point of his paper however, is to put forth an arg
ument concluding that the unifier position is incorrect in identifying 
causal generationally related events. With (l) Beardsley's unsoundly 
supported conclusion that the radical multiplier view is incorrect,
(2) his argument that the unifiers are wrong in the respect mentioned 
above, and (3) the assumption that any plausible view of events 
must be unifier, multiplier, or somewhere in between, Beardsley moti
vates his own middle ground position mainly by developing (2).
Again, his argument has several flaws.

It begins on consideration of the definition of causal level 
generation (ibid., p. 267). The definition supposedly reflects the 
essential ingredients of Goldman's definition from his Theory of 
Human Action. According to Beardsley, an action a causally generates 
action b if and only if a is identical with event e and b is identical 
with event f, and e causes f — where a is related to e, and b to f, 
in virtue of a certain semantic connection between their designstive 
expressions. This latter relation is exemplified by the following 
pairs a and e, and b and fs
(a) John's flipping the switch at t
(e) The switch's being flipped by John at t



(b) John’s turning on the light at t
(f) The light’s being turned on by John at t.
He represent (a) paradigaatically in our own theory as 
(a’) Fjst [or as /F,j,s,t/];
we represent (b) as
(b’) Tjlt [or as /T,j,l,t/].
By the description (e) we are to understand not the activity of the 
switch’s actively becoming a flipped item but rather its being in the 
(static) state of flippedness. Thus in our theory (e) would be 
formulated paradigmatically as 
(e°) F’st [or /F’,s,t/],
where F” (T) =df (T) is a flipped item, as opposed to F of (a”) „ where 
F © @  =df (l) flips (2y, And by (f) we are to understand not the 
active going on of the light, but rather its being in the static con-

sdition of ’turned-onedness’ if we may be forgiven the oddness of this 
way of speaking; hence paradigmatically (f) in our theory would be 
rendered as '
(f’) T’lt [or /T°,l,t/],
where T’ (T) =df (T) is in a turned-on state.

The descriptions (a) through (f) are what Beardslsy has in 
mind when he somewhat carelessly describes the following as an ex
ample of acts related by causal generation (ibid,, p. 26?)s ”Hhen 
X’s flipping the switch causes the light to go on, then X’s flipping 
the switch causally generates X’s turning on the light,” The carer 
lessness Is due to his Intending, I think, to say "The switch’s
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being flipped by X° (which is just description (e)) instead of the 
first occurrence of "X’s flipping the switch” (which is just descrip
tion (a)) in the quoted passage.

Another example is found a few pages later (ibid.„ p. 2?0) 
according to which
(a ) L inco ln 's  signing the proclamation 

causally generates

(b ) L in co ln 's  alarming the northern slaveholders 

in  lig h t  o f the presumed fa c t th a t (a ) is  id e n tic a l w ith

(e) the proclamation's being signed 
and that (b) is identical with
( f ) the northern slaveholders becoming alarmed, 

and th a t (e ) causes ( f ) .

Beardsley's definition of causal generation, to which these 
examples conform, supposedly captures the essentials of Goldman's 
own notion of causal generation, the only difference being that the 
terminology of Beardsley's dafinlens "is not exactly Goldman's” (Ibid. 
p. 267). But there is much more than a mere terminological deviation 
since Goldman expressly states (1970) that (l) causal generationally 
related acts are not, and could not be, causally related, and (2) 
(although he has a different example) John's flipping the switch, an 
action,, is not identical with the state of the switch's being flipped 
(by John), and Lincoln's signing the proclamation is not identical 
with the proclamation's being signed in this static sense, nor is 
John's turning on the light identical with the light's being a
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turned-on thing» nor Lincoln°s alarming the northern slaveholders 
identical with the northern slaveholders being in an alarmed state, 
etc. Goldman would supposedly agree that the switch’s being flipped 
is causally related to the light's going on, and that the proclama
tion's being signed is causally related to the slaveholders becoming 
alarmed. One of the reasons why causal generationally related acts 
are not causally related is that they occur exactly simultaneously, 
while causally related events must be temporally separated.

Now that Beardsley supposes he has represented accurately 
Goldman's notion of causal generation, he puts his definition to use, 
tie remember that both agree that causal generationally related events 
are not identical. But the agreement is not substantial since their 
reasons for differentiating actions so related conflict. According 
to Beardsley, for example, the turning on of the light will always 
take more time than the flipping of the switch by John, and of course 
if the times are different, so are the events. Goldman's reasons for 
distinguishing the acts are quite otherwise; according to him if a 
causally generates b then a and b are exactly simultaneous, so their 
times cannot be what distinguishes them. Bather, Goldman's reasons 
for holding a multiplier view have to do with the way in which we 
mpst explicate the 'was done by' relation, some failure-of- 
substitution arguments, and because such is the view most befitting 
to his overall theory of explanation of action.

Off to a somewhat uncomfortable start, then, Beardsley now 
argues against the unifiers that causal generationally related
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related actions are distinct, as follows. Where

(a) = Lincoln's signing the proclamation [ = our 
/Sgl ,Pt> t/3 »

(b) = Lincoln's alarming the northern slaveowners 
[ = our /A#l,s,t/],

(e) = the proclamation's being signed [for which we 
have no paradigmatic locution until this expres
sion is disambiguated]

and
(f) = the northern slaveowners becoming alarmed 

[also for which we have no paradigmatic terms, 
for the same reason],

and where we suppose (a) causally generates (b), we have that
(1) (a) is identical with (e) and (b) is identical with

(f);
(2) e causes f5
thus,
(3) e is not identical with f
(since nothing can cause itself), and
(4) a is not identical with b
(for the same reason), But this is an invalid argument sence there 
is an important equivocation or ambiguity in the uses of event 
letters °e' and 'f', Before we discuss this however, we notice that 
if we are to suppose that a causally generates b, then by Goldman's
own definition there can be no causal relation between them nor
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"between any pair of distinct events one of each of which is identical 
to a member of the first pair. This is not true of Beardsley°s def
inition of causal generation. So, Beardsley’s argument is unsound 
according to the real Gol'dmanian view independently of the equivoca
tion to which I alluded above. The latter is important in its own 
right however. It is drawn out by considering the difference between 
activities and their results, end-states, products, immediate con
sequences, etc., where these do not bear direct causal ties to the 
activities to which they owe their existence.

Let me explain. Specifically, if we are to suppose the event 
purportedly denoted by the expression (a),causally generates the 
event purportedly denoted by the expression (b), then an explication 
of these expressions might go as followss (e) expresses the mere 
passive transformation of (a) as the event (process) that consists in 
the proclamation's coming to be signed bg Lincoln at t --its being 
signed in the sense of its actively becoming a signed thing. In this 
case (e) becomes °/S,l,p,t/" when formulated paradigmstically in our 
notation. He grant that (a) and the more explicitly described (e) 
are codesignative, A similar explication is required for (b) and (f)§
(b) should be characterised, as the activity or process of Lincoln’s 
alarming the northern slaveholders. Then the event its designatum is 
identical with is the designatum of (f), where (f) expresses the mere 
passive transformation of (b) — i.e., where it designates the event 
or process that consists in the slaveholders coming to be alarmed 
(by Lincoln), their becoming an alarmed group of people. The
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expression (f) then paradigmstically becomes "/AploSpt/0. He have no 
trouble (relative even to radical multiplier views) in identifying 
the designsturn of (a) with that of (e) and that of (b) with that of
(f) when they are explicated as above. But now compare (e) and (f) 
with
(e') /S\p,t/
where S' (T) =df (T) is a signed document, and
(f) /A'pSpt/
where A' (T) =df (T) is an alarmed group of people. The events' form
ing the designate of these expressions are end-states, results, or 
what we may call noncausal immediate consequences of their correla
tives as designated by (e) and (f) as explicated just previously. 
Notice that with respect to (e") and (f6) it makes no sense to include 
in them designations of the agents whose activities these are end- 
states off for the events intended as designate of (e°) and (f’) are 
static events — property and relation instantiations not performed by 
any agent. Berdsley uses his original expressions (e) and (f) ambig
uously as between activity and end-state.

Now if we stick to the original characterization of causal 
level generation as given by Goldman, we would, say that if we suppose 
that (a) causally generates (b), premiss (l) (p. 492) of Beardsley’s 
argument is true, but not premiss (2): (e°) is causally related to
(f°)n but they are not causal generationally related, (e) is not 
causally related to (f) — they are exactly simultaneous. But (e) 
causally generates (f) since (a) = (e) and (b) = (f), and (a) causally
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generates (b) by supposition. Furtheznore 0 (a) is not identical with 
(©")„ and (b) is not identical with (f°). Premiss (3) of Beardsley°s 
argument (i.e.0 that (e) is not identical with (f)) is one which 
Goldman and we would hold true„ but not for Beardsley's reason 
Aince (e) does not cause (f) according to Goldman"s account. Finally, 
Goldman accepts Beardsley°s conclusion, but not because of the invalid 
support afforded by Beardsley’s premisses (l) - (3)» Of course one 
need not espouse Goldman1s radical multiplier view in order to reject 
Beardsley’s argument, for one can point out the equivocation as in
validating his reasoning while holding independent evidence for 
believing that the conclusion (that (a) is not identical with (b)) is 
false. So Beardsley’s attempt to unite his view with Goldman’s fails? 
so also does his attempt to partially disunify the unifier theory of 
Davidson and his camp.

He next review a series of arguments by Beardsley against 
Goldman in which he tries to demonstrate evidence that events cannot 
be differentiated finely as in Goldman’s theory on the basis of the 
failure-of-substitution arguments that Goldman uses. In reviewing 
these arguments we will discover that because both Goldman and 
Beardsley fail to distinguish extension̂  from extension^, and because 
they fail to see that a linguistic context can be Intensions!g while 
remaining extensions!̂ , much of the argumentative exchange explored 
in Beardsley’s article is directed at cross-purpose's. Since neither 
Goldman nor Beardsley make the appropriate distinctions as we have
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drawn in the previous chapter» neither view is correct but at the 
same time when these distinctions are applied to the arguments 
Beardsley sets forth, they are greatly clarified and the issues con
cerned largely resolved.

Throughout the exchange we are about to investigate both 
Goldman and Beardsley utilize failure-of-substitution arguments to 
show one or the other of two things$ (l) Goldman takes certain ling
uistic contexts which he believes to be extensions! (undifferentiated 
as not allowing for extensionalitŷ  as compatible with non- 
extensionalitŷ )» then tests for intersubstitutibility of certain 
purportedly codesignative event terms (again where codesignation is 
not differentiated into codesignation̂  and codesignation̂ ). Finding 
that the intersubstitutivity test fails to preserve truth value of 
the original linguistic context before substitution, Goldman then 
concludes that this is strong evidence that events must be finely 
grained as in radical multiplier theories of event identity. (2) On 
the other hand, Beardsley's attacks on these uses of failure of sub
stitution arguments by Goldman also have the same form: Beardsley
believes that it may be that the purportedly codesignative terms 
employed in Goldman's tests are truly codesignative but that the 
linguistic contexts, contra Goldman, are intensional (again, undif
ferentiated in terms of intensional̂  only as opposed to being 
intensional̂  and intensional̂ ). Thus Beardsley concludes for these 
cases that Goldman's arguments do not provide evidence that events 
are to be finely individuated in the radical multiplier manner, but
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only that the linguistic contexts Goldman utilises in his failure- 
of-substitution arguments are themselves suspect.

Case Is The Linguistic Context is morally supereroga
tory. Goldman has us consider the following case (Goldman 1970» p. 4 
and reported in Beardsley 1975» P« 274)s Smith is a two-dollar bill 
collector. Jones owes Smith two dollars. Me compare Jones' giving 
Smith two one-dollar bills with Jones' giving Smith one two-dollar 
bill in payment of his debt. If 'Jones repayed his debt to Smith” 
denotes the same event as 'Jones gave Smith two one-dollar bills' as 
well as that denoted by 'Jones gave Smith one two-dollar bill1c sub
stitution of any of these expressions (i.e., their correlative
singular terms) in the context ' was a morally supererogatory
action' should preserve truth; but it does not.

Case 2s The Linguistic Context is an intentional
action*. (This case is described by Beardsley (ibid.„ p. 274) as 
another possible application of Goldman's general line of argument 
although to my knowledge Goldman does not himself consider it,) 
Jascha's playing the violin was intentional on his part, let us sup
pose. Also, suppose Jascha played the violin badly on this 
occasion. But when we intersubstitute 'Jascha's playing the violin
badly* for 'Jascha's playing the violin* in '_ was an intentional
action (of Jascha's), we do not preserve truth.
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Case 3% The L in g u is tic  Context ° oauses_„ ° . He take

up two examples under th is  heading. F irs t (Case 3a) suppose th a t

the sentence 'President Kennedy's assassination caused LBJ's "being
82the president in  December, 1963' is  tru e . He do not preserve the 

tru th  of th is  sentence when we substitu te  the s ingular term 'LBJ' fo r  

the term "the president in  December, 1963°° Second (Case 3 b )» sup

pose we agree ( ib id , , p , 272) th a t the wood's burning yellow , but not 

i t 's  burning s im p lic ite r , is  an e ffe c t o f the presence of sodium 

s a lts . S ubstitu tion  o f 'th e  wood's burning' fo r  'th e  wood's burning 

yellow ' in  'The wood's burning yellow  is  an e ffe c t o f the presence of 

sodium s a lts ' does not preserve tru th .
83Case 4: The Linguistic Context ' ft-mTains '. As

an example showing that within the context " explains ',

81. In  the fo llow ing  discussion we use "causes' in  a general 
sense in  which 'causally  exp lains' ,  'is  a causal condition o f ' , "is  a 
causal antecedent to ',  e tc ,, and th e ir  correlates in  terms of "is  an 
e ffe c t of" e tc ., are not d istinguished„ The d is tin c tio n s  in  meaning 
of these terms is  not im portant to the po int o f the discussion.

Also, th is  discussion represents a reconstruction taken from 
Beardsley's own. He do not review Beardsley's argument ( Ib id ,, p.
270) accusing Goldman's view o f being saddled w ith one o f two contra
d ic tio n s , since i t  turns on Beardsley's fa ilu re  to  d istingu ish  actions  
from th e ir  end states as we have previously seen in  assessing one o f 
his e a r lie r  arguments. I  th ink  th a t the reconstruction o f Beardsley's  
thought presented here preserves h is  o rig in a l in te n t.

82. This is  an example o f R. Chisholm's, reported by
Beardsley ( ib id .,  p. 271)«

83. This example is  reported by Beardsley ( ib id , , p. 273) as 
being taken from Goldman. However, no c ita tio n  is  given, and I  have 
been able to locate the example only in  Goldman's "The Ind iv id uation
o f A ction ' (19710 P« 767) where Goldman is  concerned w ith causes, not
explanations. However, the example anyway seems appropriate here.
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substitution of action descriptions uhieh are coreferential on the 
unifier view will not always preserve truth8 we have the case where 
’John's singing loudly’ cannot be substituted for ’John’s singing 
off key’,: John’s singing loudly is explicable by the fact that he is
angry, but not by the fact that he is hoarse, whereas John’s singing 
off key is explicable in terms of the latter but not the former.

Now for all of these linguistic contexts, if Goldman is 
correct in assuming they are extensional (in the undifferentiated 
sense), then he is also correct in concluding that events are finely 
individuated as on his radical multiplier view. On the other hand, 
if Beardsley is correct in asserting that these contexts are inten- 
sional, then the failure-of-substitution arguments above cannot be 
used to prove that events are thus finely individuated, If either 
side is to win this debate free and clear, it appears that either 
proponents of Goldman’s view must gather independent evidence to show 
these contexts are indeed extensional, or proponents of Beardsley’s 
view must gather independent evidence to show that they are not. 
Assessed in terms of our own theory, neither side of the debate will 
win free and clear, for both fail to make the appropriate distinc
tions mentionned at the outset of this discussion. Furthermore, we 
contend that the substitution strategy alone cannot be used to evi
dence a theory of event identity. Bather, if such arguments are 
used, they must be presented within the context of a complete theory 
of events construed as forming some domain or other. In our own 
theory, events are construed as the objects of US explanation. Thus
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as our account shows, our analyses of nomic subswaptive explanation, 
causal connection, intentional action, and event constituents needed 
for explications of these notions indicates that events are to be 
finely individuated and that when failure of substitution considera
tions are investigated with respect to event designators and sentential 
contexts containing them, certain interesting distinctions can be 
drawn, as in the previous chapter. But suppose we begin our assess
ment by meeting Beardsley and Goldman on their own grounds, and 
examine Beardsley's reasons for supposing that the linguistic con
texts cited in Cases 1 - 4 are intensional.

With respect to Case 4, Beardsley says (ibid., p. 273)»
When we speak, derivatively and elliptically, of one 

event as explaining another (e explains f), we rely on the 
more basic explanatory connection between sentences describ
ing the occurrence of e and of f. Since explanation is 
basically a formal relation between sentences, explanations 
are closely tied to the way they describe and classify the 
events involved.

With respect to Case 1 (ibid., p. 274), Beardsley says that "moral 
judgments are... judgments of actions qua '.actions of this or that kind." 
The same sorts of considerations apply« Beardsley would presumably 
say, of ascriptions of intentionality to actions (Case 2). With 
respect to case 3a, Beardsley gives the following argument (ibid,, 
p. 271, but this is not a direct quote)*

1. If the sentence 'e caused e" is true, then
there is a generalization relating a class to

/
which e belongs to a class to which e' belongs.
[We prefer to substitute 'an event type of which



e is an instance ” for "a class to which e "be
longs” in the foregoing.]

2. But now suppose that the event of the Archduke”s
assassination, e.g., caused World War I.

3- Such is the case only if that event is described 
as [we would says is paradigmatically denoted as] 
an assassination as opposed to, say, a mere shoot-

34ing or murder,
4. Thus causal contexts are sensitive to the choice

of event description [i.e., of the choice of
property terms denoting the constituent properties 
of the events in question].

5. Therefore causal linguistic contexts are - not 
extensional.

Thus we see that Beardsley”s assessment of each of Cases 1 - 
4 involve his thinking of events as entities that can be described in 
different ways — or put into different classes by distinct intensional 
specifications of the properties they have or by which they are con
stituted—  and that in all of the above linguistic contexts, 
preservation of truth value depends not only on the events denoted 
but also on the way in which they are denoted; that is, on the choice

84, We assume with Beardsley that there exists a confirmed 
generalisation relating political assassinations having some of the 
crucial characteristics of this One, to the outbreak of wars having 
some of the crucial characteristics of World War I,



of designative desciriptSions for them. Beardsley apparently assumes 
that whenever truthpreservatlon In a linguistic context depends on 
the semantic content of the terms that are intersubstituted over and 
above their designate, we may take this as proof that the linguistic 
context in question is intensional. What Beardsley has overlooked is 
the possibility that this dependence upon semantic content indicates 
not that the linguistic contexts concerned are intensional in the 
undifferentiated sense, but rather that the terms substituted are 
’intensional terms", denoting "intensional entities’ as discussed in 
the previous chapter; and that when an extensional interpretation for 
the event expressions used in these contexts is differentiated into 
two levels of extension̂  and extension̂  as in our own theory, the 
linguistic contexts in question turn out to be intensionalg but at 
the same time extensions!̂ . If our analysis is correct, then it 
explains how semantic content-dependence in failure-of-substitution 
arguments indicates intensionalityg of context, and thus why 
Beardsley’s objections against Goldman are partially correct. But on 
the other hand our own analysis also shows how these contexts can be 
intensionalg and extensional̂  at the same times the designate of 
the substituted terms (at the level of extension̂ ) are intensional 
entities. Far from leading to a course-grained theory of event indi
viduation, however, these findings entail a radical multiplier 
conception of events as individuahle in part by the synonomy of their 
constituent property terms.



CHAPTER 3

CHISHOLM'S THEORY OF EVENTS

The next view we study is presented in R, Chisholm's “Events 
and Propositions' (Chisholm 1970). It is compatible to a great ex
tent with finegrained and intensionalist theories, hut its actual 
commitment on the intensions!/extensional issue lies hidden just 
beneath the surface of Chisholm”s remarks. He construes events as 
propositions! entities. The question whether he would prefer to con
strue his events intensionally hinges on whether or not he wants to 
reduce the problematic propositions! entities to thoroughly exten
sional entities in turn.

On Chisholm's usage both events and propositions are con
strued as species of states of affairs, the latter notion remaining 
primitive and only partially interpreted by informally stated pos
tulates, All three sorts of entities are directly denoted by 
prepositional schemata 'p', ”q“, etc., and as in Davidson's view, the 
theory includes no semantic apparatus for analyzing events as having 
internal ontological structure (e.g., as property and relation in
stantiations) . But the occurrence of prepositional schemata in a 
semitechnical language gives way inevitably to the more complex 
syntactic structures representing predication, as in a standard first 
order predicate calculus. This allows the theory access to explicating
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more internal structure for Chisholm's events — and indicates that 
they would be analysed as property and relation instantiations as in 
our own view — which he himself denotes in terms of the prepositional 
schemata 'p% °q'„ etc„ Yet I think it would be a misinterpretation 
of Chisholm's theory to look beybnd the prepositional letters to 
predicative syntax since his principles for individuating events come 
to a full stop at the prepositional level„ Chisholm's reluctance to 
analyse events as having internal structure, despite his implicit 
appeals to the existence of just such ontological complexity, is 
brought out well in his report of a debate between himself and 
Davidson in 'States of Affairs Again' (Chisholm 1971» pp- 185 - 6) „ 
Here, although implicitly appealing to modal distinctions among terms 
used to denote constitutive individuals of events for the purpose of 
explicating event individuation more finely-grained than Davidson 
wants, Chisholm soon afterwards denies the existence of such 
structure, or at least that his theory commits him to the finegrained 
analysis. Chisholm clearly supposes that the stuff events are made of 
ought not to be dissected into anything smaller than propositions. 
Properties of propositions (which would parallel properties had by 
events in our own theory) thus seem to be the only properties with 
which events become involved in any way.

This makes Chisholm's view interesting as a third alternative 
to the models of both radical unifiers and radical multipliers 
because despite the affinities to a unifier view in which events are



internally unstructured, the fact remains that propositions do have 
internal structure, and are not, at least on any standard explication, 
extensional entities.

Propositions are construed obscurely enough by Chisholm as, 
any entity to which the laws of prepositional logic may be interpreted 
as applying; and again as "any state of affairs such that necessarily 
either it or its negation does not occur" (Chisholm 1970, pp. 19 - 20)„ 
That is, propositions are any states of affairs such that necessarily 
either they or their negation always occur, by his Definition 2 
(ibid., p. 20). That states of affairs, of which events are a sub
class, are intensional entities is evidenced in Chisholm's analysis 
of intentional attitudes (Chisholm 1971, pp. 183 - 4). There he 
indicates that states of affairs can be the common object of two 
prepositional attitudes as for example the designatum of in 
'There is something @ that Jones long dreaded and that Smith tries 
very hard to bring about? „ He uses this example (supposing @ never 
occurs) to show that some states of affairs are entities that do.not 
occur. Furthermore, despite his rather untidy definition of events 
(1971, p. 179) as "any contingent state of affairs which implies that 
there is some state of affairs p such that p occurs and not-p also

Qcoccurs", he subscribes to the claim that there are some events

85. It may look as though this definition results in no 
'contingent state of affairs' being an occurrent event, since for any 
p, if p entails (q . -q), then -p, the state of affairs p does not 
obtain (or occur). But to speak in this way is to abuse Chisholm's 
technical language for speaking of events, for he distinguishes 
between 'q does not occur' and 'not-q occurs', so that although any
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also, which do not occur0 This is brought out in his discussion of 
an implication of Davidson1s view which he does not accept, namely, 
that "...we cannot literally say 0There is a certain event which 
never occurred but which Jones thought would sometimes occur”w 
(Chisholm 1971» p, 180)„ And again in the passage we cited from this 
article against Davidson, Chisholm opts for a principle that will 
individuate events finely enough to render the event denoted by 
"Johnson”s successor being in Washington” distinct from that denoted
by aNixon”s being in Washington” (ibid,, pp, 185 - 6)„

We turn to Chisholm”s individuation 6f events. When, under 
this view, are p and q identical? Chisholm spends little time treat
ing this question explicitly. He has however provided some material 
from which we can extrapolate a partial principle of event individ
uation with some confidence. For, if events p and q are (by
definition) states of affaits which imply there is some state of
affairs r such that r occurs and not-r occurs (the former at t, the 
latter at later time t”), then it seems as though at least a nec
essary condition of p and q”s being identical would be (l) that each 
imply tbatuall and only the same states of affairs r are such that r 
occurs (at t) and not-r occurs (at t”), In addition we know that p 
and q will not be identical if p is the state of affairs of Nixon’s 
being in Washington and q is the state of affairs of Johnson’s

p will be internally contradictory if it implies ”q occurs and q 
does not occur”, this will not be the case where p implies only that 
q occurs and not-q also occurs (at some later time),
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successor being in Washington (Chisholm 1971o p« 185). Thus I think 
we can extract another necessary condition on identity between p and 
q,8 (2) that they are not such that they involve constitutive individ
uals that are nonidentical» where these are denoted within the 
expressions °p° and 8q,” by non-cointensional singular terms or descrip
tions. The most illuminating way to express this last restriction is 
I thinkg to say that for Chisholm„ event describors denote the same 
events only if their constitutive individual terms paradigmatlcally 
denote the same individuals (in our sense of paradigmsticity). Of 
course paradigmatic designation brings with it modal underpinnings 
involving perhaps rigidity of designation, which Chisholm seems to 
want to do withouts this is evidenced in his article "Identity Through 
Possible Worlds' (Chisholm 1967). All the same, his theory will not 
be made, complete until he provides some analysis of those aspects 
of events which appear to indicate at least prima facia that they are 
intensional entities. More of his theory of events and their inten- 
sional aspects can be drawn out by investigating in some detail what 
he has to say in objection to Davidson0s views in "States of Affairs 
Again". To this interchange we now turn.



CHAPTER 4

AN EXCHANGE BETWEEN CHISHOLM AND DAVIDSON

Although the main part of the controversy "between Davidson 
and Chisholm focuses on the question whether events are intensional 
entities and not on the question whether they have internal struc
ture, the latter issue emerges no sooner than the former is taken up 
with some degree of thoroughness. The important issues in this de
bate must be clarified before they are resolvable in a satisfactory 
way, and as the discussion stands as of 1971 in Chisholm’s 'States 
of Affairs Again', I do not believe that genuine resolutions can be 
obtained. For certain questions about the internal structure of 
events are in this exchange avoided, by both parties. We look in at 
the point where Davidson takes issue with what Chisholm says in the 
following, from Chisholm's 'Events and Propositions' (1970).^
(1) "... But is (a) Nixon’s being in Washington the same 

event as (b) Johnson's successor being in 
Washington?

(2) Or, more precisely, if N is (a) [the event of] there 
being one and only one man who is identical with

86. I will number his sentences for later reference and add 
the bracketed expressions for clarification.
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Nixon and is in Washingtons and if J is (b) [the 
event of] there being one and only one man who suc
ceeded Johnson and is in Washington» (c) is [the 
event] N identical with [the event] J?

(3) Surely not, for we can say of [the event] N, but not
of [the event] J, that had Humphrey won, it would not 
have occurred. (Note that we are not committing the 
fallacy involved in arguing from "Had Humphrey won 
the President would have been a Democrat' to "Had 
Humphrey won, Nixon would have been a Democrat")„0 

The very first thing to note is that Chisholm does not distinguish 
between
(2a) The event of there being one and only one man who is

identical with Nixon and is in Washington
and
(la) The event of Nixon's being in Washington,
except inasmuch as (2a) is supposed to be more precisely worded than 
(la), as is indicated clearly in sentences (1) and (2) as well as in 
his comments following this passage. For instance, he refers (ibid., 
pp. 186 - 7) to the question he originally pursued as 0..,the ques
tion "Is [the event of] Nixon's being in Washington the same as [the 
event of] Johnson's successor's being in Washington?'” [Brackets are 
mine]. And again he refers to it as the question (ibid., p. I87) 
whether the expressions
(lb) Johnson's successor being in Washington
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and
(la) Nixon’s being in Washington
are each intended to refer to the same thing.

But we ought to observe that the event describors (2a) and .' 
(la), and likewise
(2b) The event of there being one and only one man who

succeeded Johnson and is in Washington 
and (lb) have different surface structures, for the former members of 
these pairs make use only of closed existential quantificational 
apparatus to linguistically link up with the person who is the logical 
subject of the event description, while the latter members of these 
pairs incorporate only purported singular referring terms for the 
linkeage with Nixon. Such a difference may appear trivial, perhaps 
explaining why Chisholm did not make an explicit distinction between 
them. But perhaps the deeper logical structures of these gerundive 
expressions and the sentences from which they come are distinct in 
ways that have important bearings on clarifying the issues at hand.
For consider the sentential event describors that give rise to the 
gerundives above; To (2b) there corresponds
(2b’) There exists one and only one man who succeeded

Johnson and is in Washington;
With (2a) there corresponds
(2a’) There exists one and only one man who is identical

with Nixon and is in Washington, 
while (lb) is paired with
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(IV) Johnson's successor is in Washington
and (la) tilth
(la") Nixon is in Washington«
Now (2a") and (2b") certainly have different surface structures than 
their counterparts (la") and (lb")„ Only if Chisholm argued that a 
Russellian regimentation program which reparsed the singular terms 
and constants into variables, identity, predicates, and uniqueness 
operators in the customary Russellian way, would (la") and (lb") be 
couted as making the same (existential and uniqueness) assertions as 
(2a”) and (2b"). And only then will Chisholm's identification of 
the event denoted in (la) with that described by (la"), as well as 
his identification of that denoted in (lb) and (lb"), be warranted.

But now something interesting happens. Chisholm, as we have 
seen, subscribes to the identity of the events denotationally linked 
with all these expressionss
Group As a. Nixon's being in Washington

b. Nixon is in Washington
c. There being one and only one man who is identical

with Nixon and is in Washington
d. The event of there being one and only one man who 

is identical with Nixon and is in Washington,
The same holds for Group Bs
Group Bs a. Johnson's successor's being in Washington

b, Johnson's successor is in Washington
c. There being one and only one man who is Johnson's



successor and Is In Washington 
do The event of there being one and only one man who 

is Johnson”s successor and is in Washington»
Now the reason Chisholm has for claiming that a and b of each group 
are codesignative with b and c of each group seems to be that (as in 
the Russellian treatment) ”Nixon” and "Man who is identical with 
Nixon”, and “Johnson's successor” and “Man who is identical with 
Johnson's successor' are expressions that designate the same indi
vidual o Perhaps the connection between these is supposed to be one 
of intensional equivalence as well as extensional equivalence. It 
seems that only because there is (extensional but) no such inten
sional equivalence obtaining between 0Nixon” and 'Johnson's successor” 
and “Man who is Nixon" and 'Man who is Johnson's successor'„ that 
Chisholm refrains from identifying the event purportedly described 
or denoted by Group As from that of Group B, We could state Chisholm's 
case more clearly by construing him as saying that “Nixon” and “man 
who is identical with Nixon” may be taken to be codesignative if 
“man who is identical with Nixon' is taken as a rigid designator, 
i.e., one such that it denotes the same individual in all possible 
worlds wherein that individual exists at all; and likewise for “man 
who is Identical with Johnson's successor”. But, Chisholm might be 
saying, since “Nixon” and “Johnson's successor” are not used in any 
part of Group A or Group B as rigid designators, and since they do 
not have identical meanings, this is what explains why they cannot be 
intersubstituted preserving the event designated. This is further
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evidenced in the gassage, quoted at the outset of this chapters the 
evidence Chisholm marshals in favor of the nonidentity of (la) and 
(lb)„ and of (2a) and (2b), consists in consideration of what these 
expressions might denote (having different designata) in other pos
sible worlds or countezf actual situations. Only rigid designators 
are guaranteed to maintain their designstive hold on the entities they 
designate in the actual world, when used within modal or counter- 
factual contextso

Where does this bring us? So far what we have found is that 
Chisholm's appeal in distinguishing the events he wants to distinguish 
and which Davidson wants to identify, is an appeal to differences 
in intension in the event describors in question. And on one plaus
ible interpretation (albeit one which we do not subscribe to in our 
own theory), this amounts to differences in the modality of reference 
(between rigidity and nonrigidity) for these expressions. Unfor
tunately the very issue we started with was whether or not a 
Davidsonian extensionalist theory of events was correct. For 
Chisholm to deny that it is by appeal to such distinctions as he has
done is therefore to beg the question.

Has Chisholm any independent hopes of bolstering his opposi
tion to Davidson and the unifiers? I think so8 the key lies in the
development of a theory of internal structure for paradigmatic event 
describors as has been presented in our own theory. In fact, only 
on the assumption that events have internal structure as property 
instantiations, and by making an appeal to a distinction between



paradigmatic and nonparadigmatic event expressions, could Chisholmes 
attempted modal appeals be independently justified, since as ue have 
just seen such appeals require going inside the internal structure 
of Chisholm°s prepositional event terms 'q°, "p0, etc. Yet another 
appeal Chisholm makes against Davidson contains just such an Internal 
structure view of events; it arises in Chisholm°s attempt to clarify 
what he considers an obscure Davidsonian locution, “a is F under one 
of its descriptions but not under another" (ibid,, p. 188), It is 
perplexing that Chisholm seems bent, on the surface of his discus
sion, to avoid all commitment to internal event structure, when he 
does (and indeed must) utilize appeals to such structure in stating 
his critiques of Davidson, For example, Chisholm says (ibid,, p, 188) 
that a possible explication of "a is F under one of its descriptions 
but not under another” would be, ”a”s exemplifying ? is F” but a's 
exemplifying P” is not F” [for our ”P” and ”P”” he uses the small- 
case letters °n” and ”j°]. But this could only be explicated as 
meaning that F is truly predicable of the exemplification /P.,a/ 
while F is not truly predicable of the further exemplification /P“,a/, 
This is in fact the interpretation that would be given in our own 
theory to the obscure Davidsonian locution "a is F under one of its 
descriptions but not under another”,

Our perplexity turns into exasperation when, after marshal
ling several quite helpful distinctions parallel to some of those 
proposed in our own theory to counter unifier theories of eVenthood, 
Chisholm not only reverts to his original claims about events as
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needing no internal compositional analysis, but even further goes 
on to say that P and P° above are hot to be construed as properties 
or relations constituent of events but rather are events themselves& 
If by this he means his own 0propositions! events °, then it is very 
unclear how an individual a can exemplify a proposition. He cer
tainly never explicates any such notion, at least in the articles 
under our present scrutiny. Then, to make matters even worse he 
denies that even the above explication of the obscure Davidsonian 
locution is valuable relative to his own theory of events at all, 
saying that his own view entails that there are no such things as 
events in the sense of, for example, a's exemplifying P, or a”s 
exemplifying P", His theory in fact, he contends, is not even com
mitted ontologically to the existence of individuals such as a above.

Had Chisholm consistently pursued the notion that events do 
have internal structure as property exemplifications (as we have 
seen he has implicitly done already), what might he have been able 
to say concerning the original passage we cited at the outset of this 
chapter? According to our own theory, the dictate of using only 
maximally perspicuous or paradigmatic language for assessing phil
osophical and conceptual matters concerning our commonsense and 
obscure notion of eventhood, leads to the following assessment.

First, if

(la) Nixon’s being in Washington (at t)
is to be represented paradigmatically as, say 
(la” ) /W,n,t/0



then we must be supposing that the term "Sfixon” is assigned the 
individual @ (which is just Nixon as he exists in the actual world) as 
its extensiono while an intensional interpretation of "n” assigns 
to cn0 both a sense and a concept. He cannot assume that in every 
case of an ordinary proper name of a natural language, there is 
given in that language a sense or a concept sufficiently dear cut to 
enable its use as a paradigmatic term; indeed, philosophical delate 
over the issue of whether proper names in natural languages have 
senses at all indicates that such terms are for the most part prob
lematic for use in theories such as our NS theory of explanation. 
Suppose, however, that the term "Nixon" does have some clear sense, 
and that we have some dear concept of Nixon, dearly, whatever this 
sense and this concept may turn out to be, they will not be identical 
with the sense and concept assigned to "Johnson's successor". In
tuitively, the concept of "successor of Johnson" and the concept of 
Nixon cannot be identical since a competent speaker will make use of 
different ideas, images, rules, memories, etc., when he communicates 
or receives a communication from another speaker containing the term 
'Johnson's successor", in the process of identifying or reidentifying 
the object that forms the referent of this term, than those he uses 
in communicating with the term "Nixon", And the sense of these two 
terms also cannot be identical; at most we might be able to provide 
a theory according to which the sense of 'Johnson's successor" is a 
proper subpart of the sense of the term "Nixon", Thus, (la") cannot 
be codesignative with
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(lb50) /%,s,t/
if (lb00) paradigmatically translates
(lb) Johnson0s successor being in Washington.
Of course, more strictly speaking, (lb) would in all probability for 
the purposes of US explanation, be translated as containing designa
tions of two distinct events instead of just one. These would be 
0/S,a,b,t/° and 0/w,a,t/°, where s(^(?) =df (T) is the successor 
(to the office of the Presidency) of ̂ 2), where 0H° is as before, and 
where "a0 and °b0 are paradigmatic terms for Nixon and Johnson re
spectively. Even more paradigmatically, these events would in all 
likelihood (for incorporation into NS explanations) be construed as 
having distinct constitutive times as well. For strictly speaking, 
the event of a°s being the successor of b occurs for the entire 
duration t° during which a holds the office of President just after 
b held that office. But the time t of /w,s,t/ in all likelihood is 
only a proper subpart of the duration t° — we presume that Nixon did 
not spend all of his time during that first term of his office in the 
city of Washington,

Second, inasmuch as we can take existence as specifying a 
genuine nomic property (which is a highly questionnable assumption 
that we will not discuss here), the events paradigmatically designated 
in formal translations of (2a) and (2b) of the quoted passage at the 
outset of this chapter will also be given a similar treatment in which 
they are distinguished as nonidentical.



Of the event /y,n,t/, however, we say say that it has 
(although it is not constitutive of) the property of "being included 
in the set of events comprising the autobiography of Johnson's 
successor; or of the event /tf, s„ t/ we say say that it has the prop
erty of being included in the set of events comprising the 
autobiography of Nixon. Also of course we know (as is entailed by 
our theory) that the loci of these two events are identical.



CHAPTER 5

BACH ON ACTIONS

He turn to a thesis proposed "by Kent Bach in "Actions Are Not 
87Events" (Bach 1980)„ Although Bach does not provide a theory of 

event identity, he does make a claim directly opposing our construal 
of events according to which actions are a subclass of the former. 
Some fundamental assumptions made by Bach indicate that his purposes 
could not include analyzing actions as part of the domain of nomic 
subsumptive explanation. In his concluding remarks he implies that 
nomic subsumptive explanations for actions are impossible even in 
principle, since the notion of action he characterizes is a notion of 
a kind of entity that does not and cannot enter into causal relations 
and, I think, into any ncmological relations generally. The distance 
between our respective conceptual starting-points concerning the 
utility of conceiving of actions as subjects for scientific explana
tion renders direct comparison of our analyses rather difficult. But 
it might be Instructive to see to what extent the machinery of our 
own theory can be used to clarify and asses at least some of the 
claims about actions Bach proposes independent of giving a thorough

8?. This article is forthcoming in Mind, 1980.
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systematic account of events„ explanation0 causation, lat&ikeness, 
and the other notions ye have taken in this work to be systematically 
interrelated.

In his article, Bach proposes (ibid., p. l) that "Actions are 
not events, but instances of a certain relation, the relation of 
bringing about (or making happen), whose terms are agents and events” 
--as though an entity’s being.such a relation-instantiation entails 
that it could not be an event. If events" constituent properties or 
relations are empirical properties or relations instantiable by 
agents at times as they are on our view, however, and if events 
sometimes form individual constituents of other events as we have 
tried, to show (Part 4, Chapter 13), then actions as they are con
strued above by Bach do turn out to be a subclass of events. For 
the relation of bringing about, regardless of the nature of the 
relate used in its analysis, is surely not a logical relation nor, 
in any sense in which it could be intended as an analysis of action, 
a semantic one entirely. Of course as viewed from the perspective 
of our own theory, the properties and relations constitutive of 
actions are much more perspicuously expressed for nomic subsumption 
purposes in terms of our paradigmatic act-type expressions. Actions 
are not construed in our theory as being of the single constituent 
type, "bringing about". For NS explanatory purposes the reason is 
obviouss laws covering actions are stated much more succinctly as 
relating specific act types (as we construe them) in their antece
dents and their consequents, rather than being stated in such a way



that for all such covering laws, their consequent event-sentences 
express one and the same act type, 'bringing about'. That Bach does 
not provide a theory of what events are is unfortunate since we thus 
have no way ultimately to assess his claim that actions are not 
events. If our theory is plausible, then indeed those entities meet
ing Bach's criterion as stated thus far are events, in a very clear 
sense. And it then still remains for Bach to show that the ontolog
ical structures he envisions as actions cannot be counted as events.

To expose Bach's view further we turn to the comments he 
directs against Davidson (ibid., p. 3)5 but we shall not concern our
selves directly with the point of this particular discussion. Using 
our own formalism we may represent Bach as claiming that actions as 
he sees them have the ontological structure of, for example,
(1) /B,j,/F,j,V/,t/,
where B (T)(^ =df (T) brings about the event (2), j = Jones, F

® 88is a fallen-down object, and where V  is later than t or at
89least a proper and 'late’ subpart of the duration t. Now consider 

Bach's claim (ibid., p. 4) that a 'Causal Theory' which also con
strues actions as events leads to a "conundrum". The Causal Theory
in question is the theory that action essentially involves the causal

88. In the static or end-state sense as in the case of the
predicates ’S" and 'A'' of p. 494.

89. Ue represent Bach's conception in such a way that his 
actions are events, which is just what he wants to deny. Still, our 
formalism does work nicely as a means of perspicuously expressing 
what Bach wants to say. To be fair, for now we may dispense with our 
own reading of '/ /' as an event-designating operator.
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relation in soae tay or others “By definition, any causal theory 
holds that the production of a change counts as the performance of an 
action just in case that change is caused in the right ray "by the 
right sort of psychological event „„.an action involves one event 
causing anothero" Bach then explicates three rays in which actions 
have been identified with events. We shall express them again in 
terms of our own formalism for the sake of perspicuity.

Beginning with the circumstance of, for example, Jones wig
gling his finger at t, the Causal Theory has it that
(2) /W,j,f,t/
occurs just in case some mental event e, such as Jones wanting to 
wiggle his finger, caused the event
(3) /w\f,t'/
of Jones' finger being a wiggled or wiggling item (where j = Jones, 
f = (say) Jones' left index finger, t is some duration, W =df

wiggles (2), W° (T) -df (T) is a wiggled (or wiggling) item, and 
V  is later than or at least late within the duration t). Let us 
suppose that the psychological event e is the event
(4) /M,j,(/W,j,f,t/),t"/
where M (T)(^)^3) =df (T) wants at time (3̂  to perform the action
(2), and where t" is some time earlier than or at least early with- 

90in the duration t, The three views Bach considers are as follows;

900 It might be wondered why we should suppose that e is the
event (4) as opposed to the event
(4°) /M,j,(/W%f0t7),t'V<>i.e., the event of Jones' ranting the event of his finger's being a 
wiggled (or wiggling) item, to occur. It seems that (4)'s occurrence
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View 1: The action of Jones" wiggling his finger is identical
with the event /¥" jfpt'/j, although /H° »f »t"/ counts 
as an action only if caused by the event

/M,j,(/¥,j,f,t/),t""/.
View 2s The action of Jones" wiggling his finger is identical

with the event /Mj jpfjt/) ,t"’/.
The action of Jones' wiggling his finger is identical 
with the compound event £/M» j»f »t/) ,,t""/,

us to consider the circumstance (ibid,, p, 6) #iere some
one is holding Jones' finger tightly so that two seconds elapse
between the beginning of t" and t"„ and where t" is a duration of

does entail the occurrence of (4"), since wc assume that if Jones 
-wants to wiggle his finger„ he also wants the end-state /w"of0t"/ 
of such an action to come abouts he wants his finger to be a
wiggled (or wiggling) item. But the entailment does not hold in the
opposite direction, Jones may desire that /#",f,t"/ occur without 
also wanting himself to be the immediate agent in the bringing about 
of this event asB for example0 in the case where Jones, an experi
mental scientist testing a new hypothesis of his, runs an experiment 
on himself. The hypothesis asserts that a man's finger can be 
caused to wiggle by another endowed with extrasensory powers, whose 
will alone on certain occasions suffices to make other people's 
fingers wiggle. Jones' experiment involves using his own finger as 
the target at which the will of one he believes endowed with such 
powers is directed. Thus, the mental event (4°) will not suffice 
for our purposes in the above.

View 3t

Bach invites

However, we might want to construe the mental event e as 
(4") /M,j,(/B,j,/¥',f,t'/),t"/,
which, unlike (4°) does entail that Jones himself must act (as im
mediate agent) in the fulfillment of his desires B fT)(l2\ =df (T) 
brings it about that Q y .
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one second. Thus View 1 has it that the action’s constitutive time 
is V „ a duration of one second. View 2 has it that the action0s 
constituent time is V  0„ a duration of two seconds, and View 3 has it 
that the action’s constituent time is (V 0 + V )g a duration of 
three seconds.

He now add a fourth view — our own — which Bach does not
consider*
View 4* The action of Jones" wiggling his finger is identical

with the event /W,j,f,t/, and is distinct from both 
of the events/H0,f|,t0/ and/Kp j0(/W5 jsfjt/Jat0 "/„

On this view the constituent time of the action is t„ where t"0 f t, 
where V 1 is earlier than t* and where t" = t. Thus this action 
endured for one second.

That the events formally expressed in the above are distinct 
is indicated within our theory by the facts that (a) their constit
uent properties and relations are distinct, (b) their constituent 
individuals are distinct, and (c) their loci are distinct. That the 
properties denoted by 0W”, "H"0, and "M" are distinct follows from the 
fact that they are nonsynonomous terms, (b) follows, since the indi
viduals of /W,j,f,t/ are j and f§ those of /M,j,(/W,j,f,t/),V 0/ are j 
and the event /W,j,f,t/; that of /H" ,f, V/ is f. And (c) the locus of 
/W,j,f,t/ is the space occupied by Jones (including his left index 
finger of course), and the time t; the locus of /K, j,(/H, j,f ,t/),t°"/ 
is the space occupied by J ones and the time t°0 (since the second 
constituent individual of this event is an event taken in abstraction
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from its occurrence, it occupies no space and does not occur in 
time) $ the locus of /W" ,f ,V/ is the space occupied hy f and the 
time V  ( = t).91

So far then at least for View 4, I fail to see any "conun
drum" besetting the spatial and temporal analysis of actions 
conceived as events, Bach presses on, however, taking up the ques
tion of how to count actions (ibid,, p. ?), He thinks certain 
problems arise here for event-views of action but not for his own.

Suppose Jones by moving his finger presses the trigger of his 
gun, fires the gun, thereby shooting with the intention to kill, a 
coyote, Suppose the coyote dies twenty-four hours later. Views 1,
2, and 3» says Bach, are beset with "conundrums" concerning how 
many actions (as well as how many events) are designated by descrip
tions of such circumstances, and that his view is immune to them.
He would supposedly extend this comment to View 4, However, again 
at least concerning View 4 I see nothing perplexing about individuating 
actions finely so that, if each description is rephrased in paradig
matic terms so as to designate a distinct property or relation 
instantiation, there are as many events as there are such property or 
relation instantiations, some of which will be act-type instantiations 
by agents. But Bach temporarily drops this line of thought to 
concentrate on another tenet of (supposedly all) Causal Theories

91, A similar temporal and spatial analysis may be given in 
our theory for temporally and spatially more complex events such as
those discussed by Bach on p. ?g we needn’t rehearse them here since such analyses fall straightforwardly from the machinery already set 
up within our theory.
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(ibid., p. 8) according to which, for example,
(5) /B,jj/DpCjt’/jt/,
where B (T)(2) =df (T^ brings about the event (2 ,̂ D =df (T) dies, 
j = Jones, c - the coyote, and. t” is later than or late within the 
duration t, is identical with (or “reduces to0)
(6) /C,/M, j,(/D,c,t“/) ,t“ “/, /D,c,t“/, t/,
where C =df causes the event (z), and M (i)
wants to bring about event (?) at time (3),

Apparently Bach thinks this further move, of identifying 
bringings-about of e by agents with causings of e by events, bolsters 
his position of saying that actions are therefore not events. However 
again he gives no good justification, I think, for saying that (6) 
cannot designate an event. What he does say in the way of justifica
tion is that (ibid., p. 8) neither
(a) /D,c„t°/
— i.e., the effect-event, nor
(b) /M,j,(/D,c,t“/),t“ “/
— i.e., the cause-event, is identifiable with (6), i.e., the causing§ 
nor is the composite
(c) {(a), (b)}
identifiable with (6). But although this is uncontroversially true,
I do not see how this observation supports Bach's claim that (6) is 
not an event.

Next Bach claims that on his view in which neither (5) nor 
(6) are events but where (5) is identical with or reduces to (6),
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"He are relieved of the need to assign times or places to them0 though 
of course the events they involve are datable and 1ocatable" [emphasis 
is mine]. Perhaps then Bach would have us change (6) to

(where we delete the constituent time indicator H V  in (6), and where 
we simply ignore the fact that (6°)“s individual constituents are

must be relativized to some spatial component of the world in order to

and with respect to times, their singularity again entails that the 
causal relation C (or ca) is instantiated at some specific time as

92. Of course, our formal representation of the referent of 
(6°) as something that has properties, relations, individuals, and 
times as ontic constituents would appear contrary to Bach's general 
viewpoint, but if the “involvement" of these properties, relations, 
individuals, and times in the referent of (6°) is not of the nature 
of ontic constituency, then I think that Bach owes us an explanation 
of what such involvement amounts to,

93- See our treatment of spatial restrictions on causal laws 
and their instances, Part 3, Chapter 9» Section 6.

(6“) /C,/M,j,(/D,c,t“/),t““/,/D,c,t“//

spatial entities)But this seems very unintuitive since, with
respect to space, singular causal claims like
(6““) A»j»(/B,c,t"/),t" V  ca /D,c,t°/

93make sense of as well as to justify the causal relations they assert.

94. See our treatment of temporal restrictions on causal laws 
and their instances, Part 3» Chapter 9» Section 6.
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Bote also the incongruity in Baeh°s claims that (a) events are 
spatioteaporal entities (ibid.* p. 2)„ (b) events are constituents of 
actions, and yet (c) actions are themselves not spatiotemporal. The 
only my Bach can deny a charge of inconsistency here is to demon
strate that actions are not amenable to any principles of ontological 
compos!tionality — that they are "rock-bottom0, monadic ontic constit
uents of the world which cannot be further divided into ontic parts.
How he could argue in this way is difficult to see, however, since 
his own analysis of actions just is a compositional analysis$ if the 
compositionality it contains is not to be construed as ontic in 
nature (but only logical, semantical, or psychological instead, say) 
then I think that the onus is on Bach to give us a further explana
tion of how actions are merely logical, or semantical, or psychological 
constructs in a.sense in which this would exclude their being ontic 
constituents of objective reality. But Bach certainly does not seem 
to subscribe to an anthropocentric construal of actions, nor to one 
in which actions are conceived as constructs of language or logic 
alone. If we are able to see any "conundrums" forming, then I think 
they will lie in the direction of Bach's orni analysis, and not along 
the lines of those which construe actions as events8

Bach says (ibid., p. 10) that with respect to descriptions of 
complex circumstances such as those involved in the coyote-killing 
example, there is no need to bother about counting the actions that 
were performed. His view, he contends, requires that the question 
(a) How many actions did Jones perform?
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is somehow uninteresting or illegitimate, and must be recast as the 
question
(B) How many events did Jones bring about?
(namely, five, which form a "series of events"causally related). And 
that once we have specified all these events "’in the act sequence"',
“we have said all we need to say about which actions were performed 
and what the agent did."

Now I agree that (B) is a philosophically interesting question, 
but if it is the same question — a mere recasting of (a), then Bach’s 
answer to (a) is also that five actions (bring!ngs-about) occurred; 
at least this is so if the purportedly equally good alternative 
answer he gives — that one causal series of five events were brought 
about — is to be cashed out compos!tionally. Bach says (ibid,, p. 12) 
that instances [i.e., he means instantiatings] of relations, and hence 
actions as he sees them, "are not individuals and not subject to 
quantification." Supposedly he accepts the principle that anything 
open to quantification is countable, with which we agree. But he has 
not shown that instantiations of empirical relations at times by 
agents and events are not individuals: our own theory in fact pro
vides a systematic treatment of events and actions such that they are 
instantiations of (properties and) relations, they are open to quant
ification, and they are unprohLematically countable. Furthermore as 
our theory has shown, there is point to such a construal. Our 
treatment provides a very good philosophical tool by which we may 
conceptually systematise actions and events as subjects for scientific
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investigation and explanation by nomic subsumption. And to place 
actions as a subclass of events in the context of their NS-explanatory 
interrelationships is, as we have claimed at the very beginning of 
this work, the very best way to come to understand them as part and 
parcel of the world we experience. That an analysis of action in
dividuation can be put to use for such a purpose is, I think, a 
feature that counts much to its favor. But the concept of action 
Bach offers does not seem to be one of any kind of entity which 
falls under empirical laws.

Indeed, Bach claims (ibid., p. 13) that actions are not 
entities that enter into causal relations at all, so it is not sur
prising that he would want to disparage attempts to construe them 
as subjects for scientific explanation. He says that

E.g., if we wanted to know why someone did something 
[i.e., if we asked what caused, for example, /W,j,f,t/ of 
the first discussion of this chapter], we would seek an 
explanation [not of /W,j,f,t/ but] of the mental episode 
[i.e., /M,j,(/W,j,f,t/),t''/] that caused what was done 
[i.e., I think he intends here the end-state or effect 
event /W”,f,t*/ of the example although his choice of 
phrase "what was done" is not accurate here]5 and if we 
wanted to know the consequences of an action [i.e., the 
consequences of /¥„ j,f j,t/], we would, look to the effects 
[not of /W,j,f,t/ but] Of what was done [i.e., the effects 
of /W'pf.t'/j. Actions themselves, not being events, are 
neither causes nor effects. [Ibid., p. 14; brackets of 
course are my own]

Our final remarks concern this passage. First, if "(agent) a 
brings about (event) e* is to be an empirical or nonlogical relation, 
and if actions are instantiations of this relation, and if actions 
are (in some sense) composed of their constituents which on Bach's
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own view are events plus the causal relation, where events for him 
are spatiotemporal, and yet if actions so comprised have no causes 
and no effects, then it is difficult to see how, on a criterion of 
ontological commitment according to which any nonlogical entities 
having no causal efficacy must be denounced, one could countenance the 
existence of actions at all. Perhaps Bach does not subscribe to such 
a criterion of ontological commitment. But if not, then I wonder 
what criterion he is using.

Second, to ask for a causal explanation of
/%j»(/w,j,f,V),vy

simply is not what is intended when we ask for a causal explanation of 
/ W, j, f, t/ 

or for that matter of Bach’s own 
/B,j,/W’,f,t’/,t/, 

whether we take ’/ /’ as an event-description operator or any other
entity-designating operator. And to ask what 

/H\f„t’/
causes is simply not what is intended when we ask what 

or even Bach’s own
/B,j,/H\f,ty,t/

causes. To conflate these questions as Bach would have us do not 
only brings us no closer to understanding how agents’ activities re
late to the causal nexus of events in the physical world, but also
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muddles to an even greater extent our already Imprecise common 
idiomatic reays of looking at agents, actions, intentions, and the like.

Now it might be said in defense of Bach’s position that, if 
actions a&.he construes: them’eCLude our understanding by not being 
amenable to scientific explanation or entering into causal relations, 
actions as we have construed them in this work turn out to be even 
less intelligible, since they are here to be viewed as entities of 
a very odd sort, comprised, as ire- plaim they are, of ’concrete’ things 
— i.e., individuals <— as well as ’abstracts’ — i.e., properties and 
relations — to say nothing of their constituent timesn and their 
’having’ of event loci (see Part 2, Chapter 2) which themselves are 
rather evasive ’space-times’, ’pure extension’, etc., from an onto
logical perspective, It might be queried how, for example, our 
theory can consistently construe actions (and events generally) as 
’concrete’ (because open to empirical scientific theoreticization) 
and yet ’contain’ such abstracta at the same time. It might be 
thought that the entities which emerge as actions (and events in 
general) within our theory cannot be ’concrete’5 they cannot be 
’abstract’5 they are .wholly unlike anything scientists or meta
physicians would ever admit as real ’. And so much the worse for 
our theoryi

But I think that it is unwise, in the case of providing a 
theory of events, to rely heavily on the traditional dichotomy of 
’concrete’ and ’abstract’s for one thing, these notions them
selves, if taken as providing an exclusive and exhaustive way of



categorizing everything 0real0, tendentiously presuppose several 
metaphysical tenets that themselves are highly suspect, and an 
ideological perspective on the nature of experience, ’reality1, and 
of what is true, that itself is not immune to revision. The notion of 
an intensional entity (Part 5» Chapter l) introduced in this work 
speaks directly to this point, for intensional entities are neither 
fully 0concrete0 nor fully ’abstract", and yet they are construed 
as constituents of ’reality" in as full-blooded a sense as tables, 
electrons, and the color blue are. Events, in our theory, are 
intensional entities. I have tried to explicate this notion in the 
chapter cited above, programmatic and sketchy as it may be. But the 
notion there characterized represents a summation of the sort of 
entity events must be, if the systematization given in Parts 1 - 4  

of this work is correct. I have perhaps introduced a concept which 
seems preposterous to anyone accepting a steadfast adherence to the 
metaphysical ideology to which X referred above. To the extent to 
which my theory deviates from tradition, it of course stands in need 
of extensive justification. X do not claim to have provided one, 
but I think that the theory X have presented represents at least a 
beginning of such a justification.



CHAPTER 6

ON A RECENT THEORY 
OF CONFIRMAB3XITY AND LAHLIKENESS

It is far from my purpose to demean Goodman"s significant con
tribution to the philosophic investigation of the notion of 
confirmation, nor even to begin to discuss the entire complex of
problems (as well as solutions) he presents in Fact, Fiction,, and
Forecast (Goodman, 1973)« Bather I wish only to compare his approach 
to the establishment of a concept of confirmhie hypothesis, with my 
own, and also to compare solutions to the problem about "grue1 which 
Goodman has now made infamous.

The grue problem as presented by Goodman is as followss start 
with a predicate '(T) is grue0 to be defined as °(T) is examined be
fore t and is green or (jT) is examined after t and is blue0 (ibid,, 
p, ?4), All instances of green emeralds examined before t support 
the hypothesis that all emeralds are green, as well as the hypothesis 
that all emeralds are grue, ..But now consider the.predication that an
emerald- found after t is! green. This, is positively evidenced by the .
hypothesis that all emeralds are green, but it is negatively evidenced 
by the hypothesis that all emeralds sire grue, since the latter hypo
thesis supports the prediction that the emerald in question will be 
blue and therefore not green. But it was the same initial evidence 
which "confirmed0 equally well both the green as well as the grue

534
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hypothesis. Hence that initial evidence also supports both of two 
contrary predictions„ rendering incoherent the very notion of con
firmation by instance. (Goodman notes that we can extend the above 
argument to the conclusion that the same initial evidence supports 
any predications whatsoever.)

Now Goodman"s key observation is that the grue hypothesis is 
not genuinely lawlike» not confirmable by instances„ and this ac
counts for the paradox of grue. What is wrong is that for some 
reason, the grue hypothesis (or more specifically, the predicate "(T) 
is grue') is not project!ble to the future and unexamined objects 
falling under its antecedent predicate term (namely, “(T) is an 
emerald'). That is, already examined instances of the hypothesis con
taining the predicate 'grue' do not nomically or inductively with 
proper warrant connect up to other future or unexamined instances.
The past gives no inductive credibility to predictions of similar
ities in the future; induction itself seems to have fallen prey to 
paradox. This renders the need for an analysis of ”genuinely nomic 
statement' and ”genuinely nomic predicate' all the more acute.
Goodman's entire project now becomes that of establishing a theory of 
lawlikeness, but in his language this is to establish a theory of 
projectibility for hypotheses, by means of a theory of projectibility 
for their predicates.

As we are about to see, Goodman's theory of confirmability is 
at bottom anthropocentric g in this respect it contains tinges of 
Humeanism with respect to the question what justifies our inductive
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inferences of the sort found in scientific explanations, confirmation, 
and prediction. To state Goodman's theory of projectibility con
cisely we must introduce a few of his definitions:
(1) A hypothesis H is actually projected (ibid., pp. 86 - 

87) if and only if H is adopted after some of its 
instances are found true and before all instances have 
been examined, and where no falsifying cases have 
been found (see also Ibid., p. 90).

Note that not all hypotheses that have been actually projected will 
turn out to be projectible.
(2) No hypothesis is projectible if it is projected but 

violated (i.e., falsified by some instance) or 
exhausted (i.e., if it has no further unexamined in
stances) , although such hypotheses may have been

95legitimately projectible at an earlier time.
Given two hypotheses which conflict, for some instances, as for ex
ample in the green and the grue hypotheses, we can determine which is 
to attain the status of confirmability and which is to be rejected 
by the following test:
(3) Compare the sheer number of actual projections of the 

predicates found within these hypotheses which are

95. Note that we, as opposed to Goodman, are interested in 
characterizing a notion of confirmability that need not be relativized 
to times; projectibility, due to the anthropocentric features Goodman 
attributes to it, must always be so relativized so as to avoid con
tradictions of the form \F is projectible' and 'F is not projectible', 
true at different times in our scientific history.
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responsible for the conflict in content (e«g,» "green” 
and ”grue")5 then choose as confirmatie the hypothesis 
having the predicate that is the better entrenched of 
the two. A predicate is better or less well en
trenched accordingly as it has been actually 
projected (successfully or unsuccessfully) a greater 
or lesser number of times by scientists in the past 
(Ibid. i, p. 9*0 •

Note that a predicate's degree of entrenchment is equivalent to the
number of past projections not only of that predicative expression
itself, but also combined with all past actual projections of predi
cates coextensive with the one in question. Thus it is actually 
classes, predicate extensions, rather than predicates themselves, 
which are entrenched (see Ibid., p. 95)°
(4) Any hypothesis H containing a predicate F is elim

inated as unnrojectible if there exists some other 
hypothesis H" containing a predicate F” where H con
flicts with H", and F” is better entrenched than F
(ibid., p. 96)•

(5) H is unequal in entrenchment with H" (ibid., p. 99)
if and only if the antecedent or consequent predi
cate of H” is unequal in entrenchment with the
antecedent or consequent predicate of H, unless
the antecedent of one balances out the consequent of 
the other in entrenchment value. (See Ibid., p. 99
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for a more specific statement of this condition.)

Even if in a conflicting pair of hypotheses H and H"» H" is actually 
unprojected but its predicates are individually better entrenched than 
those of Hg we can rule out H (ibid.„ pp. 99 - 100). For example8 
even if the green hypothesis was never actually projected but the 
grue hypothesis was, then given that the predicate."green0 individ
ually has more actual projections than “grue", the green hypothesis is 
confirmable but the grue hypothesis is not. Thus
(6) H is projectible if and only if all conflicting hypo

theses are in fact overriden by it. H is unprojeetible 
if and only if H is overridden by some other hypothe- 
sis.96

It seems to be a potentially serious flaw of Goodman“s treat
ment that he (sometimes explicitly and emphatically, as on (ibid., p. 
98)) grounds a notion of what ought to be projected — i.e., projecti- 
bility, confirmability — solely at bottom on the notion of what is in 
fact actually projected (entrenched). This is just a form of the 
Genetic Fallacy, and the mistake of letting prescription rest on

96. Notice that there is a crucial point where Goodman's 
theory is blurred with respect to its main analysandum, for we seem to 
be getting a notion of 'actually confirmed hypothesis' in the analy
sis of projectibility, whereas it also seems we started with the 
project of capturing a notion of confirmable hypothesis. For in the 
grue problem which generated the theory itself, the trouble cited was 
that one of those hypotheses was not confirmable, not that it was 
simply unconfirmed in fact. Indeed if it were only the latter that 
Goodman wished to observe, he would have begun his project on the 
initially suspect ground of begging a question.



description; for Goodman is here letting the anthropocentric and 
psychological origin of a practice "be its evaluative warrant or just
ification. Goodman's response to this charge (ibid.„ p. 98) seems 
unsatisfactory. In a way he seems to let the charge rest without 
feeling the need to recant. He later (ibid.r p. 121) says that "The 
line between valid and invalid predications [or of inductions or 
projections] is drawn upon the basis of how the world ...has been 
described [we might say more succinctly, classified by predicate- 
extensions] ..in words." [Brackets mine]. We do not agree that such 
is the best foundation on which to rest a theory of confirmability, 
for it is possible to construct conditions on confirinability which do 
not in fact rely solely or for the most part on the anthropocentric/ 
historical evolution of our linguistic behaviour. More objective or 
'ontocentric' conditions that eliminate hypotheses as unconfirmable 
have been discussed at length in Part 3 of this work.

A. Zabludowski (1974) seems to agree with us against Goodmsn's 
anthropocentrism. He puts the matter succinctly when he says that 
Goodman claims a predicate does not become entrenched because it is 
suited for inductions, but rather it becomes suited for inductions by 
becoming entrenched. The initial choices that get the entrenchment 
started are made purely by chance and are perpetuated, merely by habit.

Concerning the original problem about grue then, according to 
Goodman's theory nothing is wrong in principle with the predicate 
’(T) is grue'; it is only a contingent fact — the fact that the word 
'green' is better entrenched in our actual linguistic history or more



widely used in the past -- which ultimately determines that the green 
hypothesis is to take precedence over the grue hypothesis as that 
which is confirmahle. In particular, nothing about the semantical 
or syntactical complexity of “is grue” (on paradigmatic rephrasal) is 
at fault as far as Goodman”s view construes the problem. Indeed, 
Goodman subscribes to the thesis that our language is symmetrically 
intertranslatable with a language in which “green” becomes the seman
tically complex, predicate (on paradigmatic rephrasal) and “grue” 
becomes semantically simple, analogous to our present "green”. Mote 
that the temporality of ”grue”, which is usually cited as the cause 
of the anomolousness, falls within our theory as a form of semantic 
complexity since the temporality cannot be expressed in the analysis 
of the grue predicate without the use of an explicit truthfunctional 
connective in its paradigmatic rephrasal. Gruelike predicates are 
all “ritualistic”; thus in our theory we need not append any separate 
restrictions against temporality of nomic predicates. It is perhaps 
true that our present language,.in which “grue" is “positional” and 
"green” is not, could be intertranslated with one in which we had 
just the reverse; but then in this new language, as in our present one 
for the gruelike predicates, the problem would not be that “green” 
becomes positional or time-dependent as such, but rather that It be
comes ritualistic. Positionality makes trouble for predicates because 
positional predicates are ritualistic.

But we do not fully agree with Goodman on the symmetry men-: 
tioned above; there are certain features that will accrue to the



ontological structure of a world containing the gruelike terms as 
simple. Many authors have already covered the controversy in this 
manner so we shall not review them here. But we do note that Goodman's 
anthropocentric construal of an answer to the projectibility problem 
is not only not necessary in order to deal adequately with the grue 
problems it is not even very well placed within the context of cer
tain other of Goodman's own tenets about scientific inquiry. For 
instance, it appears somewhat odd that Goodman can accept the com
plexity of the gruelike predicates as being genuinely lawlike, when 
he attaches such central significance to the notion of semantical 
simplicity in other areas. For example, the semantical simplicity of 
a scientific theory which he thinks is determined to a great extent 
by the simplicity of its predicative expressions, is a case in point 
(see Goodman 1966). Such semantical simplicity in turn takes prece
dence in the comparison of conflicting scientific theories over both 
safety ( which is defined in terms of the complexity of predicates 
due to their containing built-in exception clauses), as well as 
strength (which is defined in terms of the degree of generality, lack 
of exceptive clauses in its theorems and predicates).

Our alternative approach to developing a theory of confirm- 
ability has been one whose central guiding principle is that of 
perspicuity in reporting in language that which we find to be true or 
evidenced in the world. Our main criteria for lawllkeness depend on 
formal considerations having to do with paradigmatic or optimally per
spicuous description, tihen put to work on the problem of gruelike



predicates0 our approach indicates that we pick out the elements of 
semantical complexity responsible for precluding straightforward or 
perspicuous paradigmatic description of the observation-instances of 
emerald-properties we cite; these are what we pronounce to be re
sponsible for the paradoxical consequences generated for the notion of 
inductive confirmation, tie have already given reason why such rit
ualistic terms as gruelike predicates ought to be rejected in the name 
of intellectual honesty even in the absence of considerations of the 
paradoxes for confirmation they generate. Indeed it may turn out 
that underlying Goodman"s analysis is one similar to our own which 
is based on restricting lawlikeness in terms of semantical considera
tions in turn entailed by considerations of their ontological ’ '
underpinnings. The ontocentric hypothesis that the world, inasmuch 
as it is genuinely lawgovemed, divides itself into a nexus of nomic 
interrelations meeting the requirements we have set forth independent 
of the anthropocentric fact that we use language to describe it in 
this or that way, may in fact bp a hypothesis offering the best 
explanation of the fact that greenlike predicates have but gruelike 
predicates have not, actually become entrenched in our linguistic 
history. If this is so, then our own theory and that of Goodman°s 
as proposed in Fact Fiction and Forecast are not incompatible at least 
in some important respects; rather, our own theory can instead be 
seen as providing the logical foundation of his.



CHAPTER ?

M  ASSESSMENT OP DUCASSE6S THEORYg 
EVENTS AND CAUSAL CONNECTION

Ducasse focuses on the project of giving an analysis of sing
ular causal statements (along non-Humean lines) rather than on 
explicitly giving a theory of explanation. But it contains an in
sightful treatment of the nature of causal relata, characterized as 
events„ which could serve within a theory of their nomic subsumptive 
explanation. Ducasse”s insights, however, lie buried under several 
confusions which we shall once more be able to clarify with the help 
of our own theoretical apparatus.

According to Ducasse the causal relation is one of spatio- 
temporal contiguity holding between "particular events" that occur 
within a certain specified environment. Just what sorts of things 
environments are is not made clear. Ducasse says we should call a 
spatiotemporally contiguous relation between particular events a 
causal relation only if it is the only relation of contiguity which 
occurs in the environment during the indicated time. He then claims 
that causal statements make sense only when they are stated as sing
ular relational sentencess causation applies only to particular 
events, not to types or classes of events. But additionally, a 
cause-event is an "objectively sufficient condition" of the effect- 
event. Thus it looks as though the causal relation is one of

5^3
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conditionship plus contiguity (Ducasse 192$, pp. 2 - 3)° At seeming 
odds with this Ducasse later denies that the causal relation is one of 
conditionship. The problem might be this: he does not clearly dis
tinguish between the semantical interpretation we are to give to 
singular causal ascriptions as opposed to statements of causal laws.
He surely cannot mean to deny the existence of causal generalisa
tions; his intention is, I think, rather to claim a prior status in 
some sense, of singular causal ascriptions over their generalizations 
in lawlike statemts. Causal laws are asserted to express condition
ship relations, but these Ducasse contrasts with ascriptions of 
causal relations (ibid., p.6 ). How to make coherent his earlier 
remarks that causal relations are relations holding between an ob
jectively sufficient condition (which is an event) and that for which 
it suffices (the effect event) and at the same time to deny that 
causation is a relation of conditionship, is a problem we will soon 
resolve.

First it is well to observe that the very notion of condition
ship relations, insofar as they can play a role in a theory of causal 
relations, applies only to events as events of such and such con
stitutive types; for it is only event types that directly can form 
conditions for one another. Particular events can be construed as 
Ducasse”s "objectively sufficient conditions", then, only indirectly 
in virtue of their being of certain types or belonging to certain 
classes of events. Causal conditionship statements if expressed as 
singular statements, depend logically upon generalizations, i.e..
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they depend on the generalizations in the form of causal laws whose 
justification in turn falls from observations of their particular 
instanceso

Ducasse unfortunately does not provide a clear theory of 
event individuation, the relata of the causal relation as he construes 
it. Events for Ducasse are concrete, discrete, and spatiotemporal 
— somewhat analogous to Bescarte1s "pure extension" and to our own 
event loci. So on the one hand he wishes to characterize events as 
purely extensions! segments of spacetime which are not as such given 
any qualitative properties as constituents. This indicates that . 
events are to be denoted paradigmatically by expressions which could 
not contain any descriptive content containing terms,other than those 
delimiting the quantitative boundaries of the spacetime segments of 
which they are to be constituted. Specifically, they could not con
tain any terms designating properties that are instanced within these 
spacetime segments. But on the other hand Ducasse also construes 
events as objectively sufficient conditions$ these must be given 
qualitative expressions (property or relation expressions) in their 
paradigmatic designators as we have seen above. But then we have a 
notion (namely, of events as comprised of property and relation 
instantiations) that is incompatible with their construal as purely 
extensions! objects.

But we can clarify Ducasse°s intentions I think, and dissolve 
the above seeming inconsistency in his view, with only a few changes 
which would make his program conform more to our own. Ducasse"s



construal of events as purely quantitative extensional entities 
explains his attempt to analyze causality as a relation pertaining 
only between particulars, and hence also his claim that causal state
ments can be formulated, only in. the singular. For, purely extended 
particular segments of spacetime, which must be identified inde
pendently of quality or property descriptions, do not lend themselves 
in any convenient way to treatment as the relata of generalizations 
of any sort. Try to imagine significant generalizations whose only 
nonlogical terms are quantitative designators for the spacetime
segments in questions “All segments of the sort    causally produce
segments of the sort ” could not be permitted, for the blanks
clearly call for qualitative expressions. Barring the use of quali
tative terms to identify the segments, it is difficult to conceive of 
any expressions at all that could complete a paradlgmatically stated 
causal generalization.

But on the other hand Ducasse0 s portrayal of events as *ob
jectively sufficient conditions0 renders more plausible the possibility 
of there being general causal claims that assert conditionship 
relations to the effect that the types or classes of events gathered 
intensionally under property terms are related causally. Such gen
eralizations could be used to support the claim that singular 
assertions instantiating them express causal relations between events, 
where the cause event is an objectively sufficient condition of its 
effect event. But then events must be individuatie in qualitative 
terms as instantiations of properties or relations occurring within
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or at the locus of those segments of spacetime Ducasse characterizes 
as purely extensional, It is his failure to construe events as 
individuahle in both intensional as well as extensional terms (as 
they are in our own theory) that underlies his confusions about how to 
analyze causal connection.

Ducasse's conflicting intuitions about events are not ir
reconcilable, nor are they basically inaccurate. There is good 
reason to say that events are both on the one hand purely extended 
spacetime segments, and on the other hand that they have qualitative 
essential constituents. Suppose then we try to explicate Ducasse,s 
intuitions: concerning the notion that events have essentially qual
itative aspects, we find Ducasse using such a notion in defense of 
the view that causality is a relation of spatiotemporal contiguity 
between particular segments of spacetime, wherein he attempts to 
refute a proof of Russell's that contiguity cannot be the core of 
causal connection (ibid., p. 4). Russell says the notion of spatio- 
temporal contiguity is incoherent. But Ducasse replies that Russell 
ignores the distinction between spatiotemporal ’cuts' and spatio- 
temporal 0 segments0, and that contiguity is a relation between segments 
only: a cut in some larger segment specified as 'environment' marks
the boundary of the cause event (segment) that also ’begins' the 
effect event segment. Since the cut itself has no dimensions, there 
is, contra Russell, no danger of some third event arising between the 
cause event and its effect event that would vitiate its efficacy by 
ruining the contiguity. Russell also errs, says Ducasse, in claiming



that we must “trim away” Indefinitely the outer boundaries of the 
cause segment and the effect segment to keep out irrelevant condi
tions which would still be parts of the original environment segment. 
(According to Ducasse„ the cause and effect events must be the only 
”changes” within that enbironment; thus there cannot be any additional 
segments (events) or conditions which are irrelevant to the cause and 
effect pair in that environment.) But now a confusing remark is 
made $ In fact, says Ducasse, the beginning and. the end of any event 
(spatiotemporal segment) is Mas elastic as we please", varying with 
the scope of the description we give of the segment (ibid., p. 6).
But can these descriptions then be purely quantitative, specifying 
only spacetime boundaries? In that case, since variations in the 
scope of the description could only be correlated with variations in 
the size or duration of the segment denoted, it would be as though 
the terms, say, °28 minutes” and ”4 minutes”, varied, in scope be
cause 28 is a larger number than 4. This makes very little if any 
sense.

Ducasse must instead mean that events are to be identified, 
qualitatively, and their descriptions vary in scope by virtue of the 
property terms they contain. For example, ''the Civil War” is a 
description broader in scope than 'the Battle of Port Sumter”, be
cause war-events have larger spatiotemporal boundaries, for the most 
part, than battles individually fought within them.

Literally Ducasse is claiming that causal relations depend 
for their identification on our descriptions,chosen as 'elastically”



as we please. These descriptions then must be qualitative. Yet they 
identify because the purely extended segments get qualitative descrip
tions such that the boundaries of the events designated will vary in 
size depending on what description is chosen. Given a certain already 
demarkated 0environment”„ only one pair of descriptions (for cause and 
for effect) will have wide enough "scope" to single out cause and ef
fect as the only change within that environment. Once these two events 
are designated, and only than, are we protected from Russell's wield
ing his ontological shears to "trim away" the outer boundaries of our 
cause and our effect.

So suppose we pursue further this view according to which 
event designative expressions contain qualitative terms essentially.
On this account the sense of paradigm event describing expressions 
plays a crucial role in determining or picking out the boundaries 
of the spatiotemporal segments entering into causal relations. Be
hind this is the concept of event as an instantiation of a property
or relation in spacetime. If he were to adopt this notion, Ducasse 
could still claim that causal relations obtain between singular
events, but these would be property and relation instantiations 
uniquely mapped with some specific segment of the spatiotemporal 
nexus. Causation between singular events could also still be char
acterized as a relation of spatiotemporal contiguity$ the segments 
occupied by the particular property and relation instantiations must 
share one of their spatiotemporal boundaries. (This also then makes 
clear the force of Ducasse" s reply to Bussell about the role of cuts
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as opposed to segments.) But general statements of causality are 
now also made available„ This gives sense to Ducasse“s notion of 
particular causes as "objectively sufficient conditions1, For an 
event can now be viewed as a sufficient condition for another when 
both instantiate a general conditionship statement relating event 
types, where a type is identified, as in our view, with a property 
or relation.

Let us now examine the criteria given by Ducasse for war
ranting our causal ascriptionss
(1) Event ê  (described by him as a change, Ibid., p.

3)^ occurred during a time and through a space 
terminating at the instant X at the surface Sg

(2) The event e^ occurred during a time and through a 
space beginning at the instant I and terminating at 
the surface Sg

(3) No change (event) other than ê  occurred during the 
time and through the space of ê .

We have already elucidated (l) and (2) to some extent. But (3) 
stands in need of revision. For we have as yet no mention of the 
role that the environment segment, in which ê  and e^ occur, will 
play. In this vein Ducasse says (ibid., p. 14), "...the cause of the 
particular change [event] K was such particular change C as alone oc
curred in the immediate environment of K immediately before," [C =

9?. We do not discuss this facet of the Ducassian program.
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our ê,, and K = our brackets mine], He see here that. In light 
of the latter assertion, we are to understand that causation takes 
place only "relative to context" as it were — relative to some speci
fied "immediate environment", This is also brought out more clearly 
in Ducasse"s restatement of his test for causation (ibid., p. 16).
But just what are we to understand by such environments? Ducasse 
alludes to them as being spatiotemporal segments, since it is "within" 
these environments that the events and ê  occur. The problem, 
which should by now sound familiar, is this: on the one hand it
seems we are given an idea of spatiotemporal containment where the 
environment S includes segments and ê , and no other segments.
This is then how we test for causation as occurring between the two 
contained chunks of pure extension. No bther segments are to have 
existed within the environment specified. There is a serious con
ceptual blunder here, for such a situation can never happen, if we 
are to conceive of the enviromnemtal state and its contained spatio- 
temporal segments as purely uncharacterized (— i.e., qualitatively 
uncharacterized) extension. Why not? — because if we are to view 
the segments as without any qualitative characterization, it follows 
that due to the possibility of dividing any purely quantitatively 
identified spatiotemporal segment into infinitely many smaller parts, 
it will always be possible to construe the environment segment S as 
containing more than just the segments e^ and ê , and consequently we 
would never be justified in claiming there to occur any causal rela
tions. Also, if this is correct then Russell"s original criticism



regains its pre-rebutted force. What we have 1earned0 I think, is 
this8 once again it has become apparent that Ducasse cannot delin
eate causes and effects as purely extended and qualitatively 
uncharacterized segments of spacetime as he initially attempts to do. 
Bather, it appears he must instead characterize his segments in order 
to identify them as possible causal relata. It seems we are led to 
view events (as causal relata) and thus causal relations, through 
linguistic and intensions! glasses. For the characterizations that 
identify the events as causes and effects are linguistic descriptions 
paradigmatically formulated to contain'the property designators ex
pressing which instantiations of properties or relations it is, in 
terms of which the causal connections between the events obtain.
Again as before, our alternative analysis according to which events 
are viewed as property or relation instantiations occurring in an 
extensional spatiotemporal locus, and the accompanying treatment of 
general statements asserting causal conditionship relations be
tween event types, can provide the foundations of a coherent view of 
causation in which the notion of an environment, seen as a larger 
spatiotemporal locus containing both causes and effects, serves as a 
relative demarcation of the location of causal relations between sing
ular events. The Ducasslan tenet that the cause and effect events are 
the only events found within that locale, however, mpst be revised.
It seems that Ducasse tan ted to keep this claim only so that the 
notion of a particular event as objectively sufficient for the effect 
could be made clear. (Sufficiency implies that no other conditions,
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no other event types„ need occur In order to produce causally, the 
effect event.) But with our correction of the Ducassian analysis 
which incorporates the notion of general conditionship statements as 
above in warranting singular causal claims, the notion of the cause 
and effect as the only events to occur within the specified, environ
ment is no longer needed. For given that a general statement relating 
event types 0 and 0 in which the former is asserted to be a sufficient 
condition for the latter, we have a complete justification for ascrib
ing sufficiency to singular events /0,a,t/ of the type 0, for 
producing singular events /0,a,t”/, for a specific individual a and 
for specific times t and V .

Unfortunately the alternative analysis we have given above 
turns Ducasse's position into a regularity view and thus similar in 
a way he did not intend, to that of Hume; his further attempts to 
separate the notion of causation from that of condi tionship also con
flicts with the analysis at which we arrived above. Let us then 
examine what Ducasse has to say about the role of conditionship 
statements reporting general regularities, to see if our revisions 
conform to this part of Ducasse's treatment of causal Issues. .

On the side of a non-Humean view of causality, Ducasse claims 
(ibid., pp. 10 - ll) that causal knowledge is obtained by observation 
of a single case of conjunction, whereas knowledge of conditionship 
relations takes repeated experimentation, as explicated along the 
lines of Mill's Methods (Ibid., pp. 10 - 14). He are told there is a 
crucial distinction between the question, '"tihat suffices for e^
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(relative to the environment S)?w and the question„ "What part of ê „ 
which suffices for e  ̂in S» is unnecessary to e^?" The latter ques
tion, Ducasse indicates, asks what general qualities or aspects of 
are common with similar events so descritatle. These will be the 
residue of aspects of e^ which remain after the "necessary qualities' 
are extracted, we suppose. These latter qualities will be what 
jointly ground the claim that e^ suffices for ê . But the answer to 
this question about conditionship will depend on the degree of gener
ality of the terms used. The former question, however, asks for 
properly so-called causal information rather than conditionship inform
ation, and thus does not according to Ducasse ask for qualitative 
(aspect-extracting) accounts of how ê  and e^ are connected. We can 
apparently become aware, according to Ducasse, of the "sufficiency" of 
ê  for e^ without any direct recourse to similar cases. I do not see 
a convenient way to render this last claim intelligible, since it is 
inconceivable what "sufficient" could mean if statements asserting 
that an event suffices for another are not to be construed as making 
conditionship claims presupposing general regularities between event 
types to obtain.

But Ducasse does seem to realize, in drawing the distinction 
of the above paragraph, that qualitative description in the form of 
predicative expressions paradigmatically denoting properties and re
lations, is a mark of generality; the ascription of such predicates 
to individuals compares that individual to others like it, those 
instantiating the property or relation in question. What Ducasse does
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not seem to notice is the simple fact that a sentence containing 
such qualitative descriptive terms does not entail that the sentence 
cannot express an observation of a causal connection. Not, that is, 
if what is observed to be causally connected are qualitatively char
acterized spacetime segments rather than purely quantitative extended 
segments. And as we have shown, Ducasse is forced to conceive of the 
causal relate in this way if his criterion of causality is to be use
ful at all.

Finally, although Ducasse distinguishes between causal gen
eralizations (laws) and singular causal statements in terms of the

98notion of observation and verification, he does not draw out ex
plicitly how singular and general causal statements are semantically 
related, nor how or whether they share any syntactic elements when 
paradigmatically formulated. (He have proposed a rather extensive 
theory of such semantic connections.) One important semantical con
nection is mentionned in 'On the Analysis of Causality* (Ducasse,
1957, p. 16)$ "This definition [criterion] of causality, being 
framed in terms of but one occurrence of the sequence in S of C [our 
ê ], entails that when, if ever, S, and C in S recur, then [ê ] in S 
also recurs." [Brackets and emphasis are mine.] But surely this 
changes dramatically the picture not only of the previously posited 
independence of causal investigations from tests concerning condi- 
tionship, and between the singular and the general causal statements,

98. He observe that singular causal statements hold directly, 
and we use these observations to verify or confirm laws, not con
versely.



"but it also counters Duc&sse”s previous attempts to analyse causal 
relate as concrete particular spatiotemporal segments of pure exten
sion, Against the view that singular events as property instances 
are what get causally related g and even moreso against the view that 
the causal relate are purely quantitative extended segments of space- 
time sans qualification by property terms, they are now repeatable 
entities, universals of some sort, and they fit what we have hitherto 
characterized as event types. lie cannot take the above quote at 
face value and yet retain consistency; we shall thus interpret 
Ducasse as holding here that event types as such do not enter into 
causal relations in the singular, but only within general condition- 
ship statements. But we construe the above passage as indicating an 
intention to claim that events, as property instantiations, and as 
thus being of a type specified by their paradigm qualitative descrip
tions, are the things that can enter into singular causal relations 
and that can be observed to occur. Here, then, we have more evidence 
of the plausibility of revising Ducasse0 s given treatment of causa
tion along the lines of our 0 second alternative0, He also have direct 
evidence that Ducasse himself would support such a program.

In light of the above, of course, Ducasse0s insistence that 
causal investigations be separated from and independent of eondition- 
ship investigations can no longer be taken seriously, since now the 
results of the first sort entail results of the second sort. For if 
an entailment holds from a singular causal statement (based, suppos
edly, in some eases on only one observation) to the corresponding



generalization to all events of the types observed, then since 
surely the converse entailment also holds from generalization to 
singular instances, causal investigations 'proper' become tantamount 
to conditionship investigations. As long as ê  and e^ can recur 
(more precisely, can be of types that recur), causal statements that 
have paradigm descriptions of ê  and e^ in terms of their relevant 
constitutive types must, be seen as conditionship statements, and once 
again Ducasse's original point that causes are objectively sufficient 
conditions for their effects becomes clear. Since as Ducasse says, 
conditionship investigations involve several observations or exper
iments for their confirmation, we no longer have it that causal ties 
can be verified by making a single observation.

In sum, I think we might best construe Ducasse as giving an 
ambiguous characterization of how causal claims are to be analyzed, 
and that our reconstrual according to which events, the causal re- 
lata, are seen as property or relation instantiations occurring in 
spacetime — i.e., as having spatiotemporal loci as in our own theory 
— pan serve as a plausible way of disambiguating his otherwise 
insightful treatment of these issues.



CHAPTER 8

KIM ON EVENTS, CAUSATION,
LAHLIKENESS, AND NOKIC SUBSUI'PTION

In this chapter I shall not give any pressing objections to 
Kim’s views concerning the concepts mentioned in the title. The 
present work was largely influenced, in fact, by ideas proposed by 
Kim in recent years. What I wish to do instead, is to examine some
of the problems Kim raises for any theory of events offered as a
component of a theory of nomic subsumptive explanation, and to show 
how the theory I have presented handles such problems.

In ’Causation, Nomic Subsumption, and the Concept of Event’ 
(Kim, 1973)> the first problem discussed has to do with a purportedly 
disastrous consequence for the ’implication’ view according to which
(l) Law L subsumes events e and e’ (in that order) pro

vided there are descriptions D and D° of e and e’ 
respectively such that L and D jointly imply D’ 
(without D alone implying it) (Ibid,, p. 219)- 

Now when any codenotative individual terms are allowed as substitut
able within event describing sentences in NS explanations, the trouble
arises that any law which subsumes two events according to (l) , sub
sumes every pair of events whatsoevers

Let the law ’ (x) (Fx —& Gx) ’ subsume the two events described
by ’c has F’ and ’0 has G’ (we drop °t’ for simplicity). Then,
if ’b has H’ is any true event describing sentence, the law

558
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subsumes the event described by °b has H° and the event °c 
has G°5 for the former event is also described by 0(Xx)(x= 
b & c has F) has H"„ which, together with the law 0(x)(Fx 
—> Gx)’, but not by itself, implies °c has G". (ibid,, p.220

Now obviously the problem here is not with the 'implication' aspects 
of the "implication view' formulated above, but rather with the fact 
that it has not been restricted to apply to paradigmatic event 
descriptions alone. We have proposed as a rule that any ritualistic 
descriptions be outlawed from NS inferences: and the description
'(ix)(x = b & c has F) has H’ surely qualifies as ritualistic. Our 
restrictions also get at the solution to such problems in yet another 
way, for in the NS schema
(II) 1. (x)(Fx Gx)

2, (Xx)(x = b & c has F) has H [and where we are to
suppose 'Hb' is a true 
event describing sen
tence]

3« Gc,
’(lx)(x = b & c has F)' could not qualify as a statement of an ex
planatory antecedent for /G,c/ unless it were a syntactic instance of 
the nomic antecedent of (XI, l), by our Requirement 4 on NS explana
tions, Part 4, Chapter 4. But it is not. Our restrictions provide 
yet a third way to dispense with the above problem: Suppose we tried
to strengthen this case against the reply we just gave, by

99o ”(l_)” is used by Kim as a definite description operator.
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constructing as a MS schema the followings
(III) lo (x)((Xx)(x = b 6 c has F) has M ni Gx)

2, (lx)(x = b & c has F) has H

3- Gc
[where again we are to suppose "Hb” is a true event describing sen
tence] „ so that (HI, 2) is syntactically confirmation-similar to the 
antecedent of (XII„ l)„ It still remains that, to fulfill our re
strictions on lawlikeness„ there must be some well confirmed (or 
potentially confiratatiLe) scientific theory according to tiiich a 
systematic set of properties and relations are ascribable to entities 
in a domain which must include both the individuals c and b„ Mow, in 
order for the objector's argument to succeed, 'Hb' must be supposed to 
be any arbitrary (but true) event describing sentence, and therefore 
'H' may be, say, a property term taken from quantum mechanics, while 
”F” and ”G” may be property terms taken from one of the behavioural 
sciences. Thus ”b' would denote an entity in the domain of quantum 
mechanicss a subatomic particle of some sort, say, while 'o' may 
denote a human agent, a biological organism, or some other macro- 
entity. But no scientific theory has as its laws sentences reporting 
nomic ties between disparate entities such as theseg thus. (Ill, l)
could never qualify as genuinely lawlike according to the dictates of 

100our theory.

100, The sentence (ill, l) is also disqualified from lawlike
ness in that it violates our Constraint 3 lawlikeness, the - .
constraint of unrestrictedness, and unrestrictedness^.
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The second problem Kim notes (Ibid,„ p„ 221) concerns noaic 

subsxmptlve deductive inferences of the sort envisioned by Heapel in 
Aspects (Hempelp 1965)° Kim considers the inference 
(XV) 1. All crows are black

2. b is a crow 
3° c has the color of b

4. c is black,
wherein the law (IV, l) is supposedly used to cover any event of the 
type /B,x/ (where B (T) =df is black) $ as we have already seen 
(Part 4, Chapter 4), (IV, 3) cannot be admitted in a genuine NS 
inference according to our own theory since “(T) has the color of (z) ’ 
is a predicate which applies to individuals of many disparate scien
tific domains and which cannot be taken seriously as a predicate 
falling in the purview of biological science exclusively. Hence it 
does not qualify as a genuine nomic predicate in (XV). Also, (XV) 
violates our Requirement 4 on instantiation for singular event sen
tences (Part 4, Chapter 4).

In the next part of his discussion Kim proposes a principle 
of event identity (Kim 1973d PP« 224 - 225) very similar to that 
proposed in our theory, but there is at least one major respect in 
which our views differ, Kim does not give a precise characterization 
of property identity, and in fact he seems to want to allow for an 
extensional theory wherein at least some predicates are viewed as 
expressing identical properties in virtue of the identity of their 
class extensions alone, Kim proposes that [in our own formalism]
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a constituent event relation-term expresses the same event type as 
its converse,, tahere the notion of a converse of a relation is de
fined extensionally „ in terms of having the same pairs of individuals 
in its extension only in reverse order as the relation of tahich it is 
the converse. Kim then generalises this notion of converse to 
n-adic predicates. How we uphold the principle.that some pairs of 
relation terms and their converses do express the same event types 
(see Part 2» Chapter l)„ as for example when we have mere active- 
passive transformations of the same root verbs. Thus /Spb0c0t/ and 
/S”gCgbgt/ are paradigmatic designators of the same event, where 
S @ @ 0  =df 0  stabs 0  (at time @ )  „ and S' © 0 ( 3 )  =df 0  

is stabbed by ( 0  (at time (3)) • But it is unclear that, at least on 
our criterion of property identity in terms of synonomy, there will 
be any other species of converse relation pairs that turn out to ex
press the same event types. For example, Kim wishes to identify the 
types /G,x,y„z,T/ and /H,z,y,x,T/ where G (0(1)0 ) 0 )  =df 0) gives 
0 )  to (3) (at time 0)) and R 0 ) 0 ) 0 ) 0 )  =df 0 )  receives 0 )  from 
0 ) (at time 0 )), But it is questionable whether these two predi
cates are synonomousg and it is also questionable whether the two 
event types above are universally copresent as would be the case if 
indeed they always denoted the same eventss it seems that it is pos
sible that I can give you a copy of Moby Dick at t, but that you do 
not receive a copy of Moby Dick from me at t in the case where, say, 
you already have five copies of that book and simply refuse to accept 
another copy. The active-passive transform of the first predicate



above still designates the sene events you indeed have been given a 
copy of Moby Sick by me. But still you have not necessarily received 
that copy of Moby Sicks you may simply permit the book to fall to the 
floor (disgustedly) in response to my act of giving it to you. This 
may be a matter for pure arbitration concerning linguistic usages 
one might suggest that mfcat %as done here m.s that I offered the book 
to you but that I did not give it to you (unless you also receive it). 
But there are at any rate other eases that seem more clearly to run 
counter to Kim's proposal. A case in point is one in which I wish 
to give you the book by sending it through the mail, where (during 
the interrim between my sending the book and your receiving it) it 
might be @rue that I already gave you the book, but where you have 
not yet received it. Also, according to Kim's condition, °x is a 
parent of y1 designates the same event type as 'y is a child of 
But the predicates is a parent of (T)° and 0{x) is a child of
(zy (for |.x,y} and respectively) do not seem to me to be
synonomous. Or at least, they do not seem to express the same con
cepts. I do not have a proof that no two expressions can be 
synonomous and yet express different concepts. But it seems safer to 
distinguish event types denoted by expressions having distinct con
cepts at any rate.

The last problem Kim discusses is the 'pairing problem” for 
causes and effects. He have already discussed this problem briefly 
(Part 3o Chapter 9» Section 6). Although the solution we proposed 
is less than completely satisfying, X think it reflects the most



promising features of each of the three alternatives Kin suggests,
He proposed that causal laws contain relational statements within 
their antecedents that specify how the constituent individuals and 
times of the cause and effect events are related (other than by 
merely asserting spatial and temporal continuity), For example0 a 
simple causal law might have the form
(V) (*)(y)(T)(T')((FxT . TRT . Hxy) ni GyT”)
for some noaic properties F and G, where ’R” specifies the exact in
terval between T and T", calculable from information about the 
properties F and G0 and where “H” specifies the exact spatial rela
tionship between x and y, also in principle calculable from information 
about F and G (together with information concerning the initial 
conditions surrounding the particular events to be subsumed in the 
law” s antecedent).

Mow the first alternative proposal dealing with the pairing 
problem cited by Kim (ibid,„ p. 229) emphasises mainly that, for 
causal sufficiency of F for G, there must exist some relation xRy 
occupying a position similar to the relation Hxy in our own formula
tion of (v) such that once we know that a particular individual a 
figures as the first term which bears H to another individual, we can 
determine which other (unique) individual y figures as the second term 
in this relations and on the other hand if we know that a particular 
individual b falls as the second term of this relation, we can then 
determine which (unique) individual x figures as the first term in 
this relation. Our relation "Hxy” fulfills this condition.
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The second alternative taken up by Kia (ibid.„ p. 231) is to 

simply propose that causes be spatially and temporally continuous 
with their effects. Our program includes the requirement of spatio- 
temporal continuity, but only as a necessary and not a sufficient 
criterion of causal conditionship. As Kim notes in his discussion, 
viewing spatiotemporal continuity as alone sufficient for causal con
di tionship leads to counterintuitive cases being allowed as causes and 
effects.

The third alternative (Ibid,, p. 233) is to include in the 
causal nomic antecedent some relation B between the constituent in
dividuals and times of the cause and effect events, where, as for our 
own "TRT"1 and "Hxy1, specifications of B depend upon features of 
the specific properties F and G related in the causal law. Thus, our 
own view of causal lawlikeness includes the main features of all three 
of the alternatives Kim considers. In his article Kim expresses mis
givings about all three of these proposals, however, in virtue of 
purported counterexamples he constructs to each. The constructed 
counterexamples all involve essential use of ritualistic predicates, 
however, and thus should not be considered as telling objections to 
the proposals against which they are directed.

In another article (Kim 1971) o Kim discusses further problems 
concerning nomic subsumptive explanation which can be directed against

101. However we do not claim that the existence of a rela
tion such as H in (V) eriterially indicates the causal sufficiency 
of F for G in (?).
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the theory we have proposed. For example, Kim claims that the prin
ciple that two event sentences designate the same event only if they 
are logically equivalent expresses an "overly stringent" condition on 
event identity (ibid.„ p. 201). It is apparent from his discussion 
that Kim believes the sentences "Socrates died (at t)' and "Xantippe's 
husband died (at t)" are not logically equivalent. Perhaps he assumes 
that logical equivalence ascriptions apply to reparsed translations 
of such sentences as these two. Then
(a) Socrates dies
becomes
(b) (Elx)(Sx . Bet)
or perhaps
(b") (x)(Sx => Jbc)
depending on whether we grant existential import ±o singular sentences 
sad uniqueness;for singular terms; and
(c) Xantippe's husband dies
becomes
(d) (E$x)(Hx . Bx)
or
(d") (x)(Hx z, Dx),
where s ( ^  =df is Socrates, d ( ^  =df (l) dies, and h ( ^  =df (T) 
is the husband of Xantippe. In any of these cases, the two original 
sentences cannot be construed as logically equivalent. Yet they desig
nate the same event since their constituents are identical. But in .. 
our theory, all event designators used in HS explanations must be
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paradigm tic, and thus the singular texsis "Socrates” and "Xantippe’s 
husband' Kould have to paradigaatically denote one and the same in
dividual if the events of Socrates' dying (at t) and of Xantippe's 
husband's dying (at t) were to be identified and denoted (paradigmt- 
icaHy) by the two sentences originally presented. Bow if ' Socrates' 
and 'Xantippe's husband' were both paradigmatic and codesignative, 
then the sentences 'Socrates dies (at t)' and 'Xantippe’s husband 
dies (at t)' would indeed be logically equivalent, for they would 
have the same semantic content. Since 'Socrates' and 'Xantippe's 
husband' are not paradigmatically codesignative, however, we cannot 
use the event sentences ’Socrates dies' and 'Xantippe's husband dies' 
interchangeably in any NS schema. That 'Socrates' and 'Xantippe's 
husband' are not paradigaatically codesignative can be seen by com
paring (b) or (b') with a more perspicuous formulation of (c), where
(d) and (d') are replaced with 
(d") (Eix)(E8y)(Xy . H'xy . Bx)
or
(*’") (x)(y)[(Xy . H'xy) o Dx]
respectively, where instead of the old H (l) » we have H' (?)(?) (sdf
(T) is the husband of (z) ), displaying the information that 'Xantippe's 
husband' is implicitly relational. This formulation thus shows that 
paradigmatically, the elemental constituents of (c) are indeed dis
tinct from those of (a). Thus, paradigmatically, (a) and (c) do not
designate the same event. Thus this example does not vitiate the
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principle that t m  sentences designate the same event only if they are 
paradigaatically logically equivalent.

Pursuing Kim's thought, %e find him trying to make trouble 
for the principle (Ibid., p. 203) that
(A) If x = y, then any NS explanation of /$,x,T/ is an

NS explanation of /0,y,T/„ 
hut again where Kim takes no account of the difference between paradig
matic ity and nonparadigmaticity. Kim points out that (A) sounds

102intuitively correct, but that it leads to problematic consequences. 
Suppose that "a1 abbreviates "Socrates" and "b" abbreviates "Xantippe’s 
husband *. If (A) is correct, then any NS explanans for /j$,a,T/ is an 
NS explanans for /0,b,T/. But compare
(VI) i. (x)(j0xT" ni 0xT)

2. $aT"

/. 3.
with
(VII) 1. (x)( k̂T" ni ^xT)

2. jkT'

3. T̂.103
The explanandum sentence of (Vi) follows by the inference rule ns on

102. The above discussion is not taken directly from Kim's 
treatment of similar problems g we modify his train of thought slightly 
so that it can be sore directly applied to our own theory. Any re
construction of Kim's statements in terms of our own formalism is, I hope, acceptable and adequate for the purposes of our discussion.
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(Via l) and (VIP 2)5 but the explanandua sentence of (VII) has no such 
justification and thus (VII) does not qualify as an adequate HS ex
planation of /0,bpT/. Either (a) is urong, or our rule that laws 
cover explananda only by having semantic structure such that the in
ference rule ns is applicable to at least one law and one statement of 
explanatory antecedents to yield a sentence paradigaatically denoting 
the event to be explained, must be dropped.

He choose to eschew (A) in favor of either of two revisions. 
First, we could retain genuine NS structure for an explanation of 
/0,b,T/ using (VI, l) or (VII, l) as covering law by moving to the 
pattern
(VIII) 1. (x)(#xT' ni 0%T)

2. J$aT'
3. a = b
4. jjibT" [by substitution of "b" for “a ”
 _________________ in (2)]
5- ^bT [by ns on (4) and (l)],

103. He suppose here that (VI) and (VII) meet all other re
quirements on NS explanation except the conditions immediately under 
discussion. Notice however, that in fact the example under discus
sion, which uses "Socrates' and 'Xantippe's husband1 for 'a" and "b" 
will not really do because of the implicitly relational nature of the 
semantic content of "Xantippe's husband" which we expressed paradig- 
oatically in (d"°) and (d"’") above. Thus, our supposition that in 
this case "a" and "b" paradigmatlcally instantiate the antecedent of
(A) — i.e., *x ~ y" — is false. • In a more appropriate example, we 
would have to use a term for "b" which is not implicitly relational.
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In which case wa revise (A) to
(B) If cx' Is paradigaatic but 'y* is not, and If % = y 

by virtue of their designating the saae individual„ 
then any MS erplanans for /$3xsT/ can be made into a 
genuine MS explanans for /^,y,T/ by adding to the 
original a premiss of the foza °x “ y*.

The second alternative is to construct an explanation having the 
pattern of (H) i
(IX) 1. (x)(^xT' ni 0xT)

2. âT'

3» 0aT [by ns on (l) and (2)]
4. a = b [’a" and "b” are non^zadigmatic-
__________________  ally codesignative]

■ 5° 0bT [by substitution of °b' for "a”
in (3)3.

In that case we would change (A) to
(C) If ’x* is paradigmatic but "y1 is not, and if x = y 

by virtue of their designating the same individual, 
then given a genuine explanans for /^,x,T/, we say de
rive the sentence '̂ yT" from the former explanation 
by adding to it the information that 'x1 and "y” are
(nonparadigmatically) codesignative.
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If the second alternative is taken, then we must say that /$0b0T/ has 
not been covered directly by a nomic subsumption using the law (H, l) 
but rather that it is covered only derivatively by that law. I 
believe that this solution is better than the first, since it retains 
adherence to the principle that only paradigmatic terms may enter 
directly into genuine NS explanations. In (VIII), on the other hand, 
we have permitted the nonparadigmatic singular term 'b" of (VIII, k) 
to figure in a statement of antecedent explanatory conditions for an 
application of the rule ns. In (DC), the nonparadigmatic term "b" 
occurs only in statements inessential to the subsumption in which 
(IX, l) is used as covering law. The application of ns used in (XX) 
is just as syntactically impeccable as that used in (Vi) $ not so for 
the case of (VIIl) where a nonparadigmatic term figures essentially.

Now Kim says (Ibid., p. 205),
Consider again "Socrates died, and "Xantippe"s husband 

died". The reason why we are inclined to think that there 
is one event, and not two, that is given by the two state
ments appears to be that, intuitively, the statements are 
"about" the same object, namely Socrates, and assert of this 
object that the same property holds for it. ...and as far as 
reference to this event is concerned, it should make no dif
ference whether we refer to the object as Socrates or 
Xantippe"s husband ...if we replace a term by another codes- 
ignative term in an event describing statement, the resulting 
statement describes the same event.

Ue agree that if two event sentences assert of the same object that
it has the same property (at t), then intuitively they designate the
same event. But they do not necessarily designate the same event
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parad igroatlcally„ and this accounts for uhy, in the context of giv
ing genuine NS explanations, it does 'make a difference' -c&sether ye 
refer to the object as Socrates or Xantippe's husband. Noale sub
sumption as xss have characterised it depends in a crucial m y  on 
syntactic matters$ where nonparadigmatic teras are (even if codesig- 
native with paradigmatic terms) permitted to be substituted within NS 
contexts for paradigmatic terms with which they are (nonparadigmatic- 
ally) codesigns,tive„ then certain important syntactic features of 
the subsumption are lost. That these syntactic features must be re
tained to ensure that yet more grevious consequences do not ensue, 
will become clearer as we continue monitoring Kim's discussion.

Consider the following principles:
(I') If any statement S' is obtained from a statement S by

replacing any singular referring term in S by a co-
ref erential singular referring term, then S and S’

104describe the same event.
(L) Logically equivalent statements describe the same

event.

104. Kim's principle (l) (ibid., p. 206) differs from ours in 
that the former allows substitution of nonsynonoaous but coextensionaL 
property terms as well as codesignative singular terms. He differ 
from Kim in proposing a finegrained view of property identity in terms 
of synonomy whereas he seems to accept coexten&ional predicates as co
de signative of properties. Kim does not give a full theory of property 
identity, but at any rate the problem he observes (which we are about 
to discuss) accrues to any theory using our (I') alone and does not 
depend on acceptance of the stronger principle (I) that Kim himself 
uses.
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Kim constructs an argument (ibid,„ p, 20?) showing that if both (I6) 
and (L) are accepted then on the basis of one further assumption 
about "inclusion” of events within other events„ any two event sen-

denote the same event. He do not rehearse his argument but rather use 
the sentences he constructs to show another conclusion, namely, that 
on the basis of (I*) and (L) plus a thesis like (l) of p. 558 con
cerning nomic subsumption, any nomic subsumptive explanation of a 
specific event is a nomic subsumptive explanation of any other event 
whatsoever. This is Kim's array of statements, put into our formalisms
(a) Fa [we suppose that "Fa." and "Gb"
(b) Gb are both true]

Now suppose the set M of sentences constitutes a genuine NS explana
tion whose conclusion is (a). By (l) alone, we know that (a) and (c) 
are codesignative. Since the only difference between (a) and (c) is 
that in (a) we have an occurrence of the expression "a" while in (c) 
we have an occurrence of the expression "(?x)(x = a . Gb)", it follows 
that "a" and "(?x)(x s a . Gb)" are codesignative. Thus, if (by (I1)) 
any codesignative singular terms are intersubstitutable in NS explan
ation contexts, M is also an NS explanation of (c). But (c) logically 
entails (b), and so by (l) of p. 558, M is also a NS explanation of
(b). Note that we say use analogous reasoning to show, on the basis 
of the same assumptions, that given that there exists one genuine

tences of the forms "jfeT" and "JitfyT0" (for any $, $, x, y, T, and T")

(c)
(a)

F(?x)(x = a . Gb) 
G(?x)(x = b . Fa).
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explanatory antecedent event for an explanation of another, the 
latter has every arbitrary event as its explanatory antecedent as 
well. And similarly, if an explanans M is a noaic subsumptive explan
ation of one event, it is a nomic subsumptive explanation of any 
other event as well.^^

Indeed, on the basis of (I") alone we can generate paradox, 
for given M as above, and the acknowledgement of ”(?x)(x = a . Gb)1 
as a singular term denoting a, the same results follow, tie have 
already given reasons for denying nonparadigm tic terms in NS explan
ations; thus the above expression, even if it did count as denoting a, 
could not enter an NS explanation since it is not paradigmatic, tie 
have also denied that logically equivalent sentences denote the same 
events. If paradigmatic, two codesignative event sentences must have 
the same semantic content. But (c) and (a) differ in that (c) con
tains much semantic content not present in (a).

tie turn finally to some objections raised against KiA's views 
by A. Rosenberg in “On Kim's Account of Events and Event Identity" 
(Rosenberg 197*0» Rosenberg is dissatisfied with Kim's insistence

105. Note that in the above argument as well as that pre
sented by Kim, we have presupposed that it is correct to say of two 
sentences like (a) and (c) that they are logically equivalent pro
vided that 'Gb' is true, I do not subscribe to this principle, since
I believe that logical equivalence cannot be made to turn on con
tingent fact. However, for now I shall agree to withhold my judgment 
on this matter since the acre lenient stand seems to have won 
credibility among many logicians besides Kim; these include Quine and 
Davidson, who adopt the above principle in constructing similar kinds 
of arguments.
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that each singular event is of only one constitutive type, and that 
this constitutive type is what is related (to another) in causal 
statements of constant conjunction between events. Rosenberg asks us 
to consider the events designated, according to Kim's proposals, by
(1) Oedipus married Oedipus' mother at t 
which we will represent as
(!') /M,o,m,t/
and
(2) Oedipus married Laius” widow at t
which we represent as
(2') /M,o,l,t/.
Now according to Kim's criterion of event identity, (l) and (2) as 
well as (1°) and (2°) designate the same event since they denote the 
same constitutive objects, properties, and times. Rosenberg's criti
cism is that, if constant conjunction is required for causal laws in 
nomic subsumptive explanations, and if this turns on relationships 
obtaining between the constituent properties of events, then the 
event
(3°) /A,o,t’/
expressing that
(3) Oedipus suffers mental anguish at t'
ought to receive a causal explanation in terms of at least (l ”) and, 
if Kim is correct, in terms of (2°) as well since (2") designates the 
same event as (l°)« But, says Rosenberg, no causal law subsumes (3") 
in terms of either of the events (1°) or (2”), since we have no
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generalizations expressing that whenever someone exemplifies M, he 
later exemplifies At marrying as such does not cause mental anguish.

Now Kim’s view can he readily defended against this criti
cism. Obviously the causal generalization relevant to explaining (3°) 
in terms of (l’) and (2“) must be formulated in a more complex manner 
than in the statement
(4) (T)(T°)(x)(Ey)(MxyT ca AxT"),
Since the fact that the person Oedipus married is his mother is what 
causes his mental anguish, a causal law of human nature expressing 
this generalization would have to be formulated at least as
(5) (x)(y)(T)(T,)((MxyT . Syx) ca AxT"),
where s(^(^2) =df (jT) is the mother of (ẑ . The event (l1) is alone 
insufficient as the sole explanatory antecedent of (3°), and likewise 
with respect to (2"). The proper nomic subsumption would go something 
like this5
(6) a. (x)(y)(T)(T")((MxyT , Syx) ca AxT')

b. Molt [or Momt, depending on which
of (!') or (2”) is used]

c. SLo [or Smo, depending on which
of (1°) or. (20) is used]

d. Aot'.
Thus Rosenberg’s objection is put to rest. His second objection is 
similar to the first. He asks us to consider that for Kim, the 
events designated by
(?) Oedipus incestuously marries Oedipus' mother at t
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which we represent as
(7°)
and
(8) Oedipus incestuously marries Laius0 widow at t
which we represent as
(8°) /XpOfllp t/
are identical. He have on hand a causal law of human nature, we will 
suppose„ according to which

and thus we have ready NS explanations of (3°) in terms of (9) plus 
either of (7°) or (81) according to Kim's view. But since (l") and 
(2°) have different constituent properties than (7°) or (S’) respec
tively, neither (l') nor (21) arc causal, antecedents for (3°) 
according to the law (9). This constitutes BcsehbSE^s objection: he
thinks, it seems, that we ought to say that (3*) has (I') and (2") 
as causal antecedents, even when the causal law invoked to subsume 
these events is (9). I fail to see the force of this objection, how
ever, in light of the fact that the law (5) can be derived (by 
definition of 0incestuous") from (9).

Although Rosenberg0s criticisms of Kim’s view carry little if 
any weight against viewing event identity at least as finely grained 
as does Kim, and against the nomic subsumptive view of explanation as 
such, my defense of Kim’s proposals is less than wholehearted. For 
although I think my replies to Rosenber’s criticisms apply in full 
force relative to any events paradigmstically described, I do not

(9) (x)(y)(T)(T’)(lxyT ca AxT’),
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think that any of (l°)9 (2°)„ (7°)» or (8°) should strictly speaking 
be considered as paradigmatic, This is because of the terms "m" and
"I' occurring in them. The concepts of being Laius“s widow and of
being Oedipus's mother are certainly not identical concepts. Knowing 
that an object happens to be identifiable in terms of its being 
Laius's widow, is not sufficient to know that that object is also 
identifiable as being Oedipus’s mother. (Of this fact at least Oedipus 
was painfully aware.) Although both expressions uniquely specify 
what happens to be one and the same individual, their semantic con
tent is insufficient to determine this. Therefore I contend that
(l1) and (2°) (as well as (7') and (8°)) do not paradigmatlcally des
ignate the same event, and. thus may not be used interchangeably in a
genuine NS explanatory context. Why this is so may perhaps become
clearer in considering that while
(10) lomt
states redundantly that Oedipus incestuously married Oedipus’s mother,
(11)" Momt
does not5 intuitively, a NS explanation of /A,o,t’/ using (9) as 
covering law and (?’) as explanatory antecedent incorporates unnec
essary semantic information in the form of permitting the occurrence 
of °m’ in (?’), A similar semantic redundancy accrues to an NS 
account of the form (6) in which ’1’ is replaced by ’m’, But even if 
we construct a subsumption for /A,o,t’/ using (9) and the expression 
(8’), the choice of (8°) itself is less than optimal here. For in
tuitively, the fact that the person Oedipus married was Laius’s
widow (or Laius’s sister, or anyone else’s widow for that matter)



brings in information about the person in question that is (although 
not explanatorily redundant) superfluous to his having mental ang
uish. Gan me find, then, a paradigmatic term denoting the person in 
question which is neither redundant nor semantically superfluous in 
the above sense? tihat is needed as a paradigmatic singular referring 
term instead of either "m” or "I” is a term that is semantically 
neutral in the Information it imparts about its denotatum with re
spect to the fact that the event in which it figures as individual 
constituent forms the major explanatory antecedent for /A,o„t0/, and 
yet which suffices to identify to any competent speaker, the indi
vidual that happens to be both Laius's widow as well as Oedipus’s 
mother. I am unsure exactly which descriptive terms could count as 
paradigmatic in this case, but an example might be, "the (unique) 
female individual residing at [Oedipus’s address] (at t-t°)0. In any 
case, ’Laius’s widow” (for a subsumption using (4)) and ’Oedipus’s 
mother’ (for explanations using (9) or (5)) will not do, Hhereas the 
fact that this individual happens to be Laius’s widow is explanatorily 
superfluous to Oedipus’s mental anguish, the fact that this Individual 
is the unique individual who is a female residing at [Oedipus’s 
address] at t-t’ seems not explanatorily superfluous but rather ex
planatorily neutral with respect to his mental anguish, for this 
description merely locates the person Oedipus married and describes her 
as female without describing her in any other way. Nor does this 
latter expression contain semantic content that is explanatorily re
dundant (given (9)) as is the case with ’Oedipus’s mother’.



CHAPTER 9

IN DEFENSE OF GOLDMAN°S FINEGRAINED THEORY

He shall assume some familiarity with the "basic tenets of 
Goldman's view of events as given in his Theory of Human Action 
(Goldman 1970) and developed in later articles, specifically 'The 
Individuation of Action' (Goldman0 1971)- In what follows I shall 
discuss some objections to Goldman's view, to which the theory pre
sented and developed in the present work owes a very great debt, and 

, to defend it against those objections, in part by relying on some 
revisions and clarifications of his view which I think my own theory 
represents.

He begin with J. Thomson's discussion in 0Individuating 
Actions' (Thomson 1971). There she asks us to examine an argument of 
Goldman's against radical extensionalist theories of event individua
tion (ibid., p. 775) which can be stated as follows8

According to Anscombe, Davidson, and the radical extensional- 
ists, it is correct to say that 'was done by' related actions, such 
as those denoted in Anscomb's water-poisoning case (Anscombe 1957, 
pp. 45f.), are identical. Suppose the man concerned may be denoted 
pazadigmatically as 'Jones'» Then the extensionalists would, says 
Goldman, allow substitutions in
(2) Jones replenished the water supply by operating the

pump
579
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by virtue of the identity
(l) Jones" operating the pump = Jones" replenishing the

water supply
to validly yield
(3) Jones operated the pump by replenishing the water 

supply
which is clearly false, and
(4) Jones operated the pump by operating the pump,
which is odd to say the least (and indeed false, I would add). Now
Thomson is dissatisfied with Goldman"s above substitution-strategy 
argument, for she thinks that it presupposes either that (2) is para- 
phrasable as
(2") Jones' replenishing of the water supply has the [was-

done-by] relation to his operating of the pump, 
which she claims it is not, or else Goldman's argument presupposes 
that (2) is paraphrasable as
(2'') There is an x and there is a y such that x is a re

plenishing of the water supply by Jones, and y is an 
operating of the pump by Jones, and x has the [was- 
done-by] relation to y, and x is before now, 

which leads to unacceptable consequences.
fcfhy does Thomson claim that (2") is not semantically equiva

lent to (2)? Because
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Suppose Miss Anscombe0 s zean has bsen pimping araay every 

morning for weeks» only today, for the first time, were the 
pipes in order, and so only today, for the first time, did 
he replenish the water supply by operating the pimp. Then
(2) is true. But if in saying (2°) the replenishing I refer 
to is today's and the pumping I refer to is yesterday's, then 
..,(2”) should be false. ...'He verbed” doesn't itself con
tain any expression referring to a particular act, and is 
true even if he verbed many times, whereas the nominalization 
'his verbing' constructed from it purports to refer to a 
particular act, (Ibid., pp. 775 - 776),

Thomson's remarks are cogent when applied to the argument she correctly 
represents as that given by Goldman (Goldman.1971, pp. 762 - 763).
But Goldman's formulation of this argument can be made precise in a 
way that reflects his own theory of event identity better, and 
against which Thomson's criticisms are invalid. Making the formula
tion more precise requires again, as in many of our previous 
discussions, turning to more perspicuous event language. Once more 
we reformulate the case in terms of our own paradigmatic event 
expressionsi

Anscombe”s example is meant to be an example of one specific 
case of pump-operating, and one specific case of water-replenishing, 
by one individual (Jones) at a specific time t. He shall represent 
the former event as
(A) /0,j,p,t/
where 0 CD(EX3) (T) operates (jf) at time (J), where j - Jones,
and where p = the pump which he operates at t. He represent the 
latter event as
(B) /B„j,h,t/
where s(l)(2)(3) sdf (T) replenishes the tater supply of (z) at
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time (3). Suppose we formally represent the fact that © has the 
“ms-done-by0 relation to e” as 0 eBe “ “. Mow we reformulate 
Goldman’s argument. The ertensionalists would allow substitutions in
(C) /B„j0h„t/ B /0,j,p,t/ 
in virtue of the identity
(D) /OojoPot/ = /Bgjghgt/ 
to validly yield
(E) /OojoPot/ B /R,j,h,t/ 
which is clearly false, and
(P) /0»j,p,t/ B /0,j,p,t/,
which is odd to say the least (and indeed false, I would add). In
this formulation, (c) corresponds to (2), (D) corresponds to (l), (E) 
corresponds to (3), and (F) to (4), Since the terms (a) and (b) are 
paradigmatic event designators which have as their designata Jones’ 
operating of the pump at t and Jones’ replenishing of the water supply 
at t respectively, the paradigmatic reformulations of (2) and (2’), \ 
which do contain reference to the time t, the individual constituents 
j, p, and h, and the properties 0 and P, will indeed turn out to be 
semantically equivalent. For the paradigmatic reformulation of (2°) 
would go something like this8
(G) Jones’ replenishing of the water supply of the house

located at [e.g., 2028 Second Street, Peru, Illinois] 
at [e.g., 5800 - 5804 a.m., Sept. 4, 1979 E.S.T.] has 
the was-done-by relation to Jones’ operating of the 
pump p [in the park across the street from the
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aforementioned house„ for example] at 5»00 - 58 04, 
September 4, 1979» E,S,T.„

or formally,,
(C), /Sgjohgt/ B /OgjgPgt/o
And there is no uay, if these expressions are taken in their literal 
senses, by saying (G) that the replenishing I refer to is today's and 
the pumping I refer to is yesterday's. Thus there is no uay that
(C) — i.e., the new (2) — could be true and yet (G) — i.e,B the new 
(2“) — false. And thus when Goldman's argument is reformulated para- 
digmaticallyg it regains its cogency against the extensionalists,

Paradigmatic event designators must contain expressions desig
nating each of the constituents of the singular events they designate; 
'he verbed at t” is true only if he verbed once, or through one con
tinuous interval, namely t (if the reader will pardon my temporary 
imitation of this rather anomalous locution of Thomson's). This ex
pression, if a paradigmatic event designator, does indeed denote a 
single event. Although it may be true even if he also verbed at 
several times other than t, this does not make the expression any less 
of a singular referring term than its nomiaalisation, “his verblng 
at V,

Let us now suppose that in fact, our defense of Goldman in 
terms of saving his argument by letting the reformulated (2°) be 
truely semantically equivalent with the reformulated (2), falls. And 
let us then turn to the only alternative Thomson thinks is open to 
Goldman, namely, to construe (2) as semantically equivalent with
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(2°0)„ Mcing this taekg Thomson tries to force Goldman°s position 
(now expressed in terms of this second, interpretation of (2)) into 
one diametrically opposed to that which he wishes to uphold, namely, 
a Davidsonian position in which we have not only (20 0), which is 
concerned only with the "w&s-done-by1 relation, but also 
(6°') There is an x such that x is a strolling of Sebastian,

and x has the through-relation to the streets of
Bologna, and x is before now 

as a paraphrasal of
(6) Sebastian strolled through the streets of Bologna,
and
(7") There is an x such that x is a replenishing of the

water supply by Sebastian, and x has the with- 
relation to a pump, and x is before now 

as a paraphrasal of
(?) Sebastian replenished the water supply with a pump.
For there is nothing, Thomson seems to think, to which Goldman could 
appeal to distinguish "by” in English as indicating a full fledged 
relation between actions, that would not also indicate a similar 
relational treatment of other prepositions such as "through” and 
"with”. Furthermore, as is parallel for cases constructed from (6) 
and (6°”), and for (?) and (?””), if Goldman should hold that (2°”) 
paraphrases (2) he would have to admit that, for example, a (par
ticular) replenishing of the water supply by operating the pump by 
Sebastian is an x such that x is a replenishing of the water supply



by Sebastian and x has the by-relation to an operating of the pump 
by Sebastian; and every one of these is a replenishing of the eater 
supply by Sebastian (where supposedly the "is" in the foregoing is 
the 'is' of identity and not of mere predication). But at the same 
time Goldman wants to hold that it is not the case that "every one of 
these" above is identical with every other, for clearly the actions 
denoted have different constitutive typesg Thomson notes (ibid., p. 
779) that the act properties "...is replenishing the water supply 
by operating the pump* and "...is replenishing the water supply* 
simpliciter denote distinct act properties. So not only does the 
move to (2*") as a paraphrase of (2) lead Goldman's view toward a 
much more Davidsonian position than he would like; it also leads to 
a direct inconsistency concerning the most fundamental tenet of his 
theory, namely, that actions and events are to be individuated in 
terms of their constituent properties, individuals, and times.

Once again, however, we can save Goldman’s view from the 
consequences Thomson wishes to attribute to it, and once again our 
redemption will be based on moving to more perspicuous language.
This time we shall need to recall the distinction we have drawn be
tween constituent properties of events as opposed to properties events 
have. This distinction is also drawn by Goldman himself (1971« p.
772) although he speaks of the difference between saying that an 
action is a token of a certain type and on the other hand saying that 
an act.token exemplifies a certain property. To say the former in our
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terminology is to say that the property 0 is an event's constituent 
property 5 to say the latter in our terminology is to say that j0*iis;_a 
property the event has — that is, that is a property attributed to 
an event or that (see Part 1, Chapter 2, Sections
2 & 3).

I think it is correct to explicate the ”yas done by" relation, 
predicated of one event (action) with respect to another, as a pred
ication of that event as having a (relational) property and never as 
being constituted by that (was-done-by) relation. Or at any rate, 
to use "B8 (of p. 582) as a paradigmatic event property constituent 
of an event, is never to express an action-events for the terms of
the relation 8 B  8 are themselves actions, not agents and
ontologically simple individuals as they are in the case of the con
stituent individuals of actions. Thus, since for her argument to 
carry, the underlined expression of p. 584 would have to be treated 
as an expression denoting a constituent property of a single event, 
Goldman and those holding the finegrained view need not accept 
Thomson8s application of (288) as legitimate. Thus neither must they 
accept the consequence she draws from this illegitimate application, 
that "every one of these8 is identical with every other.

He can now also see the principle justifying acceptance of
(288) as an explication of (2) which distinguishes this case from the
case of (?) and (78 8), and (6) and (6°8). For while
(H) 8___was done by ___ 8
does not express a constituent act type.
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(l) ° strolled through_0
and
(j) * replenished the m.ter supply uith a °
do express constitutive act properties and not (relational) properties 
merely had by events, dearly, tdiile the argument places of the 
predicate (H) are filled by event names and never by-an agent name (on 
the left) and a simple object name (on the right)„ the argument places 
of (l) and (j) are always filled by an agent name (on the left) and 
a simple object name (on the right), but never with event names.
Agents are not ’done by’ anything else; but events are done by other 
events (actions). And events do not ’stroll through’ places or 
replenish water supplies, but agents do.

Finally let us reformulate (2” ) more perspicuously so that 
the sense in which it does reflect a possible finegrained explication 
of (2) — i.e., of (C) — is made explicit;
(K) There is an event e and an event e° such that e =

/B,j,h,t/, and e" = /0,j,p,t/, and eBe’.
When (K) is generalised as in the schema
(L) (xi)(yi)(T)(Ee)(Ee’)((e = /^p.o.x^T/) . (e’ =

/l^y-p.ooy^T/) . e B e’)), 
it becomes quite clear that Thomson’s attempted instantiation of this

106. This is not to deny that, for example, a strolling of 
Sebastian’s at t could not have the property of occurring through the 
streets of Bologna,
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principle as discussed above simply will not fit syntactically or 
semantically. In conclusion, Thomson has not shorn that Goldman and 
the finegrain theorists cannot uphold our paradigmatic revisions of 
either her (2°) or her (2° °) as an analysis of [our paradigmatic
reformulations of] her (2). If Goldman himself had perhaps been sore
aware of the advantages of using a semantically perspicuous formalism 
such as ours in expressing his own views, and if he were more aware 
of the pitfalls of doing without such a formalism, I think Thomson 
would have foreseen that her arguments against the finegrained posi
tion represented by Goldman would have no sound basis.

We turn next to some criticisms of Goldman°s view voiced by
Irving Thai berg in “Singling Out Actions* (Thai berg 1971)« He
attempts to vitiate the distinction made by Goldman and included in 
our own theory, between properties (and relations) constituent of 
events, and properties had by events (or relations borne between 
them), on which we depended for our defense of Goldman above. Since 
this seems to be a central distinction posited in all finegrained 
theories of event identity, we examine Thaiberg's objections thor
oughly and discover some possible replies to them.

Thai berg has us consider the following passage from Goldman 
(Goldman, 1971» P» 772)s

To say of an act token that it is a killing of George 
is not ..oto assert that it [has] the property of causing 
George's death§ rather, It is to say that it is [partially
constituted by] the act type, killing George. .„=although John's shooting of George [has] the property of causing
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George's death„ It is not [partially constituted by] the 
act type,, causing George's death. There is just one act 
type [by which it is constituted]0 vis.„ shooting (George).
Thus, although John's shooting of George is an action of 
John's that causes George's death, it is not [partially 
constituted by] a killing of George. (Of. Thaiberg 1971» p.
782).107

Of this passage Thai berg remarks;
Here Goldman appears to be advocating linguistic leg

islations He should make it true by fiat that agents may 
[instantiate] any act property except causing something 
to happen, whereas their act tokens may [have] only causal 
properties (relations). Hhy not accept this rule? I 
believe it clashes with Goldman's — and most people's —  
use of causal verbs like 'dig', 'sew', and 'clean'. These 
verbs specify ways of producing various results. It is 
essential to our concept of agency that when we act, we 
often affect things and people around us... So if we are 
said to [instantiate] act properties, causal properties 
should be included. (Thaiberg 1971» p. 783)•

Now first, notice that nowhere in the passage from Goldman's article 
(nor anywhere else in his writings to my knowledge) is it indicated 
that he denies agents can instantiate causal properties, as for exam
ple in the action
(l) /C,j,d,g,t/
where C C^X^C^XS) =<̂  (^) causes the (?) of (3) at time (?). (l)
is construable in a manner perfectly consistent with Goldman's theory 
such that its constituent type is that of causing, exemplifiable by

107. The bracketed expressions represent translations of 
Goldman's talk,of events being tokens of a specific type versus 
events exemplifying properties, into my own terminology of events 
being constituted in part by properties versus their having 
properties.
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an agento in this case John. Also,, there is nothing in Goldman's
view that entails that the only properties events may be said to have„
are causal properties. For example, the event /C,j,d,g,t/ may have 
the property F* of being illegal. These properties are not 'causal 
properties' — at least not in the sense Thaiberg has in mind for
'dig', 'sew', 'clean', and 'causes the death of.

Second, I fail to see how Thaiberg can think that Goldman's 
evaluation of the case cited in the passage quoted is nothing but 
linguistic legislation. For linguistic legislation is a move taken 
when there is no evidence, theoretical, empirical, or conceptual, 
to warrant any specific decision or evaluation of the case in question. 
But Goldman's and all other finegrained theories which individuate 
events in terms of constituent properties, individuals, and times, 
provide systematic theoretical indications that in, for example, the 
case Goldman discusses in the quoted passage, the decision to speak 
of John's killing of George as Goldman does is the only decision that 
is compatible with the theory; conceptually, if actions are individ
uated as on the finegrained theory, then does it not follow that 
killing is the one and only one act type of which John's killing 
George at t is an instance? And if the act token is an event that 
causes George's death, does it not follow that we may predicate 
'causing George's death* of that event? Thaiberg says that Goldman 
has insufficient evidence for making his distinction in the Case of 
the act types of killing and of causing George's death for the ex
ample under discussion, for he claims that whenever we find the act



property "killing George” exemplified by John, we will also find a 
token of the act type, causing George's death (by John). Presumably 
Thai berg also claims that whenever we have an instance of the latter 
type„ we also have an instance of the former type as well, and that 
thus the event sentences constructed as paradigm representations of 
these events are logically equivalent. And„ supposedly, Thai berg 
wants us to take this as an indication that the events they denote 
are identical, the single action which occurred being of both 
constitutive types, "causing George's death" and "killing George'.
We have already seen reason to eschew the principle that if two event 
sentences are logically equivalent, they necessarily denote the same 
event. But besides this, Thai berg's entailment does not after all 
hold in the second directions John may certainly cause George's 
death without killing him, as in the case where John decides to 
hire another man to do the job, or in the case where John decides to 
run the stoplight just as George approaches the intersection at his 
right.

Another attack of Thaiberg's centers on this passage from 
Goldman (Goldman 1971» p. 767)s

John's singing loudly ...is partly caused by his being 
angry, ...[which] does not at all cause his singing off 
key. Similarly, his singing off key is partly caused by 
his having a sore throat, ...[which] is not at all a cause 
of his singing loudly, (As quoted in (Thaiberg 1971, p. 784))

Of this passage Thai berg comments.
The comeback from ...unifiers is that John's musical outburst has innumerable properties, among them loudness and off-key-hood. A host of antecedents, including John's
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respiratory affliction and his vexation0 all helped produce
an act having this multitude of characteristics.

Now first, although Goldman himself (1971o P° 76?) seems to allow 
that the event of John's singing at t (/S,j,t/) can have such proper
ties as loudness (John's singing at t is loud, i.e., F^/S,j0t/t) and 
of off-key-hood (G#/S,j,t/t), I think that both Goldman and
Thaiberg err in letting the above properties F® and G® count as
properties an event can have. Events,: such as /S,j,t/, can have 
properties such as causing Anne to wake up, being Intermittent, 
enduring for long periods of time, or coming to my notice as I 
enter the room. But to say of a particular event that it is loud or 
off key, unlike saying that for example it was Intermittent or that 
it came to my notice as I entered the toom, seems to commit a category 
mistake. Tie can say that John sang loudly at ts this much makes 
clear sense. But, as in our own theory, this expression denotes an 
event whose constituent property is 'singing loudly'» It is not an 
assertion that the event of John's singing at t has the property of
loudness. I am unsure how to establish or even to arrive at a general
principle by which to distinguish some adverbial modifiers as 
qualifying sometimes as properties events can have as well as prop
erties that can be constituents of events, while at the same time 
specifying what other modifiers can qualify only as 'parts' of 
constituent properties of events and never as complete properties that 
events can be said to have. But it seems clear that there is some 
such general principle to be discovered, for from the occurrence of 
the event
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of John’s singing Intermittently at t, we m y  deductively infer that 
the event

/S,j,V
of John's singing at t 1ms the property H* of being intermittent.
That is, we may infer that the latter is an intermittent event. But 
in the case of

/S’%j,t/
— of John's singing loudly at t — we may no more infer that the event 
/S,j,t/ was loud (or off key for the other example) than we could 
infer from the fact that I have an acid stomach ache at t, that the 
event of my having a stomach ache at t is an acetic event. Events, 
as opposed to stomach aches, are not the sorts of things that can 
be acid-basedI But on the other hand both singing; as well as events 
can be intermittent.

That there is such a principle to be established, therefore 
seems clear. The 'innumerabillty' of the properties that 'John's 
musical outburst' may have, therefore, turns out to be not quite so 
large an innumerability as Thalbery and the unifiers think. And 
certainly if being loud and being off key are not properties ascrib- 
ahle of the action of John's singing at t, there is no 'host of 
antecedents' in all the universe --in fact not even one — that could 
'help produce an act having [these] characteristics'.

Several other interesting objections to Goldman's theory are 
raised in the remainder of Thalberg's article. X believe that
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Goldman's theory can bs defended a^tinst them, although sometimes 
only by first developing his views in more detail or revising them 
in minor ways. The revisions and developments called for in this and 
in most discussions in the literature involving objections to the 
finegrained view of event identity have been included, for the most 
part, in the theory I have offered here. I leave discussion of 
these issues for another time, and turn now instead to some points 
of interest raised by Myles Brand in his review of Goldman's Theory 
of Human Action (Brand 1972).

The first issue raised by Brand concerns repeated arguments 
of Goldman's against Davidson and the 'unifier' position on event 
identity, that are based on considerations of singular causal ascrip
tions. He do not repeat Goldman's arguments here, but only note that 
in general they depend in some crucial way upon taking the sentential 
context ° caused ° (or, if you prefer, ° is a causal condi
tion of °) as extensions!, as well as taking these contexts as 
having event names as arguments. He shall not dispute the second 
condition, but will focus on the first, namely, that causal contexts 
are extensional (cf. Goldman 1971» p. 6 ff.). Mow as Thaiberg (1971) 
and Brand (1972) both note, and as Goldman himself seems to be 
atstre (1970, p. 7), proponents of neither side of the individuation 
issue can use substitution strategy arguments to prove their point 
if these make use of causal sentential contexts and presuppose either 
that such contexts are either extensional (as finegrained theorists 
have sometimes done) or intensional (as unifiers such as Davidson
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have often done)= Unfortunately» authors from neither camp, and 
specifically neither Goldman nor Davidson p have dram the distinction 
between the two ways in which intensionality can be indicated in the 
semantic interpretation of certain sentential contexts, as we outlined 
in Part 5, Chapter 1. He can now make use of this distinction in 
clearing up the first discussion appearing in Brand's article (Brand
1972) by appealing to our previous claim that causal sentential 
contexts are, on the most plausible view that can be held in conjunc
tion with a finegrained theory of event identity such as ours and 
Goldman's, extensional^ but at the same time intensional^-

Noting Goldman's failure to argue explicitly for the exten- 
sionality of causal contexts which take event names as arguments,
— he merely throws the ball to the opposing court as in a discussion 
appearing in Theory of Human Action (Goldman 1970, p. 7) — Brand 
constructs this argument, similar to an argument of Chisholm's that 
we have also previously discussed, to prove that causal contexts 
are intensions! (Brand 1972, p. 251)8

Consider the sentence formed by replacing with
the event description 'The assassination of JFK” and ° °
with the event description 'Johnson being the president 
in December 1963” [in the context ”„„ = caused the event of 

 ']. Since
(3) The president in December 1963 = Johnson,

we obtain
(4) The assassination of JFK caused the event 

of Johnson being Johnson.
Statement (4) is clearly false, '..

To evaluate this argument we shall move through several increasingly 
perspicuous reformulations of it. First let us reword the above
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slightly without altering its semantic content in any significant 
my. Starting with
(l“) The event of JFK's being assassdLmted at t causes

the event of Johnson's being the president at t*
(we formalise the appropriate time indicators for convenience)„ and 
the sentence
(2') Johnson = the president at V
we are supposed to arrive by substitution of 'Johnson' for 'the
president at t'' in (l') at the sentence
(3') The event of JFK's being assassinated at t causes the

event of Johnson's being Johnson.
The idea here, as above, is that since the sentence 'Johnson is 
Johnson' of which 'Johnson's being Johnson' is a nominalisation, is 
tautologous, it is false to say that any event, including the 
event of JFK's being assassinated at t, caused the event (if any) 
it purports to designate.

Now the first thing to notice is that in the above argument, 
the crucial substitution has been enacted upon 'the president at t", 
an expression within the event designator 'the event of Johnson's 
being the president at t" that corresponds, in its sentential 
correlate, to a term in predicative position (Johnson is the president 
at t°). This is so, because, the only interpretation under which we 
can say 'the president at t" does not form part of a predication 
(of Johnson) is to say that the 'is' of the above sentential correlate 
of our event designator in (l°) is the 'is' of identity and not of



predication, and that, consequently, the "event” our designator 
designates is not construed in (l") as having "being the president" 
as its property constituent, but rather that it has "being [identical 
tilth]" as its constituent type. And clearly this cannot be what is 
meant if (l") is to be true as the argument supposes, for if so 
then (1") would lose its force as a causal claim in the first place.
The moral of this is that therefore in the above argument, (2") 
is really not after all a perfectly honest expression of the Identity 
needed to carry the argument to its logical conclusion validly5 
rather, what is needed is
(2*") being Johnson = being the president at t",
which asserts an identity between properties, not individuals, tihat 
Brand has done in the above argument is to substitute into a property 
term with a codes!gnative singular referring term occurring within 
it, thereby replacing not only the singular term in question (i.e.,
"the president at t"") with its codesignative partner, but also re
placing the original property term "being the president at t" with 
another, "being Johnson"» But since (2°") is false under any plaus
ible account of property identity, his argument thus breaks down.

At the same time we see now why we can correctly character
ize causal contexts like the above as being intensional^ — but still 
as being extensional^ 8 when event names are allowed as flanking 
° caused "„ its argument places are filled by terms designating 
*intensional entities". At the level ©f interpretation of property 
terms under which they are seen as designating properties, substitution
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of codeeignative property terms will indeed preserve truth. For, 
if Brand had lit upon a true property identity statement instead of 
the false (2'°) for his argument, then the result of the substitution 
would be another true sentence instead of the false (3°)• However, 
at the second level of extensional interpretation in which property 
terms are assigned class extensions, "being Johnson" and "being pres
ident at t"’ are codesignative. For the class extension of each is 
the same, namely the class consisting of Johnson, Since, of that 
class it is true to say that Johnson is a member, however, the interp
retation of (3") in which we give property terms an extensional 
interpretation only at the level of class extension results in a 
true sentence. So again, Brand's argument will not pose any serious 
threat to Goldman’s theory of event identity.

In his second criticism of Goldman, Brand considers an arg
ument of Goldman’s against the unifiers (Brand 1972, pp. 251 - 252) 
to the effect that, since (in the circumstance that I owe Smith 
two dollars and Smith collects two-dollar bills)
(2a) My giving Smith the two-dollar bill
and
(2b) My repaying my debt to Smith
do not have all and only the same properties, they cannot be identical. 
One property that (2a) has which (2b) lacks is the property of being 
morally supererogatory. Now Brand is uneasy about the fact that, if 
circumstances were different (e.g.. Smith abhorred owning two-dollar
bills) it might be that (2a) would not be morally supererogatory, or



that, considered in isolation from any external circumstances what
ever „ it is impossible to tell what properties either of (2a) or 
(2b) have, and thus impossible to apply Leibniz's Law to them. An 
easy reply is in order here, howeverg the particular events that 
form the subject of Goldman8s and indeed any other philosopher's 
theory of event individuation, are supposed to be events that actually 
occur (and, as most would say, they occur in space and time, at 
particular spaces and times, as indicated on the finegrained view by 
their constituent individuals and their constituent times). Thus, if 
the event of my giving Smith a two-dollar bill is to be a subject 
for a theory of event identity, we must conceive of it as an event 
which actually occurs, and which thus comes complete with the 'exter
nal circumstances" to which Brand refers. It follows that for any 
property F* whose ascrliability to an event e depends on external 
circumstances, we may say (on the basis of those circumstances) 
whether or not e has F*.

The next point of interest raised in Brand's critique con
cerns Goldman's theory of property identity which, like our own, is 
based on synonomy. However, neither Goldman nor Brand sake the dis
tinction we have made between paradigmatic and nonparadigmatlc 
language; the result is that both lay claim to some rather confused 
remarks. „

Brand refers to Goldman's discussion (Goldman 1970, pp. 12 - 
14) in which he speaks of 'relational properties' such as those 
expressed by the predicates
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(A) (T) hits the tallest Ban in the room at time (?)
and
(B) (T) hits the wealthiest @an in the room at time (?).
Let us abbreviate (a) as "F” and (B) as "G°. Then the problem for 
the synonomy criterion of property identity is that for a specific 
individual j and a specific time t„
(G) /F»d»V
and
(D) /G,j,t/
might seem to denote one and the same event when the tallest Ban in
the room (at t) is identical with the wealthiest (at t)„ as they do
on the unifier views modelled after Davidson and Anscombe. The 
synonomy criterion entails that the properties expressed by F and 
G are distinct„ and in conjunction with the principle that event 
identity is criterially determined by sameness of all constituents,. 
that the events /F,j,t/ and /G,j,t/ are also distinct. On our view 
as well as Goldman "s these results are accepted freely. But Brand 
(1972, p. 253) would object that (G) and (D) do designate the same 
event because even though F and G are not synonomous, both express 
the same property, namely the property expressed by the predicate 
(e) (?) hits the man who is both the tallest and the

wealthiest man in the room at time (2).
Brand concludes that Goldman"s synonomy criterion is therefore 
incorrect.
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But several replies are in order. First„ Goldman himself 

distinguishes between when we can refer to a property 0 with an 
expression @» and when that expression @ expresses 0 (1970» p. 13). 
Goldman could reply therefore that although we may refer to one and 
the same property 0 with the predicates (A), (B), and (E)„ these 
expressions express distinct properties. Goldman could say that we 
may refer to the property which (E) alone expresses with any of (A),
(B), or (E). And as Goldman himself proposes, the synonomy criterion 
ought to be applied to only those properties expressed by the two 
expressions being tested for coreference. Thus, even if one and the 
same property may be referred to in (A), (B), and (e), the synonomy 
criterion has not thereby been shown to be incorrect.

In terms of our own theory we say that the properties that 
(A), (B), and'i(E) parad igmat ically denote at the first level of ex- 
tensional interpretation are distinct, but at the second level of 
extensional interpretation under which these expressions are assigned 
class extensions, they are codesignative. For the class of all per
sons who hit the tallest man in the room at t is identical with the 
class of persons who hit the man who is wealthiest, and this class is 
in turn identical with the class of persons who hit the man who is 
both the tallest and the wealthiest man in the room at t (under the 
supposition that the tallgst is the wealthiest man in the room at t). 
And, the synonomy criterion ought to be applied only to those proper
ties assigned by an extensional interpretation at level^, not to 
their class extensions assigned at levelg for the expressions being
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tested for codesignation. Property identity is not a matter of 
mere class extension identity for paradigmatic expressions, whether 
or not it is, in the case of nonparadigmatic uses of property terms.

Although the above should suffice to allay Brand's doubts 
about the synonomy criterion of property identity, another comment is 
in order here for it will prevent opponents of the finegrained view 
of event identity from forming objections based on purported counter
examples of a kind that may be of interest to those who want to use 
a finegrained theory within a theory of nomic subsumptive explanation 
of singular events. As we have repeatedly stressed in previous dis
cussions, definite descriptions within paradigmatic language used in 
NS contexts must be treated, with extreme caution. For example, the 
definite descriptions occurring within (a), (B), and (E) might, in 
some NS contexts, render these expressions nonparadigmatic as property 
designators. -For in most NS explanation contexts, a more perspicuous 
way of denoting the events intended as designata by (c) and (d) would 
require moving to (F) as the constituent relation term for each:
(F) (T^ hits 2' at time 3).
We then complete the event sentence
(G) j hits    at t
with another individual constant a, paradigmatically designative of 
the man who in our example happens to be both the tallset and the 
wealthiest man in the room in question, arriving at
(H) Hjat 
and its correlate
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(I)
Now in any context of NS explanation in which the sentence (H) or the 
designator (I) occurs, the information that the individual a is the 
tallest man in the room (the particular room r, say), or that a is the 
wealthiest, or that a is "both tallest and wealthiest, will either "be 
explanatorily relevant to its explanandum (perhaps /H,j,a,t/ itself is 
the explanandum) or it will not be explanatorily relevant. If it is, 
then the NS explanans must include as antecedents either 
(J) /T,a,r,t/
where T (T)(£^(3) =df (1̂ ) is the tallest man in (2) at time (Ĵ b or 
(K) /H,a,r,t/,
where W =df (T) is the wealthiest man in (2)) at time (3)»
or both. And thus we could not let “a" be a formalisation of any of 
the following definite descriptions;
(L) the tallest man in the room
(M) the wealthiest man In the room
(N) the tallest and the wealthiest man in the room
relative to any NS context containing the sentence "HjaV or the
designator '/H,j,a,t/% And, if the information that the individual 
which j hits at t is explanatorily neutral to the explanandum of 
an NS context in which either of the above expressions occurs, then 
indeed we could interpret "a” In them in terms of any of (l), (m) , or 
(N) 5 but at the same time, supposing we then let "a" abbreviate (L), 
0b” abbreviate (K), and "c" abbreviate (N), intersubstitutions en
acted among °a% Db°, or 0c0 0 even if they are codesignativc, would
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not be permitted unless the term substituted is also explanatorily 
neutral in its semantic content0 relative to the NS context in which 
the substitution is attempted.

As an example of how such considerations could be made to 
block attempted counterexamples to the finegrained theory0 let us
return again to the case discussed by Brand which we reported on
p. 595• Modifying this case slightly0 we could regain the unwanted 
derivation of a tautologous and therefore false causal ascription from 
a true one by substitution, by constructing the following argument 
which avoids Brand's mistake of substituting within a predicative 
expression; for in the following, the only substitutions made are 
enacted upon expressions standing in subject positions 

Begin with
(5) The event of JFK's being assassinated at t causes the

event of Johnson's being the president at t”,
a true causal ascription. Then given that
(6) Johnson = the president at t”, 
we obtain
(?) The event of JFK's being assassinated at t causes the

event of the president at t"s being the president 
at t\

which is clearly unwanted because of the tautologousness of 'the 
president at V  is the president at t". Mow suppose we consider an 
MS explanation having the event of Johnson's being the president at 
t” as its explanandum. Let ”a” abbreviate 'Johnson', ”b° abbreviate
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"the president at V \  "j” abbreviate 8JFK', and let A ( T ) ©  =df ©  

is assassinated at time (2̂ > and let P =df is president
at time (^, Then our NS explanation has the event
(8) /P.a.f/
as its explanandum. In virtue of the fact that 0a° and "b” are co- 
designative, could we then substitute ®b* for "a” in (8) so that the 
original NS explanans becomes a nomic subsumptive explanans of the 
president at t°“s being the president at V? If so, then we are 
indeed in trouble, for the expression "the president at V  is the 
president at t"” hardly qualifies, if an event sentence at all, as a 
sentence designating an event which can be explained by empirical 
antecedents. He need no laws of science to "explain0 that the pres
ident at t" is the president at t", for this statement surely 
qualifies as true a priori. Any appeal to any empirical laws would 
thus be superfluous to the "explanation" of its truth.

But here is where our cautions against free use of definite 
descriptions in paradigmatic denotation of events comes into play; for 
clearly the semantic information in our interpretation of "b", namely, 
the information that its designatum is the president at i", is not 
explanatorily neutral with respect to the sentence "Pat"?. Thus no 
substitution of "b" for "a" in any of its occurrences in the NS con
text in question can be permitted. Relative to that NS context, "b"

XO0is not paradigmatic.

108. For particular instances of attempts to vitiate the
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He move on to Brand’s second attack against Goldman0s syn- 

onomy criterion of property identity (Brand 1972, p. 25*0 s
Goldman „„-fails to see that there are counterinstances 

to [his synonomy criterion] in the other direction, that is, 
t?hen the descriptions are synonomous but the properties dis
tinct. Let di = dg = ’the color blue’. Since the 
descriptions are identical, they are synonomous. Let be 
the property of being the color seen by a normal observer 
under standard conditions when [the number of angstrom units 
measuring the wavelength of light emitted by an object x 
is n], and Fg be the property of being the color seen by a 
normal observer under standard conditions when [the number 
of angstrom units measuring the wavelength of light 
emitted by an object x is n*!], where n is the angstrom 
unit number at the center of the blue range. Fx is cer
tainly distinct from Fg, though the description ’the color 
blue" expresses both properties, since a normal observer 
cannot make differentiations of one angstrom unit. Goldman 
might reply that does not express F^ nor does cU express 
Fp — rather they refer to these properties (Cf. Goldman 
1970, pp. 12 - 13). However, on a natural understanding of 
’express’ (or ’describe’), d% does express and dg does 
express Fg. Goldman might have some special semantical 
predicate in mind when he uses ’express’5 if so, it is a 
mystery to me what it is.

Now I am unsure whether Goldman would reply as Brand expects, in
terms of his distinction between expressing and referring. But if
Goldman’s distinction does play the same role as our distinction
between paradigmatic and nonparadigmatic property designators, then
he would not say even that d^ — i.e., dg — i.e., ’the color blue’
— refers to the same property as those distinct properties expressed
by

finegrained view of event identity as well as theories about the 
nature of causal nomic subsumptlve explanations essentially similar 
to that proposed in this work, see discussions by Kim (1971 and
1973), Davidson (1963 and 1967)» Chisholm (1970 and 1971), and 
Bescher (1970c).



(1) the color seen by a normal observer under standard 
conditions when the number of angstrom units measur
ing the wavelength of light emitted by an object x 
is n

and
(2) the color seen by a normal observer under standard 

conditions when the number of angstrom units measur
ing the wavelength of light emitted by an object x 
is n+l.

We can see this more clearly by moving to the predicative correlates
of (l) and (2) and the term "the color blue1$
(3) is the color blue
(4) is the color seen by a normal observer under

standard conditions when the number of angstrom units 
measuring the wavelength of light emitted by an 
object x is n

(5) is the color seen by a normal observer under
standard conditions when the number of angstrom 
units measuring the wavelength of light emitted by 
an object x is n*l.

Keeping the above predicates in mind (which take color terms as
arguments) we next move to the predicates (6)„ (?)„ and (8)s
(6) (T) is blue
(?) (̂ 2) has the color seen by a normal observer under

standard conditions when the number of angstrom units
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measuring the wavelength of light emits is n

(8) (T̂ ) has the color seen hy a normal observer under
standard conditions when the number of angstrom units 
measuring the wavelength of light emits is ntl,

which take physical object names, rather than color names, as argu
ments. Clearly, if (l) and (2) are both codesignative with the
expression "the color blue0» then the "is” of (3)» (4), and (5) may 
correctly be interpreted as the "is" of genuine identity as opposed 
to mere predication. And if so, then for any object x, if any of
(6), (?), or (8) are truly ascribable to x, then all of (6), (?),
and (8) are truly ascribable to x. That is, (6) is true of x if
and only if (?) is true of x if and only if (8) is true of x. (6) is
true of x if and only if (?) is true of x$ and likewise (6) is true 
of x if and only if (8) is true of x. But from this it follows that
of any object x, (?) is true of x if and only if (8) is true of x.
Since the logical force of "when" in (?) and (8) is conjunction plus 
temporal reference, (?) and (8) are semantically equivalent to (9) 
and. (10) s
(9) (T) has the color seen at t by a normals observer 

under standard conditions and the number of angstrom 
units measuring the wavelength of light emitted by 
(^is n at t

(10) (T) has the color seen at t by a normal observer 
under standard conditions and the number of angstrom 
units measuring the wavelength of light emitted by
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1 is n*l at t.

Clearly since (9) and (10) cannot both be truly ascribable to any 
object radiating light at a uniform wavelength at t (as we suppose)» 
these are not predicable of all and only the same objects. Thus we 
have a reductio on the supposition that (l) and (2) axe codesignative 
with (3) when taken literally. Therefore, (l) and (2) could not even 
'refer to' or nonparadlgmatically designate the same property, much 
less express or paradigmatically denote the same property, when taken in 
their literal meanings. And therefore Brand's purported counter
example to the synonomy criterion dissolves.

For the most part I think that the remainder of Brand's 
comments and criticisms in this article (Brand 1972) may be passed 
over, for they all seem to carry tendentious pare suppositions: Brand
seems to assume that, for example, we have clear and uniform pre- 
theoretic notions of the nature of performances and wanting (Ibid., 
pp. 255 - 256) which are incompatible with Goldman’s theory. Since 
I as well as many others, I'm sure, disagree with Brand's pretheoretic 
intuitions about these notions, I suspect that his objections based 
on the latter will not be capable of being made precise without also 
being made question-begging.



CHAPTER 10

DAVIDSON'S RADICAL EXTENSIONALIST THEORY

In what follows I will assume that the reader is already some
what familiar with the major tenets of Davidson's position concerning 
action and event identity, as propounded and developed in many of 
his articles (Davidson 19&3, 196?« 1969» 1971 p and. 1973)• Here I 
will draw attention to a few of the basic thesis Davidson subscribes 
to, in order to explicate some of their consequences which I believe 
are unsatisfactory, and to which the theory I have presented is not 
committed. The portion of Davidson's theory which concerns us in this 
chapter may be summed up in the following;
Thesis Is Events (of which actions are a subclass) are purely

extended, concrete particulars. They have no internal 
ontological constituent structure.

Thesis 2; Paradigmatic designators for events may be of any of
the following forms:
(a) singular referring terms, formally written as 

individual constants 'e', 'e'', etc.? these in
clude names of events, e.g., 'my earache', 'the 
fire',

(b) definite descriptions, formally written as 
'(?e)(0e)'j

610



Thesis 3s

Thesis 4:

Thesis 5:

Thesis 6s

Thesis 7s

611
(c) gerun&ial nominallzations of [our own] event 

sentences, also formally written as "e", "e"1, 
etc.

A particular event e may have an infinite number of 
nonsynonomous descriptionsg among the set D of 
descriptions of e, no distinction is made between 
those expressing [what we would call] the essential 
constituent structure of e, and those expressing 
properties [we would say] e merely 1ms (or predicates 
true of e) or relations into which e enters.
Events said to be related by level generation (on 
our own and most finegrained theories) are all iden
tical (The Identity Thesis).
e = e” if and only if they have the same causes and 
the same effects.
Causal explanation of events (as well as any nomic 
subsumptive form of explanation of events) is sensi
tive to their descriptions, but causal relations 
(which, as in Thesis 5o determine event identity) 
between events are not sensitive to descriptions.
In all (uncontroversially) opaque linguistic con
texts, denotation of events is sensitive to event- 
descriptiong in all (uncontroversially) transparent 
contexts, event-ddnotation is not sensitive to descrip
tion.
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Mow as the reader will note, there is not much call, given 

Theses 1 - 7 ,  for Davidson to propose a distinction between paradig
matic and nonpazadigffiatic event languages since events have no 
ontological internal structure, the main point of our elevation of 
certain forms of expressions as paradigmatic for designating events —  

which is to express in a direct manner this ontological structure —  

does not arise. All expressions that can in any sense whatever be 
said to 'describee or "denote’ a Davidsonian event e, do so equally 
paradigmatically (as stated in Thesis 2). For example, "George’s 
singing off key", "the event that caused the baby to cry", "George's 
obeying of my order", "the first musical act performed by my ex- 
off icemate ' and even "event #^42?' can, given the appropriate 
circumstances, all equally paradigmatically denote one and the same 
event. Nor would Davidson flinch at our including in this set of 
descriptions expressions like "the event which is identical with that 
which woke up the baby and Canton is in China", or, "the event which 
occurred exactly eight miles due north of point p and Scott is 
identical with Scott", etc. Since events are concrete aid. purely 
extended particulars, and since expressions of quite disparate sorts, 
containing unlike logical structure as well as semantic content, 
can all (in natural languages) be used equally well to denote them, 
"anything goes0 as far as paradigmatic designation and description 
of such events is concerned. As a result of these considerations in 
conjunction with Thesis 3, Davidson would not talk of the constitutive 
types of events at all (for they have no constituent structure), but
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he does talk of an event e's being of various types or kinds. The 
types or kinds (of event) that a singular event e may “be of% are 
all of unilateral status and are determined by each of the descrip
tions (of the various sorts as in our above example) that are 
descriptions of e.

Sometimest, however, Davidson seems forced to make some dif
ferentiations among all of these (possibly infinite number of) types 
or kinds of event under which a single event e may falls for example, 
if we look for a causal explanation of e we must, according to 
Davidson, classify e as of a kind or type specified in some law of 
nature. Thus, if we want a causal explanation of e, we are allowed 
to denote e only as being an event of some certain type (a 0nomic“ 
type, we will say) but not as being an event of many other types, 
even though on Davidson’s view, e is an event of these other types 
("non-nomic’ types, we shall say) in the very same sense in which e 
is of its nomic type(s). The same is true when designation of e is 
involved in the expression of an occurrence of propositions! attitude. 
For example, suppose in the above example, George believes that the 
baby will cry if he sings off key. Suppose also that, given this 
belief, George also believes that he will cause the baby to cry if 
he sings off key. Although it is true that George believes he will 
cause the baby to cry if he causes the baby to cry (supposing 
George has a minimal knowledge of logic), the latter belief is not 
the same as the former. Thus when we discuss George’s believings
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as well as his wantings, knowings, promisings, intendings, sayings- 
that, and so on, we are allowed to use only certain descriptions of 
the events concerned to the exclusion of others.

Davidson would say that all those occasions in which our 
choice from among the descriptions D of e must not "be arbitrary, are 
opaque contexts. Contexts of prepositional attitude and of nomic 
subsumptive and causal explanation are according to Davidson among 
these. .Thus we might suppose Davidson has a ready principle by 
which to justify making some distinctions in status among the descrip
tions D of e, but at the same time that he can avoid or at least 
ignore the distinction we draw between the constituent type of e and 
the other properties or relations e merely has or enters into: when
ever an objection to Davidson's analysis of event identity arises 
which appeals to the need for a more finegrained view in terms of 
the semantic content of paradigmatic event describors, Davidson can 
simply evaluate the linguistic context to which the objector appeals 
as but another opaque context, and thus avert the objection.

But there are conceptual difficulties with Davidson's 
approach against which the above ploy will not be effective.
Davidson himself calls our attention to one of them (Davidson 1970, 
pp. 82 - 85). In attempting to criterially distinguish mental events 
from physical events, Davidson proposes (Ibid., p. 84) that

...an event is mental if and only if it has a mental 
description or (the description operator not being prim
itive) if there is a mental open sentence true of that
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event alone. Physical events are those picked out by 
descriptions or open sentences that contain only the phys
ical vocabulary essentially. (Essentially, so as to rule 
out cases where the description or open sentence is logically 
equivalent to one not containing [physical] vocabulary.)

The problem with this criterion, given Theses 1 - 5, is that all
events will turn out to be mental, and all events will turn out to
by physical as a matter of definition alone. For suppose that of
some event e, an open sentence containing only physical vocabulary
essentially is true of it. It will always be possible to construct
a mental open sentence that is also true of e, thus qualifying e as
a mental event. And, suppose that of some event e°, an open sentence
containing only mental vocabulary essentially is true of it. It
will always be possible to construct a physical open sentence that
is. also true of e", thus qualifying e" as a physical event.
Davidson himself gives an example of the former (ibid., p. 84)§

Take some event one would intuitively accept as physical, 
let’s say the collision of two stars in distant space.
There must be a purely physical predicate “Px ° true of this 
collision, and of others, but true of only this one at the 
time it occurred. This particular time, though, may be pin
pointed as the same time that Jones notices that a pencil 
starts to roll across his desk. The distant stellar col
lision is thus the event x such that Px and x is simultaneous 
with Jones’ noticing that a pencil starts to roll across his
desk. The collision has now been picked out by a mental
description and must be counted as a mental event.

I think that Davidson could have formulated his example a bit more
accurately to express the point, but let it suffice to express that
point for now. Examples in which intuitively mental events turn out
to be physical events on Davidson’s criterion are also easy to come by:
Consider the event of Jones’ noticing that a pencil starts to roll
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across his desk. There must be a purely mental predicate "Mx' true 
of this noticing, and of others, but true of only this one at the 
time it occurred. This particular time, though, may be pinpointed 
as the same time that a stellar collision occurs in distant 
space. The noticing is thus the event x such that Mx and x is 
simultaneous with that stellar collision. The noticing has now been 
picked out by a physical description and must be counted, as a physical 
event.

I am also puzzled to observe that, although Davidson notes 
a further objection that applies in full force to the criterion he 
proposes above, he seems to have forgotten so, or thought that some
how his criterion escapes the difficulty he names:

Assume that the predicate 'x took place at Noosa Heads' 
belongs to the physical vocabulary? then so also must the 
predicate *x did not take place at Noosa Heads' belong to 
the physical vocabulary. But the predicate 'x did or did 
not take place at Noosa Heads' is true of every event, 
whether mental or physical. (ibid., p. 83)

Now Davidson's restriction of event describing open sentences as
containing at least one mental (physical) verb essentially in cri-
terially determining that the event they describe is mental (physical)
does handle the difficulty of the passage just cited. But given
Davidson's habit of allowing free rein to the construction of
what we have called ritualistic predicates, we can strengthen the
objection contained in the above passage on grounds that Davidson
himself would accept s Take any physical open sentence 0x, and any
mental open sentence Ĵx. Suppose that for some physical event e,
we have 0e. Now consider the open sentence
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(l) (J& v -jk) . ê.
(1) is true of all events alike, and contains at least one physical 
verb essentially — namely, the verb Thus every event is a
physical event. Or, consider that for some mental event e°, we have 
that ĵ e". Now consider the open sentence
(2) (0x v -$x) . ê'.
(2) is true of all events alike, and contains at least one mental 
verb essentially — namely, the verb Thus every event is a
mental event. Of course the line of argument I have just taken, 
although representative of the sort of argumentation that has appeared, 
repeatedly in several of Davidson’s own works, is one which I con
sider to be illegitimate. But on Davidson’s own grounds it should 
give him pause, for it leads to the very suspect conclusion that all 
events are both mental and physical, by definition.

Seen from the perspective of a finegrained view of event 
identity such as our own, the problem of characterizing mental events, 
physical events, and distinguishing between the two falls out quite 
simply8 mental events are just those events having mental constituent 
types, and physical events are just those events having physical 
constituent types. Since events are each constituted by only one 
type, of course it follows from our view that no mental events will 
be physical events, and no physical events will be mental events, for 
no mental predicates are synonomous with physical predicates, nor 
vice-versa. And thus Davidson0s main argument (Davidson, 1973), namely 
that mental events are identical with physical events, could never



come to fruition. Perhaps this is a consequence that it is not
quite so ill-advised to accept, however, on the above as well as

109independent grounds.
I think that Davidson's inability to satisfactorily disting

uish mental from physical events is one manifestation of an entire 
syndrome of ills symptomatic of any theory of event identity that 
subscribes to Theses 1 - 3« For, given the supposition that events 
are not internally ontologically structured, that they are the "purely 
extended concrete particulars' Davidson has in mind, we must construe 
them in a manner essentially similar to the 'uneharaeterized chunks 
of spacetime' discussed in connection with Ducasse's theory (Part 
Chapter ?). And, given Theses 2 and 3d which preclude our making 
use of any forms of expression as paradigmatic for designating events 
and expressing the philosophically interesting relations into which 
they enter (e.g., causation, causal explanation, nomic subsumption, 
theoretic correlation or reduction, etc.), we suddenly lose our 
strongest, most precise and most enlightening "linguistic grip" on 
these entities. It is no wonder that Davidson does not subscribe to 
an ideal -language methodology — for ideal language about events is 
language that construes them as having some ontologically essential

109 • I have given an explication of theoretic reduction of 
the noneliminative sort which is consonant with claiming there to be 
a strong correlation between particular mental and physical events, 
without identifying them, in Part 4, Chapter 10.



characteristics, and some internal structure to be reflected in that 
ideal language.. Where events are unstructured concrete particulars, 
they are ipso facto nonqualitative in all ontologically essential 
aspects. And, if events are nonqualitative in this sense, then 
linguistic description, which is quality-ascribing at least in all of 
its nonrigid uses, will not itself be a very helpful tool in their 
philosophical analysis except 'metalinguistically', When descriptions 
of an event are not restricted, within the giving of any criteria 
purporting to delineate a special subclass of events of interest to 
philosophers or Of interest generally, to paradigmatic descriptions 
whose semantic content expresses in a direct manner some essential 
ontological structure or qualities of the events they denote, it is 
almost inevitable that reliance on the notion of 'event-description' 
in the object-linguistic formulation of such criteria will be of more 
hindrance than help. Davidson would have analogous difficulties to 
those we cited in the case of delineating the class of mental and 
of physical events, if he were to attempt to crlterially specify the 
class of biological events, astronomical events, chemical events, 
or even events of prepositional attitude, intentional action events, 
and the like. For, for any subclass of events you choose, which are 
intuitively captured in terms of our own theory by appealing to 
differences in their constitutive types (which are paradigmatically 
designated by certain predicative expressions or property terms as 
we have already discussed at length), no criterion Davidson could 
construct with his own resources in terms of his uni-statused event
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descriptions, will be immune to arguments involving the use of 
ritualistic and other nonparadigmatic predicates proving that every 
event falls within the class specified by his criterion.

I turn now briefly to some comments concerning Theses 4 - 7. 
Since there has been a proliferation of discussions of the Identity 
Thesis (Thesis 4) in the recent literature, and since I have touched 
on issues surrounding it in previous chapters, I shall only voice 
some comments that seem most direct, most simple, and for that reason 
most telling against this view of action identity. First, let us 
consider the Davidsonian event description
(1)   is a turning on of the light by John at t.
Now under only the most uncontroversial ontological and semantical 
assumptions, it seems that whatever entities are of the category of 
which sentences like (l) are true, are instances of relations. In the 
case of (l), any x satisfying this open sentence will be a relation 
between a person, a particular light fixture, and a particular time. 
The relation in question, which x instantiates, is expressed in the 
open sentence
(2) (T) turns on (z) at time (3),
Now consider another Davidsonian event description
(3) x is an alerting of the prowler by John at t.
This x too, in its ontic structure, must be relationals any x 
satisfying this open sentence will be a relation between two different 
persons and a particular time. The relation in question, which x 
instantiates, is expressed in the open sentence
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(4) (l) alerts (T) at time (3).
Now in Davidson's famous example (Davidson 1963)0 it is claimed that 
descriptions of the forms (l) and (3) denote the same event. But 
given that these sentences express what are clearly two distinct 
relations, not only do I fail to see how the events satisfying (l) 
and (3) can lack ontological structure or essentially qualitative 
characteristics, hut I also fail to see how it is possible to view 
these entities as one and the same5 for they just simply do have 
distinct constituents. Any attempt to sweep away the ontological 
structure of the events these descriptions denote, or to wipe away 
the pat difference between the individuals essential reference to 
which is made in each, seems to me not only to constitute an impos
sible undertaking. In addition, nothing is gained from doing so, 
that cannot also be gained from taking the finegrained, linguistic- 
dependent view, besides certain identity claims perhaps (as in 
Davidson's version of Materialism) and a sparser ontology (one which 
does not include intensional entities, properties, propositions, and 
the like). I have already suggested reasons for eschewing a principle 
of radical ontological parsimony in previous discussions5 at any 
rate Davidson himself seems content to acknowledge the existence of 
propositions and properties. The interesting and philosophically 
informative features of Materialism minus its sheer insistence on 
identifying the mental with the physical, can all be expressed on a 
finegrained view in which such identifications are denied and replaced 
by other sorts of correlation between mental and physical events.
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Thus I es often perplexed over tsby Davidson and the other radical 
extensionalists would mnt to argue this view in the first place.

Second, as a consequence of Theses 4 and 5» it follows that 
in, for example, Davidson's example mentioned above, the event of 
John’s turning on the light and the event of John’s alerting the 
prowler must have identical spatiotemporal loci. But let us re
consider the case8 the light fixture in question, and the prowler in 
question, certainly do not occupy the same spaces. Therefore the 
locations of the purportedly single particular event denoted by (l) 
and (3) must be on Davidson’s view some segment of space that in
cludes both the prowler and the light fixture, as well as John. But 
(l) does not pick out the space of the prowler, and (3) does not 
pick out the space of the light fixture, in any conceivable inter
pretation of these descriptions themselves. Thus I fall to see how 
Davidson can make sense of the notion that events are spatial partic
ulars, which is a thesis he is at pains to defend.

Of course, Davidson would reply that the event designated 
by (l) and (3) is also identical with the event designated by
(5) x is a moving of John’s arm [in such and such ways]

by John at t,
which we may suppose to designate some ’basic action’ of John’s (see 
Davidson’s ’Agency”, 1971)* And he would also say that, since all 
three of (l), (3) and (5) are codesignative, the space at which this 
single event occurs is just that space occupied by John (we suppose 
John’s arm to occupy a space fully contained in the space occupied
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by John). It would follow then that the prowler is only externally 
related, in some inessential way, to the event of John's alerting 
him, and the light is only related in some external inessential way, 
to the event of John’s turning it on. And it also follows that there
fore it is logically possible for the event of John’s alerting the 
prowler to occur in a world where there was no prowler; and it is 
logically possible for the event of John’s turning on the light to 
occur in a world where there is no light. This consequence of 
Davidson’s theses 1, 4, and 5 seems to me to be patently absurd.

Me arrive finally at some problems accruing to Davidson's 
move to Theses 6 and 7 which, I think, he has included in his view as 
a somewhat ad hoc means of repelling various objections to his cri
terion of event identity as expressed in Theses 1 - 5» As an example 
of such an objection, suppose we try to develop the following case 
against Davidson1s view. Given the truth of

110. In fact, Davidson himself does not accept it, for in 
his semantical representation of event sentences such as ’John alerts 
the prowler at V , the relations! structure of the event designated 
is made explicit: the above sentence becomes, on the Davidsonian
formalization,

(teUAlerting^^ . Att).
where J = John and p = the prowler, and e, the event of John's alert
ing the prowler (which is identical with the event of his moving his 
arm and of his turning on the light) instantiates x in the above 
sentence. Once again, Davidson’s view seems inconsistent for on 
the one hand (according to Thesis l) we are to conceive of events as 
bare concrete particulars, and on the other hand we cash out their 
descriptions as descriptions of entities having relational struc
ture (Of. Davidson 1966).
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(A) Jones at t wants to turn on the light (at t")
which we would formally represent as
(B)
if /T,j,l,t'/ is identical with the event of Jones’ alerting the 
prowler at V  (i.e.„ /A,j,p,t’/), then substitution of coreferential 
expressions yields

which is clearly false — we suppose Jones did not even know there was 
a prowler about the premisses at t-V, Davidson’s well-rehearsed
move is to counter by saying that the context ’___ wants that___’ is
opaque, and thus any designstive expression filling in the second 
blank in such contexts must have semantic content that expresses cer
tain relevant properties of the event e whose occurrence fulfills 
John’s want, but not other irrelevant properties e may also have. The 
property of e’s being a turning on of the light by John is one such
property that is allowed in the context ’Jones at t wants to ’ as
designatum of the expression for the second blank5 the property of
e’s being an alerting of the prowler is not. (Similar reasoning on
Davidson’s part draws on the feature of opacity of the context ’_
causally explains to redeem his criterion of event identity from
analogous objections.)

Now despite the ad-hoc flavor of such moves on Davidson’s 
part, I would grant him their efficacy in warding off all such

(0 Jones at t wants to alert the prowler (at V ) »

Hj(/A„j,p,t’/)t,



objections to his criterion of event identity. But X do not think 
that the matter really ends here, for we may ask, what is it about the 
appeal to opacity of context that makes it capable of redeeming 
Davidson’s theory so easily? The obvious answer is that, in opaque 
contexts, the semantic content of descriptions of events is tied in 
a much stronger way to their designate than in transparent contexts. 
More specifically, this semantic content contains, essentially, 
expressions that specify internal components of events as if they did 
indeed have internal ontological structure. For if the expressions 
allowed as substitutible within intensional contexts, as for example 
in the second blank of the above locutions, did not serve to pick out 
property and individual constituents of their (event-) designate, then 
Davidson’s ploy would be of no avails We could still generate 
false sentences from true ones by codesignative term substitutions.
The moral to be drawn, I think, is thiss if events can in any sense 
be considered as entering into relations of prepositional attitude, 
or of causal explanation, or any relations expressed by sentences 
Davidson needs to assess as opaque, then we simply are conceiving 
of events as having essential internal ontological structure as 
claimed by finegrained theories, and they are not after all the onto- 
logically simple individuals characterized (rather incoherently at 
that) by radical extensionalist theories like that of Davidson. This 
is true despite the further necessity of construing events in 
abstraction from their actual occurrences as we do in our explication 
of sentences expressing prepositional attitudes and the like 5 for
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the reference to constituent structure remains whether we think of 
a particular event as it actually occurs, or whether we think of it in 
abstraction from its actual occurrence. It is also true under the 
supposition that by sentences like (B) we mean that Jones at t wants 
to perform an action (any action) of which "turning on the light at 
t" is true of it. For if an action e is to so qualify, then it must 
be a turning on of the light by Jones at t, whereas it needn’t be, 
for example, an alerting of the prowler by Jones at t. Again, the 
implication is that any entity (event) meeting the qualification has 
the internal structure of a relation instantiation whiose constituent 
individuals are Jones, the light in question, and the time t. And 
furthermore, that it has this internal constituent structure neces
sarily or essentially.



PART SIX

SOME CONCLUDING REMARKS

In a sense» the theory of nomic subsumptive explanation I 
have presented in this work, and the analysis of events which I have 
incorporated into it, contain nothing really novel. For the theory 
of NS explanation I have given is comprised largely of a set of 
restrictions, revisions, and detailed developments over the theory of 
inferential explanation originally proposed by Hempel. And, the 
theory of events I have delineated is in a sense nothing more than a 
working-out, with some minor changes and additions, of the theories 
already articulated by Kim and Goldman. In constructing my own theory 
what I have done for the most part is to take into account the ways 
in which the theories of these authors seem to fail, and to formulate 
what appear to me to be the most satisfactory corrections of these 
failings. Thus if my work represents any novel contribution to the 
philosophy of science, perhaps its novelty lies only in that is con
tains a very thorough, and often very tedious, examination of the 
covering-law model of explanation — one in which the logical and 
ontological implications of this view, both good and bad, have been 
given serious attention. The corrections of the traditional view that 
seem to be required, however, have proved to be far from easy to 
formulate in a precise and yet systematic and coherent conceptual

62?
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frameworkt although the needed corrections and revisions themselves 
have for the most part seemed to me obvious and indeed sometimes 
quite simpleminded.

One feature of my work which perhaps stands out as relatively 
unique in relation to most of the literature devoted to the subjects 
I have pursued, is its heavy reliance on the restriction of the 
language in which scientific explanation is couched to what I have 
called 'paradigmatic' terms. I am sure that my construe! of para- 
digmaticity for expressions denoting events and for expressing nomic 
subsumptive explanations, is far from flawless; I am just as sure, 
however, that some such restriction on language is required if the 
issues of interest to the philosopher of science are to be formulated 
clearly and resolved satisfactorily. I hope that at least some of 
the features I have suggested as constituting paradigmaticity for 
event-language and the expression of NS explanation constitute a 
move in the right direction. For although the technical apparatus 
I have used here is rather tedious, unwieldy, and indeed almost 
unusable from the practical point of view of the scientist, without 
it I cannot conceive of how I could have formulated those needed 
corrections arid revisions of other theories similar to my own in 
fundamentals, and of which my own theory may be seen as an emanation.

I have no defense sui generis of any of those fundamental 
assumptions on which my theory is based, which I stated briefly in 
the opening pages. However, if we assume their correctness, my 
theory does represent a fairly systematic account of how they are



interconnected. Given those assumptions,, I think that I have pro
vided the foundations of a philosophical theory that covers analyses 
of the notions of event, action, lawlikeness, theoretic correspon
dence, confirmability, and most of all semantically perspicuous 
schemata for nomic subsumptive explanation in which these notions 
are all integrated and through which is laid bare one good account of 
how we may gain an understanding of the world we experience by 
relating events to scientific laws and theories.
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